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PEEFACE

TO THE SECOND EDITION.

THE present edition of this work is, I venture to think, a

considerahle improvement on the previous one. With such a

large number of examples, not only were misprints, but

mistakes, more or less trifling, almost inevitable; but, owing

chiefly to the kindness of correspondents, very few of these

can remain in this edition.

My acknowledgments are, in the first place, due to Mr.

Robert Graham, of Kingstown, who supplied me with a long

list of corrections and some good suggestions. Mr. J. C. Malet

kindly called my attention to some mistakes which I had

overlooked in the chapter on Attractions. In some places

where a better choice of language was possible for the

eliieiihition of the subject, I have adopted alterations kindly

pointed out by Colonel Chesney.

In the earlier part of the book the examples have been

subjected to a rearrangement, the order of relative difficulty

being tatter kept in view; and some of them which were of

tin purely mathematical and fantastic character have been

sponged.

Besides alterations of the above description, four 'others

deserve special mention.

Firstly, the proof of the parallelogram of forces has been

base'l entirely on the Newtonian definition of force, ainl hn-
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vi PREFACE.

therefore been made to follow from the composition of

velocities.

Secondly, the principal propositions of Graphic Statics (so

far as coplanar forces are concerned) have been introduced.

The subject is a small one and very simple, and I believe

that in the few pages in which I have treated it (see end

of Chapter V) the student will find enough to enable him to

read with ease a more elaborate and formal treatise on

graphic methods.

Thirdly, the portion dealing with Electrostatics has been so

enlarged as to contain several propositions of importance

which had been omitted in the previous edition.

Fourthly, and chiefly, a Chapter on Strains and Stresses

has been introduced. So far as English works on Statics, in

general, are concerned, this is an innovation, and a very

important one. In view of the enormous development of

Mathematical Physics, and the wonderful inventions depending

on the small strains and vibrations of natural solids, which

have been made within the last few years, the study of the

equilibrium and motion of bodies as they are, and not as they

exist in abstraction, is surely a subject of which it is impossible

to exaggerate the importance. We may well ask whether in

this country too much valuable time is not spent in the

discussion of neat mathematical unrealities in the calculation

of the behaviour of impossible bodies under impossible condi-

tions, A certain amount of this is of course necessary for the

study of the fundamental principles of Dynamics; but the

equilibrium and motion of natural solids ought to occupy the

attention of every student of Physics after he has acquired a

sound and firm knowledge of the fundamental propositions

concerning the action of Force. Yet Applied Mechanics, as a
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nel to, and corrective of, Rational Dynamics is a subject

the study of which is confined almost exclusively to scientific

-tu.lents of Engineering.

I am very far indeed from asserting or implying that the

t't-w pages on Strains and Stresses in this work supply ade-

quately this deficiency in our general scientific education.

They are addressed to students who have attained consider-

able proficiency in pure mathematics, and have a reference

much more to the Theories of Light, Magnetism, and Elec-

tricity than to ordinary Applied Mechanics. For students of

lower attainments a short treatise dealing first with plane

elasticity and proceeding therice to strains in three dimensions

would be extremely desirable.

In dealing with the theory of Strains and Stresses and with

tin- subject of Electrostatics, I have had the benefit of the

invaluable advice and criticism of Mr. Fitzgerald, whose

assistance was always given with the utmost zeal. In two

( 'hapters of his Elements of Dynamic the late Professor

Clifford gave a discussion of 'Strain-Steps' and 'Strain-

V.-locities' marked by all the elegance and simplicity of

treatment which characterised everything he wrote. From

tin-so chapters I have derived considerable assistance; but

their (quaternion) method is, of course, different from that

which I havr alo|>tet|.

tin- vi.-w of the theory of Friction presented to the

in this work, I am almost wholly iiiI-Ui-.l to

Mr. .Irll. -it, whose niethn.l <>t' treating the rational theory of

l-'riction. both in his Lectures and in his Treati-e <>n the

subject, has invested it with a completeness and precision

which it had not previously attained. Cur knowledge

of the laws of Friction has been r.-c-ntly exten.l. ! by tin-
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experiments of Professor; Osborne Reynolds on rolling friction

(Phil. Trans., vol. 166, pt. i), and by experiments made on an

extensive scale on the London Chatham and Dover Railway

by Captain Douglas Galton (Proceedings of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, June and October, 1878).

A reference to these experiments will be useful to the

student.

I have again to thank Mr. Eagles for his very useful and

painstaking assistance in correcting the press and verifying

results.

Mr. Reilly's references to sources of information have been,

as before, of very great value to me
;
and I have to thank

Professor Wolstenholme for continuing his permission to

draw from the inexhaustible store accumulated in his Book

of Mathematical Problems.

COOPEE'S HILL, December, 1879.
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W
In page 1 79, line 3, for W read ,

NOTE.
In example 39, p. 159, omit everything after the words '

horizontal line through
A, and insert instead the words 'show that as the point C varies, the position of
the beam being always the same, the magnitudes and lines of action of the
.ressure on the axis will be represented by lines drawn from A to a certain right
line parallel to AB and if the position of the beam varies, while AC is always
equal to AB, find the curve whose radii vectores will represent the pressure on
the axis.



STATICS.

CHAPTER I.

THE COMPOSITION AND RESOLUTION OF FORCES ACTING IN ONE

PLANE AT A POINT.

ARTICLE 1.] Definition of Force. Force is an action exerted

a bmb/ in order to change Us state either of rest or of movimj

nnly forward in a right line.

This is the definition of Force given by Newton (see Prin-

.ipia. lU.k I. Def. IV).

2.] Divisions of the Science. The Science which treats of

the action of Force on bodies is called Dynamics. Of this

ce tin re are t\\o branches: the first treats of the laws to

which forces are subject when they keep bodies at rest, and

this branch is called Statics ; the second treats of the laws to

which the motions of bodies are subject when these motions are

jiruilui-cil by given forces, and this branch is called K<i'fics.

3.] Matter. Matter is something which exists in spaee, and

:i'-r by such observed qualities as extension,

nice ami impenetrability.
A limited portion of matter is railed a Body, and the quantity

df matter contained in a body is called its Mass. A very small

portion of matter is called a Particle.

4.] Velocity. Suppose a point to move along a right line in

i a way that it always takes the same time, t, to travel -

the .-ame length, .t,
of the line, in whatever points of the line the

mities of this length arc situated. Then we readily say
that the point's 'rate of moving' is the same all through, and

thi- uiea-ure by the quotient The rate of moving
i

call the iv.'A/c/V// of the moving point. But if the time of moving
, the length s is not the same all through but depends on the

B



2 COMPOSITION AND RESOLUTION OP FORCES. [5.

points of the line between which it is measured, the velocity,

or rate of moving, is clearly not uniform. Nevertheless we

recognise the fact that at each of its positions the moving point

has a particular rate of going. How is this rate to be esti-

mated? Like all rates, it must be measured by a differential

coefficient. Thus, if P and Q are two extremely close positions,

and if is any fixed point on the line of motion, the distance

between and P being called s and the distance OQ being
called s + As, and if the point has taken the infinitesimal time

At to get from P to Q, we shall be very near the truth in

assuming that its rate of moving has remained uniform in the

passage from P to Q, and the velocity in this interval will, as

As
above, be the quotient The smaller the interval PQ (andA '

therefore the smaller A* and A*!) the more nearly true is the

assumption of uniformity of the rate of moving from P to Q,
A*

Hence if we could find the value of the ratio
,
when both A s

At
and At are indefinitely diminished, we should have the exact

rate of moving at P. But the limit of this\iatio is the

ds
differential coefficient which is easily found by the rules of

Ctv

the Differential Calculus.

}\ (> have thus not only a conception of different rates of

moving, but also a method of estimating these rates numerically
at different points of the path.

5.] Criterion of the Action of Force. Instead of the motion

of a mere mathematical point, let us consider the motion of a

material particle. How can we tell whether this moving

particle is acted on by force or not? The answer is unless

the particle is completely at rest, or failing this, moving with a

uniform velocity in a right line, it is acted on by some force.

Observe the two distinct characters which must be possessed by
the motion of a particle which is not acted on by force the

velocity must be constant in magnitude and the path must be a

right line.

6.] Measure of Force. Suppose a particle to move along a

right line in such a way that in any interval of time, t, there is

the same addition made to its velocity, between whatever epochs
of time the interval t is reckoned. Then the velocity is
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obviously increased at the same rate at every point of the path,

and the particle is said to be continuously acted on by a viiif

force in the line of motion. The rate at which this increase of

velocity takes place is taken as the measure of the force acting
on the particle ;

that is, if the same particle moves along a right

line in such a way that its velocity is increased at a constant

rate which is double the previous rate, it will be continuously

acted upon in the second motion by a force which is double the

previous force.

If the rate of increase (or in other words, the acceleration) of

the particle's motion is not uniform, the force acting on it is not

uniform, and its magnitude at any point of the particle's path is

oti mated by the rate of increase of the velocity of the particle

at tin's point.

Since the velocity of one and the same particle is capable of

having all possible rates of increase, all forces may be compared
with each other by means of their effects on a single particle.

7.] Ways in which Force is produced. One of the simplest

ways in which a force can be made to act on a particle consists

in atta'-hing a string to the particle and pulling this string so as

to cause the particle to move. If no other force acts on the

particle, and if the string is always pulled in the same right
line, the particle will continue to move in this right line; and

the rate, per unit of time, at which its velocity is being increa-ctl

at any point of its path is a measure of the magnitude of the

force with which the string pulls it; so that if for any finite

lime \\c .-l.-frveil its velocity to remain constant, we should

know that during this time the string ceased to be pulled, ami

that no force acted on the particle in this particular interval.

There are other ways in which forces act on particles, but

the manner in which they act is not in every case known to us.

For example, it' the particle consists of a small piece of soft iron

and \ve hold it near the pole of a magnet we shall see it rushing
with continually increased velocity towards the magnet, and it

is therefore by definition acted on by some force towards the

magnet. This force can be measured, as before, at every point

of the particle's path by the rate, per unit of time, at which it

produces an increase of velocity in the particle; nevertheless it

is quite uncertain how this force is produced whether it is an

action at a distance or a stress in some intervening medium.

B 2
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But whatever its cause may be, we can measure it numerically

by its effect viz., rate of increase of velocity produced in a

material particle.

Again, since the velocities of planets towards the sun and of

meteoric stones towards the earth are perpetually accelerated,

the planets are acted upon by forces towards the sun, and the

meteors by forces towards the earth. These forces are called

forces of attraction ; but the nature or precise mode of operation
of this attraction is a matter on which no certainty exists.

8.] Linear Representation of Forces. Consider a single

material particle. Every velocity which it can have possesses

three characteristics it must have a certain numerical magni-
tude, it must take place in a certain right line, and it must

take place in a certain sense (from right to left or from left to

right) along this line ; or, in other words, it must have magni-

tude, line of action, and sense.

Now every velocity can be regarded as produced in the

particle by the uniform action of a force for a definite time.

Hence forces are also characterised by magnitude, line of action,

and sense.

Two forces acting on a particle are therefore compared by

specifying the two lines and senses in which they would cause

it to move if each acted separately, and also the magnitudes of

the velocities which they would thus generate in it if they both

acted for the same time on it.

Hence any force may be completely represented by a right
line drawn in the direction and sense in which it would cause a

material particle to move, the length of this line representing,
on any scale, the rate per unit of time at which the force would

generate velocity in the particle. And all other forces may be

compared with this force as to magnitude, direction, and sense

by drawing right lines in the several directions in which they
'

would produce motion, and taking the lengths of these lines to

represent, on the same scale as before, the rates at which they
would severally generate velocity in one and the same particle.

Forces may also be compared with each other by means of

their effects on different particles. For, let n perfectly equal

particles be placed side by side in a row
(fig. i), and let each

of them be acted upon uniformly for the same time by a force

which at the end of this time generates the same velocity,
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yj in each of them. Now if instead of being n separate

particles they were all glued together so as to form a body
of n times the mass of each particle, and if each

of them is still acted on by the same force as

before, this body will, at the end of the time

considered, have the same velocity as each separate O >/

j
article had. and will be acted upon by n times O >f

the force which generated this velocity in the

particle. Comparing a single particle, then, with the body
whose mass is n times the mass of this particle we see that to

produce the same velocity in two bodies by forces acting on

them for the same time, the magnitudes of the forces must be

proportional to the masses to which they are applied.

And hence, generally, if we define momentum as the product
of mass and velocity

magnitude of aforce is proportional to the rate per unit of time

at. which it generates momentum.

The greater the mass on which the force acts, the less the rate

at which it increases the velocity of this mass ; and the less the

mass, the greater the rate of increase of velocity: the product of

the two be in
i,' always the same for the same force, whatever >j>

the masses to which it /.v
<///////>,/.

So that if P is a force which generates velocity at the rate
i .

- in a body of mass m
t
and if P* is a force which generatesdt , ,

velocity at the rate -3- (per unit of time) in a body of mass

m', we have &_ /mv \

I dt

~F
~

d . ,

*

77 (
m '

)

9.] Composition of Velocities. "We propose to show how a

particle may be moving with two velocities in t\\<> different

directions at the same time. Let a board be placed on a hori-

/.ontal talile; let a rectilinear groove,

OA (fig. 2), be cut in this board, and

let a particle be placed at O in the

ve. Suppose, for ddiniteness,

that the unit of time is one second.
l iij. t.

Let the particle be moved along
the groove with a uniform velocity represented by OA, and at
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the same time let the board (i.e. every point in the hoard)
be moved along a groove cut in the table with a uniform, velocity

represented in magnitude and direction by OB. Over what

point in the table will the particle be found at the end of one

second ? Before the motions begin, complete the parallelogram
OACB.
At the end of a second the particle must be found in the

groove at the point A, and also at the end of the same

time the point A of the groove must be found at the point
of the table vertically under C. Hence this latter point is the

position of the particle at the end of a second.

Let the foot of a perpendicular dropped from the particle on

the table be called the position of the particle referred to the table.

How do we know that the position of the particle referred to the

table has described the right line OC (or rather a line in the

table vertically under OC) ? In this way if we demanded the

position of the particle referred to the table at the end of any
fraction or multiple of a second, we should fiud that the distance

which it has travelled along OA is to the distance which the

groove has travelled in the direction OB atTOA is to AC, and

therefore the positions of the particle referred to the table trace

out a right line vertically under OC.

Consequently the two simultaneous velocities OA and OS
which were impressed on the particle have combined to give it

a single velocity represented in magnitude and direction by OC.

The velocity OC is called the resultant of the velocities OA
and OB, and these latter are called components of the velocity
OC. Hence we arrive at the proposition which is the foundation

of Dynamics :

If a point, 0, move with two coexistent velocities represented in

magnitudes, directions, and senses by two right lines, OA and OB,
it will have a resultant velocity represented in magnitude, direction,

and sense by the diagonal, drawn through 0, of the parallelogram
determined by the lines OA and OB.

This proposition is called by the name of The Parallelogram of
Velocities.

10.] Composition of Forces. From the Parallelogram of

Velocities, the Parallelogram of Forces follows at once. Since

two simultaneous velocities, OA and OB, of a particle result in a

single velocity, OC, and since these three velocities may be
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supposed to be produced by the separate action of three forces all

acting for the same time, it follows that the effect produced on a

particle by the combined action, for the same time, of two forces

may be produced by the action, for the same time, of a single force

which is therefore called the resultant of the other two forces.

And these forces will be represented in magnitudes, lines of

action, and senses by the lines OA, OB, and OC (Art. 8); hence

// (wo forces be represented in magnitude*, Hues of action, and

senses by two right lines OA and OB, their resultant is repre*>

in magnitude, line of action, and sense by the diagonal, OC, of (he

parallelogram OACB determined by these lines.

This is the proposition of the Parallelogram of Forces.

COR. The resultant of two forces acting along the same right
line and in the same sense is equal to their sum ; and if they act

in different senses, the resultant is equal to their difference.

11.] Equilibrium of Three Forces. In fig. 2 produce ' "

through to (7 so that CO = OC". Now imagine that, when
tin- particle is started along the groove and the board along the

table, the table itself is moved in a groove cut in the floor in th

direction OC' with a velocity represented by 0(7. In this

it is evident that the position of the particle with refercnc-- t

the floor is fixed; that is, the particle is at rest with regard to

fixed space (the floor being supposed fixed).

Consequently if three forces represented by the lines OA, OB,
and OC' act together on the particle, no motion will ensue. In

this case each force is equal and opposite to the resultant of the

othi'r ln'o ; for it is obvious that OA is equal and opposite to the

diagonal, through 0, of the parallelogram determined by OB
and <J<"\ and that OB is equal and opposite to the diagonal of

tin- parallelogram determined by OA and OC'.

12.] Statical point of view. The primary conception of

I force is that of a cause of motion in a body or in a material

particle, and the magnitude of any force is estimated by the rate

j

at which it generates momentum (Art. 8). Nevertheless in

it is only the tendency which forces have to produce
in..tion that is considered. Forces in this branch of l)ynami< >

are considered as acting in such ways as to counteract ca< h

other's tendency to produce motion, or as producing a state of

equilibrium in the bodies to which they are applied : but the

magnitude of each force is estimated \\ith reference to the
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amount of momentum which it would actually generate if it

were completely unfettered by the action of other forces.

Forces in Statics are usually expressed as multiples of the

weight of some standard body arbitrarily chosen. Thus a force

is said to be a force of 1 kilogrammes if it is just capable of

lifting vertically a body whose weight is equal to that of the

mass of water which at a temperature of 4
C
C. fills a volume of

10 cubic decimetres. But even here the Newtonian definition

of force, as a cause of change of motion, is not discarded but

merely kept in the background. For the weight which is called

a kilogramme is merely a force which generates momentum at a

certain rate in a body of certain mass
;
and the vertical force

which is just able to raise a body from the ground is a force

which could generate momentum in the body at the same rate

as its weight and in the opposite sense. For practical

purposes this measurement of forces as multiples of a weight is

used by engineers and others
;
but in the very important branch

of Dynamics which treats of Electricity and Magnetism an

absolute measure of force is resorted to i.e. a measure which is

one and the same all over the earth, and indeed all through the

universe. The mass of a body is something which cannot con-

ceivably change, whether the body is taken to different parts of

the earth or to different parts of the universe; and the force

which, acting uniformly on this mass for a certain time (say one

sidereal second), will at the end of this time have caused it to

move with a certain velocity (say one centimetre per second),
must be one and the same wherever the experiment is tried.

The mass selected to define the unit force is a mass equal to that

of the water which, at its temperature of maximum density, fills

one cubic centimetre; and this absolute unit of force is called

a Dyne. Compared with even such a small force as the weight
of a gramme, the dyne is exceedingly small; but in many
problems of Electricity and Magnetism where the forces at play
are very small, .the dyne as a unit force is convenient enough.

13.J Force must act upon Matter. Although the Newtonian
definition and measure of force render it clear that whenever

force acts it must act on something material, it is not impossible
that beginners may lose sight of this fact and suppose that a

force could, for example, act on a mathematical point. We may
without error speak of forces as acting at a point, but not on it,
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if their lines of action pass through the point. Thus, in fig. 2,

t\v<> forces acting along the lines OA and OB may be spoken () f

as two times acting of the point 0; but their action would be

physicallv impossible unless it took place on some material body,

such a> a particle placed at 0. If '/// -ri-cer force is exhibited, there

nf lli>- t\i']*!<nce of matter, //"/// <ict!//r/ anil <////// i'/,n.

14.] Proper Representation of Forces. In representing tM<1

resultant of two forces which act together at a point, 0, the

student should be careful to draw the

two forces acting from the point. Q,' v
R

Thus, if of the two forces, P and Q, X. /'
one, P, is represented as acting fi'<nn

0, and the other towards 0, we must

produce the line QO to Q', so that

OOJ=OQ; completing, then, the pa- Fig. 3.

rallelogram OPRQJ, its diagonal, 07?,

will represent in magnitude and direction the resultant of

J' and Q. The marking of lines representing forces with arrow-

heads will serve to exhibit the senses of the forces in every case.

15.] Resolution of Forces. Having proved the principle of

the Composition of Forces, the principle of the Resolution

of l-'orees at once follows. If two forces, P and (.). are equiva-

lent t> a Dingle force Off = It
(fig. 4),

it is evident that the

single force R acting along OC/ can be replaced by the t\\o

foTO60 P Old Q, represented in magnitude and direction by two

adjacent sides of a parallelogram of which OOf

is the diagonal.

Since an infinite number of parallelograms, of each of which OC/

is the diagonal, can be constructed, the force li can be resolved

in an infinite number of ways into two other forces. These

forces are called the rmn/nntf/i/.f of /.'.

16.] Theorem. It being given that the direction of the

re-u'tant of every two forces is that of the diagonal of their

parallelogram, its magnitude must be represented by this dia-

gonal ;
and eonver>el\ .

Let it be granted that the resultant of P and Q a

the diagonal, OO'
(fig. 4), of the parallelogram determined

by P and Q. Measure backwards through O a line, OH. tin-

length of which represents the magnitude, 72, of the resultant.

A system of forces acting at O, reprc-ent< d in magnitude and

direction by P, Q, and It, will evidently be in equilibrium,
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force is, therefore, equal and opposite to the resultant of the

other two. If, then, we consider P as equal and opposite to

the resultant of Q and R,

OP', the production of OP,

must be the diagonal of the

parallelogram determined by

Q and R. Now, since OQP'R
is a parallelogram, OR = P'Q-,

and since OP'QO' is a paralle-

logram, P'Q = Oa
; therefore OR = 00'. Q. E. D.

Again, for the converse proposition, let it be granted that

OR = 00', while 00' and OR are not necessarily in one right

line; and let OP* be diagonal of the parallelogram, OQP'R,
determined by OQ and OR

;
then OP is equal in magnitude to

OP', since the resultant of Q and R has a magnitude equal to OP'.

Comparing the triangles OQO'and OQP'we have 00' = QP',

QO' =. OP', and OQ common to both
;

therefore the angle

QOO' = the angle OQP'. therefore QP' is parallel to 0(7
;
but

QP' is also parallel to OR, therefore OR and 00' are in one right

line. Therefore, &c., Q. E. D.

17.] Relations between Three Forces in Equilibrium. When
three forces maintain a particle in equilibrium, each force is

equal in magnitude to the resultant of the other two, and acts in

the sense exactly opposite to this resultant. Thus, in fig. 4,

each of the lines, OP, OQ, and OR, which represent in magni-
tude and direction the forces P, Q, R, is equal and opposite to

the diagonal of the parallelogram determined by the two re-

maining lines.

This enables us to express the relative magnitudes of three

forces in equilibrium by means of the three angles between

them. For (fig. 4) the forces P, Q, R are equal in magnitude to

the lines OP, PO', O'O, respectively. Now, since the sides of a

plane triangle are to each other as the sines of the opposite

angles, we have

OP:PO':0'0 = sin PO'O : sin aOP : sin OPO7

.

Denote by PQ, QR, RP, the angles between the directions

of the forces P and Q, Q and R, R and P, respectively. Then,

evidently,

sin PO'O = sin QOO' = sin QOR = sin QR ;
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sin aOP = sili liar - sin lil> : sin <)P& - sin POQ - sin /

lit nee we have the fundamental relations

P : Q : R = sin QR : sin RP : sin PQ.

It may, perhaps, assist the

beginner to mark the angle

opposite to each force by the

corresponding small letter (fig.

5) ; and then the ratios be-

tween the forces may easily be .

remembered in the form

P : Q : R = sin p : sin q : sin r. (a)

Since the sides of the triangle OPO* (fig. 4) are connected l>y

the equation

0<T 2 = OP--20P.P(/cosOPO' + PO"*,

we have evidently

R2 = P2 + 2PQ cos PQ + Q 2
,

an equation which gives the magnitude of the resultant of <\v

forces in terms of the magnitudes of the two forces and the

angle between their directions, the forces being represented ly
two lines, both drawn from the point at which they act, as in

Art. 14. If I'Q = 0, the above equation gives R = P+Q,
or the resultant of two coincident forces is equal to the sum

of the forces. If PQ =
TT, R = P Q ; or, the resultant of two

forces which act at a point in exactly opposite >en>e> i^ c.jnal

to the difference of the forces.

18.] Theorem. //' airy one set of forces (P, Q, R) tir/h/

in ////>.'< <///', t <l';rii-tn>iix /.v ///
<'qii'i/i/,i->iiii/,

it/t otln 'hit/

in eqni!'il>riii>n in the same directions are merely mitl/ijJes of the

set (P, Q, R).

For, let the given directions make angles p, q,
r with each

other in pairs, and let the sets (P, </. /.')
and (P, Q', R') act

in these directions be separate systems in equilibrium. Then

we have
P : Q : R = sin p : pin q : sin r

and P':Q':ff= s'mp : sin q;
sin r.

Therefore, P : Q : R = P : Q' : R, or -

s
= ^ =

'

Hence
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the forces P', Q', I? are separately proportional to P, Q, R,
and therefore the former set is not essentially distinct from

the latter. This theorem is equivalent to the statement

when we have determined any one set offerees in equilibrium in

three given directions, we have determined all such sets.

Thus, if we know (see Example 1, p. 16) that three forces

acting along- the bisectors of the sides of a triangle drawn from

the opposite angles, and proportional to the lengths of these

bisectors, are in equilibrium, we know that this is the only set in

equilibrium in these directions.

19.] Principle of the Transmissibility of Force. When a

force acts on a particle, the force will produce the same effect

if it be supposed applied at any point along a string connected

with the particle, the string lying in

the line of action of the force. Thus,

if a force of P grammes (fig. 6) act on

a particle, 0, in the direction OA, P
may be supposed to act at A or B at

the end of a string attached to 0.

Fig. 6. Imagine the particle to be connected

with an indefinitely thin rigid mem-

brane, abc
;
then any force P acting on may be supposed to be

directly applied at any point of the membrane in the line of

action of P.

This axiom is known as the principle of the transmissibility of

force ; it is one of the fundamental principles of Rational Statics,

and in most treatises on the subject, it constitutes the basis of

the investigation of the conditions of equilibrium. It is essen-

tially necessary to observe that it holds good only for a riffid

body that is, a body whose parts, under all circumstances, must

maintain constant distances from each other. Thus, if we sup-

pose such a body about to be acted on by any set of forces given
in magnitudes and directions, we can say, before the forces are

actually applied at certain points in the body, that the effect will

be the same if these forces are applied at any other points in

their respective lines of action. On the contrary, if the body is

deformable, we can make no such assertion. Take, for example,
a set of parallel rulers, ABCD (fig. 7),

of which the ruler CD is

fixed, and suppose a force F to act on the ruler AB at the point a.

If,previous to the action of theforce, it were allowable to transfer its
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point of application to b, on the fixed ruler CD, it is clear that

the svstem would remain at rest. But

we know that the force /', applied at

a, will cause the ruler AB to move A
until the braces AD and CB are pa-

rallel to the direction of F. However, ^ -f ^
after //' il.formalle body has taken up F)

.

a position of equilibrium under the

i of theforces, each force may be transferred to any point in

its line of action, just as in the case of an indeformable body.

Several other very obvious instances of the inapplicability of

this principle will doubtless present themselves to the student.

It i- essential to observe at the outset that in nature there are

no such things as rigid bodies. For a great many practical

matters there are bodies which may be treated as if they wen-

rigid or indeformable; but the fact that the particles of solid

bodies like iron can be thrown into vibration by the application

of even small impulses as is evidenced by the production of

sound from bells and gongs proves that these bodies are not

absolutely rigid.

Bodies which most nearly approximate to the notion of

rigidity are called Natural Solids.

EX A MI 1

1

1. Find the magnitude of the resultant of two forces of 10

kilogrammes and 8 kilogrammes which net at an angle of 105.

Ans. R = 2 x/41-10( v/6->/2) = 11 -06 kilogrammes.

2. Two force-. /' and Q, of which P is given, act at an angle of 60

given the magnitude of their resultant, R, tiiul the magnitude of Q.

.. =

y

From this it appears that R cannot be less than -P; exp'ain
this ivMilf by a figure.

3. Two t i
.

. /' and (
tt. inclined at an angle of 120, h

resultant, /,' : \vh.-n (hey nre inclined at an angle of 60, the resul'

times as great as before; show that

r= R

and Q
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4. If two forces, acting at a given angle, be each multiplied by the

same number, show that their resultant is also multiplied by this

number and unchanged in direction.

5. Two forces act at an angle o>
; each force becomes n times as

great as before, and the angle between the forces is reduced to -
;

2

each of these latter forces again becomes n times as great as before, and

the angle between them reduced to - It is observed, that in all

these cases the magnitude of the resultant is unaltered. Show that

<o = 4cos *( )

6. Two chords, OA and OB, of a circle represent in magnitude and
direction two forces acting at the point ; show that if their resultant

passes through the centre of the circle, either the chords are equal or

they contain a right angle.
7. Find the components of a force, P, along two directions making

angles of 30 and 45 with P on opposite sides.

2P P-v/2
Ans. > and

1+-/3 l + A/3

8. Show that a force represented in magnitude and direction by the

diameter of a circle may be resolved into two rectangular components
represented by any two rectangular chords of the circle drawn from the

extremity of the diameter.

9. Two rectangular forces, P and Pv3, act on a particle lying on
the ground. If P makes an angle of 30 with the horizon, show that

the particle will have no horizontal motion.

10. Three forces equal to P, P+Q, and PQ, act on a particle in

2 IT

directions mutually including an angle ; find the magnitude and
direction of their resultant.

20.] Theorem. The following- theorem is of wide application
in the composition of forces

If two forces acting at a point, 0, are represented in mag-
nitudes and directions by OB
and n . OA, their resultant is

represented in magnitude and
direction by (n + l) OG, the

Fi g point G being taken on AB so

that .BG = n.A G.

For, produce OA to C so that OC = n . OA. Then the two
forces acting at are represented by OC and OB. Complete
the. parallelogram OCRB. Then the diagonal OR is the re-

sultant force.
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ii C draw C
1

// parallel to AB. Then the triangles ('111!

and BGO are equal in all respects, therefore 11 If = OG. Now
since OC = n.OA, it follows that 011= n.OG, therefore OR =.

(+l) OG, which proves the proposition for the magnitude of

the resultant.

fff CT)

Again, -^ = = n, therefore CH n.AG, and since
- /

'
' C//4

CH= BG, we have BG = n.AG.

As a particular case, the resultant of two forces represented

by OA and OB passes through the middle point of AB, and is

equal to twice the line joining to this point.

If the two forces are equal to n . OA and m . OB, the resultant

passes through the point G determined so that -
r,-=- = > and isAG m

represented on the same scale by (m + n) . OG.

For, diminishing the scale to which the forces are drawn in

the ratio of m : 1
,
the two forces will be represented by OB and

- OA. It then follows, by what precedes, that the resultant
7/

7Z

acts through a point G, such that BG = - .AG, and is equal in

magnitude to ( - + 1
)

OG. If, now, we revert to the original

scale, this must be multiplied by m, and we have for the

resultant (n+ m}.OG.Q..Y.. \\

21.] Graphic Representation of the Resultant. If several

forces, J\, P2 ,
...act together at a point, their resultant is

found thus : Take the resultant of P
l

and P
2 ; compounding this resultant

\\ith /',. \\c get a new force which is

the resultant of Plf P2 ,
and P3 ; coin-

pounding this force with P4 ,
we get

the resultant of Pn P2 ,
P3 , and P4 ;

and carrying on this process until all

the forces have lieen used we obtain

in magnitude and direct ion the re-

sultant of the whole system. ,.. ;
.

Let /7,
be the middle point of the

line /',/'.,, which joins the extremities of the first two forces.

Then the resultant of
/',

and /', is rcpre-i-nted in magnitude and

direction by 2.0gv Compounding the force 2-Oy, with /' .
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we get a resultant represented in magnitude and direction by

S.Cty., (Art. 20), where g2 is a point on ^t
P

3 such that P3 ff2
=

2.ff 1 y 2 . Again, the resultant of 3.0g2 and P4 is 4.0^3 ,
where

ff3 is the point on P4 ff2 such that Pg~= 3 .g.2 gy If there are n

forces acting on 0, and if G is the last point determined as above,

the resultant is represented in magnitude and direction by n. OG.

DBF. The point G, thus determined, is called the Centroid of

the points Plf P2 , ... Pn .

COR. 1. If the point 0, at which the given forces act, is the

centroid of the extremities of the forces P15 P2 , ...Pn ,
the

resultant force vanishes, and the point is in equilibrium.
COR. 2. The more advanced student will perceive that if at

the points Pl,P2 ,...Pn there be placed equal particles, each of

mass m, and if each of these particles attracts or repels the

particle with a force proportional to m and to the distances

OP1? OP
z ,...OPn , respectively, the resultant attraction or

repulsion on will be nm.OG, or M.OG, where M=. the sum
of the masses and G is their centre of mass.

COR. 3. If the attracting or repelling particles form a con-

tinuous body, of mass M, and the law of attraction or repulsion

is that of the direct distance, the resultant attraction or re-

pulsion will be M . OG, acting in the line OG, where G is the

centre of mass of the body.
This important result is, therefore, seen to be a simple con-

sequence of the theorem in this Article concerning the resultant

of a number of forces acting on a particle a theorem which was

first given by Leibnitz.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find a point inside a triangle such that, if it be acted on by
forces represented by the lines joining it to the vertices, it will be in

equilibrium.
Am. The intersection of the bisectors of the sides drawn from

the opposite angles.
2. Pv P

2 ,
... Pn are points which divide the circumference of a

circle into n equal parts. If a particle, Q, lying on the circumference,
be acted upon by forces represented by QP1} QP2 ,

... QPn , show that

the magnitude of the resultant is constant wherever Q is taken on the

circumference. Ans. It is n . QO, being the centre of the circle.

3. A particle placed at is acted on by forces represented in

magnitudes and directions by the lines, OA^ OAZ ,
... OA n ,

which

join to any fixed points, J,, A2 ,
... A n ;

where must be placed so
that the magnitude of the resultant force may be constant ?
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Ans. If the resultant is represented by a line of length R, may
R

be placed anywhere on a sphere of radius - described round tin-

centroid of the fixed points as centre.

4. Two forces are represented by two semi-conjugate diameters of

an ellipse; prove that their resultant is a maximum when the

diameters are equal and so taken as to include an acute angle; and
that their resultant is a minimum when they are equal and include an
obtuse angle.
N 5. ABCD is a quadrilateral of which A and C are opposite vertices.

Two forces acting at A are represented in magnitudes and directions by
the sides AB and AD; and two forces acting at C are represented in

magnitudes and directions by the sides CB and CD. Prove that the

resultant force is represented in magnitude and direction by four times

the line joining the middle points of the diagonals of the quadrilateral.

t>. is any point in the plane of a triangle, ABC, and D, E, F are

the niiddk- points of the sides. Show that the system of forces OA,
OB, OC is equivalent to the system OD, OE, OF. (Wolstenholme,
Book of Matlwmatical Problems.}

7. If be the centre of the circumscribed circle of a triangle, ABC,
and L the intersection of perpendiculars from the angles on the sides,

prove that the resultant offerees represented by LA,LB, and LC will be

represented in magnitude and direction by 2 LO. ("Wolstenholme, ibid.)
If G is the centroid of the triangle, the resultant is 3.LG (Art. 21);

but this, by a well-known theorem in Geometry, is 2.LO.

22.] Graphic Representation of the Resultant. There is

another mode of exhibiting the resultant of a number of forces

acting on a particle. <
w

\Vhen two forces, OA and OS (fig. 2, p. $) act at 0, their

resultant is the diagonal of the parallelogram OACB ; or, again,
it may be considered as the third side

of the triangle determined by OA and

AC, the latter line being drawn from

the extremity of the force OA parallel

to the other force, OS.

Let any number of forces, OA, OS,

OC, OD (fig. 10), act at 0. Then

drawing mi (lig. 1
1) parallel and equal

(or proportional) to OA, and from the extremity a drawing ab

parallel an'l equal (or proportional, on the same scale) to OS,
the resultant of the forces OA and OS is represented by oft, the

third side of the triangle oab. (Of course the resultant acts at

0, and is parallel to ob). Again, drawing be parallel and equal

(or proportional) to OC, the resultant of ob and be is oc. Com-
c
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pounding this with cd, which represents OD in the above manner,

we get the resultant of the whole system

represented in magnitude and direction by
od, the last side of the polygon oabcd.

Hence to represent the resultant of any
number of forces acting at a point,

Take any point, o, and draw the sides of
a polygon successively parallel and equal (or

proportional] to the forces acting at ; then

the last side, or that which is required to
Fig. ii.

close up the polygon, represents in magnitude and direction the re-

sultant of the system.

COR. 1 . If the last vertex, d, of the polygon of forces closed

up into o, the side od would vanish, or the resultant force would

vanish
;
that is, the system of forces would be in equilibrium.

Hence

If the sides of a closed polygon marked with arrows, which all

go round the polygon IN THE SAME SENSE, represent in magnitude
and direction theforces which act together on^a particle, these forces

form a system in equilibrium.

COR. 2. When only three forces act, the preceding Cor. shows

that they will be in equilibrium if they are parallel and pro-

portional to the sides of a triangle which are marked with

arrows all going round the triangle in the same sense.

This proposition is known as the Triangle of Forces.

23.] LAPLACE'S PROOF OF THE PARALLELOGRAM OF FORCES.

Among purely statical proofs of this fundamental proposition, i.e.

proofs which do not depend on the consideration of velocity, Laplace's

appears to be the most elegant, and as, moreover, it does not involve

the principle of transmissibility, it is thought desirable to include it in

the present treatise.

Let two rectangular forces, P and

Q, represented by the lines OA and

OB (fig. 12) act at 0, and let R be

the unknown magnitude, and OC the

unknown direction, of their resultant.

It is evident that if P and Q give a

resultant equal to R acting in OC, nP
and nQ will give a resultant equal to

nR acting also, in OC, because taking

multiples of the forces is the same thing as merely altering the

'A

Fig. 12.
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scale of magnitude to which they are referred. Conv< r<i 1\ ,

whatever n may be, nR may be replaced by nP, making an

angle 6 (= COA) and nQ, making an angle
-- (= COS) with

P 2

the direction of It. Let n be taken = v, and draw A'OR per-

pendicular to OC. Then, since

R may be replaced by P in OA and Q in OS,
P2

^
PO O 2

Q may be replaced by
~- in Off and - in 0(7.

Hence the forces P and Q are equivalent to a force

=
-z> + 7r in OC,a force ^ in 0.4', and a force ^ in Off.UK Ji K

But these last are equal and opposite, and therefore they destroy
each other. Hence P and are equivalent to a single force

P2+Q2

= p acting in the direction of their resultant ;
therefore

T> "~ H?

P '

or R = -v/P
2 + Q2

. (1)

Thus we have found the magnitude of the resultant of any two

rectangular forces. We now proceed to find its direction.

If P and Q are equal, their resultant bisects the angle bet \\vrn

them, and
(
1
)
therefore shows that it is represented in magnitude

and direction by the diagonal of their parallelogram.
I three forces, at right angles to each other, OA, OS, and

OC
(fig. 13) each equal to P, act on a particle 0; complete the

cube as in the figure. By what precedes, the resultant of OS
and OC is OF; combining this -with

OA, we see that the direction of the

resultant lies in the plane FOA. Simi-

larly, it can be proved to lie in the

plane COD; hence its direction is 00',

the intersection of these planes, or the

diagonal of the cube. Now from (l)

OF= /Vi2, and the resultant of the jf
three forces is the same as the resultant

. -riff' I3*
of /'s/'J along 01- ami /' alon- <> I.

By (1) the .magnitude of the n-.-ultant is P J 3, and since

C 2
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= P/3, we have proved that the diagonal, 0(7, of the

parallelogram FOA represents in magnitude and direction the

resultant of two forces P and Pv2.
Suppose now that OA = P, OS = P\/2, and 0(7= P, and

complete the parallelepiped. We have just proved that the

resultant of OB
(
= P\/2) and OC (=P) is the diagonal OF

(
=P N/3); and since the resultant of the three forces must

lie in the planes COD and FOA, it must act in the diagonal

00'. But this resultant is the resultant of P-\/3 along OF
and P along OA, and by (1) its magnitude is PV 4,. which

is the magnitude of OO', the diagonal of the parallelogram

FOA.

By keeping OA and OC each equal to P, and giving OB the

values P, Pi/2, P/3,...PVm, successively, we prove in this

way that the parallelogram law holds for P and PVm
; hence,

multiplying the forces by */n, the law holds for P*/n and

P\/mn ; or, replacing mn by k, the law holds for P</n and P\/&,
where n and k are any two integers. But the numbers n and

Vic- shall be equal to any

given quantity. Hence the parallelogram law holds for two

rectangular forces which bear to each other any given ratio.

From this the proposition
' c follows easily for oblique

forces.

Let OA and OB (fig. 14)

represent two oblique forces,

P and Q ; complete the par-

allelogram, draw the line mn

through perpendicular to
Fig r4 '

the diagonal OC, and let fall

the perpendiculars Ap, Am, Bq, and Bn, on OC and mn. By
what we have proved, the force OB

(
= Q) can be replaced by

Oq and On, and OA
(
= P) can be replaced by Op and Om.

But Om is evidently equal and opposite to On, therefore OC is

the line of action of the resultant, and its magnitude = Op+ Oq,
which = OC. This proof will be found at greater length in the

first chapter of Moigno's Legons de Mecanique Analytiqne.



CHAPTER II.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE EQUILIBRIUM OF A PARTICLE

UNDER THE ACTION OF FORCES IN ONE PLANE.

24.] Absolute Condition of Equilibrium. One condition is

necessary and sufficient for the equilibrium of a particle and

that condition is, that the magnitude of the resultant force arting

upon it shall be zero. In the case of a body (as distinguished
from a mere particle) the student will afterwards see that this

>ingle condition is not sufficient. The vanishing of the Re-

sultant may be called the absolute condition of the equilibrium of

a particle.

25.] Several Forces. "When several forces act upon a particle,

the condition of its equilibrium may be expressed as in Cor. 1,

p. 16
;
or as in Cor. 1, p. 18. But, in practice, these represen-

tations would frequently be found clumsy, and we obtain simpler
results by using the principle of the Resolution of Forces than

those given by the principle of Composition. It is to be observed

that forces acting on a particle are to be considered as force*

whose lines of action all pass through one common point.

26.] Resolution of Forces in given Directions. It lias been

proved that a force can be resolved into two others along any
two directions in the same plane. Simplicity is gained by

taking these two directions at right

angles to each other. Thus, let Ox

and Oy be any two lines at right

angles to each other, and P any force

acting at in the plane Oxy. Then,

completing the parallelogram OXPY,
we find the components, OX and OF,
of tin- i'.irc-e P along the axes Ox and Oy. Let OX and '

denoted simply by A' and Y. It is, then, evident that

x = P cos e,

Y = P sin 0,

where is the angle which the direction of P makes with Ox.
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In strictness, when we speak of the component of a given
force along a certain line, it is necessary to mention the other

line along which the other component acts. For example, the

force P may have an infinite

number of components along
the same right line Ox. If

the line associated with Ox be

Om, and if the parallelogram
OMPM' be completed, the

component of P along Ox will

be OH, the other component

being OM'. If, again, the resolution of P be effected along Ox
and On, and the parallelogram ONPN' be drawn, the com-

ponent of P along Ox will be ON; and it is evident that if CD be

the angle between the axes along which P is resolved, the com-

ponent along Ox will be P \

sin a)

In what follows, unless the contrary -is expressed, by the

component of a force along any line we shall understand the

rectangular component ;
that is, the resolution is supposed to be

made along this line and the line perpendicular to it. It must

be remembered, then, that

The component of a force, P, along a right line is P. cos (angle

between right line and direction of P).

27.] Equations of Equilibrium, or Analytical Conditions.

If several forces, Px ,
P2 ,

P
3 ,

. . .
,
act at 0, each of them

may be replaced by its two

components, one along Ox,

and the other along Oy,

which is perpendicular to

Ox
(fig. 17). Thus, the com-

ponents of PJ are Px cos L ,

and P1 sin 1 ;
those of P2

are P2 cos 2 , and P2 sin 2 ,

and these latter are mea-
sured in exactly the same senses as the components of Pl ;

that

is to say, P2 cos02 is the component of P2 along Ox in the

sense Ox. The component of P
2 in the figure is actually in

the s:>nse opposite to Ox, that is, in the sense 0, x
; still,

-X, X,

-y

Fig. 17-
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the component in the sense Ox is P
2 cos02 ,

for cos0
2 is

in Dative. If the senses Ox and Oy are regarded as the

itive senses, any components which act in the opposite

senses, 0, x and 0,y, would subtract from the positive

components, and must be considered negative. It will be seen

that the negative sign of every component will be perfectly

represented and accounted for by the general expressions, P cos

and P sin d, for the two components. Thus, the figure shows

that both components of P3 are negative, and accordingly both

of the expressions P3 cos 3 and P3 sin 3 are negative, since 6
3 is

In order that the expressions P cos 6 and P sin may always

represent components in the positive senses Ox and Oy, the angle

6 must be measuredfrom Ox towards the line of action of the force
in a fxed sense that opposite to watch-hand rotation being

generally chosen.

With this understanding, then, we may say that the com-

ponents of Px ,
P2 ,

P3
in the direction Ox are P

l cosO l ,

P2 cos02 ,
and P3 cos03 ,

and those in the direction Oy
P

l
sin 0j, P2

sin
2 ,

and P
3
sin 3 .

Replacing each of the forces, Pn P
2 , P3 , ...,by its com-

ponents, we have

P! cos #! -hP2 cos a +P3 cos
3 + . . ., or 2P cos along Ox,

and

Pj sin 0,+P2
sin 2+ P3

sin
8 + ..., or 2P sin d along Oy.

If the component, Pcostf, of a force, P, along Ox, be de-

noted 1
>y A

,
;ind that along Oy by T, the whole system of forces

is equivalent to the two single forces,

XL + XZ +X3+ ..., or 2JT along Ox,

and Y
l+Yt+Y3 +... )

or 2 Y along Oy.

Now, since (Art. 23, p. 20) the resultant of two forces, P and

Q, at ri-'ht angles is */P2 + Q'
z

,
the resultant, R, of the system

of forces P, .
/'_.

. . ..
,
is given by the equation

(1)

For the equilibrium of it is necessary and sufficient that

R = 0. Hence

0. (2)
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Now this equation cannot be satisfied, so long as

are real quantities, unless

and

r=0. (3)

These, then, are the two necessary and sufficient conditions for

the equilibrium of the particle, and they are equivalent to the

single condition R = 0. (See Art. 24).

The equations (3) are equivalent to the following state-

ment :

For the equilibrium of a particle acted on by any number of

forces in one plane, it is necessary and sufficient that the algebraic

sum of the rectangular components of the forces, along each of two

right lines at right angles to each other in the plane of the forces,

should vanish. Since the directions Ox and Oy, along which the

forces are resolved, may be any whatever in their plane, we may
evidently vary the above statement thus the algebraic sum of
the rectangular components of the forces along every right line in

their plane is zero.

It is merely for uniformity of notation that we have mea-

sured lt 2 , 3, ...(fig. 17)
all in the same sense

that opposite to watch-hand

rotation. In resolving forces

along a line, Ox, it is simpler
in practice to use the acute

angles made by the forces

with the line, and to indicate

negative components by the

sign minus.Fig. 1 8.

Thus, if
(fig. 1 8) the forces P, P

f

,
P" make acute angles 0, tf,

6"
',
with Ox, the sum of the components of the forces along Ox is

P cos 6-Pt
cos 0' P" cos 0",

and that along Oy is

P sin 6+ P' sin tf-P" sin 0".

The rectangular component of a force along a line is some-

times called the effective component along this line.

COR. A force has no effective component in a direction at

right angles to itself.

28.] Direction of the Resultant. The direction of the re-
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snltant of any number of forces acting in one plane on a particle.

known when its components, 2JT

and 21', along any two directions, Ox

and Oy, are known. For, if Ox and Oy
are rectangular, and a be the angle
which the resultant, 7?, makes with Ox,

we have, evidently (fig. 19),

sr
tana= 2T ;

and if Ox and Oy include an angle co,

sin a _ 27
sin

(co a)

~~
2JT

29.] Tension of a String. When a string is employed to

connect two or more particles which are acted on by given

forces, the fibres of the string become subject to a certain pull,

stress, or tension, which, if increased beyond a certain limit, will

cause the string to break. This tension is a force which at any

point of the string may be conceived as acting in either of two

opposite senses, or in both of these senses at once, according to

the nature of the question under discussion. Let us consider,

as a simple example, the case of a string, AB (fig. 20),

whose weight \\e may neglect, fixed at the extremity A,

and attached at B to a weight \V. If, now, we imagine
tin- string to be cut at any point p, and the lower

portion, pB, to be removed, it is clear that the re-

maining portion, pA, will not be in the same state of

stress as before unless we apply at the section p a force

equal to W, and acting downwards. Again, let the P

string be cut a little above p, at q, and suppose the

portion //./
removed. Then the small portion, pq, will B!

y
ii"t remain in its place unless an upward force equal to _.,

// is applied at the section q. The small portion of the

string included l>etween p and q is then kept at rest by two

equal and opposite forces, each equal to W. Thus, then, if we
consider any portion,/^, as isolated from the rest of the string,

we must represent it as subject to two equal tensions directly

opposed to each other. If we considered the action of the upper

portion, pA, on the lower, pB, we should represent j/Ji as acted

on by an upward force applied at p ;
and if we consider the
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action of the lower on the upper, we must represent pA as acted

on by a downward force applied at the section of separation of

pA and jol?. Thus, the action at B of the string- on the body W
is an upward force, or tension, equal to W\ while the action of

W on the string consists of an equal force in the opposite

direction.

30.] String passing over Smooth Pegs or Surfaces. When
a string whose weight we neglect passes over a smooth peg, or

over any number of smooth surfaces, we shall assume for the

present that the stress of its fibres, or its tension, is the same at

all of its points. Should it, however, be knotted at any of its

points to the other strings, we must

regard its continuity as broken, and

the tension will not be the same in the

two portions which start from a knot.'

Thus, if the string pass over two

smooth surfaces. A and B
(fig. 21),

and if it is pulled at one extremity by
a force P, it must be pulled at the

other extremity with an equal force ;

but if, after leaving the surface A, it is

knotted at C to another string which is

pulled with a force equal to R, the

tensions in the portions between C and
A and between C and B are no longer the same, and their

relative magnitudes must be determined by equation (a) of

Chap. I, Art. 1 7.

31.] Equilibrium of a System of Particles. When several

particles are connected together and form a system, each par-
ticle being acted upon by special forces in addition to the forces

produced upon it by its connexion (by strings or rods) with

the other particles, we can consider the equilibrium of any
one particle apart from all the others, provided that we take

account of all the forces which are produced on it by its connexion

with the others, in addition to the specialforces acting upon it.

Thus, in No. 8 of the following examples, we may write down

equations for the equilibrium of the particle N as if it were

entirely disconnected with the other points, A, P, M, B, if we

represent it as acted on by the force, W, and by the tensions, F9

and T3 ,
of the strings by which it is connected with the system.
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'

EXAMPI

1. At the point, 0, of intersection of diagonals of a square (fig. 22),
let two forces of 8 grammes, and 12

grammes, act along the diagonals, and ^
two forces of 10 grammes, and 2

grammes, act perpendicularly to two

sides; required the magnitude and
direction of their resultant.

Resolving the forces along Ox, the

line of action of one of them, the

component of the force 10 is 10, Fig. j.
that of the force 8 is 8 cos 45, that

of 2 is zero, and that of 12 is 12 cos 45. Hence

Similarly, 27= + 2 + ~/= =
-v/2

^ 2

Therefore R = -/ (10
- 2 </2f + (2 + 10J 2)

2=
Again, if a be the angle made by R with Ox,

tan a = 2+lO</2 _ 1 + 5A/2

10-2>/2~ S--/2
= 2* (nearly).

2. Three forces, P, Q, R, act on a particle : find the magnitude of

their re-uhant.

Let the angles opposite P, Q, and R be denoted by p, q, r
(fig. 5,

p. u). Then resolving all the forces along the direction of P, we get
for their combined component in this direction P + Q cos r+ R cos 7.

Resolving them perpendicularly to P, the component = Q HH /

sin 7. Ifenee the square of the resultant = (P + Qcosr + R cos^Q)-
+ ((J sin / A' sin

7)*. Remembering that p + 7 + r = 2ir, this is

easily seen to be

3. Verity in the last question that if tin- three forces are in

equilibrium, the expression given for the resultant vanishes.

When the forces are in equilibrium.

/' : Q : R = sin
j>

: sin
-/

: sin r.

Heine t
; i.m for the square of the resultant is proportional to

sin
2
}) + sin2

y + siu8 r+ 2 sin j> sin q cos r+ 2 sin q sin r cos p
+ 2 sin r sin j>coaq.

The last txv.i terms =
2 sin / sin (/> + <j)

= 2 sin *r, v p + q = 2irr.
Therefor-' the almve expression is

sin
-/.

-ii,
/

-in
-'(^>^-^r) + 2coH (y> + 7) sill

/i
-ill 7 = sin :

/)-i

1 +cos (p + q) cos (/> 7), '.- 2 sin />
sin 7 = cos(^> 7) cos
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Now, cos (p + q) cos (p q)
= 1 sin2p sin

2
q,

therefore the square of the resultant = 0.

4. A heavy particle, (fig. 23), whose weight is W, is held in

equilibrium by three forces (in addition to its weight)W
acting horizontally, F acting in a direction making an angle i with

the horizon, and ft at right angles
to F; find the magnitudes of F and
R in terms of the given force W.

Resolve all the forces along the

directions of F and R successively.
These directions are chosen rather

than any others, because, since R is
........ ^ right angles to F, it will give no

component along F, and, for the
same reason, F will give no component along R.

W
The component along OF is F H cos i W sin L

n
For equilibrium it is necessary (Art. 27, equations (3)) that this

component shall be zero. Hence

W
F-{ cos i -^ W sin i = 0,

n

F =. W( sin i cos fV
\ n '

Again, the sum of the components along OR is

W .

R TFcos i sin i :

n
and this must also be zero. Hence

R = JF(cos i + - sin !)\ n j

The same values would, of course, be found if we had selected any
two other directions for the resolution. Thus, if we resolve all the

forces vertically, or in the direction OW, we get

WF sini R cos i =
;

W
and resolving horizontally, or in the direction of 5 we get

W
hF cos i R sin i = 0.

n

Solving these last two equations for R and F, we get the same

values as before.

The advantage of a judicious selection of directions for the resolu-

tion of the forces is now apparent. By resolving at right angles to

one of the unknown forces, we obtained an equation free from that
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force; whereas when the directions were selected at random, both of

the unknown forces entered into each of our equations, and to find

these forces it was then necessary to solve the equations.

Having selected one direction for resolution, it is not necessary
that the second should be selected at right angles to it

;
for the

student has seen (p. 24) that when a particle is in equilibrium, the
sum of the components of the forces along any direction wfiateoer

must be zero. Hence we might, in the present case, have resolved

vertically and along the direction OF, and the equations thus obtained
would have given the same results as before.

5. One end of a string is attached to a fixed point, A (fig. 24); the

string, after passing over a smooth peg, B, sustains a given weight, P,
at its other extremity, and to a given

point, C, in the string is knotted a

particle of given weight, W. Find the

position of equilibrium of the system.
Before setting about the solution of

statical problems of this kind, the stu-

dent will clear the ground before him,
and greatly simplify his labour by asking
himself the following questions :

(a) What lines are there in the figure
whose lengths are already given ?

(b) What forces are there whose magnitudes are already given, and
what are the forces whose magnitudes are as yet unknown 1

(c) What variable or variables in the figure would, if it or they
were known, determine the required position of equilibrium ?

Now, in the present case (a), the linear magnitiulrs whirh are given
are the lines AB and AC. The entire length of the string is of no

consequence, since it is clear that, once equilibrium is established, /'

ii)i'_'ht IH- sn>iended from a point at any distance whatever from B.

Tin: forces (6) acting at the point C are the weight, W, a tension in t lu-

string CA, and another tension in the string CB. Of these, IT. is

given, and so is the tension in CB, which must, since the peg is

smooth, be equal to P (see Art. 30); but there is, as yet, nothing
determined about the magnitude of T, the tension in CA. And (c)

the angle, Q, of inclination of the string CA to the horizon would, if

known, at once determine the position of equilibrium. For, if 6 is

known. \ve draw AC of the given length: then, joining C to .

the position of the system is completely known. The angle, <f>, of

inclination of JiC to the horizon, would do equally well; and it

is evident that, since cither angle suffices, each must be capable of

being expressed in t mis of the other, and the given magnitudes in the

quntion.
Let AB = a, AC = b. Then, for the equilibrium of the point C we

have, by equation (a), p. 1 1,

P_ _ C080

W ~
*

'
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To this equation must be joined the relation between 6 and
(/> given

by the geometry of the figure. We have, evidently,

or b sin (6+ <) =. a sin <. (1)

Equation (1) gives
a sin

(j) _ W
bcos6

=
P~'

or &TF
sin 9 = = cos 6,

Expanding sin (6 + $) in
(2), and substituting these values of sin

and cos
<j>,

and reducing, we have the equation

P2a

The student will do well to observe that the coefficients of this

equation are ratios of magnitudes of the same kind. Thus, force and
linear magnitude are quantities of essentially different kinds. It is

true, indeed, that the magnitude of a force may be conventionally

represented by the length of a line, but it is only in comparison with

other forces that any one force can be so represented, and the scale of

representation is arbitrary. Hence cos 6, which is a mere number, if

it is expressed in terms of force, must be expressed as the ratio of one

force to another:, and if it is expressed in terms of linear magnitude,
it must be as the ratio of one line to another. If, for example, the

Pa3

coefficient of cos3 6 in (3) being unity, the last term had been
jj

we should have known at once that the result was wrong. For the

numerator and denominator of this expression are not of the same

degree in force
;
neither are they of the same degree in linear magni-

tude. Such a term as
-==^ denotes the product of an area,

-^
> by the

p
reciprocal of a force, -=

Similar remarks as to the homogeneity of our results will be of

frequent occurrence in the sequel. By attention to considerations of

this kind the student will often be able to detect an error in his

work.

6. If, in the last example, the weight W, instead of being knotted

to the string at C, is suspended from a smooth ring which is at

liberty to slide along the string A OS, find the position of equi-
librium.
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In this case, the string PBCA, which passes over a smooth surface

at B, and through the smooth ring, will have its tension constant at

each of its points (Art. 25), and therefore equal to P. Hence.

putting T = P, and resolving forces vertically for the equilibrium of

have

W 2P sin 0=0,
or W

7. A string, whose weight is neglected, passes over three smooth

pegs, A, B, C, which are in the same horizontal line. From the

extremities of the string are suspended two weights, P and P''; and
to two given points in it are

knotted two weights, W and W,
the first suspended between A and

B, and the second between B and

C. Find the position of equi-
librium.

In this problem the given quan-
titie- are the suspended weights,

P, IF, P*, and W, the distances

AB and BC, and the length of

the portion mBm of the string (fig. 25).

Evidently the quantities which we wish to determine are the

inclinations, 0, </>,..., of the portions of the string to the horizon.

.(B = a, BC = a', and the length of mBm' = k. Consider the

equilibrium of the point m. Since the string PAm passes over a
smooth peg at A

,
the tension in it = P throughout. If T = tension

"ni', we have for the equilibrium of m,

P cos
<f>

(1)

cos

W siu(0 + </>)

Again, for the equilibrium of m',

F cosft'

sn (2)

T_
IT

cos

sn

Equating the two values of T, we have

W CW6 W'COB

Bn sa (3)

Tluso are all the equations that can l>o obtained from statical

con-idiTatiuus. One more equation is required to determine the four
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unknown quantities, 6, (f>, 6', and </>'.
This is obtained by expressing

that the length of mBm' = k. Evidently

a sin . n , a' sin &
Em, = -; r-r ) and Bm

a sin

sn

-,

sin (6'

a' sin tf
'

_~

These four equations determine 6, <j>, 6', <j>',
and therefore the

position of equilibrium.
8. A string, BMNPA, whose weight is neglected, is suspended

from two fixed points, A and B ; and from given points, M, N> P,
...

,
in the string, are sus-

$/ pended a series of equal par-
ticles whose weight is W.
Find the inclinations, 6

l} 2 ,

3,
...

,
of the successive por-

tions of the string to the

horizon.

Consider the equilibrium
of the particle M. It is

acted on by three forces, viz.,

W acting vertically, Tlt the

tension of the string MB, and
T

2
the tension of MN.Fig. 26.

Resolving these forces vertically,

W+ T2 sin OST^ sin
1
=

;

and, resolving horizontally,

(1)

cos cos =
For the equilibrium of N, resolving horizontally,

T
2 cog 6

2
T3 cos 3

= 0.

Hence

TI cos 0j
= T2 cos 62

= T
3 cos

3
= ..,;

or in other words, the horizontal components of the tensions in the

different portions of the string are constant. Let this constant be

denoted by T; then
T T

Ta = , &c.
cos

Substituting these values in (1), we have

Similarly,

W

W
tan

3
= tan i+ -= >
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Hence the tangents of the successive inclinations form a serifs in

Arithmetical Progression. In the figure

W

If the suspended weights are not equal, it is still true that the

horizontal components of the tensions are all equal.
The figure formed by the string BMNPA is called the Funicular

Polygon.

9. To construct the Funicular Polygon, when the horizontal pro-

jections, RQ, Qp, pn, nm, nib, ...
,
of the successive portions of the

chain are all of constant length, a.

/'/>
= <; then, since (last example) the tangent of the incli-

nation of 7\\"= 2. tangent of inclination of PQ, it follows that, Pn
being horizontal, Xn' = 2Pp = 2c. Also tan of inclination of MN
= 3 tan of inclination of I'Q ; therefore Mm = 3c.

Hence, taking the middle point, 0, of the horizontal portion, RQ,
as origin, and the horizontal and vertical lines through it as axes of x
and y, the co-ordinates of P are (f a, c) ; those of JV are ($a, c+ 2c) ;

those ofM are (fa, c+ 2c+3c); and those of the nth vertex froi.

. vidently 2n+l n(n+l)
*=-2 a

' y= 2
c-

The value of the ordinate, y, of any vertex at once enables us to

determine this vert

If we eliminate n from the two equations for x and y, we get an

equation which is satisfied by all the vertices indifferently. This

f<|uiition ih noti -, tin -n i'i-i\ a curve passing through all the vertices of

thr polygon. Kliniinating n, we get

This denotes a paralx>la whose axis is the vertical line Oy. The
c

I of the parabola is vertically below at a distance = -

The smaller the distance RQ, Qp, pn, .... the more nearly does

the Funicular Polygon coim-Mc \\ith the parabolic cu

10. To represent graphically the forces in the general case of the

Funicular Polygon.
D
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For convenience, let the vertices of the string or chain be denoted

by the numbers 1, 2, 3,..., and let the forces P
2 ,
P

3 ,
... act at the

vertices. Let also the tension in the portion of the string (1, 2) be

denoted by F12 ,
&c.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 29.

Now, take any point, 0, and from it draw the line tu parallel to the

string (1, 2), and proportional to the tension T
12

. From the extremity
of

12 draw the line, ^>2 , parallel and proportional to the force P2 . It

follows, then, that since the forces T
Vi ,

jP
23 ,

and P
2
form a system in

equilibrium at the point (2), the third side, t^, of the triangle t
l2 , p.2 ,

t
23

is parallel to T^, and proportional to it (Cor. 2, p. 18). In the

same way, drawing 2*3 parallel and proportional to P
3 ,

the side tM is

parallel and proportional to T34 ;
and continuing this construction, the

tensions in the successive portions of the string are all represented by
the lines t

l2 , t^, t
34 , ... in the new figure (fig. 29).

The figure (fig. 29) which represents by its lines, both in magnitude
and in direction, all the forces of the system in

fig. 28, is called by Professor J. Clerk Maxwell,
a ' Force Diagram

'

of the system. (Transactions

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxvi.)

When, as in example 8, all the applied forces,

P2 ,
P

3 ,
... are parallel, the Force Diagram of

the system consists of a triangle with lines drawn
from the vertex to different points in the base.

Thus, taking any point, (fig. 30), and drawing
ob parallel to MB (fig. 27), and proportional to

the tension in it
;
and then drawing bm vertical

and proportional to the weight suspended at M,
it follows that om will be parallel to HN, and

proportional to the tension in it. Similarly for

the rest of the figure. If all the suspended

weights are equal, the lines bm, mn, tip, pq, . . .

g> 3 '

are all equal, and fig. 30 at once shows that

the tangents of the successive inclinations of the parts of the chain

are in Arithmetical Progression. This figure also exhibits the con-

stancy of the horizontal components of the tensions ob, om, on, ...

these components being all equal to oq.
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11. Suspension Bridge. The number of vertices of the polygon
being very great, and the suspended weights all equal, the parabola
which passes through all the vertices virtually coincides with the chain

forming the polygon, and gives the figure of the Suspension Bridge.
In this bridge the weights suspended from the successive portions of

the chain are the weights
of equal portions of the

flooring. The weight of

the chain itself and the

weights of the sustaining
bars are negligible in com-

parison with the weight
of the flooring and the Fig. 31.

load which it carries.

Fig. 30 may be taken to represent the Force Diagram of the

Suspension Bridge, the vertical line ab, representing the weight of the

flooring, being divided into as many equal parts as there are divisions

of the chain. If these parts are sufficiently numerous, the lines ob,

om, on, &c., are parallel to tangents to successive points of the chain.

Let the span, AD, of the bridge = 2a, and let the height OH = /*.

Then, the equation of the parabola referred to horizontal and vertical

axes of y and x, respectively, through (fig. 31) is

y
2 = 4 mx,

m being a constant
;
and the tangent of the inclination to the vertical

of any portion _ ,/,, _2m_y_
y 2#

'.- -e the tangent at the point of support, B, makes with the horizon

an angle whose tangent is

i 'fore, oq (fig. 30) being parallel to the tangent at the lowest

point of the bridge, and 06 parallel to the tangent at the point B,

2h
tan boq = a

Hi'iifo. since
/.'/ represents half the weight of the bridge, and ob the

terminal tension of the chain at B,

w -
i *

w
vrTerminal tension = -: ;

= W
2 sm boq 4/t

If l>eing the weight of the flooring.

Also, the vertical tension at B = \ W, and the constant

Horizontal tension = JF r'
4 A

12. The entire load of a suspension bridge is 160,000 kilograms,
the span is 64 metres, and tlie li.-i.rht is 5 metres

;
find the tension at

the points of support, and alsi> the tension at the lo\\v-t point.

Atu. Terminal tension = 268,208 kilogr.>

Horizontal tension = 256,000

D2
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1 3. If the vertical bars which support the roadway of a suspension

bridge are not at equal horizontal distances, prove that the vertices of

the polygon formed by the chain will still lie on a parabola, provided
that each vertical bar supports half of the adjacent portions of the

roadway.
This follows from the fact that the cotangent of the inclination of

any chord of a parabola to the axis is proportional to the sum of the

ordinates of the extremities of the chord.

14. If It is the resultant of any number of forces, P1?
P

2 ,
P

3 , ...,

acting in one plane on a particle, prove that

If = 2P2+ 22PX
P

2 cos (P*P2),

where P15 P2 means the angle between P
l
and P

2 .

(This result is true for non-coplanar forces).

15. If a particle is in equilibrium under the action of any forces,

prove that the sum of the oblique components of the forces along any
right line is zero.

If 2X and 2Y denote the sums of the components along two lines

inclined at an angle = oo, the square of the resultant is equal to

(2X)
2+ 2 (2X) (2 7) cos o>+ (2 7)

2
;

and this =(2X+2F)2 cosa ^ +(2X-2r)
2 sin

2

^-
61 2

Hence the result follows as in equations (3), p. 24. It is otherwise

evident, since the resultant is the third side of a triangle, two of whose
sides are 2X and 2 T.

16. If in example 7 the weights W and W, instead of being
knotted to two given points in the string, are attached to two smooth

rings which are capable of sliding freely along the string, determine

the condition and position of equilibrium.

Here, since the string passes freely over and under smooth

surfaces, the tension is constant throughout its length. Now, the

tension in Am is P, and that in Cm'P*. Hence

P=P'.

For the equilibrium of m, we have, resolving vertically,

W
JF=2Psin0; .-. sin0= =

;

and for the equilibrium of m',

TF'=2Psin0'; .-.sin0'= -^.^ Jr

1 7. A heavy particle is attached to one end of a string, the other

end of which is fixed. Find the horizontal force which must be

applied to the particle in order that the string may deviate by a given

angle from the vertical, and find also the tension of the string.

Ans. If P=the horizontal force required, T = tension of string,W= weight of particle, and d = angle of string's deviation,

F TFtantf, T= Fsectf.
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18. A string ACB (fig. 24, example 5) has its extremities tied t>

two fixed points, A ami H
;

to a given point, (_', in the string is

knotted a given weight, W. Find the tensions in the portions CA
and CB.

Ans. Since AC and 5C1

are given, the angles CAB and CBA ar-

also given. If these angles are denoted by 6 and tf, and if T and 7*'

are the tensions in CA and CB,
TFcostf

sin

19. If (same figure) the extremities A and B are fixed, and the

weight W is that of a smooth heavy ring at

(7, which is capable of sliding freely along
the string, find the horizontal force which

must be applied to the ring C in order that

the system may take a given position of

equilibrium.

Ans. If the angles CAB and CBA are &

and 0", and F = the required force,

Fig. 32.

20. ABCD (fig. 32) is a system of pegs

forming a square in a vertical plane ;
a string attached to A and B

passes through a heavy smooth ring, R, while another string is

bed to C and R. The ring is kept in equilibrium half way
between //, the middle point of CA, and 0, the centre of the square ;

find the tensions in the strings ARB and CR.

Ans. If W = weight of ring, T = tension in A RB, and T tension

in Cli,

32 16

21. In the last example if the tensions in the two strings are equal,

find the point at which the ring must be placed on Oil.

OR
Ans. If ., = a?, x is determined by the equation

This equation has only two real roots,

one between o ;Mnl 1, and the other be-

tweeii 1 and '2.

22. A string whose weight is neglected

passes over three smooth pegs, A, B, C
, ;),

in a vrrtieal plane, and 8US-

tWO equal weight-. IT. from r

tremitii -. Find tin- pr<
> nres on th<

ami find als.) the magnitude! of the angles

, ,-i,
and y when the s\stem of pegs is

least likely to break, the pegs being all equally strong

Fig. 33-
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A ns. If P, Q, and E be the pressures on the pegs A , B, and C, respect-

ively, P = 2 TFcos-> Q = 2 IF cos ->/?= 2 IF cos ^ ; and since the sum
^ A

of a, /3, and y is given (= 27r), it follows that in the best arrangement
2 2

a = /3
= y = -7r. For, unless each of the angles = TT, some one of

71

the pressures must be >2 JFcos - > or JF; and if the pegs are of equal
o

strength, it is best under these conditions, to have the pressures on

them all equal.

23. If the string passes over any number of equally strong smooth

pegs in the same vertical plane, find the best arrangement.

Ans. If there are n pegs, each of the angles, a, ft, y, 5, ... must be

(711)77

24. In example 14 calculate the pressures on the pegs A, B, C.

Ans. The squares of the pressures are respectively

WW-P(2P+W), i{4p2+ WW- -/(4P
2- JF2

)(4P
2- IF'

2

), P(2P+W).
25. If the strengths of the pegs, A,B,C, in example 20, are propor-

tional to I, m, n, find the best arrangement of the system.

Ans. The angle a is given by the equation

2 mnot?+ (P+m2+ nz

) x
z

I
2 = 0,

in which x= cos . The angles /3 and y are at once found from a.

a

26. Let A A
lf
..A 6 (fig. 34) be any funicular polygon, with weights

P
lt
P

z ,P3 ,Pt suspended at

its vertices A
lf A^, A

s ,
A

t ,

respectively; draw any line,

a a
5 , meeting the verticals

through A
, A^, ... in the

points a
,
d

lf
d

2 ,..., and let

A A
5 meet these verticals in

A
,
D

l ,
D

2 ,
____Now construct

a new polygon, a a
1
a
2
...a

5 ,

by taking d
l
a

1
=^ ^ D^ A

l ;

d
2
a

2
= i Z>

2 A.2 ;
and so on,

n being any number.

Prove that the new poly-

gon, whose fixed ends are a

and a
5
will be kept in equilibrium by the set of forces Plt

P
z ,
P

3 ,
Pt

applied at its vertices a,, a
2 ,-a3 , av

Although this may be readily proved geometrically by principles of

Graphic Statics, the student will do well to establish it by the method
of example 8. He will easily prove that, if a and /3 are the incli-

nations of A
Q
A

5
and a a

5 to the horizon, 01,
#
02 ,-.. the inclinations
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of the sides A A
1 ,A 1

A
3 ,

... ,and </>01 ,
<

12 ,... those of a a
lt a, a,,

the horizon, we shall have

tan
<f>01

tan ^3
= -(tan 6

ol
tan o) ;

tan <J>u tan /3 = -
(tan 12

tan a), <tc.
T*

But if T denotes the constant horizontal tension in a funicular

polygon, the conditions of its equilibrium are

P P
tan

01
-tan

12
= -

; tan ia
-tan 6U = -^

; &c.

M conditions are satisfied in the polygon a aj,...aa on the

supposition that the horizontal tension in it = nT'; and it is axiomatic

that if internal forces can- preserve equilibrium, they will.

Of course all the ordinates (and not merely those through tlie

vertices) of the derived polygon are proportional to the corresponding
ordinates of the original.

27. Show that the last example enables us to construct for a given

parallel system of forces a funicular polygon which shall pass through
thive given points.

(A solution of this problem for any system of forces will be given in

a subsequent chapter).

28. Given the base, NS (fig. 35), of a

trmngle NPS, and also the sum of the

cosines of the base angles, SNP and NSP
;

li-t the curve locus of P be constructed.

Prove that if a particle be placed at any
point of the curve and acted on by two

forces, one repulsive from N and equal to

? y and the other attractive towards S
M

ami equal to TT > the resultant force is, at Fig. 35.
Si"

every position of the particle, directed along the tangent to the

curve.

N. B. This curve is called the '

Magnetic Curve,' being one of those

in \\-hirh small iron filings would arrange themselves under the influence

of a fixed magnet whose poles are N and S.

It is to be observed that each little piece of iron is a magnet,
li:i\iiiLr two poles at its extremities, ami that it must therefore set at

the point, /', where it is placed, in the direction of the resultant force

ou either of its poles.

29. Prove that the line of action of the resultant force of a n

on a magnetic pole at P divides NS externally in the ratio N I'

30. Iron filings are sprinkled over a sheet of paper on whirh a magnet
: prove that all those filings which dip towards the Bame point

on the line of the magnet lie on a circle (neglecting their mutual

actions).



CHAPTER III.

THE EQUILIBRIUM OF A PARTICLE ON PLANE CURVES.

SECTION I.

Smooth Curves.

32.] Smooth Surface. When a body is placed in contact with

a surface, it is evident that, in addition to the given forces acting
on the body, there is a certain force produced by the surface

the force, namely, which the surface exerts to prevent the body
from passing through it. This force is called the Reaction of

the surface. Now, the surface being supposed to be rigid, there

is evidently no limit to the magnitude of the force with which it

is capable of reacting ;
but the direction of the force depends on

the nature of the surface itself. If the surface be perfectly

smooth, it can react on any body in contact with it only in the

direction of the normal to the surface at the point where the

body is in contact with it. Thus
(fig. 36), if a body, M, acted

on by any given system of forces,

be in contact at a point with

a smooth surface, AB, the force

which this surface exerts on the

body takes the direction, ON, of

the normal to the siirface at the

point of contact, 0, and its mag-
Fig. 36.

nitude wT
ill be such as to destroy

the effect of all the other forces

acting upon M. To the magnitude of the reaction, E, there is

no limit
;

so that if each of the other forces acting on M were

increased 100 times, for example, the surface would react with a

force equal to 100 E
; but the direction of E is strictly limited to

that of the normal. We may therefore state that

When two smooth lodies are in contact, their mutual reaction is

normal to the surface of contact.
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Fig 37-

33.] Example. If P
(fig- 37) is a heavy particle whose weight

is // . placed on a smooth spherical surface whose vertical dian,

is AB, what is the position of equilibrium ?

Here the forces acting on P are only two
in number namely, its weight, //", and R,
the reaction of the smooth surface. Now,
this reaction takes place in the direction of

the normal, PO, to the sphere at P; and

since the particle is in equilibrium under

the action of only two forces, these must be

equal in magnitude, and act in opposite
senses along the same right line. Hence,
since //'acts vertically,P0 must be a vertical

line ; that is, P must be placed at A, the

-t point of the sphere, or outside the

i-urf'ace at 2?, the highest point.

Whatever be the smooth surface on which the particle is

placed, it is evident that the points on it at which the particle

will points the normals at which are vertical lines. And,

generally
'>> will rest at those points of a smooth surface at u-Ji'n-li

!>:<< ir'itli the ilirei'tion of the resultant of all the

forces acting on the partn-le.

34.] Normal to a Curve. The normal to a curve at a given

point is not, like the normal to a surface at a given point, a

definite line, l.iit is ,my line whatever in the j>diiic p> / / to

the iauyi-iif <i> the t,u'i,it.

Hence, for the equilibrium of a particle placed inside a smooth

tnl form, the resultant force on the particle need not act

in a i^iven ii^lit line, but must act in a given plane namely, the

plane which is normal to the

tube at the point \\liere the

particle is plaeed. Thus, for

example, let All (lij-. 38) be

a >mooth tube of any form,

and let P be a particle placed inside it. If we imagine a string
attached to P, coming- out of the tube through ;m opening at P,
which is not sufficiently lar^e to allow P to come out, it is

ieni that \v- may pull at P with any force however great
in the plane normal to the tube, and in all directions round /'

Fig. 38.
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and the equilibrium of the particle will not be disturbed. But
if we incline the string ever so little to the normal plane at P,
motion will ensue along the tube.

35.] Plane Curve. In the present chapter we shall consider

only plane curves, i.e., curves which lie altogether in one plane.

Moreover, when a particle is placed on a curve, and acted on by

given forces, we shall suppose that all the forces act in the plane
of the curve.

Now, it is evident that the only effect which a curve produces
on a particle placed upon it is a normal reaction of some definite

magnitude. If, then, we produce upon the particle, by any other

means, a force identical with this reaction, we may dispense with

the curve altogether. This being so, if we call the reaction, of

the curve R, we may suppose the particle acted upon by all the

given forces, and also by a new force equal to R, this latter

acting in the direction of the normal to the curve. Thus, the

case is the same as that treated in the last chapter namely, the

equilibrium of a particle acted upon by any number of forces in

one plane ;
and in writing down the equations of equilibrium,

we shall merely have to include the new force R among all the

others.

EXAMPLES.

1. A heavy particle is placed on a smooth inclined plane, AB
(fig. 39), and is sustained by a force, F, which acts along AB in the

vertical plane which is at right

angles to AB
;

find F, and also

the pressure on the inclined plane.
The only effect of the inclined

plane is to produce a normal re-

action, R, on the particle. Hence,
if we introduce this force, we

may imagine the plane removed.

Let W be the weight of the par-

Fig. 39. ticle, and i the inclination of the

plane to the horizon.

Eesolving the forces along AB, we have

F TFsin i = 0, or F= TFsin i;

and, resolving perpendicularly to AB,

R W cos i = 0, or R = W cos i.

If, for example, the weight of the particle is 4 grammes and the

inclination of the plane 30, there will be a normal pressure of 2 \/3

grammes on the plane, and the force F will be 2 grammes.
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2. In the previous example, if F act horizontally, find its magni-
tude, and also that of A'.

Resolving along AB, and perpendicularly to it, we have, successively,

~i ll'sini = 0, or /T

=U'taii/;
W

and /'sint-f IF cost R = 0, .-. R=-
cost

A' is therefore in this case greater than it was before, as is sufficiently
evident a y/;-/<7.

3. If the particle is sustained by a force, F, making a given angle,

6, with the inclined plane, find the magni-
tude of this force, and of the pressure, all

the forces acting in the same vertical plane.

Resolving along the plane, (fig. 40),

t = 0, or/7

R

and resolving perpendicularly to the plane,

li + Feine- ircost = 0, .:R =
cos (9

The student will, of course, observe that these values of F&nd R could

been at once obtained, without resolution, by the equation (a),

p. ii.

y particle, whose weight is

IF, is sustained on a smooth inclined

plane, by three forces applied to it, each

W
equal to ; one acts vertically, another

9

horizontally, and the third along the

e (fig. 41); find the inclination of

the pi

ice we do not want R, the pressure
i n tin pi.!!,,, we shall resolve forces at right angles to R, that is, along
the plane. Hence

irr W W
sin t + + cos i H'sin i= 0,

or 2sint = 1 + cosi,
n,2sm-co8- = /.\

(1)

If we reject the factor cos -for the present, we have
m

i i

ian- = ,

which determines the inclinaticii.

The student should observe that we have expelled the factor cos -

from equation (1), and this amounts to rejecting the solution

C08-=0.
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Now in this, as well as in many physical and geometrical problems,
such a solution ought not to be rejected, unless it is shown to be

irrelevant to the question. So long as our equations are perfect

interpretations of the physical or geometrical conditions of the pro-

blem, no factor can furnish an irrelevant solution. It is only when
an equation expresses more or less than is implied in the given con-

ditions that irrelevant factors can present themselves. Instances of

these factors frequently occur in the operations of Algebra and

Analytic Geometry as, for example, when we rationalize an equation

by the process of squaring. If, before this process, the square root of

a quantity was affected with a minus sign, this sign will be indifferent

in the rationalized result, and this latter, consequently, expresses more
than was contained in the original equation. Hence it may happen
that the result will furnish us not only with what is relevant, but, in

addition, with what is wholly irrelevant.

^
In the present instance the equation cos - = would give the incli-

m

nation of the plane = 180, and the figure would then become fig. 42, in

which the particle is placed under-

go" neath the plane in such a way that

equilibrium is manifestly impos-
sible.

Hence it appears ns if the equa-

tion cos - = were wholly without
Fig. 42. 2

meaning.
A little reflection, however, will show that it is quite relevant. For

equation (1) is merely the analytical expression of the physical con-

dition that the component of the acting forces along the plane shall be

zero. Now it is not enough for equilibrium that the component along
some one line shall be zero ;

for this, the component along some other

line must vanish as well. Hence our result does not express the com-

plete condition of the particle's equilibrium, but merely a part of that

condition
;
and each of the equations

tan - = -
j and cos - = 0,22

expresses perfectly all the physical conditions contained in (1). For

W
when the inclination is 180, the force which acted along the in-

O

clined plane becomes a horizontal force opposite to the given hori-

W W
zontal force

;
and the vertical furnishes no component along the

3 3

plane.
2

The magnitude of R is - W.
-3-

^ 5. A heavy particle, P (fig. 43), is placed inside a smooth parabolic
tube whose axis is vertical, and is acted upon by a horizontal force, F,
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equal p Plf, PJf being the ordinate of the point P ; find the position
of equilibrium,
Here the forces acting are TF, the

weiirht of the particle, It, the normal
i"ii of the tube, and F. "We shall

obtain an equation between" F and W,
without JR, by resolving along the tan-

gent at P. If = angle between the

tangent at P and the vertical,

W cos Q F sin = JUM . sin 0, where

Hence, for the position of equilibrium,

retaining the factor cos 0, Fig. 43.

cos 6
(Wpy tan 6) = 0.

But if the equation of the parabola is y* = Imx, tan Q = Hence
y

the equation is

This equation of equilibrium can be satisfied in two ways. Firstly
an have

cos 6=0, (2)

or Q = -
j which gives the vertex of the tube as the position of equi-

m

librium. This position is a priori evident, since the particle would
at the vertex be acted upon only by its weight and the reaction of the

tube, the force /'here being = 0.

iidly, the equation will be satisfied if

TF-2/xw = 0. (3)

Xow, this is simply a relation between the constants of the problem,
and gives no value of Q that is, no definite position of equilibrium.
In fact, if the equation (3^

is satisfied, (1) will bo satisfied, no matter
what may be. In physical language, then, the result is as follows :

W
if p.

= - the particle will rest in all positions ;
and if this relation

does not hold, the vertex is the only position.
It is well for the student to observe that p is here the quotient of

n force by a line, the force being expressed in the same units as those

of W, and the line in the same units as those of PM, For since

we have put F= \L PM, if Q is a force in the same units as tho

1C, and I a line in the same units as those of P^f, it is clear that

tin- proper representation of /' would be something of the form

''/'' u ~ T '

'). A heavy particle, resting on a smooth inclined plane, i>

t ached to a string which, passing over a smooth pulley, sustains

another heavy partick: iind the conditions and position of equi-
librium.
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Let TF be the weight of the particle on the plane, P that of the

hanging particle, and Q the inclination of the string to the inclined

plane in the position of equilibrium.
For the equilibrium of the particle on the plane, we have, resolving

along the plane (since the tension of the string = P),

W sin i = P cos 6
;

W sin i

.*. cos 6 = p

In order that there may be a position of equilibrium, this value of

cos 6 must be < i, therefore W sin i must be < P.

Explain the result when P = W.

7. Three particles, whose masses are

m^, m2 ,
m

3 ,
are placed at three points, A,

B, C (fig. 44), inside a smooth circular

tube; they attract or repel each other

with forces directly proportional to their

masses and their distances
;

find the posi-

tion of equilibrium of the system.
Consider the equilibrium of m

1
at A.

It is acted upon by two forces equal to

m.
2
AB and m

3 AC, in the directions AB
and AC. The resultant of these must be

normal to the tube at A. But (Cor. 2, p.

Fig. 44.
1 6) the resultant acts towards a, the

centre of mass of m2 and m3 ,
and if

is the centre, OB = OC. Hence = -; and, by considering the
sin z m

3

sin x fn,

equilibrium of B, we have,-
-= -i. Therefore sin x : sin y : sin z

5,w* *
Wijj

= m^ : m
2

: m3 . Also x+ y + z = TI
;

therefore x, y, and are the

angles of a triangle whose sides are proportional to niv m
2 ,

and

m,. These angles being known from some such equations asoo 2 '

cos x = -
j &c., the relative positions of the particles

2m.2m3

are at once determined. The centre, 0, of the tube is the centre of

mass of the particles.

8. Two smooth heavy rings, A and C (fig. 45), slide on two rods

which are inclined to the horizon at angles i and i'
;
a string con-

necting A and C passes through a smooth heavy ring, B. Find the

condition of equilibrium.
Let the weights of A, B, C, be P, W, Pf

, respectively, and let R
and R' be the reactions of the rods on A and C. Construct the force-

diagram of the system by drawing om from an arbitrary origin, 0,

parallel and proportional to Rf
,
and mn parallel and proportional to

Pf

;
then on will be parallel to BC and proportional to the tension iu

it. Drawing again np parallel and proportional .to W, op will be
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parallel to BA, and represent its tension. Finally, if j>q represents

P, oq will represent R. Since the tension in ABC is constant,
M =

<>p; therefore a perpendicular from on mq bisects nj). The

W
f
P
I

Fig. 45-

length of this perpendicular is on the one hand (mn + % nj>) tan i
7

,
and

on the other (jpq+ ^np) tan t. Hence, equating these, we have

(P'+
i W ) tan i'= (P +W) tant.

This is a relation between the constants of the problem, and it tl

fore constitutes a condition that equilibrium should be at all possible.
If this condition is fulfilled, the position of equilibrium can be obtained

by finding the angle, d, which the string EC makes with the verticil.

Evidently, from the force-diagram

tan = W+2P*
tan t"

9. Two heavy rings, whose weights are P and P' (fig. 46), rest on
the circumference of a smooth vertical circle, and are connected by a

htlos * trill-.,' on which a heavy ring, whose weight is Q, slides

freely. Find the position of equilibrium.

Fig. 46.

Construct the force-diagram. Let 6 and d' be the in< -li nations of

the radii CA and CA f
to the vertical, and let be the- inclination

of the portions of the string AB and //.I' t<> the vertical.
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The force-diagram then gives the statical equations
n n

tan ff
t (1)

* (2)a fj

To these must be added the geometrical equation which connects the

length, 7,
of the string, with the radius, a, of the circle.

Since the horizontal projections of the broken lines ACA' and
ABA' are the same, we have

a (sin ^+ sin ^) = Zsin$. (3)

Equations (1), (2), and (3) are sufficient to determine the unknown

angles 9, 6', and
(/>.

10. A body, whose weight is 10 kilogrammes, is supported on a

smooth inclined plane by a force of 2 kilogrammes acting along the

plane and a horizontal force of 5 kilogrammes ;
find the inclination of

the plane. . . ,3 X
Ans. sin"1

(-)o

11. A heavy body is sustained on a smooth inclined plane (incli-

nation i) by a force P acting along the plane, and a horizontal force,

Q. The inclination being halved, and the forces P and Q each

halved, the body is still observed to rest; find the ratio of P to Q.

Ans. ^=2 cos2 --
Q 4

12. Two weights, P and Q (fig. 47), rest

on a smooth double-inclined plane, and are

attached to the extremities of a string
which passes over a smooth peg, 0, at a

point vertically over the intersection of

the planes, the peg and the weights being
in a vertical plane. Find the position of

equilibrium.
Fig- 47-

Ans. Ifl = the length of the string, and COTi, the position of

equilibrium is defined by the equations

,

sina _ sin /3

cos 6
~~ * ~

cos

cos a

sin 6

cos/3

sin <b

1 3. Two weights, P and Q, connected by a string, rest on the
convex side of a smooth vertical circle. Find the position of equi-
librium, and show that the heavier weight will be higher up on the
circle than the lighter.

Ans. If the radius of the circle drawn to P make an angle
with the vertical diameter, I = length of the string, and a = radius of
the circle, the position of equilibrium is defined by the equation
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P sin Q sin ( ff),a
Q being circular measure.

14. Show, by considering the equilibrium of P and Q (in the last

example) as one system, that their centre of gravity lies in the

vertical radius of the circle.

1 5. Two rods are fixed in the same vertical plane at inclinations a and

J to the horizon
;
two rings, whose weights are P and <?, are con-

'd by a string of given length and placed one on each rod; find

the position of equilibrium.

Ana. If P is placed on the rod of inclination a, the inclination,

6, of the string to the vertical is given by the equation

(P+ Q) cot 6 = P cot J3 Q cot a.

1 6. Two heavy rings, P and Q, connected directly by a string of given

length, rest on a smooth circular wire fixed in a vertical plane ;
find

the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If 2 a is the angle subtended at the centre of the circle by
the string, the inclination, 0, of the string to the vertical is given by
the equation

(P+ (?) cot 6 = (P- Q) tan a.

1 7. Two heavy rings, Pand Q, connected directly by an elastic stn

whose tension is proportional to its length*, rest on a smooth circular

;ixed in a vertical plane ; find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If C is the magnitude of the tension of the string when t lu-

st ring is stretched to the length of the radius of the wire, construct a

triangle whose base and two aides are respectively proportional to

PQ
~- ' P Q- Then the base angles of this triangle are those made with

the vertical by the radii of the wire drawn to the rings.

18. Two weights rest on the convex side of a parabola whose axis is

\. rtical, and are connected by a MriiiLr which

passes over a smooth peg at the focus; show
that equilibrium is impossible unless the

weights are equal.
19. Two weights, P and Q (fig. 48), rest on

the concave side of a parabola whose axis is

horizontal, and are connected by a string
which

]
Hisses over a smooth peg at the focus

/'. Find the position of eqtdlibrram.

Ann. Let iSB length oi / : $= <he

anirh wliiih /'/' makes with ihr axis; 4 in

the latus rectum of the parabola; thru

p /r--
I U'

8,

* Tin- Htudent will Afterward* Bee that this would be the case if the natural

length of the string were ao biuall as to be negligible in the problem.

E
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20. A particle is placed on the convex side of a smooth ellipse, and

is acted upon by two forces, F and F', towards the foci, and a force,

F", towards the centre. Find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If r = the distance of the particle from the centre of the

F F"
curve

;
b = semi-axis minor

;
and n =

; then

... 21. A heavy particle, P, is placed on the concave side of a smooth

vertical circle whose lowest point is A and highest point B. If the

particle is acted upon by two forces, in the directions AP and BP,
equal to p.BP, and p.AP, respectively, find the position of equi-
librium.

Ans. Let W = the weight of the particle ;
6 = the angle made

with the vertical by the radius to P
',

a = the radius of the circle
;
then

2fJ.a

~W~'

22. A particle, P, is acted upon by two forces towards two fixed

points, S and H, these forces being -^ and -=7^, respectively; prove
>P JtiJr

that P will rest at all points inside a smooth tube in the form of a

curve whose equation is SP. PR = &2
,
k being a constant.

23. A particle, P, is placed inside a smooth
(

circular tube, and
acted upon by two forces towards the extremities, A and B, of a fixed

diameter, AB ; the forces are respectively proportional to PA and

PB : prove that the particle will rest in all positions.

24. Two weights, P and Q, connected by a string rest on the convex

side of a smooth cycloid. Find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If I= the length of the string, and a = radius of generating

circle, the position of equilibrium is defined by the equation

e Q i

where 9 is the angle between the vertical and the radius to the point
on the generating circle which corresponds to P.

25. Two weights, P and Q, rest on the convex side of a smooth vertical

circle, and are connected by a string which passes over a smooth peg
vertically over the centre of the circle; find the position of equi-
librium.

Ans. Let A= the distance between the peg, B, and the centre of

the circle
;
6 and $= the angles made with the vertical by the radii

to P and Q, respectively ;
a and /3

= the angles made with the

tangents to the circle at P and Q by the portions PB and QB of the

string ;
I= length of the string ;

then
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_ ^sin~~
X,

~~
X, a

COB a cos p
.. sin 6 sin < _ ,

^
cos /3

cos (0+ a) = a cos a,

cos (0 + /3)
= a COB .

SECTION II.

Rough Curve*.

36.] Friction. The curves and surfaces which we have hitherto

considered were supposed to be incapable of offering resistance in

any other than a normal direction. Such curves and surfaces,

however, exist only in the abstractions of Rational Statics, and

are not to be found in nature. Every surface is capable of

destroying a certain amount of force in its tangent plane; or, in

other words, every surface in nature possesses a certain degree
of roughness, in virtue of which it resists the sliding of other

surfaces upon it.

Now, there are two ways in which a surface may resist a

sliding motion. Firstly, it may possess small inequalities whieh

obstacles to sliding ; and, secondly, there may exist

an adhesion between its substance and that of another body in

contact with it. In virtue of inequalities, the two surfaces get

interlocked, and an effort to cause one to slide on the other causes

ain in each of the surfaces, the force which resists this sliding

being called . Rankine (Applied Mechanics, p. 209) dis-

tinguishes adhesion from friction on the ground that adhe

between two surfaces is independent of the force by which they
an- pressed tog-ether, and is analogous to shearing stress, i.e., to

the force (called cohesion) which resists an attempt to divide a

solid by causing <>iie part of it to slide on anoth.

At the same time he holds (Mechanical Text-Book, p. 153) that

friction is a kind of shearing stress, and this view ^

probably the nio<t real and vivid conception of its nature.

37.] Laws of Friction. Experiments made by Coulomb and

Morin have established the following laws of friction :

1. The tangential force necessary to establibh the

i. 2
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of a sliding motion is a constant fraction of the normal pressure

between the two surfaces in contact.

2. With a given normal pressure, the tangential force neces-

sary to establish the beginning of a sliding motion is independent
of the extent of the surface of contact.

Subsequent experiments have, however, considerably modified

the first of these laws, and shown that it can be regarded only as

an approximation to the truth. If R be the normal pressure

between the bodies, F the force of friction, and
/u,

the constant

ratio of the latter to the former when slipping is about to ensue,

we have

F=n%. (a)

The fraction p in this equation is called the coefficient offriction,
and if the first law were true, ju,

would be strictly constant for

the same pair of bodies, whatever the magnitude of the normal

pressure between them might be. This, however, is not the

case. For great differences of normal pressure there are con-

siderable differences in the value of //. When the normal pressure
is nearly equal to that which would crush either of the surfaces

in contact, the force of friction increases more rapidly than the

normal pressure. Equation (a) is nevertheless very nearly true

when the differences of normal pressure are not very great, and

in what follows we shall assume this to be the case.

38.] Causes which Modify the Coefficient of Friction.

Friction being a force called into play by the mutual action of

two bodies in contact, /x depends on the particular pair of bodies

in contact, and is not a quantity pertaining to any one body by
itself. Moreover, it varies for the same two bodies according as

the state of each body varies. Thus, it is not the same for iron

and dry oak, as for iron and the same piece of oak with a

moistened surface. Neither, again, is it the same for two pieces

of wood when their fibres are parallel as when they are perpen-
dicular. In fact, when great accuracy is required, a special ex-

periment should be made to ascertain the coefficient of friction

between two bodies which in any case are to act upon and sus-

tain each other. Tables of the coefficient of friction between

bodies in specified states are to be found in most practical treatises

on Statics.

39.] Independence of the Extent of the Surface of Contact.

The second law of Friction may at first sight appear strange ;
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but a little reflection will remove objections against its truth. If

the total normal pressure between two bodies be R, and the sur-

face of contact S, the pressure per unit of area (which is calk-d

R
the intensify of pressure) is -~- If now, while the normal pres-

sure remains the same as before, the surface of contact is doubled,

R
the pressure per unit of area is only r-p> which is just half as

2o

great as before. Hence, though the area over which friction acts

is doubled, the intensity of pressure is halved
;
and it is consistent

with common sense that the friction per unit of area should be

halved also. Thus, on the whole, the same total tangential force

is required to set up sliding in both cases.

40.] Actual Magnitudes of Coefficients of Friction. It is

wi-11 that the student should have some idea of the actual magni-
tudes of coefficients of -friction between bodies. For this purpose
he should look at a table of these coefficients. Practically t

'

is no observed coefficient much greater than 1. In Rankine's

table the coefficient for damp clay on damp clay is given as 1,

and that for shingle on gravel is at the most 1.11. Most of the

ordinary coefficients are less than J.

41.] Other Coefficients of Friction. It is found by experiment
that the friction which resists the beginning of sliding is greater

than that which resists its continuance. Again, the resistance

\\hich is opposed to the rolling of one surface on another is dis-

tinguished by the special name of Rolling Friction, but it would
'

more properly be called Resistance to Rolling. At present we
1 limit ourselves to the consideration of the friction of the

ining of motion which is ex-

pressed by the equation

F=yJt.

42.] Reaction of a Rough Curve

or Surface. Let .//>' (ti^. 49) be a

h curve or surface ; /' tin- posi-

tion of a particle on it; and suppose
tin- forces acting on P to be con-

tig. .49.

fined to the plane of the paper. Let

/.',
= the normal resistance of the surl'acr. art ing in tin- mii

PN, and /' = the force of friction, acting along the tang, nt /'/'.
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The resultant of R-^ and F is a force which we shall call the

Total Resistance of the surface. It is represented in magnitude
and direction by the line PR = R, which is the diagonal of the

parallelogram determined by R and F. We have seen that the

total resistance of a smooth surface is normal
;
but this limitation

does not apply to a rough surface. The angle, </>,
between R and

the normal is given by the equation

F

Hence, </>
will be a maximum when the force of friction bears

the greatest ratio to the normal pressure. But this greatest

ratio is what we have called the coefficient of friction, p. ;
and

this ratio is attained when the particle is just on the point of

slipping along the surface. Therefore the greatest angle ty which

the Total Resistance of a rough curve or surface can deviatefrom the

normal is the angle whose tangent is the coefficient offriction for the

bodies in contact ; and this deviation is attained when slipping is

about to commence.

43.] Angle of Friction. The angle between the normal and

the total resistance of a rough surface when slipping is about to

take place is called the Angle of Friction*. We shall throughout
denote it by A. ; and if \L is the coefficient of friction,

tan X =
p..

44.] Experimental Determination

of 11. Let P be the position of a heavy

particle, whose weight is W, on a

rough plane, AB, whose inclination is

gradually increased until P is on the

point of slipping down. Consider the

equilibrium of P in these circum-

stances. It is acted uppn by two

forces, namely, its weight, W, and the

total resistance, R, of the plane. For equilibrium these forces

must be equal and act in opposite senses. Hence R acts in a

vertical line
;
and since slipping is about to take place, the angle

between R and the normal, PN, to the plane must (Art. 42) be

equal to X, the angle of friction. But the angle between the

Fig 50-

* Sometimes called the Angle of Repose.
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vertical and PN is also equal to the inclination of the plane to

the horizon. Hence the tndiintion of a rough /,/,//<> <>n which a
. iictcil upon solely by its own weiyht, is just about to slip, is

the Angle <?/ Friction.

This result might have been proved by the resolution of forces.

Thus, if
/.'j

be the normal pressure, the force of friction acting

up the plane is nRv since slipping is about to begin. Hence,

resolving forces horizontally for the equilibrium of P,

R
l
sin i /u Rl

cos i = 0,

/ lieiny the inclination ; or tan i = p, therefore i = A.

Morin determined the coefficient of friction between two

substances by placing one on a fixed horizontal plane made of

the other, and then measuring the least horizontal force which

should be applied to the body resting on the plane to cause it to

slide. The ratio of this force to the weight of the body is the

required coefficient of friction.

45.] Limitation of the Total Resistance. As in the case of

tho resistance of a smooth curve or surface, there is no limit to

the liini/nitinJe of the total resistance of a rough curve or sur

for the surfaces with which we are at present concerned aiv

supposed to be capable of resisting penetration to any extent

the only limitation to which the total resistance is subject being
one of direction, and this limitation is thus expressed :

The Total Resistance of a rough curve or surface, though KH-
' in )>t<tr/iittn<le, can never make with (he normal an angle

greatrr //,/// th<: mi<jl<' (>ffriction corresponding to the tfo Unties in

I.

Within this limit, the total resistance can assume any magni-
tude and direction, so that we at once deduce the following

important principle:

//' the Total Resistance can maintain

fij
n 'tl'il, >'; I'm. '7 Will do SO.

Thus, let P
(fig. 51) be a heavy par-

ticle placed upon a rough plane whose

inclination is le-s than A, the angle of

friction. Then it is clear that, to keep
P at rest, the total resistance, R, has

only to he equal and opposite to W, the

\vei--ht of /'.

But drawing PQ t making the angle of friction, A, with the
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normal, PN, we see that the direction of E falls within the

prescribed limit ; and therefore the equilibrium will subsist, no

matter how great W may be, for there is no limit as to the

magnitude of R.

46.] Limiting Equilibrium. A particle acted upon by any
forces and placed upon a rough surface is said to be in limiting

equilibrium when it is in such a position that the total resistance

of the surface makes the angle of friction with the normal. In

such a position if any slight change should occur in the circum-

stances of the particle, in virtue of which the total resistance

would be compelled to make a greater angle with the normal,

equilibrium could subsist no longer ;
for the total resistance can

never be inclined to the normal at an angle greater than the

angle of friction. Or we may put the matter thus. In every
case the equilibrium of a particle restricted to a rough curve

or surface is broken only by some circumstance which compels
the total resistance to make with the normal an angle greater

than the angle of friction. The manner in which this is supposed
to happen depends on the particular problem. For example, let

us enquire into the circumstances of the equilibrium of a heavy

particle, whose weight is W> on a rough curve, AB (fig. 52),

whose plane is vertical, the particle being acted upon by a

horizontal force, F.

The problem proposed for solution

N\ ^** /B may be any one of the three follow-

ing :

(a) Determine the least horizontal

force that will sustain a particle, of

weight JT, at a given point, P, of a

given rough curve, AS.

() 'Determine the point at which a

particle, of weight W, will be just sus-

tained by a given horizontal force, F, on a given rough curve, AS.

(c)
Determine the least coefficient of friction tHat will allow

a particle, of weight W, to rest at a given point, P, of a curve,

A, the particle being acted on by a given horizontal force, F.

If PN be the normal at P, and PR be drawn making the

angle of friction, A, with it, PR will be the direction of the total

resistance, since, by supposition, the particle is about to slip

down. All three problems are solved by the equation
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11-

-p
= cot (e

-
A),

6 being the inclination of the tangent at P to the horizon. But

the manner in which equilibrium is supposed to be broken is not

the same in each of them. If, in the first case, F< JPtan (0 A),

p
in the second, > A + tan -1 dp) > and in the third, \<6 tan' 1

f
(

,. .) , the particle will not rest at P. Thus the equilibrium may

be broken by

(a) a slight change in some of the acting forces
;

(fj)
a slight change in the position of the particle ; or,

(r) a slight change in the nature of the supporting surface,

i.e., a diminution of its roughness.
If the particle is in limiting equilibrium (i.e.,

if the total

resistance makes the angle of friction with the normal to the

supporting surface) it is evident that equilibrium will always be

broken if the third of these changes occurs; but it may n<"

broken by either of the others. Take, for example, a hi

partiele plaeed on an inclined plane whose inclination to the

horizon is the angle of friction. It is evident that any cha:

may be made, cither in its weight or in ition on the

plane, and equilibrium will still subsist; for in neither case is

the total iv>i stance (equal and opposite to W} compelled to make
with the normal an angle > A.

lu every case of equilibrium it is to be observed that the

fion (Art. 37) acts in the sense opposite to ///-/'

<ne if ihe bodies in contact became gradually
smoother.

47.] Friction in non-limiting equilibrium. The beginner is

very prone to assume that, if //
is the eorllieient of t'ri< -lion

bet ween t wo bodies, in every case in which one of these bodies rests

against the other the force of friction is pR, where R is the

tin in. That this is not so he will

easily see b ;-ing the case in which a heavy piece of

1 rests on a horizontal plane of wood the coefficient of frit t

reen the m.-tal and the wood being, say, |, and no forces,

r than its weight and the resistance of the plane, acting on

ihe body. So far from the force of friction being f of the

normal pressure, the force of friction is zero, and will come into
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existence only when some horizontal force is applied to the body.
The force of friction will always be equal to this horizontal force

and will attain the value $R only when slipping is about to take

place.

The changes both in magnitude and in direction which

the Total Resistance between two rough surfaces in contact

undergoes while equilibrium changes from a state bordering on

motion in one direction to a state bordering on motion in the

opposite direction may be very simply illustrated by solving the

following problem :

A heavy body of weight W is held on a rough inclined plane
of inclination i by a horizontal force P

;
the force P being varied

gradually from the value required just to sustain the body to the

value required just to drag it up the plane, it is required to repre-

sent graphically the different magnitudes and directions of the

Total Resistance corresponding to the successive values of P.

Let
(fig. 53)

be the position

of the body, and

measure off a

vertical line OW
to represent the

magnitude of W.

Then, for dif-

ferent values of

P,the resultant of

W and P will be
Fig- 53-

represented by lines drawn from and terminating on the hori-

zontal line WH. The Total Resistance of the plane on the body
is, of course, equal and opposite to the resultant of P and W, and
it will therefore be represented by a line drawn from to a

horizontal line, R1R2 ,
drawn at the same distance above as the

line WH is below it.

Let ON be the normal to the plane at 0, and draw the lines

OR^ and OR
2 making the angle, A, of friction with the normal at

opposite sides of it. Let these lines be produced to meet the line

WH\n the points r and r
2 .

Then for equilibrium the resultant of P and W must be repre-
sented by some line intermediate between Or-^ and Or2 .

v When the resultant of P and W is Orv the Total Resistance
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of the plane is OR
lt
and since this makes the angle of friction

with the normal, the body is on the point of slipping down.

When the resultant of P and W is O2 ,
the Total Resistance is

OR
Z ,
and the body is on the point of slipping up.

The values of P which will just sustain the body and just

drag it up are, respectively,

.
W tan

(i
-

A) and W tan
(i + A),

as appears at once from the figure or by calculation.

IfP has a value between these limits, the Total Resistance, OR,
will be intermediate between OR

l
and OR2 ,

and the equilibrium
will not be limiting, i.e., the body will not be on the point
of slipping either up or down

;
and the force of friction, which

i- the component of R along the plane, will not be /* times

the normal pressure, except in the two states bordering on

motion.

If P has the value JTtan i, which is intermediate between its

extreme values, the Total Resistance will be normal to the plane,

ami in this state there will be noforce offriction exerted between

the plane and the body.

48.] Passive Resistances. The force of friction between a

body and a rough surface belongs to a class of forces called

Passive Resistances, i.e., forces which come into existence only on

unt of the aetion of other forces and which always endeavour

t" destroy the effect of these other forces. To this class, indeed,

belongs also the normal pressure between any two bodies, and

also the resistance of air or any other fluid to a body moving

through it.

And it is an axiom with regard to all passive resistances that if

they can preserve equilibrium they will.

\MPLES.

1. A IK. iv\ pnrtiele is placed on a rough plane in<-lined to the

hori/oii at an angle less than the angle of friction
; find the limits of

the direction <>) the force reijuiied to drag it down.
Let 7\V

(fi<r. 54) 1,,. tl, r normal to the incline. 1 plane, and 1.

be drawn, making the angle <\'I'Q = \, the angle of friction. Now,
the

necessary and sufficient condition that equilibrium should exist is,

that the n-ultant of tin- weight. W, and the forre ajipli. uld

fall within the angle NPQ. Hence, producing .V/' and tjl' \

and
tj, we see that no force applied to P within the an.
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will disturb the equilibrium. F must, therefore, be applied within

the angle NPq, and act from P towai'ds

the left of the figure.

2. Two heavy particles, whose weights
are P and Q, rest in limiting equilibrium
on a rough double-inclined plane, and are

connected by a string which passes over a

smooth peg at a point, A (fig. 55), ver-

tically over the intersection, B, of the two

planes. Find the position of equilibrium.
Let the inclinations of the planes be

a and ft ;
let the length of the string be

I, and AS = n
;
and let the portions of the string make angles 6

and
<f>
with the planes.

Suppose that P is on the point of

ascending, and Q of descending. Then,
since the motion of each body is about

to ensue, the total resistances, R and S,

must each make the angle of friction

with the corresponding normal; and
since the weight P is about to move

upwards, R must act towards the left of

the normal, while, since Q is about to

move downwards, S must act to the

right of the corresponding normal.

If T is the tension of the string, we
have for the equilibrium of P,

cos (6 A)

Again, for the equilibrium of Q,^ sin (ft- A)

cos
(< + A)

Hence, equating the values of T,

p sin(a+ A) sn -X)
(1)

cos(<9 A)
*

a

This is the only statical equation connecting the given quantities.
"We obtain a geometrical equation by expressing that AB and the

length of the string are given. This is, evidently,

, .cos a cos /3.

Ms -*+:--?)=* (2)k
sin 6

Equations (1) and (2) determine the values of 6 and
<j>,

and con-

stitute the solution of the problem.
Other Solution. Instead of considering the total resistances, R and

S, we may consider two normal resistances, Rl
and S17

and two forces

of friction, /uT^ and pt$j , acting respectively down the plane a and up
the plane ft. In this case, considering the equilibrium of P, and
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resolving forces along and perpendicular to the plane a, we have
P sin a + ^1^ = T cos 0, )

Pcosa-^ + Tsinff; \

and for the equilibrium of Q,

Qnnp = pS1 + Tco*<l>,l

Qcos(3 = S
l +Tam<l>. J

Eliminating /?,, ,,
and T from the systems (A) and (5), we arrive

at tho same statical equation as before.

The method of considering total resistances instead of their normal
and tangential components is almost always more simple than tin-

separate consideration of the latter forces.

3. If in the last question P is given, what are the limits of Q con-

i-ut with equilibrium ?

If Q be so large that it is about to drag P up, its value, Q lt
will lie

given by equation (1),

sin (a -f X) cos (ft + A).
'

sin(/3-A)cos(0-A)'
and if Q be so small that P is about to descend, its value, Q3 ,

will be

sin (a-X) cos (ft- A)

the angles 6 and ft being connected by equation (2).

I. A heavy ring is placed on a rouyh vortical circle ; find tin-

limits of its position consistent with equilibrium.
Ans. Draw two diameters making the angle of friction with the

'liameter. The ring will rest anywhere on the eiremnl< :

between the two upper extremities, or between the two lower exti

of these diameters.

ly \vhoseweight is 20 kilogrammes is just sustained on

a rough inclined plane by a horizontal force of 2 kilogrammes, and ;i

2
e of 10 kilogrammes along the plane ; the coefficient of friction

5

find the inclination of the plane. . .25.
Ant. 2 tan >( ).

i tide is placed on a rough plane whose inclination to

3
horizon is sin"1

(-)>and is connected by a string passing over a

oth pulley with a particle of equal weight, which hai

SuppoMii;; ti. B is on the point el up the plane, find

tin- inclination of the string to the plain', the o>. Hu-ient ot fii

beau; .

S. Hy resolving forces along the inclined plane, we have, if 6 =
inclination of the string to the plane,

i \.eee
- sin 6 = 1 cos 6

t
or - sin - cos - = sin* -

1
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6 1

one solution of which is 6 = 0, and the other is tan = -
2 fi

7. In the second solution of the last question, exhibit the position.
of the string, and explain the result.

8. A heavy particle acted upon by a force equal in magnitude to its

weight is just about to ascend a rough inclined plane under the

influence of this force
;

find the inclination of the force to the inclined

plane.

Ans. If 6 is the required inclination, \ = angle of friction, and

i = inclination of the plane,

7T . , 7T6- ^, and 62X + 1 -
i u

are possible solutions. (6 is here supposed to be measured from the

upper side of the inclined plane. If - > 2 A + i, the applied force will
Z

act towards the under side).

9. In the first solution of the last question, what is the magnitude
of the pressure on the plane ]

Ans. Zero. Explain this.

10. Prove that the horizontal force which will just sustain a heavy

particle on a rough inclined plane will sustain the particle on the

same plane supposed smooth, if the inclination is diminished by the

angle of friction.

11. What is the least coefficient of friction that will allow of a heavy
body's being just kept from sliding down an inclined plane of given

inclination, the body (whose weight is W) being sustained by a given
horizontal force, P ?

Wtani-P
Ans. Tir . p ,

--
r'

JF+Ptani

Explain d, priori, why we get a negative value for the coefficient of

friction unless IF"tan i > P.
12. It is observed that a body whose weight is known to be JFcan be

just sustained on a rough inclined plane by a horizontal force P, and
that it can also be just sustained on the same plane by a force Q up
the plane; express the angle of friction in terms of these known
forces.

Ans. Angle of friction = cos"1 ^ , p2 ^ '

13. It is observed that a force, QI} acting up a rough inclined plane
will just sustain on it a body of weight W, and that a force, Q2 ,

acting up the plane will just drag the same body up ;
find the angle

of friction.

Ans. Angle of friction = sin"1 2 *
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1 1 . A body is held on a rough inclined plane (i > A) by a force which
acts up the plane ;

this force being varied gradually from the value

required ju.-t to sustain the body to the value just required to drag it

up, it is required to represent graphically the different magnitudes
and directions of the Total Resistance.

15. In example 8, p. 47, if the rings A and C are equally rough,
find the condition that there may be a limiting equilibrium in which
each is .about to slip down.

Ans. If A is the angle of friction, the required condition is

(/>>) tan (i'-A) = (/>+-) tan (i- A).

In this case the lines Om and Oq must be drawn making angles
i' A, and t A, respectively, with the line mq.

16. In the same example, if one of the rings, C, is in a position of

limiting equilibrium, find the direction of the string, the position of

the other ring, A, and the direction of the total resistance at it.

A rw. The position of the string is determined by the equation

tan *=(-+*') tan (t' A),

the + or sign being used according as C is about to slip up or

u. When 6 is known, the position of A is known; and the

dircetion of the total resistance at A is found from the equation

(^ + P)tan02m=(^ +P/

)tan(i'A).
tt i

17. A heavy body is to be dragged up a rough inclined plane : find

the direction of the least force requisite.

A /<x. The force must make the angle of friction with the inclined

piano. This follows at once either by resolution of forces, or by
drawiiiLT the force-diagram. Viewed in the latter way, the problem is

this : (Hven one force (the weight) in magnitude and direction, and
the direction of another (the total resistance), when is the resultant

a minimum ? Evidently when it is at right angles to the total

resistance.

N. B. This result is often expressed thus: The best angle of

traction up a rough inelined plane i- the angle of friction.

18. Two weights. /' ami
(,'.

coini.-cl.-.l by a string, whose weight is

inflected rest on a rou^h vi-itie;d circle, the string being supposed not

to IK- anywhere in o.nta.t with the circle; find the limits of the

in of equilibrium*

Ann. If 6 be the angle made by the radius to P with the vertical,

I = the length of the string, and a = the radius of the circle, 8 ;

have any value between 6
l
and 0.. these being given 1>\ the equations
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Q sin (_ + A) + P sin A

tan 6
l
=---

,

Q cos (- + A) + P cos \
ct

Q sin
(
--

A) P sin A

tan
2
=---

,

Q cos
(
--

A) + P cos A
Oi

A being the angle of friction.

19. Two heavy bodies rest, at points P and Q, on any rough curve

in a vertical plane, and are connected by a string, which is nowhere in

contact with the curve
;
show tliat in the limiting positions of equi-

librium the total resistances at P and Q intersect on the circle passing

through P, Q, and the point of intersection

of the normals at P and Q.

20. Two heavy particles, P and Q (fig. 56)

rest, one on a rough diameter, AB, of a rough
vertical circle, and the other on the convex

side of the circle, the particles being con-

nected by a string which passes over a smooth

peg at the upper extremity, B, of the diameter.

Find the position of equilibrium, the string

being supposed to be nowhere in contact with

Fig- 56- any rough surface, and the coefficients of

friction for P and Q being different.

Ans. If a = the inclination of AB to the vertical, B = inclination

of the radius drawn to Q to the vertical, (JL
= coefficient of friction

between P and AB, \i!
= coefficient of friction between Q and the

circle, the limiting positions of equilibrium are given by the equations

Q (sin $j+ // cos ^) = P (cos a // sin a),

Q (sin 2 i/ cos
2)
= P (cos a + p. sin a).

21. AB is the vertical diameter of a rough circular tube, of which
C is the centre; P is a heavy particle placed inside the tube, and
attached to three strings which, passing through a narrow slit in the

inner side of the tube, pass over smooth pegs fastened at A, B, and C.

Find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If the weight of the particle = W, and the weights sus-

pended over the pegs, A, C, and B = P
lt
P

2 ,
and P

3 , respectively, the

angle 0, which CP makes with the vertical when the particle is about
to slip down, is given by the equation

IF sin (0+ A) +Pi
cos + A)-P2

sin A_P3 sin ( + A) = 0;
&

and by changing the sign of A in this equation we obtain the position
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in which P is about to slip up. Anywhere between these positions the-

particle will rest in non-limiting equilibrium.

22. Two heavy particles, P and Q
(fi?- 57 ) rest n two rough circular arcs

which have a common vertical tangent at

;
P and Q are connected by a string

which passes over a smooth pulley at
;

find tin- positions of limiting equilibrium.
Ans. Let 6 and be the angles sub-

tended by the arcs OP and OQ at the

8 of the corresponding circles, a and
f> the radii of the circles, A and e the angles

Fi8- 57-

of friction for P and Q, respectively, and I

the length of the string ; then, if P is about to slip down, the

equations

= V

cos(-+A) cos(|-<)

. . Z

and a sin - + 6 sin ^
= -

determine the position of equilibrium. Changing the signs of A and t,

we obtain the position in which Q is about to slip down.

23. A parti. 1.- n-ts on a rough curve whose equation isf(x, y)= 0,

and is acted on by forces the sums of whose components along tin-

axes of x and y are X and Y
; prove that the particle will rest at all

on the curve at which

>cos A.

24. Two ring's whose weights are P and Q are moveable on a rough
rod inclined to tin- hori/..n at an angle t

;
these rings are connected

by a string of given length which passes through ami supports u

h.-avy ring IF; find the greatest distance bi-twcen P and V-

.1 us. Tf 6 is the inclination of either portion of the string to the
vi rtie.-il, the greatest distance between the rin^s is obtained by giving
tan 6 the greater of the values

TF+20 ir + 2/
tan(A-,), w

:ng the upper ring.



CHAPTER IV.

THE PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK.

SECTION I.

A Single Particle.

49.] Orthogonal Projection. Let Ox and AB
(fig. 58) be any

two right lines inclined at an

angle 0. If from the extremities,

A and B, of the right line AS,
two perpendiculars, Aa and Bb,

be let fall on Ox, the line ab is

x called the orthogonal projection of

AB on Ox. If the lines Aa and

Bb had been each drawn parallel

to a given line, which is not perpendicular to Ox, ab would be an

oblique projection of AB.
In the case of orthogonal projection it is evident that ab =

AB cos 0.

50.] Projection of a Broken Line. Let ABCD (fig. 59) be a

zig-zag or broken line. Then it is evident that the projection

(orthogonal or oblique) of the line AD, joining the first and last

Fig.

Fig. 59- Fig. 60.

points, A and D, is equal to the sum of the projections of the

separate lines, AB, BC, and CD, on any line Ox.

This is also true when the line Ox, on which the projection

takes place, cuts any or all of the lines AB, BC, . . . between
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the vertices, A,Bt C,... t
of the polygon formed by them, as in

tiir. 60.

If the sides of a closed polygon taken in order be marked with
arrows pointing from each vertex to the next one, and it' their

projections be marked with arrows
flyiiii,

r in the same directions,

then, lines measured from left to right being considered positive,
and lines from right to left negative, we may evidently state this

ilt as follows :

The sum of the projections of the sides of a closed polygon on any
rnjht line, allowance being madefor positive and negative projections,
is zero.

51.] Virtual Displacement. Virtual Work. If a point at

(fig. 61) be conceived as displaced to </, OA may be called the

>'nt of the point. s
Let OP be the direction of a

/', ;ind let ./.Vbe drawn per-

pendicular f<> it
; then ON is the

projection of the virtual displace-
iiK nt along OP, and the product
of the force. /', by the projection,

OJV^ofthe virtual displacement is Fig. 61.

ailed the virtual work of the force. We shall therefore say
that

The YnnTAi. WORK of aforce is the product <

:f ffirforce and (he

n along its direction of the Virtual Displacement of itspoint

If be the angle between the force and the virtual di>;

liiellt,

The Virtual \\.~ik = P.OX=P.OAcoBO = Pcos8.0A.

Now Pcos is the projection of the force along the din

i ieut, and is equal to 037, if PM is perpendicular to

Hence we may also define the virtual work of a force as

fi>l lows :

ir/ttal work of a force is t/f ',-tutil <//\

ntent of its point ^/'
( //Vy//V,//W </,/ //// ^rnj,;-/',,^ (or component) of

'

rn; in the tlin-ffimi of (It it <lixplacement.

This latter driin :.i r some pur|x)se8 more convenient

than the fmmer. It is to be observed that tl,>

line, ./// (fig. 58), of given length remains unaltered in magni-

P lien .//>' is n\. ved parallel t< i' any pot:'

i :
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52.] Theorem. The virtual work of a force is equal to the sum

of the virtual works of its components, rectangular or oblique.

Let a force , R, represented by OR

(fig. 62), act at 0, and let its com-

ponents be P and Q, represented by
OP and OQ. Let OA be the virtual

displacement of 0, and let its pro-

jections on R, P, and Q, be r, p, and

q, respectively. Then the virtual

p works of these forces are R.r, P.p,
Fig. 62. Q , q. Draw Pm and Rn perpen-

dicular to OA. Then On is the pro-

jection of R in the direction of the displacement, and by the end

of Art. 51. r> , r\R.r = OA x On.

Similarly P.p = OA x Om, and Q . q = OA x mn. Hence

P.p + q.q = OA(Otn + mn) = A x On= R.r.Q. E. D.

53.] Theorem. The sum of the virtual works of any number of

forces acting at a point is equal to the virtual work of the resultant.

This may be proved by taking the forces two-and-two, and

using the last Theorem, or by making use of the polygon of

forces (see fig. n, p. 18). The sum of the virtual works of the

forces is equal to the virtual displacement multiplied by the sum
of the projections along it of the sides of the polygon parallel to

the forces (Art. 51). But (Art. 50) the sum of these projections

is equal to the projection of the remaining side of the polygon,
and this side represents the resultant. Therefore, &c.

It follows, then, that

When a system offerees acting at a point is in equilibrium, the

sum of the virtual works of theforces = 0.

For such a system will be represented by a closed polygon, and

(Art. 50) the sum of the projections of the sides of the polygon

along any right line = 0.

54.] Convention of Signs. If the virtual displacement, OA

(fig. 63), project on the line of the force P in the sense opposite

to that in which P acts, the projection ON is to be considered

negative, and the virtual work is negative. In this case P
will also project on the line of displacement in the sense

opposite to OA.

In fig. 64 the virtual displacement, OA, is such as to give
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positive projections, Or and Op, along the forces 7? and P, and

a negative projection, Oq, along Q. And if in this case the

Fig. 63.

Fig. 64 .

_vths of Or, O/), and Oq are denoted by r,j), and q, the equation

of virtual work will be R , r = P p a.

55.] Nature of the Displacement. It must be carefully

ivcil that the displacement of the particle on which the

os act is both VIRTUAL and perfectly ARBITRARY. In the

motion of a particle, treated of in Kinetics, the displacement
:aken to be that which Ihe particle actually un>:

l.ut in the statical problem of the equilibrium of forces, the

relation between them, expressed in an equation of virtual work,

holds, whatever the displacement may be that is, it holds whether

the disphu -einent be an actual or merely an imagined one. Since

with re-anl to the equilibrium of forces a state of absolute

and a state of uniform motion in a right line are not essentially

different, ue shall see that the most useful applications uf the

Principle of Work are made in the case of machines moving uni-

formly. The second characteristic of the displacement namely,
/ifntriness is most important,

as will presently appear.

56.] General Equation of Vir-

tual Work. Let several f.rc.-s. /',,

P,,...(fig. 65), act in equilibrium
i in a particle, 0, and let OA be any

conceived, or ?////'../. displacement
of 0. Letting fall perpendicular!,

Ap2 ,
...

,
on the forces, the

projections 0/?3 , OjJ3 ,
and Opt , are

all positive, while O//, and Oj)6 are

\rt.:>!i. 1 1. -n. the equation of virtual \\

-Pi-?* i
t

--"i'. + P*.Of.: >\- ". r
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If the projections of the displacement be denoted by pv p2 ,
. . .

,

and if these quantities are supposed to carry their proper signs

with them, this equation becomes, the number of forces being

any whatever,
P

1 .ft+P8 .A+P8 .A+- = 0, (1)

or 2(P./?) = 0. (2)

57.] General Displacement of a Particle. The most general

displacement of a single particle is a simple motion of translation

from the point, 0, which it occupies, to another point, A. It is

true that in Molecular Dynamics, very small portions of matter

are conceived as capable not only of translations but also of

rotations about axes through themselves. Indeed every portion

of matter, since it must possess extension in space, must be

capable of both kinds of 'displacement ; but the second kind does

not belong to our present purpose.

58.] Deduction of the Equations of Equilibrium from the

Equation of Virtual Work. Through draw any two axes, Ox

and Oy, rectangular or oblique, and let a and /3 be the projections

of the virtual displacement, OA, along these axes. Replace the

force Pj by its components, Xl
and Tv along Ox and Oy. Then

(Art. 52)
P

l .p^aXl + ^Yl .

Similarly, P2 .jp2
= aX2 + pY2 ,

Hence equation (1) of Art. 56 becomes

or a2X+/92r= 0.
(l)

Now a and /3 are perfectly independent of each other. For the

displacement OA may be chosen so as to keep a constant while

varying /3 at pleasure, or vice versa. Suppose, then, that /3' and a

are the projections of a new virtual displacement, and we shall

have

a2X+/3
/2r= 0.

(2)

Subtracting (2) from (1), we have

09-^)27=0.
Now ft ft' is not = 0, therefore 2Y must =

; and in the same
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\\ay 2JT = 0. Hence we arrive at the equations of resolution of

zx=o,2r-o,
which were deduced in Chap. II.*

59.] Elementary Virtual Work. In the general equation of

virtual work, for forces acting in equilibrium on a tingle particle,

namely,

P! .pl +Pa .j)2 +P3 .J03+ . . . = 0, or 2P.J9 = 0,

no limitation has been placed upon the magnitude of the virtual

displacement. This equation is true, independently of its

magnitude; but it is generally more convenient to assume the

virtual displacement to be infinitesimal, even in the case of the

equilibrium of a single particle, and it is absolutely necessary to

do so (as will presently be seen) in treating of the equilibrium of

a connected system of particles.

If the virtual displacement is infinitesimal, its projections,

]>v />._,.
...

,
on the several forces acting upon the particle are all

infinitesimal. We shall, therefore, denote these small projections

in future by bp^ bp2 ,
...

,
and the equation of elementary virtual

. will be

P! .
bfli + Pa .

bjj. + P3 .bp9 + ... = 0,

or 'S.Pbp = 0.

60.] Case in which the Virtual Work of a Force vanishes.

If a force P act at a point 0, and if the virtual ili.-placemcnt <>.\

is at right angles to the direction of P, it is clear that bp, the

>u of OA on the direction of P, is equal to zero. Hence,

token n-ement it at right

!* to tin- ili ,-'>/ i<> it (if IIn- force, the

of the force = 0, and the

inll not enter into the eqiin

Such a virtual dis-

pla cm< nt is always a convenient one

to choose when we desire to get rid of

gome unknown force which acts upon
a particle or a system. For example,

:idc. <). of weight //", be sus-

tained on a smooth inclined plane by a force, P, making an angle

Theae equation* are, of ooune, implied in the prouf of the principle of virtual

work (Art. 53).
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with the plane. If we wish to find the magnitude of P in

terms of JF, without bringing the unknown reaction, 72, into our

equation, we conceive as receiving a virtual displacement, OA

(the magnitude of which is, in the present case, unlimited), at

right angles to 72, that is, along the plane. Drawing Am and

An perpendicular to W and P, respectively, the equation of

virtual work is yr QmP. On = 0.

But Om = OA . sin i, and On = OA . cos ; therefore

WsmiPcos0 0.

As a second example, let us suppose
that the plane is rough, and that the

particle is on the point of being

dragged up the plane. The normal

resistance will then be replaced by
the total resistance, R, inclined to

the normal at an angle = A, the

angle of friction. Let the virtual
07. .

displacement, OA (fig. 67), now take

place perpendicularly to 72. Then the equation of virtual work is

W.0m-P.0n= 0.

But Om = OA . sin
(i+ A), and On = OJ.cos(\ 6) ;

therefore

W. sin
(i + A) = P cos (A

-
6).

As a third example, let us find the horizontal force which is

necessary to keep a heavy particle in a given position inside a

smooth circular tube
(fig. 68).

Let the virtual displacement,

OA, be an indefinitely small one

= ds
y along the tube. Then

since ds is infinitesimal, the pro-

jection of OA on R will be zero.

Also Om = ds . sin 0, and On =
ds.cos0; therefore the equation
of virtual work is

Wds .sin + Pds .cos = 0,

or P = /Ftan 6.

W
Fig. 68.

If the tube is rough, and the particle in limiting equilibrium,
instead of the normal reaction we must draw the total resistance,
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making the angle \ with the normal at the right or left hand

. according as I' is the force which just sustains the particle,

or the force which will juvt druy it up the tube, and take the

virtual di>placement, not along the tube, but at right angles to

the total resistance. In this case we obtain

61.J Condition of Equilibrium of a Particle as determined

by the Principle of Virtual Work. It will now be sufficiently

clear that

'he equilibrium of a free particle acted on by anyforces in one

t * necessary and sufficient thai the rlrtn.nl work of the system

offorcesfor every ai'hltrary ditplacemoiU whatsoever shun.lil ranix/i.

t, it is necessary that the virtual work should vanish for

every displacement. For the sura of the virtual works of the

forces is equal to the virtual work of their resultant, and if this

sum did not vani.-h. the resultant force could not vanish, and

lure the particle could not be in equilibrium.

Secondly, it is
.v/////f/V/// that this sum should vanish for every

displacement. This sum is equal to the virtual work of the re-

sultant, and if this vanishes for all possible displacements, the

Itant force itself must be zero, and therefore the particle is

For, if possible, let there be a resultant R, which is not

i. Then, since the virtual displacement is quite arbitrary, we
. choose it so that it gives a projection = ?r (which is not

= 0) on the direction of R. Now, since the virtual work of the

syst>
we have Rbr = 0. But since br is not 0,R

must be = 0, and the
i
'article is, therefore, at r-

.

|
Normals to Curves. The

equation of virtual work furnishes

ady method of drawing nor-

ain curves. For ex-

ample. to draw a normal at any

at, O, of an ellipse (fig. 69) :

let a partiele l.e placed ;it H inside

a smooth elliptic tul>e whose foci

are /'and /', and let it he kept in Kig. 69.

equilibrium l.y two forces, P and /'.directed to\\:mls the !

r,
"I-' = /. Then l.y

the property of the ellipse,

/ -j-
/ = a constant.
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Hence, proceeding to a close point, A, we have

8r+ 8/=0. (1)

Now the resultant of P and J" is normal to the curve, and is

destroyed by the normal reaction. Drawing
1 Am and Am' per-

pendicular to P and P/

,
the equation of virtual work is

P. Om - P'. Omf = 0.

But Om = br, and Om' = 8/; therefore this equation becomes

P.8r + P'.8/=0. (2)

Equation (l) gives 8/= 8r; therefore, substituting in (2),

we have p _ p*

or the forces towards the foci

must be equal. But the result-

ant of two equal forces bisects

the angle between them.

Hence the normal at any

point of an ellipse bisects the

angle between the focal radii

drawn to the point.

Again, the ovals of Cassini are given by the equation

rr' = k\

r and / being the distances of a point, 0, on the curve
(fig. 70),

from two fixed points, F and F'. If two forces, P and P', act at

towards F and F', their resultant being normal to the curve,

we have for a small virtual displacement along the curve

P8r + P'8/=0. (1)

But, differentiating the equation of the curve,

r'br+ rbr' = Q. (2)
Hence from (l) and (2)

7>_/
P/
~

r'

Now, if C is the middle point of FF', we have

/ sin F sin COF

Therefore

r sin Ff
'

sin COF'

P sin COF
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Hut it' 0\ If the direction of the resultant,

P _ sin NOF
P*
~

sin NOF'
Ilt'tuc \'J/'"=COF; and the normal is, therefore, construct. ,1

by joining the point 0, on the curve, to the middle point of t In-

line joining the foci, F and I", and then drawing the right
line GLY so that L NOF' = L GOT?. The line OS is the normal

at 0.

EXAMPLES.

1 . If the equation of a curve is expressed in the form 7-
= k, k

T

,' a constant, and r, r' the distances of any point on the curve from

two fixed j.oints, .1, 11. .-liow that the normal to the curve divides Ml
externally in the ratio kr: 1, aud that the curve is therefore a circle.

2. Prove that the normal to the curve \-~r = = divides AB in
r* r* a"

tlu- ratio() n+s
-

3. Give a simple construction for the normal to a Cartesian

i hose equation is Ir+ mr' = a.

n- equation of the magnetic curve is cos o> 4- cos to' = k

(example 28, p. 39). If 3" mid N are ihe poles, prove that the normal

at a point P is constructed by measuring, on lines perpendicular 1<>

/'.V ; .ii.l /'>, 1. ninths proportional to Ptir and /J

iV*, re8j)ectively, and
in last Article.

Cation of any curve beinjj / (r, r'}
= 0, prove that if the

-tnii-tnl l>y measuring constant In and /'/>, fnnn

a point /' mi the curve, along the lines PA and /'/', the curve- mu~t

belong to the Cartesian ovals.

[This follows at once from the integral of the equation -^-
= k :,:

for this integral gives /= <(&r + /) ; therefore all such curves give
kr + r' = const.)

M.W that for curves given by the equation /(co, to')
= 0, a

riH-tion similar to that in the last example irxrrpt that tit-

rant I'-iiu'th- are measured on perpendicular- tu /'.I aud PD) will

hold only when the equation is

tan" tan - = k.

[This follows from the integral of the equation

1 df k df 'IfJ--=. or sin to/- = &HH
r dia r d<a dot aw
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for the method of obtaining which integral see Boole's Differential

Equations, p. 328].

7. Apply the result in the last example to construct the normal to

an ellipse at any point.

[The equation of the ellipse is tan --tan =
k.~\

- 2

The general theorem* of which these are particular cases is

the following : Let the equation of any curve be expressed in

f(r r r r ^J V 1 > T2 '
'
3' ' ' ' ') ~ U

>

the form

where r r
2 ,

rz ...rn) denote the distances of any point, P,

(fig. 71), on the curve, from a number

of fixed points, A1 ,
A2 ,

A3 ,
... An ; then,

if on PA^, PA2 ,
PAZ ,

... PAn , we mea-

sure off lengths Pal5 Pa2 ,
Pa3 ,

... Pa n

proportional to

df df df df
> -^

> . > ... 3 >

drt ar.2 ar
3

drn

and find G, the centroid of the

points a
l5

a2 ,
az,...an) PG will be

the normal to the curve at P \_f
is used for shortness instead of

The proof of this theorem is exceedingly simple from a statical

point of view. Suppose a number of forces, P1} P2 ,
P3 ,

... Pn ,

to act at P along the lines PA^, PA2 ,
PA

3 ,
... PAn ; then these

forces will have a resultant normal to the curve if

... 4 P. 8%= 0.

But df

hence if P^. P2 : P3 : ... Pn
- df df df V

the resultant acts in the direction of the normal. The rest

easily follows by Leibnitz's graphic method of representing the

resultant of any number of concurrent forces (see p. 15).

This theorem may be extended to curves given by equations
of the form f i \ _

J V p 2>
VV ' ' '

/ '

* This theorem is, I believe, due to Tschirnhausen. The student will find

another proof of this and the following theorem in Williamson's Differential

Calculus, Art. 193, third edition.
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ulu're o>j, (*>.,,, a).,,... co are the angles which PAlt PA 2
. I

I'An make with a fixed line.

Let forces Q l
. Q.,, Q3 ,

... Qn ,
act at P perpendicularly to the

lines PA^ 1' . ...PAn . Then the virtual work of Q t
for

a displacement along the curve is evidently Qi^i^i- Hence the

forces will have a resultant normal to the curve if

But -Z_8a> 4 -j^

therefore the resultant will be normal if

Consequently, the rule is measure off lengths, P& lt Pbz> &e.,

1 fJf 1 //^*

proportional to - -

-^ >
-
-j~

, &c., on lines drawn at P perpen-

dicularly to /'./,, PA2 , &c., in the directions in which the angles

o), ,< increase; find the centroid of the points, 6
l ,

b.if

&c.
; then the line joining this point to P is the normal to the

curve.

SECTION II.

A System of two Particles.

63.] Projection of a Displaced Line of Constant Length.
.//?

(fig. 72), be a

riifht line which is displaced into

'.\<m
>
Af

Jf, its length

remaining constant. Let 80 be
,,, *>?'

UM small ani4'l'' ln-tween Alt and

. and let ,ili he the projection of A'K on its original position.

the projection of the displacement //./, is equal U>

the projection of the displacement /'//', if infinitesimals of a

higher order than the first arc ne-Kvted.

,
,
ab = A'ff. cos (80) = A'ff

(l
-^ --...)

Hence the difference between a'> and ./'/" (or AJ3) is of the order

of (6)-' ;
and therefore, rejecting (80)

a
,
we have

AS - ad,

.-. Aa = Bb.
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The result may be thus stated : the difference between AB
and a b is infinitesimal compared with the greatest displacement
in the figure.

64.] Projection of a Displaced String of Constant Length.
Let APS be a string which passes over

a peg at P, and, the length of the

string remaining the same, let the

extremities, A and B, be slightly dis-

placed to A' and tf. Let Act, and Bb
be the projections of the displacements
AA' and BB' on the original portions

of the string (fig. 73). Then Aa
= l>.

For Pa = PA'.cosaPA'=PA', as

in the last Article.

Also Pb=PB'. Hence, since PA'

PB, therefore A a = Bb,

If in the last Article I = the length
of AB, and in the present, I = length of the string, both results

are expressed in the equation
8^=0.

65.] Virtual Work of the Tension of an Inelastic String.

In fig. 73 suppose the peg to be smooth. Let A and B be two

particles which are acted on by any forces which keep the

system in equilibrium in the position indicated by the figure.

Then if we consider the equilibrium of A alone, we may replace

the string by a force = T (the tension) acting in AP. Con-

sidering then a virtual displacement AA', the tension would

furnish the term

T.Aa, or -T.br,

to the equation of virtual work, the length PA being denoted by
r. Similarly, considering the equilibrium of B, the tension

would furnish to its equation of virtual work, for the virtual

displacement BB'
t
the term

-T.Bb, or -y.8/,

/ denoting the length of PB.

Taking the two equations together, the term contributed by
the tension will be, by addition,

f
or -T.bl,



f>6.]
TYPICAL EXPRESSION FOR VIR'ITAL WORK.

\\hieh = (i. since the particles A and Jt are imagined to )>e

simultaneously displaced in such a manner that the length of

the connecting string- is constant. Hence

any xma!l virtual ilix/jl.iconait, in which the length of a

,/itffered, the virtual fork of Us tension = 0.

In the same way, if, in fig. 72, the rod AS, connecting t\v<

particles A and B, be subject to a tension, T, in the direction

of its length, the virtual work of this tension for the displace-

ment A'J? will be

T.(Aa-Sl), or T.oAS,

which = 0, because the length of AS is constant.

1 1 <-nce The virtual work of the tension of a rod connecting two

points whose mutual distance is unaltered in the virtual displace-

ment is zero.

66.] Typical Expression for the Virtual Work of a Force.

Example. We have seen (Art. 59) that if a force, P, act on

a particle, f), whose vir-

tual displacement, OA,
has a projection = op
<>n the line of action of

tense in which

P ad*, the virtual work

of /' is P. oj). Fig. 74.

(i. ni rally, if p denote the co- . referred to some

<. of the point of application of a force, P, the virtual work

/'.oj), bp pposed to be a positive in

ment. ami f//c co-ordinate being measured in the sense in which

ts.

As an example, let us determine the relation between two

-hts. /' mid I
y

(fig. 74), which rest on two smooth inclined

planes, of inclinations / and I'. Let y and if denote the

"i-dinatcs of the weights, referred to a hori/ontal plane, through
<>. Then tlie e<|u;ition of virtual work for the system, the

displacement 1,,'in^- supposed to be along the planes, is

i:ty+r.li=o. (i)

[Here it will be observed that the normal reactions do not

enter, l.ec:m-e the virtual displacements take place at ri-ht

angles to them (SH> Art. 60); and the tension does not en
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since the virtual displacement does not alter the length of the

string (see Art. 65)].

To this must be added the geometrical equation connecting

y and y'. If I be the length of the string, we have, clearly,

sin i sin r

Differentiating this equation, we have

sm i sm i

Hence, from (1) and (2),

P sin i = P' sin i',

an equation which is, of course, otherwise evident.

If the weights are connected, as in example 12, p. 48, we have

still the equation of virtual work,

Pby + Qby'= 0, (3)

y and y' denoting the vertical distances of P and Q in the figure

of that example from a horizontal plane through C.

The geometrical equation connecting y and y' is, evidently,

\/y
2 cosec 2a -+ 2ky + A2 + */y"

2 cosec 2
/3 + 2hy' -f h

2 = I. (4)

Differentiating (4), we have
__/ -9/^ i Z

5/=0. (5)
\/y

z cosec 2a+ 2hy + h

Hence, from (3) and (5), we obtain

p \y cosec a + 2y + _ x cosec

y cosec2a + h y cosec 2
/3+ h

Equations (4) and (6) are sufficient to determine y and y', on

which the position of equilibrium depends.

67.] Geometrical Forces. When a particle is compelled to

satisfy some geometrical condition as, for instance, to rest on a

given smooth surface, or to preserve a constant distance from

some other particle this condition is equivalent to the action of

a certain force on the particle. If the particle is compelled to

rest under given forces on a smooth inclined plane, we have seen

that this condition may be removed if we produce, by any
means, a force exactly equal to the normal reaction of the plane
on the particle. In the same way, the connexion of the particle

with another by means of a rigid rod may be severed if \ve
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produce on the particle the force which is actually impressed

up*m it by the rod.

Forces proceeding from geometrical connexions are called

Geometrical Forces, and if these forces are actually produced
on the particle by other means, the conditions may be violated,

and the particle considered absolutely free from constraint.

68.] Choice of Virtual Displacements. "When two or more

particles constituting a system are connected by rods or strings,

and constrained to rest on given smooth curves or surfaces,

there is an advantage, when seeking for the position of equi-

librium, in choosing such virtual displacements as do not violate

any of these conditions ; because, as we have seen, the tensions of

the connecting rods or strings, and the reactions of the smooth

turves or surfaces, will, for such virtual displacements, contribute

nothing to the equation of virtual work of the system. Thus

_ret rid at once of all such unknown forces. Of course, any

geometrical condition may be violated in a virtual displacement
at the expense of bringing into the equation of virtual work the

corresponding geometrical force.

For example, if a particle,

(fig. 75), is placed on a smooth

I
-lam- whose inclination is i, and

ish to find the horizontal

force, P, which will sustain it,

tin- best displacement to choose is

along the plane, i.e., one

which does not violate the geome- i|\v

1 condition, because, if this is
Fig. 75.

chosen, the unknown reaction, R,
will not appear in the equation of virtual work. But we shall

still get a valid equation it' we choose a virtual displacem

OA
t
which does violate the condition. This equation is

and Ow being the projections of OA on the directions of

A'. /'. and //', iv.-
! -lively.

On the other hand, if we wish to determine 7?. \\ithoiu

determining /'. tlu- best virtual displacement to choose is one

at right angles to P, i.e., a vertical displacement whieh docs

violate the geometrical condition.
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In the typical expression, Pfy), for the virtual work of a force,

the letter 8 has been used to signify that the small displacement
is any whatever

;
but it is usual in the Differential Calculus to

denote small increments of the co-ordinates of a point on a curve

or surface by the letter d. Hence in the following examples we
shall denote small displacements on the curves considered by
this letter.

EXAMPLES.

1. Two heavy particles, P and Pf

(fig. 76), rest on the concave side

of a smooth vertical circle, and are connected by a string passing over

a smooth peg, A, at the ex-

A tremity of the vertical dia-

meter. If the particles are

acted upon by two horizontal

forces, F and I", proportional
to the distances, PQ and

P'Q', of the particles from

the vertical diameter, find

the position of equilibrium

by the principle of virtual

work.

Let 6 and ff be the angles
which the radii to P and P'
make with the vertical

;
let

the weights of the particles
be W and W

;
the radius of

the circle = a, the length of the string = /, and the forces F and
F* = fi . PQ and pf . P'Q', respectively. Finally, let the distances PQ
and P'Q' be x and xf

, and let the vertical distances of P and P'
below the horizontal diameter of the circle be y and y.

Then, choosing virtual displacements of P and P' along the circle

in such a manner that the length of the connecting string remains

unaltered, we have

Wdy+ W'dy'+ Fdx+ F'dof = 0,

Fig. 76.

or

Now y

Wdy + W'dy'+ fjjc.dx+ \i'x' . dx'= 0.

= a cos 0, y' = a cos 0', x = a sin 0, x'= a sin

Hence (1) becomes

(W \ui cos 6) sin <9 d&+ ( W'p'a cos ^) sin <9W = 0.

(1)

(2)

Again, AP = 2a cos -
, AP' = 2a cos -

-
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Hence the geometrical equation is

6 tf I

Differentiating this, we have

6 tf
sin --dO + am --dtf = 0. (4)

ti L,

From (2) and (4), we have, therefore,

6 (f

(W /zacos0)cos
- = (W /iacos^)cos (5)
Li i

The solution of the problem is contained in equations (3) and (5).

2. Two heavy particles, P and /", rest on two smooth curves in a

vcitical plane, and are connected by an
tensible string which passes over a

smooth peg, A
(fig. 77), in the same

plane. Prove that in the position of

equilibrium, the centre of gravity of the

particles is at the greatest or least height
above the horizon that it can occupy con-

sistently with the given conditions.

Let y and y denote the vertical dis-

tances of P and P' from a horizontal line

through A (or through any other fixed Fig. 77.

point). Then, the displacement being
made consistently with the geometrical conditions, we have

Wdy+ Wf

dy
f= 0, (I

W and W being the weights of P and P*.

Now, the depth of the centre of gravity is

w_y+wy
w+w

Hence, differentiating (2),

(W+ W") dy = Wdy + W'dy'= ; (3)

and // i> tln-ri-fi.rc a maximum or minimum.
If r. |uati<>n (3) holds in all portion* of tin* particles, they will r. :

in all positions, and their centre of gravity is at a constant height.

3. If the normals at /' and P' meet the vertical lim- through A in

n and ', prove that in the position of equilibrium

AP

4. If the particle P hang frooly. find the curve on which /

i all positions of the system.

A m. A. conic having A for focus.

O 2
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5. If P and Pf
rest in all positions, and if the curve on which P'

rests is given, find that on which P rests.

Ans. Let the horizontal line through A be taken as axis of x,

1 = the length of the string, y'= f(AP'} be the equation of the given

curve, and Wy+ Wy' = k
;
then the equation of the other curve will be

Wy = k- W'f(l-r), or r =
</> (y),

where r = AP.

6. A particle is attracted towards two fixed points by two constant

forces : find the curve on which it will rest in all positions.

Ans. A Cartesian oval.

7. A particle is acted upon by forces emanating from a given
number of fixed points and proportional, respectively, to the distances

of the particle from the fixed points ;
find (by Virtual Work) the

surface on which the particle will rest in all positions.

Ans. A sphere. [See also p. 16.]

[The student is recommended to solve some of the examples on

pp. 49 and 50 by the Principle of Virtual Work.]



CHAPTER V.

COMPOSITION AND RESOLUTION OF FORCES ACTING IN ONK

PLANE ON A RIGID BODY.

69.] Eesultant of Two Parallel Forces. Let two parallel

forces, P and Q, (fig. 78), act at points A and B, in the same di-

ion, on a rigid body. It is required to find the resultant of

the forces P and Q.

At A and B introduce two equal and opposite forces. /'.

The introduction of these forces will not disturb the action

of P and Q, since, the body being
indeformable (see p. 12), the force F

may be supposed to be trans-

1 to B, at which point it would
1- directly opposed to the other

/'. Compound P and F at A
into a single force, /', and compound

Q and F at B into a single force, S.

Then ht />' and S be supposed to act

: he point of intersection of their

lines ..f action. At this point let them

\ed into their components,

/', /. and Q, F, r
.-ly. The forces F at destroy each

other, and the components P and Q are superposed in a ri^ht

line. <><i. parallel to their lines of action at A and B. The nm
:

of the resultant is, therefore, P + Q. To find the point

in \\hieh its line of action intersects AB, let the cxtivmitie

..-tin"- at ./) be joined. Then the triangle P. 1 1:

is evidently -imilar to the triangle GO. I ; therefore = .

larlv. | =
' '

; therefore, by division,
- = '

/ 'il> M \ta.

B
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The resultant of two parallel forces acting in the same direction

at the extremities of a given line divides this line internally into two

segments in such a way that each segment is inversely proportional

to theforce acting at its extremity.

Suppose, now, that the parallel forces, P and Q, act in

opposite directions. At A, and B, (fig
1

. 79), let two equal and

opposite forces, F, be introduced, as

before
;
and let R, the resultant of

P and F, and S, the resultant of Q
and F, be transferred to 0, their

point of intersection. If at the

forces R and S are decomposed into

their original components, it is clear

that the system will reduce to a

force, P, acting in the direction GO,

parallel to the direction of P and Q,

and a force, Q, acting in the direc-

tion OG. Hence the resultant is a

force = P Q acting in the line GO. To determine the point

G, we have, from the similar triangles, PAR and OGA,

P-Q

Fig. 79.

also we have - = OG
therefore -=- = GB

GA'
" F

~~
GB ' ~

Q
~
GA

Hence
^0me resultant of two parallel forces acting in opposite directions ,

at the extremities of a given line cuts this line externally into two

segments, in such a way that each segment is inversely proportional
to the force acting at its extremity\

DEF. The segments of a right line, AB, made by a point G in

it or its production, are the distances, GA and GB, of the point

G, from the extremities A and B of the given line, whether G is

on ABj or on AB produced.
In both cases we have the equation

PxGA= QxGB.
Hence we have, evidently, the theorem

Iffrom a point on the resultant of two parallel forces a fight

line be drawn meeting the forces, whether perpendicularly or not,

the products obtained by multiplying eachforce by its distance from
the resultant, measured along the arbitrary line, are equal.

70.] Composition of Parallel Forces deduced directly
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from that of Concurrent Forces. Let two forces, P and Q
(fig. 80), act, in inclined directions, at two

points. ./ and J5, of a rigid body. Let

be the point in which their lines of action

meet, and measure off Om and On equal to

P and Q respectively. Then, completing
the parallelogram Ornrn, the diagonal,
(Jr. represents the resultant of P and Q
in magnitude and direction. Let G be

the point in which Or meets AB. Then
we have

P Om sin rOn

^ mr sin rOm

From G let fall perpendiculars, Gp and Gq, on P and Q. Then

'
>u = -^VT> and sin rOm = therefore

7)
= ' 0)

Again, if R is the resultant of P and Q, we have

R Or _ sin 0i
P

~
sin ;/'v

.R _ perp. from //on P
P

~~

perp. from B on R

Now, if P and Q are parallel, .S becomes parallel to P and Q,

and we shall evidently have -- = ,,,5 hence (1)

parallel f':

or

Q GA'

and (2) gives, sinco R is parallel to P and

/,' _ //./ _ J1G+GA
r
~

/!(,'

~ "
BG

Q
P*

.ilar (InnonMratioii holds \vlini /' and Q act in

direol

71.] Construction for the Resultant of two Parallel

Forces. It' the liiu-s .//' an.l /.'7 (figs. 81 and 82), rq
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in magnitudes and lines of action two parallel forces, the student

will easily prove the following construction for the resultant :

Fig. 81. Fig. 82.

Draw Q
f

equal and opposite to J3Q, and draw PQ', meeting
AB in g. Then measure off AG = Bg. G is a point on the

resultant. Through G draw an indefinite right line parallel to

P and Q, and from A and P draw parallels to PQ' and AS,

respectively. These lines will intercept on the line through G a

length = P -f Q = resultant.

72.] Moment of a Force with respect to a Point. Let a

force, P (fig. 83), act on a rigid body in the plane of the paper,

and let an axis perpendicular to this

plane pass through the body at any

point, 0. It is clear, then, that the

effect of the force will be to turn the

body round this axis, (the axis being

supposed to be fixed,) and the rotatory
effect will depend on two things

firstly, the magnitude of the force, P,

and, secondly, the perpendicular distance, p, of P from 0. If P
passes through 0, it is evident that no rotation of the body
round can take place, whatever be the magnitude of P

;

while if P vanishes, no rotation will take place, however great

p may be. Hence we may regard the product

P.p

as a representation of the power of the force to produce rotation

about ;
and to this product the special name Moment has. for

convenience of reference, been given by writers on Statics.

When all the forces under consideration act in one plane, we

may speak of the point, 0, in which the axis of Moments meets

this plane, instead of the axis itself. We shall therefore define

the Moment, with respect to a point, of a force acting on a body

Fig. 83.
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to be the product of the force and the perpendicular Id fall on its

of actionfrom the point.

The unit of force being- a pound and the unit of length a foot,

the unit of Moment will obviously be afoot-pound.,

73.] Moments of Different Signs. If two forces ft

produce rotations of a body in opposite senses round a point,

their moment* with respect to this point are affected with opposite

Thus (fig. 84), the force P
tends to turn the body round in a

sense opposite to that of watch-

hand rotation, while Q tends to turn

it in the opposite sense. If, then,

the former rotation is considered

positive, the algebraic snm of the

moments of P and Q round is
Fig. 84.

; y leiiiL,'- the perpendiculars from on P and Q.
Round the point 0" both forces would produce rotation in the

same sense, and therefore the algebraic sum of their moments
with respect to this point is

P./+QY,
/ being the perpendiculars from Cf on P and Q, re-

spectively.

In future we shall speak simply of the sum of the moments,
"f the n/<i,',,;i'"- sum of the moments, of forces with

ect to a point, as we shall suppose the moment of each force

I with its proper sijn, in accordance with the rule

:niriL,
r <>1' this Article.

Case of Two Equal and Opposite Parallel Forces. If

/' ami (J in Art. 69, fig. 79, are equal, the equation

gives GA GB, or
' = 1, an equation \\hieh is true only

when '/ is :it infinity on AS. Also the resultant of the forces,

l>ein^ equal to their dili'erenee, is equal to zero. Two equal ami

parallel threes acting on a rigid body constitute what is

called a <'^>^

THKHIM I. Two equal and opposite , force* have a
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constant moment with respect to all points in their plane. Let

(fig. 85), be any point in the plane of

two equal and opposite parallel forces,

P, and let fall the perpendiculars Om
and On on their lines of action. Then, if

is inside the lines of action of the

forces, these forces tend to produce rota-

tion round in the same sense, and

therefore the sum of their moments is

equal to

P (Om-\- On), or P x mn.

If the point chosen is 0', the sum of the moments is evidently

P
(
O'm O'n), or P x mn,

which is the same as before.

The perpendicular distance between the two forces of a couple
is called the Arm of the couple.

The Moment of a couple is the product of the arm and one of

the forces.

The Axis of a couple is a right line drawn anywhere perpen-
dicular to the plane of the couple, and in a particular sense, its

length being proportional to the moment of the couple. The

sense of the axis is determined thus : imagine a watch placed
in the plane in which several couples act. Then let the axes of

those couples which tend to produce rotation in the direction

opposed to that of the rotation of the hands be drawn upwards

through the face of the watch, and the axes of those which tend

tp produce the contrary rotation be drawn downwards.

THEOREM II. The effect of a couple

on a rigid body is not altered if the

arm le turned through any angle round

NJ.A A one extremity.

Let AC and BD (fig. 86) be a

couple whose arm is AB, and let the

arm turn round B into the position

BA*. At A' introduce two equal

and opposite forces, A'C' and A'C",

each of which is equal to one of the

forces, P, ofthe given couple, and per-

pendicular to BA'. At B introduce two equal and opposite forces,

BI/ and BD", perpendicular to BA', each force being equal to AC
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:!ect of the given couple is, of course, unaltered by the

introduction of these forces. Now the forces BD and SI/' may be

7) 7? 7)" / /' /'

R-pluced by their resultant, 2Pcos -
> or 2P sin -

>

-. L,

which act- in the bisector, 0, of the angle DBD"
;

and the

forces AC and A'C" may be replaced by their resultant, 2Pcqs

or 2Psin which also acts in the line BO in a
2

.
2

-o opposed to the previous resultant. Hence the forces

/>'/;. A'//', AC, and A'C", are a null system. There remain, then,

the forces BI/ and A'C which form a couple whose arm is BA'.

Hence the couple offerees P acting at A and B may be replaced
1 \ a couple of forces P acting at the extremities of an arm of

length < 'imal to AB having one extremity common with AB.

TIIKOUKM III. The effect of a couple on a rigid body i* not

is movtd parallel to itself anywhere in the plane

Let two forces, AC and BD,
D'

cijiul to P
(fig. 87), act with

arm All, ami draw J'// equal and

llel to All in the plane of the

;!ul //" introduce,

ularly to A' If, four

/'''.

~

.\'C", BIT, and
\

j.ial to P. This does
8?

the cli'ect of the given
. .-inee AU ami ./'// are equal and parallel, the 1

.11? ami A'./', l.-inur the diagonals of the parallelogram .//>'/

,rli other in tin- point 0, suppose. Replace the !' :

/.// ;in.l /'
"

l.y their resultant. 2 /', which acts at parallel t<>

I>1>; ami replace tin- foroefl ./^'aml A''//" l>y their rcMiltant, 2P
which ;. at <> in a sense opposite to the previous

Itant. 'l'he.-e t\v<> n>ult:!r 'V each other, and tli.

the fore-- /'//. .If. />'/'". and A'C', constituting a null

in. may !>c removed. Tin-re remain the forces, A'C' and

I!'//', which , a couple whose arm i . &0.

I\ . The effect of a couple on a riffid body i* not

/' f/,c cn,'r l,' ;.v ckomgtd \ntc another I 'he tame

moment, />l* being in the tame line ntl

jn extremity.
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B<

J>-

A
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: litude of each force in the couple whose arm is a. Then

(Theorem IV) the couple (P, a) = the couple ( F, -j )
Let

this latter be moved until one of its forces acts in the same line

as the given force F, but in the opposite sense. The given
force F will then be destroyed, and there will remain a force F
acting in the same direction as the given one and at a perpen-

dicular distance = -^ from it.

This Theorem is equivalent to the statement A force and a

couple actin f) in the same plane cannot produce equillhrlmn.

THEOREM VII. A force acting on a rigid body at any point A
he replaced by an equal force acting in the same direction at

any other point B together with a couple whose moment is the

moment of the originalforce about B.

This important proposition is easily demonstrated.

VIII. The resultant of any ><&eti*r of coplanar couplesM*^
is a couple whose moment is equal to the sum (with the proper signs)

';' moments of the given couples.

For, let the component couples have moments L, M,Ny
... , and

f them be changed into a couple, having the same right

line A l> (whose length is x) for arm. Then (Theorem IV), the

couple L will give rise to a force at A, and an equal force in

..pposite sense at B. Hence at A we shall have the force

- and an equal and opposite force at B. Thus we

uple whose moment is the product of this force by the

arm .r
; i.e., its moment is L +M+N+ ...

,
or the sum of the

ate.

75.] Geometrical Representation of the

Moment of a Force with respect to a Point.

he line AB (fig. 90) represent a force in 'y^ //B

litude and direction, and let it be required
ut \\ith respect to a point

If
f,

the perpendicular IVotn <> ..n AB,
the moment i.n AB x/>. Now this is double the

area of the triangle Anil. Hence fh>- HMM
<i jininf /.v y .resented by d<>

whose base is the Hue
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theforce in magnitude and line of action, and whose vertex is the

given point.

Draw AO, and from the other extremity, B, of the given force

draw an indefinite right line, BC, parallel to AO. Join A to any

point, C, of this line. Then the area of the triangle AOB = the

area of the triangle AOC, since these triangles have the same

base and are between the same parallels. Consequently the

moment of a force represented by AB about = the moment of

a force represented by AC about 0, wherever C be taken on the

indefinite line through B.

76.] Varignon's Theorem of Moments. The mm of the

moments of two forces with respect to any point in their plane is

equal to the moment of their resultant with respect to the point.

Let AP and AQ (fig. 91) represent two forces whose resultant

is AR, and let be the point about which moments are taken.

Draw AO, and draw PC and QD parallel to it.

By the last Article the moment of

AP about = the moment of AC about

0, and the moment of AQ = the

moment of AD
;
therefore the sum of

the moments of AP and AQ about

= the sum of the moments of AC and

9I<
AD about = the moment of the sum
of AC and AD (since AC and AD are

forces acting in the same line) ; but, by equal triangles AC is

evidently = DR ; therefore the sum of the moments = the

moment of AR = the moment of the resultant. Q. E. D.

The student will find no difficulty in considering the case in

which is between AP and AQ, observing that in this case

their moments are opposed, and that in the new figure AR will

be equal to AD * AC.

Of course it follows that the sum of the moments (with their

proper signs) of any number of co-planar forces with respect to

any point in their plane is equal to the moment of their resultant

with respect to this point ;
for the forces may be replaced in

pairs by their resultants, &c. It also follows that the sum of

the moments of the forces about any point on the line of action

of the resultant is equal to zero.

77.] Varignon's Theorem of Moments for Parallel

Forces. The sum of the moments of two parallel forces about
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B

'/it is equal to the moment of their resultant </

Let the forces be P and Q (fig. 92), and let be the point
about which moments are to be

taken. From let fall perpendicu-
lars OA, OB, and OG on the lines of

ti of P, Q, and their resultant, 7?,

and let the forces be applied at the

points A, B, and G
t respectively.

Then, moment of R - 9 3 -

P about = P.OA = P(OG+ GA) ;

and moment of

Q about = Q . OB = Q (OG- GB) ;

efore, by addition, the sum of the moments = (P-f Q) . OG
+ P.GA-Q.GB. EutP.GA=Q.GB; therefore the sum of

th- moments = (P+ Q).OG = R. OG.

__Aj5imiliar proof holds when P and Q act in opposite directions,

and also when is between the lines of action of P and Q.
Mows that the 99tn of the moments (irith their proper signs')

of any number of co-planar /
in'/, I forces with respect to a point in

>-plane is equal to the moment of their resultant with respect to

7H.] Centre^ of Parallel Forces. Theorem. If any mini'

>'*, Pj, P2 ,
P3 , ... P,, act in one plane at points Aly

... .ln , tic nit passes through afixedpoint if <iU flu-

forces are turned in (he tame sense round their points of aj

r'lltruri/ l,nt riDiininn angle.

Tin- point, y, (fig. 93), of application of the resultant of P
l

and /
J
, has been determined

'') by dividing the line

so that

on the support inn that the forces

6 parallel, but no as-

;>tion has been made as to

their common direction. Hence

yj will be a point, on their re-

mt in whatever direct i.-n they act, and the force at this

t is
/', /'_..

The p.-int !' application of the resultant of
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P
x ,
P

2 ,
and P

3 ,
is determined by joining ft to A

3 ,
and dividing

it in
ff.2 ,

so that

ft ft __
force at A3 _ P3

Azg2

'

force at ft

~and the force at gz
is P

1 +P2 +P3 . Similarly, the point of

application of the resultant of P15 P2 ,
P3 ,

and P4 is a point, G,

such that

and the force at G = P1 +P2+P3+P4 .

We thus see that the point, G, of application of the resultant

of the system is determined by dividing the lines ftA3 , g^A^, ...

in certain ratios which depend simply on the magnitudes, and

not on the directions, of the forces at Alt A2 ,
A3 ,

. . . . The theorem

is, therefore, evident.

Of course no one point on the line of action of a force which

acts on an indeformable body has a special right to be called the

point of application of the force
; nevertheless, we shall speak of

the point, G, as the point of application of the resultant force,

since, as we have seen, it is a point through which the resultant

of forces equal to P15
P2 , ... always passes, whatever be the

common direction of these forces.

The theorem of this article is true also in the case in which

neither the parallel forces nor their fixed points of application lie

in the same plane.

79.] Centre of Mean Position.

Let there be any number of points,

A\> A
z> 4 (% 94), in one

plane, and let the line, A
1
A

Z ,
be

divided at ft, so that

in.,

let ftJ'g be divided at gz ,
so that

ffzffi

let
ff2 A be divided at gz ,

so that

and so on, until by a final construction we arrive at a point, G.
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It is required to express the distance of G from an arbitrary

line, L, in the plane of the points in terms of the distances, ru
, , . . . of Alt A2 ,

A3 ,
. . . from this line*.

Draw Ajnn parallel to L. Then

ffi
m __

/ \

(z2 ,).^

' A Wo= - - . --

But the distance of gl
from L is equal to

this distance z
lt we have the distance of g from L

1

since ^^3 is divided at #j in the ratio - - Continuing the
m

l -f

application of this method, we have evidently

_
... -f

being the distance of G from L.

This equation is generally written in the form

in \\ h ieh 2 denotes a summation.

The point G thus arrived at is called The Centre of Mean
Position of the gwen pointsfor the system of multiples w^, Wj, m^
....

points Alt A ,
A

3) ... remaining the same, and the system
of multiples Leiny; altered to plt pz , p3 , ... the point G arrived at

^vould, of course, be different. The distance of the new point
would be v

/;
,

In particular, the distance, e, of the centre of parallel forces

ijiven by the equation

z ~~

* All this holds if the points A t> A,, ... are not in the wine plane and L re-

present* any plane from which their distances are measured.

II
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EXAMPLES.

1. The centre of mean position of three points, A, B, C, for a

system of equal multiples, is the intersection of the bisectors of the

sides of the triangle ABC drawn from the opposite angles.

2. The centre of mean position of three points, A, B, C, for a

system of multiples sin 2 A, sin 2 B, sin 2 C, is the centre of the circle

circumscribed about the triangle ABC.

3. The sides of the triangle being a, b, c, the centre of mean

position of A, B, C, for the system of multiples a, b, c, is the centre

of the inscribed circle.

4. For the system of multiples tan .4, tan.5, tan C, the centre of

mean position is the intersection of perpendiculars.

The construction given in this Article for the Centre of Mean
Position of the points Al ,

A
2 ,
A

3 ,
... is of course the same when

the points do not all lie in one plane. In the latter case it is

easily seen that if zl} z2 , z^, ... denote the distances of the points
from an arbitrary plane, the distance, z, of the centre of mean

position from this plane, for the system of multiples m
l}
m

2i m3 ,

... ,
is given by the equation

z =

Centre of Mean Position is a generic term which comprises
under it particular points which must be specially noticed. One,

the Centre of Parallel Forces, has been already mentioned.

Another is the Centre of Mass, called also the Centre of Inertia.

If at the points considered, Alt A2 , A
3 ,... there be placed

material particles whose masses are respectively mlt mz , %, ...

and we find the centre of mean position of these points for the

system of multiples mlf m2 , m3 , . . . we shall arrive at the Centre of
Mass of this system of particles. Nothing is here assumed

about the closeness of the points Alt A.2 ,
A

3 , ..., or the particles

placed at them, and the process of arriving at the point G will

be unaltered if these particles constitute a continuous body.
Hence the Centre of Mass of any body is the Centre of Mean
Position of all the points within it for a system of multiples pro-

portional to the masses of the particles placed at these points re-

spectively.

A body whose points do not suffer any relative changes of

position will therefore continue to possess the same centre of

mass no matter into what part of the universe the body may be
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taken. A different arrangement of its particles, would, of

course, in general alter its centre of mass. The centre of mass
of a rigid body is, then, something which it possesses absolutely,
or apart from all contingency of position in space or relation to

"ther bodies.

The distance of this point from any plane is given by the

equation last written, in which the sign 2 is to be replaced by
tin- integral sign /, and the element of mass at a distance z from

thr plane denoted by dm. Thus

f:tlm
z =

film

Again, if at the points Alt A2 ,
A

3 , ... there be placed particles

win.so ii;'t,jhts are io
lt
w2) w3) ... these weights constituting a

in of parallel forces, the centre of these parallel forces is

called the Centre of Gravity of the given particles.

The effect of altering the position of the body in the most

general manner possible is merely to turn the forces, wly v>
2 , 3 ,

... round their fixed points of application,^, A.2 ,
... through the

same angle, and by the last article we see that the resultant of

the weights of the particles will, in all positions of the body,

pass through a fixed point, G, in the body. The resultant of

all the elementary weights is equal to their sum, and is called

tin-
>rt-i/j/if ,f (/if loily. We may, therefore, define the centre of

gravity of a body thus The centre of gravity of a body is that

in it through which passe*, in all possible positions of

'(xly, the resultant, of the system ofparallel forces formed by (fie

fits of :
'if great number of indefinitely small

/'/,'/,// (In;
//'/<///

i;ni !,< iHr'uled.

! gravity of a body is, then, the centre of the

pnrtieular set of parallel forces which act on its various elem

in virtue of the attraction of the Earth. The existence of such

a p..int depends on the parallelism of the forces produced by the

ii ..n the elements of the body, and this parallelism, a^ain,

depend- .n the minuteness of i ho volume of the body in com-

parison with that of the Earth. If the body were carried to the

surface of the Sun, or any other such large attracting mass, the

individual weights of its elementary portions, and thei.

total weight, would bo greater than they are at the Earth's

! ut the position of the centre of gravity in the body
would remain the same. On the other haiiil, if the dimensions

ii i
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of the body were comparable with those of the attracting mass,

the forces of attraction on its elementary portions would not be

a parallel system, and the resultant attraction would not, in

general, pass through any fixed point in the body independently
of the relative positions of the two masses. The term weight of
a body is used to signify the resultant attraction produced on the

body by the Earth, or other planet, on whose surface the body

exists, and it is therefore, unlike mass, a mere contingent

property of the body; and the centre of gravity is essentially

distinguished from the centre of mass
; although, since weight

and mass are always proportional, when the first point exists, it

coincides with the second.

In considering the equilibrium of a rigid heavy body we represent

its weight as a single force acting vertically through its centre of

gravity.

80.] Conditions of Equilibrium of a Rigid Body acted on-

by Forces in One Plane. 1 . Let the forces be parallel. Take

any point, 0, and draw through it a right line, Oy, parallel to

the forces (fig. 95). At introduce two forces, P/ and P/',

each equal to Pls these new forces being directly opposed to each

other along Oy. Now, P^ and P/'
form a couple whose moment is

Pi-Pi, ifp\ is the perpendicular from

on the line Al
Pv Introducing, in

the same way, two forces, P2

"
and

P2", equal to P2 , directly opposite to

each other along Oy, we have P
2 at

A2 replaced by a force P2

"
acting at

along Oy' and a couple whose

moment is P2 .jt?2 , j)2 being the

perpendicular from on the line A.2P2 . The sign is attached

to this couple because the couple (P2', P2)
tends to produce

rotation in a sense opposite to that in which the couple

(P/', Pj) tends to produce rotation.

Proceeding, in this way with all the forces in the above figure,

we have the whole system of forces at Alt A^, A3 , A^ ... equiva-
lent to a single force,

P
1T
P2+P3 -P4+...,

acting at in the direction Oy, and a couple,

Fig. 95.
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tending to turn the body round in a sense opposite to that

of watch-hand rotation.

In general, denoting the resultant force by R, and the

moment of the resultant couple by G, we have

(1)

(2)

Now, by Theorem VI, of Art. 74, a couple and a force in the

same plane are equivalent to a single force, and cannot, there-

fore, conjointly produce equilibrium. Hence, for equilibrium,
the force and the couple must vanish ; or

2P = 0, (3)

and 2(P.jt>) = 0; (4)

that is to say, for the equilibrium* of a system of coplanar

parallel forces acting on a body
i The sum offorces must = 0, and

(tj)
The sum of the moments of the forces about every point in

I,lane must = 0.

2. Let the forces act in any directions.

Take any point whatever, 0, (fig. 96), in the plane of the

forces. At introduce two opposite forces, P/ and P/', each

equal and jiarallel to Pv Let

id /'," be considered as

forming a <-oiij>lf. Then P
l
at

-
equivalent to P! acting

at 0, and a couple whose mo-
=

/', .//,. Kej.lace P2
at

i the same way by P2

"
(or

P
g) acting at O, and a couj.le

1
whose moment is

Fboi the whole Fig. 96.

2 ,
P

3 ,
P4 ,..., acting at 0, and a number

:u of forces will l>e re-

rces, P,, P
A-hose moments are Pj .7^, Pj'/'ji Pa'/V^'i

... (the forces acting as in the above figure). The forces acting

at will have a single resultant. /,'. and th.- rouj.les will form a

* The attention ..f the btu-K-ut

end uf this chapter.

particularly directed to the remark t the
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single couple whose moment, G, is (Theor.VIII, Art. 74) the sum

of the moments of the couples. For equilibrium it is necessary

that each of these should vanish. Hence, for the equilibrium
*

of a body acted on by coplanar forces

(a) The resultant which the forces would have if they all acted

together at a point, eacli in the direction in which it acts on the

given 6ody, must = ; and

(V) The sum of the moments of the forces round every point in

their plane must = 0.

The first of these conditions asserts that there must be no

force in any direction ; and the second that there must be no

moment round any point. Thus, the conditions of equilibrium

of a rigid body embrace the condition (a) of the equilibrium
of a particle (Art. 24, p. 21); and (b) a condition distinctive

of the susceptibility of a body of finite extension to receive a

motion of rotation.

It is to be observed, then, that a system of coplanar forces

acting on a body can be reduced to a single resultant force, R,

acting at any arbitrary point, 0, in the plane of the forces, and

a couple, G, also in this plane ;
and that whatever point, 0, is

chosen, the force R is constant in magnitude and direction,

while the magnitude of the couple G varies with the point
chosen. The force R is called the Resultant of Translation.

81.] Analytical Conditions of Equilibrium. Through any

point, 0, draw two rectangular lines,
2* ' ' 0#*and Oy, and resolve the force, Pl ,

acting at A1} into two components^

X-i and Ylt parallel to Ox and Oy.

Now (Art. 76) the moment of P1

about is equal to the sum of the~ ~ ~x moments of X^ and Y
l about 0.

Butjf rotation opposite to that of a

watch-hand is considered positive, the moment of Y about

is Yl .xl
'

i
and the moment^of Xl is-^C-^n where x1 and yl

are the co-ordinates of A referred to tthe axes Ox and Oy.

Hence the moment of PL about is

* See remark at the end of this chapter.
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Adding together the moments of Plt P2 , ...
,
we get the total

moment

If the sum of the components of the forces along Ox is

denoted by 2A', and the sum of the components along Oy by
!i ) . tin- ivsultant of the forces acting at (fig. 96) is given by
the equation

-R 2 = (2J)
2 + (27)

2
. (2)

Now, since for equilibrium we must have R 0, and G = 0,

the conditions, analytically expressed, are

2J= 0,27=0, t- (3)

2(7*-A = 0. ; (4)

These equations are the expressions of the conditions of

Art. 80.

82.] Equation of the Resultant. We have seen (Art. 80),

that a system of coplanar forces is equivalent to a single force,

72, acting at any arbitrary origin, together with a couple, G.

The direct inn and magnitude of the resultant force, It, will In-

tin- same whatever origin may be chosen, but the couple will

with the origin. Now, supposing that the resultant of
>es not vanish, the couple and the force It can

i \ 1, Art. 74) be replaced by a single force equal to

and the sum of the moments of the forces about any point
nil its line of action is equal to zero (Art. 76).

I i. ,i\ l.e the co-ordinates of any point referred to i

ilnr axes through an arbitrary origin, (fig. 97). Then the

ant of the force, l\ t
about this point, is evidently

,-)--V//i-/3), or y^-A'^-aJ'.+^A,.

Taking the sum of the moments of all the forces about the

\ve have
G'= a-osr-M^v. (i)

(,' lieiin,' the sum of the moments about the point (a, /3).

ut on the resultant G' = 0, the equation of

its line of action is

= G.

.tion (1) ijivcs at once the following result The sum

of the moments of a system of coplanar forces about any point

is equal to the sum of their moments about any other point, (/, j
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the moment about of their resultant of translation supposed acting

at a.

83.] Force Polygon and Funicular Polygon. Let there be

any system offerees, P15 P2 , P3 ,
P4 ,

P
5 , (fig. 98) acting in one

Fig. 98.

/
plane on a body. Starting with any point, 01, draw-"lines,

(01. 12), (12, 23), (23, 34), (34, 45), (45, 56), parallel to the

lines of action of the forces and respectively proportional to

them. The figure formed by these lines, (01, 12), (12, 23), ... ,

is called the Force Polygon of the given system of forces. Now
take any point, 0, and from it draw lines, 001, 012, 023, . . .

,
to

the vertices of the force polygon. From any point, ,/i, on the line

of action ofP1 draw two lines,/ ,/<,
andf-^f^ parallel to the lines
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001 and 012; from the point/2
in which//2 meets P2 , draw

'', parallel to 023 and meeting P3 in/3 ; from/3 draw/3 /4

parallel to 34
; and so on.

The system of lines / / /2 /3 /4 /5 / parallel to the radii

drawn to the vertices of the force polygon from any point, 0, is

called a Funicular Polygon of the given system of forces.

The point the radii from which to the vertices of the force

polygon determine the funicular is called the Pole corresponding
to the funicular.

Let any other pole,
/

,
be chosen, and from an arbitrary

point,//, on P
ly let//// and//// be drawn parallel to O'Ol and

0^2, respectively; and let a new funicular, ////...//, be

constructed.

Then the sides (such as/2/3 and////) of these polygons which

reach between the lines of action of the same two forces are

called corresponding sides.

Since the point/ may be taken anywhere on P^ it is clear

that for a given pole, 0, we may construct an infinite number of

funiculars of the system, but the corresponding sides of them are

of course parallel. If the force at each vertex of a funicular of

the system is resolved into two components directed along the

two sides of the funicular which meet at this vertex, the

components at the extremities of each side of the funicular are

il and opposite. For, suppose P3
resolved into two compo-

und- in ./',/, :ind/3/4 ;
^ u 'n those components are represented

l.y tlu- lines 23 and 034; also if P2
is resolved into components

in /_, /, and/. /,. these will be represented by 023 and 12 0,

respe.-t ivrly ;
thus the components in the side/j/3 are equal and

opposite.

84.] Theorem. The corresponding tides ofany twofuniculars ofa

n system offorces intersect on a riyht line, which is parallel to

>les of the twofuniculars.

At the points /a and // let two equal forces (each PJ be

.i] >]>lied in opposite senses along the line /2 //; suppose
MI to act away from both of these points, as P2

is represented

in tij-. <>K. Considered as acting; on a rigid body, these forces

in equilibrium. Now lot Pa at/2 be resolved into its com-

ponents :ilorv_r /, /, antl/2/3. These components will be re-

1 in magnitudes and senses by 012 and 23 0, respectively.

Similarly, resolve P2 at// along//// and////; and t
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components will be represented by 12 0' and 0' 23. These four

components are therefore in equilibrium. Take the sum of their

moments about the point of intersection of the lines/2/3
and

fzfz' Then, since this sum is zero, it follows that the resultant

of the two components (012 and 120') in the lines fz fi and

fifz must pass through -the point of intersection of fz f3

and////; but it also passes through the point of intersec-

tion of/2/! and,////; therefore its line of action is the line

joining these two intersections. Now this line of action is

parallel to the line 00'; for, two forces represented by 012
and 120' give a resultant represented by 00' in magnitude
and sense.

Hence the corresponding sides/i/2 and///2',/2/3 and////
intersect on a line parallel to 00'; similarly the sides/2 /3 and

fzfzifzft and//// intersect on a line parallel to OO7

, which,
of course, must be the same line as before. This line is LM in

the figure.

85.] Problem. Given onefunicular of a given system of coplanar

forces, to construct allfuniculars of the system.

Let the given funicular be/ /i /2 /3

'

Draw any line LM
in the plane of the forces ; produce the sides, /> /u /i ./a) of

the given funicular to meet LM
;
from the point of intersection

of LM and/ f^ draw the arbitrary line////, which meets PT in

// ; join // to the point of intersection of LM and /J/2 ;
this

joining line will meet P2 in//, which is the second vertex of the

new funicular
; join // to the point of intersection of LM and

/2/3 ;
this will give // ;

and so on. Hence a new funicular is

formed, and since the lines LM and//// were drawn at random,
an infinite number of funiculars of the system can be described

in this way.

86.] Problem. To construct the resultant of a given system of

coplanarforces.

On any scale construct a force polygon 01, 12, 23, ...of the

given system ;
then the line of action of the resultant must be

parallel to the side (01, 56) which closes the force polygon.
Take any pole, 0, and construct a funicular /) /i/2 >

of the

system. Then the resultant must pass through the point of

intersection of the extreme sides,f fi and/g/e, of the funicular.

For, by resolving each force into components along the two
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sides of the funicular which start from the vertex at which tin-

force may be supposed to act, these components will be mutually

royed, with the exception of those in the extreme sides,fQ fi
andfbf6 . Hence the whole system of forces is equivalent to two

forces acting in these sides, and represented in magnitudes on

the scale adopted by the lines 001 and 056. The line of action

of the resultant therefore passes through the intersection of the

extreme sides and is parallel to the line joining 01 to 56, and

the magnitude is represented by the length of this joining line,

use being of course from 01 to 56.

COR. 1. Whatever be the path described by the pole, the

point of intersection of the extreme sides of the funicular

describes a fixed right line. This is the line of action of the

n>ultant of the given system offerees.

COR. 2. The point of intersection of any two sides of a

funicular describes a fixed right line, when the pole varies in any
manner. Thus the sidesf\f^ andy4y5 will always intersect on

the line of action of the resultant of the forces P2 ,
P

3 ,
P4 .

87.] Graphic Conditions of Equilibrium. When a system of

coplanar forces acting on a rigid body is in equilibrium, the

M when compounded two and two must finally reduce to two

equal forces of opposite senses acting in the same right line.

Since the resultant is proportional to the line required to close

tin- free i>"ly<jon, this line must be zero; hence the f<

jM.ly^i'ii
< >f the system must close up of itself. Again, since the

system is finally reducible to two forces acting in the first

and last sides, fQ f^ and/j^, of any funicular, these sides

inu-t eoinride; or, in other words, the funicular must be

close I.

ice the conditions of equilibrium are

1 . The Force Polygon of the system must be closed.

2. Any Funicular Polygon of the system mu-t IHJ closed.

COR. 1. If any one funicular of the system is closed, -

funicular of the system is closed.

COR. 2. If the system is equivalent to a couple, tin-

iron is closed, and the first and last sides of all funiculars

;irullel
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88.] Problem. To represent the moment of aforce about a point,

Let it be required to repre-

sent the magnitude of the

moment of a force P about a

point (fig-. 99). Draw ab

parallel to P and representing
it on any scale.

Let o be a point taken at a

unit distance from ab ; draw oa

and ob. Assume any point, Q,

on the line of action of P, and

draw QM and QL parallel to

oa and ob, respectively. From
draw a line, I/M, parallel to

Fig. 99. P. Then the length LM
represents the moment of P

about 0. For, the triangles oab and QML are similiar ; therefore

ifp is the length of the perpendicular from Q on I/M, we have

LM ab .. ,.,, -T.- = } therefore Lw = P.p , since ab represents P.

Hence LM is the moment on the scale adopted.
If the pole o is at a distance k units from ab, we shall have

V,

89.] Problem. To represent the sum of the moments of any system

of coplanarforces about a point.

Let A (fig. 98) be the point about which the sum of the

moments of the forces is required.

The sum of their moments = the moment of their resultant

about the point. Let this resultant be constructed by Art. 86,

and let the moment of the resultant be constructed by last Art.

Now the resultant is represented by the line joining 01 to 56

(fig. 98), and if is a pole assumed at any distance, ,
from this

line, we are to draw from any point on the resultant, two lines

parallel to 001 and 056, and through A a line parallel to the

resultant, R.

Now the extreme sides,f fi ^^fsfs) f the funicular intersect

in a point on R, and are parallel to the lines 01 and 56. Hence

the intercept made by the extreme sides of the funicular on a line

drawn through the given point A parallel to the resultant will

represent the sum of the moments of theforces about the point.
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Tliis intercept multiplied by k will be the sum of moments.

90.] Property of Perspective Triangles. Two triangles, ABC
and A'KG*, are said to be in perspective when their vertices can

be joined in pairs by three right lines which meet in a point. If

the lines joining A to A', B to Bf

,
and C to Cf

meet in a point,

. / and A' are called corresponding vertices, as are also B and B',

C and C* ; and the sides, AB and A'B*, &c., which join corre-

sponding vertices in the triangles are called corresponding sides.

The fundamental property of triangles in perspective is that

the, points of intersection of corresponding sides lie in one right line.

To prove this projective property it is sufficient to prove it for

the simplest figure into which the two triangles can be projected.

Let the line C(? be projected to infinity. Then AA' and BR
will become parallel lines; also the sides AC and BC of the first

triangle will become parallel, as will A'C' and &C' of the second,

the simple figure thus obtained there is no difficulty in

j roving the proposition.

To construct a triangle whose three sides shall pass each th,

'

, and whose three vertices shall each lie on one of three

concurrent lines.

Let it be required to construct a

_:! whose vertices, A, B, C, shall

lie on three concurrent lines, AO, BO,
CO, and whose sides shall pass through
the points a, 6, c, (fig. 100). Suppose
it done, and let ABC be the triangle.

Take any point, C, on CO, and draw

Ca and C'b meeting BO and AO in Bf

and A" respectively.

Then the triangles ABC and JKC'
are in perspective, therefore the sides

AB and A'B intersect in P, a point on
pig. 100 .

the line a'j. Hence /' is known, since

it is the intersection of ab with the line A'B' which is con-

l'\ arbitrarily assuming Cf
. P being known, join it

ami the \ertJces A and B are determined, and C follows at

once. U 1- I .

;:. In Art. 88 if the unit of force is v and the unit of length
fc

A, the moment of the force P about will be LJlxmx r- For ab
I'

will obviously be A.
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EXAMPLES.

1. A heavy rod, or beam, is supported horizontally on two smooth

props at its extremities, and loaded with given weights at given points
in its length ;

find the pressure on the props.

Suppose the line a a
5 (fig. 34, p. 38) to be horizontal and to

represent the loaded beam, the loads, Plt
P

2 ,
... (including its weight

among them) being applied at the points, d
lt d!

2 ,
...

,
and let the

pressures at the props a and a
s
be P and P

5
. Starting from any

point 01 draw a vertical downward line to represent on any scale the

force Plt
and let this line terminate at the point 12

;
from 12 draw a

vertical downward line representing P2
on the same scale, and let this

line terminate at the point 23
;
from this point draw a vertical down-

ward line to the point 34 to represent P3 ;
from 34 draw a vertical

downward line to the point 45 to represent Pt .

Then from 34 we must draw a vertical upward, line to represent
the pressure P5 ,

and this line will terminate at the point 56, which,

however, is at present unknown. The pressure P will, of course, be

represented by the upward line between 56 and 01.

To determine 56, assume any pole, O, and join this pole to the

points 01, 12, ... . Across the lines of action of the forces acting on the

beam draw the lines A A
ly A^A2 ,

... parallel to the lines 001, 012, ...
,

and draw the closing line, A A
5 ,

of the funicular polygon. Then
the line through parallel to this closing line is that joining to the

required point, 56.

2. A beam is supported horizontally at its extremities on two

vertical props and loaded with given weights at given points in its

length ;
it is required to represent the Sending Moment at any point

of the beam.

Def. When a beam is in equilibrium under the action of any forces,

the Bending Moment at any point means the sum (with their proper

signs) of the moments about this point of all those forces which act at

one side (either side will do) of the point.

Suppose a a
5 (fig. 34, p. 38) to represent the beam, as in last ex-

ample, and let P be the point about which the leading moment is

required. The pressure on the prop a being P ,
the bending moment

at P is the sum of the moments of P
,
P1} and P2 ;

and if we con-

struct any funicular of the system this moment will, by Art. 89, be

the intercept on a vertical line through P made by the extreme sides

of the funicular of the forces P
Q ,
P

1 , and P2 . But these extreme sides

are obviously A A
5
and A 2

A
3 . Hence the bending moment at any

point P is represented by the vertical ordinate, mn, drawn through P,
of any funicular polygon of the system.

Of course, if k is the distance of the pole of the assumed funicular

from the vertical line which serves as the force diagram, the bending
ty

moment will be mn x k X
-j-

(See Note, p. 109.)

3. To construct for any system of coplanar forces a funicular

polygon which shall pass through three assigned points.
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Let the given system of forces bePj, Pa , P3 ,
P

4 , P5 (fig. 98, p. 104),
and let it be required to construct a funicular polygon which shall pass

through the points D, E, F.

Consider the triangle formed by the sides, / /j , /a /, , and/6 /, ,
of the

funicular which pass through the three given points.
The vertex formed by the intersection of/ /i and /2 /, lies on a given

line, Ra , (not drawn in figure) which is the resultant of P, and P,
. 2, Art. 8G); the vertex formed by the intersection of /a /s and

fs ft
lies on a given line, /?MB , which is the resultant of Ps ,

P
4 ,
and P8 ;

and the vertex formed by the intersection of f /x
and /8 /, lies on a

given line, R1K4S ,
which is the resultant of P,, Pa ,

P
s ,
P

4 ,
and P

5
.

Moreover the three lines R
12 , R^, and J?12SIB obviously meet in a

point ;
for the resultant of P,, ... P

5 may, if we please, be constructed

by first finding the resultant of P1? P2 ,
and then finding the resultant

ofP
s,P4,P8

.

Hence tin triangle formed by the sides of the funicular which are

to pa-s through the assigned points is one whose vertices lie on three

concurrent lines and whose sides pass each through a fixed point.

Let this triangle be constructed by Art. 90. Then knowing the force

diagram of the forces and drawing two lines, 010 and 23 say, parallel

to the two sides / /j and /,/8 ,
the pole is known, and thence the

whole figure.

4. Construct a funicular polygon which shall pass through three

given points, two of which lie on one side of the polygon.

Ant. This side of the polygon is known, and it intersects the side

passing through the remaining point in a point lying on a given line.

Hence the side passing through the remaining point is known, and
hence the pole of the funicular.

5. For a given system of vertical downward forces, P,, P8 , ... P^_lt

l>y two extreme vertical upward forces, P ,
Pnt let any

funicular polygon be constructed. Prove that the area of this

Q
polygon= -y-

> where C is constant and k the distance of its pole from
K

tin- vertical line which is the force diagram of the forces.

\;ilue of C is obtained by multiplying each force of the system

by half tin- |iroiluct of the distances between its line of action and the

lines of action of the extreme forces, and adding all such products

together, and multiplying the result by
- See Note, p. 109.)

6. A uniform beam is supported at its extremities on two vertical

jiroj.s ; find the bending moment at any point in it.

Ans. If y is the distance of the point from one extremity, tho

heinling moment is W -
l

> where W is the weight of the beam.
'

7. In the last example, what is the curve of bending moment ?

Ans. A parabola |>as-.in.u
r tliroii-li tin- einls of the licatn, its \

lying on the vertical line through the middle of the beam at u o!i-:
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- from the beam. (The bending moment at any point is the product
8

of W and the vertical distance of the point from the parabola.)

91.] Astatic Equilibrium. When any number of forces, P19

P2 ,..., acting at points, Alt A^ ... ,
in a body keep this body in

equilibrium, these forces will not, in general, continue to

preserve equilibrium when the body is displaced in any manner, -

each force still retaining its magnitude, direction, and point of

application in the body. If for all displacements of the body the

forces continue to preserve equilibrium, the body is said to be in

astatic equilibrium.

The simplest example of astatic equilibrium is furnished by a

heavy body suspended by a vertical string attached at its centre

of gravity. Here the system of forces consists of the weights
of the particles of the body and the tension of the string ; and

however the body may be displaced about its centre of gravity,

all these forces will retain their individual magnitudes, direc-

tions, and points of application, and the body will remain at rest.

Again, a' system of two equal reversed magnets rigidly con-

nected by an axis through their centres is astatic for displace-

ments round this axis.

"When a system of forces applied to a body is not in equi-

librium, it happens that in certain cases this system can be

astatically equilibrated by a single applied force; i.e., in all

displacements which the body can receive, each force acting on

it with invariable magnitude, direction, and point of application,

it may be possible to equilibrate the system by one force of

constant magnitude, direction, and point of application.

It is evident that this is always the case for a system of

parallel forces. A single force equal and opposite to their re-

sultant, applied at their centre, will astatically equilibrate them.

Into the general discussion of astatic equilibrium we do not

enter *. Suffice it to say that a system of (non-coplanar) forces

must in general be astatically equilibrated by three forces ; and

if the forces are all parallel to one plane, by two. When (as in

the present chapter) the forces are all eoplanar we shall prove

* On this subject the student may consult Moigno's Statique (Dixieme Lecon),
a memoir by M. Darboux (gur ISEquilibre Astatique), and a paper by the author in

the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society (vol. ix).
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that for displacements of their points of application in their plain-.

the system ean be astatically equilibrated by a single force.

In this case it is clear that instead of considering- the body to

which they are applied as displaced, we may consider the body
tixel and each force rotated in a fixed sense round its point
of application through a constant angle a motion of translation

of the body or points having obviously no effect on the system
of fin

\N c shall now prove that if all the forces in a coplanar system
are rotated in (he same sense, through the same angle, in thi-ir

'heir points of application, their resultant (unaltered
in magnitude, of course) passes through ajixed point in the body.

i\\d forcc>. P and Q, act at two fixed points, A and B,

(fig. 101) in the directions OA and OB, being the point of

intersection of their lines of action; and let the forces be turned

in the saint 1 sense round A and B through the same angle, so

that the pi.int of intersection of their new

lines i if act inn is (/. Now, since /.OAC/ =
/>'(/, a circle (leM-rilied through ./, /!,

and will pass through (/, and the angle
/' and Q when they are

turn, d i-nuiid. is equal to the original angle,

A01 u them. Al>o, the forces being
una'tered in magnitude. it follows that the

angles which the resultant at U ma 1

Fig. 101.
with them are the eame as the angles

which it makes with /' and Q at 0. If, then, OC is th

direction of the n-ultaiit at 0, C/C must be the Erection of this

Hence, the resultant of /'and <,> \
a>ses through

the fixed point C. In exactly the same way it is proved that

the re-nltant of three forces passes through a fixed point when

the forees an- turned round their fixed points of application

through a cmi-fai t an^lc ; and so on for any number of forces.

This point may he called the axtu' of the >ys!.'in of

*.

To find the Astatic Contro of a System of Coplanar
Forces. Taking an arbitrary origin and arbitrary axes, the

I muliTHtmxl throughout thin dincuiwinn and in the examples
at the ciul of this (

-!i.i|.t.
r thut t'.c (ii-|.lnccmenU of the boily or forces are always.

supposed to take place in the piano of the forces,

1
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point required lies on the resultant whose equation is (Art. 82)

a27-/32J- = 0, (1)

(a, /3) being the running co-ordinates.

Now, if the force Plt acting at the point (xlt y^) is turned

round in the plane of xy through an angle co, Xl becomes Pl cos

(0j + o>),
where l

is the original angle made with the axis of x

by P
l ,

or Xj cos co Y
l
sin co

;
Y

l
becomes X

t
sin co + Yl cos co ;

and

/!#! Xrfi becomes (Yl^ X^) cos co + (Xl
x

l + Y
1y1 ]

sin co.

Hence, 2X becomes cosco.SX sin co.21
7

,
\

27 sin co.2X+ cos <o.2 7, ( (A)
G G cos co + F sin co, )

where r=2(JCi?+ I*.
The equation of the new resultant is, therefore,

(a2r-02J-)cosco + (a2X+/327 r)sinco = 0, (2)

and the astatic centre of the system of forces is the intersection

of the lines given by equations (l) and (2). This point may
evidently be determined by (l) and by the equation

a2Z+/32F-r= 0. (3)

Hence for the co-ordinates of the astatic centre we have

-
~W~' /3=~~F~

If the astatic centre were the origin, a and ft would be each = 0,

and G would = 0, since the point is on the resultant (Art. 76).

Hence for the centre of the forces we have

= 0, T=0. (5)

If the co-ordinates of A
}
the point of

application of a force, P (fig. 102), with

respect to rectangular axes, Ox and Ot/, are

x and y, the quantity Xx+ Yy is equal to

\/ w

M
-

x P (x cos 6+y sin -

0),
6 being the angle

-V which P makes with Ox. Now if OM is

Fig. 102. x, and AM is y, it is evident that x cos d

+y sin AN, N being the foot of the

perpendicular from on the line of action of P. Denoting AN
by q, we have, then, for the Virial

* This quantity is called by Clausius the Virial of the forces.
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Heni-e. if any mauler of coplanar forces be turned each rountl a

'nt of application through an arbitrary but common angle,

/r exists a point in the plane of the forces such that both the

it and the sum of the moments of theforces about if, continue to

/ifor all displacements.

It is easy to see that if AN be in the sense in which P acts,

th. -in 11 of the product Pq will be changed.
Tin- value of F with respect to axes through a point (a, /3)

parallel to Ox and Oy is evidently 2{X(x a)+ Y(y /3)}, or

]" a2A' /32.T. Hence the locus of points for which this

quantity = is given by equation (3), which denotes a right lino

passing through the astatic centre, and evidently perpendicular

to the resultant.

93.] Theorem. If any number of coplanar forces are in equi-

librium, and if theforce* be turned, each round a fixed point, in the
'

i-tnii/h any common anyle, the new system is c.

;Je.

lations (A) Art. 92, it appears that if 2A' =
and 2) = before the rotation, they will = ' a Tier it; hence tin*

in w system has no resultant of translation, and it must, thriv-

a couple. Now, since by hypothesis (?= 0, the axis of

th. new couple is, by equations (A), equal to

r sin o>.

\N we, then, that the system of forces will remain in r.|tii-

libriuin. \shat.\M- lie thr aujcli- through which they air turnctl. it

r = o.

Remark on the Conditions of Equilibrium. It must

!> i

arrt'ully Ixmif in iniii.l that the conditions of equilibriinu

in Arts. 80 and 81 are sufficient only in the case of iu-

bodies. Fur, having reduced a system of forces to a

iltant of translation. It, acting at an arbitrary point, together

with a couple of moment <i. the logical conclusion is that

//' /,' = () ,/// (i = (, f/inxr motions of the system which would

//
I! and G respectively are (hereby destroyed.

Now by a fundamental principle of Kineti.-s. which we aiiti.-i-

A' = there is no resultant linear momentum of the system

in a in/ tli/-t'<iion
t
or in other words its centre of mass * at rest; and

if.
in ,1,1'lit'Hm, G = 0, there if no resultant angular momentum

>.' of mats of the system.

i I
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These two things we can conclude from the equations R = 0,

G = for all systems, whether they are gases, liquids, deform-

able frameworks, natural solids, or rigid bodies.

Now the destruction of resultant linear and angular mo-

mentum will, except in the case of rigid bodies, be quite con-

sistent with the existence of motions of parts of the system

among themselves, negative momenta cancelling positive. Hence,

whenever a system its capable of altering the relative positions of its

parts, the complete equilibrium of the system will require more than

the vanishing of the resultants of translation and rotation of the

forces applied to it. In fact, its internal forces will have to be

taken into account. In rigid bodies the destruction of the

above-mentioned motions will necessitate the destruction of all

motion, and the conditions R = 0, G = are both necessary and

sufficient. In these bodies there is no restriction placed on the

internal forces, so that they are always capable of assuming such

magnitudes and directions as will enable them to destroy the

action of the external forces. On the contrary, in deformable

bodies, there are restrictions placed on the internal forces so that

they are not capable of preserving equilibrium against all

systems of external forces. For example, in a freely jointed

framework, the action between bar and bar must consist of a

single force restricted to passing through the joint. This is the

reason why two equal forces applied in opposite senses in the

same line to two opposite sides of a set of parallel rulers will not

hold them in equilibrium, unless the rulers are placed in a

certain configuration ;
and it is also the reason why two equal

and directly opposite forces applied to the ends of a string,

elastic or inelastic will not hold it in equilibrium until it has

assumed a certain state.

Hence also the necessity for considering the internal forces

(pressures) in Hydrostatics.

We shall afterwards enunciate a single principle,* or condition,

of equilibrium which will embrace all systems indiscriminately.

These observations are recommended to the most careful

consideration of the student.

* The Principle of Virtual Work.
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EXAMPLES.

1. If the sums of the moments of any number of coplanar forces

round three points which are not in a right line are each =
forces are in equilibrium.

If the sums of the moments round three points not in a ri-lit

line :uv equal, the forces are either in equilibrium or equivalent t<>

a couple.

3. If the sum of the moments of a system of coplanar forces round
three Driven poiiits are I, m, and n, and if the sides and angles of

tin- hiangle formed by the points are a, b, c, A, B, C, show that the

it -ultant force is equal to

(Pa* + w2 6
2+nV 2lmab cosC 2 mnbc COPA 2 nlca cos/?)*

~2A~
where A is the area of the triangle ABC.

4. If a system of coplanar forces applied at fixed points is in

equilibrium, the co-ordinates of the astatic centre become indeterminate.

in this.

Ans. In this case the system must be astat it-ally equilibrated by
jiial and opposite forces (couple).

.*>. In the last case show how to find an astatically equilibrating
! for the system.

Ans. Take the astatic centre of any number of the forces, and

also the 'litre of the remaining forces. These will lie the

j.niii^ of application of the forces of the required couple (whose
'nt, of course, varies with the displacement of the body or ft

ninl tin- forces of the couple are equal to the resultants of tin- two

p.
ntJ.il -

s are applied at the middle points of the sides of a

triangle, ABC, perpendicular to these sides and respectively pmpor-
tii>nal t<> tin in

;
find a couple which will astatieally equilibrate them.

.Ins. A couple one of whose forces is applied at the middle

point of any one s-ide, AB, and the other applied nt the point of

intersection of a parallel to AB drawn through C with the per|M-n-

dicular to A B at its middle point.

7. \Vhen a ~\>iein of coplanar forces in equilibrium contin

equilibrium for all displacements in the plane of the forces, slm\v that

tin- astatic ,v ntre of any number of them must be coincident with th.it

of the remainder.



CHAPTER VI.

THE CONDITIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM OF A EIGID BODY UNDER THE

ACTION OF FORCES IN ONE PLANE DEDUCED FROM THE PRINCIPLE

OF VIRTUAL WORK FOR A SINGLE PARTICLE.

95.] Theorem. If a particle in equilibrium under the action

of any forces be constrained to maintain a fixed distance from a

given fixed point, the force due to the constraint (if any) is

directed towards the fixed point.

Let B be the particle, and A the fixed point. Then the

string or rigid rod which connects B with A may be removed if

we enclose the particle in a smooth circular tube whose centre

is A
;

for evidently the preservation of the constancy of the

distance AB receives sufficient expression in this manner. Now,
in order that B may be in equilibrium inside the tube, it is

necessary that the resultant of the forces acting upon it should

be normal to the tube, i. e., directed towards A.

COR. 1. If A and B be two particles in equilibrium, con-

nected by a rigid rod whose weight is neglected, the reactions of

A and B on the rod are two forces equal in magnitude and

opposite in direction.

COR. 2. If any body be in equilibrium under the action of two

forces only, these forces must be equal and opposite in the same

right line.

COR. 3. If a particle in equilibrium under the action of any
forces is constrained to maintain a fixed distance from each of a

number of other particles or points, the forces corresponding to

these constraints are directed in the right lines joining the

particle to each of the other particles or points.

This is evidently true whether the invariable distances are

maintained by straight rigid bars or by crooked bars.

96.] System of Particles Rigidly Connected. Let there be

any number of particles, ml) m2 ,
m

3 ,
...

(fig. 103), each acted on

by any forces, and connected with the others in such a way that

the figure of the system is invariable.
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:T.M <>F PAUTKI.KS KIGIDLY TED. 1 in

i. liy the last Article, the force proceeding from tl.e

:i of /!
and i

2
is in the line w/

t w,, which we ma\

Fig. 103.

imagine to be a rigid bar. Let this force be denoted by 7\,.

8 ilarly, let the forces in the bars m.2 m3 and m3 m l
be denoted

l'\ /'., and '/'
, , respectively. These internal forces may tend

either to increase tin- di>t:mees between the particles or !>

dniiini-h thrm. In the figure \ve have supposid the latter t<>

'he ivsult will he the tame if the firmer snp-

ule.

Imagine tliat the system is slightly displaced so as to

i',.s the ii.-itii.n " ;
/''. Now, it has been already proved

. 78) that the equation of virtual work for two

rigidly connected will not involve the force due to th.-

!( tJMii : lnt, l.r rlrarnes-:. we reproduce the proof here.

tall tin- perpcndioulan ao
2

an(^ aa
3
on tMl> li'"'s

and rn
l
m.i \

bb
l
and bb.A ,

on Mt2 ma an<l
///, ///_.: ", and cc2 on i

2 s

and ///,///,.
Li-t tin- sum of the virtual \\orks of the r\tnn:d

(not including '/',.,
and T

13 ) acting on
>//j

be denoted 1-y

i, and let Qb<] and 2J?8r denote similar quant it i.

Then the equation of virtual work tor
///,

is evidently

2P8/+7
?

1:{
.w

I s +7
l

1
i.w

1
r/.= o; (1)

that :

^Qbq-T^.m^.+ T^.m^^O, (2)

and that I

T.a . /
3 r,

= 0. (3)

N..W i Art. ;:}, p. 77) /, a,^
= w

t 4., ;
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Hence, by addition, the internal forces disappear, and the

equation of virtual work for the whole system is

=
5

or 2(Pbp + Qbq + RSr) = 0. (4)

The same result is evidently true, whatever be the number of

particles forming- the system ;
and it is well to note that we

have been enabled to obtain equation (4) connecting- the external

forces acting- on the system, by choosing- a virtual displacement

compatible with the geometrical conditions of the system, that is,

in the present case, a virtual displacement which allows the

mutual distances of the particles to remain unaltered
; or, again,

suck a virtual displacement as miffAt be an actual one ; for the

system could actually occupy the position abc.

97.] Elimination of the Internal Forces of a System. By
the Internal Forces of a system it is already sufficiently clear

that we mean forces proceeding- from the internal connections of

the parts of the system among themselves. Such forces are

directed from particle to particle, and will contribute nothing
1 to

the equation of virtual work of the system, if in the virtual

displacement the distance between every two particles re-

mains the same as before.

It is evident that if the virtual displacement violates any

geometrical condition of the system, the corresponding internal

force will appear in the equation of virtual work. Thus, if in

fig. 103, the distance ab is not equal to the distance between ?%
and m.2 ,

we shall have by addition the term

or 12 . m-L m2 ,

where 8 (% #z
2)

denotes the change or variation of the distance

between % and mz .

And, generally, if any internal force, F, tend to vary any
internal function,/, in a system, this force will contribute to the

equation of virtual work of the system the term

F.W
so that if in the supposed displacement of the system, the

function f is actually altered, the force F will appear in the

equation, but will not appear iff is unaltered.
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98.] General Equation of Virtual Work for Forces Acting
in One Plane on a Rigid Body*. It' the particles >"i, w2 , g ,...

form a continuous body, on which forces Plf P2 ,
-P3 ,... act in

one plane at different points A^A^A^.., of the system

(fig. 104),

Fig. ic4.

tke condition necessary and sufficient for (he equilibrium of the

*y*lem is t/t<it the .tit HI <f f/t<- virtual works of the forces is equal t<>

zerofor any and every virtual <li*]ilacement which, violates none of
the geoni' nlifions qf the tystem.

seen (Art. 61, p. 73) that the condition necc

ami Millic-cnt for the equilibrium of any one particle
of the

m i- the vanishing of the virtual work of all the foi

acting ,,[, jt. tin- internal forces proceeding from its connection

with thr other particles of the s\>t-m bi'ing, of course, indnded,

as in eijtiations (l), (2), (3) of Art. 96. Expiv-in- thus tin-

"!>, liti.,n> f,,r liic r.juilii.rium of all partieles of the system, and

aildiny the re>ults, there remains for the condition of equilibrium
the

c.juatii.n

...= 0, (1)

into which IK. internal force enters.

('n\. r-rly. if the sum of the virtual works of the forces

formally confine the ducuuion for the prewnt to Rigid Bodiec, Although
it i-t dr.ir fr.iin ], 'ii.it wl-.t follow* in appliatblu to jrsteiiui ucli M
freely articulated bnri which, without being rigid yttem*, mitUfy ccrUin geo-

1 -..ii.iiii..Tis that are not violated in the virtual displacement;
nn<l it in

e<|nally rlf.tr that these cunditions may be violated if we include in our rciuationt
rk of intt-nial force*.
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vanishes for every virtual displacement, the system is in equi-
librium.

For, if it is not, it will take a determinate motion, each point
of the system describing a certain line in virtue of its con-

nections with the other points. Now, this motion will be in no

way interfered with if we introduce new connections which

render it the only motion possible for the system. Under the

new circumstances it is clear that if we prevent the motion of

any one point, we prevent the motion of the system. Suppose
the motion of the point A to be stopped by the application of a

force, F} in the direction A'A, A' being the point to which A
moves. Now, equilibrium exists under the action of (a) the

given external forces, (/3)
the newly-introduced geometrical

connections, and (y) the force F\ hence the sum of the virtual

works of these forces = for every displacement. Choose that

displacement which the system is supposed actually to undergo
when the force F is not applied at A. Now, by the last Article,

since none of the geometrical conditions
(/3)

are violated by this

displacement, the forces proceeding from them will do no work.

Hence the equation of work is

2Pby-F.AA'= 0,

where SPSjo denotes the virtual work of the given acting forces.

But, by hypothesis, ^Pbp = for every displacement, and there-

fore for this one; hence J?'. AA'
' = 0, i.e., either AA''= 0, or

F= 0, either of which signifies that no motion of the system
takes place. Hence the system is in equilibrium.

In
fig. 104, a1} <z

2 , #
3 ,

... are supposed to be virtual positions

of the points of application of the forces P1} P2 ,
P3 , ....

99.] Remarks on the Equation of Virtual Work. Equation

(l) of last Article, though strictly true in the case of forces

acting on a particle, is not so when these forces are applied at

points in a body of finite extension, or to a system of particles

connected in any manner. In fact, the internal forces of the

system have been eliminated from equations (l), (2), and (3) of

Art. 96, by assuming that % 3 m2bs
= 0. Now, we know

that this quantity is not strictly equal to zero, but equal to an

infinitesimal of the second order, if the angular displacement of

the line m-^m2 is regarded as an infinitesimal of the first order.

It is more correct, therefore, to say that for the equilibrium of

a body the virtual work of the applied forces is an infinitesimal of
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tier, if t/ie greatat displacement in (he system is re-

yarded as an infinitesimal <>/' f/n- jirxt <>n1er.

100.] General Displacement of a Rigid Body in One Plane.

neral condition of equilibrium of a rijjid body n--

ijuin-s tin- vanishing of tin- virtual work of the acting forces for

/ virtual displacement which could be an actual one, it is

nt!\ n cessaiy to investigate all the kinds of displacement
which such a body could undergo. Now. evidently, the position
of a ri<jht line is known, if the positions of any two of its points
are known : and also the position of any body is known, if the

Dfl of any throe* of its points which are not in directinn

known. Hence, to investigate the displacements to which a

1 body may be subject, it is sufficient to determine the

al di>i'lacements of a system formed of three points.

In lii,
r

. 103 let such a system be m
l
m

2
m

31
and let abc be any

JIM 'tit whatever of this system in its own plane. Then

U that if we moved m
1
into the position a, and then got

mt into the position d, the remaining point, ;.,, would take up
the po>itii.n c. This follows from Prop. VII of the first book of

lid. Now what is necessary to move the line m^.i^ into the

position ab ? Two things

(a) The point ///,
must be moved up to a, by a simple mo/ion

.1 ; and

(/j)
When this is done, the line m

l m., must be rotated about

a so as to hrin^ /./ . into the position b. This second motion is

called ,/ motion ofrota/i"//.

If we suppo-r that in the first motion (a) the line
///,;;/.,

is

d parallel to it.-elf. while
///,

is moved to a, the subsequent,
:->n of rotation \\hieh brings wi

a
into the position b will be

a small one, the position ale being only slightly different fn.ni

Ilcne. Jf a rigiil 1>< /.turfmen
> In a

'/ he broiiy/il from ifn nfil into i/x tu'i'-

ir/iir/i /not the MUM mmjn'ihnl,' ,inil

i for all it* point*, and (ft)
a motion of rotation which h<i*

'he same ///////-// ///</_/////'</
,.//// .v .f

_/-'./
all its points.

Thus, in fig. 105, by the motion <>! translation

If, an in the present chapter, the displacement u made parallel to one plane,
the positions of tiro point* will suffice.
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Fig. 105.

to all the points, /
a

is carried to a, while m2 is carried to

V, and m
s to c'

',
the lines

m^rn^ m2 m~, and % m
3 being

carried parallel to themselves

to ab', b'c', and ac
f

, respec-

tively. Then, by the motion

of rotation a^'is turned round

to ab, and c is made to co-

incide with c.

101.] Independence of

the Motions of Translation

and Rotation. If we have

a system in the position ab'c
(fig-. 105), it is clear that no

motion of translation will ever bring it into the position ale.

The change is effected by a motion of rotation alone. On the

other hand, no motion of rotation could bring a system, ml
m

2
m3 ,

into the position al'c'. This change is effected by a simple
translation common to all the points : hence these motions are

quite independent of each other.

102.] Theorem. All the conditions necessary and, sufficient for
the equilibrium of a rigid body acted on by any forces can be de-

duced from equations of virtual work corresponding either to a

virtual displacement of translation common to all its parts, or to a

virtual displacement of rotation common to all its parts.

For (Art. 98), the condition necessary and sufficient for the

equilibrium of the body is the vanishing of the virtual work

of the applied forces for every virtual displacement ; and (Art. 100)

every virtual displacement is either one of translation, or one of

rotation, or a combination of both. Now (Art. 101), these dis-

placements are indepen-

dent, and therefore the

supposed condition must

come either from a virtual

displacement of transla-

tion alone, or from one of

rotation alone. Q. E. D.

103.] Virtual Work
Corresponding to a Vir-

tual Motion of Trans-
Fig. 1 06.

lation. Let a rigid body (fig. 106) be in equilibrium under
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the action of any forces in one plauc, P
l , P2 , P3 ..... ami

let the body be imagined to receive a motion of translation

n arbitrary line, Ox, whereby the points. J,.

>.f application of the different forces receive virtual

uents, A
l
a
l , ^,aa ,

Az
a.A ,..., all parallel to Ox, and

.1 to a. Then (Art. 51, p. 67), the virtual work of the f<

is a x projection of P
l along Ox. Let the projection of /

J

,

\ : then the virtual work of Pj is oA^. Similarly,

, be the components of P2 ,
P3 , ...along Ox, the

ml works of these forces will be aX2 ,
aAT

3 ,.... Hence the

equation of virtual work is

or aA"=0. (l)

equently, since a is arbitrary, we have

^ A = 0. (2)

'e For the equilitjriinn of a riyiil b<><l>/ if is nrceftMry f/uif

f the component* of the acting forces along every arbitrary

xhall be zero.

This condition is not sufficient, since every virtual displace-

in nt ot';i liM.ly is not one of translation alone.

ink] Virtual Work Corresponding to a Motion of Rota-

tion. Let several forces, Pl ,
P

2 ,
P

3 ,
... (fig. 107), act on a body

at points .-/,. ./.. ./,,..., and suppose that the body is rotainl

through a small angle = CD, round an axis perpendicular to the

plane of the forces through an ar-

bitrary point, 0. Tin n the points

Alt A2t A^... will describe small

lar arcs, A
l
a

l
, -/_,'/.,

-/
;j
"

:i ,
...

having ( > as their common centre,

-ul.tcinlin^- the same angle, &>,

at 0. Let 0, be the angle between

OA
l
and the direction ofPr Then,

evidently, the pn.j. etion of A
l
a

l
on

the (lire.-tioii of
/', is .V^/j.gin r

Mnt //
t </j

= a). Oy/, ; therefore the Fig. 107.

virtual work of P
l
is

wPj . OA
l
sin Or

If
/),
= the perpendicular, Oglt

from on the line of action of

/', , this is evidently
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Similarly, the virtual work of P2
is 00P2 .p.2) and that of P3 is

wP3 .j;3 . Hence the equation of virtual work is

or SPj = 0.

But the product of a force, P, and the perpendicular, j),
let

fall upon it from the point 0, is the moment of the force with

respect to the point 0, or rather with respect to an axis through
() perpendicular to the plane of the figure.

Hence, equation (2) asserts that for equilibrium the sum (with

ih air proper signs) of the moments of the forces with respect to any

point in their plane is zero.

As regards the signs to be given to the moments, P^p^,
P.2 p.2 , ... of the forces, we see that

Those forces which tend to rotate the body in the same sense

round the point give virtual work of the same sign, and therefore

have moments of the same sign with respect to 0.

Thus, in fig. 107, the forces P
l
and P2 tend to turn the body

round 0, in a sense opposite to that of watch-hand rotation,

while P3 tends to turn it in the opposite sense. Hence, in

the Equation of Moments, as the equation

2Pp=
is called, Pl pl

and P2 j)2 have the same sign, and P
3 /?3

has an

opposite sign.

105.] Absolute Conditions for the Equilibrium of a Rigid

Body Acted on by Forces in One Plane. It is now clear that,

as all possible displacements of a rigid body are exhausted in a

motion of translation common to all its parts, and a motion of

rotation common to all its parts, all possible conditions of its

equilibrium under the action of forces acting in one plane are

exhausted in the conditions of Articles 103 and 104, namely
1. The sum of the components of the acting forces along

every arbitrary line in their plane = 0.

2. The sum of the moments of the forces with regard to every

arbitrary point in their plane = 0.

These are the conditions which were deduced in the last

chapter ;
and it is clear that since all possible displacements of

a deformable system are by no means exhausted in motions of

translation and rotation common to all its parts, the equation of

virtual work for such a system does not lead to the above con-

ditions as sufficient,^
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106.] Analytical Expression for the Displacement of a

Rigid Body. We have seen (Art. 100) that the displacement of

a rigid body is known from the displacement of any fixed

triangle in it; and that the displacement of such a triangle
consists of a motion of translation common to all its parts, and

a motion of rotation common to all its parts. The displacement
of translation may bo that which moves each side of the triangle

parallel to itself until the vertex
/j (fig. 105) comes into the

position a; or it may be that which moves each side parallel to

it.-elf until the vertex
///._,

comes into the position b; or, again,
that which moves the system until the vertex m

3
comes into the

position c. In the first case the magnitude of the motion of

translation is m
l
a

t
in the second, mjt, and the third, m3 c.

Now these three quantities are all of different magnitudes.
Hut after any one of these motions of translation has taken

plai-e. the motion of rotation is constant, since the angles
between the sides of the triangle are invariable. Hence

If a ri'/iil b<ly occupying the position (A) is displaced by a motion

/,,1,-,1/f'
f to one plane into the position (B), the body may be Iromjht

UH- jinxifi'in (A) hi / /ie position (B) I>y
:

(a) a variable mo/inn

<>f I i-,i ,ixl, if inn I-,, ,// ,1,1,, i in nil its parts, ir/n-fcby any one point, P, of
the bnili/ is brought directly from its old to its new position, ; and

bxequent motion of rotation round an axis through per-
''><-iiJar to the plane of motion, the angular magnitude of the

rntiif'xiji briny a constant qn'int'ih/for all such axes.

\\ -hall inve.-tigate the changes produced in the co-ordinates

of a point by ^iveii small motions of translation and rotation.

I.rt the motion of translation first take place. Then draw any
two rectangular axes, Ox and Oy, through (fig. 108) the new

po-ition of a point Or Let the motion of translation O
l
Oi

to all parts of the body, be resolved in two components,
'/ and b, parallel to Ox and Oy.

Then, if x and y denote the co-

ordinates of a point Qi in the body
with reference to fixed axes drawn

through O, parallel to Ox and Oy,

these <|i|:intities will be ineiva~< d

by a and b, respeetively, by the

motion of translation. To find F'K- Io8 -

how much they will be subsequently altered by an angular
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rotation = o> round 0, let Q describe a small arc of a circle, Qq,

round 0.

Let fall the perpendiculars QM and qm on Ox, and Qp on qm.

It is evident that OM = x and QM = y. Then the increase of y

produced by the rotation = qp, and the increase in x = QP.
Now

Qp = Qq.sin QOx == w.OQ.sin QOx = a>.QM = toy;

and g/>
= Q^.cos QOx = w. OQ.cos QOx = w.OM = <DX.

Hence, if bx and 8j/
denote the changes produced in ac and y by

the two motions combined,

8# = a coy, (1)

8y = + eo#. (2)

These are the general analytical expressions for the displace-

ments of a particle in the body. (They can obviously be obtained

by differentiating the equations x = r cos 0, y =. r sin 6, on the

supposition that alone varies by a quantity 50 = co, and then

adding a and b to the results.)

107.] Analytical Conditions of Equilibrium. If any forces,

P
15
P2 , P3 ,

...
,
act on a rigid body in one plane, the condition

necessary and sufficient for equilibrium is (Art. 98)

P
1 8ft +Pa A +P8

8A +... = 0. (1)

Let Xl
and Y

l
be components of P

l along two rectangular axes,

Ox and Oy, and let ^ and
y-^

be the co-ordinates of the point at

which Pj acts. Then (Art. 52, p. 68)

P^A^I^+Iito. (2)

Making similar substitutions for P2fy02 ,
P38/>3 , ..., equation

(1) becomes

or 2(J5#+rfy) = 0. (4)

Substituting in (4) the values of 8# and by given in the last

Article, we have

2 {X(auy)+Y(b + u>x}}
= 0,

or a.2J+i.2F+.2(aj7 yi)= 0, ... (5)

since a, 6, and to are common to all points of the body, and may
be taken outside the sign of summation.

Now the displacements a, 6, and <o are completely independent
of each other, and therefore equation (5) requires that
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2X= 0,27=0)
-ja') = or

, choose another virtual displacement in which a and b are

the same as before and o> different. Then we have

aS,X + 62T+ to' 2 (xYyX) = 0. (7)

Subtracting (7) from (5),

(-') 2(xY-yX) = 0.

But since o> o>' is not = 0, this equation requires that

2 (xYyX) = 0.

Similarly, by making- a alone variable, we prove that 2X = 0,

and by making i alone variable, 21* = 0.

The three equations (6) constitute the analytical conditions of

equilibrium of the body, and they are the expressions of the two

nhsulute conditions of Art. 105.

The first two of the equations (6) are called the equations of
and the last is called the equation of moments or

miation.

108.] Varignon's Theorem of Moments. The moment of (he

resultant of two forces with respect to any point in their plane is

equal to the sum of the moments of the forces with respect to thin

\. n (\\<^. 109) be the resultant of two forces, P and Q,

applied at a point A, and let be any point in their plane. Then
the virtual work of R for any

displacement of A the virtual

work of P + the virtual work of

Q. Let the virtual displace-

ment of A be one of rotation

round 0, through a small angle
= o>. Then, as in Art. 104, the Fig. 109.

virtual work of I\ is CD . R . OA .

sin O.I II
\ but this = o> . R x the perpendicular from on 7? = cu x

th<- moment of // with respect to 0. Similarly, the virtual work

of /' = o> x moment of 1' with respect to ;
and virtual work

of Q = to x moment of Q with respect to 0. Therefore, &c.

Q. E. D.

lu ]iivei>ely the same way, the moment of the resultant of any
number of lone- i> proved to be equal to the sum of the. moments
of the forces separately.
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109.] Particular Case in which the Resultant of Transla-

tion Vanishes. When forces applied to a particle have no

resultant of translation, their whole effect is null. It is not

necessarily so, however, if they are applied to a body of finite

dimensions. For example

If the forces acting upon a rigid bodyform by their magnitudes

and lines of action the sides of a closedpolygon taken in order, their

resultant of translation vanishes, and they have a constant moment

with respect to all points in their plane.

Let forces Pl} P2 ,
P3 ,

... (fig. no) act at points Alt A2 ,
As ,

... in one plane, in a body and let

these forces be represented in mag-
nitudes and lines of action by the

sides of the polygon formed by their

points of application.

Now since (Art. 50) the sum of

the projections of the sides of this

polygon on any arbitrary line = 0,

the condition of Art. 103 is fulfilled,

and the forces have no resultant of

translation.

Let be any point inside the polygon, and take the sum of

the moments of the forces round it. If the perpendiculars from

on the sides A
1
A2 , A2A3 ...l>e p^ p2 ,

... the sum of the

moments will be

Fig. no.

And since P
I}
P2 ,

.. =
, suppose.

are equal to the sides of the polygon, G is

evidently = 2 . area of polygon. This is a constant for all points

inside the polygon.
Now if we take the sum of the moments round any external

point, Cf, we shall have

since P4 turns the body round (7 in a sense opposite to that

in which the other forces turn it. But this sum is equal to

2 (AftA?, + A2CrA3+ A3(7Ai-AtO'A5 +AftA^
and this is again equal to 2 . area of polygon.

Hence for all points in the plane, the sum of the moments, G,
is constant.
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110.] Theorem. If a number offorces acting in one plane upon
a rigid body have a constant moment with resjxct to allpoints in the

plane, they can have no resultantforce, and must be reducible to a

couple.

For, suppose that they have a resultant = R, then if p is the

perpendicular let fall on R from any point, 0, the sum of the

moments of the forces = R .p (Art. 108). Hence by varying the

position of 0, the sum of the moments varies, which is contrary
to hypothesis. They are reducible to two equal, parallel, and

opposite forces. For their resultant is zero
; hence, compound-

ing them in pairs, they must reduce to two parallel, equal, and

opposite forces forming a couple, or to two such forces directly

opposite to each other in a right line. But in the latter case the

sum of their rrioments about any point would be zero ; therefore

if this moment is not zero, the forces must reduce to a couple.

111.] Problem. To find the resultant of two parallel forces, P
and Q, acting in the same sense.

Let AB (fig. in) be the shortest distance between P and Q t

and let the forces be supposed to act at A and B. Also let the

reversed resultant, R, act at

some point, 0, in AB. Since

the forces are in equilibrium,

thrir virtual work = for every

virtual displacement (Art. 98).

Choose first a virtual displace-

ment of translation along AB.

For this displacement the vir-

tual work of the forces P and

Q = 0, therefore the virtual work of R = 0, therefore R is

1
arallel to P and Q. Again, choose a virtual displacement of

rotation about through an angle = o>. The virtual work of P
H then P.oOA, and that of Q is - Q . <> OB, while that of R is

zero. Hence

P.OA-Q.OB = Q, (1)

OA_Q,
OB" P'

Finally, to find the magnitude of R, take a virtual displacement

of translation parallel to the forces. This evidently -ives

(2)

Fig. in.

K 2
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Therefore the resultant of two parallel forces acting in the same

tense w a force parallel to them in the same sense, equal to

t/icir sum, and dividing the line joining their points of application

in the inverse ratio of theforces.

Equation (l) asserts that the moments of two parallel forces

\\ith respect to any point on their resultant are equal and

opposite a result which is, of course, con-

tained in equation (1) of Art. 104.

If P and Q act in opposite senses

(fig
1

. 112), the resultant is obtained in

magnitude and direction by simply chang-

ing- the sign of Q.

Thus (l) becomes

OA _ Q
OB-7*

which shows that is on the production of AS at the side of

the greater force
;
and (2) gives

R = P-Q. (4)

In illustration of this chapter some of the examples in the

next are solved by the Principle of Virtual Work.



CHAPTER VII.

APPLICATIONS OF THE CONDITIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM OF A BODY.

112.] Condition of Equilibrium of a Body under the

Action of Two Forces in a Plane. If two forces maintain a

in equilibrium, they must be equal and opposite in the same right

line,

For, take moments round any point on the line of action of

one of them, P. The sum of the moments must (Art. 104) be

= 0. Hence the other force, Q, must pass through the assumed

point. Again, take any other point on P, and take moments
round it. The sum must be = 0, and Q must, therefore, pass

through this point. Hence P and Q act in the same line. Now
thi-ir sum must = (Art. 103). Therefore P and Q are equal
and opposite. Q. E. D.

113.] Condition of Equilibrium of a Body under the

Action of Three Forces in One Plane. If threeforces i/ininfain

/// /'// pqinl'Jjriitm, their lines of action must meet in a point,

or Ij,' jntr<iH>:f.

For, take moments round the point of intersection of two of

tin-in, Pand Q. The sum must (Art. 103) = ;
therefore, either

the third force, R, is zero, or it passes through the intersection

of P and Q. If R is not = 0, it must pass through this point.

The three forces may then be supposed to act at this point,

and to keep it at rest. Hence, each force must be equal ami

opposite t the resultant of the other two; and if the angles
between them in pairs be p, q, r, the forces must satisfy the

conditions n nP : Q : R = sin p : sin q : sin r.
(/Sj

If two of them are parallel, the third must be parallel to them

and equal and directly opposed to their resultant.
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EXAMPLES.

1 . Three forces, P, Q, R (fig. 113) act at the middle points of the

sides of a triangular plate, each force being perpendicular and pro-

portional to the side at which it acts. If

the forces all act inwards, or all outwards,

Q / \ p they are in equilibrium. For (a) they"
satisfy the first conditions of equilibrium
of three forces, namely, that of meeting in

a point (Art. 113); and
(j3) they are pro-

portional to the sines of the angles between
them in pairs, since

P : Q : R = a : 6 : c = sin A : sin B : sin C

"3- = sin QOR : sin ROP : sin POQ.

They, therefore, satisfy both of the conditions of Art. 113.

In exactly the same way it is proved that if three forces act perpen-

dicularly to the sides of a triangle, and be proportional to them, they
will be in equilibrium, provided that they pass through any common

point, and all act outwards or all inwards.

2. Three forces acting along the .perpendiculars of a triangle keep
it at rest

;
find the relations between them.

They satisfy the first condition of equilibrium, namely, that of

meeting in a point. Then if the forces perpendicular to the sides

a,b,c, be P, Q, R, respectively, the relations (^3) of Art. 113 give

P : Q : R = sin A : sin B : sin C = a : b : c,

as might have been concluded from the remark at the end of the last

example.

3. Three forces acting along the bisectors of the angles of a triangle,
all either from or towards the angles, keep it at rest

;
find the relations

between them.

The forces evidently satisfy the condition of meeting in a point.
Let P, Q, R, be the forces in the bisectors of A, B, C, respectively.

Then the angle between P and Q is easily seen to be IT -

A B C
Hence P : Q : R = cos :.cos : cos -

4. Three forces acting in the bisectors of the sides of a triangle
drawn from the opposite angles maintain equilibrium ;

find the rela-

tions between them.

They satisfy the first condition.

Let the lengths of the bisectors of the sides a, b, c
(fig. 114) be

/3lf /32 ,
and /33 ,

and let p and q be the perpendiculars from C on
P and Q.

Take moments round C for the equilibrium of the forces. Then

Pp = Q* (i)
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(The moments of P and Q with respect to C have opposite
since Q tends to turn the

body round C in the sense of

watch-hand rotation, while P
tends to turn it in the opposite

sense).

Again, pfit
= qh, (2)

each side of this equation heing
tin- area of the triangle. Divide

the sides of (1) by the cor-

responding sides of (2).

Q

Then

Hence

Fig. 114.

or the forces are proportional to the bisectors.

5. At the middle points of the sides of any indeformable polygon

(fig. 115) forces act perpendicularly to the sides, eacli force being
rtional to the side at which it

acts. If the forces all act inwards or

outwards, they form a system in

equilibrium.
For (example 1) the resultant of P,

and /' i> a force acting at tin- middle

point of AC, perpendicular and pro-

portional tt AC. Again, this force

and P
s may be replaced by a force

art ing at the middle point of AD,
I" T|M ndieular and proportional to

AD.

Kr] -lacing the given forces in this

manner, the result follows by ex-

ample 1. Fig. "5-

6. If from any point perpendiculars \- drawn to the sides of a

polygon, and forces act along these perpendiculars, either all inwards

or all outwards, each force being proportional to the side to which it

is perpendii'iilar, the system is in n|nilil>riuni.

follows, exactly as in the last example, by dividing the polygon
into triangles, and attending to the remark at the end of example 1.

7. From any point, 0, inside (m- outside) a triangle, ABC (fig. 116),
are let fall pcrpcndirnlars <>n. O.1, ()y t

on the three sides. At the

points a, t -i, y, urr applied force- /'. <
t >. /,'. each of which is proportional

and perpendicular to tl; which it acte. The forces are then

all turned round their points of application in the same sense.

as to make equal angles with the perpendiculars Oa, <>,-}, and Oy.
Show that in this hitter ca>e the resultant of the system of forces is
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a couple whose moment is proportional to the square root of the area

of the triangle A'B'C', enclosed by their lines of action.

(The forces act all outwards or all inwards).
Let the sides of ABC be a, b, c, and let P = ka, Q = kb, R = kc,

k being a constant coefficient.

Let 6 be the angle, OaB',
between P and the perpen-
dicular Oa. Then

Fig. 1 16.

Replace P by two compo-
nents, one along BG and the

other perpendicular to it.

Similarly, replace Q and R.

Then the perpendicular com-

ponents are ka cos 6, kb cos 6,

and kc cos Q ;
aud since they

meet in a point, 0, and are

proportional to the sides at

which they act, they are in

equilibrium (example 1
).

Hence the forces are equi-
valent to three, ka sin 6, kb sin d, and kc sin 6, acting along the sides

of ABC in cyclical order, and therefore, by Art. 109, their equivalent
is a couple = 2&A sin 0, A denoting the area of the triangle ABC.

(See also Art. 93, p. 115.) Now the triangle A'B'C? is similar to

ABC. For, since the angles OaB and OyB are right, and the angles
OaB' and OyB' are equal, a circle will go round the points OB'aBy.
Hence Z yOa = Z yB'a ;

therefore their supplements, B and B' are

equal. Similarly, A = A', and C = (?.

Again, the side A''= AB.sin d. For in the circle round

yOB'aB, yB' is a chord making an angle 6 with a chord yO, and an

angle
- 6 with the perpendicular chord, yB. Therefore

= yO . . sin 6.

Similarly, in the circle round yA'OfiA, we have

yA'= yO .cosdyA .sin 6.

Subtracting (2) from (1) we have

A'B'= (yB+ yA).sinO = AB. sin 6.

Now if A7
be the area of A'B'C',

A' .A'V*

(1)

(2)

and therefore the moment of the forces = 2&\/AA'.
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8. If the triangle be replaced by a polygon of any number of sides,

prove tluit the equivalent of the forces is a couple whose moment is

proportional to the square root of the area of the (similar) polygon
enclosed by their lines of action.

9. A triangular plate, ABC (fig.
1 17), is acted upon at each angle by

forces, along the two sides containing it,

represented in magnitude! and lines of

action by the distances between the angle
untl the feet of the perpendiculars let fall

from tin- other two angles on these

sides. Find the line of action of the

resultant force.

Let the perpendiculars let fall on the
41. M a. n
three sides, a, o, c, irora any point, P,
on the resultant be x, y, z, respectively,

r .

C
.

and let A', B
f

,
C* be the feet of the perpendiculars. Then the force in

Ml in the sense AS is AC'BC?, or 6 cos A a cos B. Hence
the moment of this force about P is z (b cos A a cos B), and since

the sum of the moments of all the forces (estimated in cyclical order)
round P is = (Art. 76), we have

x(ccosB b cos C) + y (a cos C c cosA) + z(bcosA a cosB) = 0. . . (1 )

Now, one set of values of x, y, and z, which will satisfy this equa-
tion, is, evidently, a, b, c. Hence the resultant passes through the

point thi- Mrpendionlan from which on the sides are proportional to

(/, //, c. This point is thus found : Let G be the centre of gravity of

the triangle ;
from A draw a line, AG't

which makes LCAG' LBAG,
and from li draw ;i line, BG', which makes Z CBG* = LABG. These
lines intellect in G', the required point.

Again, another set of values of tc,y,z, which will satisfy (1), is

cos A, cos B, cos C ; and the resultant passes through the point whose

perpendiealan on the sides are proportional to these quantities. This

point is the centre of the circumscribed circle.

Hence the line of action of the resultant is known.

10. Show that the resultant of the system of forces in the last

example is

4 A

where A is the area of the triangle.

1 1 . Forces P, Q, R act along the sides of a triangle, ABC, and
their resultant pas.-es through the centres of the inscribed and circum-

scribed i in Its: prove that

P _ Q _ R
cos-fl cosC' cosCcoA cvsAcozB

(
\Vol.-t cnholme's Book of Mathematical Problems).

12. A heavy beam, .1 //
(fig. Il8), rest> a^iin^t a smooth horizontal

plane, CM, and a smooth vertical wall, CB, the lower extremity, A,
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being attached to a rope which passes over a smooth pulley at C,
and sustains a given weight, P.

Find the position of equilibrium,
and the pressures on the plane
and wall.

Let Q be the inclination of the

beam to the horizon in the posi-

tion of equilibrium; let 1F=
weight of the beam : and let the

centre of gravity, G, divide the

beam into two portions, AG = a,

and BG = b.

Now, the reactions, R and S,

of the wall and plane are nor-

mals to these surfaces
;
and since

they are both unknown, we shall obtain an equation for 6 which will

contain neither of them, by taking moments about 0, their point of

intersection. Hence, since the force P acts on the beam along AC,
and tends to turn it in a sense opposite to that in which W tends

to turn it round 0, we have

P(a + 6) sin 6 Wa cos = 0,

Fig. 118.

Again, resolving forces vertically, we have

R = W. (2)

And resolving horizontally, S= P. (3)

Solution by Virtwd Work. Imagine a displacement in which the

ends A and B remain in contact with the planes. Then the virtual

works of R and S are both zero, and the equation of virtual work is

(if y is the height of G above the horizontal plane)

-W.dy-P.d(AC) = Q. (4)

Now y = a sin 6, AC = (a -H 6) cos 6
;

.-. dy = a cos 6de, d (A 0) = (a + 6) sin OdO ;

and (4) gives Wa cos d = P (a + b) sin 9,

which gives the same value of 6 as (1).

13. If the beam rest, as in the last example, against a smooth
vertical and a smooth horizontal plane, and a rope be attached

firmly to the point (7, and to a point in the beam, find the limit to

the position of this latter point consistent with equilibrium.
Let fig. 119 represent the beam in any position, and let m be the

middle point of the beam. Suppose the rope attached to C, and to

a point, n, in the upper half of the beam. Then the forces acting on
the beam are W, T (the tension of the rope n<7), R, and S. Let p
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be the point of intersection of W and T. Now, the resultant of W
and T must, for equilibrium, be

equal and opposite to the re-

sultant of R and S
; hence the

tv.-ultant of E and >S must act in

the line Op ;
but this line is not

11 the lines of action of T
and IT, that is, inside the angle

therefore the resultant

of A' undS cannot be equal and

opposite to that of W and T
with such a position of the

rope. and, therefore, equili-
1'rium is impossible, no matter
what the inclination of the beam may be. Hence, in order that equi-
librium may be possible, the rope must be attached to some point,
such as P, between A and m.

14. In the last example, given the point of attachment of the

rope, find the tension in it.

It is easy to see that if P, the point of attachment, be given, and
also /, the length of the rope, CP, the position of the beam is given.

For, if = BAC, we have

I
3 = BP*. cos*6+ AP* . sin2 0,

an equation which determines 6.

The angle PGA is also known. Denote it by </>. To determine T,
tlif tension of the rope, without bringing R and S into our equation,
take mopients round 0, their intersection. Hence, a and b being the

segments of the beam made by the centre of gravity, we have

II " cos 6=T. 00 sin OOP = T.(a + b) sin (6-<f>),

T=W '
_
(a + 6) sin (0-0)

To obtain T Inj the jrrinciple of Virtual Work. Choosing a virtual

displacement which keeps A and B in contact with the planes, the

equation of work is

-Wdy-Td(PC)=0, (I)

y denoting the height of G above the horizontal plane.
Now PC*= BP* cos2 $+ AP* sin1 0, and this equation will also hold in

the displaced position. Hence we maydilft -initiate it,and then we obtain

PC . d (PC) = -(PB*- PA*) sin cos dd

= -
(a-l- 6) (PBPA)*m cos0d0 ;

or
cos Bind

(
a + b) sin (0

-
0) dO.

A l-o >i = n?\n if. then -lore '/// =acosdtl0; and sul>si it ut ing these values

of
>l>j

'and </(I'C) in (1), we obtain the same value of T as bef-
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Note. If Q = $, T = co. In this case the rope is attached to

m, the middle point of the beam, and therefore its direction always

passes through 0, the intersection of R and S. Now, it is easy to see

that in this case the conditions of equilibrium are theoretically satis-

fied, because the resultant of T and W acts along T, whose direction

passes through 0. But if $ > 6, no value of T can even theoretically

satisfy the conditions (see last example).

15. ABC is any triangle, of which G is the vertex. It is acted on

by the forces CA, CB, and AB. Prove that it will be kept in equi-
librium by a force equal to 2.5(7, acting parallel to C, at the middle

point of AS.

16. In example 12, it is clear that two positions of equilibrium of

the beam are a vertical and a horizontal position ; explain why these

positions are not given by the equation (1) which determmes the

position of equilibrium.

17. Explain why the proof in example 5 would not hold for a

polygon formed of bars freely jointed together and therefore capable
of turning about the joints.

114.] Action of a Hinge or Joint. Among the internal

forces of a system, the action of a joint is one of frequent

occurrence. If the joint be smooth, the re-

action between two bars or beams connected

by it consists of a single force. For, let PQS
(fig. 120) represent a section of the joint

connecting two beams : then, since their

surfaces are in contact, either throughout the

whole of the circumference or a part of it,

there will be (since the joint is smooth)
normal reactions at the points of contact,

P, Q, Now, since all these pass through the centre of

the circle, they have a single resultant. Consequently, the

action in this case consists of a single force.

But, if the joint be rough, the reactions at the points of con-

tact will not be normal, that is, their lines of action will not meet

in a point, and, therefore, they may reduce to a

couple, or to a single force. When slipping

is about to ensue at the joint, it is easy to see

that the total resistances at the points of

contact envelop a circle (or rather a cylinder).

For, at any point, P, of contact (fig. 121),

draw PR, making the angle of friction, A,

Hg. 121. wfth the normal, PC, to the surface of con-

tact. The perpendicular from C, the centre of the joint, is equal
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to PC. sin A, and is, therefore, constant. Hence, PR envelops a

circle whose radius = PC. em \.

If PC == a, and ds is the element of the surface of contact at

/
J

,
it is evident that the sum of the moments of the reactions

about C is (R being the reaction per unit of surface)

asinXfRds.

As an example, let us consider the equilibrium of two equal

beams which are connected by a joint, C, and rests on a perfectly

smooth cylinder in a vertical plane at right angles to the axis of

the cylinder.

First^, let the joint be rough, and suppose the contact to be

complete all over its surface :

then it is clear that such a

position as that represented in

tiir. 122 is a possible position of

equilibrium if the joint is suf-

tieii ntly rough. Let fig. I2O

an enlarged view of

the circle which is enveloped

by the total resistances at the

various points of the surface of

\v W
;< t at the hinge, C. Then,

if the total resistances at the

lower portion of the joint be considerably greater than those at

the upper portion, it is possible that the resultant of the whole

may be a horizontal force, R, acting through a point, P,

below the joint.

In the position of equilibrium of the

b. ams represented in fig. 122 the

lit, //", of the beam CDi, and the

normal reaction, S, of the smooth cy-
linder, meet in a point ./,. through
which point the force produced by the

action of the other b, am must pass. In

the same way the action of the beam

CD
l

on C/i. must pa^ through the

point ./_..
Hence the resultant action

of each beam ..n the other must be directed in the line
./,

/ :

and we have seen that if the contact along the joint extend

Fig.
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over its surface, this is a possible line of action, though it does

not intersect the joint.

Secondly, let the joint be rough, and let the contact take place

at only one point, -A^(fig. 124). Suppose the joint to consist of

a pin, BN, which forms part of

the beam CD2 (fig. 119), and let

this fit loosely into the beam CD.

It is clear, then, that the action

between the beams consists of a

single force, R, acting at N, and

making the angle of friction, A,

with the radius CN, if slipping is

about to take place. As before, this force must pass through the

points Ar ,
A2 .

In this case, then, the point of contact of the beams is con-

structed by drawing a radius, CN, of the cylindrical axis consti-

tuting the joint, inclined to the horizon (since Al
A

2 is horizontal)

at the angle of friction.

Thirdly, let the joint be smooth. In this case the beams must

assume such a position that the line A-^ A.2 passes through the

centre of the joint ;
and this position is practically the same as

that in the last case, because since the dimensions of the joint are

negligible compared with those of the beams, the line of resist-

ance RN (fig.
1 24) may be supposed to pass through the centre,

C, of the joint.

A similiar explanation is to be given in the case of two equal
beams rigidly connected, and form-

ing one piece, the system resting,

as in the previous example, on a

smooth cylinder. In this case the

beams can take only one position,

which must be a position of equili-

brium, and the action between them
must accommodate itself to the

geometrical necessity of the figure.

(In the following figure the cylinder
is not drawn.) If we consider the

Fig. 125.

equilibrium of one of the beams, CD (fig. 125), by itself, we shall

have to supply to it whatever force is actually produced upon it

by the other beam. Now, if BC is the section along which the
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system is considered as divided by the removal of the second

1 .am, it is clear that the internal forces in the neighbourhood of

B tend to tear the beams apart, if A is below the section BC,
while those about C tend to press the beams more closely

together. Hence the action of the second beam on CD consists

of a number of forces whose horizontal components near B act

from left to right, as the force BF, and whose horizontal com-

ponents near C act from right to left, as the force CF'. If,

therefore, the forces near B are greater than those near (?, the

resultant of the whole system will consist of a horizontal force,

AR, acting outside the section CB, so as to pass through the

point, A, of intersection of the weight and the normal reaction

of the cylinder. In this case, then, the action, over a section BC,
between two rigidly connected pieces consists of a force outside

the section
;
which force may, of course, be replaced by one at

any point in the section, together with an accompanying couple

(see Art. 74).

In all cases in .which contact over a finite surface takes place

between two bodies, the student must be careful to examine (lie

r>' r,f the forces exerted between them at the i/uliridnal points

of contact with a view to ascertaining whether the resultant action of
one on the other consists of a single force at all ; or, if so, whether

it '-an be assumed to act at any point in the surface of contact or

must be assumed to act wholly outside it.

115.] Geomotrico - statical Problems. In many statical

problems which relate to the positions of equilibrium of bodies

the result is independent of the magnitude of some given force,

and such independence can be perceived a priori. Thus, suppose
the question to be What is the limiting inclination to the

horizon of a heavy uniform beam which rests against a rough
vertical and a rough horizontal plane ? In this problem we may,
if we please, assume //', the weight of the beam, and 2a, its

length ; but it is evident a priori that the result cannot involve

either <>f these quantities. For, if the angle which the beam
makes with the ground be 0, the position of equilibrium will be

delined by some of the trigonometrical functions of 0, such as

sin or tan 0. Now, the trigonometrical function of an angle are

mere numbers, or ratios of quantities if f/n- *<inn' k'nnl . Ilcn.-c,

if the expression for tan (-n]>|>.,s.-) invlveyl./-<v, it must involve

the ratio of one force to another force, and if there is only one
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force given in the problem, we have no other force to combine

with it in the form of a ratio or a mere number. Consequently,

the weight of the beam can in no way influence its limiting in-

clination. Precisely similiar remarks hold with regard to the only

linear magnitude in the question, viz., the length of the beam.

There is no other quantity of the same kind with which to

compare it. Therefore, we are enabled to state a priori that the

inclination of the beam to the horizon in its limiting position of

equilibrium depends simply on the coefficients of friction for the

beam and the two rough planes, or that

\i and // being these coefficients, andf denoting some (as yet)

unknown function.

Again, suppose the question to be What force applied to one

of the handles of a table drawer will pull the drawer out ? * It

is evident that the answer must be either no force, however

great, will pull it out, or any force, however small, will pull it

out. And the result will depend simply upon the relation

between the coefficient of friction for the drawer and the table,

and the ratio of the side of the drawer to the distance between

the handles. This is evident, because there is no given force in

terms of which the required force could be expressed.

Numerous examples of this class of questions will be given in

the sequel. Such problems, then, in which the result is in-

dependent of a force magnitude, we shall classify as Geometrico-

statical Problems, because, though they involve conceptions

concerning the directions of forces, they do not involve their

magnitudes. In all such problems, once the requisite theorems

concerning the directions of forces are made use of, the result

follows at once from the geometry of the figure ;
and a solution

by the method of resolving forces and taking moments is, in

reality, an illogical process.

116.] Useful Trigonometrical Theorem. In connexion with

the class of geometrico-statical problems, the following theorem

in Plane Trigonometry will be found extremely useful :

If a right line, CP
(fig. 126), drawn from the vertex of a

triangle, divide the base into two segments m and n, or segments
which are to each other in the ratio of m to n,

* The friction of the bottom is neglected.
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EXAMPLES.

(m + n) cot = m cot a n cot
,

a and being the angles which CP
makes with the sides AC and BC, and

6 the angle which CP makes with the

base.
A m p

For, if AP m, and BP = n, Fig I26 .

sin .4 sin (0 a) , .

CP = m . = m - = m (sin cot a cos 0).

Also,

sma sin a

sin B sm (0 + /3) , . , , NCP = n - - = n V -^ = n (sin cot /3+ cos 0).sm /3 sin /3

Hence
m (sin cot a cos 0)

= n (sin cot /8 + cos 0),

from which (1) follows at once.

We have also the equation

(m + n) cot = n cot ^ m cot -B.

For,

_ sn sn
~

sn a sin(0 A) sin cot A cos

Similarly, CP = :
- 5 ,sm cot ^ -f- cos

therefore, &c.~Q. E. D.

(2)

EXAMPLES.

1 . A heavy beam rests on two smooth inclined planes whose inter-

n is a horizontal line, the beam
in a vertical plane perpendicular

to this lino of intrrsoction
;

find the

MM of r<|uililuiiim and the pres-
sures on the p'

Let a and b l>e the segments, .I'/

and BG, of the beam, made by its

n-iitre of gravity, G ;
tin: inclination

of the beam to the horizon, o and f
i

llif inclinations of tin- planes, R and

//' the pressures on these plan.

ppcctively, and W the weight of the

lieain.

Then, since the beam is in equilibrium
under the action of only three forces, they must meet in a point, 0.

L
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Now the angles GOA and GOB are equal to a and /3, respectively,

and BGO = - 0. Hence
II

(a + b) cot BGO = a cot GOA -b cot GOB,

or (a + 6) tan = a cot a 6 cot /3,

which determines the position of equilibrium.

Again, by the relations between three forces in equilibrium,

sin/3
/ If 7 ^T

sm(a+/3)

K= W

(1)

(2)

sin(a
(3)

Hence, if T = -
^ the beam will rest in a horizontal position.

b tan/3

Suppose that a cot a 6 cot /3 is positive, and that (a + b) tan (3 < a
cot a 6 cot /3. Then, A fortiori (a + b) tan < a cot a 6 cot /3, since 0,

the angle made with the horizon by the beam in any such position as

AB, is necessarily </3.

Hence, the only position of equilibrium possible is either one of

continued contact with the plane (/3),
or one of continued contact with

the plane (a). Suppose the first, as in fig. 128. To find in this case

the point through which the resultant pressure of the plane (ft) on the

beam acts, draw AO perpendicular to the

plane (a) ;
then A is the line of action

of the pressure on this plane.
Let AO meet the vertical through G

in 0, and from draw OP perpendicular
to the plane (/3). Evidently, P is the

point at which the resultant pressure of

the plane (/3) acts.

But it may now be shown that, with

the two inequalities supposed, this position
is impossible. For if AP > a+ b, it will

, . .,, .,,..- cos 8 sin (a + 3}be impossible ;
that is, if a .

v -' >a+ b ; or a tan (3 (cot a
sin a

tan/3)>&; or a cot a b cot 3> a tan (3. But, by supposition
a cot a b cot 3 is positive and> (a + 6) tan 3, therefore AP>AB, which
is manifestly impossible. Hence the only position of equilibrium in

this case is one of continuous contact with the plane (a). [We have

supposed all through that the end A of the beam is to rest on the

plane (a).] The least inclination of the plane (a) which will allow of

a position of continuous contact with (3) is found by drawing at J5 a

perpendicular to the plane (3) and joining its point of intersection

with the vertical through G with A. The joining line is the normal
to the plane of least inclination (a).
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Fig. 129.

2. A uniform heavy beam, AS (fig. 129), rests with one extremity,
A, against the internal surface of a

smooth fixed hemispherical bowl, while

it is supported at some point in its

length by the rim of the bowl; find

the j>osition of equilibrium.
It is <"i

pr'iuri evident that the result

imi>t be independent of force, since

the weight of the beam is the only
force that may be supposed to be

given ;
and it is also evident that the

result depends on the only two linear

magnitudes which may be supposed to be given viz., the length of

the beam, 2 a, and the radius, r, of the bowl.

Draw the three forces which keep the beam in equilibrium. They
are the weight, a reaction at A perpendicular to the surface of contact,

and therefore peq>endicular to the bowl, and a reaction at C which for

the same reason is perpendicular to the beam. These must meet in. a

point, 0. Let 6 = the inclination of the beam to the horizon =
LA CD. Let the line OG meet the semicircle DA C in the point Q.

Then AQ is a horizontal line. Also LQAG LDCA = 6, therefore

LOAQ^Q. Hence AQ = AOcos26, and also AQ = AGco*6;
then-fore 2 r cos 26 = acosfl,

or os'fl acoafl 2r = 0.

This equation gives two values of cos 6, one of which supposes the

hemi-phen- to be completed into a sphere, the end A of the beam to

rest against the itpjter portion of the sphere, and the action of the

s-phere on A to consist of a pull. The student will have no difficulty

in representing this position, or in proving that the reaction at

O/

3. Kind the position of equilibrium of a uniform heavy beam, one

rml of which rests against a smooth
vertical plane, and the other against the

internal .-urfacc of a given fixed smooth

Sphere.
Let the length of the beam, AB, = 2 a,

r = the radius of the sphere, c = the

distance of the centre, C, of the sphere
from the vertical wall, I>B; also let 6 =

|iiire<l inclination of the beam to

the hori/on. and
f/>
= the inclination of

the radius ('A to the

or

Fig. 130

The static-, of the problem is exhausted in drawing the fipu

that the weight of the lx?am and the two reactions at A and 11 shall

in a point, 0. Geometry then gives

2 cot 0GB = cot AOG- cot GOB cot AOG,
= tan0. (1)

L 2
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Again, the perpendicular distance between A and DB is 2 a cos
\

but it is also evidently equal to the horizontal projection of CA + the

distance of C from BD ;
that is,

2acos0 = r cos(/> + c. (2)

From (1) and (2) a value of can be obtained, and hence the

position of equilibrium.
If the beam rest on the convex surface, the only change in the

equations will be a change of the sign of c in (2).

4. The extremities of a beam rest at two given points against two

given smooth curves in the same vertical plane ;
the beam is to be

sustained by a rope attached to its centre of gravity and to a fixed

point. Determine the position of this point so that the rope may be

the weakest possible.
Let AB

(fig. 131) be the beam, G its centre of gravity, the point
of intersection of the normal reactions of the curves A and B

;
k the

length of the perpendicular from on the line of action of the weight,

W, of the beam
; p the perpendicular from on the line, GP, of

the rope, and T the tension of the

rope.

Then, taking moments about 0,

T.p = W.k,

or T-W--
P

Hence, since W and k are given, T
will be a minimum when p is a

maximum. But the maximum value

of the perpendicular from on a right
line through G is OG] hence the rope

must assume a direction perpendicular to OG.
5. A heavy uniform trap-door, AB (fig. 132), is moveable about a

hinge-Hue represented by A
;

and to the

middle point, B, of the opposite edge is

attached a string, BO, the extremity C of the

string being fastened to the point occupied by
B when the door is horizontal. Given the

length of the string, find the magnitude and
direction of the pressure on the hinge line,
and the tension of the string.

Produce the line of the string to meet
the line of action of the weight in a point, 0.

Then, since the door is in equilibrium under
the influence of only three forces, they must
meet in a point. Hence the pressure on the

hinge-line must pass through 0, and since the

plane of the tension, T, and the weight, W,
intersects the hinge-line at A, the pressure, R,

must act through A (the hinge being smooth).
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To determine T take moments about A. Then, if p = the per-

pendicular from A on BC, T it W AD (1)

Let the angle SAC'= 2 a, and let AB 2 a. Then p = 2 a cos a,

4 /> = a cos 2 a, therefore COB 2 a
-X " n

11, by the triangle offerees we have

and substituting the above value of 7*, this gives

R = \ JF-v/4siu
2
a-rsec8 a.

The values of T and .ff can be at once found in terms of the lengths

AB and BC. Denoting the latter by 27, we have sin a = > there-
20

fore, &c.

6. If in the last example the string, instead of being attached to C,

pass over a smooth pulley at that point, and sustain a given weight.
find the position of equilibrium, and the pressure on the hinge-line.

Let P be the suspended weight, and 6 = Z.CA B
;
then the position

of equilibrium is defined by the equation

,
008

2
-

IF
c 9

2 -2='
and

(1)

(2)

Equation (1) gives two positions of equilibrium, and since it shows
a

that one of the values of cos - is negative, one position corresponds to
m

a value of 6 greater than ] 80. Such a position, of course, supposes
the door capable of revolving freely about its hinge-line through four

ri^'ht angles.
Tlit student will have no difficulty in representing the position of

the door in this case, or in explaining why no linear magnitude enters

into the equations.

7. A uniform heavy beam, AB, rests

i-t a smooth peg, P, and against
a smooth vertical wall, AD

;
find the

i"ii of equilibrium and the pressures
on the wall ami peg.

Tlii-, so far as it relates simply to tin-

ion of equilibrium, is another geo-
metric., statical jirobh-iu. We have men ly

to draw AB in such a manner that the

vertical through G and th-
[ -rjn ndicularg

and /' to the wall and beam shall

intersect in a common point, 0.

Let 2 a = the length of the beam, and c = the perpendicular distance
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of the peg from the wall. Then the position must evidently be expressed

as a function of - Let = the inclination of the beam to the vertical.

a

But AO = AG.ain ;
therefore

.-. sin = (-)* (1)

c c
= > and AO = . a/.'

sin sin
2

= a sin 0,
siu2

Resolving vertically,
= W,

Resolving horizontally, S cos 6 = R,

(2)

(3)

8. A triangular board, EGA (fig. 134), of uniform thickness, rests

on two smooth pegs, P and Q, at a given distance from each other, in

the same horizontal line. Find
A its position of equilibrium.

The position of equilibrium
will evidently be known if

the inclination of AB to the

horizon is known.
Let this inclination be ;

let the angles of the triangle

be denoted by A , B, C ;
let a

= /.AMC, which the bisector,

CM, of the base makes with

the base; let CM I, and

let PQ = k.

Then, since no force is given except the weight of the board, will

depend simply on A, B, C, I, and k, and the problem is geometrical.
The reactions of the pegs P and Q are perpendicular to AC and BC,

respectively, and they must meet the weight of the board acting

through its centre of gravity, G, in a point 0. The geometry which

gives the solution will express that

CO. sin (707= (?.sm CGO. (1)

Now, ZC0 = |+ 0-a, and COV COQ- VOQ; but COQ

QPC (since the quadrilateral QOPC is inscribable in a circle)
= A + ;

and VOQ evidently = B : therefore COV=A-B+ 20. Also

CO is the diameter of the circle round QOPC, a circle in which the

chord PQ subtends at the circumference an angle = C;
D/^ 7.

.-. CO =
sin C sin C

Then, since CG -
1, (1) becomes

o
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k sin (AB + 26) = - lsmC.cos(a
B

(2)

an equation which determines 6.

9. Two heavy uniform rods, AB and EC (fig. 135), are connected

by a smooth joint at Ii, and, by means of rings at A and C
t
are also

connected with two smooth rods, A D and CD, fixed in a vertical

plane. Find the reaction at the joint, the pressures at the rings, and the

inclinations of the rods to the vertical in the position of equilibrium.

R

Fig. 136.Kg- I3S-

Starting from any point, (fig. 136), draw a force diagram of the

system. Let Oa be parallel and proportional to the reaction, R, at

A
;

let ah represent Pt
the weight of AB: then bO represents T, the

reaction at B. In the same way let be and cO represent Q, the

Jit of BC, and S the reaction at C. Let a and /3 be the in-

clinations of AD and DC to the horizon, and
<j>

the inclinations of

AB and BC to the vertical.

Then we have (from fig. 136)

sin (a

sin a

sin(a
(2)

7" = P 2 2PR cos a+R2

, which, by the substitution of the

value of R from (1), becomes

i ,,
a
(a+ /3)

=P2 sin'a- 2 P<? sin a sin ft cos (a+ /3) + <>' sin
2
ft. (3)

Again, = JIGB, and evidently (Art. 116),

2 cot $ = cot AIIG-cot GHB
= cot a cotaftO (fig. 136).

P-tfcosa P cot /3-^ cot a
Now, coto60= JT-T

- = -
-jrz -. by equation (1).

sin a / + v

_ ^* ^cot a "" cot /3) + 2 <g cot a .

Hence

and we find a similar expression for cot <J>.
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10. A board, ABC, ...
(fig. 137), in the shape of a regular polygon
of n sides, rests at one corner, A, against a

smooth vertical wall, AP, the adjacent corner,

B, being attached to the wall by a string
whose length is equal to the side of the

polygon. Find the position of equilibrium.
Let d be the inclination, BAP, of the side

AB to the vertical; and let be the point
in which the lines of action of the normal

pressure at A, the weight of the board, and
the tension of the string meet. Then, to

determine 0, we have

OA = APtan0,
and OA AG cos OAG = AG sin GAP,

.-. AP tan 9 = AG sin GA P.

Fig. 137-
Now,

if a = the side AB, AP = 2a cos0; AG =
2 cos GAB

77 *
, a= ~ + d; anu

2 n

; therefore

4sin0sin- = cos( 6},n n

or 1 TT
tan -cot--

3 n

This equation determines the position of equilibrium.
W IT

The pressure at A is evidently equal to cot - > W being the

weight of the board.
o_

The external angle of the polygon being equal to > the incli-

nations of the successive sides to the vertical are

- - 2ir 47T GTT
"> CM > d H 5 -\ . . . ;n n n

and if pm be the perpendicular distance of the mth vertex from the

wall, counting B as the first, we have

or
Sill

sin-

n ra 2 WITT.

(2cos
-- TT cos )x n n '

2-7T

n

11. A heavy plane body, ABC (fig. 138), of any shape, is suspended
from a smooth peg, fixed in a vertical wall, by means of a string of

given length, the extremities of which are attached to two fixed
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>]
if lints. /' and /

r
,
in the body. Determine the positions of equi-

librium.

Let the ellipse Pl
P

3
P

s
be described with foci F and F', and axis

major equal to the length of the string. The peg will then be some-
where tin this ellipse, suppose at P

2
. Now, when the body is sus-

pended from the peg, it is kept in

equilibrium by its own weight
acting vertically through the centre

of gravity, and the two tensions in

.PjF and P^F". But since the peg
"uth, these tensions are equal,

^^ and their resultant must bisect the

\ angle FP3 F'; its line of action is,

therefore, normal to the ellipse.

A^d if G is the centre of gravity
of njp body, the resultant tension

muBtVtfS through G, and be equal and opposite to the weight of the

Fig. 138.

body. Hence the problem is solved by drawing normals from G to

the ellipse, and then hanging the figure from the peg in such a

manner that any one of these normals is vertical. Now, if G is inside

the evolute, four normals can be drawn to the ellipse ;
but it is easy

it only three are relevant to the solution if G is inside the

lower half of the evolute (as in fig. 135), or only one if G is inside the

upper half. For the tangents drawn to the lower half of the evolute

belong to the upper half of the ellipse ;
and in order that the strings

sliuuld be stretched, it is necessary that the peg should lie somewhere
in the upper half of the ellipse. If GPly GPt ,

and GP
9 ,

are the

normals drawn from G, the figure must be placed in a position in

which any one of these lines is vertical.

12. A beam, whose centre of gravity divides it into two segments
a and //, is placed inside a smooth sphere ;

find the position of equi-
librium.

Ana. Let be the inclination of the beam to the horizon, and 2 a

the angle subtended by the beam at the centre of the sphere ;
then

a n~ & .

tan = r tan a.
a + o

13. A heavy carriage wheel is to be dragged over an obstacle on a

boriiontel plane by a horizontal force applied to the centre of the

wheel
;
find the magnitude of tin 1

required force.

-!">. Let II' be the weight and r the radius of the wheel, h the

height of the obstacle, and /'the requisite force: then

r h

14. If it be attempted to drag the wheel over a smooth obstacle by
means of a force whose line of action does not pass through the centre,

what happens I Is the result in last example modified if there is

friction between the wheel and the obstacle 1
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15. A heavy uniform beam, moveable in a vertical plane about a

smooth hinge fixed at one extremity, is to be sustained in a given

position by means of a rope attached to the other extremity ; find,

geometrically, the least value of the pressure on the hinge, and the

corresponding direction of the rope.

Ans. The least pressure on the hinge = JTFsina, W being the

weight of the beam and a its inclination to the vertical. Also if is

the angle made by the rope with the vertical when the pressure is

least
> cot 6 = 2 cot a+ tan a.

16. A vertical post, loosely fitted into the ground, is exposed to a

uniform gale of wind
;
a rope of given length is to be attached to the

post and to the ground ;
find how the attachment is to be made, in

order that the rope may be least likely to break.

Ans. If h is the height of the post and if the length of the rope

is < h\/2, the rope must make an angle of 45 with the horizon
;
but

if the length is > h \/2, the rope must be attached to the top of the

post. (See example 4.)

17. A heavy beam rests with one extremity placed at the line of

intersection of a smooth horizontal and a smooth inclined plane, the

other extremity being attached to a rope which, passing over a

smooth pulley at a given point in the inclined plane, sustains a given

weight ;
find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. Let 6 be the inclination of the beam, a the inclination of

the plane, and
<j>

the inclination of the rope, to the horizon ; a the

distance of the centre of gravity of beam, b the distance of the pulley,
from the line of intersection of the planes ;

and I the length of the

beam. Then the position of equilibrium is defined by the equations

Wa cos 6 = Pb sin (o $),

6 sin (a <) = I sin (6+ <f>).

s 18. A heavy uniform beam, AS, rests with one end, B, against a

smooth inclined plane, while the other end, A, is connected with a

rope which passes over a pulley and supports a given weight ;
find

the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If a, 6, and
<j>,

are the inclinations of the plane, beam, and

rope to the horizon, W and P the weight of the beam and the

suspended weight, respectively, the position of equilibrium is defined

by the equations P cos
(<f> a) = TFsin a,

2 tan 6 = tan <p cot a.

The student will easily explain why no linear magnitude enters into

the result.

19. A rectangular board, ASCD, of uniform thickness, is moveable
in a vertical plane about a smooth hinge, P, in the side AD

;
the side

AS is to rest, at a given inclination to the horizon, against a smooth

peg, Q : find the position of this peg when the pressure on the hinge
is equal to the weight of the board.
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Ans. Let be the point of meeting of the forces which keep
the board in equilibrium, and G the centi-e of gravity of the board.

Then QO must bisect the angle POG. Hence from P draw a line,

PO, making the same angle with the side AB as AB makes with the

vertical
;
and from the point, 0, of intersection of this line with the

eal through G draw a perpendicular, OQ, on AB. This deter-

mines Q.

20. A heavy body of any form is moveable round a smooth axis

perpendicular to the vertical plane passing through the centre of

;ty, and is sustained in a given position by a rope whose weight

may be neglected. If the pressure on the axis bears a constant ratio

to the weight of the body, prove that the direction of the rope must
be a tangent to.a conic whose directrix is the vertical line through the

centre of gravity, and focus the point in which the axis of suspension
cuts the above-mentioned vertical plane.

If, in the last example, QO be the direction of the rope, the ratio

is given, and the envelope of QO, as the direction PO varies,

is a conic whose focus is P, directrix GO, and eccentricity the given
ratio.

21. In example 19, if the hinge is at the corner A, and the position
of the peg is given, find the magnitude of the pressure on the hinge.

Ant. Let c = half the length of the diagonal, a = angle between

the diagonal and the side AB, x = the distance of peg from A, fi =
inclination of AB to the vertical

;
then the pressure on the hinge is

W-
2ox sin/3 sin (a + /3) + c

2

sin*(a

. 22. In the last example, find the position of the peg when the

pressure on the hinge is a minimum, and the minimum value.

An*. At the point in AB vertically under the centre of gravity
of the board. The minimum pressure = TPcos /3.

23. A rectangular board of uniform

thicknes-s rests in a vertical plane, with

two of its adjacent sides in contact with

two smooth pegs in the same horizontal

line
;
find the position of equilibrium.

It P and Q (see fig. 134)
be the two pegs, CA and CB the

sides in contact with /' and Q, re-

sjicctivrly, a the angle made by the

diagonal CD with CB, the inclination

of this diagonal to the lior '/mi. r half

the length of the diagonal, and / tin-

distance PQ, the position of equilibrium is given by the equation

ccos0 = ? cos 2(0- a).

Fig. 139.
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24. A triangular board, ABO (fig. 139), of uniform thickness, is

placed with its base on a smooth inclined plane, its vertex being con-

nected with a string which passes over a smooth pulley and sustains

a weight. Find the conditions of equilibrium.

Ans. Assuming the inclination of the plane to be fixed, the

string must take such a direction that the perpendicular let fall on
the plane from the point of intersection of the string with the vertical

line, Gin through the centre of gravity of the board, falls inside the

base. Hence, if Bp be the perpendicular at the extreme point of the

base, and if the string cannot cross the surface of the board, all

possible directions of the string are included between Cm and Cp.

Again, supposing the string to have a direction, Cn, consistent with

the possibility of equilibrium, the weight P and the -reaction of the

plane are thus found : From n let fall a perpendicular on AB, meeting
it in a point, q, suppose. Then qn is the line of action of the reaction

6n the plane : and, resolving along the plane, we have W sin i= P cos 6,

i being the inclination of the plane, and 6 the angle which the string
Cn makes with the plane. This equation determines the magnitude
of P corresponding to the direction, Cn, of the string. If P is a little

greater than the value thus found, the board will begin to slip up,
and if P is less than this value, the board will begin to slip down the

plane.

25. If, in the last example, the string is parallel to the plane, find

the greatest inclination of the plane consistent with equilibrium.

A ns. Tan- 1^ cot A + cot B).

26. If, in the same example, the string, instead of passing over a

pulley and sustaining a weight, is knotted to a fixed peg, how are the

previous conditions of equilibrium modified ?

Ans. The only condition to be satisfied is that which has
reference to the direction of the string. This direction must be
somewhere between Cm and Cp.

27. A rectangular board is sustained on a smooth inclined plane by
a string attached to its upper corner

;
the string passes over a smooth

pulley and sustains a weight. Find the magnitude of this weight
corresponding to a given direction of the string, and find also the

pressure on the plane.

Ans. Let i be the inclination of the plane, Q the angle made by
the string with the plane, W the weight of the board, P the suspended
weight, and E the pressure ;

then

cos 6

COS V

28. Show that a rectangular board cannot be sustained on a smooth
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inclined plane by a string attached to its upper corner, if the in-

clination of the plane is greater than the angle made by the diagonal
of the board with one of the sides perpendicular to the plane.

^. 29. If a rectangular picture be hung from a smooth peg by means
of a string, of length 2 a, attached to two points symmetrically placed
at a distance 2e from each other on the upper side of the frame, show
that the only position of equilibrium is one in which this side is

horizontal if the adjacent side of the frame is greater than
2c

I?'
30. A rod whose centre of gravity is not its middle point is hung

from a smooth peg by means of a string attached to its extremities
;

find the positions of equilibrium.

Ans. There are two positions in which the rod hangs vertically,
and there is a third thus defined : Let F be the extremity of the rod

remote from the centre of gravity, k the distance of the centre of

gravity from the middle point of the rod, 2a the length of the string,
and 2 c the length of the rod

; then measure on the string a length FP
If

from F equal to a ( 1 + -) > and place the point P over the peg. This
C

will define a third position of equilibrium.

-* 31. A smooth hemisphere is fixed on a horizontal plane, with its

convex Mile turned upwards and its base lying in the plane. A heavy
uniform beam, AB, rests against the hemisphere, its extremity A
I)- ing just out of contact with the horizontal plane. Supposing that

A is attached to a rope which, passing over a smooth pulley placed

vertically over the centre of the hemisphere, sustains a weight, find

the position of equilibrium of the beam, and the requisite magnitude
of the suspended weight.

Ans. Let W be the weight of the beam, 2 a its length, P the

ended weight, r the radius of the hemisphere, h the height of the

j
in 1 ley above the plane, and

</>
the inclinations of the beam and

rope to the horizon; then the position of equilibrium is defined by
the equations

r cosec = h cot
</>, (1)

r cosec'0 = a (tan </> + cot 0), (2)

which give the single equation for Q,

r (r a sin dcosd) = ah sin
s
0. (3)

Also fmW .

.

cos(<f> 6) r
2

32. If, in the last example, the position and magnitude of the ! in

be given, find the locus of the pulley.

Ans. A right line joining A to the point of intersection of the

ietion of the hemisphere and W,
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33. If, in the same example, the extremity, A, of the beam rest

against the plane, state how the nature of the problem is modified,

and find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. The suspended weight must be given, instead of being a

result of calculation. Equation (1) still holds, but not (2); and the

position of equilibrium is defined by the equation

P7t2 cos
3

<f>
= War snvty.

34. If the fixed hemisphere be replaced by a fixed sphere or

cylinder resting on the plane, and the extremity of the beam rest on
the ground, find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. If h denote the vertical height of the pulley above the

point of contact of the sphere or cylinder with the plane, we have
a

r cot - = h cot
</>,

%
a

Pr
(
1 + cot -cot 6) cos

</>
= Wa cos 6.

2

35. A heavy regular polygon of any number of sides is attached

to a smooth vertical wall by a string which is fastened to the middle

point of one of its sides
; the plane of the polygon is vertical and

perpendicular to the wall, and one end of the side to which the string
is attached rests against the wall. For a given position of the poly-

gon, find the requisite direction of the string, and show that in all

positions of equilibrium the tension of the string and the pressure on
the wall are constant.

Ans. Let A be the vertex of the polygon in contact with the

wall, G the centre of gravity, the point in which the weight and
the reaction of the wall meet, and M the middle point of the side to

which the string is attached. Then the direction of the string is OM,
and, the quadrilateral GOMA being inscribable in a circle, the angle
between the string and the vertical is constant and equal to half the

angle of the polygon.

36. A square board rests with one corner against a smooth vertical

wall, the adjacent corner being attached to the wall by a string whose

length is equal to the side of the board ; prove geometrically that

the distances of the corners from the wall are proportional to 1, 3,

and 4.

37. One end, A, of a heavy uniform beam rests against a smooth
horizontal plane, and the other end, B, rests against a smooth inclined

plane; a rope attached to B passes over a smooth pulley situated

in the inclined plane, and sustains a given weight ;
find the position

of equilibrium.
Let 6 be the inclination of the beam to the horizon, a the in-

clination of the inclined plane, W the weight of the beam, and P the

suspended weight ;
then the position of equilibrium is defined by the

equation

cos0(TTsina-2P) = 0. (1)
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Hence we draw two conclusions :

(a) If the given quantities satisfy the equation W sin a 2P = 0,

the beam will rest in all positions.

(6) There is one position of equilibrium, namely, that in which
the beam is vertical.

This position requires that both planes be conceived as prolonged

through their line of intersection.

38. Discuss the second position of equilibrium in the last example,
and show that its possibility will depend on the length of the beam,
and also on the inequality W> or < Pcosec a,

(N. B. In accounting for this position, the impossible supposition
that the reaction of a plane can consist of a pull must be rejected.)

39. A uniform beam, AB, moveable in a vertical plane about a

smooth horizontal axis fixed at one extremity, A, is attached by means
of a rope BC, whose weight is negligible, to a fixed point C in the

horizontal line through A, such th^*t2t=^-6(

7-fea4-thV pressure on
the axi>.

A us. If = Z CAB, JT= weight of beam, the reaction is^



CHAPTER VIII.

EQUILIBRIUM OF A SYSTEM OF SMOOTH BODIES UNDER THE

ACTION OF FORCES IN ONE PLANE.

117.] Action and Reaction. If in any system of bodies,

connected in any manner, A and B are two bodies in contact

between which an action of some kind is exercised ; then, what-

ever be the forces with which the body A acts upon the body B,

the very same forces, reversed in directions, will constitute the

action of B on A. Let the whole system of forces acting on A,

excluding those produced by B, be denoted by (P), and let the

forces constituting the action of B on A be denoted by (R) ;

then we may sever the connexion between A and B, provided
that we have other means of producing on A the system of

forces (72).
In the same way, if (Q) denote the whole system of

forces acting on B, those constituting the action of A on it

being excluded, the body B may be severed from A provided

that we have the means of producing a system of forces
( R)

on B, ( R) denoting a system of forces obtained by reversing

the direction and preserving the magnitude of every force in (R).

For example, the beam CD
(fig. 125) may be severed from

the other beam along any section, CB, provided that there be

introduced on CD either the single force R acting through A,

or the complex system of tensile and compressive forces which

act at the section CB. This equality of magnitude and oppo-
siteness of direction of the forces existing between two distinct

bodies in contact, or between ideally severed portions of the

same body, is sometimes spoken of as the principle of the

equality of Action and Reaction ; but it cannot be too strongly

impressed on the student that it is by no means the whole of

the Newtonian principle called by this name
;

for Newton

specifies several senses in which the terms Action and

Reaction can be taken, and in discussing one of them he has

explicitly anticipated, in great part, the principle of the Con-

servation of Energy as has been pointed out by Thomson and
Tait.
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118.] Examples of Internal Action. The cases which we
shall consider in this chapter are those in which the action

between two portions of a system ideally severed consists of a

single force. The simplest example of such action occurs when
a single point of one body rests against the surface of another,

the bodies being either rough or smooth. If the bodies are

smooth, the action between them consists of a single force

which is normal to the surface of contact (see p. 40); and if

rough, the action is still a single force which is not necessarily

normal to this surface. In all cases in which smooth spherical

joints or hinges are concerned, the action exercised on bodies

connected by them consists of a single force passing through
the centre of the joint. When rough joints are used, the action

\\i\\ generally consist of a single force acting somewhere outside

the joint; or of a force and a couple acting at the joint; or,

possibly, of a couple alone. The tension of a string is also an

instance of internal action, and its nature has been already

explained in Chapter II.

Again, if we ideally separate into two portions, by an arbi-

trary surface, a mass of a perfect fluid in equilibrium, the action

of one portion on the other over a small area of the ideally

separating surface will consist of a single force acting normally
on the area. And we may always treat as a separate body any

portion whatever of a fluid in equilibrium*, provided that we

produce along the surface of this ideally separated portion all the

forces which, are actually produced on it by the Jltiid with which, it

was surromnlnl. It is by such separate consideration of portions

of a fluid that we arrive at a knowledge of its internal forces or

-ures. For example, if a heavy fluid, whether compressible

or incompressible, of uniform or varying density, be contained in

a vessel, we can prove that the pressure is the same at all points,

','. in the, same horizontal plane. For, isolate in imagination
;i liDri/untal e\ limlrieal column of the fluid, having small vertical

and equal areas at P and Q for extremities, from the rest of the

fluid. Then, we may treat the cylinder of fluid PQ as a sq.i-

body, provided that, in addition to the external force

(gravity) acting on it, we introduce the forces which it actually

It is iiHiially said that we may. under the above condition, imagine any
portion of the fluid lo become tolid\tied; but this imagined tolUlincation is not

only wholly unnecessary but misleading to the student.

II
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experienced from the surrounding fluid. Now these forces

consist of normal pressures, p and q, on the areas at P and Q,

together with normal pressures all over its curved surface, these

latter being all at right angles to the axis PQ. If now we

resolve horizontally all the forces acting on the cylinder, we get

p q = 0, or p = q.

This demonstration shows, moreover, that in the case of a

heavy viscous or imperfect fluid, the pressures are not necessarily

equal at all points in the same horizontal plane.

For, in this case, the action of the rest of the fluid on PQ
does not necessarily consist of forces normal to its surface, but

of oblique forces. Hence the horizontal component of the

pressure at P is not equal to the horizontal component at Q ;

the difference between them is equal to the sum of the hori-

zontal components of the oblique forces.

The importance of keeping such considerations in view may
be illustrated by the following example from Hydrostatics.

A conical vessel is filled with water through an aperture at

the vertex. From Hydrostatical principles it follows that the

pressure on the base of the cone is equal to the weight of a

cylindrical column of water, standing on the base, and having
a height equal to that of the cone ; that is, the pressure on the

base is much greater than the weight of the water contained

in the cone. Now if we imagine the water to become solidified,

the curved surface of the cone may be removed, and the pressure

on the base will be equal to the weight of the ice, that is, the

weight of the water in the cone. An apparent discrepancy is

the result. But if we attend to the proviso that in the separate

consideration of the equilibrium of any portion of a system, solid

or fluid, we must produce upon the isolated portion all the forces

which were originally produced upon it by the neighbouring

portions of the solid or fluid, the difficulty disappears. In the

fluid state the liquid in contact with the curved surface of the

cone was pressed normally by a system of varying forces, and

the circumstances of the solidified body will not be the same as

those of the fluid, unless its surface is pressed in precisely the

same way. These pressures have a total vertical component,
which must be added to the weight of the block of ice in order

that we may obtain the true pressure on the base.

The action between two portions of a perfect fluid ideally
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separated by a plane surface of any area always consists of a

single force which is normal to the area ; but the action between

two portions of an elastic solid along a plane section is by no

means so simple; this latter is not generally reducible to a

single force.

119.] Equilibrium of Several Bodies Forming a System.
It will now be clear that when a system is composed of several

bodies in contact with each other, we can consider the whole set

as forming a single body in equilibrium under the action of

given external forces; or we may consider the separate equi-

librium of any one body under the action of given external forces,

and the reactions of the other bodies with which it is in contact.

A few examples of such systems have already been given ;
but it

is proposed to devote the present chapter more especially to the

consideration of such questions.

EXAMPLES.

1. Two uniform beams, connected at a common extremity by a
smooth joint, are placed in a vertical plane, their other extremities,

which rest on a smooth horizontal plane, being connected by a light

rope ; find the tension of the rope and the reaction at the joint.

Let AC and CB (fig. 140) be the beams, W and W their weights,
a and a their inclinations to the horizon, R and R' the reactions of

the horizontal plane at A and B, and
T the tension of the rope.

If, then, we consider the two beams
as forming one system, the mutual
reaction at C and the tension of the

rope will be internal forces of the _
system, and will therefore disappear A ,"" ,

,
B

from the equations of equilibrium.
The forces on this system are simply

lg ' T*'

H'. H", R and K.
.Resolving vertically for the equilibrium of the system,

R+ R-= W+W. (I)

Again, considering the equilibrium of the beam AC, the forces

acting on it are W, R, T, and the unknown reaction at C. This

latter will l>c eliminated by taking moments about C. Thus we get

2-Rcosa = 22T sina+ JFcosa,S-

(the length of the beam dividing out), or

Similarly, taking moments about C for the equilibrium of BC,
R = rtana'+ ^H". (3)

M 2
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By adding (2) and (3), and making use of (1), we get

Hence X-

(4\
2 (tan a+ tan a')

Again, let X and Y be the horizontal and vertical components of

the reaction at the joint. Then, for the equilibrium of the beam AC,

T-X=0,
W+ Y-E = 0.

W+W
2 (tan a + tan a')

W tanaW tana"

2 (tan a+ tan a')

If we wish to determine T by the principle of virtual work, let y be

the height of the middle point of either beam, and we have

-(W+W')dy-Td(AB) = (5)

for an imagined displacement in which the beams are drawn out,

while A and B remain on the ground. If AC = 2 a, BC = 2 a',

y = a sin a, AB = 2 a cos a + 2 a' cos a'. Therefore

dy = acosada, d(AB) = 2asinac?a 2a" sina'da'

= 2 a T ^ da (since from the equation a sin a = a' sin a' we
cos a

have a cos ad a = a' cos a'da').

Substituting these values of dy and
value of T7

as before.

2. Two equal smooth spheres are placed inside a hollow cylinder,

open at both ends, which rests on a horizontal plane; find the least

weight of the cylinder in order that it may not be upset.
Let figure 141 represent a vertical section of the system through

the centres of the spheres. Let P be the weight of the cylinder, a its

radius, W and r the weight and radius

of each sphere, R and R' the reactions

between the cylinder and the spheres
whose centres are and 0', respectively.

Then, the only motion possible for the

cylinder is one of tilting over its edge at

the point A, in which the vertical plane

containing the forces meets it. For, con-

sider the equilibrium of the lower sphere
which rests against the ground at D.

(AB} in (5), we get the same

Fig. 141.

This sphere is in equilibrium under the influence of R' (reversed in

figure), the reaction of the upper sphere, S, acting in the line 00', its

weight, W, and the reaction of the ground at D. Now, since three of
these forces pass through 0', the reaction of the ground, whether the
latter is rough or smooth, must also pass through (/. Hence, if be
the angle which 00' makes with the horizon, we have for the equi-
librium of the lower sphere, resolving horizontally,

(1)
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The upper sphere is in equilibrium under the action of R (reversed
in figure), II', and S. Hence for its equilibrium we have in the same

way, R = Scose; (2)

.-. !!=#. (3)

Again, the cylinder is in equilibrium under the action of R, R', P,
and the n.ietion of the ground. Resolving horizontally for its equi-

librium, we have the horizontal component of the reaction of the

ground = R R' = 0. Hence, even if the ground is rough, there is

no tendency to slip, and the only way in which equilibrium can be
broken is by turning round A.

Taking moments, then, about A, the point at which the reaction of

the ground acts, we have for the equilibrium of the cylinder

Pa+ R'r = R (r+ 2r sin 6),

or Pa = 2.ffrsin0. (4)

Again, for the equilibrium of the upper sphere, we have

(5)

(6)

W
Substituting this value of R in (4), we have

Pa = 2 Wr cos 6.

But evidently

therefore, finally,

COS0 = ar

P=2W(l--)'

3. A heavy beam is moveable in a vertical plane round a smooth

hinge fixed at one extremity; a heavy sphere is attached to the hinge

string ;
the two bodies rest in contact ;

find the position of equi-
librium and the internal reactions, there being no friction between the

bodies.

Let (fig. 142) be the hinge, OA the string by which the sphere
tehed, the inclination of the

string to the vertical, Cm, <f>
the in-

clination of the beam to the vertical,
It' the weight and r the radius of the

sphere, I tin- length of the string, a
the distance between and G, the

n of gravity of the beam, and P
igfet,

Then, considering the sphere and
beam aa one system, this system is

on by the given forces W and
/'. by the tension of the string,

by the resistance of the hinge. The
two latter forces will be eliminated by

taking moments about 0. We have

then

W.0m = P.On,

Fig. 143.
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Om and On being perpendiculars from on the lines of action of TF

and P. But Om = (l+r) sin 0, and On a sin
; therefore

TF. (Z+ r)sin0 = P. a sin 0. (1)

This is the statical equation connecting and
; the geometrical

equation is

r
;

5 or
j

Z+ r

(2)

(1) and (2) determine and 0, and therefore the position of equili-

brium. If .ff is the mutual reaction of the sphere and the beam, we

have, by considering the equilibrium of the sphere alone,

(3)
cos

Again, if the string is attached to the hinge but not to the beam,
and if X and T are the horizontal and vertical components of the

pressure of the beam on the hinge, we have for the equilibrium of the

beam

Hence, if $ is the resultant ofX and F,

sin sin

cos

w*
sin2

cos (0+ 0) cos
2

(0+ 0)
(4)

Evidently S acts in the line OD, which joins the hinge to the point
of intersection of P and R.

If the string is attached to the beam, X and F are the components
of the resultant of the tension of the string and the pressure on the

hinge.
4. Two heavy uniform rods are

freely jointed at a common ex-

tremity, and are connected at

their other extremities with two

smooth hinges in the same hori-

zontal line. Required the mag-
nitudes and directions of the

pressures on the hinges, and the

mutual reaction between the rods.

Let AC and CB (fig. 143) be

the rods; TFand IF' their weights,

acting through their middle points,

/ and g ;
a and of their inclina-

tions to the horizon; E the mutual reaction at C'} S and S' the
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-urea on the hinges A and B, G the centre of gravity of the

MI of two rods; and 6 the inclination of R to the horizon.

Consider the equilibrium of AC alone. It is acted on by three

forces W, R, and S; and since we have drawn the line OC to represent
the direction of R, the direction of S must be Aq, q being the point of

intersection of W and R. By taking moments about A for the equili-
brium of AC, we shall express R in terms of W, a, and

;
and by

taking moments about B for the equilibrium of BC, we shall express
R in terms of W, a, and d ; equating the two values of R thus

obtained, we get a value for tan 6 which is obtained by dividing the

value of Y by that of X in example 1 .

Considering the two rods as one system, this system is acted on by
the three external forces, S, &, and W+ W' acting vertically through
G. Hence these must meet in a point, Q.

It is evident that this problem is the same as that in example 1
,
and

that if the reactions S and & are resolved each into a vertical and a

horizontal component, the horizontal components will be equal and

opposite (by considering the two rods as one body and resolving

horizontally). These horizontal components have each the value of

the tension of the rope in example 1, and the vertical components are

the values of R and R'. Thus the problem might be completely solved

analytically.
Geometrical Solution*. The direction of the resistance at the joint 6'

can be easily determined as follows : from A and B draw two lines to

any point, />, on the line QG ;
let AD meet qf in JE, and let BD meet

/</ in //. Then the line EH will meet AB in 0, the point through
which the line of resistance at C passes. For, the triangles qrQ and
I'.HI) are such that the lines, Eg, DQ, Ifr, joining corresponding
vertices meet in a point (are parallel), therefore, by the well known

property of triangles in perspective (which has been given at p. 109),
tlu- intersections, A, B, 0, of corresponding sides must lie on a

riu'ht line. Hence is determined, and therefore OC, the line of

resistance.

The direction of R can also be found thus geometrically :

Si nee qrO is a transversal cutting the sides of a triangle A QB, we have

AO Aq Or Am np Am np_^__ _ _i v _ ss_ X ^ _ x
OB qQ rB mn pB pB mn

_Am gG _ AC cos a
W_= ~ X '

But AO =^and B = BC ;
therefore

sin 6

BID (a + ff) __ cos a W
sin(a'-0)~cosa''^'

from which we get the same value of tan d as before.

* This elegant solution was suggested to me by Mr. Henry 1M1K .
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5. A sphere and a cone, each resting on a smooth inclined plane,

are placed in contact ;
find the position of equilibrium of the system,

and the reactions of the planes.

Let the sphere rest on the

plane OA (fig. 144) whose in-

clination to the horizon is a, and

the cone on OB whose inclina-

tion is a
;

let W and W be the

weights of the sphere and cone,

R the mutual reaction between

them, S the reaction of the plane
OA on the sphere, T the re-

action of OB on the cone, and

let y be the semivertical angle
of the cone.

For the equilibrium of the

sphere we haveFig. 144.

R= W
cos (a + a? y)

'

and for the equilibrium of the cone

R- W

From (1) and (2) we have

W sm a

cos (a+ a' y)

sin a

cosy

= W-
cos y

0)

(2)

(3)

an equation which, instead of giving a position of equilibrium, gives a
condition to be satisfied in order that equilibrium may be at all

possible.
It is evident that (3) is the only statical equation that can be

obtained without involving the unknown reactions. Hence, if it is

satisfied, every position in which the bodies are placed is one of equili-

brium; and if it is not satisfied, the problem must be radically

changed, and one or other of the two bodies must rest in contact with
both planes. Suppose the cone in contact with both planes.

Here there are only three forces acting on the sphere, and there are

four forces acting on the cone, viz., W, R, T, and F, the reaction of

the plane OA, which is perpendicular to OA. R must now be

determined from the equilibrium of the sphere. Thus

R= W sin a

cos (a + a' y)

To determine F, consider the equilibrium of the cone, and resolve

along OB. Then
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F= [TT sin a'- IF -r] cosec (a + a').
cos (a + a y)

J

To determine the magnitude
of T, resolve the forces on the

cone in the direction OA . Then

T=(W+W)
sin n

sin (a -f a")

The point N at which T acts

is obtained hy taking moments
about for the equilibrium of

the cone. We thus get
Fig. 145-

T. OX = Wh (tan y cos a'- sin a') + Rr cot (j-4 4

/ boing the radius of the sphere, and h the height of the cone.

"A is obtained by substituting in this equation the values of T and
R given above, and it is geometrically evident that the point N lies

lirt wren the foot of the perpendicular from P on OB and the foot of

the perpendicular from the intersection of F and W on OB.
If the sphere is in contact with both planes, the discussion proceeds

in a similar manner. R is then determined from the equilibrium of

the cone, T acts in the perpendicular from P on OB, and the re-

actions of the planes on the sphere are easily calculated.

If the weight of the sphere be greater than tjie value

_
.,
sin of. cos (a+ a' y)

sin a cos y

given by (3), it is sufficiently clear that the sphere will descend to

contact with the plane
>/!; win Teas if it is less

than this value, the cone

will descend.

If the condition (3) is

>l. the reaction T
of the plune OB on the

cone is easily found. For,
! t the directions of W
and /! inert in /'

; then

T must act in the per-

Fig. 146.

r, I'fj, from P
on OB, and

cosy

Similarly S may be

found.

6. Two block-. AC and EC (fig. 146), rest against two fixed
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supports at A and B, and against each other at C
;
each is acted on by

a given force (in addition to its weight) ;
find the lines of resistance

at A, B, C.

Ans. Let the resultant of the weight of the block AC and the

force applied to it be the force P
;

let the resultant of the weight of

BC and the force applied to it be Q ;
and let the resultant of P and Q

be R. Draw the line AB
;
take any point, h, on E, and draw Ah and

Bh, meeting P and Q in / and g, respectively. Then the line fg will

intersect AB in 0, the point through which the line of resistance at

passes. Draw OC, and let it meet P in F and Q in G. Then AF and
BG are the lines of resistance at A and B. (See example 4.)

120.] System of Jointed Bars. When a system consists of

a number of rods or bars

articulated, or connected

together by smooth joints,

there will be exerted at the

extremities of each rod cer-

tain forces, or stresses, which

are produced by the con-

necting joints, and the cal-

p. 7
culation of the directions

and magnitudes of these

stresses forms an important part of Statics as applied to the

construction of framework.

The joint connecting any two bars may be either a portion of

one of the bars or a hinge-pin distinct from both bars, and the

directions of the stresses at the extremities of a bar will depend
on the manner in which the external forces are applied. Let us

suppose that the joints at B and C (fig. 147), which connect the

bar BC with the neighbouring bars, are distinct from BC itself,

and that the forces applied to the system act at and on the joints.

Then the stresses produced at B and C on the bar BC act along
this bar. For, the only forces* acting on the bar are the re-

actions of the joints B and C, and when two forces keep a body
in equilibrium, they must be equal and opposite. Hence the

stresses must act along BC. Suppose, however, that the forces,

still applied at the joints, act on the extremities of the bar BC
itself, and let fig. 148 represent the bar apart from the joints.

Let the forces applied to it be P and Q. Now the smooth joints

must produce reactions which act on the bar through the centres

* The weight of the bar is supposed to be neglected.
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of the joints (see p. 140). Hence

equilibrium by forces acting at

its extremities, and therefore the

resultant of the forces at JS must

be a force acting in the direction

BC or CB, and the resultant of

the forces at C must be a force

acting in the direction CB or

BC. Hence the stresses pro-
duced by the joints cannot act

BC is again kept in

Fig. 148.

along the bar, but must assume some such directions as R and S.

Thus, in any system of articulated bars, when the externalforces

are applied at the joints, the stresses will le in the directions of the

bars only when the externalforces act at the joints on pins which

are distinctfrom the bars which they connect.

121.] Theorem. When a system of articulated bars is in

equilibrium under the action of external forces applied at given

points in the bars, the statical condition of the system may be

determined by resolving the force applied to each bar into any
two components acting on the joints at its extremities, and then

representing each joint as in equilibrium under the action of the

components transferred to it together with stresses acting on it

along the directions of the bars which it connects.

Let fig. 149 represent one of the bars detached from the

\,
Fig. 149. Fig. 150.

joints at its extremities, and let fig. 150 represent the joint
which connected the bars AB and -5C(fig. 147). If a for.

is applied to BC, it is, of course, allowable to break it up into

any two components, P and Q, acting on the bar. Let P and
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Q act on the bar at its extremities, and let R be the reaction of

the joint at B on the bar, and S that of the joint at C. The

bar is then kept in equilibrium by the forces P and R at B, and

the forces Q and S at C. Hence the resultant of P and R must

be a force, T, along the bar ; that is to say, if the forces P and

R act at any point, they produce a resultant T\ or again, if we

reverse the directions of R and T (as in fig. 150), the forces P
and T are equivalent to R. Now the joint was kept in equi-

librium by the equal and opposite reactions, R and R'
(fig. 150)

of the bars BC and AB. But we have just shown that R is

equivalent to the transferred component P of the force F and the

stress T, acting along CB. In the same way, Rf may be replaced

by a component of the force K (fig. 147) acting on AB and a

stress acting along AB.

We may, then, replace the external forces, K, F ... (fig. 147)
which act on the bars by any system of components passing

through the centres of the joints, and represent two equal and

opposite stresses as acting at the extremities and in the direction

of each bar of the system. But it must be remembered that the

stresses thus calculated (such as T, fig. 149) are not the total

stresses at the joints.

The stress in each bar, thus calculated, is the resultant of the

total stress at thejoint and the component of theforce acting on the

bar which has been transferred to the joint.

For example, the stress along the bar AB is the resultant of

the total stress, R, and the component of K which has been

transferred to the joint B.

The external forces, F, K, ... may be each broken up into two

components passing through the centres of the corresponding

joints in an infinite number of ways. In the calculation of

stresses in framework it is usual to break each of them up into

two parallel forces.

122.] Method of Separation of the Bars. Another method,
which is not really distinct from the preceding, but which is

sometimes convenient in practice, consists in representing the

bars as disjointed from each other, and replacing the stresses by
two rectangular components at their extremities. A single

example will suffice.

Four equal uniform bars, AB, BC, CD, and DE (fig. 151) are
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connected by smooth joints at B, C, and D, and the extremities

./. E are fixed in a horizontal line by smooth joints; it is

required to find the position of equilibrium.

C

E A

Fig. IS 1 -

Let a be the common inclination of AB and ED to the

horizon, and /3 that of CB and CD.

Let fig. 152 represent the bars AB and BC separated ;
X2 the

strees at C, which is evidently horizontal
; Xl and Yl

the compo-
nents of the stress at B. These components act on AB in

directions opposite to those in which they act on BC. Finally,

let W be the weight of each bar.

Resolving vertically for the equilibrium of BC,

Y
l
= jr. (i)

Taking moments about C for the equilibrium of BC,

2Xl
sin /3+ JPcos /3

= 2Y
l
cos /3,

or Xl
= i 7Fcot ft. (2)

Taking moments about A for the equilibrium of AB,

(1T+ 2 7,) cos a = 2X
l
sin a,

or, substituting the values of X
l
and Y

l from (2) and (1),

tana = 3tan. (3)

With this equation must be combined the geometrical equa-
tion which expresses that AE is equal to the sum of the hori-

zontal projections of the bars. If the length of each bar is a,

and the distance AE c, we have

c = 2 a (cos a + cos
/3). (4)

Equations (3) and (4) determine a and /3, and therefore the

position of equilibrium.
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EXAMPLES.

1. A triangular system of bars, AB, EG, and CA, freely jointed at

their extremities, is kept in equilibrium by three forces acting on the

joints ;
determine the stress in each bar.

Since the forces are applied directly to the joints, the stresses will

act along the bars. Let P, Q, R denote the forces applied at A, B, C,

respectively ;
let the stresses in the sides BC, OA,AB be denoted by

T ,
T

,
T

3 ;
and let the applied forces meet in a point 0.

lfrhen for the equilibrium of the joint C, we have

T sin ACO a . OA . sin AOC
b.OB.BmBOC

a, b, c, being the sides of the triangle.

But P : Q : R = sin BOG : sin COA : sin A OB. Therefore

T
j or

b.OB.P
a.OA b.OB c.OC---_ .!-- P Q R

If is the centroid of the triangle, we know (p. 135) that

P:Q:R = OA:OB: 00;
therefore 2\ : Tt

: T%
= a : b : c,

or the stresses are proportional to the sides.

If is the orthocentre (or intersection of perpendiculars),

P:Q\R = a:b:c;

therefore T
l

: T2
: T

3
= OA : OB : 00.

2. A number of bars are jointed together at their extremities and
form a polygon ; each bar is acted upon perpendicularly by a force

proportional to its length, and all these forces emanate from a fixed

point. Find the magnitudes
and directions of the stresses

at the joints.

[This problem and the

following elegant method of

solution are due to Professor

Wolstenholme.]
Let AB and BC (fig. 153)

be any two adjacent bars of

the polygon, and let P be the

point from which emanate the

forces, Pp, Pq, ... y acting on

the bars. Then the stresses

at the joints A and B, acting

Fig. 153.
on AB, must meet in a point,

]),
on the line of action of the

force Pp. Draw AQ and BQ perpendicular to the stresses in the
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directions Ap and Bp. Now since the sides of the triangle AQB are

perpendicular to three forces which ore in equilibrium, and since the

side AB is proportional to the force to which it is perpendicular, the

sides AQ and BQ are proportional to the forces to which they are

perpendicular, that is, to the stresses at A and B, respectively.
Let q be the point in which Bp intersects Pq. Then the forces acting

on the bar BC must act in the directions qB, Pq, and qC. Draw CQ.
In the triangle BQC the sides BQ and BC are perpendicular and

proportional to two of three forces in equilibrium ;
therefore CQ is

perpendicular and proportional to the third, that is, to the stress at C.

In the same way it can be shown that the stress at any joint is

perpendicular and proportional to the line joining the joint to Q.
This point Q is, therefore, a centre of stress for the system. It may be

shown that the polygon of bars must be inscribable in a circle. For,
since the angles at A and B are right, the quadrilateral ApBQ is

inscribable in a circle whose diameter is pQ. If at the middle point
of AB a perpendicular be drawn to AB, it will pass through the

centre of the circle, and will, therefore, bisect Qp. But this perpen-
dicular is parallel to Pp ; therefore it bisects PQ in 0. Also, since

the stresses at A and B are proportional to QA and QB, the same

point Q must be determined by considering BC and the next bar, as

was determined from the bars AB and BC ; consequently the point
must be the same ;

and since it is evident that OB = OC ...
,

must
be equally distant from all the vertices of the polygon, that is, the

polygon must be inscribable in a circle.

The centre of stress is therefore constructed by joining P to the centre

of the circumscribing circle, and producing PO to Q so that PO= OQ.
3. The preceding construction can be extended to the case in which

the forces acting on the polygon are equally inclined, but not perpen-

dicular, to the sides.

Let AB, BC, ... be sides of the polygon, and let forces propor-
tional to the sides act in the lines Pb, PC, ... so that LPbB = LPcC
= ... . It is required to prove
that for equilibrium the poly-

gon must be inscribable in a

circle, and to find the centre

of stress. The stresses at A
and B must meet in a point
>n the force in Pb. If, then,
we draw at A and B lines,

1 (
tt/i, making with the

din rt ions of the stresses angles

equal to LPltB, we shall have

a tri single, QAB, the sides of

which are each equally inclined

ta he corresponding force ; and,

since AB is proportional to
p.

the force in Pb, it follows that

QA and QB are proportional to the stresses at A and B. It is easy
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to prove that if through A and B any two lines, Ap and Bp, be drawn,

meeting in a point on the right line Pb; and at A and B lines, AQ
and BQ, be drawn making with Ap and Bp, respectively, angles equal
to PbB, the locus of Q is a right line, ma, making Aa = Bb, and
Z maB = Z mi.4 . Drawing the line Qd, in like manner, by making
Cd= Be and Z QdB = PcC, we obtain the point Q which is the centre

of stress.

Now, since Z PcC = Z PbB, it follows that Z bPc is the supplement
ofZ 5

;
and since Z Qa.4 = Z $<iZ?, it also follows that Z aQn^-nB.

Hence the quadrilateral mPnQ is inscribable in a circle, and this

circle must pass through 0, the point of intersection of the perpen-
diculars to AB and BO drawn at their middle points, since Z mOn is

also the supplement of B. Hence also

~
and QO = OP.

Again, the stresses at A and B being proportional to QA and QB,
the same point Q must be determined when BC and the next bar are

considered. Hence the point is the same. But OA = OB
= 00 = ...

; therefore the polygon is inscribable in a circle.

The point P being given, if the angle which the forces through it

make with the corresponding bars varies, the locus of the centre of

stress, Q, is a circle concentric with that round the polygon, its radius

being OP. To construct the centre of stress, then, we describe a

circle round as centre, having radius OP, and draw PQ making the

Z OPQ = the complement of the angle which the forces make with

the bars.

4. A system of heavy bars,

freely articulated, is suspended
from two fixed points, P and Q
(fig. 155); determine the magni-
tudes and directions of the stresses

at the joints.
Let the bars be denoted by the

numbers 1, 2, 3,..., and let their weights be Wlt TT2 ,
W

3 ,
... . Then

transfer |W1
and \W2 to the joint connecting 1 and 2,

which we shall denote by (1, 2). Transfer TF
2
and

$TFS to the joint (2, 3); \WZ
and \Wt

to (3, 4), &c.

Thus all the forces act at the joints. Let Tlt

T
2 ,
T

3 ,
... be the tensions acting along the bars 1, 2,

3, ... on the joints, and let Sn , S23 , /S^, ... be the total

stresses at the joints (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), .... For sim-

plicity suppose the bar 2 to be horizontal. Now, con-

struct a force-diagram (fig. 156), by drawing a vertical

line, AD, and measuring off

1 55-

Also take BO parallel to the bar 2 and equal to the tension T
2 ,

which is the constant horizontal component of each of the tensions.
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Tlu- lines OA, OC, OD, ... will then.be parallel to the bars 1, 3,

4. ... and equal to the tensions in them. Hence if a be the in-

clination of 3 to the horizon,

and in the same way the inclinations of the other bars may be ex-

pressed in terms of the inclination a.

T^
Again (Art. 121), the stress Sn is the resultant of T

r
and

W
Hence, taking Aa = - Oa will be equal and parallel to Sn .

t

W W
Similarly, taking Bb 2

> and Cc = ^ the lines Ob and Oc will
2 i

be equal and parallel to the stresses Sa and S^. The tangent of

the angle made by Sn with the horizon = -=-= = *==- tan a.
&\J fr

g ~T" "3
Similarly for the directions of the other stresses.

If the weights of the bars are all equal, the tangents of the inclina-

tions of the successive bars are tan a, 2 tan a, 3 tan a, ...
,
and the

tangents of the inclinations of the stresses are $ tan a, f tan a,

| tan a, ... .

5. Six equal uniform bars, freely articulated at their extremities,
f-.i in a hexagon ABCDEF (fig. 157). The bar
/.'/' is fixed in a horizontal position, and its

middle point is connected by a string with the

middle point of the lowest bar, AB, in such a

manner that the bars hang in the form of a
ir hexagon. Find, by a force-diagram, the

<>n of the string and the magnitudes and
directions of the stresses at B and C.

Ans. If W is the weight of each bar, the Fig. 157.

tension of the string = 3 W; the stress at C is

horizontal, and = -

; the stress at B = W A / > and makes
2/3 /V 12

with the horizon an angle whose tangent = 2\/3.

ii. Trove that the centre of stress for the bar BC is the intersection

of a perpendicular to BC at C with the line joining the middle points

7. Three bare, freely articulated, form a triangle ABC, the centre

of whose inscribed circle is 0. Each liar is acted on by a force

passing through 0, proportioiml to the >ine of half the angle sulit

by tho. har at 0, and bisecting this angle. Prove that the stress at
A makes with OA an angle whose tangent is

N
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sin
A

cos
B C

cos
2 2

(This is a direct example of the Theorem of Art. 121.)

8. AB (fig. 158) is a rigid bar whose weight is neglected fixed at

one extremity, A, by a smooth joint ;
CD is

..-, O another such bar fixed at C by a smooth joint,

/' which is vertically below A, and jointed to

AB at D. From B a given weight, P, is

suspended ;
find the magnitudes and direc-

tions of the stresses at the joints.

Ans. The stresses at C and D are

along CD, and each = P.
'

. ~ : the

Fig. 158.
'AC. AD'

stress at A is in A 0, being the intersection

of CD produced with the vertical through B, and

AC.AD
9. In example 5, if the bars BC and CD, AF and FE, are

replaced by any bars all equally inclined to the horizon, show that the

stresses at C and F will still be horizontal.

[One simple proof of this is obtained by taking moments about B
for the equilibrium of BC, and about D for the equilibrium of CD.
It follows then that the perpendiculars from B and D on the line of

action of stress at C are equal.]
10. Two uniform heavy bars are freely jointed at a common ex-

tremity, and are fixed at their other extremities to

two smooth joints in a vertical line; find the

stresses at the joints.

Ans. Let G- (fig. 159) be the centre of gravity
of the bars, m and n their middle points. It follows,

by taking moments about A and C for the equi-
librium of the bars separately, that the segments of

AC made by the line of action of stress at B are pro-

portional to the weights of the bars. Hence, taking

ng = mG, the stress acts in the line gB. The
stresses at A and C act, therefore, in Ag and Cg.

If W is the weight of A-B, the stress at B = i W and the stress at

qA 9n
A = \W--- Hence the stresses at A, B, and C are proportional to

gn
gA, gB, and gC.

11. The regular hexagon of bars in example 5 rests in a vertical

plane, the bar AB being fixed in a horizontal position, and the jointsF and C are connected by a string ;
find the tension of the string, and

the stresses acting on the bar FE at its extremities.

Fig. 159-
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Am. The tension = TP\/3 (W being the weight of each bar)

W /~7 /3
the stress at E = -^-Ay ' ant^ ^ ma^es ^h ^ s^"1

iA/ 7'

/sT /~3~
the stress at F = JF/v / and it makes with FE sin"1

$ A /
^ V 3 V 31

12. Four equal uniform heavy bars, freely jointed together at their

extremities, form a square, ABCD; the joint A is fixed, while the

diagonally opposite joints B and D are connected by a string, and the
whole ^\--tern rests in a vertical plane, the string being horizontal ;

find the tension of the string and the magnitudes and directions of

the stresses on the bars at A, B, and C.

A ns. The tension = 2W
;

the stress at C is horizontal and
=

\ W ; the stress on the bar BC at B makes with the vertical tan"" 1

^,

and = W -
; the stress on AB at B makes with the vertical tan-1 f,

and = W -
; and the stress on AB at A intersects the line BD at

m
a distance \BD from B, and is equal to %W.

13. Six equal uniform bars, freely jointed at their extremities, form
a regular hexagon, ABCDEF; the joint D is connected by strings with
the joiuts F, A, and B, and the system hangs in a vertical plane, the

j-iiiit 1) being fixed; find the tensions of the strings and the stresses

at the jo:

Am. If W = weight of each bar, the tensions in the strings DB
and DF are each JF-v/3, and the tension in DA = 2 W. Also, supposing
the strings to be connected with pins distinct from the bars, the

stresses at C and E are vertical and equal to \ W, the stresses at B
and F, on the bars AB and AF, are horizontal and equal to \W\/3,
and . - at .1, on the bars AB and AF, are each equal to

\ W'Vl. These latter stresses act in the lines drawn from A to the

middle points of the two vertical bars, BC and FE, respectively.

1 1 Two uniform heavy luirs, AB and BC, connected by a smooth

joint at //, rest each on a smooth vertical prop, the props being of the

same height ;
find the position of equilibrium, ABC being horizontal.

Ana. If W and 2 a are the weight and length of AB, W and 26
tin- w.-i^ht and length of BC, c the distance between the props; then

-. tho distance of the middle point of AB from the corresponding

prop, is given by the equation

IF+ W+ W'c-o- JFa+ 6a:- JF'ac-a-& _
.

N



CHAPTEB IX.

EQUILIBRIUM OF HOUGH BODIES UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF

FORCES IN ONE PLANE.

123.] Criterion of the Existence of Friction. We have

already learned to regard Friction as a passive resistance ; and

every passive resistance comes into existence for the purpose of

stopping some motion. Thus, the normal reaction of a surface

on a body in contact with it comes into existence for the pur-

pose of preventing the body from penetrating the surface at the

point of contact; and if the circumstances of the case were so

arranged that there was no tendency to this penetration, the

magnitude of the force (normal resistance) required to prevent
this motion would be zero.

Friction comes into existence for the purpose of preventing a

certain motion motion in the tangent plane of a body resting

against a rough surface. If the circumstances in any case of

two rough bodies in contact are such that there is no tendency
to slip at their point of contact, the force required to prevent
this motion (friction) will not come into existence.

Generally, in the case of all passive resistances, if there is no

tendency to the displacement which a passive resistance is required

to prevent, thisforce will not come into play.

Hence in many cases of contact between rough bodies the

conditions and circumstances are exactly the same as if the

bodies were smooth
;
and to find whether in the contact of

two bodies friction acts or not imagine that the bodies were

smooth at their point of contact, and if no displacement would result

from this supposition, friction does not come into play at that point.

In illustration of this consider the problem in example 21,

p. 155. How would the circumstances be altered if the peg Q
were rough ?

The peg being rough, let it be imagined to become smooth,
and what motion occurs ? Clearly none, supposing the board to
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be rigid. Hence as there is no tendency of the side AS to slip

over the peg, there is no friction called into play, and the case is

the same as if the peg were smooth. But if the board is not

rigid, the forces acting can bend its fibres and elongate or

contract them
;
and if we imagine the peg to become smooth,

it is possible that (even a very slight) slipping might ensue at

the peg, and as this slipping is prevented by the roughness, the

force of friction really acts in the case, and the pressure on the

hinge is modified by the assumption of smoothness at the peg.

However, even when the board is elastic, it is possible that no

friction is called into play, as will be explained in Art. 130.

Kankine's hint that friction is analogous to shearing stress

Iteen already pointed out.

124.] The Cone of Friction. The essential characteristic of

a smooth surface is that it is capable of

resisting in a normal direction only. If

two rough surfaces are in contact, their

mutual reaction is not constrained to

assume a direction normal to the sur-

face of contact. Each surface is capable

of offering resistance to the other in any
direction which does not make with the

Fig. 1 60.

normal to the surface of contact an angle

exceeding a certain magnitude. Thus
(fig. 160), let two rough

1.. .lies. ./ and JS, be in contact at any point, P, and let PN be

tin- normal to the surface of contact.

Let A denote the greatest angle that the total resistance at P
can make with PN, or, in other words, the greatest obliquity of

tin- mutual reaction; then, describing round PN a right cone,

CQD, whose semivertical angle, NPD, is equal to A, this cone is

called the cone offriction ,
and the total resistance at P can act

in any direction whatever included within this cone. This

lo A is what we have called in Chap. Ill the angle of

and its tangent is the coefficient offn< -H"n for the two surfaces

considered. For, if R
v

denote the normal pressure between

them at P, and F the force of friction (which acts in tin-

common tangent plane), it is clear that when the resultant of

/.',
and /'acts along any generator, PD, of the cone, we have

- = tan NPD = tan A,
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so that tan X is the greatest ratio of the force of friction to the

normal pressure. This quantity we have called p..

If a rigid weightless rod, M (p. 40), be pressed against a

rough surface at 0, the greatest angle that the rod can make

with the normal is the angle of friction. For, since the rod is

acted on by only two forces, viz., the applied pressure and the

total resistance at 0, these must be equal and opposite, or along

the rod. Hence the greatest obliquity of the rod to the normal

is A.

If the resistance to slipping is not the same in different

azimuths, i. e., if it is different in different planes through the

normal, the value of \ will not be the same in all these planes,

and the cone of friction will not be a right circular cone.

125.] Axiomatic Law of Friction. We have said that the

total resistance of a rigid surface is a force which can assume

any magnitude. This force will in any given case be exerted

by the surface to such an extent as is necessary to preserve equi-

librium, but to no greater extent. It is in its nature a passive

resistance, i.e., one which can be exerted to any extent, but

which will not be exerted beyond the bare requirements of the

case. Within certain limits, also, as we have seen, it can

assume any direction, and in any given case it will, if possible,

assume such a direction as will preserve equilibrium. In fact,

in virtue of its passive nature, we must regard the resistance of

a rough surface as an opposition called into existence by the

action of external forces ;
and it seems clear that these forces

will call into play only that amount of opposing force, exact

both in magnitude and in direction, which will just counteract

their own action.

The amount of assumption contained in this principle is

enunciated in the following axiom :

The total resistance which acts at any point of a rough surface

will, if possible, assume such a magnitude and direction as will

preserve equilibrium at that point.

This axiom is sometimes expressed thus : Ifpassive resistances

can give equilibrium, they will.

126.] Remarks on this Axiom. Two important observations

must be made on the principles contained in this axiom.

Firstly, it is important to understand the circumstances which

may render it impossible for the resistances of rough surfaces to
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Fig. 161.

; ve the equilibrium of a system in any given position.

Suppose that a body, acted on by given external forces, is in

('ntuct with a rough surface at a single point, P. Then, for

equilibrium, it is necessary that the resultant of the given
external forces should pass through P, and that the total re-

sistance at P should be equal and opposite to this resultant.

But if the direction of the resultant makes with the normal
to the surface of contact at P an angle > A, it is impossible that

the total resistance could take the required direction, and equi-
librium cannot subsist.

Again, take the case in which a heavy beam, AB (fig. 161),
rests against a rough horizontal and

an equally rough vertical plane.

ribe round the normals to the

planes at A and B the cones of

friction, and let the sections of

cones by the plane of the

figure be rAs and pBs. Let G be

the centre of gravity of the beam,
and d I the vertical line through it.

Then the beam, if in equilibrium, is so under the action of

three forces, namely, the weight through G and the total

-lances nt A and B. These three forces must meet in a

point, and if it be possible to find a point in which they can

i iicet, the resistances will assume proper values. Now, in the

li-ure it is impossible to find any point on GP'
t
the line of action

of the weight, the lines drawn from which to A and B could be

directions of possible resistance at both A and B. For the

portion of GV which is inside the cone of friction at B is

outside the cone of friction at A, and v'we versa. Hence, for

et|uilil>rium, there mutt be tome portion of the line GV im-lnJed in

//'', //y/-.v,
!,,>,iion to both cones offriction.

l"n loss this condition is satisfied, it is not possible for the

total resistances to give equilibrium, whatever their magnitudes

may be. A possible position of equilibrium is represented in

tiir. \
fi?.. For, if from any jxrint on the portion, mn, of GV

which is included in the space common to both cones of friction.

lines be drawn to A and B, these lines are possible dim lions of

total resistance at A and 7?; and in this case the actual magni-
tudes and directions of the resistances at A and B cannot be

determined by what is called Rational Statics.
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If it be proposed to find the position of limiting equilibrium,

that is, the position in which the beam is bordering on motion,

we must make the vertical through G pass through r, as in

fig. 163.
In this case there is only one point on GV which is inside

both cones of friction, viz., the point r. Hence the total re-

A

Fig. 162. Fig. 163.

sistances act in rA and rB, and each makes the limiting angle

(X) with the corresponding normal. Moreover, both resistances

are now determinate. If be the angle made by the beam

with the horizon, we have, from the triangle ArB,

2coirG = cotArG-cotrG,

or 2 tan = cot X tan X,

which defines the position of limiting equilibrium.

It may, therefore, in certain cases be impossible for the total

resistance at one or more points to preserve equilibrium ;
and

this impossibility is always due to something in the arrangement
of the figure or the external forces which requires the direction

of the resistance to make with the normal to the surface of

contact an angle > the angle of friction.

Again, in the axiom is contained the following important

proposition :

If a body rests against a rough surface at d point, and if the

equilibrium is about to be broken by some change in the actingforces,

equilibrium at that point will, if possible, be broken by a rolling

instead of a sliding motion.
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For, in this case, the point of the body actually in contact

with the surface would be kept at rest. This part of the axiom

is sometimes stated thus If a body can roll, it will roll, in

'''rence to slipping. Exactly the same considerations as before

determine the possibility or impossibility of the rolling motion.

Such a motion will always take place if it does not require tin-

total resistance to make with the normal to the surface of con-j

tact an angle > A.

For example, let us discuss the following problem :

A heavy cubical block rests on a rough

horizontal plane, and a string, attached to \

the middle of one of the upper edgespasses

a smooth pulley, and sustains a

tr/xjht which is gradually increased. Find

the nature of the initial motion of the

block, the string and the vertical through

the centre of gravity of the block being in Fig. 164.

the same vertical plane.

Let ABC (fig. 164) be the vertical plane in which all the

forces act
;

CO the line of the string, intersecting the

vertical through the centre of gravity of the block in ; P the

suspended weight, and W the weight of the block. (Since the

length of the string is immaterial, no linear magnitude can

filter into the result, therefore the side of the block need not be

known.)
Now in all such cases as this, it is necessary to observe the

following rules :

1. Write down the motions of the system which are geo-

'illi/ possible.

2. Exclude those which would obviously violate any of the

fundamental rules of Statics.

3. If there remain possible cases of tlijijiing and rolling (or

hirn'imj nn-r), solve the problem on the supposition that equi-

librium is broken in the latter way, and if this does not require

too great a value of the angle of friction, equilibrium will be

broken in this way.
In the present case, the following motions are geometrically

(a) The block may be lifted vertically off the plane.

(/3) It may turn round the edge A.
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(y) It may slide in the direction AB.

(8) It may turn round the edge B.

Now (a) is obviously excluded, because if the block is just out

of contact with the horizontal plane, it is acted on by only two

forces, namely, its own weight and the tension of the string.

But since these cannot be equal and opposite, equilibrium cannot

be broken in this way.

Suppose (/3)
to happen. Then the total resistance of the plane

passes through A and through 0. But it is impossible that

three forces acting in the directions of AO, OC, and OW could

be in equilibrium. Hence
(/3)

is excluded.

The cases (y) and (5) remain. Now in virtue of the principle,

if
(5) is possible, it will happen. Solve, then, on the supposition

that the block turns round B. It is then kept in equilibrium

by its weight, the tension, and the total resistance which must

act in BO. If the Z CBO is less than A, the angle of friction,

the block will turn round B
;
but if CBO > A, this motion is

impossible, and slipping must take place in the direction AB,
To express this analytically, let be the angle made with the

horizon by the string OC, and let fall from a perpendicular on

BC meeting BC in p. Then

=
Bp

~
BC- Op . tan

~
2 tan0'

Hence if p (or tan A) be > -- -
> the block can turn round

i-
^ tiin \j

B, and will do so if P is gradually increased.

The magnitude of P which will just cause the tilting of the

block is found by taking moments about B. We evidently
obtain

Suppose that CBO > A, or that p. < - Then the in-
_ tan (/

crease of P will produce a sliding motion, and we can easily find

the magnitude and point of application of the total resistance of

the plane. Now since CBO > A, the point, M, of application of

the total resistance of the plane, is found by drawing from a

line OM making with the normal to the plane an angle = A.

The point M lies between B and the point in which the vertical

through cuts AB. P can then be determined either by taking
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moments about M, or by resolving vertically and horizontally.

Resolving vertically, we have

R cos A=JF-Psin0;
resolving horizontally,

R sin A = P cos ;

Pcos0 =
/z, or P= -

The direction of the string might be so modified as to render

possible either a sliding in the direction BA or a tilting over A.

Thus, in fig. 165, if the line of the string intersect the line

of action of the weight in a point, 0, below the horizontal plane,

tin- two motions possible are evidently one of slipping in the

direction AB and one of tilting over the edge A. The latter

will take place if it can. If it does, the total resistance must

act in the line OA, and for this the angle DAR must be < A.

But if DAR is < A, the block will slip in

the direction AB, since the horizontal

component of the tension acts in this

sense. The condition for tilting over A is

now evidently
1

>
tan - 2

'

The values of P corresponding to both

kinds of motion are calculated as before.

127.] Limiting Positions of Equi- y\a. 165.

librium. When a body rests in contact

with any number of rough surfaces at several points, the equi-

librium is said to be limiCmi/ if a slight alteration of a definite

kind in the circumstances of the body would cause the equi-
librium to be broken. The slight alteration referred to depends
on the nature of the particular problem of equilibrium. As has

been explained in Art. 46, p. 56, every statical problem relating-

to the equilibrium of a body is always one or other of the three

following :

(a) What is the least force that will sustain a body in a g

position on given surfaces, or the greatest force that will allow

it to rest in such a position?

(4) "With given forces and given supporting surfaces, what is

the position of equilibrium such that if this position be slightly

altn-nl, the body will not r-
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(c) With given forces, what is the least amount of roughness
of the surface or surfaces which will allow the body to rest in a

given position ?

Thus in fig. 164 of the last Article, supposing that the

angle CBO<\, the equilibrium of the block will be limiting
if P \ IFsec 6

;
for if P is slightly increased above this value,

the block will turn over B.

Again, in fig. 163 of the same Article, supposing the question
to relate to the position of equilibrium, the beam AB will be in

limiting equilibrium if its inclination to the horizon be

1_.X
2

= tan"1 f ] ) because if it be slightly lowered below this
^

/

position, it will slip.

Finally, if in the same figure we wish the beam to be sus-

tained at any inclination a to the horizon between the equally

rough vertical and horizontal planes, the equilibrium will be

limiting if the angle of friction = , because, if it be less

than this, the beam will slip.

128.] Comparative Safety of Equilibrium of a System at

Different Points. When in a system in equilibrium the direc-

tions of the total resistances at the various points of contact

with rough surfaces are known, we are enabled to say at which

of the points slipping is most likely to happen in case some of

the circumstances should be altered.

This will be rendered clear by the following examples, taken

from Jellett's
"
Theory of Friction," p. 61 :

Two uniform beams, AC and BC, connected at C by a smooth

hinge, are placed, in a vertical plane, with their lower ex-

tremities, A and B, resting on a rough horizontal plane. If

equilibrium be on the point of being broken, determine how this

will happen.

Fig. 143, example 4, p. 166, will represent the beams if the

hinges at A and B are conceived to be removed and these points

rest on the ground. Then, exactly as in that example, the

direction of the mutual resistance at C is determined. Supposing
AC to be the longer beam, it is clear that the angle which the

total resistance, AQ, at A makes with the normal to the surface

of contact (i.e., to the ground) is greater than the angle
which the total resistance BQ makes with the normal at .
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tan A Qn An
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For

Now An Am^-mn ;
and if 2 a, 2b, 2c, are the sides BC, CA,

AS, we have
ac a(b cos a + a cos ft)Am = o cos a, mn =fG =-r ^ - t

a + b a + b

.-. An = I cos a H
a (b cos a+ a cos /3)

*

Similarly

therefore

a + o

_ (b* + 2ab) cos a + a2 cos /3

a + 6

_ (a
2
-f 2

fli)
cos /3 4- b

2 cos a
- --- - - -

^ T> iAnBn = --r (cos a cos
v

But since AC > BC, cos a > cos /3, therefore

Hence the angle AQn >BQn ;
that is, the total resistance at A

makes with the normal at A an angle greater than that made by
total resistance at B with the normal at B. Consequently,

if any circumstance should continually diminish the angle of

friction (which is supposed to be the same for both beams) the

total resistance at A would be the first to attain its limiting

obliquity to the normal, and slipping would then take place at A
in the direction BA, while the beam BC would turn round B.

We might inquire which of the beams will first slip if they
are drawn out so as to increase the angle C, and the same result

will follow, since for any given position of the beams the direc-

ti"iis of all the resistances are determinate. In each case the

angle AQn must be the first to reach the value \, and therefore

the longer beam, AC, must slip first.

The result may also be expressed
thus in any given position of rest,

equilibrium is more safe at B than

at ./.

There are also cases in which

the comparative safety of equi-

librium can be determined, although
the directions of total resistance are

not completely determinate at all

the points at contact. For example
two unequal rylinders rest on the ground at given points, A
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and B
(fig-. 166), while a third cylinder rests on them at points

p and q.

Supposing either that there is a gradual diminution of the

coefficient of friction (which is the same at all the points of

contact), or that the lower cylinders are gradually drawn asunder,

determine the nature of the initial motion of the system.

Denote the cylinders by the letters at their centres. Then
the cylinder D is kept in equilibrium by three forces namely,

ist, its weight, which acts through A ; 2nd, the total resistance

of the ground, which also acts through A ; and 3rd, the total

resistance of the cylinder C at p. Now, since the first two forces

act through A, the third must also pass through this point.

Hence the total resistance atp acts in the ttnepA, and therefore

the total resistance of the ground at A must take some inter-

mediate (but unknown) direction, AR. In the same way, the

total resistance at q is proved to act in the line qB, and the total

resistance of the ground at S must act in some direction, US,
intermediate to BE and Bq. The resistances in Ap and Bq atp
and q meet in a point, P, on the circumference of the upper

cylinder.

Now the comparative safety of equilibrium at the different

points of contact, A, B, p, q, will depend on the angles made by
the total resistances at these points with the normals to the

surfaces of contact ; and it is manifest that since the angle

DAp >DAR and DpA DAp, the total resistance at p makes a

greater angle with the normal, DC, to the surface of contact

than that which the total resistance at A makes with the normal

AD. Hence equilibrium is safer at A than at p. For a similar

reason, equilibrium is safer at B than at q. Consequently the

final comparison is to be made between the pointsp and q. Now
the line pq can be proved by geometry to pass through the point
in which ED intersects BA ; and supposing the radius BE > AD,
this point will be at the left-hand side of the figure. Let a be

the acute angle whichpq makes with the ground. Then, since in

the triangle pCq the base angles at p and q are equal, it is easy to

see that LqCW- LpCW =-2 a, or qCW>pCW. But the angle
which the total resistance at q makes with the normal qCis \qCW>
and the angle which the total resistance at p makes with the

normal pC is \pCW\ therefore if the friction were gradually and

uniformly diminished everywhere, or the cylinders drawn out, the
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resistance at q would reach its limiting obliquity before that at/?.

Hence the initial motion will be a slipping of the cylinders C
and E&t the point q, and a motion of rotation at the other points
of contact.

129.] Virtual Work of the Total Resistance. Suppose one

rough body to roll on another through a small angle whose

magnitude is regarded as an infinitesimal of the first order.

Then, neglecting infinitesimals of a higher order, the point of

the rolling surface in contact with the other surface is at rest

during the displacement that is, the virtual displacement of the

point of application of the total resistance between the two bodies

is zero. Hence for a virtual displacement which consists of a

small rolling motion of one rough body on another, the total

-tame will not enter into the equation of virtual work of

fither body. Of course in no case can the mutual action of two

riy-id bodies in contact enter into an equation of virtual work for

fj'if/i bodies.

It is a principle in Kinetics that in a motion of pure rolling
of a body on a rough fixed surface no work is done between any
tw. positions by the total resistance a principle which the

student will have no difficulty in comprehending, since for each

small motion the work done by this force is imfinitesimal com-

pared with the work done by other forces acting on the body.

130.] Friction as Dependent on Initial Arrangements. In

dealing with natural solids, and not with strictly rigid or

indeformable bodies, the existence or nonexistence of friction

sometimes depends on the way in which a body or system has

been placed in the position which we are considering. This will

l>e made dear by the following example. A heavy trap door (or

a beam) .///, fig. 132, p. 148, moveable about a fixed horizontal

axis at //, has a rope attached at Ji, and this rope is also attached

to any fixed point C ; determine the pressure on the axis A.

The line of action of the pressure must, of course, go through
<>. the point of meeting of the other two forces, but beyond this

we km>w nut hint,' about it until we know the nature of the axis.

1 1 the axis is smooth, or if it is rough but so worn that the

contact of the door with it takes place along a single line, the

action between the door and the axis will consist of a force

passing through the axis, as has been amply explained in Art . 1 1 1 .

But if the axis is rough and contact takes place all round it, the
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line of action of the resultant force is not generally determinate.

However, even in this case this resultant force may pass through
the axis. The axis being rough, let us imagine it to become

smooth, and what motion results ? The rope, being slightly

extensible, would yield a little, and slipping would take place

over a small surface at the axis
;

so that the supposition of

smoothness alters the circumstances of the case. But suppose

that (the axis being still rough) the rope has been stretched,

when the door is placed in position, to such an extent that the

moment of its tension about the axis is equal to the moment of

the weight of the door ; then clearly if we imagine the axis to

become smooth, no motion will result no slipping at the axis ;

and since the displacement which friction is required to prevent

does not take place, friction does not act, and the case is the

same as if the axis were smooth. The resultant in this case is

therefore determinate.

131.] Friction of a Pivot. Let a cylindrical pivot, ABCD
(fig. 167), on the top of which a given force is applied, revolve

Fig. 167. Fig. 1 68.

in a closely fitting bearing, EFGH, and let it be required to

calculate the moment of the friction on the base, AS, about the

axis of the pivot. Suppose fig. 168 to represent the base of the

pivot, and let P the whole normal pressure on the base, which
we shall suppose to be uniformly distributed over the base. Divide
the area AB into a number of narrow circular strips, of which
one is represented in the figure. Let Oa = x, 06 = x+ dx,
OB = r, fj.

= coefficient of friction. Then since the whole

pressure is uniformly distributed, the pressure on the strip whose
P 2Pxdx

area is = 2 itxdx is = Znxdx, or
nf*

Hence the sum of the

forces of friction, acting in the directions of the tangents to the
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2 uPxdx
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strip, is But since the tangents to the strip are all at

the same distance from the centre, the moment of friction on the

strip is equal to the sum of the forces of friction multiplied by
the radius, x, of the strip. Hence the moment of friction over

the whole surface is

f.
2

, or -
(1)

If the base, instead of being a full circle, is a ring, or collar,

whose internal and external radii are r and r2 ,
the friction per

uP
unit of surface is > and the moment of friction is

[**2pPa?a
J (r* rJ

r\ V2 rl

132.] Wearing Away of the Step. The piece which supports
a pivot, and in which it revolves, is called a step. When
the pivot revolves, the friction against the step wears away its

own surface and that of the step. The amount of wear at any
point of the step depends on the magnitude of the force of

friction and the relative velocity of the rubbing surfaces at this

point. Thus, suppose that ABC (fig. 169) represents a section

of the step through the axis, P, of the pivot, and that Q is any
point of contact of the pivot and step.

Iff is the magnitude of the force of

friction at Q, the wearing at Q in the

direction of the normal will be propor-
tional tof and also to the amount of

rubbing surface which passes over Q in

a unit of time. Supposing the pivot
to revolve round its axis with an angu-
lar velocity CD, the point of the pivot in

contact with Q moves in a horizontal

le with a velocity = o> . QJ/, or o> ,y ; QMt
or y, being the

perpendicular from Q on the axis of the pivot.

But the amount of rubbing surface which passes over Q in a

unit of time is evidently proportional to the velocity at Q. Hence

the normal wearing of the -surface at Q is proportional to
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If n be the magnitude of the normal pressure per unit of surface

at Q, and
/u,
the coefficient of friction, we have/rs ^n.

Hence the normal wearing of the surface at Q is proportional to

to^ny. (a)

133.] Friction of a Conical Pivot. Let ABC (fig. 170)

represent a section of a conical step by
a plane through the axis, BP, of the

pivot, APC being the surface at which

the pivot enters the step.

Supposing that the pressure on the

top of the pivot is uniformly dis-

tributed, it will evidently be uniformly

distributed over the area APC; that

Fig. 170. is, there will be a constant normal

pressure, n, per unit of area on APC.

Now it is impossible to determine by elementary methods the

law of distribution of the pressure on the step. The following

investigation proceeds on the assumption that the normal pres-

sure per unit of area, or as it is properly called, the normal

intensify of pressure, is constant over the surface of contact.

Let n be the constant pressure per unit of surface of the step.

If ds is a small element of the line BC at Q, the distance of

which from BP is y, the corresponding elementary strip of

conical surface is IT:yds, and the moment round BP of the

friction on this strip is

or

Putting ds = . . and integrating over the surface of the

step from y = to y PC = r, we have the moment of the

whole friction equal to

3sin0

p
If P = the whole pressure on the top of the pivot, n =

^ ,

hence the moment of friction

3sm0
.Pr.

Comparing this with the result in Art. 131, we see that the
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moment of friction in the case of a conical is greater than in the

case of a cylindrical pivot of equal radius.

134.] The Tractory, or Anti-Friction Curve. In the case

of a conical pivot the wearing away of the step is not uniform at

all points. Hence after a sufficient time the pivot will not be in

perfect contact with its step. If, however, the step has such

a form that the vertical wear is the same at all points, the pivot
will simply sink into the piece which supports it, and remain

always in contact throughout its surface with the step.

^V propose to investigate the form of the step in which the

vertical wear will be the same at

all points. Let fig. 171 represent a

section of the step through the axis

of the pivot, and let CC? be the

vertical wear at C, and QQ' the ver-

tical wear at Q. Then CC = QQ',

Q In-ing any point on the curve BC.

Hence the new curve, UQ'tf, is

simply the old curve QC moved

through a vertical distance CC'
= k, suppose.

Now (Art. 132) the normal wear at Q per unit of surface is

to^ny. Hence, if Qq is normal to the step at Q,

n being the normal pressure per unit of surface on APC, which

\M- also take to be the normal pressure per unit of surface on

the step.

But QQ' = 5?_ -

the curve at Q. Hence
smMTQ QT being the tangent to

or

or

dy
'

to

to //

. = = a constant.
ay (ay. n

QT = a constant.

Then-fore the curve BC is such that the length of the tangent
terminated by PB, or the axis of x, is constant at all points.

This curve is known as the Tractory. If t the

2
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length of the tangent, and PC the axis of y, we have

ds
V T- = t>*
dy

or

or dy = -(

the minus sign being given to the square root, because MQ
diminishes as x increases. Integrating this last equation (by

assuming y = t sin
</>)

we have for the equation of the tractory

~
= 0.

The curve approaches PB asymptotically, and the step is formed

by the revolution of the curve round PB. This pivot is known

as Schiele's Anti-friction Pivot.

EXAMPLES *.

1. A uniform rectangular board, ABCD (fig. 172), rests in a

vertical plane against two equally rough pegs, P and Q, in the same

horizontal line, two adjacent sides

of the board being each in contact

with a peg. Find the position of

equilibrium.
Let A be the angle of friction, 6

the inclination of the side AS to

the horizon in the position of

limiting equilibrium, G the centre

of gravity of the board, PQ = a,

and AG = c.

Then if the board is on the point
of slipping down at Q and up at

P, the total resistances at P and Q
will act in the directions PO and

Rg. 172.

QO, which are inclined at the angle A to the normals at P and Q to

the sides AB and AD, respectively, if (/ (not represented in figure)
be the point of meeting of the normals at P and Q, it is clear that a

circle will pass through the points APO'OQ; and therefore LOAO'
= A. And since A 0' = PQ = a, we have

AO a cos A. (1)

* Many of the following examples are due to Mr. Jellett, in whose Theory of
Friction will be found several other instructive examples which want of space
compels me to omit.
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in, since LO'QP = 6, we have LQOG = |-(A + 0), and

evidently / QOA = 0, therefore LA.OG = -
(A + 2 9). It GAB= a,

_ 2

it is clear that Z J CLV = -
(0 + a). Now the position of equilibrium

2

is found by the equation

AO. sinAOG = AG.tanAGN.

-tituting in this equation the value of AO from (1), we have

cos A .cos (A + 20) == c .cos (a -f- 0),

which defines the position of equilibrium.
2. A heavy uniform beam rests against a rough horizontal plane

and against a rough vertical wall, the vertical plane through the beam

being at right angles to the wall and the ground; determine the

greatest weight that can be affixed to it at a given point, so that

equilibrium may be preserved.

(a) If the beam be inclined to the vertical at an angle less than the

angle of friction for the beam and the ground, equilibrium cannot be
1 uoken by attaching a weight, however great, to any point of the

beam.

Let AB (fig. 173) be the beam, Q its inclination to the horizon, W
its weight, 2a its length, P the weight suspended from the point Q in

tin- beam, BQ = x, A and A' the angles of friction at A and B, re-

spectively.
Draw the lines A and BO, making the angles A and A' with the

normals. An ;md Bm, at A and B.
T I ifii when the resultant of FT and P passes through 0, equilibrium will

be at its limit. For, if this resultant

acts in a line to the left of V, the

vertical through 0, it will be possible
to find an infinite numl>er of points

it such that when joined to A
and B the joining lines will be

possible directions of total resistance

and B (see Art. 126).
If the resultant of W and P acts

in a line to the right of 0V, there

will be no point on it inside both Fig. 173.
- of friction, and therefore equi-

librium will be impossible. Hence for limiting equilibrium, we have

king moments about 0,

W.GV=P.QV,
<'

Keing the centre of gravity of the beam.
The lengths GV and QV are easily obtained from the data. W,

may observe that if the point Q lies between G and I', equilibrium
can never be broken, however great P may be. For it will then be

impossible by increasing P to bring the resultant of P and W to the

ri-'ht of V.
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These results follow also from the usual mode of solution of such a

problem.
Let R and S be the normal reactions at A and B, and p and // the

coefficients of friction at these points. Then, resolving horizontally,

S = p.R; (2)

resolving vertically, R + p'S P+ W ; (3)

taking moments about B,

2aR (cos 9
-

JJL
sin 0)

= (Px+ Fa) cos 0. (4)

P+ W
From (2) and (3) we have R =

(5)

and by substituting this value of R in (4), we get

2a(l
-

Now it is easy to see that B0 2a -
-^.> and EV

cos A' 1 utanfl
cos (A A)

; therefore B V= 2a ^7 > and (5) may be written

P-W a~BV
>'

BV-x
from which it appears that if x = B V, the required force is infinite ;

and if x > B V, it is negative, or equilibrium can never be broken by
any downward force.

The second part of the problem follows from (5), because if

/u,
tan > 1, or, in other words, if the angle nAB < A, the denominator

will be negative. That it is impossible to break equilibrium in this

case is evident from fig. 174. For the point is now at the right
of the vertical wall, and at whatever point along AB the resultant of

P and W acts, it is possible to find points on it which are within both

cones of friction.

Kg. 174. Fig. 175-

3. Two unequal uniform beams, connected by a light rope attached
to their middle points, rest in a vertical plane, an extremity of each
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beam resting on a rough horizontal plane. If the coefficient of friction

is gradually diminished, which beam will slip first
1

?

Let the beams be AB and A'B' (fig. 175) and let C and C" be their

centres, and AB>A'Br
. Now the beam AB is in equilibrium under

the influence of three forces, viz., its weight, the tension of the rope
CC', and the total resistance at ..4

;
and since the first two meet in C,

the third must also pass through this point, that is, the resistance at A
acts along the beam. In the same way the resistance at A' acts along
A'B'

;
and by considering the equilibrium of the system, we see that

the vertical through G, the common centre of gravity, must pass

through 0, the point of intersection of the resistances. Now the

angles which these resistances make with the normals at A and B
are equal to mOA and mOA f

, respectively; and the comparative safety
of the equilibrium at A and B depends on the magnitudes of these

angles. Now mOA'>mOA. For, draw Cfq horizontal and Cq
vertical ; then, since CO < C'G, qn < nC', and d, fortiori, pn < nCT.

... Am tan mOA , .

Iherefore Am < mA ; but -, = .; therefore, mOA >mOA,mA tan mOA
and if the friction were gradually diminished, the total resistance at

A' would reach its limiting inclination before that at A. Hence the

short beam will slip first.

4. A cylinder is supported on a rough inclined plane by a string
coiled round it in a direction perpendicular to its axis, the string

a smooth pulley and sustaining a weight. Find the

limit.- to the direction of the string.
liouiul .1, the point of contact of the cylinder and plane, describe

the cone of friction, the section of which by the plane of the figure is

/-.I ni. the angles nAC and CAm being each = A..

Let OB he any direction of the string, intersecting the vertical

through the centre of the cylinder in 0. Then, BO long as is

n the points m and n, equilibrium is

p-^-iMe. because AO is a possible direction //i

of total resistance at A. There is, of / ^B
course, a particular magnitude of the sus-

pended weight, /', corresponding to the

direction OB of the string, and this magni-
tude is found liy taking moments about .1 .

If Q is the angle made by the string, OB
with the inclined plane, we have

P= W .-Mi ;

Fig. 176.

t being the inclination of the inclined plane.

If, the direction of the string being OB,
I' havo a value greater or less than thk
the cylinder will roll up or roll down the plane.

Drawing from m two tangents, mt
l
and mtt , to the cylinder, we
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have the extreme directions of the string ; that is, the point at which

the string leaves the cylinder must lie between the points of contact

of mt^ and mt^, on the upper portion of the cylinder ;
for it is evident

that if the string leaves the cylinder at any point outside these limits,

the point in which its line intersects that of W will be vertically

above m, that is, outside the cone of friction.

5. A heavy sphere is placed on a

rough inclined plane at a point P
(fig. 177), and is kept in position by a

heavy rough beam, AB, which is move-

able about a fixed extremity, B, the

coefficient of friction for the sphere and
the beam being the same as that for the

sphere and plane. Supposing that the

friction is gradually diminished at both

points of contact, P and Q, or that the

sphere is pushed further up between the

plane and beam, determine the nature

of the initial motion.
Fig. 177.

The total resistances at P and Q must meet in some point, 0, on the

vertical through C, the centre of gravity of the sphere. Beyond this,

however, their directions cannot be determined. The comparative

safety of equilibrium at P and Q Avill depend on the relative magni-
tudes of the angles, CPO and CQO, which the resistances at these

points make with the corresponding normals. Now it is easy to show

that CQO > CPO ;
for sin CPO = ^ sin COP, and sin CQO =^

,
therefore

Sm
;
but COR > COP, therefore

sm CQO sin COR
CQO > CPO, and if from any cause the friction is diminished, or the

sphere pushed higher Up, slipping must take place at Q and rolling at P.

6. A cylinder is placed on a rough inclined plane, and a light rope
is coiled round it in a plane perpendicular to its axis and containing

its centre of gravity ; this rope,
after passing round the cylinder,
is attached to the middle point,H

(fig. 178), of an edge of a

cubical block whose height is

equal to the diameter of the

cylinder. Supposing the incli-

nation of the plane to be

gradually increased, determine

the manner in which equili-
brium will be broken, the co-

efficient of friction being the

same for the cylinder and plane
as for the cube and plane.Fig. 178.

The motions which are here geometrically possible are
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(1) The cylinder may roll and the cube may turn over the edge C.

(2) The cylinder may roll and the cube may slip.

(3) The cylinder may slip and the cube may slip.

(4) The cylinder may slip and the cube may turn over.

Now if is the point of intersection of the vertical through the

centre of gravity of the cylinder with the rope, it is evident that

the total resistance at A acts in the line AO. In the same way if

0' is the point of intersection of the vertical through Of, the centre

of gravity of the cube, with the line of the rope, the total

resistance of the plane on the cube must pass through 0', and if

D is the point in which the line of action of the weight of the cube

intersects its base, the total resistance must evidently pass through
some point between C and D.

Now this total resistance, wherever it acts, makes with the normal

to the plane an angle greater than BAG; for tan BA = \ tan i,

i being the inclination of the plane, and the angle which O'D makes
with the normal to the plane = t' ; hence the angle made with this

normal by a line joining (/ to any point between C and D is > i, and,
d. fortiori, > BAO, Consequently the cylinder can never slip before

the cube, and cases 3 and 4 are to be rejected. The choice then is

to be made between 1 and 2
;
and (see Art. 126) if the cube can turn

over, it will do so. Hence we solve on the supposition that the

cul n- turns over (7, and if this does not require too great a value of

the coefficient of friction, the cube will turn over.

The problem is to be solved by equating the values of the tension

of the rope derived from the consideration of the equilibrium of the

cylinder and that of the cube.

For the equilibrium of the cylinder take moments about A, and we
have

T=Wsini, (I)

T being the tension of the rope and W the weight of the cylinder.

Again, since by supposition the cube is about to turn round C, the

tt>t;il resistance of the plane acts through this point. Taking moments
about C for the cube,

T.CH= Tr'.Cflf Bin (?-)4

or T= \W (cos i ein
t). (2)

Equating the values of T in (1) and (2), we have

But in ordi-r that CO' m.iy be a possible direction of total resistance,

th.- MM','!. Ilco' must be < A, or tan HCO'< /u. Now, it is easy to

see that

W+2W
-* '
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TF+ 2 W'
Hence if \ -== ^ < ft, equilibrium will be broken by a rolling of

the cylinder and turning over of the cube. If
/u.

is less than the

quantity in (4) the cylinder will roll and the cube will slip, and there

is no difficulty in determining the inclination of the plane when this

happens. We may either draw from 0' a line making the angle of

friction, A, with the normal to the plane, and then determine T by
the triangle of forces, or resolve along and perpendicular to the plane
for the equilibrium of the cube. If R is the normal reaction of the

plane on the cube, we find in the latter way
R = W'cos i,

/z#= W'smi+T;
therefore T W

(p.
cos i sin

i).

Equating this to the value given by (1), we have

^"ITMiiF*
which gives the inclination at which the cube slips.

7. Two equal carriage wheels whose centres are connected by a

smooth bar are placed on a rough inclined plane ;
determine whether

the equilibrium of the system will be best preserved by locking the

hind or the fore wheel.

Let C and D
(fig. 179) be the centres of the wheels, and first sup-

pose the hind wheel to be locked.

Fig. 179.

Since there is no friction between

the bar CD and the axle at (7,

the action of the bar on the

lower wheel consists of a force

through C (see p. 140).
The weight of this wheel also

acts through C, and therefore

the total resistance at A, which

is the third force keeping the

wheel in equilibrium, must also

act through (7.

Let G be the centre of gravity
of the two wheels, and consider

the equilibrium of the system
formed by them. There are

three forces acting on the sys-

tem, viz., its weight through G,
the total resistance at A (which

has been proved to act in a line AC), and the total resistance at B.

If, then, is the point of intersection of CA and the vertical through
G, the total resistance at B must act in the line OB.

"We shall now determine the inclination at which equilibrium is

broken.

Since the hind wheel slips, the angle DBn = A
;
also let r = the

radius of each wheel, CD = 2 a, and i = the inclination of the plane.
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tan COG _ CG
tan COn

~~
Cn

tan / a
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since Dn = r tan DBn =
fj.r.

The inclination of the plane when equi-
librium is broken is therefore given by the equation

(1)

Aguin, suppose the fore wheel alone to be locked. In this case the

total resistance at B acts in the line BD, and that at A acts in AC/, (/

being the intersection of BD with OG. If i' is the new inclination

at which equilibrium is broken, we have, since Z CA(/ A,

tani_'_Z>_ a

fi Din 2afJir

or tant'=
2a (2)

Now it is clear that i is greater than i, and that, consequently,

equilibrium will be safer when the fore wheel is locked than when the

hind wheel is locked.

8. A cylinder is supported on a rough inclined plane by a light rope
coiled round it in a plane perpendicular to its axis passing through
its centre of gravity, the rope being attached to a fixed point. Find
the direction of the rope in order that the inclination of the plane may
In the greatest possible.

Let O'ff (fig. 1 80) be the line of the rope, and CO' the vertical

through the centre of gravity of the cylinder. Then evidently the

total resistance at A, the point of contact with the plane, must act in

the din (lion A(/. If the rope took the direction OB, which is hori-

zontal, the direction of the total resistance would be AO, and evidently
the angle CAO < CAO'', or, in other words, the equilibrium of the

Fig. 180. Fig. 181.

cylinder will be farther from its limit when the rope is horizontal than

when it takes any other <liintion. For a given inclination, t, of the
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plane the angle CAO =-> and it is clear that when CAO is equal
A

to the angle, \, of friction, the inclination of the plane will be at its

greatest. Hence the greatest inclination of the plane = 2\.

If the coefficient of friction be > 1, the greatest inclination of the

erf

plane will be > > and the figure of limiting equilibrium will be that
_

represented in fig. 181, in which the angle CAO (= X) is > But

whether the cylinder will stay in this position or not depends on the

initial arrangement. Unless the rope is pulled with such a force as

to cause the resultant of this force and W to act in the line OA, equi-
librium cannot be preserved by the resistance of the plane. In fact,

unless this requisite tension of the rope is produced by pressing and

scraping the cylinder against the plane, it would be possible for the

cylinder to take a motion of and round its centre C which would keep
its surface out of actual contact with the plane ;

and in this case the

plane would not exert any resistance.

9. If in the preceding problem the rope, instead of being attached

to a fixed point, is attached to a weight which hangs freely over a

smooth pulley, find the conditions of equilibrium.
Let O'B'

(fig.
1 80) be the direction of the rope, P the suspended

weight, W the weight of the cylinder, i the inclination of the plane,
\ the angle of friction, the angle which the rope makes with the

inclined plane.
Then for equilibrium it is necessary that A (/ should be the direction

of total resistance at A, and that the moments of P and W about A
should be equal and opposite. Hence we must have

angle CAO'= or < \, (1)

and p =W-^, (2)

2 cos2 12
the second condition being equivalent to that obtained by the triangle
of forces for equilibrium at 0''.

If the angle CAO' < \, and P is slightly increased above the value

in (2),
the initial motion -will evidently be

a rolling up, since moment of P about A >
moment of W about A

;
but if P is slightly

diminished the rolling will be down.

10. A heavy uniform beam, AB (fig. 182),
is to be sustained in a horizontal position,

one end, B, resting on a rough inclined

plane, while the other end, A, is attached

to a light rope which passes over a smooth

Fig. 182. pulley and sustains a weight. Find

(a) The limits to the direction of the

rope, and the corresponding limiting values of the suspended weight.

(6) The least weight that will sustain the beam.
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Let TF be the weight of the beam, P the suspended weight, and BN
the normal to the inclined plane at B, Then if AO be the line

of the rope, intersecting the vertical through the centre of gravity
of the beam in 0, BO must be the direction of the total resistance at

B
;

and in order that this may be a possible direction of total

resistance, the angle NBO must be < A, the angle of friction. Hence
tin- limiting directions of the rope are obtained by drawing BO and
/!"' making the angle A with BN on opposite sides. If the rope
takes tin; direction AO' the beam must be on the point of slipping

up, since the force of friction acts down the inclined plane ;
and if

the direction of the rope is AO, the beam is on the point of slipping
d\vn. The corresponding magnitudes of P pre easily determined by

taking moments about B. Let _p,
and />2 be the perpendiculars from

B on AO and A0f

, respectively, a half the length of the beam, and
P

l
and PI the corresponding values of P. Then

P
a =TF-.

P*
The values of p^ and pt can, of course, be easily expressed in terms
of a, A, and i, the inclination of the plane.

It the rope takes u direction intermediate to AO and AO', and if p
is the length of the perpendicular from B on its direction, we have

P=JF?.
P

Hi-nce, if P is a minimum, p must be a maximum, since Wa is given.
Nt-w p will be a maximum when it is equal to AB, that is, when the

rope is vertical. In this case the total resistance at B should also be

'al
;
but if the inclination of the plane > A, this is 'impossible.

hen i > A, p is a maximum (consistently with the conditions

<>f the problem) when the direction of the rope is AO ; and therefore

in this case P
l

is the least value of P.

If t < A, the vertical at B is a possible direction of total resistance,

and therefore AB is an admissible value of p. The corresponding
value of P is therefore \ II'.

The student will easily see that if the angle of friction is gi

than the complement of the inclination of the plane, there can be no

limiting equilibrium in which the l.eani is about to slip up.

11. A cylinder is laid on a rough hori/.ontul plane, and is in contact

with a rough vertical wall
;
a string coiled round it at right angles to

the axis passes over a smooth pulley and sustains a weight which is

gradually increased till equilibrium is broken. Determine the nature

of the initial motion. (Jellett's Theory of Friction, example 21,

p. 214.)
Let W be the weight of the cylinder, /' the suspended weight,

the angle made by the string with the horizon, A and A' the angles of

friction at A and B, the points of contact of the cylinder with die
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Fig. 183.

vertical and horizontal planes, and the point in which the line

of the string intersects the vertical

through C, the centre of gravity of the

cylinder.

Now, in accordance with Article 126,
we first consider what motions are geo-

metrically possible. These are

(1) Rolling round A up the vertical

plane.

(2) Slipping forward at B while con-

tact ceases at A .

(3) Slipping at A and B simultaneously.
If (1) can happen it will (see Art. 1 26) ;

let us suppose, therefore, that the cylinder
is on the point of turning round A and

coming out of contact at B. In this case there are only three forces

keeping the cylinder in equilibrium, namely, W, P, and a total re-

sistance at A. This last force should, for equilibrium, pass through
and act in the direction OA. Now whether the angle OAC is less

or greater than A, this is not a possible line of action of total resistance,

because the plane cannot pull. Hence (1) is physically impossible.

Suppose that (2) happens. Then, as before, there are only three

forces keeping the cylinder in equilibrium, namely, W, P, and the

resistance at B. This last must pass through 0, and must therefore

act vertically. But it is obvious that such a force could not equi-
librate W and P; therefore (2) is impossible.

There remains the third case, which alone is possible. To deter-

mine the value of P corresponding to limiting equilibrium, draw the

lines AO' and BO' making with the normals at A and B the angles,
A and A', of friction for the cylinder and planes. Then by taking
moments about 0' we easily obtain the value of P, which may also be

obtained by the ordinary equations of resolution of forces. Thus, let

R and R' be the normal pressures, and therefore pR and p.'R' the

forces of friction, at A and B.

Taking moments about B, we have

K(l+jj.) = P(l-co86). (1)

Taking moments about A,

R'(l-lj.') = W-P(l + sme). (2)

Resolving horizontally,

pfR
/-R = Pcos6. (3)

Substituting in (3) the values of R and R' given in (1) and (2), we
obtain the value of P corresponding to limiting equilibrium.

It will be a useful exercise for the student to vary the position of

the pulley in such a way as to render possible a case of limiting equi-
librium in which the cylinder is about to ascend the vertical plane by
turning round A.

12. A heavy right cone is placed with its base on a rough inclined

plane, the inclination of which is gradually increased; determine
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whether the initial motion of the cone will be one of sliding or

tumbling over.

Let ABC (fig. 184) be the vertical section of the cone through its

. CH, and let G be the centre of gravity of the cone. (GH is \

(7/7, as will appear in a subsequent Chapter.)
Tin ii, in accordance with rule 3 of Art. 126,

if it is possible for the cone to turn over the

point A, the cone will do so. Solve, there-

fore, on the supposition that equilibrium is

broken by turning round A. In this case,

the two forces acting on the cone are its

weight and the total resistance of the plane,

which, of course, passes through A
;

and

these forces must be equal and opposite, i.e.,

the total resistance must act in the vertical

line AG. Now this will be possible only if AG makes with the

normal to the plane an angle less than the angle of friction, A. Hence
for a tumbling motion AGH<\. But if a = ACH,

tan AGH = 4 tan a.

Therefore if /^ > 4 tan a, the initial motion of the cone will be

tumbling, and if p. < 4 tan a, the initial motion will be sliding, and
thi> sliding will evidently occur when the inclination of the plane
reaches the value A.

13. A heavy straight rod rests on a rough horizontal plane, and at

one end, perpendicularly to its length and in the horizontal plane, a

force is applied with gradually increasing magnitude. Find the point
about which the rod begins to turn.

(Price's Infinitesimal Calculus, vol. iii, p. 162.)

Let / be its length and suppose it to turn round a point at a
distance z from the other extremity. Then we must equate the

moment of the applied force about this point to the sum of the

moments of the forces of frii-tion acting on the different elements of

the rod. Take an elementary portion of length dx at a distance x
from the point round which the rod turns. The weight of this

It" dx
portion is dx, and the force of friction on it is p. W -j-

This acts
*

*'

at right angles to the rod. Hence, taking the sum of the moments for

all points at both sides of the turning point, we have *

But P is evidently equal to the sum of the frictions at the end

adjacent to it minus the sum of those at the other end;
I 2z

P = n W * Hence we have

In this simple
1 cane integration is evidently not necessary.
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or the turning point is at a distance
-^

from the end at which the

force is applied.

14. A rectangular block is placed, with one of its edges horizontal,

on a rough plane, the inclination of which to the horizon is gradually
increased

;
determine whether the equilibrium of the block will be

broken by a motion of sliding or one of tumbling.

Ans. If a and b are the lengths of the edges which are not

horizontal, 6 being the length of the edge which is perpendicular to

the inclined plane, the initial motion will be one of tumbling if

fj.
> -f and of sliding ifp < -r

15. A cylinder the section of which perpendicular to the axis is any

given curve is to be placed, with the axis horizontal, on a rough
inclined plane ;

how must it be placed so that it shall be least likely

to slip, the cylinder being in contact with the plane along a single

line?

l/' 16. An elliptic cylinder is placed, with its axis horizontal, on a

rough plane inclined to the horizon at an angle less than the angle of

friction
; prove that the cylinder cannot rest if the eccentricity of the

section perpendicular to the axis is less than A / -^

-
> i being

the inclination of the plane.
V

/ 17. A uniform beam rests with its extremities on two rough in-

clined planes whose line of intersection is horizontal, the vertical plane

through the beam being perpendicular to this line
;

find the limiting

position of equilibrium.

Ans. If t, i' be the inclinations of the planes, A, A' the angles of

friction between the beam and the planes, respectively, and the

limiting inclination of the beam to the horizon,

2 tan 6 cot (i + A) cot
(i' A').

A.nother limiting position will be got by changing the signs of A and A'.

tf" 18. A heavy uniform rod rests with its extremities on the interior

of a rough vertical circle ;
find the limiting position of equilibrium.

Ans. If 2 a is the angle subtended at the centre by the rod, and A
the angle of friction, the limiting inclination of the rod to the horizon

is given by the equation
sin 2 A

tan = -

cos 2 A + cos 2 a

^ 19. A solid triangular prism is placed, with its axis horizontal, on a

rough inclined plane, the inclination of which is gradually increased ;

determine the nature of the initial motion of the prism.
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Ant. If the triangle ABC is the section perpendicular to the axis,

and the side AB is in contact with the plane, A being the lower

vertex, the initial motion will be one of tumbling if

the sides of the triangle being a, b, e, and its area A. If
fj.

is less

than this value, the initial motion will be one of slipping.

20. A frustum of a solid right cone is placed with its base on a

roni^li inclined plane, the inclination of which is gradually increased ;

determine the nature of the initial motion of the body.

Ans. If the radii of the larger and smaller sections are R and r,

and h is the height of the frustum, the initial motion will be one of

tumbling or slipping according as

J 21. An elliptic cylinder rests in limiting equilibrium between a

rough vertical and an equally rough horizontal plane, the axis of the

cylinder being horizontal, and the major axis of the ellipse inclined to

the horizon at an angle of 45. Find the coefficient of friction.

An,.

e being the eccentricity of the ellipse^ (Employ the Theorem of

Art. 116.)

22. The circumstances of the preceding problem remaining the

same, except that the vertical plane is smooth, show that the coefficient

of friction is e2 (Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 82).
If the horizontal plane alone is smooth, is it possible for the cylinder

to rest in any position ?

23. A uniform beam, of which one end rests against a n r^h
vertical wall, is supported by a light rope attached to the other end,
ami to a given point in the wall

;
find the limiting positions of equili-

brium (Walton, ]>. 81).

. If the length of the rope be n times the length of the beam,
the inclination of the latter to the wall is given by the equation

(n'-,i
2

-l)tan'0 + 4/i tan + n*-4= 0.

2 I. In m-ilt-r that both limiting positions may be real, what must be
tin- limits of n?

... 2n must be > /n + 5- ^ (/*+!) (M* + 9), and

< /*' + 5 + V(M'-rl(
( 25. If n is 2, show that there is but one limiting p.>-iiion ;

and

prove geometrically that if in this case the angle of faction is 60, the

limiting position is horizontal.
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/ 26. A heavy uniform beam rests with one end against a rough
horizontal aud the other end against an equally rough vertical plane ;

find the least coefficient of friction that will allow the beam to rest in

all positions. ^m Unity.

v 27. In the previous question let the centre of gravity of the beam
divide it into two segments, a and b, the latter segment being in

contact with the vertical well ; given the coefficient of friction, /u,

between the beam and the ground, find the least coefficient of friction

between the beam and the wall which will allow the beam to rest in

all positions. a
Ans. -

[Mb

y^28. Two equal beams, AC and CB, are connected by a smooth

hinge at C, and are placed in a vertical plane with their lower

extremities, A and B, resting on a rough horizontal plane ;
from

observing the greatest value of the angle A CB for which equilibrium
is possible, determine the coefficient of friction for the beams and the

plane (Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 96, second ed.)

Ans. If the greatest value of LACB is (3,

v/29. Two uniform beams are placed with their lower extremities

resting on a rough horizontal plane, their upper exti-emities resting

against each other. Show how to cut a plane face from the upper
extremity of one of the beamfc, in oi'der that slipping may be about to

ensue at their point of contact.

Ans. Determine the line of action of their mutual resistance as in

p. 167 ;
then cut a face inclined to this line at the complement of the

angle of friction.

^30. A cylinder is placed on a rough horizontal plane, and a uniform

plank rests with one end on the ground and the other against the

cylinder (the plank being at right angles to the axis of the cylinder).
If the plank is gradually lowered until equilibrium is about to be

broken, show that if the weight of the cylinder exceed that of the

plank the latter will always slip, whatever be the dimensions of the

plank and cylinder. For any position of the plank find the direction

of the reaction of the ground on the cylinder.

Ans. If 6 is the angle made by the plank with the ground,
P = weight of plank, W = weight of cylinder, r = radius of cylinder,
2 a = length of plank, \^

= angle made with the vertical by the

reaction of the ground on the cylinder,

2W n . 2TT / asm 9
cot

x//
= tan 6 + (! + --_

),P P ''V r-asind

\,-31. A cylinder placed on a rough plane has a string coiled round it

in a plane at right angles to its axis
;

the string after passing round
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tin- cylinder is attached to a heavy particle which also rests on the

plane. If the plane is gradually tilted up, determine the nature of the

initial motion.

Ans. The cylinder will roll and the particle slip if both are equally

rough ;
and if t is the inclination of the plane when this happens,

. _=

whore W and P are the weights of the cylinder and the particle, p. the

coefficient of friction, and 2 a the angle between the string and the

inclined plane.

^32. A heavy cylinder is laid on a rough inclined plane, its axis being
horizontal

;
a heavy uniform plank rests on the cylinder and against

the inclined plane, the plank being horizontal at right angles to the

axis of the cylinder, and touching the cylinder at its highest point.

Supposing the inclination of the plane to be gradually increased, the

horizontality of the plank being always perserved, determine the

nature of the initial motion of the system and the inclination of the

plane at which equilibrium is broken.

Ans. The plank will slip at its point of contact with the plane, a

rolling motion taking place at the other points of contact in the

system ; and the inclination (t) is given by the equation

(-cotj- 1)[P cotton (\-i)-W] = P+W,
Qi ti 6

where r = radius of cylinder, 2 a = length of plank, W weight of

< \-Under, P = weight of plank, and A. = angle of friction.

^ 33. Two particles A and E, whose weights are denoted by A and B,
are connected by a string fully stretched, and placed on a rough
horizontal plane, the coefficient of friction for each particle being /m.

A force P, which is < ^ (A +B), is applied to A in the direction BA,
and its direction is gradually turned round through an angle d in the

plane. Find the nature of the initial motion of the system.

Ans. If P < fJL </A*+ B* and > pA, the particle A alone will

and this happens w

will slip when cos =

,
and this happens when sin d = ~> If P > f* A*+ B*, both

u2
(/?

2
/I

2
)

np

-1. A heavy rod is placed in any manner resting on two points A
and /' "I Imri/ontal curve, and a string attached ti> a point G
of the cord J /y is pulled in any direction in the plain- <if tin- curve BO

that the rod is on tin- point of motion. I'mvc that the locus of the

intersection of the Hues of action of the frictions at A and B is an arc

of a circle and a part of a straight line ; except when C is the centre

of gravity of the rod, in which MM the dilution.- of the frictions will

lie always parallel to the string.

P 2
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^35. A triangular prism, whose section by a vertical plane through its

centre of gravity perpendicular to its edges is ABC, rests with its base

AB on a rough horizontal plane; a rope is attached to the middle

point, C, of its upper edge, and, passing over a fixed pulley in the

horizontal line parallel to, and in the sense of, BA, is pulled with a

gradually increasing force. Find the nature of the initial motion.

Ans. If AB = c, AC = b, and the height of the prism = h, the

prism will tilt over the edge through A if

c+ b cos A
M> ^ ;

otherwise it will slide.

i/36. A cubical block is placed on a rough inclined plane and sus-

tained by a rope, parallel to the inclined plane, attached to the middle

point of the upper edge (which is horizontal) ;
the rope lies in the

vertical plane which contains the centre of the cube and is perpen-
dicular to the inclined plane. Show that the greatest inclination of

the plane is

v 37. Two rough inclined planes slope in the same direction and
intersect in a horizontal line. A cylinder placed at their intersection

and touching both all along its length has a- rope coiled round it in a

plane through its centre of gravity perpendicular to its axis ; this

rope passes over a fixed pulley and is pulled Ipnth gradually increasing
force. Discuss the ways in which equilibrium may be broken by
varying the tension of the rope, finding (with a given position of the

rope)

(a) The condition that must be satisfied in order that equilibrium
'

should be possible at all
;

(b) The condition that the initial motion should be one of slipping
on both planes ;

(c) The value of the tension of the rope when this slipping takes

place.

38. A heavy uniform circular wheel rests, in a vertical plane,

against the ground at A and is in contact at B with aar obstacle of given

height ;
the wheel is to be pulled over the obstacle by means of a rope

(of given direction) attached at a given point to the wheel
;
find

(a) The condition that the initial motion of the wheel shall be a

rolling over the obstacle
;

(b) The condition that the initial motion may be slipping at A
and B.

(c) What ultimately happens when the initial motion is slipping at

A and B.



CHAPTER X.

I

EQUILIBRIUM OF A RIGID BODY UNDER THE ACTION OF

ANY FORCES.

135.] Resultant of any Number of Forces Applied to a

Material Particle. Let a force, P, represented in magnitude
and direction by 0(/ (fig. 13, p. 19), act on a particle at ; let

Ox, Oy, and Oz, be any three rectangular axes drawn through 0;
and let the angles, O'Ox, WO//, and (/Oz, which the direction of

P makes with the axes of reference be denoted by a, /3, and y,

respectively. From O' let fall perpendiculars, OF, OH, OD, on

the planes, yz, zx, and m, respectively, and let the parallelepiped

ompleted as in
figjft.

Then the force 00' may be replaced

by the forces 01) an(J rOCr

, by the parallelogram of forces
;
and

OD can again be replaced by OA and OB. Hence the force P is

equivalent to the three forces

P cos a along Ox,

P cos ft Oy,

and '

Pcosy A Oz.

The convriM proportion is also evidently true namely, that

any t lire** forces, OA, O/i, 06', along Ox, Oy, 0* (whether the>e

are mutually rectangular directions or not), give a resultant

ivpivsentecftn magnitude
and direction by the diagonal, 0(7, of

the parallelepiped determined \>y the forces.

If sev.-r.il forces. /', , P2 ,
... Pn , act at and make angles

(i.0i.yA (oa./^y*). (./3n. y)> with the axes, let each

nt' them ho replaced by its three components along Ox, Oy,
'

ami if i \ , X), 2/ denote the sums of the components along
the axes, we shall t

1 A l\ cosa^ Pa cosa 2 -f ... -f PH coso,,,

2K= /\ ><.--.. /',cos/32 + ...-f P. cos/3,,,
[ (i)

^ / = J\ cos y l -f J'., cos
y,, + . . . -f Pn cos y.,
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and the whole system of forces will be replaced by the three

forces, 2X, 2J, and *2,Z along the axes of a, y, and z. But

the resultant of three forces in these directions is the diagonal

of the parallelepiped determined by them. Hence, R being the

magnitude of this resultant,

R = V'(2J)
2 + (27)

2 + (2^)
2

, (2)

and if 6, (/>, \js,
be the direction-angles of R,

2Z 2F -2Z
cos d = -~- > cos $ = -~-

,
cos

\l/
=

-^- (3)

136.] Graphic Representations of the Resultant. Since

the resultant of any two forces, OA and OB, acting at is

obtained by drawing from A a line, Ab, parallel and equal to

OB, and joining to b, it follows that if a particle is acted on

by n forces, OA1} OA2) OAS ,
... 0J!n ,the resultant is obtained in

magnitude and direction by drawing A a
2 parallel and equal to

OA2 ,
a
z
a
s parallel and equal to OA%, ... an_1

an parallel and equal
to OAn ,

and joining to an ; or, in other words, the side Oan

which closes the polygon OAa
2
az ... an represents the resultant

in magnitude and direction. When the sides of the polygon
are not all coplanar, the figure is called %, gauche polygon. Thus

the second graphic representation of the resultant of a system
of coplanar forces, which has been given in p. 18, is equally ap-

plicable to non-coplanar forces. Hence, of course, it follows that

a particle acted on by any set of forces which are parallel and

proportional to the sides of a gauche polygon taken in order is

at rest.

Again, since by the parallelogram of forces, the resultant of

OA
l
and OA2 is 2 . Offl) where g^ is the middle point of A

1
A2 ;

and since the resultant of 20^ and OAZ is 3C^2 ,
where g^ is

determined exactly as in p. 15, it follows that Leibnitz's graphic

representation of the resultant is applicable to non-coplanar
forces.

This result follows also analytically; for if (#19 yl} ^),

(x.^y2 ,
z2), ... (#,#, )

be the co-ordinates of the extremities

AH A
2 ,

... An of the forces acting on the particle, it is clear that

.. -f #n = 2

where #, y} z are the co-ordinates of G, the centre of mass of
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equal massej^pB?Hl at the extremities of the forces. Hence by
of Art. 135,

R = n.OG,

and

which show that the resultant is represented in magnitude and

direct inn by n . OG.

137.] Transformation of Couples. To what has been given
in Chapter V on the transformation of couples it is necessary

to add a few propositions relating to couples in different planes.

(a) A couple acting on a rigid body may be transferred to any

plane parallel to its own.

Let AB (fig. 185) be the arm of

a couple (P, P) and let A']? be any
line parallel and equal to AB. At

p -

./' introduce two equal and oppo- *\ P'*.--(<-V

forces, /' and 1'', parallel to L--""
ll^g

.//'. and at B introduce the same -

j

forces. The introduction of these
!?; ,85 .

forces will not disturb the equi-

librium of the body. Draw AJf and A'B, which will bisect each

0. Then the force P at A and the force P' at & u ill

a resultant equal to 2P at
;
and P at B and 7x at A' will

a resultant equal and opposite to this at the same point.

Hence there remain the forces P at A' and P at B'\ that is, the

e>uple (P, P) with arm AB has been moved to any plane parallel

to its own.

I loin Chapter V it is now clear that the only essential

properties of a couple are (l) the constancy of its moment and

he parallelism of its plane ;
or. in other words. ///' ri>nx/<tnrt/

of ti -fun nf Us axis; the actual p'
the axis in >pa<-e is of no consequence, but only its direction

;
two

Ics who e of equal length and in the same direction

are absolutely identical.

Hence the axis of a couple is what is called in modern pi

d line of constant magnitude.

() ' f" the sense of the axis of a c

\Ve have already Mated that the axis is to be drawn pen
dicular to the plane of the couple ;

but since this p ular

; ht be drawn at cither side of the plane, an ambiguity ar;
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especially in the case of several couples acting in different planes.

The following convention with regard to the sense in which the

axis is to be drawn, given by Thomson and Tait (Natural Philo-

sophy, p. 1 73), is founded on a similar rule of Ampere's : Hold

a watch with its plane parallel to the plane of the couple. Then,

according as the motion of the hands is contrary to, or along

with, the sense in which the couple tends to turn, draw the

axis of the couple through the face or through the lack of the

watch.

(y) Two couples result in a single couple whose axis is found

from the axes of the component couples by the parallelogram
law.

Let the planes of the

couples intersect in the line

AB
(fig.

1 86) and the arm of

each be made AB, by moving
each couple in its own plane,

and then suitably altering the

forces of each couple (Art. 74
}

Chap. V). Let P, P be forces

, of one couple, and Q, Q those

of the other. At B draw*

Bp perpendicular to the plane PABP and proportional to the

moment of the couple (P, P). We may evidently take Bp = P,

since the couples have a common arm. Draw Bq perpendicular
to the plane QABQ and equal to Q.

Now evidently the forces P and Q at B compound a resultant,

R, equal and parallel to the resultant of P and Q at A. Hence
the two couples compound a single couple.

Again, draw Br perpendicular to the plane RABR and equal
to R. Bp, Bq, and Br are then the axes of the couples (P, P),

(Q, Q), and (R, R). But it is manifest that the figure Bprq is

merely the figure BPRQ turned round in its own plane through
a right angle. Hence Br is the diagonal of the parallelogram
determined by the axes of the component couples.

Conversely, any couple may be resolved into two couples whose

axes are determined from the axis of the given couple by the

*
According to the convention (/3) the couples in this figure are both negative,

and the axes Bp and Bq should be drawn downwards. This inaccuracy in the

figure was detecte 1 too late for correction.
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parallelogram law : and as in the case of forces acting at a

point, any couple may be resolved into three couples whose ;:

are determined from the axis of the given couple by the parallelo-

piped law. All this follows as in Art. 135.

It is well to remark that the axis of a couple represents the

moment of the forces of the couple round a line in space parallel

to the axis.

(5) To find the resultant of any number of couples acting in

any planes on a rigid body.
Let the axes of the couples be all drawn, each in its proper

sense according to the rule
(/3),

at the same point, (fig. 13),

and let each axis be resolved into three components along

rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz, drawn through 0. Let L = the

sum of the axes in the direction Ox
; then L is the axis of the

i-oinponent of the resultant couple in the plane yz. Let J/and

N be the sums of the axes in the directions Oy and Oz, re-

spectively. Then, if G is the resultant axis,

^T^ (i)

and if A, /u, v are the direction angles of G,

L M N
cos

*=Q->
cos n = y ,

cos v -
-^

, (2)

equations which arc exactly analogous to (2) and (3) of Art.

135.

The axes of couples are, therefore, compounded and resolved

in the same manner as forces. There is this difference between

forces and couples, that, while any number of couples in any

planes whatever always result in a single couple, any number of

es cannot, in general, be replaced by a single force, and this

diHercnrc results from the vtcturial nature of the axis of a

couple.

() A force and a couple acting on a rigid body cannot

produce equilibrium,
let the couple be so transferred that one of its forces, P,

acts at a point on the line of action of the force, /'. Then /.'

and /' at this point compound a single force which, in general,

does not intersect the other force of the couple. Therefore, \

A force and a couple acting in the same plane are, of course,

equivalent to a single force.

138.] Theorem. A force acting on a rigid body in a given
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right line can always be replaced by an equal force acting at any
chosen point together with a couple.

Let a force P (fig. 187) act at a point

A, and let be the chosen point. At
introduce two forces, P and P', opposite

to each other and each equal and parallel

to P. Then P at A and P* at may be

taken to constitute a couple whose mo-

Fig. 187. ment is Pj), p being the perpendicular

from on the line of action of P at A.

There remains, then, the force P at ; and this force together
with the couple may replace P at A.

Let the axis of this couple be drawn at
;
let x, y, z be the

co-ordinates of A with respect to a rectangular system of axes

drawn through ;
and let a, /3, y, be the angles which the

direction of P makes with the axes of x, y, 2, respectively.
T* W %

The direction cosines of OA are - >
- - where OA = r, and

r r r

it is easy to prove that the direction cosines of the axis of the

couple (which is at once at right angles to OA and to P) are

y cosy z cos j3 z cos a as cosy % cos ft y cos a

P P P
Hence, the axis of the couple being equal to Pp, the projections

of the axis on the axes of #, y, and z are

P(ycosy 2 cos
/3), P(zcosa # cos y), P (x cos j3 y cos a) ;

but it is clear from (y), Art. 137, that these are the axes of the

component couples in the planes yzy zx, and xy> into which the

couple Pjo can be resolved. Putting P cos a = X, P cos /3 = Y,

P cos y = Z, we see that the three couples are

Zy-Yz, XzZx, Yx-Xy. (1)

The force P at may also be replaced by its three components,

X, Y, Z. (2)

There is another way in which the reduction is sometimes effected.

Let P at A he resolved into its three components, X, Y, Z, and let

the line of Z meet the plane (xy] in N, and let Z at A be trans-

ferred to N. Let fall Nn perpendicular to Ox; at n introduce two

opposite forces Z" and Z'"
',
each equal arftl parallel to Z ; and at

introduce two opposite forces, Z aud Z1

',
each equal and parallel to Z.

Now the senses of positive rotation in the planes xy, yz, zx being
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X

those indicated by the arrows, the forces ^at N and Z'"at /< form a

couple whose moment i-

Zij pand'el to plane yz ;

and the forces Z' at and Z" at n form a couple whose moment is

Zx parallel to the plane zx',

and in addition to these there is the force

Z *t 0.

Similarly, the force X at A can be re-

plared by A' at together with two

couples, Xz and Xy, parallel to the

planes zx and xy, respectively ;
and the

force Y at .1 <-an be replaced by Y at

together with the couples Yx and Yz

parallel ti> the planes ./// and yz.
Ib-nce P at A is replaced by the forces

Fig. 1 88.

)'. Y, Z &t and the couples ZyYzt XzZx, and YxXy,
parallel to the planes yz, zx, and xy, respectively.

139.] Parallel Forces. Suppose a rigid body to be actc<l <.u

by any number of parallel forces applied at given points in the

body. Take any origin, 0, of co-ordinates, and through it draw

three iv<-l-ingular axes, that of z being parallel to the common
(liivrti'iii of ilu- forces. Then the force P, acting at (f^ y^ z\)

may be replaced, as in last Art., by

P
l
at along Oz,

and the couples /\// 1
and P^i

parallel to the planes //: an-!

Hi 'placing each force in this manner, the whole system will be

\ al nt to a force

or 2P at 0,

together with the couple

+ /',//,+ ... +J'H ym ,
or 1

parallel to the plane yz, and the couple

parallel to the plan

These two couples compound a

single couple whose axis is found by

drawing OL ^Py and <>M (in the

negative sense of the axis, of^) = 2/X
and completing the parall. lig. 189). If

diagonal is den..ted by <Y.

Fig. 189.

tb-
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G =
and R = 2P,

R being the resultant force.

140.] Centre of Parallel Forces. Since the resultant of two

parallel forces, Pl
and P2 , acting at the points Al

and At
divides

A q P
the line A^A^ in a point g such that -j

= -^ > and since byAi9 "i

elementary geometry (see p. 97) the distance of g from any plane
P x +P x-~

^-^ > where x and a?2 are the distances of A^ and A2

"\ + P%
from this plane, it follows, hy repeating this construction that

the distances, #, j/, z, of the centre of parallel forces from the

planes yz, zx, and xy are given by the equations

_
-

141.] Conditions of Equilibrium of a System of Parallel

Forces. A system of parallel forces has been reduced (Art. 139)

to a single force, R, and a single couple, G. Now since these

cannot in combination produce equilibrium (e,
Art. 137), we

must have 72 = 0, and G = 0, separately.

Since G cannot be = unless 2P# = and 2P^ = 0, the con-

ditions of equilibrium are R = o (l)

2P# = 0, VPy = 0. (2)

DEF. The moment of a force with respect to a plane to

which it is parallel is the product of the force by its perpen-

dicular distance from the plane.

Hence for the equilibrium of parallel forces The sum of the

forces must vanish, and the sum of their moments with respect to

every plane parallel to them must also vanish.

EXAMPLES.

1. A heavy triangular table, ABC, is supported horizontally on
three vertical props at the vertices

; prove that the pressures on the

props are equal.
Let P, Q, R be the pressures at A, B, C, and let a vertical plane

through A and the centre of gravity of the table cut the side BC in a,

its middle point. For equilibrium the sum of the moments of the

forces P, Q, R, and W (the weight of the table) with respect to this
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plane must = 0. But tlie moments of P and W are each = 0, since

these forces lie in the plane. Hence the moments of Q and R are

equal and opposite. Xow the distance of Q from the plane = Ba .

sin AaB, and the distance of R = Ca . sinAaC', and since Ba = Ca,
th -( distances are equal. Therefore Q = R ; and similarly it can be
shown that R = P

; therefore, &c.

2. A heavy triangular plate hangs in a horizontal plane by means
of three vertical strings attached to its vertices

;
at what point in its

area must a given weight be placed so that the system of strings may
be least likely to break ?

At the centre of gravity of the board. For if W= the weight of
the board and P the sustained weight, we have

P+Q +R=W+P,
or the sum of the tensions is constant, wherever P is placed. Hence
if any one is less than \(W+P), some other must be greater than
tliis value. It is evident, therefore, that the best arrangement makes
each tension = 4 ( W+ P) '>

DUt; this happens (as proved in last

example) when P is placed at the centre of gravity.

3. A heavy elliptic cylinder is sustained in a vertical position by
three props applied at three points ou the circumference of its base ;

Iniw should the props be placed in order that the cylinder may be
least likely to be upset ?

Let the base of the cylinder have any form, ABC (fig. 190), and let

G be the projection of its centre of gravity on the plane of the base.

Then, if the props are applied at A, B, and C,
the perpendiculars from G on the sides of the

triangle ABC must be all equal when the

equilibrium is most stable. For, suppose that

the cylinder is about to be upset round the

line AB\ then the moment of the force re-

quired to upset it is W.p, where W is the

weight of the cylinder and
j>

the perpendicular
fi"in G on AB. Again, suppose that the Fig. 190.

cylinder is about to be upset about AC; then

the moment of the force required to upset it is W. q, where q is the

l ipendicular from G on AC. Hence if p and q are unequal, ad-

vantage will be gained by increasing the lesser of them, even though
the greater must be consequently diminished

;
and it follows that the

maximum advantage is gained when p and q are equal. In the same

way it can be shown that the popendionkur from G on BC must, in

the most advantageous case, be equal to that from G on AB
;
and

therefore the perpendiculars from G on the sides ABC must be all

equal.

Hence the problem amounts to inscribing in a given curve a

triangle on the sides of which the perpendiculars from a given point

shall be equal. In the particular case in which the base is an ellipse,

we have to find a circle concentric with the ellip.-e.
such that a

triangle circumscribed to the circle shall be inscribed in the ellipse.
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Now (Salmon's Conic Sections, p. 330, 5th edition), let the ellipse

xz
y
z

have for equation 5- + -7^-! =0, and the circle #2+ y
2 r2 =

;
a o

3,2 ?
.2

then the discriminant of k(x?+ y* r2)H r-f-fs 1 = is A^.r2

a2
cr

+ (1 4-r
2

;-) A
2
H--2!

~ *+ "27^5 and the required condition
2 ' 2 2

being
2 = 4A . ', we have two values for r, namely, r

a
=

and r, =-r The first value alone is admissible, because-T > b,ab a o

and the circle in this case either cuts the ellipse or entirely encloses it.

Since an infinite number of triangles can be inscribed in the ellipse

and circumscribed to the circle of radius ---
(Salmon, ibid.), the

Cd ~]~

problem is capable of an infinite number of solutions. It is easy to

see that in the cases in which it is possible to have a real system of

in- and circum- scribed triangles for the ellipse and the circle of radius

-r > the centre of the ellipse is outside the area of the triangle.ab
This circle is, therefore, irrelevant to our question.

4. A heavy square board, A BCD, of uniform thickness, is hung by
three vertical strings, one of which is attached to a corner, A, of the

board. The plane of the board being horizontal, find the points,
E and F, in the area to which the other two strings should be

attached in order that it may be most difficult to overturn the board

by placing a weight anywhere on it.

It is evident that advantage is gained by taking the points E and

F on the edges of the board.

Assume AE to be the direction of the line joining the points of

application of two of the strings, and suppose that a weight, P, placed
somewhere in the area ABE is on the point of overturning the board

about the line AE, Then the tension of the string at F=
;
and if

W is the weight of the board, acting at G, the weight P required to

upset it is distance of G from AE
distance of P from AE

Hence the greater the distance of P from A E, the less the requisite
value of P, or, in other words, the more easily will the board be upset.
It is evident, therefore, that the applied weight should be placed at B

;

and in the same way, if the board is to be upset round the lines AF
and FE, the applied weights should be placed at the corners D and C,

respectively.

Again, in the arrangement of greatest advantage, the board is

upset with equal ease round each of the lines AE, AF, and FE. For,

if it be more easily upset round one of these lines than round another,

advantage will be gained by making it a little more stable with

regard to the first. Hence, since the weights placed at B, D, and C
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are all equal, we have

distance of G from AE _ distance of G from A F _ distance of G from EF
distance of B from AE

~~
distance of D from AF~ distance of C from EF'

The angles EAB and FAD are, therefore, equal, and each = tan" 1

5. A heavy elliptic table is supported on three vertical props; how
must they be placed so that it may be most difficult to upset the table

by placing a weight on it ?

Atu. The props must be placed at three points, A, B, C, on the

circumference of the ellipse ;
and if y is the eccentric angle of (7, that

of B is it+ y, and that of A is ^ TT+ y. The weight which, most

advantageously applied, will then just upset the table is half its own

weight.

This may be seen as follows. Assuming any line in the area as the

line joining two props, the least weight that will be required to upset
the table must be placed at the point of contact of a tangent parallel
to the assumed line, since the weight will have maximum leverage at

this point. Also, it must be equally easy to upset the table round
tin- three lines AB, BC, CA; that is, the requisite weights placed at

Cf

t A', B', the points of contact of the tangents, must be all equal.
It', then, .r, y, c, be the perpendiculars from the centre on the lines

BC, CA, AB, and P, Q, R the perpendiculars on the parallel tangents,
we must have x y z

P-x Q-y R-z*
or. if a, /9, y, be the eccentric angles of A, B, C,

a ft 0y ay
COS COS-- - COS -

a 3 0y ay
1 cos 1 cos 1 + cos -

a negative sign being used in the last, since (y, /3, a being in ascending

order of magnitude)- is evidently >- Hence /3
= -7r+ y,

2 9 a
4 x

a = - ir+ y ;
and the weight required to upset the table = JP-= >" x

or \ . W Any one position of C is, then-fore, as good as any other;
mill if (' is made tin- extremity of cither axis, the line AB is parallel
to the other at a <l; ual to ^ of the first axis from it.

6. A rectangular hoard i- held with its plane hori/oiital by three

v.rticil >t rin^s attached to thn-e of its corners; find the point in its

at which a weight nin.st ! ]>lno -d so that the tensions of the

strings shall bo given multiples of the weight of the board.

An,--. Let II" be the weight of the board; let the strings be

applied at the eorn.T- .1, /'. (fj let A'' - B L'/ ; ami let the

tensions of the strings at A, B, C be IW, mW, nW, respectn
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Then the weight must be placed at a point whose distances from AB
and A C are

2n 1 2m 1 _ .

;
--

. a and -
. b.

l +m + n 1 l+m + n 1

The magnitude of the weight is, of course, (l+m+ n 1) W.

7. A uniform circular lamina is placed with its centre upon a

prop; find at what points on its circumference three weights, wlt
w

2 ,

w
s ,

must be placed that it may remain at rest in a horizontal position

(Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 73).

Ans. The angles which the weights subtend in pairs at the centre

of the lamina are the supplements of the angles of a triangle whose
sides are proportional to the weights.

142.] Reduction of a System of Forces acting in any
manner on a Rigid Body. Let any origin, (fig. 188), be

assumed arbitrarily, and let any system of rectangular axes, Ox,

Oy, and Oz, be drawn through it. If, then, forces P15 P2 ,
P

3 ,
...

act on the body at points whose co-ordinates are
(<vl} yl , ^),

(#2 , y%, 2
2), (x3 , yz , z

3 ),
... each force can be replaced by three

components acting at along the axes, together with three

couples whose axes coincide with the co-ordinate axes. The

force P1} for example, is equivalent to X1} TI} Z- at and three

couples, Z-^y^T^z^, X1
z
1
Zl

xl ,
and TlxL X

1 y1
. .Adding the

components of the forces, and also the axes of the couples, in the

directions Ox, Oy, and Oz, the whole system of forces is equiva-
lent to the fore* 2X along Ox,

27 Oy,

and 1>Z Oz;

and the system of couples is equivalent to

the couple 2 (Zy Tz), or L, in the plane yz,

^.(XzZx), or Mt zx,

and

(Of course the axes of L, H, N are drawn along the axes of

x, y, and z, respectively).

Hence if R be the magnitude of the resultant of translation,

and if G be the magnitude of the resultant couple,

G=
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V Y" V V V 7
The direction-cosines of R are - r 5- > and ^ ; and those

T M TV JK Jt &
P L M . N

of
G&re-g, -^, and-^.

Thus, any system offorces acting on a rigid body can be replaced

by a single resultant force acting at an arbitrary origin, the magni-
linU- anil (lii-t'ffiori of thisforce being the same for all origins, and a

single resultant couple the magnitude and direction of whose axis

are both dependent on the origin chosen.

It has been already remarked (Art. 137) that G is not only
the axis of the resultant couple (corresponding to a resultant

force acting- at 0), but also the sum of the moments of the

forces about a line at drawn in the direction of G ; and since

the axes of couples have been proved to follow the parallelepiped
and parallelogram laws, it follows that the sum of the moments
of the forces about this line is greater than the sum of their

moments about any other line at ;
and also that the sum of

the moments of the forces about any other line through is the

resolved part of G in the direction of this line.

>rk. The magnitude and direction of G are constant at

all points along the same right line parallel to R. For R may
l>e supposed to act at any point in this line, and the vector G

may be moved parallel to itself to the point at which R is

MI pposed to act.

143.] Poinsot's Central Axis. Any system of forces acting
i\ a rijjid body has been proved to be equivalent to a single

resultant force, R, acting at an arbitrary

origin, 0, and a single resultant couple
(i. Let < be the angle between R
and G, and resolve G into two compo-
nents, OA and On

(fig. 191) along and

ndicular to A', resj.retivelv. On
is the axis of a couple in the plane
ROx, P.TI , n.liriilar to On. Now let Fig. 191.

each fon-r (1 f this enuple be made equal
to A', ami tin- ana. <>!'*, is consequently equal to - ; that is,

-

* The point P should be repreocnted on the production of the line xO through
0, according to the conv.-ntii.n of Art. 137. The inccunM.j in the figure WM
letected too late for correction.
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One of these forces may be applied at to destroy the re-

sultant, R, at this point, and there finally remains a resultant

force, R, at P along PT (parallel to OR), together with a couple

whose axis is OK, or G cos $. Denoting OK by K, we have

then j^= cos<. (2)

The axis OK may, of course, be drawn at P along PT
[(a),

Art. 137].
Hence ike whole system offerees is equivalent to a resultantforce

equal to R acting along the line PT and a couple in a plane per-

pendicular to this line.

The line PT thus determined is called PoinsoPs Central Axis.

To construct Poinsot's Central Axis for any system of forces

Reduce theforces to a resultant force, OR, acting at any origin, 0,

and a couple whose axis is OG ; then on a line perpendicular to

the plane of OR and OG measure off a length, OP*, equal to

P t where $ is the angle between OR and OG. A line through

the point P parallel to OR is the required Central Axis.

144.] Theorem. A given system of forces has but one

Central Axis.

This, which is sufficiently evident from the preceding con-

struction, may be proved ex absurdo thus :

Whatever origin be chosen, the resultant force acting at it is

constant both in magnitude and in direction. Now, if it be

possible, let the system of forces be equivalent to a resultant R
acting at and a couple whose axis is OK, and also to a re-

sultant force R acting at Or
and a couple whose axis is OK', the

lines OK and O'K' being, of course, in the direction of R. Now
it is evident that the force R at and the couple OK should

equilibrate the reversed force R and reversed couple O'K' at Of.

But the couples give a single couple, OK * O'K', and the forces

give also a couple which, being in a plane perpendicular to the

first couple, cannot with it produce equilibrium. Therefore, &c.

Since this axis is unique, equation (2) of the last Article shows

that for all origins the quantity G cos <, or the projection of the

axis of the resultant couple along the direction of the resultantforce
is constant.

145.] Theorem. The sum of the moments of the forces

round Poinsot's Axis is less than the sum of their moments

* The sense of OP is determined by the convention of Art. 137.
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round any other axis of principal moment. (Since for any
origin, 0, the sum of the moments round OG is greater than

the sum of the moments round any other line through (Art.

142), OG is called the Axis of Principal Moment at 0.)
Let Oz (fig. 192) be Poinsot's Axis and OK (= K) the

moment of the forces round it. Let (/ be any point in the

body, and let it be proposed to find the

principal moment at this point. (70

is a line drawn through 0' perpendicular
to Poinsot's Axis. At (7 introduce two

equal and opposite forces, (/R and O'Rf,

each = R. Then OR and VR form a

couple, whose axis, (7 is perpendicular
to the plane ROO'R and equal to

R . GO. Transfer the axis OK to (/K'

(Art. 137), and draw the diagonal, O'G,

of the rectangle determined by (/n and

<YA'. Then (/G(=G) is the axis of

principal moment at (7, and it is evidently > (7K'. Hence

Poinsot's is the least principal moment.

146.] Problem. To find the surface traced out by the axes

of principal moment at points taken along a right line inte/-

secting Poinsot's Axis perpendicularly.

Let Ox be the assumed line, and let it be taken as axis of x,

Poinsot's Axis being that of z. Let 0(7 = #, and let y and z

be the co-ordinates of any point on O'G. Then if
<f>
= the

angle GO'K', we have

Gn K
77- = -=- >

Un R . x

A
or xz = -

Fig. 192.

z
- - COt

an equation which denotes a hyperbolic paraboloid. As the

point O' moves out from along Ox, the axes revolve towards

the right ;
as (7 moves in towards 0, they revolve towards the

left
; and after coincidence with Poinsot's Axis at 0, they

revolve towards the left. At an infinite distance from the

axis of principal moment is at right angles to Poinsot's Axis.

Let it be proposed to find the surface traced out by the axes of

principal moment at points taken all along an arbitrary curve in a

plane perpendicular to Poinsot's Axis.

Q2
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Let Q be any point on the curve whose equation in the plane xy
is/ (a?, y) = 0, and let (a, /3)

be the co-ordinates of Q, and the point
in which Poinsot's Axis meets the plane of xy. Then the axis of

principal moment at Q is constructed by drawing QN, in the plane

xy, perpendicular to OQ, taking on QN a length = R . OQ, drawing
at Q a perpendicular to the plane xy equal to K, and constructing the

diagonal of the rectangle determined by these two latter lines. Sup-

pose P to be any point on the axis of principal moment at Q, and let

N be the projection of P on the plane xy. The co-ordinates of P
being x, y, z, it is clear that

.

K.

If is the angle made by QN with the axis of x,

a = x+QN cos 9

R . OQ cos 6

i_
Sz a mor a = x+
-jf-p' (1)

Similarly, /3
t= y . a. (2)A

Solving these equations for a and y3, we have

R R
x
+-f?yz y--=r*z/=- wP2 ^ - ai

i+fL.^ i+_ .* T TT2 * 1^2^x ,/i,

Hence, since / (a, /3)
= 0, we have

R R

which is the equation of the surface traced out.

147.] Theorem. A system of forces can be reduced to two

forces in an infinite number of ways. For they can be reduced

to a resultant force, R, acting at any point, together with a

couple. Now the forces of the couple can be made of any mag-
nitude by varying its arm

;
and one of them can be combined

with R. There will then remain the resultant of R and this

force together with the remaining force of the couple. There-

fore, &c.
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148.] Theorem. AYhen a system of forces is reduced to

a pair of forces represented in magnitudes
and lines of action by two right lines, *A

the volume of the tetrahedron formed by /J. \
these lines is constant, however the re-

duction is made.

Let the system of forces be reduced to

P anil Q, and let these be supposed to

act at the extremities, A and B, of the

shortest distance between them. Now to
pj

get the force and couple corresponding to

1h<> origin A, introduce at this point two opposite forces, AQ and

AQ', each equal and parallel to Q.

Compounding P and Q we get the resultant force, E ;
and

taking the forces Q at B and Q' &t A we get a couple whose axis,

.!'', i> at right angles to the plane QBAQ' and equal to Q . AB.

Since AB is perpendicular to both P and Q, it is clear that AG
is in the plane QAP and at right angles to AQ.
Now since (Art. 143) G cos < = K, we have

Q . AB . sin QAR = K.
p

But sin QAR =^-e\nPAQ.
Hence

P.Q.AB. S'mPAQ=K.R.
Now the volume of the tetrahedron formed by the lines AP

= i area ABQ x perpendicular from P on the plane ABQ ;

= \BQ.ABxAP. am PAQ-,

1 1 ' -nee if A denotes the volume of the tetrahedron,

A = iA'.T2.

This theorem has been proved in various ways. For nn

elegant demonstration by Mobius, see Crelle's Journal, vol. iv,

]>. 179, or Jullien's Probleme* de M> :

'.-ti>ii<jne Ratwnnelle, vol. i,

p. 71.

149.] Symmetrical Reduction of a System of Forces. A
:<'m of forces can be roiluccd \ two forces equal in magni-

tude, equally inclined at opposite sides to Poinsot's Axis, and

Mjually distant from this axis.

This is what Thomson and Tait call the Symmetrical Cat*.
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Suppose the forces replaced by R acting along Poinsot's Axis,

Oz, and a couple, K. Take any point, (7 (fig. 192); draw (70

perpendicular to Oz and produce it to 0" so that (70 = 00".

Let R acting at be replaced by %R acting at 0" and \R acting

at O". Also let the forces of the couple act at (7 and 0"
;
for

TT

this purpose these forces must each be made = > x being 0(7.

K 2x
Now the resultant of \R and at 0' is a force

2x

x K
acting towards the right, and the resultant of \R and at O"

OG

is a force of the same magnitude acting towards the left of the

figure.

If o> is the angle made with Poinsot's Axis by these new

forces at 0' and (7',

K

If we choose x so that = v3 R, each of the two symmetricalx

forces is equal to R, and they are inclined at an angle of 60 to

Poinsot's Axis.-f_

150.] Analytical Condition for a Single Resultant. We
have just seen that a system of forces acting on a rigid body is,

in general, equivalent to two forces. Let the forces be replaced

by a single resultant force, R, acting at an arbitrary origin, 0,

and a couple G. Now the direction cosines of R referred to axes

Ox, Oy, and Oz, are (Art. 142),

and those of G are

L M , N

Hence, if $ is the angle beeweeii G and R,

L2X+M2Y+NSZ
COS<^ = -

-QR-
Now if the resultant couple is in a plane containing R, one of

its forces can be made to destroy R, and there will remain a

single force ; but if G and R are not at right angles to each
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other, the system of forces cannot be equivalent to a single force.

The required condition is, therefore, cos
</>
= 0, or

prorii/t'il thai 2 A' 27, and 2Z Jo not all vanixft ; for if they do,

I! will also vanish, and
<|>

will be illusory. In fact, in this case,

since L, .)/, and .V alone exist, the system of forces is equivalent
to a couple.

151.] Theorem. The quantity L2X+ .1/2 F+ N2Z has the

same value for all systems of rectangular axes assumed anywhere
in space.

From (1) of the last Article it = R . G cos
</>,

or R . JT, where

A i> Poinsof's moment (Art. 143).

Hence, if this quantity vanishes for any one set of axes, the

force and the axis of the accompanying couple corresponding to

any origin are at right angles.

The value of this quantity can be exhibited in another form

which also shows that it is independent of any particular set of

axes.

Substituting for L, M, and N the values (Art. 1
!.').

2 (%y 1'*), &c., the expression becomes

.)(J1 + A>...)

.)(]'!+]'.,+ ...)

or, substituting for Xlt Ylt Zly ... in terms of the forces PI} ..

ami Ihrir direction-cosines,

yi cos yi
-z

l cosp1 + l y., cos y2
-

(P! cos 04 +P2 cos Og + ...) + &c.....

It is clear at once that the terms Pj
2

, P./, ... disappear, and the

products PI-/V I'\
I'

,,
... alone remain.

Collecting the coefficient of P
1
PI as a typical tonn, \vo have

A -Pi [('i *s) (
cos ^i cos V2 cos y\ cos ^z)

+ (y\y*) (
cos y\ cos

2 cos
i
cos yJ

4 (: l :.j) (cos a, cos /32 cos fa cos a,)].

NII\V (see Salmon's (Icomefn/ f T/n-fe Dimension*, p. 31, third

edition. ( ,r l-'rost's Soliil <>
\<. 59) if (/',, P.,) denotes the

bi-t \virn tin- directions of the forces P
}

and
/'_..

tln>
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quantity in brackets = dV2 . sin (Pj ,
P2),

dl2 being the shortest

distance between the lines of action of the forces.

Hence

Z2X-I-M2Y+N2Z= 2^ P
2 .^12 .sin (Pl5 PJ. (l)

Again (Art. 148) the term involving PX
P

2
on the right side

of (t) denotes six times the tetrahedron formed by Pl
and P.2 ;

therefore the quantity on 'the left side is equal to six times the

sum (with their proper signs] of the -
c

'
tetrahedra which can be

a

formed out ofthepairs oflines representing the nforces Pj ,
P

2 , . . . Pn .

This sum has, of course, no reference to any set of axes, and

hence the necessarily invariant nature of .Z/2X+MSY+NSZ.
With regard to the sign to be given to any tetrahedron of the

system, we define that

The moment of aforce with regard to a line is the component of
theforce perpendicular to the line multiplied ly the shortest distance

between theforce and the line.

Hence P
l . dl2 . sin (P15 P2)

is the moment of Pj about the lino

of action of P2 . Now to determine the sign which must be

given to any tetrahedron, let a watch be placed so that the

direction in which either force acts passes perpendicularly from

the back up through the face of the watch. If then the other

force tends to produce rotation in the sense in which the

hands rotate, the tetrahedron is to receive a negative sign, and

if the rotation is the other way, a positive sign.

152.] Conditions of Equilibrium of a Body Acted on by
any Forces. The forces having been reduced to a resultant of

translation, R, acting at any point, together with a corresponding

couple, G, since a force and a couple cannot conjointly produce

equilibrium ((c), Art. 137) it is necessary that

E and G = 0.

Substituting the values of R and G given in Art. 142, we see

that these two are equivalent to the following six conditions :

= 0, 27= 0, 2^=0,

which are the analytical expressions of the fact that the forces
must have no component along any line and no moment about any
axis.
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EXAMPLES.

1. When three forces keep a rigid body in equilibrium, they mut-t

In- eoplaiiar and concurrent or parallel.
L -t the forces be P, Q, and R. Then the sum of their moments

about every axis is zero. Take any point,/), on P and from it draw
a line meeting Q in the point q, suppose. Then, since two of the

forces have zero moments about this line, the moment of the third

force, Rt about it must = ; that is, this line intersects R, in the

point r, suppose.
Let another line be drawn through p meeting Q in q'. Then, as

before, this line must meet R in a point, /. Now f-ince two points on

each of the lines Q and R lie in the plane of the lines pqr and 2>'/'

the lines Q and R must both lie in this plane.

Again, drawing any two lines across Q and R, each of these lines

must intersect P
;

that is, P has two of its points in the plane of Q
and R, anil P, therefore, lies in this plane.

Finally, taking moments about the intersection of Q and R, we see

that /' must pass through this point; but if any two are parallel, the

third must be parallel to them.

2. A rigid body is acted on by forces represented in magnitudes
and lines of action by the sides of a gauche polygon taken in order

;

prove that the forces are equivalent to a couple, and that the sum of

their moments about any line is represented by double the area of the

tion of the polygon on a plane perpendicular to the line.

Let the forces be represented by the lines AB,BC,CD, ...
(fig. 194),

and let OQ be any axis.

On the axis take any point, 0, and reduce the forces to a resultant, R,
of transition at this point, together with a

rouple, (r (Ait. 1
lii).

This is done by in-

troducing at two forces parallel and equal
to AH in opposed directions, two eijnal and

opponte to BC, &c. Now (Art. 136) the

re.-nlt:int of tian.-latioii vamVhes, and the

component couples are represented by double

the areas of the triangles OAfi, OBC, &c.

If the axe- f these couples are drawn at 0,
,m of the moments of the forces about

OQ will be r--pr.--.-iited by the sum of the

components of the axes along OQ ;
but this

i- the -line a- d.,nble the slllll of the projections of the arCBS of the

triangle- on a plain- perpendicular to ()(j ; that is, the moment about

OQ i nteil by double the area of the projection of the polygon
on a plain- perpendicular to OQ.

Again, since (f is the greatest moment round 'hronuh "

(Art. 1 !_>), it f< l!"Ws that the axis of the resultant couple is the line

peip.-ndj,-u' : ,r to the plane on which tin- projected area of the polygon
is ,i maximum.
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3. When the resultant of translation vanishes, the forces will be
in complete equilibrium if the sums of their moments round any three

non-coplanar axes are separately equal to nothing.
For if L be the moment round the axis of x, the moment L' round

a parallel axis through the point (a, ft, y) is Z + y2 Yfi'SZ. Hence
L' = Z-, J/'= M, N'=. N

; and since the moment round an axis

through (a, f), y) making angles A, p, v with the axes of co-ordinates is

L' cos A + M' cos p.+Nf
cos v, it follows that the moments round all

parallel axes are equal. For the three axes of moments we may take,

therefore, three lines through the origin making angles (A,, fa, i>,),

(A2 , /x2 ,
r
2 ),

and (A3 , /x3 ,
v
a)

with the axes of co-ordinates. Suppose
then that

L cos Aj +M cos fa+N cos v
t
= 0,

L cos A
2 + M cos p.2 +N cos i>

2
= 0,

and L cos A
s + M cos p3 + Ncosvs

= 0.

These require either that L = Jf = N = 0, or

= 0.COS A
2 ,

COS
fJL2 ,

COS ZA,

cos A
3 ,

cos
ju.3 ,

cos i>
3

The latter condition requires that the three axes of moments be in one

plane. If they are not coplanar, we must have L = M = N = 0, i.e.

the forces are in equilibrium.

4. A tetrahedron is acted on by forces applied perpendicularly to

the faces at their respective centroids. If the force applied to

each face is proportional to the area of that face, prove that the

tetrahedron is in equilibrium, the forces being supposed to act all

inwards or all outwards.

Let A, B, C, D ,
be the vertices of the tetrahedron and denote the

areas of the faces opposite these vertices by AI}
B

1 ,C1,D1 , respectively.

Denote also the angle between the faces A
l
and B

1 by A^BV Then

evidently A A

A
1
= B

1
cosA

1
B

1 -f C1
cos A^ Cl + Dl

cos A
1
D

1 ;

or if the forces perpendicular to the faces are denoted by P, Q, R, S,

P-Q.cosPQ-R.cosPR-S.cosPS= 0,

which shows that there is no resultant force in a direction perpen-
dicular to the face A

l ; similiarly there is no resultant force in direc-

tions perpendicular to the other faces
;

therefore the resultant of

translation vanishes.

To show that there is no resultant couple, let each force be replaced by
three equal forces acting at the angles of the corresponding face. Thus

the force P is to be replaced by three forces each equal to ^ P acting
at the points B, C, D perpendicularly to the face BCD. Let us
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calculate the sum of the moments of the forces about the edge BC.
For this purpose, let the forces Q and R at D be each resolved in

the direction of the force ^ P at this point, i. e. perpendicularly to the

face BCD. Supposing the forces to act outwards, the components of

and I R are \ Q . cos PQ and R . cos PR
;
therefore the sum

of the moments of the forces at D about BC is proportional to

(A t
-
B, . cosAB

l
-C

1
. cos A

or D
1 .p'.coaA 1

D
l ,

or, again, />,.;>,

;>' being the perpendicular from D on 5(7, and p the perpendicular
from Z> on the base ABC. But this last expression is three times the

volume of the tetrahedron. In the same way, the sum of the momenta
of the forces at A is represented by three times the volume of the

tetrahedron, and as these moments are in opposite senses, the

forces have no moment round the edge BC, and similarly no moment
round any of the edges. Hence by the last example they are in

equilibrium.
For another simple method of proof see Collignou's Statique, p. 354.

5. Prove that a solid body of any shape is in equilibrium if it is

1 on throughout its surface by normal forces, each force being

proportional to the superficial element on which it acts.

One very simple method of proof consists in imagining a surface

precisely equiil and similiar to that of the given body to be traced out

in a weightless fluid which is subject to any pressure.

6. If a curved surface whose edge is a plane curve is acted on all

over its surface by normal forces, each proportional to the element of

surface on which it acts, prove that these forces have a single resultant

if they all act towards the same side of the surface.

7. Forces perpendicular and proportional to the areas of the faces

act at the centres of the circles circumscribing the faces of a tetra-

lu-ilron
; prove that they are in equilibrium, if they all act inwards or

outwards.

They meet in the centre of the circumscribed sphere. The proposi-
tion is evidently true also for any polyhedron bounded by triangular

Taking the results of this example and example 4 together, we see

that forces proportional to the areas and prrprndicular to them are ill

equilibrium if they act at the orthocentres of the triangular faces of

any polyhedron.

8. Find the force necessary to keep a heavy door in a given
position, the hinge line being inclined to tin vertical and the hinges
smooth.

Let t be the inclination of the hin^e line to the vertical, and a the

Liiven inclination of the plane of the doc.r to the vertical plane con-

taining the. hinge line. Then if II" i> the weight of the door, a the
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distance of its centre of gravity from the hinge line, and 6 the angle
between the normal to the plane of the door and the vertical, the

moment of the weight about the hinge line is

Wa cos &.

This is the moment of the required force. To
find 6, let lines parallel to the hinge line and the

vertical be drawn through any point, 0, and

through this point let a plane be drawn parallel
to the plane of the door. Round let any
sphere be described; let V and L

(fig. 195) be

the points where these lines meet the sphere ;

DL the circle in which the plane of the door in-

tersects the sphere, and N the point in which the

normal, ON, to the door intersects it. Then VL = i, L DL V = a,

and N V = 0, and we have from the spherical triangle VDL
sin VD sin i sin a,

or cos 6 sin i sin a,

since N is the pole of DL. Hence the moment of the required force is

Wa sin i sin a,

and when its point of application and direction are known, its magni-
tude is therefore known.

9. A beam can turn in every direction about one end which is

fixed
;

the other end rests on a rough inclined plane. Find the

limiting position of equilibrium. (See Walton's Mechanical Problems,

p. 191, third edition.)
Let AB

(fig. 196) be the beam, A the fixed end, DPH the rough
inclined plane, PH the intersection of this plane with a horizontal

plane through A, APD the vertical plane through A perpendicular to

the inclined plane, ED a line parallel to PH, AO a perpendicular
from A on the inclined plane, DQ a perpendicular on the horizontal

plane, t the inclination of the plane, a the angle, ABO, between the

beam and this plane, and p. the coefficient of friction.

Now suppose first that the beam is per-

fectly inelastic. Then the end B describes

on the inclined plane a circle whose centre

is 0, and if it is about to slip, the force

of friction assumes a direction perpen-
dicular to OB in the inclined plane. The
extreme position of the beam will be

denoted by the angle, or DOB, between

the plane, A OB, through the beam normal

Fig. 196. to the inclined plane and the vertical

plane, AOD.
The forces acting on the beam are its weight, the reaction of the

smooth joint at A, and the total resistance of the inclined plane at B.

This last force we shall consider as composed of a normal reaction, R,
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ud a force of friction, ft 72, acting perpendicularly to BO. For the

equilibrium of the beam take moments about a vertical axis through
A. The moment of the normal reaction at B is R .-in i x JW, or

/,' >in t . BO sin 6, or again R sin i.AB cos a sin 9. To find the

moment of /a A', resolve it into pit cos 6 along BD and ft/? sin

]tarnllel to OD ;
and resolve this latter again into a horizontal

component, p.
R sin B cos i

,
and a vertical component, ft 7? sin sin i.

The inoiiu-nt of pR is then equal to the Bum of the moments of

pR cos and ft/? sin 9 cos i
;
that is, it is equal to

Hficoa9xAQ +nR sin 9 cos t x BD.

Hence the equation of moments is

R (sin t JA cost &iu9)BD = p.R cos 9.AQ.

kin i

'

cos i cos a cos9AB sin a cot t COB t
smt

= A .5 (sin i sin a + cos t cos a cos 9) ;

fore

(sin t ft cos t sin 9) cos a sin 9 = ft cos (sin t sin a+ cos t cos a cos^?),

.1 sin t cos a sin =
ft cos t cos a + ft sin t sin a cos 9,

or tan t tan 6 = ft ^/\ + tana 9 + ft tan i tan a,

or finally,

(tan* t ft
8
)
tan" 0-2ft tan8 1 tan a tan 9+ ft

8
( tan* i tan' a 1)

= 0. (1)

If tlu-re i> no horizontal plane through A obstructing the beam, it

will be possible for the end B to describe a complete circle round 0.

Let u> inquire the condition that the beam should rest in all possible
tions. For this there must be no limiting position of equilibrium,

or, in other words, the value of 9 in (1) must be imaginary.
The required condition is, then,

tan* *
(
1 + ft

8 tan9
a) < ft

2
,

tant

I-t us next suppose that the beam is elastic, or that, in virtue of a

compression of the beam, B is not constrained to move in the circle

whose centre is (). SujipD-iiiLf. then, that the beam has been jammed
again t the plane, if the coefficient of friction is gradually diminished,
B will begin to move in some other direction than that pefgModionlM
to OB, ami thi.- direction will he exactly opposite to that in which the

force of friction acts. Now the reaction at A, the total resistance at

ml the weight of the beam lie in one plane which must, therefore,

! the vrrticat plan* thrmitjh the beam. The total resistance at B
ini^t, moreover, lie inside or on the cone of friction described round

K. Hence if the position of the beam is such that the vertical plane

through it touches this cone, equilibrium will le at its lituit, sino
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line of action of the total resistance is the line of contact of the

vertical plane with the cone.

Let the lines and planes of the figure be projected on a sphere
described about B as centre with arbitrary radius. Then the cone of

friction will appear as a small circle of angular radius, NC (fig. 197)

equal to A, the angle of friction. Let N be

the point in which the normal to the inclined

plane at B meets the sphere; A, the point

representing the beam, and ACV the vertical

plane through the beam touching the cone of

friction. Now the vertical line at B lies in

the vertical plane, ACV, through the beam,
and it makes an angle equal to i with the

normal to the inclined plane. Hence, take a

point V in ACV so that NV = i, and we
have NV, the circle answering to the vertical

plane through B normal to the inclined plane (a plane which is

parallel to the plane APD, fig. 196). In the spherical triangle NVC
we have then

Fig. 197.

or

sin NV . sinN VC = sin NC,

sin i sin 9 = sin A
;

sin A
sin0 =

sint

This second solution suppposes that the only condition to which the

total resistance is subject is that of making with the normal an angle
not greater than the angle of friction-. The supposition of perfect

rigidity, on the contrary, restricts the direction of the force of friction

in the inclined plane, making it perpendicular to the line OB.

10. A heavy elastic beam rests on two rough inclined planes whose
intersection is a horizontal line. Show that every position of the

beam may be one of equilibrium if the inclination of each plane is less

than the angle of friction for that plane and the beam.

Let A (fig. 198) be one end of the beam, AN the normal to

the plane on which A rests, and A V the vertical at A. Then if the

beam is sufficiently elastic, it may be jammed against
the planes, and the only condition to which the total

resistances at its ends are subject are the conditions

of making with the normals angles not greater than

the corresponding angles of friction. Hence in the

extreme position in which the end A is about to

slip, the vertical plane through the beam must touch

the cone of friction described round the normal, AN.
But this is manifestly impossible, since the angle A
is > VAN

;
for the vertical line is included within

the cone, and through this line no plane can be drawn to touch the

cone. There can, therefore, be no limiting equilibrium at either end
in any position of the beam.

Fig. 198.
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f 11. A particle is acted on by any number of given forces, /*,,
P

t ,
...

; prove that if R is their resultant,

where P,P, denotes the angle between the directions of P
l
and P

2
.

1 2. Prove that a system of forces acting on a rigid body may be

replaced by two equal forces whose lines of action are perpendicular
to each other, and each inclined at an angle of 45 to Poinsot's Axis :

the forces act at the ends of a line bisected by this axis
;

the length
> /

r it

of this line is > and each force is -
> It being the resultant of

K Y' 2

translation, and A' Poinsot's moment.

\ 13. Prove that the distance between the lines of action of the two
forces which equivalently replace a given system of forces is a
minimum when the forces are equal and their directions perpen-

I
dicular.

14. Prove that the central axis of two forces divide the shortest

distance between them into two parts which are inversely proportional
to the components of the two forces along the direction of their

resultant.

15. ABCD is a tetrahedron; forces P, Q, R act along the edges
BC, CA, AB in order, and forces Pf

, &, R' act along AD, BD, CD ;

prove that the condition for a single resultant is

rr W RR'

-o
BC.AD^CA.BD^ AB.CD

16. A rough heavy body, bounded by a curved surface, rests upon
two others which themselves rest on a rough horizontal plane; show
that the three centres of gravity and the four points of contact lie in

one plane.

/ 17. A heavy l>eam rests on two smooth inclined planes; show that

their line of intersection must be perpendicular to the beam and

parallel to the hori/.on.

18. Prove that the moment of a force represented by the right line

I'Q about a right line AB is six times the tetrahedron ABPQ divided

by A B.

I'.i. Three equal In -aw spheres hang in contact from a fixed point

by .-triads >f equal length ;
find the weight of a sphere of given radius

which win M placed upon the other three will just cause them to

ate.

1 1 H" and n l>e the weight and radius of each of the three

sphere-, II" and r the weight and radius of the superincumbent

.-pherr, and / the length of each string,

-a1

rH^-A/lp
-

ia tt
,

j
20. Three spheres arc placed in contact on a rough horizontal
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plane, and a fourth sphere is placed upon them, there being no
friction between the spheres themselves. Show that equilibrium is

impossible.

21. Three equal spheres are placed in contact on a rough horizontal

plane, and a fourth sphere is placed upon them, there being friction

between the spheres themselves. Find the least coefficient of friction

between the spheres which will allow of equilibrium.

Ans. If a is the radius of each of the equal spheres and r that of

the superincumbent sphere, the least value of A, the angle of friction,

is given by the equation
2 a

sm 2\ = ^

(The total resistance between the upper sphere and any one of the

lower spheres must be capable of acting through the point of contact

of the latter and the ground.)

J 22. Three forces whose lines of action are given, but not their

magnitudes, have a single resultant. Prove that the surface traced

out by the line of action of the resultant is a hyperboloid of one sheet.

(Draw any three lines across the given lines of action. Then the

; line of action of the resultant must always intersect these three.)

23. A heavy triangular plate of uniform thickness is suspended
from a fixed point by means of three strings attached to the point
and to the vertices of the plate ; prove that the tension in each string
is proportional to the length of the string.

(Let be the fixed point, A, B, C the vertices of the plate, and G
its centre of gravity. Then G must lie vertically under 0. Take OG
to represent the weight of the plate. Then, by Leibnitz's graphic repre-
sentation [Art. 136], the force OG may be resolved into the forces OA,
OB, OG. But a given force can have only one set of components along
three given concurrent lines. Therefore, &c.)

24. At points on any right line the axes of principal moment of a

given system of forces are drawn
; prove that their extremities trace

out another right line. ("Wolstenholme's Problems, p. 387, 2nd

edition.)

(At any point on the given line draw R and G. Take as axes of

x, y, and z the given line, the line OG, and a line at perpendicular
to R and the given line. Then at any point P on the given line at a

distance x from if the axis of principal moment be drawn the

co-ordinates of its extremity will be x, G, and Rx sin a, where a is the

angle which R makes with the given line. Hence the extremities lie

,
on the line y = G, z = Rx sin a.)

<j 25. Prove that the axes of principal moment at points along any
right line whatever trace out a hyperbolic paraboloid.

(With the same axes as in last example, the surface has for

equation tey = : z.)J H sin a '
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25. Find the condition that a given right line should intersect

Poinsot's axis.

Ans. If the equations of the line are x =mz +p, y =nz + q, the

required condition is

K[wL+ nM+N+ q(X-mZ)-p(Y nZ)] = K (mX+nY+Z),
where X is used for 2X, &c.

(It will Ixj found that the equations of Poinsot's axis can be put
into the forms

X KY-MR Y k'X-LR,
T^t'TT" y=-z

z--Rz-
the origin being anywhere.)

26. The first case considered in example 9 is, equally with the

second, a geometrico-statical problem. Solve it without any mention
of force.

[Express the condition that the vertical through the extremity A
of AB is intersected by a line inclined at angle A to the normal at B,
this line lying in the plane of the normal and a perpendicular to OB.]



CHAPTER XL

CENTEOIDS [CENTEES OF GRAVITY].

153.] Centre of Mass. Imagine a body broken up into an

indefinitely great number of infinitesimal elements of mass

(without altering the relative positions of these elements) and

find the mean centre of all the points at which these elements

are placed, the multiple associated with each point being pro-

portional to the element of mass at the point.

Then if the distances of the elements dml} dm.2 , dm%, ... from

any plane are 21} z2 , z
3 , ..., the distance of the mean centre from

the plane is

z-, dm-* -f z9 dm9 + ... fzdm-
, or ^-5

dm^ -f dmz + ... Jam
The point thus arrived at is called the Centre of Mass of the

body ; it is also often called the Centre of Inertia ; and the term

centroid has lately come into use to designate it.

The distance of the centre of mass from any plane is the mean
distance of the body from the plane. If each element of mass is

acted on by a force proportional to the mass of the element, and

these forces form a parallel system ;
and if w is the magnitude

of the force per unit of mass, the distance of the centre of this

parallel system of forces from the plane is

fwzdm fzdm
fwdm fdm

since w is a constant. Thus the centre of the parallel system
coincides with the centre of mass. The earth produces such a

parallel system of forces on the elements of a body, and therefore

the point thus arrived at has, until very recently, been universally

called the Centre of Gravity of the body. It is only when we
consider the action of such a parallel system of forces on the

body as the attraction of the earth supplies that the point in

question should bear the particular epithet of Centre of Gravity.
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In numerous questions relating to the body in which the action

of gravity is not considered the centre of mass plays a most

important part; and it is a point possessed by the body quite

independently of any force whatever acting upon it. Hence the

latter term is the one most strictly appropriate to the point

determined as above ; and, except when the weight of the body
is concerned, we shall use the terms centroid and centre of mass

instead of centre of gravity.

154.] Theorem of Moments. If any number of masses be

multiplied eacli by the distance of its centre of mass from any

plane, the sum of the products thus obtained is equal to the

total mass multiplied by the distance of its centre of mass from

the plane.

The centre of mass of any number of finite masses is obtained

in precisely the same manner as the centre of mass of a number

of particles. Thus, if m
t
and m.2 are the masses of two bodies of

any magnitudes, their centre of mass is obtained by dividing the

line joining their respective centres of mass in the ratio
//.',

:

just as if \\\a particles of masses m
l
and n/, were placed at these

points.

Hence the distance, .7-,
of the centre of mass of any number of

finite masses from any plane (that of yz) is given by the equation

1* ^^

'/. ' = >#, and the theorem at the head of this Article

i- merely the expression of this e<|ii:ition.

It is obvious that the formula? which have been given fr

tlu- eo-ordinates of the centre of mass hold vJn-tJmr the axes be

rec(a ni/ii //> in-
(lU/ijite. For in Art. 79, p. 96, on which our

fornmhe are founded, the distances of the points A
lt A.,, ... from

the line (or plane) L may be assumed to be measured in any
eoimnon direetioii.

It follows that if any plane be drawn through the een

mas- of'a svs; (

.m of mas-es, the sum of the products obtained by

multiplying each m;e-s by the distance of its centre of mass i'i

the plan-- is MXO. If the plane l,e that of (//:). and if x' be the

distance of the centre of mas< of the mass /// from the plane, this

result is hy the equation

( iiven the centres of mass, ffl
and

y_,.
of two masses, m

l
and

R 2,
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the centre of mass of the two as one system is a point, G, on the

i -i -i ', ,1 ,
Go, m9

line gl gz dividing it in the ratio -~ = -

Given the centre of mass, G, of a mass M, and also the centre

of mass, gv of a portion, ml} of the mass, the centre of mass, ^2 ,

of the remainder is a point on the line g^G produced through G,

such that -~ =
M-m^

155.] Density. When a body is of the same constitution

throughout, i. e., when its ultimate particles are undistinguish-
able from each other, and when there is the same number of

them in a given volume wherever this volume is taken in the

body, the body is said to be homogeneous or of uniform density ;

and its density is measured by the quantity of matter contained

in (some selected) unit of volume. But when the particles are

more or less crowded together in one region of the body than in

another, instead of speaking of the density of the body, we must

speak of the density at each particular point. To measure this,

take any very small volume, dv, round the point, and let dm be

the quantity of matter contained in it
;
then the limiting value

of the ratio -=- > when dv (and therefore dm) is indefinitely

diminished, is the density of the body at the point considered.

156.] Centre of Mass of a Triangular Lamina of Uniform

Thickness and Density. Let ABC be any triangular lamina of

uniform thickness and density, and let it be divided by an

indefinitely great number of lines parallel to the base BC into

an indefinitely great number of strips. Then the centre of mass

of each strip is its middle point ;
and the middle points of all

the strips lie on the line joining A to the middle point of BC.
Hence the centre of mass of the lamina lies on this line.

Similarly, the centre of mass lies on the line joining B to the

middle point of CA. It is therefore the intersection of the

bisectors of the sides drawnfrom the opposite angles.

Again, the centre of mass of a uniform triangular lamina coin-

cides with the centre of mass of three equal particles placed at its

vertices.

For, the centre of mass of the two equal particles at B and C
is the middle point of BC, and the centre of mass of the three
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lies on the line joining this point to A. Similarly, it lies on the

line joining B to the middle point of CA. Therefore, &c.

If the mass of each particle is m, the centre of mass divides

the line joining A to the middle of BC in the ratio 2 m : m,

or 2:1. Hence the centre of mass of a triangular lamina

of uniform thickness and density lies on the bisector of any side

drawnfrom the opposite angle at the point of trisection (nearest to

the
side] of the lisector.

COR. If the distances (rectangular or oblique) of the vertices

of a triangle from any plane are xlt a?2 ,
and a?3 ,

the distance of its

OC I 5? ^- OS

centre of mass from this plane is
B

157.] Centre of Mass of a Triangular Pyramid of Uniform

Density. Let ABCD
(fig. 199) be a triangular pyramid. Now

if any vertex, D, be joined to the centroid, N, of the oppo-
faee. the joining line passes through the centroids of

all triangles in which the pyramid is cut by planes parallel to

this face. For, let ale be a section of the pyramid parallel to

the base ABC. Draw the plane CND containing the lines CD
and DN; this plane bisects the base

All in II, since (Art. 156) CN bisects

AB. Let the plane CND intersect the

face ABD in the right line HAD, h,

lii-ing the point in which this line

meets a b. Then since in the triangle

MID, ab is parallel to AB, and DH
1 1>. It is the middle point of

aft.

Again, if the line DN meets the

plane ale in w, the points h, n, and c

are in a ri^ht line. For these are evidently points common to

thf planes CND and aoc, and since two planes intersect in a

rio-ht line, the points //, )t, c are in a right line that is to say,

n is a point on the bisector of the side ab drawn thn u_;h .

Similarly, n is a point on the l.isector of be drawn through a
;

therefore // i- the e,-iitro;d of the triangle ,///, (Art 1

To find the centre of mas of tin- pyramid, let it IT divided by

planes parallel to ABC into an indefinitely great number of

triangular larnin.
x

\\e have just proved that the e.-tr

of mass of all the*'- lamina- lie on the line, l>.\, joining the
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vertex D to the centroid of the opposite base. Similarly, the

centre of mass of the pyramid lies on the line joining the vertex

A to the centroid of the face BCD. It is, therefore, the point,

G, of intersection of lines drawn from any two vertices to the

centroids of the opposite faces. But this is exactly the con-

struction for the centre of mass of a system of four equal

particles placed at the vertices of the pyramid. Hence

The centre of mass of a triangular pyramid coincides with the

centre of mass offour equal particles placed at its vertices.

Also

The centre of mass of a triangular pyramid is one-fourth of the

way up the line joining the centroid of any face to the opposite

vertex.

For, if at the vertices there be placed four equal particles, each

of mass m, their centre of mass is found by joining D to N
and taking -~-=. = -- =

,
therefore GN=%GD, or

CT.L/ o Ht

NG = \ND.
COB. 1 . The perpendicular distance of the centre of mass of a

triangular pyramid from the base is equal to \ height of

pyramid.
COR. 2. If the distances (rectangular or oblique) of the

vertices of a pyramid from any plane are #15 #2 ,
a?
3 ,
#4 ,

the dis-

tance of the centre of mass from the plane is

158.] Centre of Mass of a Cone of Uniform Density

having any Plane Base. Consider a pyramid whose base is a

polygon of any number of sides. Then, by dividing the base

into triangles we can consider the whole pyramid as composed
of a number of triangular pyramids. Now (Art. 157) the centre

of mass of each of these pyramids lies in a plane whose distance

from the base is one-fourth of the height of the pyramid ; there-

fore the centre of mass of the whole pyramid lies in this plane
that is, its perpendicular distance from the base is one-fourth of

the height of the pyramid.

Again, dividing the pyramid into an indefinitely great
number of laminae, as in last Art., the centres of mass of these

laminae all lie on the right line joining the vertex to the centroid

of the base. Hence the centre of mass of the whole pyramid
lies on this line

; and by what we have just proved, it must be
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one-fourth of the way up this line. There is no limit to the

number of sides of the polygon ; hence they may form a con-

tinuous curve.

Therefore

The centre of mass of a cone whose base is any plane curve what-

ever isfound by joining the cent-raid of the base to the vertex, and

taking a point one-fourth of the way up this line.

159.] Theorem. If the mass of each of a system of bodies be

ni ultijilted by the square of the distance of its centre of massfrom a

given point, the sum of the products thus obtained is least when the

given point is the centre of mass of the system of bodies.

This theorem, which is well known in elementary geometry,
admits of a very simple analytical proof.

Let (x,y,z) be the co-ordinates of the centre of mass, G, of

the system with reference to rectangular axes through any point,

0, and let (x^yiyZj), (
xvyv z

z}>
be the co-ordinates of the

centres of mass, Alt A2 ,
... ,

of the bodies whose masses are

?!, m.^ ... . Then

GA
1^(x-x1)

2+ (y-y1)

2
^(z-z1 )

2
. (1)

Similarly, GA. 2 = (x-xtf+ (y-yJ
2+ (z-z2)

2
, (2)

Multiplying these equations by m
lt
m2 , ... ,

and adding, we

have
2 (m . GA2

)
= (x

2
+j

2 + z2
) .2m 2x. 2mx - 2y . 2 my

-2z.2mz + I,m(x
2
+y

2 + z2
). (3)

Now (Art. 154),

v,nx .2t, 2wy =y .2;,

Hence (3) becomes

or ^(m.GA 2
)
= '2(m.OA

2)-OG t .2m t (4)

from which equation it appears that 2(m.GA
2
)

is always 1. s-

than 2 (M . OA-] by the quantity OG2
. .

It can be shown thai, il
/-,_,

denote the distance between the

of mass of the masses ;//
t
and ;/?

2 ,
and .)/ the sum of all

the masses, M v
(, , ,;./:)

= v
( /y/i

M
^
r^

For, let the centre of mass, G, be taken as origin. Then,

denoting the co-ordinates of the points Al) A^ ) . . . with reference

to G by (x^y^ .-/), fo'.j/, *,'), ...
,
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(m . GA Z
)
=

+ . . . . (5)

Also (Art. 154)
= % #/ 4- w2

#2
'+ . . .

,

= %jr1

/+%ya

/+ ...,

=:% j,'+ * lg'4- ....

Squaring each of these last three equations, adding the results

together, and subtracting their sum from (5),
we have

______ O Q _____^ Q

Jf. 2 (m. GA
2
)
= ^1 w2 (a?1

#2 +yiy

Hence, from (4),

under which form Lagrange expresses the distance of the centre

of mass of a system of bodies from a given point (see Mecanique

Analytique, p. 61).

Equation (4) can be employed to prove the well-known ex-

pression for the distance between the centres of the inscribed

and circumscribed circles of a plane triangle, viz.

D being the distance between the centres, and r and R being
their radii, respectively.

(Suppose a system of particles at the vertices, the mass of

each being proportional to the opposite side. Their centre of

mass is the centre of the inscribed circle. The remainder is

left to the student as an exercise.)

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the position of the centre of mass of the frustum of a

pyramid.
Let the frustum be formed by the removal of the pyramid abcD

(fig. 199) from the whole pyramid ABCD; let h and ^be the per-

pendicular heights of these pyramids, respectively ;
and let m and M

denote their masses.

Now if the perpendicular distances of the centres of mass of the

pyramid ABCD, the pyramid abcD, and the frustum, from the base

ABC be denoted by z
1}

is
z ,
and z, respectively, we have (Art. 154)

W22+ (M m) z. (1)
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But
j
== > 2

2
= -

-f II h = // f h. Also the masses of the

pyramids are to each other as the cubes of their heights ; therefore

(1) gives

4 (7/
s-A8

)
z - II*- 4#A 3 + 3/t*

-
~

v

'

t *

Instead of the heights we can use the square roots of the areas of

the bases, to which the heights are proportional. If these areas are

denoted by A and a, we have

H h
Z -

A + VAa + a

The centre of mass, G', of the frustum obviously lies ou the line

Nn (fig. 199) between N and G', and (3) evidently gives

^G'=.^^5^' (4)
4 A + i/Aa + a

It is clear that the position of the centre of mass of the frustum of

a cone standing on any plane base is also given by these equations.

2. To find the centre of mass of a board of uniform thickness and

density whose figure is that of a quadrilateral.
Let ABCD be the quadrilateral ;

draw the line AC, which divides

the quadrilateral into two triangles; let L and M be the centroids of

the triangles ABC and ADC, respectively ; and let the line LM meet

ACiuN.
Then the centroid of the quadrilateral is a point, G, on LM such

MG &re&ABC AreaALC pern, from L on A C LN
that - =- _ r *- -

;LG Are&ADC ure&AMC perp. fromM on AC MN
therefore = -1-

, or MG = LN.LM LM
The centre of mass is therefore found by taking a point, G, on LM,
such that M<! = LN.

Another . n, The student will find little difficulty in

proving the following mn-ti-action. Draw the diagonals AC and

BD, meeting in tin- point 0. On AC take a point C", such tlmt

AC' = CO, and on BD take a point 7T, such that I)Ii'=BO.
Then the centroid of the quadrilateral is the centroid of the trian-lr

rocr.

V 3. From a trinn^ular board of uniform thickness and density tin-

portion constituting the area of the inscribed circle is removed ; prove
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that the distance of the centre of mass of the remainder from any
side (a) is

A 2s3 3;raA

3 as s
2 TrA

A being the area, and s half the sum of the sides, of the board.

4. If a tetrahedron be formed by the centres of mass of any four

masses, prove that each mass is proportional to the tetrahedron

standing on the opposite face and having for vertex the common
centre of mass of the masses.

5. If at the vertices of a triangle there be placed three masses each

of which is proportional to the opposite side of the triangle, prove
that their centre of mass is the centre of the circle inscribed in

the triangle.

6. Prove that the centre of mass of a system of uniform bars

forming a triangle is the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle
formed by the middle points of the bars.

7. A figure is formed by a right-angled triangle whose sides are

a, b, and c, and the squares constructed on these sides
;

find the

distance of the centroid of this figure from the greatest side (c).

ab 3c2 Sab
Ans.

3c 4

8. Prove that the centroid of a trapezium divides the line joining

the middle points of the two parallel sides in the ratio - -
5 the

lengths of these sides being a and 6.

Prove also the following construction for the centroid :

The vertices, in order, being A,B, C, D, and the parallel sides AB
and CD, produce BA to A', and AB to B', so that AAf BB'= CD ;

also produce DC to C', and CD to D', so that CC' DD'= AB ;
then

the point of intersection of A'C' and B'D' is the required centroid.

y 9. A right line passing through a fixed point intersects two fixed

right lines
;
find the locus of the centroid of the triangle formed by

the variable line and the two fixed lines.

Ans. If the co-ordinates of the fixed point with reference to the

two fixed lines as axes are a and b, the locus is the hyperbola

(3x a)(3y-b) = ab.

10. If the right line in the last example, instead of passing through
a fixed point, cut off a triangle of constant area, find the locus of the

centroid of the triangle.

Ans. If co is the angle between the fixed lines, and k 2 the

constant area, the locus is the hyperbola

9a37/sin co = 2k 2
.

11. From a sphere of radius R is removed a sphere of radius r, the

distance between their centres being c; fU*l the centre of mass of

the remainder. tfj
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Ans. It is on the line joining their centres, and at a distance

-77= : from the centre.

12. Every body has >one and only one centre of mass. Hence show
that the lines joining the middle points of the opposite sides of a

quadrilateral bisect each other.

(Consider four equal particles at the vertices.)

13. From the vertices of a given triangle let perpendiculars be

drawn to the opposite sides. Find the distances of the centroid of

the triangle formed by the feet of these perpendiculars from the sides

of the given triangle.

Ans. The distance from the side a is ^ a sin A cos (BC).
^ 14. A thin uniform wire is bent into the form of a triangle ABC,
and particles, of weights, P, Q, R, are placed at the angular points

A, B, ^respectively; prove that if the centre of mass of the particles
coincides with that of the wire,

(Wolstenholme's Book of Mathematical Problems.)

\~>. Find the centroid of the triangle formed by the points in which
the bisectors of the angles of a given triangle meet the opposite sides.

Ans. If A denote the area of the given triangle, whose sides

are a, b, c, the distance of the centroid from the side a is

2a+b+c

1 0. A uniform wire of given length is formed into a triangle of

which one angle is given ;
find the locus of the centre of mass of the

\> iiv referred to the sides containing the given angle as axes.

Ans. If C is the given angle, and 41 the length of the wire, the

locus is the ellipse

17. If particles be placed at the angular points of a tetrahedron,

proportional respectively to the areas of the opposite faces, their

centre of mass will be the centre of the sphere in.-crihcd in the tetra-

htdroo.

(Wolstenholme's Rook of Mathematical Problems.)

18. Prove that the centroid of the surface of a tetrahedron is the

centre of the sphere inscribed in the tetrahedron formed by joining
the centroids of the faces.
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SECTION H.

Investigations requiring Integration.

160.] Rule. The general formulae, such as that in Art. 153,

for the co-ordinates of the centre of mass of a quantity of matter

arranged in any manner assume particular forms according as

the matter is arranged in the form of a wire of any shape, an

area or thin lamina of any shape, or a solid. Then, again,

they assume particular forms in each of these cases according

to the manner in which the matter is supposed to be divided

into elementary portions.

Many students are in the habit of remembering a special

formula for each of these numerous cases
;
such a habit, how-

ever, is not only useless but injurious. It is much better to

consider the formula of Art. 153, or the method of p. 97, as

furnishing the following Rule which covers all possible cases :

Divide the given quantity of matter, in any way, into elementary

portions ; find the position of the centre of mass of each of these

portions ; then multiply the mass of eachportion by the co-ordinate*

of its centre of mass, and take the integral of this product ; and

finally divide this integral by the whole quantity of matter. The

result is the co-ordinate of the centre of mass required.

161.] Centre of Mass of the Arc of a Curve. If the

matter whose centre of mass we desire to find is arranged in

the shape of the arc of any curve, the co-ordinates of its centre

of mass are obtained from the

formula of Art. 153, in which dm
now denotes the mass of an ele-

mentary length of the curve.

Let ds denote the length of an

elementary portion of the curve

contained between two points, P

Fig. 200 and Q (fig. 200) ;
let k denote the

mean area of a normal section of

the curve between P and Q ;
and let p denote the density of the

matter in the neighbourhood of P and Q. Then, since the

quantity of matter in any space is equal to the product of the

volume and the density, the quantity of matter between P and

Q is kpds.
* The co-ordinates are supposed to be such as are measured parallel to a given

line. The rule would not hold if by co-ordinate were understood polar co-ordinate,
for instance.
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Again, the centre of mass of this element is evidently the

middle point of PQ.
And since to obtain G, the centre of mass of the whole mass,

the co-ordinates of this middle point must be multiplied by the

infinitesimal kpds, the co-ordinates of the centre of mass ofPQ
may be taken to be the same as those of P.

Replacing dm in the general formulae by the linear element

kpda, we obtain for the position of the centre of mass of matter

arranged in the form of any curve the equations

_ _ fkpxda
=

fkpda
'

_ fkpyd*~

fkpda
'

_ _ fkpzda

fkpda
'

The quantities k and p must be given as functions of the

position of the point P before the integrations can be per-

formed.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the position of the centroid of a circular arc of uniform

thickness and density.
Let AB be the arc, M its middle point, and the centre of the

circle. Then it is manifest from symmetry that the ceutroid must lie

on the line Olf. Take OM as axis of x. Then since k and p are

constant, we have fxds*^ _ m

/ -I *

fds
x being the co-ordinate of any point, P, in the arc. Let be the

angle POM and a the radius of the c -in !<. Then

x = a cos 0, and </.> = odd.

/cos OdOHence <* = <* r Ja >
'

J 40

the integration to bo extended over the whole arc. Now if the angle
I = 2n, the integration must l>e taken from = a to = .

tore sin a
x = a

a

Hence the distance of the centroid of the arc of a circle from the

re is the jtroduct of the r I the chord of t/te arc divided by
the length of the arc.

The distance of the centroid of a semicircle from the centre is
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2. Find the centre of mass of a circular arc of uniform section, the

density varying as the length of the arc measured from one extremity.
Let AS be the arc

;
let the density at any point P= JJL

. AP, and let

OA be taken as axis of x. Then if LAOB = a, and AP = s, we have

_
S'd>

' Bdf)
J

v
a sin a + cos a 1= 2a r

a 2

/*a

6 sin 0dO

Similarly,

6d6
o

sin a a cos a

Jo

3. One extremity, ^4, of the arc, AB, of a curve being fixed, while

the other extremity, B, varies, it is required to construct at any point
the tangent to the locus of the centroid of the variable arc AB.

Let AB be a portion of the arc of any curve, and let G be the

centroid of AB. Then if B' be a point on the given curve very close

to B, the centroid of the whole arc AB' is obtained by joining the

centroid, G, of AB to the centroid of BB', and dividing the joining
line inversely as the lengths of AB and BB'. But the centroid of

BB' is its middle point. Hence the centroid of AB' lies on the line

joining G to the middle point of BB'. In the limit, therefore, the

line joining G to its next consecutive position is the line GB, which

is, then, the tangent at G to the locus of G.

4. Find the position of the centroid of the arc of a semi-cardioid.

Ans. The equation of the curve being r = a(l+cos 9), the co-

ordinates of its centroid referred to the axis of the curve and a per-

pendicular line through the cusp as axes of x and y are

4
a? = y - a.

5. Find the equation of the line joining the centroid of the arc of

half a loop of a lemniscate to the double point.

Ans. The axes of x and y being the axis of the curve and a

perpendicular line, the equation of the required line is

6. Find the centroid of the arc of a semi -cycloid.

Ans. The axis of x being a tangent at the vertex, and a the

radius of the generating circle,

-
/

4
\

2

=(-), y = g.
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7. Find the distance of the centroid of the catenary

e - --
y=-(e<+e <)

from the axis of x, the curve being divided into two equal poiiions by
the axis of /

Ana. If 2 1 is the length of the curve and k the onlinate of its

extremity, the centroid lies on the axis of y at a distance . from

the axis of x.

8. Find a law of density of a wire of uniform section bent into the

shape of a cycloid so that its centre of mass shall be half way up
its axis.

Ans. If the density varies as the length of the arc measured
from the vertex, the result will follow.

9. If the density of a cycloidal arc varies as the nft^ power of the

arc measured from the vertex, find the position of the centre of mass
of the curve.

Ana. On the axis at a distance 2 a from the vertex, a
n + 3

bring the radius of the generating circle.

10. One extremity of a circular arc is fixed while the other varies

along the circle
;
trace the locus of the centroids of the varying arcs,

and prove that the f/A/.//v//c sum of the intercepts of the locus on tin-

diameter perpendicular to that passing through the fixed extremity of

tin- arcs is equal to half the radius.

162.] Centroid of a Plane Area. Let APQB (fig. 201) be

any curve whose equation is given, and let it be required to find

the centroid of the area, CABfl, of a lamina included betv.

a given portion, AB, of the

curve, two extreme ordi-

nal os, AC and BD, and

the axis of x, the lamina

being supposed of uniform

thickness and density. In

accordance with the rule

of Art. 160, we break up
the area into elementary portions. Suppose that this is done 1-y

taking reel angular strips, such as PQ.\ .)/. included between two

very close ordinates, PM and QN, and let g be the centre of

mass of this strip.

Let the co-ordinates of P be (x, y) and those of Q (x + <I.i\

\
^ P ^c *ne density an 'l ^ ^w thickness of the lamina.
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Then the mass dm, of the rectangular strip is

kpydx.

Also the co-ordinates of g are (x -f e,
~- + e')

> and e' being\ & *

extremely small quantities of the same order of magnitude as

dx and dy.

Following the rule of Art. 160, to obtain the abscissa of G,

the centroid of the area, we shall have to take the integral of

the product kpy (# + e
)
dx.

Now fdx is an infinitesimal of the second order, and is there-

fore to be neglected in the integral. Hence if x and y are the

co-ordinates of G, we have evidently, since k and p are

constants, _ _ fxydx _ _ , fy*dso

fydx
' y '

fydx '.

the integrations extending over the whole area CABD.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the centroid of the area of a semi-cycloid.

Taking the line joining the extremities of the arc of the whole

curve as axis of x, and a perpendicular through the vertex as axis of

y, the curve is given by the equations

x = a (9 + sin 0),

y = a(l + cos0).
a

Hence ydx = 4a2
cos

4 -
dQ, and we have

["(0 + sin 0) cos*
d
-d 6 /^cos

6 -d
Jo _2 /0 *

x = a -----
> y a--

rn B r^ fi

I cost-do I cos^dO
Jo Jo

Cv d
To find

/ cos*-d0, write it

Jo 2

or

Now f0coBnOd6 = r>
Hence the integral in

n*

37T
2 16

question =

/*"" f) f 1*

Again / sin^ cos*-c?^ = 2> /
sin-

Jo ^ Jo ^

2
cos 5 -cZ^ = -

^
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97T
2-16

Hence x = - a.
loTT

5
And evidently y = - a.

6

2. If the ordinates of a given curve, U, be all diminished or

increased in a given ratio and a new curve, U', thus formed, prove
tlnit the rt ntroid of any portion of V cut off by a rijjht line is

obtained by diminishing or increasing in the same ratio the ordinate

of the centroid of the corresponding portion of U.

Let one right line parallel to the axis of y meet U and U' in P and
Pf

respectively, and let another such line meet them in Q and Q'.

Draw the right lines PQ and P'Q' then these lines cut off cor-

>onding portions of the two curves. From any point, M, on U
draw a line parallel to the axis of y meeting the right line PQ in N,
and U' and P'(/ in M' and N', respectively. Denote the ordinates of

M and N by y and z ;
then it is clear that if k is the number by

which the ordinates of U are multiplied to obtain those of U', the

ordinates of J/' and N' are ky and kz, respectively. All these points
have a common abscissa, x. An ordinate drawn with the abscissa

y + dx includes with the ordinate MNM'fi', the curve U, and the line

PQ a strip of area equal to (y z)dx, while the corresponding strip
of the area of U' cut off by P'Q' is k(y z)dx. Again, the ordinate

of the middle point of the first strip is ^
c > and that of the middle

y + z
^

point of the second strip is k ^
2

Hi nee if y and y' denote the ordinates of the centroids of the

portions of U and U' cut off by PQ and P'Q', respectively,

fk(y-z)dx
= k .

.//.

Let PQ cut off in all positions a constant area from U; then it is

(\ident that P'Q' cuts off a constant area from U'. Suppose, more-

over, that in this case the locus of the centroid of the portion of U is

a curve whose equation is f{x> y\ = Q
;

tin n clearly the locus of the centroid of the corresponding portion of

U' of constant area cut off by a right line is the cui s .

If tin- lini--: I'Q :iiil /''</ * replaced by two curves the second of

whirh is deduced [mm tin- first as U' was from U, the same results

c\i<lnitly follow.

3. Find the centroid of a quadrant of an ellipse.

I" 46
._,;_.
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4. A right line cuts off a constant area from an ellipse ;
find the

locus of the centroid of the portion cut off.

Ans. An ellipse concentric and coaxal with the given one.
Q Q

fl* 1J S
5. Find the centroid of a quadrant of the curve ( ) +(T) == !

Ans. x = 2.4.6.8 2a 2 . 4 . 6 . 8 26---
3. 5.7.9 -n3.5.7.9

(Assume x = a cos3 $, y = b sin3 0.)

6. Find the centroid of any segment of a parabola cut off by a

right line.

Ans. On the diameter conjugate to the given line at a distance

from the curve equal to f of the portion of the diameter intercepted

by the given line.

7. Through a given point, 0, is drawn a fixed right Hue meeting a

curve in A
; through is also drawn another right line meeting the

curve in P. It is required to construct at any point the tangent to

the locus described by the centroid of the area AOP as the line OP
varies.

Ans. Let G be the centroid of A OP, and take a point Q on OP
such that OQ \OP. Then GQ is the tangent to the locus at G.

(See Example 3, p. 254.)

8. Find the centroid of a semi-ellipse cut off by any diameter.

Ans. It is on the diameter conjugate to the given one and at a

4a'
distance - from the centre, 2a' being the length of this conjugate

O7T

diameter.

9. Find the centroid of the area included by a parabola and two

tangents.

Ans. If a and 6 are the lengths of the tangents (which are taken

a b
as axes of x and y), x = -

> y = -
5

g. I y J

(The equation of the parabola is (-) +(T) = 1- Assume
tf u

x = a cos
4
0, y = b sin 4

(f).)

The particular manner in which

it is advisable to break up the

area whose centroid is required
varies with the nature of the

area itself. Thus, let the area be

that included between the axis, of

and two curves, AC and BC
(fig

1

. 202) wrhose equations areV
.

& '

given. In this case :he area
Fig. 202.

may be broken up into thin strips, such as PQP'Q', parallel
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to the axis of x. Let (x, y) be the co-ordinates of P and (x'} y)
those of P. Then the area of the strip is (x'x)dy, and

the co-orclinatos of its centroid are \(x
/

-\-x) and y. Hence if

no portion of the area considered is above a parallel to Ox drawn

through C, the co-ordinates of its centroid are given by the

equations

in which the limits ofy are and the ordinate of C. The values

of x and x are of course given in terms of y from the equations
of the two curves.

For example, let it be required to find the centroid of the area in-

cluded between a parabola and a circle described with the vertex of

the parabola as centre and a radius equal to $ of its latus rectum.

The centroid is on the axis of the parabola. Let the equation of the

parabola be y
2 = 4 mx

;
then the equation of the circle is ar

2 + y
2= fw2

;

and the ordiuate of C, their point of intersection, is m^/2.

Hence

/mV2

Q

(
o

V4= 4

o -/o
16 + 27 sin- 1

(- -)o

as the student will find without much difficulty.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the centroid of the area included between the arc of a

semi-cycloid, the circumference of the generating circle, and the line

joining the extremities of the cycluM.

Ana. The common tangent to the circle ami -y<
li<l at tin- vertex

of the laitfi- IxiiiLT takm as axis of x, the vertex being origin, and a

lius of tin- 10 'IK rating circle,

Sir'-S 5
x = -a: y =

4?r 4

_'. I'iml the locus of the c< nt i"i<l nl the area of a parabola cut off \>y

a variable ri^'lit line drawn through the vertex.

AM. If 4m is the latus rectum of the parabola, the locus in

another parabola whose equation is y* = - mx.

82
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(The student may verify the construction of Example 7, p. 258, for

the tangent to this locus.)

3. Find the centroid of the portion of an ellipse cut off by a line

joining the extremities of the major and minor axes.

AnS - X =
3-^2> y = o-3 7T 2

163.] Graphic Construction of the Centroid of a Plane

Area. The following method of determining the centroid of any

plane area is taken from Collignon's Statique, p. 315.

Let APQ be any plane area, and let Ox be any line in its

plane. Then if the distances of the

-

'

centroid from Ox and any other line

in the plane are known, the position

of the point is known.

Draw any line, 0V, parallel to Ox

(axis of x] in the plane of the curve,

and let the perpendicular distance

between Ox and O'x' be a. Let the

area be broken up into narrow rect-

angular strips, such as PP'Q'Q, by
lines parallel to the axis of x. Then

if PQ = z, the area of the strip

= zdy, the distance of PQ from Ox

being y.

Hence the distance, y, of the centroid of the area from Ox is

given by the equation

o

Fig. 203.

AL being the area of the figure, and the values ofy running from

the ordinate of A to that of B, at which points the tangents are

parallel to Ox. Now take any point, 0, on Ox\ draw OQ, and

draw POT parallel to OQ. Let the line 00f

meet PQ in R.

Then by similar triangles

QR_OR, QR _ OR
~RP~RO" *'

PQ~0(y'
or, / denoting the length QR,

a,/ = yz (2}

Let the locus ofR corresponding to all strips of the given area
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be constructed. It will be a curve, ARB, passing through the

points A and B.

Substituting the value of yz from (2) in (l), we have

in which the limits of y are the same as before. Buty/</j/ is

the area, A.2 ,
between the curves ARB and AQB. Hence

/

-

The distance of the centroid from Ox is therefore known.

Similarly its distance from any other line can be found, and

therefore the position of the point is determined.

If a point S is deduced from R in the same way as that in

which R was deduced from P, and if QS = /', we shall have as

before ,,2-

/' = <*=-?.a
If therefore the locus of S is constructed, the area included

between it and AQB multiplied by a 2 will be the value of the

integral fy-:t('/ extended over the original area.

By the construction of successive curves such as ARB we

represent the values offy*zdy, fy*zdy, &c., graphically.

An ingenious instrument founded on these principles the

Integrometer of M. Deprez is described by Collignon in the

Annales des Ponls et Chaussees for March, 1872.

EXAMPLE.

In finding hy Iliis method the centroid of a portion of a parabola
rut ofVliya (Imil)lc ordinate at a distance /< from tin- vertex. prove that

it tin- taiiLTcut at the vertex and the ;(iven double ordiuatc arc taken as

the Hues Ox and (/a/, the equation of the curve ARB will be

This curve (both branches being drawn) has a loop between the

values x = and x = $h, and passes through the extremities of the

double ordinal e.

164.] Polar Elements of a Plane Area. Let it be required

to find the centroid of a portion of a plane area bounded by a
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portion of any curve, AS (fig. 204), and by two extreme radii

vectores, OA and OB, drawn through a

given point, 0. It is obvious that in

this case it is advisable in applying the

rule of Art. 160 to decompose the area

into triangular strips, such as POQ,
included between two very close radii

vectores. If OP - r, and Z POx = 9,

the element of area, POQ, is equal to

and if the thickness and density of the

lamina are uniform, the centre of mass

of this element is a point g which may be considered as on OP
at a distance \r from 0.

Hence if Ox is the axis of x, the co-ordinates of g are ultimately

| r cos 0, and r sin 0.

Applying the rule of Art. 160, we then have

- a
cos

For example, to find the centroid of a loop of Bernouilli's Leranis-

cate whose equation is r2 = a2
cos 20.

The axis of the loop being taken as axis of x, the abscissa of the

centroid of the whole loop is evidently the same as that of the half

loop above the axis;

2a I:
cos 2 20 cos QdQ

s COB 20 dO

4a T?= --
/ (1-2 sin

2

6)
3

. d sin 0.
3 JO

Putting sin 5 this integral becomes
a

4a /**
:=. I cos

4
<f>c?d>,

3</2 Jo

which = 4a - Therefore
S-y/2 2-4 2

x = ira

4-V/2'
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EXAMPLES.

1. To find the centroid of a given sector of a circle.

Ans. It is on the diameter bisecting the arc, at a distance from
the centre equal to f of the product of the radius and the chord of the

arc divided by the length of the arc.

2. Find the centroid of a portion of an equiangular spiral included

by the initial line and a given radius vector.

Ans. The initial line being taken as axis of x, the equation of the

spiral being r = a^ e
,
and a being the angle of the given radius vector,

4ka e ska sina + 3&e 3* a cos a 3k
=

3(l + 9#)'~ 2*a_!

1 e 3 * a cos a-f 3ke*ka sin a

3. When a = in the preceding question, find the values of x and y,

and explain the result.

4. Find the centroid of the portion of a parabolic area included

between the axis and a radius vector drawn through the focus.

Ana. If 4m is the latus rectum, and t the tangent of half the

angle between the given radius vector and the axis,

__2m 1 <* __2m
: ~~" =: '

165.] Double Integration. When the density of the lamina

varies from point to point it may be necessary to divide it into

infinitesimal portions of the second order instead of strips

(triangular or rectangular) whose areas are infinitesimals of the

first order. ^
Thus, suppose that the lamina AOB (fig. 20^)

is not of uniform

density. Then if we break it up into triangular strips, such as

POQ, the element of mass will be no longer proportional to tin-

area POQ, or \r-il 0\ and, moreover, the centre of mass of the

strip will not be f r distant from 0.

Let a series of circles be described round as centre, the

distance between two successive circles of the series being <!>'.

These circles will divide the strip POQ into an indefinitely great
number of rectangular elements

;
and if one of these is included

between the circles of radii /' and / + <//, its area will be
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If p is the density and k the thickness of the lamina at this

element, the element of mass will be

kpr'dr'dd.

Also the rectangular co-ordinates of the centre of mass of the

element are ultimately /cos and / sin 9.

Now to find the abscissa of the centre of .mass we must

perform the summations f xdm, and fdm over the whole area

considered.

The contribution to the first of these summations given by the

strip POQ is evidently
rr

cos0d0j kpr*dr\
*

and the contribution to the second is

9
1 kpr'dr'.
J

dd,
-*o

In each of these latter integrals the values k and p in terms

of / and must be substituted, and the integrations are to be

performed on the supposition that is constant while / runs

from to r.

r
r

The quantity cos0d9 kpr'
zdr' will then assume the shape

Jo

$ (r, 0) .cos0d0. But since the curve AB is given, r is given
as a function of 6. Hence this quantity assumes the form

f(9).cos0d0. This is the final shape of the contribution of

the strip POQ. If wre wish to find how much is contributed

by all the strips of the area, we must integrate f (0) . cos 0d0

from = AOx to = BOx.

This double process of integration first with regard to r', and

then with regard to is expressed by the symbols of double

integration thus :

//p
/7*

vdm =
/

/ ftp/
2 cos 0dr'd0,

Jo. Jo
a and /3 denoting the angles AOx and BOx.

Hence we obtain

/ [* kpr'
2 cos0dr'd9 f I

*

kpr'
2 sin Qdr'dQ

J a JO .
- J a JQ

[* [* kpr'dr'd6 (*T kpr'dr'de
J a / o Jo. Jo

Let it be required, for example, to find the centroid of the area of

a cardioid in which the density at a point varies as the wtla
power of

the distance of the point from the cusp.

x =
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Here p = pr'*, flnd & l3 constant; therefore, the abscissa being the

same for the whole curve as for the half above the axis,

f [- _ Jo Jo

/* r
\ \
Jo Jo

Integrating first with regard to /, we have

n+ 2

71+ 3

/r"
+ S 0080(20

Jo

/'<Jo
fi

But r=2acos2 --
Substituting this value and putting

- =
<f>,

we have

w+3 ~~7f

/ coB2n

Jo

These definite integrals are well known. Dividing the numerator

1 .3.5 ... 2n+ 3 TT
d denominator by- -

> we haveJ 2.4.6... 2n+ 4 2

_2(n+2)f (2 n+ 5) ( 2 + 7) 2n+5 )

' a

'

The centroid evidently lies on the axis of symmetry, or y = 0.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the centre of mass of a circular sector in which tin- ilrn-ity

varies as the ?i l1 '

power of the distance from the centre.

ns. n+ -j

A where a is the radius of the circle, I the length
<

of tin- ;IIT. :ui(l c the length of the chord, of the sector.

2. Find the position of tli.- utre of mass of a circular hunina in

which the density at any point varies as the n' 1 '

power of the distance

from a given point on UM iiviunfVmice.

Ans. It is on the diameter passing through the given point at

2 (n-f 2)
a distance from this point equal to - -

a, a being the radius.
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Methods of double integration are also often employed when
the elements of area are expressed in Cartesian co-ordinates.

In this case, let the element of area at a point P, whose co-

ordinates are (x',y} } be a small rectangle included between two

very close lines parallel to the axis of x and two very close lines

parallel to the axis of y. Then the element of area will be

dx'dy'\ and if p and k are the density and thickness of the

lamina at the element, the element of mass,

dm = kpdx'dy'.

Also the co-ordinates of the centre of mass of this element are

ultimately of and y'. Hence

ffhpx'dx'dy' ^
_ ffkpi/dx'dy'

''

ffkpdx'dy'
' 1J= ''

ffkpdxd/
'

A single example will suffice to illustrate this method.

Let it be required to find the centre of mass of a quadi'ant of an

ellipse included by the semi-axes, the density at any point being pro-

portional to the product of the co-ordinates of this point.
Here p = ft,

. x'y ',
and since k is supposed constant,

- _ ff^y'dx'dy' ffx'y^dx'dy'~
'ffx'y'dx'dy'

5 y~
ffx'ydx'd y''

Let the integrations be performed first over a strip parallel to the

axis of y. Then we integrate with respect to y', regarding x as

constant, from y to y'= y, the ordinate of a point on the ellipse.

Hence f^fM
J-LC11CC X / / 9 7 /

fxy'dx
Here we must substitute the value of y in terms of x', and thus

We 8et _ _ ./Vy-a*)^
**' "~~

/> / / 'f <-0\ 7 f '

J x (a* x*)dx
in which summations the abscissa x' is to receive all values from

to a.

8 8We easily obtain - a and b for the co-ordinates of the centre of

mass.

Examples may occur in which, although the density of the

lamina varies from point to point, the process of double integra-

tion can be avoided by the judicious selection of an element of

area.

Let it be required to find the centre of mass of a quadrant
of an ellipse in which the density at any point varies as the

distance of the point from the axis major.
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Here by dividing the area into rectangular strips parallel to

the axis major, we obtain infinitesimal elements of thefrst order

throughout each of which the density is constant. Hence our

equations are

>
-
fxydy

M;ikini* the usual eccentric angle substitutions for x and y, we

find
3 Sir.

x = - a. y = 0.
8

' y 16

166.] Centroid of a Surface of Revolution. Let a plane

curve AB
(fig. 201) revolve round a line Ox (taken as axis of x)

and generate a surface. Then the revolution of the elementary
arc PQ(=ds) generates a portion of surface whose area is

2vyds; and if p is the density of the matter in this zone and

k its thickness, the element of mass is 2-nkpyds. Also the centre

of mass of the zone is ultimately the point M, whose abscissa is

x. Hence the centroid of the surface generated (which obviously
lies on the axis of revolution) is at a distance from given by
the equation fkpxyds

** = ~n-1
'

Jkpyds
the integrations being extended over the whole length of the

generating curve.

For example, to find the centroid of the surface of a semi -ellipsoid
of revolution round the minor axis, the density of any zone beinu

proportional to its distance from the equatoreal plane, and the thick

ness being constant :

Tin- area of a zone at a distance y from the equatoreal plane being
lie position of the centroid is given by the equation

integration extending over the arc of a quadrant of the generating

ellipse. Using the eccentric angle, we have

'x = a cos
<f>, y = b sin <, da = Vd* sin*<f> + 6* cos*< . d<f>,

n :m<l /
li.-inif the semi-axes of the ellipse.

Hei

I
/

/
cos <>s-n<>v a sn

/

Jo
cos

<f>
sin \/a* siii*<f> + 6* COB*^ . d<f>

To find the integral in the numerator, put t for sin 0, ami it

becoii
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ri

Jo
where a2

62 = c
2

. This, again, is equal to

2 f\b* + c*t
2-

c J o

which =1 /V + tft^dt- ^ f (V +
c Jo c JQ

and this, by making the first integral depend on the second, is easily

proved to be

The integral in this expression is one of the elementary forms
in the Integral Calculus. Hence the numerator is

The integral in the denominator is evidently
Cl_

2 / v & 2+ c
2 sin2 < . d sin2

(/>,

Joo

which is equal to -(o?b
3

).

2a3c-
Therefore ?/ _

3c2

8 c(a
3-b3

)

For a sphere of radius a the value of y is easily proved by direct

calculation to be fa; and the student may exercise himself in the

evaluation of indeterminate forms by deducing this from the value of

y given above. (For this purpose it will be advisable to put log

- into the form 1 log 5 and expand.)
b ac
167.] Centroid of any Portion of a Spherical Surface.

Let dS denote any portion of a spherical surface, and let d'S,

denote its projection on any plane passing through the centre of

the sphere. Then, if this plane be taken as that of xy, and if z

denote the distance of the centroid of the element dS from the

plane, the distance of the centroid of any portion of the spherical

surface from the plane is given by the equation

the integration being extended over the whole portion of the

spherical surface considered.
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Now if r is the radius of the sphere, the cosine of the angle
between the tangent plane to the sphere at the element dS and

&

the plane ofay is -; therefore

(2)

Hence f zdS rfd'S, r2, 2 denoting the projection of the

whole spherical area considered
;
and making this substitution

in (1), we have v

l.r|, (3)

where S is the area of that portion of the sphere whose centroid

is required.

Equation (1) gives, of course, the distance of the centroid of

any surface whose element is dS from the plane of xy ; and it is

clear that if the surface is generated by the motion of a sphere
of constant radius whose centre moves along any curve in the

plane of xy, the cosine of the angle between the tangent plane
&

at the element dS and the plane of xy will still be -
> since the

given surface and the generating sphere have the same tangent

plane. Hence equation (2) holds in this case and therefore also

equation (3).

168.] Centroid of any Surface. Let dS denote an element

of any surface, dS the projection of this element on the plane of

.///,
and y the angle between the plane of xy and the tangent

plane to the surface at the element dS. Then if z is the distance

of the centroid of dS from the plane of ay, we have

- _ SzdS5

fz sec y .

n>t unusual to suppose the element dS cut off from the

surface in tin- follo\\ in^ manner.

Let m (fig. 205) lx? a point in the plane xy whose co-ordinates

iire ./, y'\ let mn be drawn paralli-1 t<> the axis of x and etjnal t<

dx'\ let a"/ be parallel to the axis of y and equal to <///: ami

complete the rectangle //<,///.
On the base mnpq describe a

prism whose ed^es, Mm. A", /'/< Qq are parallel to the axis

This prism will intercept on the given surface an element,
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MNPQ, which is dS. The rectangular projection, d2, is then

mnpq whose area is dx'dy'. Substituting- this value in the above

equation, we have ffz sec y dx'dy'

f/sec-ydx'df

the integrations being extended over the whole projection of

the given surface on the plane xy.

It easily follows that the centroid

of the projection (orthogonal or ob-

lique] of any plane area on any plane

is the projection of the centroid of
the area.

Take the plane on which the

given area is projected as the plane
of xy ;

let CD be the angle between

this plane and the plane of the

area, and let ir, y be co-ordinates
Fig. 205.

of the centroid of the given area. Then

fxdS_"
fdS /sec co . d2

since co is the same for all elements. But the co-ordinate of the

centroid of the projection is evidently given by this equation.

Therefore, &c.
;

and a similar proof obviously holds for an

oblique projection, because at all points of the given area the

ratio of dS to dl, is constant.

EXAMPLES.

1. A section of a sphere is made by any two parallel planes ; prove
that the centroid of the spherical surface included is midway between
them.

This is very easily proved either by direct calculation or by the

application of the result of last Article. Collignon (Statique, p. 295)
gives an elegant geometrical demonstration which depends on the fact

that if a cylinder is circumscribed to a sphere along any one of its

great circles, the portion of the area of the cylinder included between

any two planes at right angles to its axis is equal to the portion of

the area of the sphere included by these planes. By taking in-

definitely close planes it follows that the spherical area may be
transferred to the cylinder, and the centroid of any portion of a
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cylindrical area cut off by planes peqjendicular to the axis is evidently

midway between tlu-.-e ]>Ianes.

COR. The centroid of the surface of a hemisphere is at a distance

equal to half the radius from the centre.

2. To find the centroid of a spherical triangle.
Let ABC be any spherical triangle, and the centre of the sphere.

Produce the sides AC and AB until they
become quadrants, AE and AD, and draw
the arc DE of a great circle.

We shall find the distance of the centroid

from the plane EOD, which is perpendicular
to the line <>.\.

The projection of the area ABC on this

pi.
me i- evidently the same as the projection

of the sector, COB. Now if p t
is the per-

pendicular arc from A on the side BC, the
pjg 206

an^le between the planes COB and EOD is

90 /, ;
also the area of the sector COB is \ar, a being the length

of the ?-ide BC and r the radius of the sphere. Hence if 2 denote

the projection of the area of the triangle on the plane EOD,
2 = \(tr ship, ;

and if A,B,C denote the circular measures of the angles of the

nd S its area, S-=rt (A+B+Cii).
Hence, by (3) of last Article, if x denote the distance of the centroid

from the plane, . a sin
/<,x \ A+B+ C-Tt

It i- evident that X is the distance from of the projection of the

centroid on the line OA. Its projections on the lines OB and OC are

obtained by writing 6 and
j>.2 ,

c and ]>3 instead of a and j>l
in this

equation.
:>. To find the centroid of the surface of a nearly spherical M mi-

cllipM.id eut of]' by the plane of the two greater axes.

I.' t tlie axes in order of magnitude be a, b, C, and let

rt*_r2 A8 r8_ 7.2 L '2

a8 b*

Now if i/./'V is the projection on the piano .<// (\vhkh is the base

of the semi-ellij' n element of surface, dS, we have

pz
p being the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent plane at

rtii'-nt. and c the distance of the element from the plane of

urface of the sfrni-cllip-oid, we have

S.z =
P

. i a?
-

y
~ ~~ i /. K~X -

*ijf_\A ain
> ~3 ^ + 7T +..i '~ZT~' b*
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Therefore, rejecting all powers of k and k' beyond the second,

Integrating from x'=x to x'= x, the co-ordinates of a point on

the circumference of the base being x, y, we have

k'
2x

Expressing x and y in terms of the eccentric angle, and integrating
over the entire circumference, we have

S.z=Trabc(l -- )o

=
WOJl+f(#+*")}

Now (Williamson's Integral Calculus),

sin Odd

/*

sin ddO
"j

o (a
2
sin

2 6+ c
2 cos

2

0)* (6
2
sin

2
d + c

2
cos2 0)4 J

which is easily proved to be 27rc
2

{ 1 +

Hence finally,
= 1 l_

4. A parabola revolves round its axis ;
find the centroid of a

portion of the surface between the vertex and a plane perpendicular
to the axis at a distance from the vertex equal to J of the latus

rectum. 29
Ans. Its distance from the vertex = -^ (latus rectum).

5. Find the centroid of the surface generated by the revolution of

a cycloid round its axis. /, K Q \

T. . ., ,. . AilOTT O)
Ans. It is on the axis at a distance - ->a from the

15 (Sir 4)

vertex, a being the radius of the generating circle.

6. Prove that the centroid of the lateral surface of the frustum of a

right cone or pyramid lies in a plane whose distance from the base is

-^TT h, where p and p' are the perimeters of the base and upper

section, and h the height of the frustum.

169.] Centre of Mass of a Solid of Revolution. If the

curve AS (fig. 201) revolve round Ox, the rectangular area

PQNM will generate a cylindrical volume equal to ir . PM2
.MN,

or Tildas. Hence if the density of the solid is uniform, we have

for the position of its centre of mass (which obviously lies on Ox)

_ _ f xy
2 dx

' '
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the integrations being extended over the whole of the area,

CABD, of the revolving curve.

If the density varies, the element of mass may require to be

t:iken differently. If the density is a function of x alone, i.e.,

it it is the same all over the rectangular strip PQNM, the

volume may be broken up as above, and the element of mass
= Tipy-Jf. Hence \ve shall have, in this case,

_ _ fpxy*dx
fpy*das

Suppose the density to vary as y alone. Then if we take a

small rectangular area, dx'dy', at a point whose co-ordinates are

&', y', this area will generate an element of volume equal to

2irydx'(l/ ; therefore the element of mass = 1-npy dx'dy' and

we have _ _=

The integrations are to be performed first from y = to jf y,

the ordinate of a point P on the bounding curve; and then from

x'= OC to x'= OD.

As an example, let the curve AB be a quadrant of a circle of which
OA and OB are diameters, and let it be required to find the centre of

mass of the solid hemisphere generated by the revolution of this

quadrant round OB (taken as axis of x), firstly when the density is

uniform; secondly when it is constant over a section perpendicular to

OB and proportional to the distance of this section from the centre
;

and thirdly when it is the same at the same distance from OB, and

proportional to this distance.

Firstly, we have x = ^ , Putting x r cos d, y r sin ",

where r is the radius of the circle, and integmting between 6 = and
3

0=2wehave
^ =

%
r '

( l )

/'.. ti-dx
Secondly, since p = /*#, we have x = ~, Vj ^hich easily gives

j xy ux

S-r. (2)

Thirdly, p = py
1

',
therefore

- _//*'/*<**'< _ S*y>dx"

///<**'<*/
"
fy*dx

'

and the previous Bul^titutinns for x and y give
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In this case the double integration might have been avoided

by breaking the area up into rectangles parallel to the axis of as.

The student will do well in such examples as this to check his

results as much as possible by a common-sense view of the

question. Thus, having proved that the distance of the centre

of mass of a homogeneous hemisphere from the centre is f r, it is

clear that when the density of a section is directly proportional
to its distance from the centre, the centre of mass of the

hemisphere must be at a distance from the centre > f r, since the

matter is most dense in the space remote from the centre ; while

in the third case above, since the ordinates of the portion of the

curve near A are greater than those of the portion near B, and

since the density increases with the ordinate, it is evident that

the centre of mass must be nearer to the centre than in the

homogeneous hemisphere.
The most advantageous method of breaking up a mass of

varying density into elements depends entirely on the law of

variation of the density, and while all these methods are em-

braced in the rule of Art. 160, it would be impossible to give
formula suited to all cases.

Laplace, by assuming the change of the pressure from stratum to

stratum of the earth to be proportional to the change in the square of

the density, proves that if the strata of uniform density are spherical,
the density of a stratum of radius x is given by the equation

sm

a being the radius of the earth, p the density of the centre, and // a

constant number.

Let it be required to find the centre of mass of a hemisphere whose

density follows this law.

Here the element of mass of uniform density is the stratum in-

cluded between the hemispheres of radii x and x + doe. Hence

dm = 2Trpx*dx

X . LLX ,= 2 Trap,,- sin ax.V a

Also the distance of the centre of mass of this stratum from the

3C

centre is- (Example 1, p. 270). Hence, the axis of x being the
t

diameter perpendicular to the base of the hemisphere, the distance of

the centre of mass from the centre is given by the equation
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.
,x sin - ax

a

(2fj?) cos ji+ 2ja sin ji 2

2ju (sin/i

as will be easily found. "When /*
= the hemisphere is of uniform

density, and the student will see that this value of x becomes f a, in

accordance with our previous result.

EXAMPLES.

Mi Find the centre of mass of a hemisphere in which the density is

proportional to the ri^ power of the distance from the centre.

Ana. It is at a distance= -- from the centre, a being ihe
n+ 4 2

radius of the hemisphere.
\ 2. Find the centre of mass of a portion of a paraboloid of revolu-

tion cut off by a plane peqiendicular to its axis.

Ans. If h is the distance of the plane of section from the vertex,

5 = f h.

3. Find the centre of mass of a semi-ellipsoid of revolution round
the minor axis, the density at any point being proportional to its

distance from the base which is the plane perpendicular to the axis of

revolution.

g
Ans. y = b, where b is the semi-minor axis.

* 1 o

4. An ellipsoid of revolution round the minor axis is cut by a plane

in;,' through this axis
;

find the centre of mass of the portion
included IK -tween one semi-ellipsoid thus cut off and the concentric

hemisphere whose diameter is the minor axis.

.1 />.?. If a and b are the axes major and minor of the generi

ellipse, tin- rci|uiivd Centre of mass is on the major axis at a distance

. 3 aa+ a& + 6

equal to-- r from the centre,
o a + o

Yrrit'y tins result in two obvious cases.

170.] Centre of Mass of any Solid. In the solid take any

point, l\ \vl. linatos are x,y, z, nnd also a close point, Q,

\\liose co-ordinates are ae+<?.r, // + <?>/, ;-\>/:. Then evidently
the volume of the pandlelopip^d \vhosi> diagonal is PQ and

whose edges are parallel to tin- axes of co-ordinates is
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and if p is the density of the body at P the element of mass at

P is pdxdydz.
Hence the co-ordinates of the centre of mass of the solid are

given by the equations

-_ fffpdxdydz
^

_ _ fffpydxdydz^
_ _ fffpzdxdydz_

^~
fffpdxdydz

' y "
fffpdxdydz

' '

fffpdxdydz
'

the integrations being extended over the whole solid.

It may not be necessary to take infinitesimal elements of

volume of the third order. From what has preceded, the

student will have learned that the best mode of breaking up the

given mass into elements depends entirely on the law of density

which prevails.

In many cases the symmetry of the solid enables us to simplify

the problem by choosing elements of volume which are in-

finitesimals of thefrst order only.

The various elements of volume which it may be necessary to

take are exemplified in the fol-

lowing problems.
Find the centre of mass of

the eighth part of an ellip-

soid, ABC (fig. 207) included

between its three principal

planes

(1) When the density at

any point is simply a function

of its distance from the prin-

cipal plane BC (plane ofyz).

(2) When the density at

any point is a function of its

distances from the two principal planes AC and BC (planes of xz

and yz\

(3) When the density at any point is a function of its

distances from the three principal planes.

In the first case, the density will be constant over a section

.D-ST perpendicular to OA. Hence, taking two such sections, DH
and EF, at a distance dx from each other, the density of the

solid between them may be considered uniform, and this portion
of the solid may be taken as the element of mass.

In the second case, the density will be constant throughout a

Fig. 207.
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portion of the body in which x and y are constant
;
that is, along

a perpendicular to the plane A B ; and the element of mass may
be taken as the prism NQ nq, the area of whose base is dxdy, and

which intersects the bounding surface in the area NMQP.
In the third case, the density is not the same at any two

points, and the element of mass must be taken a small rect-

angular prism, str, whose volume is dxdyJz.

EXAMPLES.

1. In the problem just discussed find the centre of mass when the

density at any point is proportional to its distance from the plane BC.
Here p = \tx ; also, the equation of the ellipsoid being

a? y* _
-s+

&i
+ ^- ;1

the ellipse DH satisfies the equation

1-+-

a a

\\lm-h shows that the axes Gil and GD are

6
a*v !-$ ^

respectively. Hence, / being = dx, the element of mass is

:uul since the centre of mass of this element is ultimately a point
whose co-ordinates are

46 a? , 4c-' and

(see Ex. 3, p. 257), we have

and

/
fc
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16c
the value of z being, of course,

-

IOTT

2. If the density at any point of the ellipsoid is \ixy, find the centre

of mass.

Taking a prismatic element of volume NQnq, the element of mass is

f* xyzdxdy,

z being the height, Mm, of the prism.
The co-ordinates of M being x, y, z, those of the centre of mass of

fV

this prism are evidently x,y,-> Hence
a

- _ ff l

yzdxdy _ _ ffxy
i

zdxdy _ _ ffxyz^dxdy

ffxyzdxdy ffxyzdxdy ffxyzdxdy

The integrations may be performed, first with regard to y, from

y= to y= GH ;
and then with regard to x, from x = to x= OA .

cc
2

*?/
2 i

Now, ffxyzdxdy - cffxy ( 1 - ) dxdy;
\M O

and, integrating first with regard to y, we have

"GH rt& ft A 2 V2 4

/'Jo/O

since from the equation of the ellipse AB, the value GH of y makes

1 %- vanish. Hence
a2 V

In the same way,

62c /*
a

or
2

fftfyzdxdy= /
a;
2

( 1 5)0?^o Jo a

which, by putting x = a cos $, is easily seen to be . Hence
96

x = a, and = b
;
and it is easily found that z = - c.

32 o2 8

3. If the density at any point in the solid is proportional to the

product of the co-ordinates of the point, find the centre of mass.

Hei*e, at any point we have p = p. . xyz> and the element of mass

being pxyzdxdydz, we have

_ _ ffftfyzdxdydz
^

fffxyzdxdy dz

with similar values of y and z. If we first integrate from * = to
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z = nJ/ (fig. 207), we frhall have the contribution of the prism NQnq
to the summation. Integrating, then, with respect to *, considering
x and y coustaut, we have

ffftfyzdxdydz = \ffa?y (mM)* . dxdy

since M is a point on the bounding surface of the ellipsoid. Let this

latter integration be first performed with respect to y, considering a
constant, from y = to y = Gil, and we shall then have the con-
tribution of the mass contained between the sections DII and EF.

Now

Hence

r//

.2
^.2 1^2

-

;
,'J

Qt o* 4 a

fff^yzdxdydz = --\ a2
(
1 - -) fo -__

,

O JQ d 1U5

48

as easily appears by putting x = a cos
<j>.

It will be found without difficulty that fffanjzdxdydz =

16 16. 16
Hence x = a, y = -

g
b, and c = c.

4. Find the centre of mass of the portion of the elliptic paraboloid
2

s + T- = 2 - included between the planes xz and t/ and a planea b c

perpendicular to the axis of z at a distance h from the vertex.

16a /~2h 166 /~2h 2,
Ans. * = - A/~' y = 7T~ A / ~~

' 2 = o "
15ir V c 157T V c 3

5. At each point, ^f, in tlio semi-axis major of an ellipse is drawn
a line perpendicular to the plane of the ellipse, its length being

proportional to the distance of M from the centre; the extremii

pi-i-jn-inlicular is joined to the point /' on one quadrant of the

such that I'M is perpendicular to the axis major. Find the

of the volume thus general nl.

Ans. If at any distance, ./. from the centre the perpendk-nlar to

the plain-
of tin- <-lli|>-<-

is /.-.r, and if the axes of x, y, and z are the axes

of the ellipse and a perpendicular to them, wo have

= : :

6. Through a diameter of the base of a right cone are drawn t\v<>

planes cutting the cone in parabolas ; find tin ( . ntroid of the volume

of tin- cum.1 iin-luili-d In t planes and the vertex.
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Ans. It is on the axis at a distance from the vertex equal to f of

height of cone.

7. A plane cuts off a constant volume from an ellipsoid ;
find the

locus of the centroid of the portion cut off.

Ans. An ellipsoid similar to the given one, and similarly placed

(see Example 2, p. 257, the theorem of which is equally applicable to

surfaces).

171.] Polar Elements of Mass. Let fig. 208 represent the

portion of the volume of a solid included between its bounding
surface and three rectangular co-ordinate planes. Then the solid

may be broken up into elements in the following manner :

(1) Through the axis of z draw two close planes cutting
the bounding surface in curves zR and zS (called meridians] ;

and let the angles ROx and SOx be denoted by <p and 0+c?^
respectively.

(2) Round the axis of z describe two right cones with the

semi-vertical angles zOP
and zOQ, equal to d and

+ d9, respectively.

(3) With as centre,

describe two close spheres
whose radii, Os and Ot, are

equal to r and r + dr, re-

spectively.

These planes, cones, and

spheres will then determine

the small rectangular paral-
Fig> 2 8 '

lelopiped mstq, whose vo-

lume = ms x sq x st.

Now, perpendiculars from m and s on Oz will each be equal to

Os.smzOs, or rsinfl, and they will include an angle equal to

ROS, or d<$> : therefore ms = r sin 9 dfy. Also,

sq = Os . sin $0q = rdO ;
and st dr.

Therefore the volume of the elementary parallelepiped
= r 2 sin Qdr dO d$ ; and if p is the density of the solid at s, the

element of mass is

Again, the co-ordinates of the centre of mass of this element are

ultimately the same as those of s
; therefore they are
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r sin cos
</>,

r sin 6 sin <, and r cos Q ;

and for the centre of mass of any finite portion of the solid we

have

f/fp r3 sin2 6 cos
<ft
dr dQ dtp_

S/fprz
Binddrd6d<p

y

- _ fffp f3 * d cos

the limits of integration being determined by the figure of

portion of the solid considered.

The angles and <p are sometimes called the colatitude and

longitude, respectively.

EXAMPLES.

\ 1 . Find the centre of mass of a portion of a solid sphere contained

in a right cone whose vertex is the centre of the sphere, the density of

the solid varying as the nth power of the distance from the centre.

Take the axis of the cone as that of z, and any plane through it as

that from which longitude is measured. Then it is clear that

x = y = 0, and we have

_ _ //A**3 sin 6 COB 6 dr dO d<p

Sfjr*+**mddrdOd<l>

Performing the integration first with respect to r, considering Q and

constant, from r = to r = a, the radius of the sphere, we have

_ n+ 3 ff sin cos 6(16 d<f>=
n+ l /fsineded(t>

I' i forming the integration now with respect to (p, the longitude,
which runs from to 2 TT, we have

_ n + 3 /sin0cos0cZ0_"

If a = the semi-vertical angle of the cone, the limits of are and a.

Therefore n + 3 a .

z = -
(1 -f cosa).n + 4 2
V

2. Find the centre of mass of a prism whose base is a given spherical
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triangle and whose vertex is the centre of the sphere on which the

triangle is described.

Let (fig. 206) be the centre of the sphere, and take 00 as axis of

z. From draw the perpendicular 2>s to the base AB, and let R be

the radius of the sphere.
The value of z given as a triple integral may be modified in the

present case.

Let dS denote any small element of area at any point on OP
;
then

the volume of a cone whose base is this element and vertex the centre

of the sphere is ^ HdS, and the distance of its centre of mass from the

plane of xy is (Art. 158) fR cos 6. Hence

_3 fcos0dS
% T "- "

4

Now cos . dS is the projection of the element dS on the plane of

xy ; therefore the numerator is the projection of the whole area ABC
on this plane, which, as in Example 2, p. 271, is \cR sin2>3 . Hence,

3
z = c smp3

8 A+B+ C-Tt

3. A cardioid revolves round its axis
;
find the centre of mass of the

solid generated.

Ans. It is at a distance from the cusp equal to T\ (axis).

172.] Theorems of Pappus. If a plane area revolve through

any angle round a line in its plane,

the volume generated is equal to the

area of the revolving figure multiplied

by the length of the path described by

its centroid.

Let AB
(fig-. 209) be the revolving

figure, and Ox the line about which

it revolves. Let the area be broken

up into an indefinitely great number

of rectangular strips, such as PQqp,
by lines perpendicular to Ox. Then

the volume generated by this strip in revolving through an

angle o> is evidently equal to

or

denoting PM, pM}
and MN by y%

denote the whole volume generated.

,
and dx. Hence if V
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Now the distance of the centroid of the strip from Ox is >

2

and the area of the strip is (y2 //i)
dx. Hence, denoting these

quantities by y and dA respectively,

A denoting the whole revolving area and y the ordinate of its

centroid. Now in revolving through the angle o>, the centroid

of the area describes a circular arc whose length is u>y. Hence

the theorem is proved.

If the axis Ox intersects the revolving figure, the theorem still

applies with the convention that the volumes generated by the

portions of the figure at opposite sides of Ox are affected with

opposite si.

Again if the arc of any plane curve revolve through any angle

round a line in its plane, the area of the surface generated is equal
to the IfiKjth of the revolving arc multiplied by the length of the

[,'ilh described ly Us centroid.

For, the surface generated is

y yds, or to L . y,

L beiiiLT the whole length of the revolving arc and y the ordinate

of its centroid. As before, uy is the length of the circular arc

described by the centroid of the revolving arc, and the theorem

is evidently proved.

It the revolving arc intersects the line Ox, the theorem is true,

with the pivviuu- convention of eigns.

173.] Extension of the Theorems of Pappus. The previous
theorems can be easily extended to the case in which the plane

of the revolving ti-inv. instead of revolving round a fixed line,

I'-lf/m/if xluini'i on any developable surface, and the first

theorem will then become

//' ///' jilaiii' if <iii
>/ iJane area rolls without sliding on a develop-

able surface, IIn- rn/mne generated by the area in moving from one

posit/"// tn nn<if/n:r will be equal to the area of the revolving figure

)i>iil/i/ili<'il !>>/ flu' /''in/ 1/i <>f the [in Hi described by it*

A similar ennn< iation gives the second theorem.

6 propositions are evidently true, because in an indefinitely
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small motion the figure is revolving round a generating line

of the developable, and for such a small motion the theorem
of Pappus gives the volume generated equal to the area x small

space described by its centroid. Taking the sum of all such

elements of volume from one position of the figure to another,
we have the theorem of this Article.

It is clear also that the theorems hold in the case of a plane
area which moves in such a manner as to be always normal to

the path described by its centroid. For the area may at any
instant be considered as revolving round the line of intersection

of two consecutive normal planes of the curve which the centroid

describes, and the theorems are then directly applicable.

174.] Volume of a Truncated Cylinder or Prism. Let A
and B denote the sections of a cylinder or prism made by any
two planes. Through any line L passing through the centroid,

G, of B draw any plane, I?, inclined at an indefinitely small

angle to B. Then G is the centroid of the section
',

since this

section is the projection of B made by lines parallel to the

generators of the cylinder or edges of the prism, and since (Art.

168) the centroid of the projection of any plane surface is the

projection of its centroid. Also the area of the section Bf

differs

from that of B by an infinitestimal of the second order. Hence
the theorems of Pappus apply, and we may consider that the

area B has revolved round the line L through a small angle.
But the space described by its centroid is zero ; therefore the

volume between the sections B and B' on one side of the line

L = the volume between them on the other side
;
in other words,

infinitesimals of the second order being neglected, the volume of

the prism or cylinder contained between the sections A and B is

equal to that contained between the sections A and B. Allowing
Bf

to revolve again about L through a small angle, the same

reasoning applies, and we see, finally, that for the sections A and

B may be substituted any two passing through their respective

centroids, and the included volume will be unaltered. Let two

parallel sections each perpendicular to the axis of the prism or

cylinder be substituted, and the included volume will be

Q..h,

where Q. is the area of either normal section and h the distance

between them.

175.] Equilibrium of a Heavy Body on a Horizontal Plane.
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When an indeformable body rests on a horizontal plane, the

contact taking place at several points, either continuous or not,

it is kept in equilibrium by two forces namely, its own weight
and the reaction of the plane. The condition necessary and

sufficient for the equilibrium of such a body is that these two

forces must be equal and opposite. Now this will be impossible

unless the points of contact of the body with the plane can be so

connected by right lines as to form a polygon within the area of

which the vertical through the centre of gravity of the body
intersects the plane. For, whether the plane be rough or smooth,

resolve all the reactions at the points of contact vertically. Then

it is evident that the resultant of the system of parallel vertical

forces at the points of contact must necessarily fall within some

polygon whose vertices are these points ; therefore, &c.

The student must be careful to observe that this condition,

though necessary in the case of a deformable system, is not

sufficient (see Article 94, p. 115). Thus, in Example 14, p. 179,

it is not true that the deformable system of two bars, AB and

BC, will rest in any position in which their common centre of

gravity falls between the props.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the volume and surface of a tore.

(A tore is a surface generated by the revolution of a circle round a

Hue in its plane.)
Let r be the radius of the circle, and c the distance of its centre

from the axis of revolution. Then the volume of the tore is evidently
Trr2 x 2-jrc, or 2Ti2cr2

;
and the surface is 2irr x 27rc, or 47i

8
cr.

'

2. A triangle revolves round a line in its plane; find the volume

generated.

Ans. If the distances of the vertices from the lines are x
lt
#a ,

x
3 ,

and A the area of the triangle, the volume =
O

3. From the Theorems of Pappus deduce the volume and surface of

a frustum of 11 ri^lit cone.

(Consider a trapezium one side of which is perpendicular to the two

parallel sides.)

4. A pack of cards is laid on a table
;

each projects in the

tion of the length of the ]>;uk l.cv..nd the our l>elow it; if each

projects as far as po.s-iMf, prove that the distances between the
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extremities of the successive cards will form a harmonic progression.

(Walton, p. 183.)

5. A rectangular column is formed by placing a numher of smooth

cubical blocks one above another, the base of the column resting on a

horizontal plane ;
all the blocks above the lowest are then twisted in

the same direction about an edge of the column, first the highest, then

the two highest, and so on, in each case as far as is consistent with

equilibrium. Prove that the sum of the sines of the inclinations

of a diagonal of the base of any block to the like diagonals of the

bases of all the blocks above it is equal to the sum of the cosines.

(Walton, ibid.)



CHAPTER XII.

THE PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK APPLIED TO ANY SYSTEM

OF BODIES.

176.] Forces Applied to a Particle. It has been shown in

Art. 136, p. 214, that the resultant of any number of forces

applied to a particle may be represented by the side required to

close the polygon of the forces. And whether the polygon

OPj Pa ... Pn be plane or gauche, it is clear (as in p. 67) that the

sum of the projections of the sides, token in order, along any
line OA, is equal to zero.

Let the projections of the sides be denoted by Qlt Q.,, ... Q H.

Then Q l + Q2 + ... -f Q. = 0. Multiplying this by OA, an

arbitrary length along the line OA, we have

But ifpl
is the projection of OA along OPl) we have (see p. 67)

Ql .OA=OPl.pl
.

If, then, the sides OPlt Pl
P2 ,

...be denoted by P
lt
P

t ,...

w, have

and if the sides represent forces, each term in this equation is

the virtual work of the corresponding force for the displacement
OA. Since the resultant, R, of 1 of the forces is P., we
nave B. f /',.,-, -f- /',.,,,...;

and if the displacement is small, this equation is written (as in

P-70 mr=P
l lpl +Pllp,+ .... (I)

In particular, if .V, )", Z denote the rectangular components of

R, we have Ri r - Xlx+ Yly + Ztz. (2)

177.] Extension to any Number of Connected -Particles.

If two particles, ml
and ;;/

2 ,
are connected by a ri.yil iucxf fusible

rod, and are in equilibrium under the action of forces, JPj, Qlt ...
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applied to % and P2 , Q2 ,
... applied to m

z , it is evident (as in

p. 1 1 8) that the force arising from the connexion acts in the line

joining m^ to mz
. If, then, this force be denoted by T. and the

distance between the particles by r, we have for the equilibrium

b: r denoting the change in r arising from an arbitrary small

displacement of m1 . The equation of equilibrium of m2 is

and if in the new positions of% and m2 the distance between them

remains unaltered, ^r+^r = 0. Hence, by adding these equa-

tions, we obtain the equation

?i*Pi + Qi*h + - +P^2+Q2 bq2 + ... = 0, (1)

which is free from the internal force T.

This is exactly the same as the investigation already given for

coplanar forces in Chap. VI. The extension to any number of

particles, that is, to any body, proceeds just as in that chapter,

and the enunciation of the principle of virtual work there

given applies in general without the limitation that the forces

are coplanar.

If in the case of the two particles m1 and m2 ,
considered

above, their new positions are such that the distance between

them is altered by br, the equation of virtual work will be

Pl bp1+Q1 bq1 ... +P2bp2+Q2bq2 + .. + Tbr = 0; (2)

and, generally, if the virtual displacement is such that the

internal forces do virtual work, these forces will enter into the

equation of virtual work in exactly the same manner as the

applied forces. The theorem of virtual work may, therefore, be

thus enunciated :

When a material system is in equilibrium under the action of any
external and internal forces, the sum of the virtual works of the

external and internal forces is equal to zero for any small virtual

displacement whatsoever.

Instead of saying that the total virtual work is zero, we
should in strictness say that it is an indefinitely small quantity
of the second order, the greatest of the displacements being
considered as a small quantity of the first order. This has been

already explained in p. 122.

The proof of the converse proposition namely, that when the

virtual work vanishes for all imagined displacements, the system
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is in equilibrium has been already given in p. 122 for coplanar

forces
;
and as the proof obviously holds for non-coplanar forces,

it is unnecessary to reproduce it here.

178.] Displacements along Smooth Surfaces. If any body
or system of connected bodies be in contact with smooth curves

or surfaces, and the system be imagined to receive any small

displacement along these curves or surfaces, it is clear (as in

p. 71) that, since the point of application of each of the geo-
metrical forces (reactions of the curves or surfaces) moves in a

plane at right angles to the corresponding force, these forces

will contribute nothing to the equation of virtual work for such

a displacement.
If any of the bodies of the system are connected by strings or

rods whose lengths are unaltered in the virtual displacement

chosen, the tensions of these strings or rods will not enter into

the equation of virtual work. But, as already explained in

pp. 80 and 1 20, we may choose virtual displacements of the

system which violate the imposed conditions at the expense of

bringing into our equation the corresponding forces.

179.] Kinematical Theorem I. When all the points of a

rigid body move parallel to a plane, the motion may be produced

by a pure rotation round an axis perpendicular to this plane.

DBF. A motion of a body round an axis whereby each point
in the body describes an arc of a circle having its centre on the

axis and its plane perpendicular to it is called a pure rotation.

The position of the body will evidently be known if the

positions of any two points in a plane parallel to the plane of

motion are known.

Let A and B be any two points in such a plane, and suppose
that after the displacement of the body they occupy the positions

A' and Bf

(fig. 210). At the middle points of AA' and BB
erect two perpendiculars, which meet in /. Then in the trian- 1. >

All: and ./7/r, AI = A'I, BI = B'I, and AB = A'B'; th.-ivi

the triangle A'lBf is nothing more than AIB turned ro-nul the

point / through an angle AIA' or BIB'. Hence the line AS
can be brought, into its new position by a pure rotation about /,

and the same is true of every point rigidly connected \\itli //

mi'l n in the plane AIB.
If through / an axis be drawn perpendicular to the plane of

motion, it is evident that the body can be brought into its new
u
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position by a pure rotation about this axis through an angle
= AIA', however complicated the paths along which A and B
have travelled to A' and B'.

When the motion of the body is small, this axis is called the

Instantaneous Axis ; and it is obviously constructed by drawing
two planes normal to the directions of motion of any two points in

the body. The intersection of these planes is the instantaneous

axis.

When the body is a plane figure, the

point /is called the Instantaneous Centre;

and the consideration of this point is of

^ B very extensive use in Kinematics, Statics,

and Geometry.
To construct the instantaneous centre,

at any two points erect perpendiculars to

the directions of motion of these points, and

their intersection is the required point.
Fig. 210.

180.] Kinematical Theorem II. The
motion of a rigid body round a fixed point is at every instant a

pure rotation round an axis.

One point, 0, in the body being fixed, the position of the body
will be known if the positions of any two points, A and /?, not in

directum with are known.

Round let a sphere, forming part of the body or rigidly

connected with it, be described with arbitrary radius, and let A
and B

(fig. 210) be any two points on the sphere. After the

motion of the body let Af
and B' be the positions of A and B.

Imagine the lines AB, A'B', AA'} and BB' in this figure to be

arcs of great circles on the sphere instead of right lines. Then,
at the middle points of AA' and BB draw two great circles

perpendicular to AA' and BB, respectively, and let them meet

in 7. In exactly the same way as in the last theorem, we have

the spherical triangles AIB and A'lB* equal ;
that is, the latter

triangle is the former turned round the axis 01 through an

angle AIA' or BIB'. Hence the whole body is brought by
rotation through this angle round the axis 01 from the old to

the new position.

181.] Kinematical Theorem III. If a body has a motion

of translation represented in magnitude and direction by a right

line OA
}
and at the same time a motion of translation repre-
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sented in magnitude and direction by a right line OB, the

resulting motion of translation is represented in magnitude and

direction by the diagonal, OC, of the parallelogram determined

by OA and OB.

This proposition has been already illustrated in p. 6. It

follows immediately that any motion of translation can be

resolved by the papallelopiped law into three motions along the

axes of x, y, and z, after the manner of forces.

182.] Kinematical Theorem IV. If a body receives a

motion of rotation round an axis OA, the rotation being repre-

sented in magnitude by OA, and at the same time a motion of

rotation (of the same sign as the
first)

round an axis OS, the

rotation being represented in magnitude by OB, the resulting

motion is one of rotation round the diagonal, OC, of the paral-

lelogram determined by OA and OB, and is represented in

magnitude by this diagonal.

[The signs of rotations are determined by the rule given in

Art. 137, Chapter X. We shall, for definiteness, suppose that

when a watch is held with its face perpendicular to AO, so that

OA passes up through the glass, the rotation about OA takes

place in a sense opposite to that of the hands; and similarly

for OB.]
Let P be any point on OC, p the perpendicular from P on

OA, q the perpendicular from P on OB, and k.OA and k.OB
the angular motions round OA and OB, respectively. Then in

virtue of the rotation round OA, P moves upwards from the

plane of the paper through a space equal to fcp.OA; and in

virtue of the rotation round OB, P moves downwards from the

plane of the paper through a space equal to kq.OB. Therefore

the whole motion ofP upwards is equal to

k(p.OA-q.OB).

But this is obviously zero ; therefore P is at rest, and so is every

point on OC. The motion is, then, a rotation round OC. Let

12 be the angular rotation of the body round OC. Then the

point A moves upwards from the plane of the paper through a

space equal to 2 . OA sin AOC, since OAemAOC= the per-

pendicular from A on OC. But A in turning round OB moves

through a space equal to k . OB . OA x sin AOB. Hence

Q. . OA sin AOC=k.OB.OA sin AOB,
U 2
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j
__ sin AOB

or & = k.OB- -. j^smAOC
= k.OC.

Therefore the resulting angular velocity is represented by OC,
if the component rotations are represented by OA and OB.

This proposition is known as the '

parallelogram of angular
velocities.' It follows at once that an angular motion about any
axis, OI/, may be decomposed into three angular motions about

three axes, Ox, Oy, and Oz. If these latter are rectangular, an

angular motion co about OL is equivalent to angular motions,

ft> cos a, a> cos /3, and o> cos y, of the same sign, round the axes of

x, y, and z, the direction angles of OL being a, /3, y.

1 83.] General Displacement of a Rigid Body. The position

of every point in a rigid body is known when the positions of

any three points in it are known, provided that these points are

not in one right line. The general displacement of a rigid body
is, therefore, the same as that of a system of three points forming
a triangle.

Let A, B, C be the positions of three points in the body
before the displacement, and A', J?, C' the positions occupied

by these points after the displacement. Then the triangle ABC
may be brought into the position A'IfC' by moving A directly

to A' while B and C move parallel to AA' through spaces equal
to AA', and then turning the triangle about A' until B and C
coincide with B' and C'. But (Art. 180) this latter motion is

one of rotation round some axis through A'. Hence the general

displacement of a rigid body consists of a motion of translation

which is the samefor all its points, and a motion of rotation round

an axis through an angle which is the samefor all its points.

To find the changes produced in the co-ordinates, a?, y, z, of

any point in the body by a general displacement, we may con-

sider the motions of translation and of rotation separately.

Although we shall be concerned only
with small displacements, it is well to

investigate the changes produced in the

co-ordinates of a point by a rotation

through any angle, 9, round an axis

whose position is given.

Fig. 211. Let the direction angles of the axis,

OL (fig. 211), be a, /3, y ;
let P be the

point (x, y, z) which, after the body has rotated through an angle
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6 round OL, occupies the position Q ; let PL
(
= p) be the per-

pendicular from P on OL, and Qr a perpendicular from Q on LP.

Now the x of Q is the projection of OQ on the axis of x
;
there-

fore the change in x is the projection ofPQ along- Ox, or the sum
of the projections of Pr and rQ. But Pr = p (1 cos 0), and

Qr p sin 0.

Again, if the direction angles of PZ are A, jx, v, since Qr is at

right angles to OL and PL, the direction cosines of Qr are

cos cos v cos y cos /x, &c. Hence, if the x of Q is #',
/)

x x = p sin $ (cos/3 cos v cosy cos/*) 2j3cos X sin2 -
(1)

But jo cos A is the projection of PL along the axis of x, or the

projection of OP the projection of OL, and since

OL = x cos a +y cos ft+ z cos y,

p cos A = x (x cos a+,y cos ft + z cos y) cos a
',

similarly

p cos fx
=y(x cos a+y cos /3-fz cos y) cos ft,

p cos v = s (# cos a+y cos ft+ z cos y) cos y.

Substituting these values in (1), we have
a

x'x = sin 6 (z cos ft y cos y) + 2 sin2 - [(x cos a +y cos /3
a

I +2 cosy) cos a x], ('2)

and similar values for the changes in y and z.

If the angular rotation 6 is very small, we have

&x = (z cos ft y cos y) 50,

5^ = (x cos y s cos a) 80,

8s = (y cos a x cos
/3) 50;

and if the components of the rotation 50 along the axes be

denoted by 50
X ,

50
2 ,

603 ,
these equations give

8y = ar803 280J, (3)

Of course these equations can be obtained very simply by con-

sidering the separate changes in the co-ordinates produced by
successive rotations 80,, 802 , 803 round the axes of x, y, z, r -

spectively. (See Routh's Rigid Dynamics.)
If the components of the motion of translation common to

all points in the body be 8a, 5, 8c, the complete changes in the

co-ordinates for a small displacement will be
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(4)

184.] Deduction of the Six Equations of Equilibrium.

Replacing the virtual work of each force in equation (1) of

Art. 177 by the virtual work of its three components, the

general equation of virtual work becomes

2(X8a?-f78y + #8 *)
=

(), (1)

and substituting in this equation the values of fix, 8y, and 82

given by (4), we have

8 . 2X+8 . 27+ 8<? . 2Z+ 80j . 2 (Zy Yz)

+ 80a .2(J>-#&)+ 808 .2(ra? !>) = 0. (2)

Now, the displacement being quite arbitrary, its components
8 a, 8, be, Sflj", 802 > S03 , are completely independent. Hence

in (2) we may consider all of them zero except one, and the

equation then gives the coefficient of this one equal to zero.

Thus (2) involves the six equations

2X = 0, 27= 0, 2#= 0,

2 (Zy- Yz} = 0, 2 (Xz-Zx]
-

0, 2 (TxXy) = 0,

which are the equations of equilibrium before obtained (see

p. 232).

In addition to the following Examples, the student will do

well to solve some of those in p. 179 by the Principle of Work.

EXAMPLES.

1. Four rigid bars, freely jointed together at their extremities,

form a quadrilateral, ABCD ; the

/ opposite vertices are connected by
/ \ strings, AC and BD, in a state of

tension
; compare the tensions of

these strings.
Let the bar AB be considered as

fixed, and let the quadrilateral

undergo any slight deformation.

Then the bars AD and EG will

turn round the points A and B,
that is, the points D and C will

describe small paths, Dd and Cc,

perpendicular to AD and BC. Hence

Fig 2I3< (Theorem I) the point, /, of inter-

section of AD and BC is the in-

stantaneous centre for the bar CD, and the angles Did and CIc are
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equal. Denote their common value by 60. Then Dd = ID .60, and

Cc = IC.bO.

Now, since in the displacement of the system none of the geo-
metrical conditions namely, the constancy of the lengths of the bars

are violated, the stresses of the bars will not enter into the equa-
tion of virtual work. Hence if T and T denote the tensions of the

strings AC and BD, this equation will be (see p. 78),

T.bAC+T'.bBD-O. (1)

But 5A C = projection of Cc on AC = Cc . sin ACB = 1C . sin ACB
. bO; and similarly bBD = ID . sin EDA . 80. Hence (1) becomes

T . 1C . sin A CB = T. ID . sin EDA . (2)

1C _ AC sin CAD
Again, Jf>- BDsmCBD
Substituting in (2) we obtain

'- -f BD
OA . OC

"
OB . OD

Another solution of this problem (quoted from Euler) will be found

in Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 101.

2. Four rLid bars, freely jointed at their extremities, form a

<iu;i(lriluteral, ABCD ;
the bars AB and AD are connected by a string,

a a in a state of tension, a being a given point in AB, and a a given

point in AD ; in the same way, BA and EC are connected by a string
CB and CD are connected by a string cy ;

and DC and DA by
a string db

;
find the relation between the tensions of these strings.

If the lengths of tin- strings aa, 6/3, cy and db are denoted by x, y, *,

and w, and the tensions in them by X, Y, Z, W, the equation of virtual

work for a slight deformation will be

X6x+ Ydy + Zbz+ Wbw = 0. (1)

of = Aa?+ Aa*

. Aa . Aa

therefore xx = 2 B
AD . AD

Substituting this value of 60.*, and similar values of 8y, &x, 8>, in

( 1 ), we have

Dd.Dl

But from the last Example, we have

< /:/> _ BD.OA.OC
"

AC. OB.OD
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.X Aa.Aa Z Cc.Cy .

hence, finally, (- . + '

c OBOD

_ y_ b.B(3 W Dd.Db AC2

~^~y"BA.BC^^w' DC.DA' OA.OC'

For a different solution, see Walton, ibid.

3. Six equal heavy beams are freely jointed at their extremities ;

one is fixed on a horizontal plane, and the system lies in a vertical

plane ;
the middle points of the two upper non-horizontal beams are

connected by a rope in a state of tension. Show that the tension

of this rope is a-nr a6 JFcot 0,

W being the weight of each beam, and d the inclination of the non-

horizontal beams to tlie horizon.

Let on be the length of the rope, y the height of the centre of

gravity of the system, 2 a the length of each beam, and T the tension

of the rope. Then the virtual work of the tension is Tbx (see p. 78),

and the virtual work of the weight of the system is 6 Wby. Hence

But x = 2 a (1 + cos 6), and y = 2 a sin 0, and the deformation imagined
is one in which the upper horizontal beam moves vertically through
a small space. Hence the values of y and x will be of the same forms

as before, and
bx = 2asin 080, by = 2a cos 080.

Substituting these values of bx and by, we have

4. A body receives a small general displacement parallel to one

plane ;
find the co-ordinates of the instantaneous centre.

If the components of the motion of translation parallel to the axes

of x and y are b a and bb, and the rotation is 8o>, the equations (4)
of Art. 183 give for the displacement of any point whose co-ordinates

bx = ba yba>,

by =

Now, the displacement of the instantaneous centre is zero ; hence,
if (x, y} be its co-ordinates, we have

_b_b_ _ba
bto 8(0

A particular case may be noticed. If any body in contact with a

surface receives any small displacement parallel to one plane, the body
still remaining in contact with the surface, the instantaneous centre

lies on the normal to the surface of contact. In the rolling of one

figure on another the point of contact is the instantaneous centre.
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5. A uniform beam, AB (fig. 133, p. 149), rests as a tangent at a

point P against a smooth curve in a vertical plane, one extremity, A,

resting against a smooth vertical plane ;
find the position of equi-

librium, and the nature of the curve so that the beam may rest in

all positions.

Let the weight of the beam through G, and the normal reactions

at .1 and P meet in the point ;
take the vertical line AD us axis

of y ;
and let 2 a = the length of the beam. Then, if a; is the abscissa

K
of P, we have AO = .

a
> and also AO = a sin d. Hence, equating

Sill (7

these values, a? = asin3
0. (1)

Now, from the equation of the given curve, Q is known in terms of

a? in the form
=/(*). (2)

From (1) and (2) the value of a?, and therefore the position of equi-

librium, can be found.

For example, if the curve be a circle of radius r whose centre is

at a distance c from the vertical plane, we find

osin3 + rcos0 c = 0.

If r = 0, we get the result in Ex. 7, p. 149.
If (1) holds in all positions in which the beam is placed, every

dx
position is one of equilibrium. Now, since tan d = -= > (1) gives

ay

dy = t^atxi . x~^dx,

:iiid since this equation holds in all positions, we may integrate it.

Hence

or or* + (y + k)l = a*,

/. In -ing an arbitrary constant.

Wr may, without loss of generality, assume k = 0, and the curve

will be a
x* + y*= a.

The equation of virtual work shows that in this case the centre

of gravity of the beam is at a constant height. For if y denote the

unlinate of G, this equation is

Wdy = 0,

and since this holds in all positions, we have, by integration, y
constant.

6. Four rigid bars freely joint i'il at their extremities form aquadri-
lateral ABCD (fig. 213) ;

the miilillc points nt tin- opposite pairs of

bars are connected by strings, mm' and nn', in a state of tension.

Compare the tensions of these strings.

Let I and /' be the lengths of the strings mm' and nn', and let the

tensions in them be T and Tf

, respectively.
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Then, assuming the quadrilateral to receive any small deformation,
the equation of work will be

/ \ Now, it may be left to the student

as an exercise to prove that

that is, l'*P is constant however
the quadrilateral may be deformed.

Hence 7*7 -,>*jr ^ . /\
~~~

* \ /

and from (1) and (2) we have

T
(3)

a remarkable result, since it shows that one of the tensions must be

negative; i.e., if the bars AS and CD are pulled together, equilibrium
will be impossible unless the bars AD and EG are pulled asunder.

It is well to notice an apparent exception to the result (3). The
student will easily prove that if the sides AS and DC are parallel,

equilibrium will be maintained by the single string mm' in any state

of tension, i.e., 7^= 0, a result which contradicts (3).

The difficulty is easily removed, however, by reverting to (1), which
in the case under consideration is identically satisfied. For, since AS
and CD are parallel, the line mm' passes through /, the instantaneous

centre, and therefore for a slight deformation the point m' moves

perpendicularly to Im!
', that is, to mm'. Hence bl = 0, and equation

(1) is satisfied by having at once T'= and bl = 0. The combination

of (1) and (2) is therefore irrelevant.

7. A number of bars are freely jointed together at their extremities

and form a polygon ;
each bar is acted on perpendicularly by a force

proportional to its length ;
all the forces emanate from one point

and all act inwards or all outwards
; prove by virtual work that for

equilibrium the polygon must be inscribable in a circle.

Let the polygon be ADCBEF ...
(fig. 213), of which the vertices

E, F ... are not represented in the figure. [AS is not one of the

bars.]
Choose a virtual displacement in which all the bars except the

three AD, DC, CS remain fixed, and let the extremities A and S be

fixed in the displacement. Then / is the instantaneous centre for

DC. Let be the point from which the forces emanate ;
let m, n, p

be the feet of perpendiculars from on AD, DC, CS, respectively;
let Q be the foot of the perpendicular from / on DC ;

let IQ meet
mO in L and pO in M; and let the forces in Om, On, Op be k.AD,
k.DC,k.CB.

If AD turns round A through the small angle 6"$, the displacement
of D is AD . 6</> ; and if DC turns round / through o"o>, the displace-
ment of D is ID . 8 a). Hence
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Similarly BC . bd 1C . 8<w,

if bd is the angle through which BC turns round B.

Now the equation of virtual work is

k . A D . Am . 80 + k . DC . In . 5o . cosInQk . BC . Bp . 80 =
;

or, by the first two equations,

Am.ID + DC.nQ-Bp.IC=Q. (1)

Now Im.ID=LI.IQ, and /> . 1C = IQ . IM
;

therefore 7m . 7/J- Ip .IC = LM. IQ. (2)

Adding (2) to (1), we have

AI.ID-BI.IC=LM.IQ-DC.nQ.
But the right fide of this equation is zero, since the triangles DCI

and LMO are similar (nQ is the altitude of the latter). Hence the

quadrilateral ADCB is inscribable in a circle
;
and in this circle lie

also the quadrilaterals DCBE, CBEF, . . . and therefore the whole

polygon.

8. Six equal heavy bars are freely jointed at their extremities
;
one

bar is fixed in a horizontal position, and the system hangs in a vertical

plane ;
the middle points of each pair of adjacent non-horizontal bars

are connected by two strings in a state of tension. Show by the

principle of work that, if the hexagon is regular in its position of

equilibrium, the tension of each string is three times the weight of

a bar.

9. Four bars whose weights may be neglected are freely articulated

at their extremities and form a quadrilateral, ABCD, in a vertical

plane. The joint A is fixed, while the lateral joints, B and D, rest

each against a smooth M rtic.l plane. A given vertical force being

applied at the joint (7, find the magnitudes of the reactions of the

planes at B and D, and the direction and magnitude of the pressure
on tin- joint A.

Ana. Let /'be the force applied at C, P and Q the reactions at

B and D, R the pressure at A
;
also let a, (3, y, and 8 be the inclina

tiniis of the bars AB, BC, CD, and DA to the horizon, and flu-

angle made by the direction of R with the horizon. Then we shall

P Q F
1 + cot a tan ft 1 + cot 5 tan y tun ft + tan y

R =
cot ft+ cot y

tan (/

cot a cot y cot ft cot 8

(To get P, choose a displacement of the bars in wnirli A D mn;iins

lix.-<l ;
tin- intcix'ctic.n of AB and CD will then be the instantaneous

centre.)
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10. Two heavy uniform beams, AC and CB (fig. 140, p. 163), are

connected by a smooth joint at C ;
the beam AC is moveable in a

vertical plane about a smooth joint fixed at A, and the extremity B
of the beam CB is capable of moving along a smooth horizontal groove
whose direction passes through A. It is required to keep the system
in a given position by means of a horizontal force applied at B;
determine by the principle of work the requisite magnitude of this

force.

Ans. If a and a" denote the angles CAB and CBA
;
W and W

the weights of AC and CB ;
and F the required force,

W -\- WF=
2 (tan a + tan a')

11. Four bars, freely articulated at their extremities, form a paral-

lelogram, ABCD ;
two forces, each equal to P, act in opposite direc-

tions in the diagonal AC, and two forces, each equal to Q, act similarly
in BD. Find the figure of equilibrium.

Ans. The adjacent sides of the parallelogram being a and b, the

angle between them co, we have

cos co =
2ab 1

12. If the forces in Example 7 are each transferred to the middle

point of the bar on which it acts, prove by virtual work that the

polygon must be inscribable for equilibrium.

185.] Lagrangian Meaning of the Virtual Moment of a

Force. We see that in the general equation (2) of virtual work,
each of the displacements, 8, &c., is multiplied by a function of

force which tends to produce this displacement. Thus bO
l
is multi-

plied by the whole moment of the forces round the axis of x,

and the tendency of this moment is to produce a rotation round

the axis; 8 a is multiplied by the whole component of the forces

along the axis of x, and the tendency of this component is to

produce a motion of translation in this direction. In the same

way, in equation (2). of Art. 177, each force is multiplied by a

variation which it tends to produce. Thus the tendency of the

force Pj is to drag its point of application in its own direction.

Ifj9j is the distance, OAl ,
of the point, A-

,
of application of the

force from a fixed point, 0, in the line of action of the force, the

tendency of P
1

is to alter the distance p1} and accordingly the

term P^p-^ appears in the equation of virtual work.

Similarly, the tendency of the internal force T is to alter the

distance, r, between the points ml and m
2 ,

and accordingly the
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term Tbr enters also into the equation. Each of these terms

is, in fact, the elementary work which the corresponding force

tends to do, and which it would do if the system were displaced
or deformed

;
and hence all such terms must appear in a com-

plete equation of virtual work. Hence Lagrange defines the

virtual moment, or virtual work, of a force as the product of the

force and the variation of the function which it tends to alter

(Me'canique Atutli/titjue, 5, p. 29 ; 9, p. 33 ; 6, p. 72 ; 26,

p. 126, Bertrand's edition), and in every case he obtains the

general equation of equilibrium of a system by adding together
all such products, whether they belong to the given external

forces, the geometrical forces (reactions of smooth surfaces, or

forces of connexion), or to the internal forces (mutual attractions

or repulsions) of the system.
This method of the solution of statical problems (which is

obviously only the method of virtual work) is one of great

power and generality, and its nature will be rendered more clear

in the sequel.

186.] Equations of Condition may be Replaced by Forces.

Suppose a system of n particles whose co-ordinates are connected

by k equations of condition,

Z,= 0, 4 = 0,...Zl= 0, (1)

each of these equations being of the form

that is, involving the co-ordinates of all the points in general.

Then the equation of virtual work for the position of equilibrium

of the system is

= 0,

which, when written at full length, is

.= o. (2)

Now if the virtual displacements of the particles were all

independent. this equation would involve the vanishing of the

coefficient of each displacement (see Art. 184); but the displace-

ments of the particles must be such as still to satisfy the equa-

tions (l). Hence the quantities bx, &c., are connected by the k

equations
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dL-, . dL-, dL-,
i s i i ss,i. i

i x /v i

[186.

dL<,

dL-, . dL-,
.^+-^='

I

-J-

dxn

dL, ^ dL^ fc . dL,.

dL, dL,
j -bxn+^--

dxn dvn

Solving these k equations for any k of the displacements

suppose bxr ,
S#2 ,... bXj,.

and substituting their values in (2),

we obtain an equation connecting the remaining 3n k displace-

ments of the form *

(3)

*. = 0. (4)

Now, the remaining quantities, S^t+1 , &c., are completely

independent, and therefore (see Art. 184) every coefficient in

this equation must = 0. Thus, we obtain 3nk equations

involving the forces, that is, statical equations of condition.

Combining these statical equations with the equations of con-

nexion (l), we have finally 3n equations for the 3n co-ordinates

of the particles. The elimination of the displacements from the

equations can, however, be exhibited in a more symmetrical and

useful form.

Multiply the equations (3) by A15 A^ ... \
k

in order, these

multipliers being undetermined quantities ; then add the equa-

tions together, and finally equate to zero the coefficient of every

displacement in the resulting equation. Thus we shall have the

following 3 n equations :
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T j-A dLl
**l T AI TJ

EQUATIONS OF CONDITION.

+...-

(5)

If from these equations we eliminate the k undetermined

multipliers, we shall have 2n k statical equations of condition,

as before.

Now this method of elimination has the advantage of dis-

covering the geometrical forces, or forces arising from the con-

nexions, of the system. For, suppose that we suppress the

condition L^ = ;
then the system will begin to move ; but it

may be kept at rest by applying a special force to each particle.

Let the components of the force applied to ;j be X^, 1\', Z^,
those of the force applied to M

2 , A'./, }/, #2', and so on for all

the others. The equations of equilibrium of 7
t
will then be

2 dx
l

dzl
* dz

l

similar equations holding for the other particles.

Subtracting each of these from the corresponding equation in

(5), we have ,//,\ /' tr , . Uli,

Hence,

and

7 '-A lZ
*
- AI

,/ Sl

'

. v 'JIj
\ .d>i .

| . j\ -^ -= . -5 .

dx
l

dyi

f

dL^
^dzt'
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If, now, all the co-ordinates involved in the equation Ll
=

are considered constant except xlt ylt and z
l ,

this equation will

denote a surface on which the particle % is constrained to lie,

s-* /->\
each divided byA / (-r) + (~) +V V**! v^i
will be the direction cosines of the normal to this surface at

the point (#15 ylt z-^.
It is evident, therefore, that the force

required to keep the' particle m^ at rest, when the condition

LI = is suppressed, is a force acting normally to this surface,

its magnitude being

In the same way the force required to keep m.2 at rest acts

normally to the surface denoted by L^ = p when a?2 , y2 , zz are

considered as the only variable co-ordinates in the equation, and

the magnitude of this force is

If the condition I/2
= were suppressed, it follows in like

manner that forces

should be applied to the particles %, &c., in directions normal

to the surfaces represented by the equation L2
= when the

sole variables in it are the co-ordinates of %, &c., in succession.

It is easy to see that

/dL* dL, . dL* . \

A! f-j-
1^, + -y-

1 8^ + -j^M
^dx^ dy-L dz v

is equal to ^ (
COs a . 8 a^ + cos /3 . 8^ -f cos y . 8 ^),

where F^ is the force of connexion acting on m
l
in virtue of the

condition Lv
= 0, and a, ft, y the direction angles of the normal

to the surface denoted by L^ = when the co-ordinates of m
l

are regarded as the only variables in it.

Now, the multiplier of F
1
in this expression is evidently the

projection of the displacement of % along the normal to this

surface. If this projection be denoted by bn, n being the
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length of the normal at the position of m v measured from some

fixed point on the normal, we have

in which the variation of L has reference solely to the par-
ticle mv
Now, as the force F

l
acts along the normal, and tends

directly to alter its length, or to produce the displacement 5n,

we may, in conformity with Lagrangian language, regard the

term A^J!^ as the virtual work of a force tending to vary the

function Lr
This is true without regard to the nature of the function L

l .

It may, then, be a function not only of co-ordinates, but of

differential coefficients of co-ordinates. It may, for example,

express the imposed condition of inextensibility in the case of a

string, and then it will take the form

'A- = constant ;

or it may express the same condition in the case of a membrane,

or, finally, the incompressibility of a fluid, and then it will be

dxdydz = constant.

Except in the case of continuous systems (such as springs,

membranes, and strings), this method is not a simplification of

the ordinary statical methods. Nevertheless, for the sake of

showing its application in practice, we add a few examples
solved by means of it, deferring its more useful application for

the present.

EXAMPLES.

1 . A number of heavy particles are attached at given intervals to a

weightless string the extremities of which are fixed
; investigate the

circumstances of equilibrium (Funicular Polygon).
Let (a, 6) be the co-ordinates of one of the fixed extremities, (xl , y,),

(or,, ya), ... the co-ordinates of the particles taken in order from this

extremity, l
ol , /,,,,

... the lengths of the portions of the string between

these points, and IF,, TKj, ... the weights of the particles.

Then the equations of connexion of the system are

Hence the Lagrangian equation of virtual work is

Wj yi + Wtby,+ ... -A, {(a-*1)**i+ @-yi)*yi} l+ ... =0.
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Equating to zero the coefficients of the several displacements,

A! (a -xj Ajfo a^) = 0,

A
2 (ai-#2)

-A
8 (a;2

-tf
3 )
= 0,

^2-^2(2/1-2/2) + ^3(2/2-2/3)
= 0,

The first set of these equations evidently give

Aj (a a^) = A
2 (a;1

cc
2)
= A

3 (a;2
x
3)
= ... = T, suppose,

and by substituting in the remaining set,

,

rc^i

A/ Al At ^_ .)
I TV

ifl i/Z Ml !/S .
rr

2

a; a;

~~
a;, a; T

'

But -
is the tangent of the inclination of the portion ?

01 of the
i

string to the horizon. Hence we have

W* ^01
"* "* 12 ' FT1

Wn

as in p. 32. Also the tension of the string joining (a, b) to (xlt y^ is

y*- acting from the first point towards the second, and so on for the

other tensions.

2. Deduce by the method of Lagrange the conditions of equilibrium
of a system of three particles forming a rigid triangle, each particle

being acted on by given forces.

Let (a?!, ylt zj be the co-ordinates of one particle, and (X,, Y
lt Z^)

the components of the force acting on it, with similar notation for the

other two particles. Then, if Z
12 , J^, l

si
denote the sides of the

triangle, the equations of connexion are

Hence the Lagrangian equation of equilibrium is

-bx
2)

-. =0,
m

the undetermined multipliers being A
12 ,

A
23 ,

and A
81

.

Equating to zero the coefficients of the displacements, we have

(2)
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Z
1
+ A

ls ( I
-ai)-A il (k- 1)

= 0, (3)

with similar equations for the other particles.

By addition, we have at once

= 0, or

7
8
= o, or 2r = o,

^, = 0, or 2^=0,
which are the ordinary equations of translation.

Again, multiplying (1) by yl
and (2) by xlt and subtracting,

and by taking the similar equations for the other particles, and

adding, we get 2
(
Yx Xy) = 0.

Similarly, 2 (Xa- Zx) = 0,

and 2(%-7^) = 0.

These last three are the equations of moments, and they constitute

with the first three six equations of equilibrium. Now these are all

the conditions that can be obtained among the forces and co-ordinates.

For if n particles be connected by k equations of condition, there are

(Art. 186) 3n & final equations. But here n = 3, k = 3, therefore

3/i k = 6. It is to be observed that the equations of equilibrium of

any rigid body must be the same in number as those for three

particles forming a rigid triangle, because if three points of a rigid body
are determined in position, the position of the body is determined.

3. Show that the equations of equilibrium of a system subject to

given conditions may be expressed as the vanishing of the differential

coefficients of a single function of the co-ordinates of the system.

Suppose that

'^+ 7ldyt
+ Z,dzl ) + (X9dxt+ 73dyi+Z3dz.)+ ...,

or "S,(Xdx+ Ydy+ Zdz), =dV where V is a function of the co-ordinates

! yi z
i>
xv y *

a Then, taking

where Z, = 0, Lt 0,... are the equations of condition, we shall have

But since the co-ordinates make L
l
= L

t
= ... = 0,

dU _ rfZ, dL
t

~i = -v
i + A, + A. -j

--[-...
dxi

l dx
l

"
da;,

and comparing with equations (5), we see that the equations of equi-
librium are dU dU ,ir ,n'

-T = 0, -: = 0, ... -= = 0, -5
= 0, &c.

dxt dx
t dyt </!/.

187.] Distinctive Feature of the Lagrangian Method. It'

the first method of eliminating the displacements described in

the last article is adopted, we arrive at an equation such as (4)

of that Article, from which the conditions of equilibrium are

x 2
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obtained by equating to zero the coefficients of the displace-

ments. But in proceeding thus, we fail to obtain the values of

the internal and geometrical forces of the system. Now these

forces are, as we have seen, intimately related to the undeter-

mined multipliers ;
and as these latter are found from the

Lagrangian equations, it follows that

The method of Lagrange gives not only the conditions of equi-

librium, but also the internalforces of the system.

A -single very elementary example will suffice to render this clear.

Two heavy particles of weights Wl
and W

2
are connected by a rigid

rod, and each particle rests on a smooth inclined plane. The incli-

nations of the planes are ij and i
2 and their intersection is horizontal ;

find the position of equilibrium and the internal and geometrical forces.

Let the line of intersection of the planes be taken as axis of z, let

the axis of y be vertical and that of x horizontal. Also let (x^ yl z^),

(#22/2^2) De ^ie co-ordinates of the particles, and I the length of the

rod connecting them. Then the equations of connexion are

1
1
= 0,

1
2
= 0,

Hence the Lagrangian equation of equilibrium is

i
2

. bx
2)

j,
A

2 , and T being the undetermined multipliers.

Equating to zero the coefficients of the separate displacements,

Afar* -9* T ^^y > ^ fi
j LH 11 fc^ II

**/] 2/
~~

J

A
2 tani'2 T(CCI a?

2)
= 0,

From the last equation we have z z
2
= 0, which shows that both

particles must lie in a vertical plane perpendicular to the line of inter-

section of the inclined planes.

If be the inclination of the line joining the particles to the

horizon, the other equations give

( Fi + TF2) tan 6 = W
l
cot i

2 W
z
cot iv

TFj sin \
cos (i^ff)

W
1
cos cos

z'j

cos (ij ^)

TF
2
cos cos i

a

2=
cos(ta+ d)
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The student will easily perceive from Art. 186 that rl is the

tension of the rod, and A, sec t\ and A
2
sec i

a the reactions of tin-

smooth planes. Thus we have the same values of the inclination of

t!u- rod and of the internal forces as we should have obtained by the

ordinary statical methods.

Suppose now that the equation of virtual work is employed
according to the first method ; that is, let us write

TF^+J^oy^O,
6"^ tan

t, . 80;,
= 0,

8a;a
= 0,

ly.2) + (^-z.Wz1
-bz

i)
= 0,

and eliminate the displacements without employing undetermined

multipliers. Theu we obtain simply the equations

=
JF, cot ?'

2
TF

2 cot t\,

which define the position of equilibrium, without giving the values of

the unknown forces of the system.

188.] Potential of a System of Forces. Let there be any
number of particles, tn

l ,
m2) ... acted on by forces Xlt Y\, Zlt

\,. )",. Z2 , ..., and let the co-ordinates of the particles be

('u y\-> *i)> (
X2> ^2> *2 )> Then, if Fbe such a function of th

co-ordinates that

__
dv dv

'' " ''

ll

\ve have

or, as it may be written for shortness,

V- -2f(Xdx + Y.ty + Z<1:\

2 denoting- a summation of the integral for all the particles of

tin- system. The integral may be considered either as indefnite,

or as performed from any fixed position which the system can

!iiftric:illy occupy to the position which it occupies at the

moment under consideration. Of course it may happen that the

forces are such that 2(AV.r+ Yih/ + %d:} is not the differential of

any function of the forces and co-ordinates ; when it is the

dillenntial of some function, the system belongs to what

Thompson and Tait call Conwrratlve Sytlem* (Nat. Phil.}.
I

function V whieh belongs to a conservative system is called tin-

Potential of the given forces.

189.] Stability and Instability of Equilibrium. \Vh.-n a

body in equilibrium under the action of given forces is slightly
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disturbed from its position, it will not, in general, be in equili-

brium in the new position. Now the effect of the forces in the

new position of the body may be either to drive it back to its

original position, or to deviate it still further from this position.

In the former ease the equilibrium is said to be stable; and in the

latter unstable. For example, take a heavy rod, AB, moveable

round a smooth hinge at one end, A. If the rod is placed in a

vertical position it will evidently be in equilibrium ; but if the

end B is vertically above A, a slight disturbance will cause the

rod to fall from this position ;
while ifB is vertically below A, after

a slight disturbance the rod will revert to its original position.

190.] Maximum and Minimum Potential. When a body or

a system of bodies assumes such a position that the potential of

the forces acting on it is a maximum, the body or system is in a

position of stable equilibrium. When, on the contrary, the

position of the system is such that the potential has a minimum

value, the equilibrium is unstable. Here the terms maximum
and minimum are to be understood as they are defined in the

Differential Calculus. The complete proof of this principle is

kinetical, and it will be found at great length in the Mecanique

Analytique (6th section of the Dynamique^ p. 320).

In a very useful particular case, however, a statical proof may
be given.

Suppose a system, subject to certain geometrical conditions,

to be in equilibrium, and suppose, moreover, that, subject to

these conditions, the position of the system is defined by a single

variable.

In general (Art. 186) the equations of equilibrium are

and 2 (Z8a? -f YZy+ Zbz)= 0.

Assuming the forces to have a potential, F, the last equation is

8F=0.
(a)

Now if all the co-ordinates, a?19 y1}
215 ..., in conformity with the

geometrical conditions, -Z/t
= 0, ...

,
are expressible in terms of

a single variable, q, V is simply a function of q, and the statical

equation can be written

~il=0. (0)

dV
Hence, in the position of equilibrium , = 0, and there-
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fore r is, in general, either a maximum or a minimum, since

-^-5- will not, in general, vanish.

Of
Now it has already been explained (Arts. 185 and 186), that

in the equation of equilibrium the coefficient which multiplies

each variation is proportional to a force which tends directly

to produce this variation
;

therefore from (/3) we see that j is

/

proportional to a force which tends to produce the displacement
dV

denoted by 8^, or, in other words, -j is proportional to a force

which tends to increase
q. ;

and
(ft) shows that in the position of

equilibrium this force must vanish.

Suppose now that, the geometrical equations of condition

being still satisfied, the system receives a small displacement for

which q becomes q + bq. Then if is denoted by f (q),
the

d V .
l

value of -j
in the new position will bef(q-\-bq); that is, the

dq
force called into play by the displacement is

/(fH/'Wa*
dV

,

7f
+
d?

q '

But, by hypothesis, -r = 0, therefore the force called into play

s
,

7?'**
It' this force has the same sign as bq, the force called into play

increases the displacement, and the equilibrium is unstable ;

whereas if the sign of the force is opposite to that of the

displacement, the force destroys the displacement, and the

equilibrium is stable. In the former case -=- is positive and V
d*V. <l<r

a minimum, and in the latter
-yj is negative and V a maximum.

\Vhether the position of the system depends on a

variable or on several variables, equation (a) is satisfied in .,

position of equilibrium : but the vani>liin^ <>f the first differential

of a function of several variables is not a sufficient condition for

a maximum or minimum value of the function. IIn i- we
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cannot assert that every position of equilibrium of such a system
is one in which V is either a maximum or minimum. On the

contrary, when the position depends on a single variable*, Fis,

in general, either a maximum or a minimum, and the equilibrium

is, in general, either absolutely stable or absolutely unstable. A
position of equilibrium is said to be absolutely stable when, after

all possible small displacements, the system reverts to its position
of equilibrium ;

and absolutely unstable when, after all possible

small displacements, it deviates still further from that position.

Since maxima and minima values of a function succeed each

other alternately, it is clear that the same is true of the posi-

tions of stable and unstable equilibrium of a system.

191.] Maximum or Minimum Height of the Centre of

Gravity. When gravity is the only force acting on a system of

bodies, the potential is simply
W.z,

W denoting the weight of the system, and z the height of its

centre of gravity above any fixed horizontal plane.

For if W-L be the weight of any one body of the system and z
l

the height of its centre of gravity above a fixed horizontal plane,

the virtual work 01 w^ for a small increment of z1 will be

(Art, 66, p. 79) _Wl . g^.
Hence f 8F = ic^z-^ w2bz2 ....

But W. z = w
l .

Z-L + w2 . z% + . . . ; therefore 8 V= W. bz, and

V = - W. z.

Now the maximum value of V will occur when z is least
;

hence when the centre of gravity of any system of bodies is in the

lowest position that it can occupy consistently with the geometrical

conditions of the system, that system is in a position of stable equili-

brium ; and when its centre ofgravity is in the highest position, the

system is in a position of unstable equilibrium.

Unless the position of the system depends on a single variable,-

we cannot assert conversely that a position of equilibrium is one

in which the height of the centre of gravity is either a maximum
or a minimum.

* The system in this case is called by French writers un syst&me d, liaisons

completes.

f- This assumes that none of the geometrical forces required for a position of

equilibrium are infinite; for the term \SL cannot, be assumed to vanish, even

though SL = 0, if \ is infinite.
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If any bodies of the system rest on rough corves or surfaces,

the equation of virtual work will involve the reactions of these

curves or surfaces for displacements along them. Hence we
have no longer the equation JF.8z=0, and the principle of

maximum or minimum height of the centre of gravity does not

hold.

Even when the position depends on one variable, it may
happen that in a position of equilibrium the height of the centre

of gravity is neither a maximum nor a minimum. Take, for

:nple, the case of a heavy particle placed at a point of in-

flexion on a smooth curve in a vertical plane, the tangent at the

point being horizontal. The particle is evidently in equilibrium,

since for a small displacement Pbz is zero, P being the weight
and z the height of the particle. But z is neither a maximum
nor a minimum, and the equilibrium, accordingly, is stable for a

small displacement along the upper part of the curve, and un-

stable for a displacement along the lower part.

When the connexions of the system are complete (see note,

p. 312) the centre of gravity describes, in all positions of the

system compatible with the given conditions, a curve which is

sometimes very easily found. In the position of equilibrium the

centre of gravity will be the point of contact of a horizontal

tangent to this curve, and in this manner we can most readily

perceive the nature of the equilibrium of the body.
"When the connexions of the system are not complete, it may

happen that its centre of gravity is constrained, in all displace-

ments compatible with the connexions, to describe a fixed

surface. In this case the position of equilibrium will be one

in which the tangent plane to this surface at the centre of

gravity is horizontal
;
and if the surface lies entirely below tin-

tangent plane in the neighbourhood of the point of contact, the

n|iiilil.rimn \\ill be unstable, as in the case of a curve; if th.-

surface lies above the tangent plane, the equilibrium will be

stable ;
and if the tangent plane intersects the surface in a real

curve in the neighbourhood of contact, the equilibrium will be

stable for some displacements and unstable for others.

192.] Continuous Equilibrium. If in all positions of the

system, compatible with the geometrical conditions, the statical

.-quation 6F=0
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is satisfied, every position is one of equilibrium. Writing down
this equation in all positions, and adding- the equations thus

obtained is evidently the same thing as integrating it. Hence
if all positions of the system are positions of equilibrium, the

applied forces must satisfy the equation

V constant.

In the particular case of a heavy system under the action of

gravity alone, V is W. z ; therefore if a system be continuously
in equilibrium under the action of gravity, the centre of gravity
of the system for all displacements compatible with the condi-

tions moves in a fixed horizontal plane, or, in other words,

maintains a constant height.

EXAMPLES.

1. A heavy beam, AB (fig. 127, p. 145) rests on two smooth in-

clined planes ;
find the nature of its equilibrium.

It is very easy to prove that if the right line AB moves between
two fixed right lines, OA and OB, the given point G on AB describes

an ellipse whose equation with reference to OA and OB as axes of x
and y is

The centre of this ellipse is the point 0. In the position of equi-
librium G is the point of contact of a horizontal tangent to this

ellipse. Now two such tangents can be drawn, one above the inter-

section of the inclined planes and the other below it. There are,

therefore, two positions of equilibrium ; that with which we were

concerned in the example of p. 145 is obviously the position in which
G is at a maximum height, and it is, therefore, unstable; the other

requires the planes to be prolonged below their line of intersection,

and as it also requires the reactions of the planes to assume impossible

directions, it is physically impossible. It would, however, be possible
if the planes were replaced by smooth fixed rods to which the

extremities of the beam are attached by rings. The second position
of equilibrium would then be stable.

The impossibility in a certain case of any position of equilibrium,

except one of continuous contact with either plane, which has been

signalized in p. 146, is now easily explained. It occurs when the

point of contact of the horizontal tangent to the ellipse locus of G falls

underneath the plane (a) or the plane (/3),
so that it is not a possible

position of G.

The problem may be solved by a purely analytical method. If z is

the height of the centre of gravity of the beam, it will be easily found

that in the position of equilibrium
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d*z _ sin a sin /3 cos Q

dQ*~ (a + b) sin (a+ fj)
l

2. Two given points of a body rest each in contact with two
smooth inclined planes; show that the equilibrium of the body is

unstable.

We know that if two vertices of a given triangle move along two
fixed right lines, the locus of the third vertex is an ellip.se whose
centre is the intersection of the given lines.

Hence if we consider a given triangle in the body to be formed by
the centre of gravity and the two points which are in contact with the

planes, we see that the locus of the centre of gravity is an ellipse
whose centre is at the intersection of the inclined planes. Now in the

position of equilibrium the centre of gravity is the point of contact

of a horizontal tangent to this ellipse.

Hence the only possible position of

equilibrium is one in which the height
of the centre of gravity is a maximum ;

therefore the equilibrium is unstable
;

and if, as explained in the last Example,
the point of contact of the tangent falls

underneath either plane, the only po-
sition of equilibrium of the body is one
of continuous contact with one of the

planes. The student will find several

particular examples of this problem in

Walton's Mechanical Problems (pp.

164, &c.), where the solutions are ana- Fig. 7I 4-

lyticul.

3. A heavy body has two plane surfaces, CP and CQ (fig. 214)
which rest against two smooth fixed pegs, P and Q, the line PQ
making any angle with the horizon; show that the positions of

equilibrium are determined by drawing horizontal tangents to a

Liniar.on.

centre of gravity and the pegs must lie in one vertical plane,
which is that of the figure. Since P and Q are fixed points and tin-

angle at C between the plane faces is constant, the circle describe. 1

round the triangle PCQ is fix. d in space. Again, let G be the centre

of gravity of the body. Then since CG and CP are lines fixed in the

body, the angle GCP is given ; and if CG meet the circle in 0, tin-

point is fixed in space ;
also the distance CG is given.

Hence in all positions of the ho.lv i.e., in all positions of Con the

circle the centre of uruxity i> fuiind hv drawing the line OC friu

to the circumference of the circle, and taking a constant length, CG,
on this line. The curve deduced in this way from a circle is a

Lima5on, which i . th. i. fmv. the locus of the centre of gravity.
A particular example has been already discussed in p. 1 50.

4. A heavy plane Ixxly of any shape is suspended from a smooth

peg, fixed in a vertical wall, by means of a string of given length, the
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extremities of which are attached to two fixed points in the body.
Determine the nature of the equilibrium.

This problem, so far as the positions of equilibrium are concerned,
has been already discussed (Ex. 11, p. 153). "We propose here to
show that there are two positions of stable and one position of

unstable equilibrium. In the figure of the Example referred to, the

point of contact of GP
3 with the evolute is between G and P

s ;
the

point of contact of GP^ is between G and P^ ;
and the point of contact

of GP
2 is on P

Z
G produced. Now it is easy to see that GP3 is a line

of maximum length drawn from G to

the ellipse. For, let Q be a point on
the ellipse close to P

3 ,
and let QC be

the normal at Q. Then C is the centre

of curvature, and therefore the point
of contact of GP

S
and the evolute.

Fig 2I5
Hence CP3

= CQ, therefore GP
3
= GO

+ CQ, which is > GQ, therefore GPa

> GQ, and GP3 is, therefore, a maximum.
In the same way GP1

is a maximum and GP
2
a minimum distance

of G from the ellipse.

Hence, in the positions of equilibrium, GPl
and GP

3
are maximum

distances of the centre of gravity from the peg. The positions in

which these lines are vertical are, therefore, positions of stable equi-
librium. And since GPZ

is a minimum depth of G, the position in

which GP
Z

is vertical is one of unstable equilibrium.

5. To find the nature of the equilibrium of the beam in Example 5,

p. 297.
Take any position of the beam (in which, of course, the lines GW,

AR, and PS (p. 149) do not meet in a point). Then, if y is the

ordinate of P, the point of contact of the beam and the curve, referred

to a fixed horizontal axis, the ordinate of G will be

y + (GA-PA)cos6,
or y+ acosdxcoid.

Denoting this by y, we have

dy dy x dx
- = --a$in6+ -^5- cot 6 .

-j-.-dd dO nurd d6

dy dy ..dx
Now -/ = cot0, .-. -57, -cot = 0.

dx dd dd

Hence sin
2 = a sin3 + x.

ad

Differentiating this, and remembering that in the position of equi-

dy
hbrium 2- = 0, we have

ad

Bin
20W = ^j_ 3a sin

2 6 cos 0. (1)do dd
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Again, since cot Q -^- > we have

dx dx*

But if p is the radius of curvature of the curve at P,

d^y
1 dx*

ri ft i

Therefore = : -> and (1) givesdx p smpsin

sin
-^-jj
= p 3a sin cos

-

Hence, since sin 9 is necessarily positive, -^ will be positive, and y
therefore a minimum if

p>3PO.
The equilibrium will therefore be stable or unstable according as

p>or <BPO.
To arrive at this result, it would have been sufficient to demon-

strate it for a circle, which is very easily done. The curve in the

neighbourhood of P may be replaced by the circle of curvature at

this point.

6. Prove geometrically that the equilibrium of the beam in

Example 2, p. 147, is stable.

7. Two uniform heavy rods freely jointed together at a common

extremity rest on a smooth parabola whose axis is vertical and vertex

upwards; find the position of equilibrium.

Ant. Let the weights of the rods be P and Q, their lengths 2a
and 26, and let them make angles 6 and $, respectively, with the

vrrtical in the position of equilibrium; then these angles are deter-

miii.'il from the equations

Pa sin8 + (P+ Q) m cot<J>
= 0,

<2&Bin
s

<f> + (P+ (>)mcot0 = 0,

4 m being the latus rectum of the parabola.

[Taking the tangent at the vertex as axis of y, the abscissa of the

point of intersection of two tangents, y = tx and y = tx
p-

is
-^-

Henc (P +<?)x = /a CM + 06 cos < + (P+ 0)m cot 0cs<^

Then x is to be a max. or min.]

8. A uniform heavy rod, AB, moveablc about a smooth hinge fixed

at A, has its extremity B connected with a string which, passing m
a smooth pulley at a point C vertically over A, sustains a given weight
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which rests on a smooth inclined plane passing through C. Find the

positions of equilibrium, and the nature of each.

Ans. Let W and 2 a be the weight and length of the rod
;
P the

weight on the plane whose inclination to the horizon is i
;

2 c the

distance AC, and 6 the inclination of the rod to the vertical. Then,
if (c a) W< 2 PC sin i, there will be three positions of equilibrium
defined by the equations

6 = 0, cos e = 5
n ,, and = TT.

2ac W*
The first and last positions are stable and the intermediate one is

unstable.

If (c a) W> 2 PC sin i, there is no intermediate position, and the

first and last positions are unstable and stable, respectively.

9. One end of a beam rests against a smooth vertical plane, and the

other on a smooth curve in a vertical plane ;
find the nature of the

curve so that the beam may re"st in all positions.

Ans. An ellipse whose axis major is the horizontal line described

by the centre of gravity of the beam, the axis minor lying in the

vertical plane.

10. A uniform heavy rod rests inside a smooth fixed sphere whose

diameter is equal to the length of the rod. In all positions of the rod

its centre of gravity is fixed
;

hence the rod should rest in all

positions; but, except in the vertical position, it is impossible that

the acting forces can give equilibrium. Explain this.

(See note, p. 313.)

11. A uniform rod rests in all positions with its extremities on two

smooth curves in a vertical plane; given the equation of one, find

that of the other.

Ans. Let the axis of y be vertical, 2 a the length of the rod, h

the constant height of the centre of the rod, and x =
</> (y) the

equation of one curve
;
then the equation of the other will be

x =
(f) (2h-y)-2</a

2

-(h-y)
2

.

12. Find the general equation of a smooth curve (in a vertical

plane) on which if the ends of a uniform rod are placed, the rod will

rest in all positions.

Ans. If the line described by the centre of gravity is axis of x,

the equation is of the form [(f>(y
z
) + x]

2+ y
2 = a2

,
where 2 a = length

of rod, and <j>(y
2

)
is a function which does not change sign with y.

193.] Expansion of the Ab-

scissa and Ordinate of a Curve

in Powers of the Arc. Let A
and B (fig. 216) be any points on

a curve, and let Am and An be the

tangent and normal at A. Also

let
\\r

be the angle between the normals at A and B, and let
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( =#) and Bm (= y) be the co-ordinates of B with reference

to the tangent and normal at A as axes.

Then, by Maclaurin's Theorem we have

* denoting the arc AB, and ^ , (-p) ... the values of
\fr

and
ds o

its differential coefficients at A.

Now ^ = 0, and -= = -
> where p is the radius of curva-

Cl 8 p
ture. Hence

,W, __L __ A___ -U '~
p 1 . 2 rf*

h
1 . 2 . 3 rf*

2

the suffix being omitted, it being understood that p is the radius

of curvature at A.

Again, we have

d*x Idy . <^
2 v \dao

IfO -T-j = --
-fi and -j4 = --y-

</.v- p ds ds* p ds

But

.r/arx , ////>.
. x^jrv X 2

'/\ 1

( )
= 1, and

( /) =0; therefore I-W) = 0, (-jf )
= -,

va# / Va*7a W*2 ' ^* o P

and the successive differential coefficients are calculated with

MUM
We thus obtain

2 xrfpv-----
194.] Equilibrium of a Heavy Body resting on a Fixed

Rough Surface. Let //Mliur . 21 7) be a fixed rough surface on

which a heavy body, AC, rests, under the action of gravity, at a

single given point A
;
and let this body receive a slight dis-

placement of rolling on the fixed surface.

We propose to investigate the nature of the equilibrium. The

liiMiie represents a section of the bodies made by the vertical

]>l;me through their common normal, AO, in whieh the rolling

takes place. Wfe suppose the normal AO to be vertical.
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Then, since in the position of equilibrium the body AC
is acted on by only two forces namely, its own weight and

the total resistance of the fixed surface
i

its centre of gravity, G, must be

vertically over the point of contact.

Let the point A of the rolling body
come to A', and G to G', the new

point of contact being J3, and the

new common normal 0(7. Draw the

vertical line BV, meeting ACf in V.

Then, if AV is >AG', the weight
of the body acting through G' will

produce a rotation round B which will

send the body back to its original

position.; while, if AV is <A'G', the

rotation produced by the weight will

be in the opposite sense, and the body will deviate still further

from its original position. For stability, therefore,

AV>AGf
. (1)

Let p and p' be the radii of curvature of the curves AD and

AC ai A, and let
\jr

and \l/ be the angles AOB and A'(/. Then

drawing Bn perpendicular to A'O', we have

AV- A'n+nV= An + Bn coiAVB ;

butZ AVB =
\lf+ \l/;

therefore the condition for stability is

An+Bn cot
(\jr+ ^') > ^ G',

or, denoting A'G'(or AG) by h,

Bn > '(hA'n) tan (fy+ >//). (2)

Now, carrying approximations as far as s3
,

it will be found

from equation (l) of last Article that

,1 ,1

* being the common length of the arcs AB and AB.

Substituting this, and the values of Bn and An from last

Article, in (2), the condition for stability is
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!rf

2 - d 2 -

rf+J+.

Neglecting all powers of
,
the first condition for stability is

or *<-^- (4)
P + P

If // > ,, the equilibrium will be unstable.
P + P

A special case occurs when h = --; ,
and this is commonly

P + P

called the ' neutral
'

case, or the equilibrium is said to be neutral.

We shall, however, call this the critical case.

To find the real nature of the equilibrium in this case, we

revert to the general condition (3), and neglect all powers of *

ud the firbt. The condition for stability now i>

*> A

Hence when li =. > ,
the equilibrium will bo stable or un-

P + P
stable according as

\ \
d d f

T- + Wtu

i- in -Dative or posit

The bodies are, however, frequently in contact at vertices, or

points of maximum or minimum eurvaturc, and then

t
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are both zero. Hence the condition (5) fails to determine the

nature of equilibrium. Reverting to the condition (3),
the

terms as far as sz destroying- each other on both sides, we see

that equilibrium will be stable if

*~ d
*~p' A Ks 11

or, substituting
-

-,
for h, if

P+ p

ds2 ds 2
'

Py2

and in the contrary case the equilibrium will be unstable.

If the lower surface is concave, instead of convex, to the

upper, the conditions are obtained by changing the sign of p.

Thus, the equilibrium will be stable or unstable, according as

h < or > -^,,
p-p

and in the critical case, the equilibrium will be stable or un-

stable, according as

4 d-
_p _ _p
ds' ds

is negative or positive ;
and in case of contact at vertices the

condition (6) is to be similarly modified.

If the body rest on a plane surface, p = oo, and the differential

coefficients of - are all zero. Hence the limiting value of h for

stability is p ;
but if Ji p', the equilibrium will be stable or

unstable according as -=-, is positive or negative; and if the
ds

point of contact is a vertex, equilibrium will be stable or un-

stable, according as j

12
els'*

is negative or positive*.

* Different methods of arriving at the conditions for stability have been

published in the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics by Professor
Curtis (vol. ix, p. 41), and Mr. Routh (vol. xi, p. 102). The kinetical method of
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JAAMPLES.

1. If a cone of the same substance and of equal base with a hemi-

sphere be fixed to the latter, so that their bases coincide, find the

height of the cone in order that the equilibrium may be

lo, when the hemisphere rests symmetrically on a horizontal plane.

(Walton's Mecfianical Problems, p. 185.)

Ans. The height of the cone must be < r^/3, r being the radius

of the hemisphere.

2. Prove that any body with a plane base, resting on a fixed rough
spherical surface, will, when the height of its centre of gravity has
the critical value, be in unstable equilibrium.

3. A heavy body whose section in the plane of displacement is a

catenary, resting on a rough horizontal plane, has its centre of gravity
at the critical height ; prove that the equilibrium is really stable.

(The condition (G) reduces in this case to -7 < for stability.)
(tS

4. A heavy body in the shape of a paraboloid of revolution, placed
on a rough horizontal plane, has its centre of gravity at the critical

height ;
determine this height, and find the real nature of the equi-

librium.

Ans. The critical height = the radius of curvature of the gene-

rating parabola at the vertex, and the equilibrium is really stable.

5. In the critical case, if both of the conditions (5) and (6) fail,

prove that the equilibrium will be stable or unstable, according as

i- negative or positive, the surfaces being convex towards each other.

6. A uniform heavy bar, All, moveahle in a vertical plain- round

a fixed smooth a\i- passing through A has a string attached to the

end // : tin- string passes over a fixed pulley C vertically over A.
Find tin- portions of equilibrium, and dctcnnim- \vln-tln-r tln-y are

stable or tm-tal.l.-.

treatment adopted by the Utter U very exhaustive. The method in the text WM
employed independently by Profewor WoUtenhoIme and the author.

It may be well to caution the student against the error of replacing the Motion*,

AD undAC, of the surfaces in contact by their osculating circles at A. I

we do this, the condition (f>) necessarily disappears, and the application of (6) is

not allowable, since, to the third power of the arc, the value of .I'M is *
same for the circle of curvature as for the curve AC, as at oooe appears from the

expression for A'n given by equation (3) of laiit Article. The nature of the

equilibrium, therefore, as determined from the osculating circles is <

Y 2
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Ans, Let W= weight of bar, 2 a its length, P = suspended

weight, A C = h, 9 = Z (7.4.5. Then the positions of equilibrium are

given by the equations

= 0, *$ =
! + (--_)_, and = 7T.

The first will be stable if;
- > 5 and then the second (when it

h 2a P

exists) will necessarily be unstable and the third stable. If the second

does not exist, the third will be opposite in nature to the first.

[To find the condition for stability in this problem, take any

position of the bar and calculate the moment of force tending to turn

it round A. IfM = this moment, and $ = /.ACS,

M=Phsm<f>-Wasin6. (1)

Also h sin
</>
= 2 a sin (0 + <). (2)

Now M = in a position of equilibrium ;
and if -j is positive, a

dO

slight increase of 6 will call into play a moment tending to restore

equilibrium.
In the position 9 = 0, we have from (2)

d(j) 2 a

d6 7i-2a'

and from (1)
= Ph **-Wa.

do do

Therefore, &c. Of course this might have been solved by Art. 191.]

7. If the equilibrium in the first position is critical, find its real

nature.

Ans. It is really unstable.
r /J% fh

In the position = 0, it will be found from (2) that -^ = 0,

dfy _ 2ah(h+ 2a) t
(Z

2Jf d*M 1

dffl~ (h-2a}
3 '

d6*
~

' d93
~

8. Determine whether the equilibrium of the beam in example 12,

p. 138, is stable or unstable.

Ans. Unstable. [Either by taking the restoring moment about

0, or by the maximum or minimum value of the potential; the

potential = P (a+ b) cos QWa sin
0.]

195.] Definition of Work. If a force actually displaces its

point of application in such a manner that the displacement has

an orthogonal projection along the direction of the force, this

force is said to perform work ;
and if the force is constant during

the displacement, the product of the force and the projection of
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the displacement along its direction is called the work done by
the force.

Thus, suppose that during the passage of a material particle

along a curve ABD (fig. 218) it is continually acted on by a

force, P, constant in both magnitude and

direction. Then if Up denote the pro-

jection of any elementary arc of the curve

along the direction of P, the work done

by P in tliis displacement is P. dp; and

the work done in this passage from A to B
is f Pdp, or P x (the projection of AB
along the direction of P), since P is con- A

_,.

stant during the motion.

Suppose the point D to be such that AD is perpendicular to

the direction of P. Then the whole work done by P on the

particle during the motion from A to D is zero, whatever le tin-

xluipe of the path pursued between A and D.

When the forces acting on a particle are variable with the

position occupied by it, we have to consider the elementary work

done for a small displacement of the particle; and to find the

whole work done by the forces during the passage of the particle

fi-in one jmx'ition to another, this elementary work must be

integrated between the extreme positions considered.

In the most useful application of the principle of work the

forces acting on a ^-iven system are functions of the co-ordinates

of their points of Application, and do not depend on the velocities

of these points ;
and it is solely with forces of this description

that we shall be concerned.

It must 1..- pointed out. however, that in considering the work

which such forces are capable of doing on a particle or system of

particles while this system is displaced from one position to

another, all conceptions of time are here left out of consideration .

Tin- \\ork which a given system of applied forces performs on ;i

given material system during the passage of this system by

am route from the position (//)
to the position (B) in no \\ay

involves the time or the manner in which the passage is eftV

The different particles of the >y.-tem may have in one case m<

more or less swiftly than in another from the first to the second

position, and yet the work done by the forces (which are func-

tions of co-ordinate* only) is the same in both eases.
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The theorems which have already been given for virtual work

apply evidently to work actually done.

Thus, as in p. 287, we see that for a small actual displace-

ment of a particle occupying the position (#, y, z] the work done

by the force acting on it is

Xdx+Ydy+ Zdz,

the components of the force along the axes being X, Y, Z, and the

components of the displacement being dx, dy, dz. The work per-

formed on the particle in moving from one position to another

is then
f(Xdx+ Ydy + Zdz),

the force acting on the particle being a function of the co-

ordinates of the particle, and the integration being performed
from the values of the co-ordinates in the first position to their

values in the second.

If there are several particles in the system, each acted on by

given forces, the work performed on the system will be

S/(Xdx + Ydy + Zdz),

the integration being performed for each particle from its first

to its second position, and 2 denoting (as in Art. 188), a sum-

mation of this integral for all the particles of the system.

The case of most usual occurrence is that in which the forces

belong to a conservative system (see Art. 188), or, in other

words, when 2
^
Xdx+ Ydy+ Zdz)

is the perfect differential of a function, 7, of the co-ordinates of

the particles acted on.

In this case if dW denote the elementary work done on the

system for a small displacement, we have

and the work done in the passage of the system from one position

to another is given by the equation

W VVtr ' '
'

F
Q denoting the value of V in the first position.

Since V is a function of co-ordinates only, the value of V F

depends merely on the original and final positions of the material

system, and not at all on the route by which the system has moved

from the one to the other.
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196.] Unit of Work. Since, by definition, work is the product
of a force and a line, the unit of work will l>e the product of a

unit of force and a unit of length. If the unit of force is a

kilogramme, and the unit of length a metre, the unit of work will

be done when a force of one kilogramme drags its point of applica-
tion through one metre along its line of action. Thus, if a body
whose weight is a kilogramme is lifted vertically through a metre

by a force which just overcomes its weight, this applied force

does a unit of work, which is called a kilogramme-metre. In the

>ame case the weight of the body does a negative unit of work

(see Art. 54).

197.] Energy. Potential Work. Energy means capacity

for doing work. This capacity is possessed by a body in motion.

For the velocity of the body might be made use of for causing
the body to ascend vertically against the attraction of the earth,

i.e. .to do work against resistance. The exact measure of the

amount of work which a particle weighing w grammes moving
with a velocity of v centimetres per second can do against

//f -'

resistance before its motion is completely destroyed is

f-9

gramme-centimetres, where g is the velocity in centimetres per

second acquired in <>ne second by a body falling vertically in

vacuo.

'in done against some resistance. The work which is

done l.y a force in moving a particle from one position to Another

i- done against the inertia of the particle, or its resistance to

acceleration. Thus work is the equivalent of energy, and en*

is reconvert il le into work at the rate indicated by the expression
///'-

If a system consists of any number of particles moYing
*1 ///'

in any directions, its total energy i> X -
> the summation in-

f-g

eluding all the particles, and the different directions of their

velocities being of no account.

Thi> i< an anticipation of elementary kinetics, ami is here used

only for the purpose of pointing >ut to the- student what work

done on a system is converted into.

The Potential Work of a system of forces in :m\ ui\.n con-

M of their points of application is Ike amount of work

they are capable of doing in moving their jtoint* of application

from any chosen, conj/y fke given one.
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This chosen configuration is quite arbitrary. Thus, the

quantity of work which the forces applied to a system are

capable of doing during the passage of the system from one

position to another is (Art. 196)

V V' "o

Fand V
Q being the potentials, or certain functions of the co-

ordinates, belonging to the two positions considered ;
and the

two positions may be taken as defined by the values of the func-

tion V belonging to them respectively.

The zero position of the system (that corresponding to V^ is

generally chosen in such a way that in any other position,

practically considered, V shall be > T (Thompson and Tait,

Nat. Phil.] ; or, in other words, the zero position of the system is

such that the work done by the acting forces in moving it to

any other position considered in our investigation shall be

positive.

198.] Inclusion of Internal Forces. When any of the bodies

of a system, acted on by given forces, are connected by elastic

rods or strings, or when they mutually attract or repel each

other, as has been already explained (Art. 97), these forces may
or may not be brought into the equation of virtual work, ac-

cording to the nature of the virtual displacement chosen.

In finding the figure of equilibrium of such a system we have

hitherto supposed it known, and determined the requisite con-

ditions accordingly.

We may, however, include in the potential work of the forces

not only the potential work of the external (or applied) forces,

but also that of the internal forces. Thus the total potential

work of the system of forces will be the sum of the works of the

applied and internal forces; and equation (a) of Art. 190 shows

that in the position of equilibrium the variation of the total

potential work of the forces of the system is zero. This principle

will serve to determine the figure of equilibrium of the system
without presupposing it.

199.] Criterion of Stability and Instability. Since in a

position of absolutely stable equilibrium V is a real maximum,
and in a position of absolutely unstable equilibrium V is a real

minimum (Art. 190), it follows that in the former case the

applied and internal forces would do negative work on the
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in if its position were slightly altered ;
and in the latter

they would do positive work.

A configuration of absolutely stable equilibrium is, then, such

that the applied and internal forces cannot do positive work in

any small displacement of the system ;
and a configuration of

absolutely unstable equilibrium is one in which every change of

position involves the doing of positive work.

And in general (see Art. 1 90) in a position of equilibrium these

forces will do positive work for some displacements and negative

for others.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the work done in drawing up a Venetian blind.

Ans. Let n be the number of bars, a the interval between

71+1
them, and W the weight of the blind

;
then the work is -

jjra

2. A and B are two fixed points which are connected by any curve,
J /'/?; ut each point, P, of this curve there acts a force, F, directed

towards a fixed point, 0, the force being a function of the distance OP.
If 6 is the angle between OP and the tangent to the curve at /*, and

ds an element of the curve at P, prove thatfF cos Qds taken from A
to B is independent of the curve.

3. Prove that the work done in dragging a heavy body up a mn-Ji
inclined plane, without acceleration, by a force parallel to the plane, is

'<|unl to the work done in dragging the body along the base of the

plane (siippo-rd equally rough), together with the work done in lifting

it vertically through the height of the plane.

4. A heavy body is dragged, without acceleration, up a rough in-

clined plane by a force whose line of action always passes through a

fixed point ; prove that the work done in dragging the body through
a given height, h, is

Wit (1 +n cot t) f* Wp cos t
(fi+ tan t) log

** pv>
,

when- i i- the inclination of plane. ]> the jKTpendiciilar from the fixed

point on the pliine. n tin' initial, and *' the final ill the Inxly
from the loot of thi> perpendicular.

MIM I I.!.\v ! \MTLE8.

1. Two equal heavy spheres rest inside n hollow right cone, anil

against each other : the com- < which has no base) rests on a horaontil

plane, the vertex beiiitf uppermost ; only one "pliere rests in contact

with the ground. Find the least weight of the cone consistent with

equilibrium.
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Ans. Let a vertical plane through the centres of the spheres cut

the cone in a triangle ABC, in which C is the vertex of the cone
;

let

LCAE = Z.CBA = (3 ;
let $ be the angle between the line joining the

centres of the spheres and the side BC
;

let r and c be the radii of the

spheres and of the base of the cone, respectively, and W the weight of

each sphere ;
then the least weight of the cone is

r cosj^)(
r

o
cos

<f> ( c
^

2

2. A heavy triangular lamina, ABC, of uniform thickness and

density, is suspended successively from the vertices A and B
;

show
that if any side in the second position is at right angles to its first

position 5c2_

(The bisectors of the sides CA and CB drawn from B and A must
be at right angles to each other.)

3. A heavy rod hangs from a fixed smooth pulley by means of a

string attached to its extremities
;

find the tension of the string. (See

Example 30, p 157.)

Ans. If W is the weight of the rod, the tension

az
c'

with the notation of the example referred to.

4. A heavy rectangular block is laid on the less steep of two smooth

inclined planes which slope in the same direction and intersect in a

horizontal line, an edge of the block coinciding with the line of inter-

section of the planes. To the middle point of the upper edge is

attached a cord which passes over a smooth pulley and sustains a

weight ;
determine the condition of equilibrium, and supposing that in

any case equilibrium is about to be broken, find how this will happen.

5. A uniform board in the shape of an isosceles triangle rests on

two smooth planes equally inclined to the horizon, the base of the

triangle being horizontal, and the vertex upwards ;
the board is cut

into two equal portions by a plane passing through its vertex ;
find

the inclination of the planes if equilibrium continues to exist.

Ans. If h is the length of the perpendicular from the vertex on the

base, and c the length of the base,

tan i = -
3h

6. A solid right cone rests with its base in contact with two
smooth planes equally inclined to the horizon, the base being hori-

zontal and the vertex upwards ;
find the inclination of the planes such

that if the cone is cut into two equal portions by a plane through the

vertex, the equilibrium of the pieces will cot be troubled.

Ans. If h is the height and r the radius of the base of the cone,

1 r
tan i = ( 1 )-v

TT h



CHAPTER XIII.

!:(,>!
M.inUltM OF FLEXIBLE STRI

200.] Perfectly Flexible String. A string is said to be

perfectly jlt'j-iljlf when at every point in its length it can be bent

round all lines passing through the point perpendicularly to

the tangent line without the expenditure of work.

From tliis definition it follows that the internal force, or

mutual action between the particles at each side of any normal

in of such a string, has no component in the plane of tin-

section
;

this force must, therefore, be entirely normal to the

section
; or, in other words, the infernal force i a perf<

''>! xfr'nii/ /.v ///
-//'/;// /,ni,if ilinrfed along the tangent li,'

This internal force we have called the tension of the string,

ami. like all internal forces in a system, it is a mutual action

between parts of the system. This has been sufficiently ex-

plained already (p. 25). In the sequel we shall use the term

xti-iny as equivalent to perfectly flexible string.

:,'<)!.] Imperfectly Flexible String. No effort is required

to bend a perfectly flexible string at any point; but if we

attempt to liend an imperfectly flexible string, or a wire, we
encounter ;i certain amount of resistance according to the degree
of

inflexibility or rigidity of the string or wire. If we consider

the nature of the mutual forces existing between the particle-

on each side of a normal section of such a body, we shall find

that these forces are not necessarily reducible to a single re-

sultant at all. In the general ease of a wire bent and twisted

by the action of any external forces, these internal actions on

the particles at one side of a section may, of course, be reduced

to :v single re-ultant force and a single couple; and the re-

sultant force may be applied at any point in tin- section. Un-

couple varying according to the point chosen. All this is
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evident from the general reduction of a system of forces in

Chapter X.

202.] Three Methods of Investigation. There are three

methods by which the equilibrium of a string or wire may be

treated namely,
1. We may isolate an infinitesimal element of the body,

supplying to it at each extremity the action exercised by the

neighbouring portions which are imagined to be removed

(see p. 161).

2. We may apply the general condition that the variation of

the whole potential work of the system of forces, internal as

well as external, is zero (see p. 328).
3. We may consider the equilibrium of any fin'iie portion of

the body, treating it, when the figure of equilibrium has been

assumed (see p. 13), as a rigid liody. (See Thomson and Tait,

Nat. Phil.}

We begin by considering the equilibrium of a perfectly

flexible string which suffers no elongation under the action of

the forces which will keep it in equilibrium. Such a body is

called a flexible inextensible string, and it is scarcely necessary

to add that it exists only in the abstractions of Rational Statics.

SECTION I.

Flexible Inextensible Strings.

203.] Tangential and Normal Resolutions. Let A
(fig.

219) represent a flexible inexten-

sible string in equilibrium under

the action of any system of forces

applied continuously throughout
T+ctT the string. Then the force acting

on a unit mass of matter placed at

any point of the string will, in the

general case, be expressed as a

function of the co-ordinates of this
Fig. 2IQ.

point and their differential co-

efficients with respect to the arc. Thus, if the co-ordinates of P
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are x, y, z, the force acting on a unit mass placed at P will be

f
''''

\

*(****')
On an element containing dm units of mass the force will be

\Ve shall denote by F the coefficient of dm in this expression.

Suppose, then, that we consider an element PQ of the string,

whose length is d*, apart from the rest of the string ; let th

mean density of the element be
,
and let a be the area of its

mean section
;
then the mass of PQ is kvds, and the external

force actin on it is

Now, the element PQ is kept in equilibrium by three forces

namely, the tension (7
?

)
at P, the tension (T+dT) at Q, and

the external force (kcrFds), which acts at the middle point ofPQ.
These three forces must be coplanar and meet in a point.

Ni\v, the two tensions act along two consecutive tangents to

tiir string, and as the plane of two consecutive tangents to any
curve in .-paee is the osculating plane, we see that

//' residliint an^lledforce at any point of a flexible string act*

in the oscii/.tliiiy jilane of the string at the point.

If the string is stretched over any smooth surface by means

of two t'.uves applied at its extremities, the only applied force

which is continuously distributed throughout the string is the

reaction of the surface; and as this reaction is everywhere
normal to the surface, we see that

A tiring winch is strctr/n-il ninny u,iy smooth surface, and

<>,i I,
i/
no external forces, except ///>' re.n-l\<,,i <>f the surface and

ions, has its osculatiny jilunc at
<->v/;// jmint normal to

I/a-

Tin- >tring in this cuse assumes the !'.>nn of a shortest line, or

geodesic, on the surface.

Let Pi be the tan-nit and Pn the normal at P\ let dO be

the an^lr between tin' tangents at P and Q; and let $ be the

angle between /''//// and /'f.

Then. resoKin^- along Pi the forces acting on tl .....lenient, we

have (T+dl')co8dO + JkaFcos <t>(h-T = 0;

but cos de = 1, neglecting (dO]~ ;
therefore this equation give*
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dT
j- + kaF cos = 0, (

1
)

(IS

which asserts that the rate of variation of the tension per unit

of length along the string is equal to the tangential component
of the applied force per unit of length.

Again, resolving the forces along Pn, the normal, we have

(T+dT)smde-A(rFsin(f)ds = 0,

or since p, the radius of curvature at P, is equal to -=- ?

do
T--

fcarFsilKf) = 0, (2)

which asserts that the curvature of the string at any point is

equal to the normal force per unit of length divided by the

tension.

From (1) we have T = c_fkaF cos^
where C is an arbitrary constant. Now, cos (f>ds is the pro-

jection of ds on the direction of F. Denoting this projection

bv & T = C-fkvFdf. (3)

JS\& fka-Fdf is evidently the potential of the applied forces if

they are a conservative system*. Hence, if V and F denote

the potentials at two points in the string at which the tension

are T and T
, we have T=T

Q (7 7Q\ (4)

or the difference of the tensions at any two points is equal to the

difference of the potentials a result which we shall find to be

true also in the case in which the string rests on a smooth

surface.

204.] Cartesian Equations of Equilibrium. Let the force

F acting on the unit mass at any point P whose co-ordinates

are #, y, z be resolved into three components, X, Y, Z, parallel to

three fixed rectangular axes. Then the components acting on

the element PQ are kaXds, ka-Yds, kcrZds. Also the components
of the tension acting on the extremity P are

dx dy dz
.

* ~T~ ' ~~-* ~~T~ ' * ~r >

as as as

the components of this tension are affected with negative signs,

since, when the element PQ is considered apart, the tension at

* A simple case in which the external forces are not a conservative system will

be presently given. (See Art. 208.)
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I' will be directed towards the left-hand side of fig. 219, where

the origin of co-ordinates is supposed to be.

These components of the tension will at any point be functions

of the length of the arc measured from some fixed point, A, of

the string up to the point considered. Thus, if AP = *,
\\

^hallhave A* _* A~ /w>

and the component of the tension at Q is therefore f(s + </*),
or

or, again,
dx d

1I< nee, for the equilibrium of PQ, resolving forces parallel to

the axis of x, we have

dr
T-r = Qt
as

or, rejecting the terms which cancel, dividing out by d*, and

diminishing ds indefinitely,

. 0. (D

Similarly, T+trT-.0, (2)

Performing the differentiation*, we obtain

m d*x d'1'.l.r

+

.\fult ij)lying these by -j- -^i
and ^- > lesp'

< -liv. ly, adding,

and remembering that
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dx dzx dii d z
y dz dzz

dT_ dx

or T= C-fka- (Xdx+ Ydy+Zdz\

which is precisely the same as (3) of last Article.

dT
Eliminating T and

-j-
from (4), (5), and (6) we have

dx
~J~' *
as

[204.

(7)

(8)

ds*
5-, Y
ds

= 0,

d zz dz
~J~2 ' ~3~> "
atr ds

the geometrical meaning of which is, that the applied force at

any point is in the osculating plane of the curve at that point.

From (l), (2),
and

(3) can be deduced another expression for

the tension. Integrating each of them, squaring, and adding
the results, we have

J, B, and C being constants which must be determined after

doc
each integration by knowing the values of T -

> ... at the

point from which s is measured.

d zx dz
y dz z

If (4), (5), and (6) be multiplied by ^ ,
-~

> -^- , respec-us dSt dfi

tively, and added, we have

T f
-. + kcrf
p
2 V

p being the radius of absolute curvature at the point P.

The direction cosines of the radius of absolute curvature being

P -P _
ds2 P

this equation expresses the results (2) of Art. 203.

The equations of the curve of equilibrium ate found by
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eliminating T from equations (l), (2) and (3) in pairs. The curve

is evidently given by equations

A-fkaXds _ B-fkaYd* _ C-fkaZds
(fa

~dy ~dz

</.v ds da

If at every point of the string

dx ,, <!// dz
X-j- + T-f + 2^ = 0,

ds at at

or if the appliedforce is at everypoint at right angles to the tangent
to the string, the tension will be constant througftout, as appears
from (7). This is the case, for example, when a string is

stretched over any smooth surface, and acted on by no force

except the reaction of the surface. Thus we prove the truth of

our assumption in p. 26.

205.] Forces in One Plane. Gravity. When the applied forces

a iv in one plane, the general equations of equilibrium become

= 0,

the plane of the forces being that of xy.

Let gravity be the only force acting on the string, except the

terminal forces, or forces applied at the extremities. Then,

taking the axis ol'y vertically upwards, and denoting the weight
of the unit mass by y, we have X = 0, J"= g, and the equations

become

The first equation shows that the horizontal component of the

ime at all points of the string (see p. 32).

Denoting this component by r, we have

Hence, from (2)
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or
r dx*- -
9 ds_

dx

(3)

It is to be observed that kv is the mass per unit length of

the string at the point x, y. This last equation, therefore,

determines the mass per unit of length at any point when the

form of the curve in which the string hangs is given; and,

conversely, it determines the curve in which any string will

hang when the laws of variation of its section and density are

given.

If-^-be
denoted byjs, and the independent variable changed

from x to y, equation (3) becomes

dp

206.] The Common Catenary. When the mass of a unit

length of the string is everywhere constant, the form of the

string is that of a curve called

the Catenary. The name Cate-

nary is sometimes employed to

denote the form of a string in

general, whatever be the law of

variation of its density.
In the present case k<r is con-

stant equal to m, suppose. Let
T = mgc, where c is a constant

length. Since at the lowest

point, A (fig. 220), the tension

is horizontal, T is the tension at

A, and c is the length of a portion of the string whose weight is

the tension at the lowest point.

From (3) of last Art. we have

da*

V/dy^1 +(~
\ (7<jn;
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dx
or

a c

where c' is an arbitrary constant. Now, taking the axis of y

-ing through A, we have a? = 0, and ~ = 0, simultaneously.
Ml

Hence c' = 0, and the last equation becomes

where <? is the Napierian base. Solving this equation for -'

we obtain

and by integration c

wlu-iv /" is an arbitrary constant. Now, taking the origin, 0,

at a distance equal to c below A, we have y = c when x 0.

This gives c" = 0, and the equation of the catenary referred to

axes chosen as above is

The point of intersection of these particular axes we shall in

<|iir] cull the origin of the catenary.
We shall next find the length of the arc, AP, measured from

A to any point, P, on the curve. If ds is the element of arc,

V* * *

l + \(e
c e e

) -fa, from(l),

(2)

no constant being added because * = when x = 0.

z 2
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From (1) and (2) we have

(3)

and from (3) dy

-*3r
Let PM and PT be the ordinate and tangent at P, and let

fall a perpendicular NT on PT. Then

y-; (4)
(M

hence * = PT7

; (5)

and since/ = PT2+MT2
,
we have from (3) and (5)

c = MT. (6)

Hence, given the catenary to construct its origin and hori-

zontal axis

On the tangent at any point, P, measure off a length, PT, equal

to the arc AP ; at T erect a perpendicular TM to the tangent

meeting the ordinate of P in M; then the horizontal line through

M is the axis of the curve.

In making a proper figure this rule will be found of great use.

The involute of the catenary which starts from the lowest point is

the Tractory.

To get a point on this involute we measure on the tangent,

PT, at any point, P, a length equal to the arc AP. From (5)

we see, therefore, that T is a point on the involute
;
and since

PjPis a normal to the involute, its tangent at T must be TM.
But from (6) TMis constant

; hence the involute is a curve such

that the length of the tangent between its point of contact and

a fixed right line, Ox, is constant. The involute is, therefore,

a tractory (see p. 195).

The tension at any point of the catenary is equal to the weight

of a portion of the string whose length is equal to the ordinate of
the point.

Consider the equilibrium of the portion AP of the string

apart from the rest. This portion is kept in equilibrium by
three forces namely, the tension at P in the direction TP, the

horizontal tension at A in the direction QA, and its weight

acting through its centre of gravity, G. Hence the vertical

through G must pass through Q. Resolving vertically, we have
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/. T=mg-

= mgy, from (5). (7)

COR. It follows from this that if a uniform inextensible string

hangs freely over any two smooth pegs, the vertical portions
wh ich hang over the pegs must each terminate on the horizontal

- of the catenary.

In the catenary the length of the radius of curvature at any
point is equal to the length of the normal between that point and

the horizontal offis.

By equation (2) of Art. 203, we have

T
- mg sin TPM

y

P

which by means of (7) gives p = -: ^ ,; but this is evidently
si 1 1 z / * */

the length of the normal between P and the axis of %.

It will be readily seen that the differential equation of the

d2
y

catenary can be written in the form c2 -^
= y, and that the area

OAPM- = twice the area of the triangle PTM.
It is well to observe that if a weight is suspended from a

i;iven point of a catenary, the continuity of the curve ceases

at that point, and the portions of the string at opposite

of the point must be treated as branches of two distinct

naries.

207.] The Catenary of Uniform Strength. If the area of

the normal section of the string at any point is made propor-

tinnal to the tension at that point, the tendency to break will

be the same at all points, and the curve is therefore calltl tin-

Catenary of Uniform Strength.

To find its equation, we have a = \T, A being a constant ;

and since T = T -7- 1 we have
(t j;

d*
<r = Ar -5-M

II ;;ce (3) of Art. 205 becomes
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or, denoting g\k by - ,
we have

Integrating, ian~ l
(-/-\ = - + 6,x ax a

where b is an arbitrary constant. Let the axis ofy pass through
the lowest point of curve, i. e. the point at which the tangent
is horizontal. Then 5 = 0, and we have

dy x
-jr = tan -
ax a

Integrating this again,
I/ K-

log cos - + V.
a a

Let the lowest point be taken as origin.' Then '= 0, and we

have, finally, x
y =. a log sec -

a

for the equation of the catenary of uniform strength.
It is easily seen that the curve has two vertical asymptotes,

TT (It

each at a distance -- from the lowest point.
a

The equation of this curve can be put into a remarkable form.

If p is the radius of curvature at any point, and s the length of

the arc between this and the lowest point,

p = )

an equation which can be deduced with no difficulty.

Given the whole weight (W} of the chain*, and the span (2b),

determine the section at any point so that there shall be a constant

tension (p) per unit of sectional area at all points.

If A and B are the two points of support (supposed in a hori-

zontal line), b is their common distance from the vertical axis

of the curve. We have, then,

W- Zfkagds

r-sec
-
a

* A string hanging from two fixed points under the action of gravity is

frequently called a chain.
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= 2 T tan -
a

Now evidently
- is the tension per unit of sectional area, =
A

and since g is the weight of a unit volume of the standard

sul -stance, kg is the weight of a unit volume of the material of

tin- chain. Denote this last by to. Then

.. T W b ds W b x
Also, o- = = cot T- = cot - sec -

p ip a ax 2p a a

x - --
But it is easy to prove that sec- = $(e a +e a

)
Of ^

Hence <r = (e* +e O.cot >

4j > P
which is the expression for the area of a section at a distance *

along the chain from the middle point.

The student will verify the homogeneity of this equation.

208.] The Parabola of Suspension Bridges. Supi>ose a

string to be attached to two fixed points, and let each element

of its length be acted on by a force in a constant direction, the

magnitude of the force

lieinn- proportional to the

projection of the element

on a line perpendicular to

the direction of the force.

Thru it can he shown

geometrically that the

figure of the string is Fig. jat.

that of a parabola.

'(>/ (tit,'. 221) be the direction opposite to that of the force

on each element; Ox a tangent to the curve, perpendicular to

this direction
;
P and Q any two points on the string, the

at them being PT and QT; PAf&nd QN perpendiculars

on Ox. Consider the separate equilibrium of the portion PQ.
The 1'oives a.:ting on it are the tensions in the directions TP and

TQ, and the resultant of the parallel forces on the elements of

PQ. This resultant must pass through T, and it also pastel

through the middle point of JfJV. tinea ita constituent forces are

all
i

r. portional to the elements of the line. I/.V Hence dra\\
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TV parallel to Oy, and meeting PQ in V, the point V must

bisect the right line PQ.
The curve of equilibrium of the string is therefore such that

a right line drawnfrom the point of intersection of any two tangents

parallel to afxed direction bisects the chordjoining their points of
contact.

This well known property identifies the curve with a parabola.

If we make use of the equations of equilibrium in Art. 205,
fj/jt

we shall have X = 0, T= \t.-^-
> p. being the constant. There is

as

no difficulty in arriving at the result just found.

It is to be observed that the acting forces in this case are not

a conservative system. Hence the function V (see Art. 203)
does not exist.

The connexion of this parabola with Suspension Bridges has

been;lready explained in Chap. II.

209.] String Acted on by a Central Force. When the

lines of action of the forces applied to the various elements of the

string pass all through the same point, the force acting on the

string is said to be central, and this point is called the centre of

force. It is easy to prove that in this case the string must lie

in a plane passing through the centre of force. For (Art. 203)
the osculating plane at every point contains the centre of force ;

and since two consecutive osculating planes have a tangent line

to the string common, these two planes, having in addition a

point (the centre of force) common, must be identical. Hence

the osculating plane is the same at all points ;
or the string

must lie wholly in one plane.

Tofind theform assumed by a string

acted on by a given centralforce.

Let (fig. 222) be the centre

of force (supposed repulsive), PQ
an element of the string whose

equilibrium is considered apart, r

J
the radius vector OP, 6 the angle

,/ POA between OP and a fixed
Fl - 222p

initial line, s the length of the arc

AP, and p the perpendicular from on the tangent at P.

Then, for the equilibrium of the element PQ, taking moments

about 0, we have
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moment of tension at P = moment of tension at Q ;

or p
'- Tp = h, (1)

where h is a constant *.

Denote the tensions at P and Q by T and T+ tlT respectively.
Resolve the forces acting on PQ along the tangent at P,

denote lev by m, and let the central force be ml Then this

force passes through the point of intersection of tangents at P
and Q, and the cosine of the angle between its direction and the

dr
tangent at P is -

\-f} where ( is indefinitely small. In the
(IS

equation of resolution the component of mFch is

so that c may be neglected, and we have *

dT = -ml"Jr. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) determine the form of the curve.

If the central force is attractive, the sign of F must be

changed in (2), and the curve of equilibrium will be convex

towards 0.

It is usual in problems concerning central forces to denote r

by-- Making this substitution, and eliminating T from the
H

above equations, we have

^*-M(j). (3)

But (Williamson's Differential Calculus, Chapter XII),
1 fdu^
7 '+()

// /'

Hence, denoting
- - by </>(), and f<t>(v)du by </>j (>')

^
arbitrary constant being implied in ^ (u), we have from (3)

<)'+*-?<*("' &
It is often more convenient to retain a differential equation of

* Of course thin proof hnlU whether the portion PQ U M element of length or

a portion of any length, however great.
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the second order for u*. Differentiating (4) we have, dividing

out by -7- > and remembering that $/
'

(u] <p (u),
Ctu

d 2u 1
,

, . ,_ x__ +w = __^(w).^(M).

Now, since the integration of (4) gives u in terms of 0, and

introduces an arbitrary constant in addition to that already

involved in ^ (u), we see that the solution of the problem
involves only two arbitrary constants. But (5) will require
two integrations to express u, and each integration will intro-

duce an arbitrary constant. Hence it appears that in this way
we get three arbitrary constants, instead of two. These three

are, however, easily connected, since the values of u and (-y-)
^Clv'

given by the complete integral of (5) must satisfy (4) for all

values of u.

As an example, let it be required to discuss the form of a string of

uniform section and density when the central repulsive force varies

inversely as the square of the distance. In this case in is constant,
and F = //w

2
, \i! being a constant which obviously denotes the magni-

tude of the force on a unit mass of matter placed at the unit distance

from the centre of force.

Hence we have, putting mjjf = p.,

C being a constant. If T denote the tension at a point A of the

string whose distance from the centre is -j we have, evidently,
ct

T T p.a + fJ.u

=
ju, (u + c), suppose.

rlii 2 U?

Hence, Q + = .(+,,) (6)

which gives, by differentiation,

M2 u2

First suppose that < 1, and denote 1 ~
by A2

. Then this
/i h/

equation becomes ^u 1 A2
'

* This method of treating the equilibrium of a string acted on by a central

force is taken from a paper by Professor Towusend in the Quarterly Journal of
Pure and Applied Mathematics, 1874.
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the
integral of which is

1 X*=
a

c + A cosA(0- a
),

A and a being the constants of integration. Substituting this value

of u in (6), we have A = r c
, and therefore

A

(8)

The value of a is found by putting u = a and Q = the angle
belonging to the point A.

When Q = a, = 0, and there is an apse. If the initial line be

taken through the apse, and T and a belong to this point, we have

c = ~~~a =
(
--

!) a >
an(l (8) assumes the simple form

u = --(+cosA0), (9)

1 +
*

which differs from the focal polar equation of a conic in having the

angle multiplied by a number, A, less than unity.

H* p*
-TJ > 1, we must put T^ 1 = X2

,
and putting \iaT = pc,

equation (6) becomes du * u*

(35)
+ -<*

which gives u = c + AeM+ e~M, (10)A

the constants A and B being connected by the equation AB =

Equation (10) can obviously be written

When Q = a, there is an apse, and if the initial line be taken

throu-h the
i.j.se, we have, in the same manner as Ixl

a
j ' i v .

+ 1
-

If Tl| both (0) and (11) give u = a, a constant; and the

figure of equilibrium is a cir<
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For the remarkable analogy between the curve of equilibrium
of a flexible string- and the orbit of a particle under a given
force, see Professor Townsend's paper, and Thomson and Tait's

Nat. Phil.

210.] Problem. To find the angle between the apsides in a

string which, under the action of a central force, assumes a form

nearly circular.

DEF. An apse is a point on a curve at which the radius vector

is at right angles to the tangent.
Since the form of the string is nearly circular, u will differ from a

constant value, a, by a small variable quantity, x.

Let, then, u = a + x. In this case fa (u)
= fa (a) + x<j> (a),

neglecting higher powers of x
; and (f>(u)

= </>() + x<f>' (a). For
shortness, denote fa (a),

< (a), and 0'(a) by fa, </>,
and <' respect-

ively. Then (5) of last Art. becomes

d?x 1

+ a+x= {<t>fa + (fa<t>'+ <j>*)x}. (1)

But if the string were exactly circular, x and -r-
2
would always

i i cC \j

=
; therefore a = --1

, or
h2

W (j>fa

Hence (1) becomes

.

The constant a may be chosen as the reciprocal of the radius of

any circle which nearly coincides with the figure of the string ;
but

simplicity is gained by taking it equal to the reciprocal of the radius

of that circle in which the tension at each point is equal to the mean
tension in the string.

Now in a circle of radius - the tension (see (2), Art. 203) is a<f)

and (2) of last Art. gives T in the curve equal to fa (it),
and there-

fore the mean tension = fa. Hence

a<t>
= fa,

and (3) finally becomes dzx atf

j^-f^ -

If
-j

be positive, the value of x in terms of will be exponential,

and the nearly circular form becomes impossible, since the value of u
increases indefinitely with $.

d(f>
For the possibility of a nearly circular form r- must be negative,
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and we have
x = A cos

V
ft . ,1-

dd

/~^V
(A/-f-*-a).

Hence, since at an apse j-r
=

0, or -3-1
=. 0, we shall arrive at an apse

whenever

sin i

and the difference between two successive values of which satisfy
this equation is ^

-at?

which is, therefore, the angle between the apsides*.

211.] String on Smooth Plane Curve. Consider the case

of an inextensible string resting on a smooth plane curve under

the action of any forces in the plane of the curve, and let fig. 2 1 9

represent this case. Then into the equations of Art. 203 we
have merely to introduce the normal reaction, Rd*-f, acting on

the element PQ in the direction nP.

Resolving tangent ially, we obtain

dT
-r +k(rFcoB(l> = 0. (1)
Ml

Resolving normally,

T
P

These are the most useful resolutions in the case of a string

resting on a curve. Equations of resolution along arbitrary

axes may, of course, be obtained by introducing the components
of R into the general equations of Art. 204.

From (l) we obtain T Cfk<rFcos <</*, C being a constant.

But Fcos<f>ds is obviously the virtual work of the force F.

Hence if the acting forces are conservative, and V is tlu-ir

potential at P, we have, as in Art. 203,

T TIVV\

* This investigation is taken from the paper by Professor Towtuend previously
lefaiiuii to.

f The student will observe that in considering the eauilibrium of an olm>at
of length d* we r.

j.r. K< nt the reaction of a curve on it by /?/, and the applied
force by kaFdt, while we represent

the tension by T, and not by T<1. The
reason of this is that the tension depends merely on the cross section of the ele-

ment ami not on its length, while the magnitude of the reaction depends evidently
on the length of the element in contact with the curve.
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212.] String on Rough Plane Curve. If the curve in the

preceding Article is rough, and the string in limiting equi-

librium, slipping being about to take place in the direction QP,
we have merely to include among the forces acting on the

element PQ a tangential force pRds, the coefficient of friction

being /m and the normal reaction R els, as before.

Equations (l) and (2) of last Article now become

dT
=. 0,

T
P

213.] String on a Smooth Surface. When a string acted

on by two terminal forces only is stretched over a smooth

surface, we have seen that it assumes the form of a geodesic

on the surface, and that the tension is constant throughout its

length.

The general Cartesian equations of equilibrium are readily

obtained by adding to the components of the given applied

forces the components of the reaction of the surface.

Let R be the magnitude of the normal reaction per unit

of length of the string. Then, the direction angles of the

normal to the surface at the element ds being A, /x, v, the

components of the reaction on this element parallel to the axes

are R cos \ds, R cos pds, R cos vds ; and (1), (2), (3) of Art. 204

become g, . dx\
-j-lT -ri + fcvX+Rcos A = 0,
as N as'

(1)

ds\ ,

If we multiply these by cos A, cos /x,
and cos v respectively,

and add, we have

= 0,

N denoting the normal component of the applied forces measured

in the same sense as R.

Now if a) is the angle between the normal to the surface and

the radius of absolute curvature of the string at the point

considered,
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COS A + -T cosy = cosw,
P

where p is the length of the radius of curvature of the string.
Hence we have f

R = -COB (a mN", (2)
P

m being put for kv, the mass per unit length of the string at

the point considered.

If we multiply the above equations by -j- > -j- > and -=- , re-
ds tu M

spectively, and add, we obtain

-=- + mS = 0, (z\
ds

where S X-J- + Y- -\-Z-j- = the component of the applied
as as as

force along the tangent to the string.

The integral of this equation, when the applied forces are

conservative, gives, as in Art. 211,

T=T -(F-ro).
In the particular case in which a uniform inextensible string

s on a smooth surface under the influence of gravity, this

equation gives f- T - mg (y-y ),

mg being the weight of a unit length of the string, and the

axis of y a vertical line. From this it follows that at all points

of the string which are in the same horizontal plane the tension

of the string is the same; hence the free extremities lie in the

same horizontal plane.

The curve of equilibrium of the string on the surface is

obtained by eliminating T and R from equations (l). If the

e<
I
nation of the surface is = 0, the result of eliminating

i P-
T- and R isM j ,,

'A

d*y

-j-r
/.v-

, -j
tu dx

dy dtt

&' dj
dz d*
-j-t -j-
d* dz

= 0,

in which the value of T must be substituted from (3).

The general results arrived at in Art. 203 can be easily verified

here.
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214.] String on a Bough Surface. If a string, acted on

by no forces, is stretched over a rough surface it need not, as

in the case of a smooth surface, assume the form of a geodesic or

shortest line. One simple case in which it will be a geodesic is

that in which it is about to slip on the surface at every point in

the direction of the tangent to the string at this point.
Consider the equilibrium of an element, PQ, of the string,

whose length is ds, and suppose that it is about to slip in the

direction QP. The element

is acted upon by three forces

namely, a tension T, at P,

a tension T+dT, at Q, and

the total resistance of the

rough surface, which must

pass through the intersection

of the tangents at P and Q.

pj
It is evident that we may

consider this total resistance

as acting at P, ultimately, since it is of the form R^ds, Rl being
a finite quantity, and if it be assumed to act at any point

between P and Q, its components in any directions will differ

from those of the total resistance supposed to act at P by in-

finitesimals of the order of (ds)
z

. Resolve the total resistance

at P into a normal force, Rds, and a force in the tangent plane,

fj-Rds, ^ being the coefficient of friction between the string and

the surface.

Now the component pRds must act along the tangent at P,
since (see p. 57) slipping is about to take place along this

tangent. Hence the three forces T, T+dT, and pRds being all

in the osculating plane of the curve at P, the remaining force,

Rds, must also lie in this plane; that is, the osculating plane at

every point of the curve contains the normal to the surface.

Hence the string assumes the form of a geodesic.

Denoting the angle between the tangents at P and Q by dO,

we have, by resolving along the tangent at P,

dT+pRds = 0. (l)

Again, resolving along the normal at P,

TdeRds = 0. (2)

From (1) and (2) we have
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C being the constant of integration, and 6 the sum of the angle*

of contingence, or angles between successive tangents to the

string from any chosen point, A, to the point, P. Let Tv be the

tension at A. Then T = TQ when = 0; therefore

T=T e->. (3)

Hence, as the angle through which the string turns increases in

arithmetical, the tension diminishes in geometrical, progression.

The general investigation of the equilibrium of a string on a

rough surface under the action of given forces is a problem of

much difficulty, and in the sequel we shall confine our attention

to the case in which the string assumes the form of a plane
curve on the surface.

When the string lies in one plane, 0, the sum of the angles of

contingence is simply the angle between the tangents at A and P.

Suppose that (the weight of the string being neglected) two

weights, P and Q, are suspended from the extremities of a string

which passes over a fixed rough cylinder whose axis is hori-

zontal, the string lying in a plane perpendicular to this axis ; it

is required to find the relation between P and Q when the

equilibrium is limiting.

Let //
(fig. 223) be the point at which the portion of tho

string next P leaves the cylinder, and B the point at which tin-

portion next Q leaves it.

Tiien from (3) by putting T = P and =
TT, we have

Q^Pf-v, 0)
when P is about to overcome Q. If P is on the point of

Mending, th<! sign of /z in this equation is to be changed.
If the string makes a complete revolution and a half round

the cylinder, the value of 6 corresponding to Q is 3w, and we
have in this case Q =Pe-**. The factor t-** diminishes very

rapidly as the angle increases, and thus we see how it is that

a small force applied at one extremity of a rope coiled several

tin it's round a fixed rough cylinder can overcome a large force

applied at the other extremity a practical example of which

occurs when the small motion of a sliip in harbour is stopped 1>\

a small force applied at the extremity of a rope coital n.und a

p
fixed post. For example, if /*

= i #" = 4 . 8, and Q
\ a
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215.] Work done against Friction for a given Arc of

Slipping. If the string slips through a space 8* in the direction

BA, the work done against the friction, pRds, acting on any
element is bs . pRds, and the work done against the friction

acting all over the string is bs.fpRds.
But from (l) of last Article, fpRda = -fdT = TQ-Tr
Hence the work done against the friction is

12 being the sum of the angles of contingence between A and B,

or the angle between the tangents at these points if the curve of

the string is a plane curve.

EXAMPLES.

1. A uniform chain of length I hangs over two fixed points, which

are in a horizontal line
;
from its middle point is suspended by one

end another chain of equal thickness and length T. Supposing each

of the two tangents of the former chain at its middle point to make
an angle d with the vertical, to find the distance between the two
fixed points, and to show that 6 can never exceed a certain value.

(Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 123.)
Let the fixed points be P and Q (fig. 224), RQCPM the string

hanging over them, CD the string of length V suspended from 6', the

middle point of tlie first string, and 2d the distance PQ.
Then (Art. 206) the arcs PC and QC belong to the distinct cate-

naries. Suppose the semi-catenary to which PC belongs to be com-

pleted, and let A be its lowest point. Then if the portion AC were

supplied to the string CPM, and the point A fixed, the string CD
and the portion CQR might both be removed, and we should have

the string APM hanging in equilibrium. Hence (CoR., Art. 206) PM
terminates on the horizontal axis of this catenary. The same remarks

apply to the portion CQR, and since tbe two portions CPM and CQR
are exactly similar, it follows RM is the

p ^ horizontal axis of the catenary A P.

We shall next prove that

AC = CD = --
m

Let T be the common tension of the

portions CP and CQ at C. Then re-

solving vertically for the equilibrium of

the point C,

from fiure 220 that

But T=mg . CN (Art. 206), N being
the point in which CD meets the axis.

Hence 2 CN cos =
I'; but it is evident

CN cos 6 = AC; therefore AC \t.
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Again, c being the parameter of the catenary, we have c = A C
tan 0; therefore c _

Also, denoting ON by a;, being the origin of the catenary, we
have x *

r r ,, v -'>,or - = -tan0(e^ e ''

),& 4

QJ gjp

n A / T.COt
--

? COt9
.'. 2 cot = e ' f

Squaring both sides of this equation, adding 4 to each side, and

taking the square root, we have

which, by addition to the last equation, gives easily

V
x = - tan 6 log cot -

(2)
LI

x+a x+d

Again, AP = -(e e~ ),

e
*+d *+d

and PM=-(e + );A

therefore by addition we have, since CP+PM \l,

.

Substituting in this equation the values of c and x given by (1) and

(2) ; and taking logarithms, we have

is the required distance between P and Q.
d cannot be negative, the expression whose logarithm is

tak. 11 in (3) must be>l. Hence (/+ T)tan J0>^tand; and Kubsti-

tuting for tun0 in terms of tan |0, we find the limiting value of Q

given by the equation Q i_f

2. A uniform chain hangs over two smooth pegs in the same hori-

zontal line, and at a given distance apart ;
find the length of the chain

when the pressure on each peg is a minimum.
Let P and Q be the pegs, 2 a the distance between them, 2/ tin-

Inii^h of the chain, d the angle which the tangent to the chain >

makes with the \ t i tir;.!, I'M the portion which hangs over the peg /*,

and C the lowest point of the chain.

A a a
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ji

Then CP+PM = ee^ (by adding the values of CP and PM}, or

an equation which determines I in terms of e.

Again, CP = c cot 0, and PM = c cosec 0, therefore by addition

tan|
= ~.

(2)

Now, the pressure on the peg P is the resultant of two equal

tensions, one along PM and the other along the tangent to the chain

at P. Hence, if R denote the pressure, and T the tension at P,

Substituting for T the value \rngc (e
c + e")s and for cos- its

value obtained from (2), we have
2a ,

+ \y> (3)

dR
Now, c must be determined so that R is least

;
hence -3

= 0, and

we obtain easily c

"'=2^'
for the determination of c in terms of a

;
I is then known from (1).

3. A uniform inextensible string, acted on by gravity and by two
terminal tensions, rests in contact with a smooth curve in a vertical

plane ; find the form of this curve so that the pressure which it exerts

on the string may at 1

every point be inversely proportional to the

radius of curvature.

Let vertical and horizontal lines in the plane of the curve be taken

as axes of y and x, respectively, and let the concavity of the curve be

upwards.
Then R being the pressure on a unit of length at any point, and T

the tension at this point, we have, by resolving along the tangent,

dT=mgdy,
mg being the weight of a unit of length of the string. Hence

T=T + mg(y-y ), (1)

T and y belonging to one end of the string.

Again, resolving normally,

Tddmgdx = Rds,

(d0 being the angle between two consecutive tangents), or

T dx--mg=iR. (2)
P

y ds
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k
Let R = - k being a constant. Then from (1) and (2)

y<)) dx
-j-

P
*
d$

y\ dx

denoting the numerator of the left-hand side of the previous equation
by my (y A), for simplicity. To integrate (3), put

dx 1 (1+P
2

)
1 dy

-Y-
= . > and p = x

^J- where p = ^-da

dy
The equation then becomes pdp dy

l+p*
=
^A

being the constant introduced by integration.

From this equation we have

dy

which gives by integration

where 6 is an arbitrary constant. This equation can easily be put
into the form i !

Now, any expression of the form Ae**+ Be *" cau be put into the

form c {
e
*(*+) +e-* (*+>}

.

for, identifying the two expressions, we have

Hence we have

\\li.-ri- e**
a=

6/x.

This is, of course, the equation of a common catenary whose para-

meter is i and whose origin is the point (A, a).

4. A uniform inextensible s trine, acted on by two terminal

t< nsinn?, and any system of conservative forces in one* plane, rests in

contact with a smooth curve in this plane; if at every point the
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pressure against the curve is inversely proportional to the radius of

curvature, then, without any change in the forces, the tension at one

extremity can be so varied that the constraining curve may be re-

moved, and the string will rest in free equilibrium.

For, if V denote the potential of the applied forces at any point, we
have (Art. 211) T= T,-(V F

), (1)

Again, if N denote the normal component of the applied forces at

any point measured towards the convex side of the curve, and R the

pressure per unit of length at this point,

= R+ N. (2)
P

Jc

Suppose that R = -
Then, from (1) and (2) we have

T ~ k- (V~ V^-N = Q. (3)
P

Let us now change the terminal tension T into T Jc, and in-

vestigate the pressure of the curve at the point considered above.

Denoting the new pressure by R', and the new tension by T', there

being no change in any of the applied forces, we have

r = T -k-(v-r ),

Tf

-
P

from which K = ^-
P

but the right-hand side of this equation is zero by (3). Hence there

is no pressure at any point, and the curve is one of free equilibrium.
It is obvious that the last example is a particular case of this.

5. Find the law of variation of the mass per unit of length at each

point of a string acted on by gravity in order that it may hang in the

form of a semicircle whose diameter is horizontal.

Let AB (=. 2a) be the horizontal diameter, the centre of the

semicircle, P any point on the curve, and the LAOP = d. Then

taking horizontal and vertical lines through as axes of x and y,

respectively, we have

dy . dO I dx y
x = a cos 0, y = a sin 0,

-~ = cot d, = -- > -^- = sm = ---
dx dx y ds a

d*y_ 1 (20 _ __<?_
dxz sin2 ^ dx y

3

Also, denoting K<T in equation (3) of Art. 205 by m, we have

9 f
which proves that the mass per unit length at any point varies

inversely as the square of the depth of the point below the horizontal

diameter.
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6. A heavy chain of variable density, suspended from two fixed

points, hangs in the form of a curve whose intrinsic c.jiutinii is

8 =/(0), the lowest point lu-in^ origin : prove that th.- d any
point will vary inversely as cos2 6 ./' (0). (Wi-U, nhulinc's Book of
Mtitlvin-ttica.1 Problems.)
We have here

Hence = _L.*? =_!_*!*- __
da* cos0 dx cos2 6 d* dx coet

0f(6)
>

and equation (3) of Art. 205 gives

7. A string is kept in equilibrium in the form of a closed cun 1,\

the action of a repulsive force tending from a fixed point, and the

density at each point is proportional to the tension; prove that tin-

repulsive force at any point is inversely proportional to the chord of

curvature through the centre of force. (Wolstenholine, ibid.) The
equations are (Art. 209), fp = 7i, (1)

dT = -mFdr, (2)

Now, m = ka, and by hypothesis k or T, and a is constant
; there-

fore we have m = pT, p being a constant. Hence from (2)

^ = -l*Fdr. (3)

But from (1), dT = -dp. therefore -=-= -> and we
p T p

from (3) 1 dp 2
pF= -.-- = -,

p dr y
\\lu-rr- y is the chord of curvature passing through the pole (see
Williamson's Diff. Cal, p. 293, third ed.).

As a jiartinilar case, we may notice that the vertical chi.nl <(

curvature at any point of the catenary of uniform strength (ui

gravity) is constant, as the student can easily prove otherwise.

8. A heavy inextensible string rests, in limiting equilibrium, on a

loiiLjli curve in a vertical plane; fun! the tension at any point.

Let fig. 223 represent the string lying on the curve; let a hori-

/'.ntal line above the curve AB be the axis of x, and let the axis of

y he drawn vertically downward-.
'I'll. -n. if he the aii^le made l.y the tangent nt am With

the axis of x, mg the weight of a unit length of the hiring ;.'

the co-ordinates of /', we get by a tangential resolution (slipping

being on the point of taking place from /' to Q),

dT pRds+ mydy as 0;

and by a normal resolution

TdQ- Rdt+ mgdx = 0.
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Eliminating H, we obtain

dT . dx dy.

-^=^0,--^)
= mg(fj.cosO sin0)p, (l)

where p is the radius of curvature at P.
This is a linear differential equation of the first order, the solution

of which is (Boole's Differential Equations, p. 39),

T=e*e
{C+fmgp(p.cosO-sme)e-<

)

d6} > (2)

C being a constant.

"When the curve of constraint is given, p is known in terms of 6,

and the integration may then be performed.
For example, let the string rest on a circle of radius a, one ex-

tremity being at the highest point, and free from tension.

It will be easily found that

-sin 6} e-^dB = --
{2/i sin + (1 -tf} cos 0},

1 + p.

therefore T= Ce^+ ^-{2p.5md+ (l-fx
2

)cos 0}.

1-/1X
2

At the highest point = and T= : therefore C = mgct 1 , 2
*

1 "T P-

Hence ^=
If the length of the string is that of a quadrant, we have T =

77

when =- 5 and then p. is determined from the equationa

9.A, B, C are three unequally rough pegs in a vertical plane ;
P

is the greatest weight that can be supported by a weight W when
both are connected by a string (whose weight is neglected) passing
over A, B, and C

; Q is the greatest weight that W can support when
the string passes over A and B ;

and R is the greatest that W cau

support when the string passes over B and C. Find the coefficients

of friction for the pegs.

Let the inclinations of AB and BC to the vertical (measured in the

same sense) be a and /3, respectively ; /u, p.', \i." the coefficients of

friction of A, B, C. Then, if the string passes over all the pulleys,

and W hangs from A, it follows from equation (3) of Art. 214, fiat

the tension, T, in the portion AB is We**
; and, by the same equation,

the tension, 2", in BC is Te^'^-^
; and, finally, P = TWd-n. Hence

P=
and the equations are obviously
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*-) = log-,

=lo '

i o /?
from which /A, jz', //' can be found. The value of /*' is - log

if
" n

10. A heavy uniform chain rest* in limiting equilibrium on a rough
! iid.il arc, whose axis is vertical and vertex upwards, one extn

being at the vertex and the other at the cusp ; prove that

e^=^

OYolstenholme's Book of Math. Prob.)
S 11. A uniform inextensible string whose length is I hangs in limit-

ing equilibrium over a fixed rough cylinder of radius a whose axis is

horizontal
;

find the lengths of the portions which hang vertically.

/ Tl(i 2ua
Ana. - + 2 and a value obtained by changing the

1 -rf*

sign of \i in this expression.

r
12. Two equal weights are attached each to the extremity of a
'

\\ \\liiili hangs over a rough cylinder whose axis is horizontal;

find how much either weight must be increased in order that it may
bey in to descend, the weight of the string being neglected.

An*. The increase of weight = P(e<
tM

1), where P is common
value oi' tin- suspended weights.

^ 13. A string, whose weight is neglected, passes ot*r any number of

njuidly nui'^h l:\nl circiilar ]>;illt-y~ in a vertical pl.i
^ tliat tin-

ra'io nf tuo weights, suspended from the extremities of the string,

wliicli just Buntuiu cuch other, is the same as if only one jmlli-y were
d.

I }. A heavy uniform beam is moveablc in a vertical plane round *
-month liin^e at one extn-mitv. ami lias the other extremity attn

to n cord wliicli passes OVT a Mtudl n>iii.'li p-^ pluc.d vn-iii-ally over

tin- liiiiLjf. iiiul >u-t;iin- ;i ^'i\iii weight ; find the position of lin>

ci|uilil)rium, and the tension (f the c>rd.

i Ans. If IT = wriLrlit f l>-ain, P = suspended weight, T the

1. 'iiMi.il. 'in = li iiL'tli of beam, 2r = distance of peg from 1.

0= ii.rliii.ition of beam t.
. and 0= inclinatiun of coi

\- iti.-al. tin- position in wliirh t!..- in-um U about to descend is ..

by the f(jiiations
; (>
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T Pe^O1

-*),

Wa sin = 2 Tc sin <.

>/ 15. Prove that the area of the normal section at any point in the

catenary of uniform strength is proportional to the radius of curvature.

16. Find the law of variation of the mass per unit of length in

order that a string may hang, under the action of gravity, in a

parabola.

Ans. The mass at any point is proportional to the horizontal

projection of the unit length at the point. (Compare Art. 208.)

17. If a string hangs, under the action of gravity, in the form of an

ellipse whose axis major is horizontal, prove that the mass per unit of

T b
3

length at any point is 77-2 y being the distance of the point from

the axis major, and b' the length of the semi-conjugate diameter cor-

responding to the point.

18. One extremity of a uniform string is attached to a fixed point,
and the string rests partly on a smooth inclined plane ; prove that the

horizontal axis of the catenary determined by the portion which is not

in contact with the plane is the horizontal line drawn through the

extremity which rests on the plane.

19. If, in the last example, i is the inclination of the plane, a the

inclination of the tangent at the fixed extremity, and I the whole

length of the string, prove that the length of the portion on the plane

I cos a

(Walton, p. 1 1 9.)
cos i cos

(
a-

*')

1 20. Given two smooth pegs in a horizontal line, find the least length
of a uniform heavy string which will rest over them.

Ans. If 2 a is the distance between the pegs, and e the Napierian
base, the least length is^ae.

21. A uniform inextensible string assumes the form of a circle

under the influenca of a repulsive force emanating from a point on its

circumference ;
find the law of force.

Ans. It varies inversely as the cube of the distance.

/ 22. A uniform iuextensible string is in equilibrium under the

action of a central repulsive force ; prove that at each point of the

string this force oc where p is the perpendicular from the centre

of force on the tangent, and y the chord of curvature passing through
the centre of force.

23. If the curve of equilibrium is an ellipse whose focus is the

centre of force, the force at any point oc -r, where b
f
is the semi-

conjugate diameter corresponding to the point, and r the focal distance

of the point.
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24. If the string assume the form of an ellipse under the influence

of a repulsive force emanating from the centre, find the law of force.

Ans. The force is directly proportional to the distance, and

inversely proportional to the conjugate diameter.

25. If an inextensible string can assume the same plane figure of

equilibrium under the separate action of any number of forces, it can

assume this figure under their combined action.

(To prove this, suppose the string under the combined action of the

forces to be constrained to a smooth curve of the given figure, an<l it

will follow that the pressure at every point of this curve varies

inversely as the radius of curvature. The theorem follows, then, from

example 4.)

26. A uniform inextensible string rests against the inner side of a

smooth elliptic wire, and is repelled from the foci and the centre l>v

.

the following forces : -r> and. -777 emanating from the foci, and r>-
ro r o b

from the centre, the distances of a point on the string from the foci

being r and /, respectively, its distance from the centre being a', and
the semi-conjugate diameter corresponding to the point being b'. Find

the pressure on the wire at any point.

Ans. If T is the tension of the string at the extremity of the

a T n // u a*
minor axis, R = pressure per unit length = -

(The student will easily see from examples 4 and 25, that if tlie

curve of constraint of a string is a possible curve of free equilibrium
under the action of the given forces, the pressure will, at every point, be

f<
-

i where C is a constant. The result, in this example might, t

le at once obtained by this principle.
l!v direct calculation, however, the result is obtained with little

trouble. The equations of equilibrium are

and the first gives, by integration,

T_!f A/?-*' A /?-/T = const).
a V r a V r

The student will do well to apply the principle explain'

metical examples in Walton, pp. 395, and 259 aecoud edition.
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SECTION II.

Flexible Extensible Strings.

216.] Experimental Law of Extension. The string's which

we now proceed to consider are extensible, i. e. such as have their

lengths increased when they are in a state of tension. For such

string's we shall still assume the property of complete flexibility

as defined in Art. 200.

The law of extension which we proceed to enunciate applies

not only to flexible strings but also to straight bars of iron,

steel, &c.

Let 1 denote the length of any string or straight bar of

uniform section when it is not subject to the action of any
external force. This is called the natural length of the string or

bar. Let a be the area of the normal section, F the magnitude
of the force applied at one extremity in the direction

1
A AB, of the string or bar. Then supposing the extremity

A to be fixed, the force F will produce an extension, BC,
of the body. Denote this extension by x. Then ex-

/>!

perience proves that/or small values of the ratio
j-

in the
f
o

case of solid bars there is for the same bar a constant

F
ratio between this fraction and the quantity ; and

cr

there is the same constancy of ratio in the case of

F
strings, but for some of these latter bodies the value of

"
may be v

We have, then,

"
may be very much greater than for bars.

-, , ,

=^y-, (1)
<r 1

Q

E being a constant quantity which is called the modulus of

elasticity of the matter of which the string or bar is formed.

Since
j-

is a number, it follows that E is aforce per unit of section.

f'o

This force is also known as Young's modulus, and it is evidently a

measure of the longitudinal rigidity of the substance.

If the law expressed by equation (l) be supposed to hold for

an extension x equal to 1
,
and if the force applied to the body
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p
to produce this extension be called P

t we have E =
; and if a

<T

is a section of unit area, E P. The modulus of elasticity of

any substance might then be defined as that force which, if

applied at the extremity of a bar of the material of unit section,

would double its length this force being fictitious in the case of

bars or strings for which (1) holds only within extremely narrow

limits.

For bars of iron and steel this equation is true only within

narrow limits called the limits of elasticity while for flexible

strings of such substances as India-rubber its range is much
wider. If the limiting amount of extension has not been

surpassed, the body will, after a time varying with the sub-

stance, retur.i to its original state when the stretching force F
is removed. The law expressed by equation (l) is also true

within narrow limits in the case of a straight bar which is

compressed without bending.
An idea of the magnitude of the modulus of elasticity of a

solid body may be formed from the fact that in the case of iron,

the unit of force being a kilogramme and the unit of area a square

centimetre, E is about 2,000,000. For what are commonly
eallnl elastic strings, E\a of course very much smaller than for

liars of iron or steel.

In the case of an elastic string it is usual to put equation (l)

into another form. If / is the length which the string assumes

under a tension T, we have x = I /
,
and

or, as it is usually written,

/=/(! + -), (2)

the quantity A being called the modulus of elasticity <>t tin-

string.

This quantity is obviously the force which must be applied to

the string to double its length.

The law expressed by (
1
)
or (2) is known as Hookas Law, from

the name of its discoverer, and is sometimes expressed in the
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form the tension of any elastic string is proportional to Us exten-

sion beyond its natural length.

217.] Work done in slowly extending a String or Bar.

If at each instant during the extension of a string- or bar the

stretching force applied at the extremity is exactly equal to that

which would keep the body in its state of deformation at this

instant, there is continuous equilibrium between the (gradually

increasing) applied force and the elastic force of the body, and

therefore the total amount of work done by the applied force is

equal to the work done against the internal force.

[The more advanced student will see that this would not be

true if the extension were suddenly produced, so that oscillations

would take place in the body.]

Now if x is the extension of the body at any instant, the cor-

ker
responding force is -=- x} and the work done against this force in

E(T
a further extension dx is -=- xdx. Let a be the final extension ;

then the total work done is

r E<r _

x dos, or

the extension being, of course, confined within the limits of

elasticity. Now the applied force which is required to keep the

body in its final state of extension is, by (l) of last Article,
T7t

Hence if the force applied in the final state be denoted
4>

by P, the whole amount of work done is

or half the work which would be done by the fatal force of

extension in moving its point of application through a space

equal to the final extension.

218.] Equations of Equilibrium of an Extensible String.

Suppose the string to have assumed its figure of equilibrium

under the action of given forces. At any point in the string let

ds be the stretched length of an element whose length before the

action of the forces was dsQ ;
and at this point let m be the mass

of a unit length of density equal to that at the point, the mass

per unit length at the same point in the natural state of the

string being mQ .
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Then since the quantity of matter in the element is unaltered

by stretching,

u *
\ /

Also by Hooke's law,

But, the string having assumed its form of equilibrium, we have,
as in the inextensible string,

d /m c

d

(3)

Also ds = Vdx2 + dy* + dz*
; (4)

and since the nature of the string in its original state is given,
we may assume m to be a given function of the position of the

element d* in the string ;
or

o=/('o). (
5
)

where * is the length of the arc of the original string measured

from some fixed point up to the element ds .

Now the general problem of extensible strings may be stated

as follows : an extensible string, the law of variation of tcAotc

density in it* nnfnml state is given, is, under given circumstances,

xiit.iniftud to the action of given forces ; Jiiul tIfform which it mil
assume.

To solve this problem it is necessary to find two equations

between a?, y. z, th co-ordinatoe of any point in the stretched

ng ;
and as the equations just given contain, in addition to

these co-ordinates, the quantities , , *, *
,
and T

t
these latter

must be eliminated. But from the seven equations above, thete

live ijii.uiiitic's may theoretically be eliminated, by differentiation

or otherwise, and there will result two independent equations,

which arc the cquntions necessary for the determination of the

curve of equilibrium.
The problem in its general form is one of great difficulty, and

one which it would be practically impossible to solve. We shall,

therefore, in the sequel confine our attention to the case in wl
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the string in its natural state is such that m
,
the mass per unit

length, is constant at all points, and to the case in which the

acting forces are constant.

Let us first consider mQ constant.

By multiplying the equations .(3) by -=-, -j->
and

-j->
re-

ds ds ds

spectively, and adding, we have

d / ~,dx -,r dy .,dz\
+m(X+Y-f+Z-)-0; (6)as * as as ds }

and from (1) and (2) we have m = ^
. Hence (6) becomes

T
(l + --) dT+ m (Xdx + Ydy + Zdz) = 0. (7)^ A '

Hence by integration,

A T 2 C
-
(\ + ) + m / (Xdx+ Ydy-}- Zdz} = const.

2 ^ A ' J

Denote the integral in this equation by 7, the potential of the

acting forces, and let the constant of integration be A. Then

we have

or, by (2),
& /2

^/^^F~ /V A '

from which the relation between * and * is found, and hence the

extension of the string.

Equation (8) is the analogue of (3) of Art. 230. If V is the

potential at a point of the string- at whioh the tension is T',

this equation gives

The equations of the curve of equilibrium are obtained by sub-

stituting the value of T given by (8) in any two of the equations
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(
r+*)<**)***-

which are deduced from the equations (3) by substituting for m
in terms of m .

Secondly, suppose that the applied forces, A', Y, Z, are constant.

Then the first of equations (3) gives

dr
d*Q , (11)

A being the constant of integration. The remaining two of

these equations give

rSj-r/iv*v r^ = c-7/xA. (12)
t*o (Wf

Hence, by squaring and adding,

T* = (A-XfmQd*tf + (B- YfmQd* )* + (C-Z/* d*oy (13)

This equation gives T, the tension at any point in the

stretched string, in terms of the length of the arc of the un-

stretched string corresponding to this point ; or, in other \\

7=0K). (14)

Hence, from (2) we have

\vhieh gives the relation between the stretched and unstretchod

lengths of any arc.

Tlu- equations of the curve are obtained from (11) and (l 2) by

substituting for da in terms of dsQ . Thus we have

Integra \\i\x these equations and eliminating * between them in

pairs, we obtain the two equations of the curve.

As an example, let it lie proposed to investigate the form of an

elastic string suspended from two fixed jM)int and acted on by gr\
the string being uniform in its natural state. Taking axel M in

Art. Jut;, \vi- have

Bb
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Hence T = r = mn gc, suppose; and T -=- B+ m* as*. But
ds

.
Ji as

s be measured from the lowest point

same time. Hence 5 = 0, and we have

_ ^ - _ ^y

if SQ be measured from the lowest point,
-j-
= and s at the

from which T = m^g </#+ $*
;
therefore

+

Hence, putting X = m Qga, we have

(15)

(16)

The relation between x and y is obtained by eliminating 8 from

these equations.
An approximate relation between them may be obtained when the

string is only slightly extensible, i. e. when X (or a) is very great.
In this case (16) gives

to the second order of the small quantity
-
a

Now, writing (15) and (16) in the forms

we know that TJ
= -

(e
c +e c

)2

_ i.

2a 2

s c - - -- -
Hence y- -?- = -(e

c >e a +e e -e a
)* V/Y V V '

2vs us*~ u rTT ?>
a 2a2
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_? 1
by expanding

- and
~

as far as
-^

and denoting by u and the

c - -* e
* *

quantities =(e'+e <) and -(-").
f> 2

Substituting in this equation the value of given by (17) in
which it is evident that the term of the second order may be rejected
if we wish to obtain y to this order only in terms of x we obtain
an equation of the form p Q

in which P and Q are both functions of x and y.

Now assume y = t*H---h -= > where A and u are functions of xa a
alone, and substitute this value of y in every term of (18). This will

give us, with a little trouble,

A =-->, and ji
= - ut*

Hence, finally y = u + ^-.
2o 2a*

to the second order of the small quantity
-
a

219.] Extensible String on Smooth Surface. It is clear

that the equations (l) of Art. 213 are applicable to an exten-

sible string-, as are also the results arrived at in that Arti< !

without integration. The result arrived at by integration,
which expresses the tension in terms of the potential, is to be

replaced by equation (10) of Art. 218; and from this equation
it follows that if an extensible string, uniform in its natural

state, rest on any smooth surface under the action of gravity.
the free extremities are in the same horizontal plane.

EXAMPLES.

1. An elastic string, uniform in its natural state, is suspended from

one extn inity. which is fixed, and has a given weight attached to the

other
;

find the extension of the string, taking ita own weight into

account.

Let W be the weight of the string, P the suspended weight, A the

modulus of elasticity, and rn the mass of a unit lytigth of the un-

f-tn (died string. Then the equation of equilibrium i

If / is the natural length of the string, mc <7/,
= W

; therefore this

equation gives by integration

B b 2
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W
T+ s = const.

When = 0, T is evidently W+P; therefore

W

Again, since ds = (I + ) ds9 , we have

no constant being added because s = when s = 0.

If =
, and is the whole length of the stretched string, we have

2. A heavy uniform elastic ring is placed round a smooth vertical

cone ; find how far it will descend.

Let W be the weight of the ring, 2ira its natural length, A. its

modulus of elasticity, y the distance of the plane of the ring from the

vertex of the cone in the position of equilibrium, and Z the stretched

length in this position. Then if the ring be shoved down through an

indefinitely small vertical distance, by, the equation of work is

T being the tension of the ring. If a is the semi-vertical angle of

the cone, I = 2iry tan a
;
hence bl = 2?r tan a . by, and

But, by Hooke's Law,
T
A
W

cota)-
27TA

3. An elastic string, uniform in its original state, is placed on any
smooth curve and acted on by given forces

;
find its extension.

The tension at any point is determined by the equation

(1+ ) dT+m (Xdx+ Tdy + Zdz) = 0,

or X (1 + -T-)
2 + 2m f(Xdx+ Tdy + Zdz)= const. (1)

LQfm f(Xdx+ Tdy + Zdz) be denoted by V. Now, take any

point, 0, in the string as the point from which s and s are measured,

and let A be the value of V at a free extremity of the string. If one
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extremity is fixed, it will be well to measure a and from it. Putting

T=0, V=A, and also 1+ = T-,A tl*

(1) gives (~)
3 = 1 + -p(4

-
F). ("2)

Suppose the curve of constraint to be given by the three equations

=/.(). 9 =/,(), *=/,(<)
Then (2) gives fa

or, by integration, <t>(s, A) = 8 + <f>(o, A), (3)

a and 5 being both measured from 0. Let Z and 7t be the stretched

and original lengths of the portion between and the free extremity
considered. Then we have

<t>(1,A) = l + <t>(o,A). (4)

But A is evidently a function of the co-ordinates of the extremity, and
these co-ordinates are, by supposition,/,^), /2 (Z) /(OJ hence A is a

known function of I, and by substituting its value in (4) we deduce

the value of I.

4. One extremity of an elastic string, originally uniform, is fixed at

the highest point of a smooth cycloid in a vertical plane, the string

lying along the convex side of the curve ;
find the extension produced

by gravity.
If the tangent at the highest point is taken as axis of x, aixl if

is denoted by e, we find easily, for any curve of constraint,

ds

h being the ordinate of the free extremity.

In the cycloid s* Say. Substituting this value of y in the

f |iiation, and integrating, we have

/ v / *o \

..av^CH^Mj^j
If / })e the length from the fixed to the free extremity, and /,

the

natural length of the string,

isinf^-^^)*

Also P = Bah.

These equations combined give

5. A heavy particle is attached to one end of an elastic string

whose unstretchcd length is indefinitely small
;
the particle retU on a
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smooth curve in a vertical plane, and the fixed end of the string is

attached to a point in this curve
; find the nature of the curve so that

the particle may rest in all positions.

Ana. A cycloid.

6. A heavy elastic string is laid upon a smooth double inclined

plane in such a manner as to remain at rest
; find how much the

string is stretched. (Walton, p. 140.)
Ans. If W is the weight, A. the modulus of elasticity, and c the

natural length of the string, and a, a' the inclinations of the planes to

the horizon, the extension is

W sin a sin a'_ ________ ,_ _ f>

2A. sin a + sin a'

[For the portion on the plane a let s and ^ be measured from the

free extremity. Then

TFsina T. TFsinctT=- - #
;
and ds = (1 + )

cfe = (1 + -- * ) ds .

C A AC

Hence if I is the length of the portion on the plane a, we have

l--

A similar equation holds for the portion on the plane a'. Now the

extension = l+ l' 1 Z'
; and equating the tensions at the common

summit of the planes, we have 1 sin a = 1' sin a',

c sin of -i

.'. * = .
-

,>&c.J
sin a + sm a

7. If the cone in example 2 is replaced by a smooth paraboloid of

revolution, find how far the ring will descend. [By Virtual Work.]

Ans. y =-^- j where 4m = latus rectum of generating

parabola. 4TrmX

8. An elastic string, uniform in its original state, rests on a rough
inclined plane with its upper extremity fixed; prove that its extension

will lie between the limits p sjn u+ \

2c cos

where i = inclination of plane, e = angle of friction, I = natural

length of string, and c = length of a portion of the string in its

natural state whose weight is the modulus of elasticity. (Wolsten-
holme's Math. Prob.)

9. A weight P just supports another weight Q by means of a fine

elastic string passing over a rough circular cylinder whose axis is

horizontal
;
A is the modulus of elasticity, and a the radius of the

cylinder ; prove that the extension of the part of the string in contact

with the cylinder is a O + \-
log p (Wolstenholtne, ibid.)
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10. Two uniform ladders, freely jointed at a common extn
rest in a vertical plane with their other extremities on a rough
horizontal plane, these extremities being connected by an elastic

rope ; fiud the greatest angle between them consistent with equi-
librium.

Ans. If a is the length of each ladder, 2asina the natural

length of the rope, 26 the greatest angle between the ladders,
the modulus of elasticity of the rope,

A (sin 6 sin a) = JFsin a (p + \ tan 6).

11. A heavy uniform elastic ring is placed horizontally rouml a

rough right cone whose axis is vertical and vertex upwards, the

stretched ring being uniform; find its extreme positions of equi-
librium.

W
Ans. y a. {1 + - cot (a+ )} ,

with notation of Ex. 2.

SECTION III.

The Method of Virtual (or Potential) Work.

220.] Distinction between the Symbols d and 8. In the

sequel we shall use the symbol d to denote the increment which

any function receives when we pass from a given point P in a

body, which occupies a given position, to any indefinitely near

point Q in the body, the position of the body being invariable ;

while by the symbol 8 we shall denote the increment which the

function receives as we pass from the point P when the body

occupies a given position to the same point P in the body \\ln-n

it is displaced, or imagined to be displaced, from this position

to any one indefinitely close to it. This use of the symbol 5

has been already exemplified in the Chapters on Virtual Work.

221.] Commutative Property of d and o. If V denote any
function of the co-ordinates of a point P in a body, we propose

to show that j ^jr)
- d (o V).

This will be rendered plain by a

very simple illustration.

Let P and Q (fig. 226) be two

very close points in a body occu-

pying a given position, and let Pf

and Q' be the positions of these

points when the body receives any Fig. n6.

slight displacement. Let On be

the axis of *, and let the co-ordinate* of P and Q be Or and
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On, those of P" and Q' being O/ and On', measured along
Ox.

Then if # is the co-ordinate of P, dx = rw, and bx = rr.

Also 8 (dx) = value of ?# in the new position value of dx in

old position = r'n rn ; and f/(8#)
= value of bx for Q value

of bx for P = nn' rr. But obviously /#' rn nn'rr'',

therefore b(dx) = c?(S#). From this it follows that if V is any
function of x, b (dF) == d(bF). For, by the elementary princi-

ples of the Differential Calculus b (uv) =. ubv +vbu. Now,

jv dr Jdr= -T- dx,
dx

dV
and 8r=-j-

The two expressions are, therefore, identical ; and the same

proof may be applied to show their identity when V is any
function of the co-ordinates.

Again, since by the Differential Calculus

it follows that b/Fdx =fb ( Vdx).

Suppose that any integration in which the element of arc PQ
(fig. 226) is taken as the constant infinitesimal, ds, is performed
over a curve, and let the integral be fVds. Then the change in

the value of this integral when it is found for the same curve in

a displaced position is bfPds. Now the infinitesimal in the new

position of the curve is P'Q', which is equal to PQ; therefore

b (ds)
= 0,

and b/7ds = /b ( Yds) =f(bF) ds,

that is, the change in the value of the Integral of a function = the

integral of the change in the function, both integrations being

performed over the same curve, the arc of which is taken as

independent variable.

The same remains true if the integration fVds is performed
over a surface or through a solid, and ds denotes the element of
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superficial area or of yolume. Again, since by Differential

Calculus, 5 - =-
I
-

, it follows that if <fr is constant
r

dx
__

8 dx
__ dbx~ X ~"''~

d d&
. dzx ds d* d* bx

and 8
T~2

= 8~T =
7 = -33-

tf*
2 09 d* 'A-

*

and generallyJ

EXAMPLE.

Every element of a solid body is multiplied by the product of its

two co-ordinates x and y, and the sum of all such products is taken.

If the body receives a small displacement of rotation round the axis of

z, find the variation of this sum.
The element of mass at any point x, y, z being dm, the sum in

question isfxydm. Now bfxydm = fb (xy) . dm = f(xby+ ybx) dm.
But 8x = ybQ, by = xdd, if the angular rotation of the body is 60.

Hence the variation = bdf^y^dm.
222.] Method of Work Applied to a String. Pint tuppo*

the string to be perfectly inexlennble. Now if the particles of a

system are
<////,,

<hn .,,..., and if they have to fulfil conditions

denoted by L^ = 0, Lz
= 0, . . .

,
the equation of Art. 1 86 becomes

(A'1 5 1+71
d

(y1 + 1̂
5r

1)r/Wl +...+A 1
o/;

i
... = 0. (l)

In the present case the particles are portions <&,, </*.,...
of a

string at points (#j yl *j), (r^y^ z.J, ... and cadi has to satisfy tin-

condition of having its length unaltered in any displacement of

the system. Hence the geometrical equations are

ds
l
= const., &c.;

and equation (l) becomes

(.V, 8 a^ + J,^ + /?,&,)</;,+ ... 4A,&f/*,+ ... = 0,

or S(X&x+ny + Z6z)dm+/\b<b=0, (2)

the number of particles being indefinitely great.

Now, as in Art. 186, we express all the variations in term* of

the variations of the co-ordinates *, y, z. For this purpose, put

/. dld*=
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or bds

Hence (2) becomes

, dx ,. du dz
7

or bds = -j-dbx+ -j-dby-t- dbz.
ds ds J

ds

j-dby+
-
dbzj] = 0. (3)' -*

T /*. dx _. / dx . \ / dx . \ /\ d /.dxNow / A ^8o? = (A-y-80) (A.-j-Stf) /Stf-y-fA.-j-
j ds V <?* /j

v <& y
o j ^* ^ ^*

by integration by parts, the term (A -7- 6#) being- the value of

dx
^

l

X -y 8x at one of the limits of integration, i.e. at one extremity
7

of the string; and (\
-j- bxj being its value at the other

extremity.

Performing similar integrations for the other terms, (3)

becomes

dx ^ dy ^ dz . \ /dx ^ dy . dz
-f-8y+ ^-82) X (
ds

'

ds '\ A<

Now, as in the equation of Art. 186, we equated to zero the

coefficients of ba?1} bylt bzl} ... , so here we have to put the

coefficients of 8#, by, and bz equal to zero for each particle of the

string ; that is, we put the coefficients of these quantities under

the sign of integration equal to zero. Hence we have at all

A
(^

dx
\ iXdm--=-

( A-^-l . ds = 0,
ds v ds'

---. ,

ds ^ ds'

Zdm--=- fA-5-) . ds = 0,
ds v ds '

which equations are precisely the same as those of Art. 204, since

-j-
is the mass per unit length at the corresponding point of

As

the string. It appears that A. in these equations is minus the

tension of the string.

The conditions of equilibrium, then, as expressed in
(4),
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consist of two parts namely, terms which relate to the ex-
tremities of the string (which are the terms outside the sign
of integration), and terms which relate to every intermediate

point in the string (which give the general equations of equi-
librium above).

Equating to zero the terms outside the integral sign, we have

Now, if the extremities of the string are fixed, they will be
fixed in the displaced string, and every term of (5) vanishes

8in<* 8^ = to = *! = 8*0 = oy = 8* = 0.

But if each end is perfectly free, since 8^,8^,... are quite

arbitrary and independent, we must have

Aj = and ^ = 0,

i.e. each terminal tension must be zero.

If the extremity (x^y^z^) is constrained to lie on a fixed

surface, whose equation is u 0, we have the displacements of

this extremity connected by the equations

which give by the method of undetermined multipliers,

f\ (%!L\ (^L\
\d*>i V/*^ _\ds\

dfu\

~~
.Y/WX

(d'
u

\

Jas\ (~dy\ {fa'

the geometrical meaning of which is that the direction of th.

string at this extremity is normal to the surface of constraint.

If the extremity is constrained to a curve whose equation! are

?/ = 0, v = 0, we find in the same way that at this extrem

tin- direction of the string must be at right angles to the curve.

The method which we have just employed is the second

method of Art. 202, and expresses that the variation of the whole

potential work of the external force* it *ero, consistently with fa

geometrical condition that the distance between every two indefinitely

dote points in the string remains absolutely unchanged in the dis-

placed position. For if V is the potential, or V T (Art. 197),
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the potential work of these forces acting on a unit mass at the

point x, y, z, the potential for the element dm is 7dm, and the

whole potential work is f(V 7
) dm,

whose variation is bf Vdm, or f8 V. dm, or

f(Xt>x + Tby+ Zbz) dm.

Let us, in the second place, suppose Ihe string to le extensible.

In this case there are no geometrical conditions to be satisfied in

the displacement (or deformation) of the string. Then the

equation of equilibrium will simply express the condition that

in the position of equilibrium the variation of the whole

potential work of applied and internal forces is zero.

Now if we consider any elementary mass, dm, whose length is

ds, and whose internal force (the tension) is T, the work done by
this force for a variation bds of the elementary length is (see

p-7 8) -Tbds.

Adding together the similar terms for all the elementary

masses, the variation of the potential work of the applied and

internal forces is

/(J8a? + 1% + Zbz) dmfTbds,
which differs from (2) only in having T instead of X. Hence

the whole discussion is exactly the same as before, and the

results are those arrived at in Section II.

223.] Equipotential Surfaces. When the applied forces are

a conservative system, whose potential at any point in space is

denoted by Vt we have from equation (4) of Art. 203, or equation

(8) of Art. 204, T=K--r, (1)

where K is a constant.

Now, since Y=. <$>(%, y, z],
a function of the co-ordinates of a

point, the equation V = C, (2)

where C is any constant, will denote a surface at every point

of which the potential of the forces has a constant value. More-

over (l) shows that at all points on this surface T has the

constant value KC. Although it may happen that there is

no portion of the string on the surface denoted by (2), still we

shall say that the tension has a constant value on this surface,

since T has an analytical value given by (l) ; and, in the same

sense, we shall speak of the tension at any point whatever in

space, although no part of the string exists at this point.

By attributing different values to C in (2), we get a series of
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surfaces called Equipotential Surfaces. These surfaces are called

by French writers Surfaces de Niveau, or Level Surfaces, fn-m t)u.

part which they play in hydrostatics. Some of the principal

properties of these remarkable surfaces will be given in a

subsequent Chapter.

224.] Property of Minimum. If a uniform incxtensible

siring, in equilibrium under the action of a given content'

'>'m offorces, joins two Jixed points, A and B, the variation of
the integral fTds
irill be zero when we pass from the curve of the string to any in-

definitely close curve which passes through A and B.

Let us calculate the variation of this integral,

o
JTds

=
foT.d+Tb ds)

Xo\v, from (l) of last Art.,

oT = - b7= -
(
Xbx + Yby+ Zbz).

Hence by integration by parts (as in Art. 222), we have

Now the right-hand side of this equation is zero, since, the

extreme points of the curve being fixed, the coefficient* of T
and 7\ both vanish, and the coefficients of bx, by, 8.- undrr the

i of integration vanish by the general equations of Art. 201,

tin- mass of a unit length of the string being hero taken M
unity. Hence the proposition.

This theorem leads to a remarkable property of the common

catenary. Of all curves of the same length joining two given point

nt a vertical plane, the common catenary u that whose centre of

gravity is lowest. For if y be the depth of the centre of grmv

of this curve, whose length is L, we have
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But (Art. 206), T = mgy ; therefore y = - =-
; therefore, by the

theorem of this Article, we have

8^=0.
That y is in this case a minimum in the true sense of the

word does not, of course, appear from this
; the proof that it is

so depends on the criterion for maxima and minima furnished by
the Calculus of Variations, for which see Jellett's Calculus of

Variations, p. 80. It is there proved, that when the variation of

/**!

any integral of the form / Udx vanishes (the limits being
_
J*o

fixed) the value will be, in general, an algebraic maximum or

d*U .

minimum according as
^

is continually or continually +
^ f
*P

flny
between the limits of integration, --=- being denoted byj9n ,

and
dx

U being any function of a, y} p^p^ ... pn - In the present case

U = yds=y\/l +p-?dx, a change of the independent vari-

able from s to x being necessary since it is the limits of x that

are assigned. The application of the criterion is then obvious.



CHAPTER XIV.

SIMPLE MACHINES.

225.] Functions of a Machine. A machine may be defined

either from a statical or from a kinematical point of view.

Regarded statically, it is any instrument by meant of which we

may change the direction, magnitude, and point of application of
a given force ; and regarded kinematically, it is any instrument

by meant of which we may change the direction and velocity of a

given motion.

In Statics it is usual to consider the points or machines to

which forces equilibrating each other are applied as absolutely
motionless ; nevertheless, it appears from our definition of force

(Art 1), that a system of forces acting at a point will be in equi-
librium when the point has a uniform motion in a ri^ht lin.-.

If a particle describes any curve whatever with uniform velocity,

a little reflection will show that at no point of its path can there

be any force in the direction of the tangent or, in other words,

the force acting on it must everywhere be normal to the path.

It follows (see Art. 195), that there is no work done by this

force in the passage of its point of application from any one

position to any other. Extending this a little, we shall so far

anticipate the results of Kinetics as to assume that when the

parts of any machine are each in a state of uniform motion, the

forces applied to the machine are in equilibrium among themselves.

By the extension of the equilibrium of forces to this caw, we

comprise both the statical and kinematical definitions of a

machine in the following: a machine is any assemblage of

different pieces whose displacement*, resulting from their mod* qf

connection, depend on each other by geometrical laws, and whose

object is to transform into mechanical work the result ofth* action

of given appliedforces. (See Reeal, M<fca*ig*e OfrJrak, vol. iii.

P-3-)
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It has been already pointed out that in applying the equation
of virtual work to a system of connected bodies, advantage is

gained by choosing such displacements as do not violate any of

the geometrical connections of the system. This principle we
shall use largely in the discussion of machines, and the dis-

placements which we shall choose will be those which the

different parts of a machine actually undergo when it is em-

ployed in doing work. Thus, instead of equations of virtual

work, we shall have equations of actual work
;
and in future we

shall speak of the principle referred to as the Principle of Work.

Since in the motion of a machine the work done by a force

applied to any part of it depends on the magnitude and direction

of the displacement of the point of application of this force, we

see at once the importance of the discussion of the motions pro-

duced in the several parts of a machine by a definite motion

given to some one part. This discussion, which is a problem of

pure geometry, constitutes the Kinematics of Machinery^ for

which the student may consult ResaFs Mecanique Generate,

"Willis's Principles of Mechanism, or the treatise of Reuleaux.

226.] Moving Forces and Resistances. Every machine is

designed for the purpose of overcoming certain forces which are

called resistances; and the forces which are applied to the

machine to produce this effect are called moving forces. The

distinction between these forces is easily drawn by the Prin-

ciple of Work. For, when the machine is in motion, every

moving force displaces its point of application in its own direc-

tion, while the point of application of a resistance is displaced in

a direction opposite to that of the resistance. A moving force

is, therefore, one whose elementary work is positive, and a re-

sistance one whose elementary work is negative.

A moving force applied to a machine is often (but impro-

perly) called a power. The resistances against which a ma-

chine works are divided into two classes, viz. useful resistances

and wasteful resistances. The former constitute those which the

machine is specially designed to overcome, while the over-

coming of the latter is foreign to its purpose. For example, if

a pulley is employed for the purpose of lifting a weight by
means of a rope, a part of the effort employed is spent in over-

coming the friction between the pulley and its spindle, and

another part is spent in overcoming the rigidity of the rope.
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Friction and rigidity in this case are the wasteful resistances,

and the weight of the body lifted is the useful resistance.

The distinction between the resistances overcome gives also

the distinction between useful work and (so-called) lost work.

Useful work is that which is performed in overcoming useful

resistance, while lost work is that which is spent in overcoming
wasteful resistances.

227.] Efficiency of a Machine. The ratio of the useful work

yielded by a machine to the whole amount of work performed by
it is called its efficiency.

Let W be the work done by the moving forces, W* the useful

and Wi the lost work, when the machine is moving uniformly.

Then W=W*+W{ ;

and if
rj denote the efficiency of the machine,

r"
'

W"
Since some of the work expended in moving the machine

must be expended in overcoming wasteful resistances, t In-

efficiency is always less than unity, and the object of all im-

provements in the machine is to bring its efficiency as near

unity as possible.

The counter-efficiency is the reciprocal of the efficiency. If the

useful work to be performed is given, the amount of work to be

expended on the machine is obtained by multiplying the former

by the counter-efficiency.

Let P be the moving force applied at any point of a machin-

to perform a given amount, Wv ,
of useful work ;

let //
, br

work lost, and let * be the space through which P driv<$ its

point of application in its own direction. Then we have

p8 = n'u + )r
t .

Let P be the force which would perform the same amount of

useful work if the wasteful resistances were removed. Tbtfl

P < = *
W P

But
rj
= ~- = -g ; hence the efficiency U the ratio of the

f 9 A

force which would drive the machine against * given tweful

resistance, if the wasteful resistances were removed, to the forot

which is actually required to do so. In many cases this definition

is useful in practice.
c c
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As regards the wasteful resistances in machines, the most

noticeable are friction, the rigidity (or rather imperfect flexi-

bility) of ropes, and the vibrations which are produced in the

various pieces. Of these the first is that with which alone we
shall be concerned. The student who desires information on the

experimental laws of the rigidity of ropes may consult Coxe's

translation of Weisbach's Mechanics of Engineering and of the

Construction of Machines, vol. i, p. 363 (New York, 1872).

228.] Simple Machines. By simple machines are meant the

Lever, the Inclined Plane, the Pulley, the Wheel and Axle, the

Screw, and the Wedge. Of these, the Lever, the Inclined Plane,

and the Pulley may be considered as distinct in principle, while

the others are only combinations of pairs of these three.

229.] The Lever. A lever is a solid bar, straight or curved,

which is constrained to turn round a fixed axis. This fixed axis

is called the fulcrum of the lever.

It is usual to define three kinds of

levers. If the fulcrum is between

the moving force and the resistance

the lever is said to be of the first

kind; if the resistance acts between

the moving force and the fulcrum/V VBW JJ-1VS * J.J.J.C1 &WAW IAIJUIV*. VJ-LW JL U.J.VXJ. l*l_U.

x (as in a wheelbarrow, an oar, or a
Fig- 22 7- pair of nutcrackers), the lever is of

the second kind; and if the moving
force acts between the fulcrum and the resistance (as in the

construction of the limbs of animals), the lever is of the third kind.

In the last kind the moving force is always greater than the

resistance to be overcome, and levers of the third kind are there-

fore seldom employed.
To find the efficiency of a lever, the wasteful resistance being

friction

Let the moving force, P, be applied at the point A (fig. 227) in the

direction OA perpendicular to the axis, and the useful resistance at B
in the direction OB, also perpendicular to the axis

;
let EDF be a

section of the axis on which the lever turns, made by the plane of P
and Q, the contact between the beam and its axis, although it may be

very close, being still such that they can be considered as touching

along a single line when the machine works. In this case (see Art.

114) the reaction of the axis consists of a single force touching the

circle of radius r sin A concentric with EDF, \ being the angle of

friction for the lever and its axis
;
and since this reaction must also pass
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through 0, its direction is obtained by drawing from this point a

tangent to the circle.

Let p and q be the perpendiculars from C, the centre of the axis on
OA and OB respectively, and let w = L A OB.

Then by moments about C, we have

also R

If P is the value of P when friction is removed,

Substituting
~

i\ for
-^-

in ( 1 ), we have

pq (1 TJ)
= r sin A v />

a
rj
a+ 2pq cos u> .

which gives for the efficiency

If the coefficient of friction is small, we shall have, approximately,

U.T

T)
= 1 Vp2 + 2pq cos co + 9*.

If P and <9 are parallel, co = 0, and TJ = 1 ur (- -f -)
2 F

If the lever is of the second kind, and P and Q parallel, o> = TT, and

T?
= 1 /zr ( ); and for a lever of the third kind, we find easily

in the same circumstances

T
7 =l- fir (---)

P V

230.] The Inclined Plane. Let a moving force, P, whose

direction makes an angle 6 with a rough inclined plane, be

employed to drag a weight Q up the plane. Then if A i the

angle of friction and i the inclination of the plane,

P= Q-

gp *

l+fitan0

cc 2
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231.] Fixed and Moveable Pulley. Let a flexible string

pass over a smooth fxed pulley (that is, a pulley whose axis is

fixed in space), and let a weight W be suspended from one ex-

tremity of the string, while a vertical downward force P is

applied at the other extremity. Then to raise W we must have

P = W, and in the uniform working of the machine W is raised

exactly as much as the point of application of P is lowered.

Suppose, on the contrary, that one extremity of the string is

fixed, that the string passes under a moveable pulley from which

IF is suspended, and that P acts vertically upward at the other

extremity of the string. Then evidently P = \W\ hence in the

moveable pulley there is a gain in power. But in this case W is

raised only half as much as the point of application of P ascends.

There is, therefore, a loss in the expedition with which the work

of raising the weight is performed.

232.] Systems of Smooth Pulleys. We shall consider three

different arrangements of pulleys, as exemplifying the Principle

of Virtual Work.

I. In the first system there are two blocks, A and B
(fig. 228), the

upper of which is fixed and the lower moveable.

Each block contains a number of separate pulleys, of

the same diameter usually, each pulley being moveable

round the axis of the block in which it is. (The figure

represents a section of the blocks made by a plane per-

pendicular to their axes, and the circumferences of the

pulleys are projected on this plane.) A single rope

(whose weight is neglected) is attached to the lower

block and passes alternately round the pulleys in the

upper and under blocks. The portion of rope proceed-

ing from one pulley to the next is called a j)ly. In this

arrangement the tension of the rope is throughout con-

stant and equal to P, the force applied at the free

_ extremity. The portion of the rope at which the

Fig. 228. moving force, P, is applied, is called the tackle-fall.
Let W be the weight to be lifted, and assume all the

plies to be parallel.

Then if n is the number of plies at the lower block, we shall

obviously have, neglecting the weight of the block,

nP W.

This result follows also by the principle of work. For ifp denote

the length of the tackle-fall, and x the common length of the plies, we

= constant,

dp -f ndx = 0.
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But Pdp+Wdx =

P=-W.
n

II. Suppose each pulley to hang from a fixed block by a separate rope.
Let A (fig. 229) be the fixed pulley, n the number of moveable

pulleys, and x
lt
x
t ,

...
a-,, the distances of the cen-

tres of these latter from a horizontal plane through
the centre of A .

Then, p being the length (AP) of the tackle-fall,

2aj, +p = const., 2x
a

x
1
= const

2xs
a-
2
= const. ... 2xn x

1t_l
= const.

Hence 2"o>

,,+/> = const., therefore

2*dxn+ dp = 0,

and Wdxn+Pdp= 0,

WP- Fig. 229-

III. Let a separate rope pass over each pulley, and let all the ropes

be attached to the weight.

Neglecting the weights of the pulleys and ropes,

we shall have, by resolving vertically for the equili-
> . *

brium of W,

the whole number of pulleys being n ;
or

Fig. 130.

same result follows by the principle of work.

For if the distance of W from a horizontal plane

through the centre of the fixed pulley is denoted l>y

y, and if tin- distances of the centres of the pulleys,

counting from the fixed one, are *,, xt ,
...

, *_,, we

have evidently

y + r,
= const, y + *,- 2 or,

= const. . . .
, y+*_,- 2 *_, = const.,

y+P"'xn i
= const.

e, multiplying the second equation by
- the third by -^ Ac.,

and adding, we have 2"''y +P = constant Now the equation of work

is
UWy + /<*(;>+ *_,) = <>,

or

and
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233.] The Wheel and Axle. This consists of a horizontal

cylinder, I, (fig. 231) moveable round two journals (or small

cylinders projecting from the centres of its

faces), one of which is represented in section at

c; a wheel, a, is rigidly connected with the

cylinder, and the journals rotate in fixed bear-

ings. The machine is, in reality, a rigid com-

bination of two pulleys, a and 6, moveable

about a common axis, c
;

and its theory is

precisely the same as that of the lever. The

moving force, P, is applied at the circumference

of the wheel, and the useful resistance, Q, at the free extremity
of a rope coiled round the axle.

All wasteful resistances being neglected, the relation between

P and Q is pa _ q^
where a = radius of wheel, and I = radius of axle.

The friction of the journal (whose radius is c) against its bear-

ing being taken into account, the relation between P and Q is

Fig. 231.

Pp = Qq+ c sin \-sP2 + 2PQ cosw+ Q2
,

o> being the angle between the directions of P and Q, exactly as

in Art. 229 ; and the efficiency is the same as that investigated

in the Article on the lever.

Economy of power is attained in the wheel and axle by

diminishing b, the radius of the axle ; but in this way the

strength of the machine is diminished. To avoid

this disadvantage a Differential Wheel and Axle is

sometimes employed. In this instrument the

axle consists of two cylinders of radii 6 and b'

(fig. 232), and the rope, wound round the former

in a sense opposite to that of watch-hand

rotation (suppose), leaves it (at the point b in

fig. 231), and, after passing under a moveable

pulley to which the weight to be raised is at-

tached, is wound in the opposite sense round

the remaining portion (that of radius b') of the

axle. The power P is applied, as before, tan-

gentically to the wheel. For the equilibrium (or uniform

motion) of the machine, the tensions of the rope in 6m and b'n

are each equal to i Q ; and taking moments round the centre of
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the journal, c, for the equilibrium (or uniform motion) of the
rigid system consisting of the wheel and axle alone, we have

Pa = i q (6-6*).

Thus, by making the difference 66' small, the requisite
moving force can be made as small as we please ; but since the
amount of work to be done is constant, this economy of power is

accompanied by a loss in the time of performing the work. For
it is easily seen that if the wheel turns through an angle 80, the
point of application of P will describe a space a80, and' the

weight will be raised through a space \(b-b')t>0, which latter
will be very small if 6 b' is very small.

234.] The Screw. The screw consists of a right circular

cylinder on the convex circumference

of which there is a uniform project-

ing thread, GH (fig. 234), of a helical

form.

The helix is a curve traced on the

circumference of a cylinder in the

following manner. Take a sheet of

paper on which are drawn two in-

definite right lines, AS and AC, and
let the paper be wound round the Fig. 333.

cylinder in such a way that the line

AS coincides with the circumference of the base; then the othrr

line, AC, will appear on the cylinder in the shape of a spiral

curve which is called the helix. (Fig. 233 represents a projection
of the helix on a plane through the axis of the cylinder.)
A screw with a rectangular thread (which is that represented

in
fig. 234) is obtained by making a small rectangular area, abed,

move so that one side, a b, always coincides with a generating
line of the cylinder, the middle point of ab describing the helix,

mill the plane of the rectangle always passing through the axis

of the cylinder.

If a small trianyle is used instead of the rectangle, we should

have a screw with a triangular thread.

Letp and q be two points on the indefinite line AC, and draw

pn perpendicular to AS and qn parallel to it. Then pq becomes

a portion of the arc of the helix, and qn a portion of a section of

the cylinder perpendicular to its axis, /m remaining a straight

line coinciding with a generator of the cylinder.
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Hence the relation holding- between the sides of the triangle

pqn before the paper was wound round the cylinder will hold

also after the winding. But if the angle between AB and AC
is i, we have evidently

pn qn . tan i,

pq = qn . sec i.

The thread GH works in a block on the inner surface of which

is cut a groove which is the exact counterpart of the thread.

The block in which the groove is cut is often called the nut.

It is clear, then, that if the screw moves in the nut until the

pointp of the thread occupies the position q, the axis must move

in its own direction through a space pn, and the angular rotation

on
of the screw about its axis is , r being the radius of the

cylinder.

Hence, if the angle through which the screw turns is

denoted by w, we have

pn = cor tan i, pq = <ar sec i.

If oo = 2-rr, or if the screw make a complete revolution, any

point on the surface of the screw describes a space 2 TIT tan i

parallel to the axis. This is obviously the distance between two

portions of the thread measured on a generator, and is called the

pitch of the screw.

We shall consider the screw as driving a resistance Q applied

in the direction of the axis, and the moving force, P, as applied

in a plane perpendicular to the axis, at the extremity of an arm

whose length measured from the centre of the axis is a.

Suppose that the screw rotates through an angle &>. Then

the work done by P is Paa>, and the work done against Q is

Qrot tana.

If no work is lost against wasteful resistance, we must have

Pa = Qr tan i.

If there is friction between the thread and the groove, let R be

the normal pressure at any point p of the thread (acting towards

the under side of pq in the figure), and pR the friction at this

point. Then, in a small angular motion, 8 to, of the screw the

work done against the friction is i*R.pq (taking pq as an ele-

mentary portion of the thread), or pRrbw sec i. Hence

P8co= (J)r5a>
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2R denoting the sum of the normal reactions at all points of

the thread.

But, for the equilibrium of the cylinder, resolving along its

axis, we have

Q = I, (R cos pR sin
i),

or Q = (cosin sin
t) 2 R. (a)

Hence, substituting this value of 2R in the previous equation,

A being the angle of friction.

This result could have been obtained without the principle of

work by combining by (a) the equation of moments round the

axis of the screw. By taking moments round the axis, we have

Pa = 2 (R sin i +pR cos
i) r,

or Pa = r (sin i + p cos
i)
2 R. (/3)

Dividing (/3) by (a) we obtain the relation between P and Q.

The efficiency of the screw is evidently

tent

tan
( + A)

'

which will be a maximum when i

235.] Prony's Differential Screw. If h denote the pitch

of a screw, the relation between P and Q when friction is

neglected is

\v\ \\vtherefore economy of force in

overcoming a given resistance is

gained ly making h very small.

But it is impossible to do this in Fig- 35-

practice, and to attain the result

desired a differential method is resorted to. Let the screw work

in two blocks, A and B (fig. 235), the first of which is fixed and

the second moveable along a fixed groove, *. Let k be the pitch

of the thread which works in the block A, and k' the pitch of

that which works in the block B. Then one complete revolution

of the screw impresses two opposite motions on the block B
one equal to h in the direction in which the screw advances, and

the other equal to A' in the opposite direction. If, then, the
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resistance, Q, is driven by this block, we hare by the principle

of work 2PTra= Q(h-h'}>
and the requisite moving force will be diminished by dimi-

nishing h h'.

236.] The Wedge. The wedge is a triangular prism, usually

isosceles, which is used (as represented in the figure) for the

purpose of separating two bodies, A and
,
or parts of the same

body which are kept together by some

considerable force, molecular or other.

The figure represents a section of the

wedge made through the line of action

of the moving force, P, perpendicular to

the axis of the wedge. Suppose that the

line of action of P passes through the

vertex of the wedge, and that slipping is

Fig. 236. about to take place; then the total re-

sistances of the surfaces A and B against

the wedge will make the angle, A, of friction with the normals

at the points, m and n, where they act; but these points are

indeterminate themselves.

To find the efficiency of the wedge. Let the wedge be driven

through a vertical space equal to dp, and let 2 a be its vertical

angle. Then the useful work performed is the separation of A
and B in directions normal to the faces of the wedge in contact

with them ; in other words, the useful work is that done by the

normal components of the total resistances, R. Now the point

m moves vertically down through a space dp, and the projection

of this displacement along the normal at m is evidently

sin a. dp.

Hence the work done by the normal components is

2R cos A sin a. dpt

and the whole work expended is Pdp. Hence

_ 2R cos A sin a

But by resolving vertically for the equilibrium of the wedge, we
have

P=2sin(a + A);

sin a cos A _ tan a

sin (a + A)

~~

p + tan a
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Having given the theory of the simplest machines, we proceed
to discuss a few of their most useful forms.

237.] The Balance. The common balance is a lever of the

first kind with two equal arms, from the extremity of each of

which is suspended a scale pan, the

fulcrum being vertically above the

centre of gravity of the beam when the

latter is horizontal. Let (fig. 237)
be the fulcrum, AS the line joining the

points of attachment of the scale pans Fig. 337.

to the beam, G the centre of gravity of

the beam, and let AB be at right angles to OC
t
the line joining

the fulcrum to the centre of gravity of the beam. Then

AC=C = a, OC = A,OG=k,JT= weight of the beam, and
6 = the inclination of AS to the horizon when two weights, P
and Q, are placed in the pans, we have for the position of

equilibrium (by moments about 0),

Now, the most important requisites for a good balance are

Sensibility and Stability. The first requires that the beam
should be sensibly deflected from the horizontal position by
the smallest difference between the weights P and Q; hence

the sensibility may be measured by the angle of deflection from

the horizontal position caused by a given difference, P Q.
The stability of the balance is measured by the rapidity of tin-

oscillation of the beam when it is slightly disturbed, and will be

greater the smaller the time of oscillation. Hence the in-

vestigation of the stability of the balance is a kinetical problem.

For sensibility, tan must be as great as possible for a given
value of PQ. Hence (l) a must be large, (2) k must be

small, (3) //'must be small, and (4) k must be small, i.e. the

Mi -tancc of the fulcrum from the centre of gravity of the beam

must be small. The last condition is obtained in balance* m
which great sensibility is desired by making OC an axis along
which a heavy nut moves with a screw motion ; by moving the

nnt towards 0, the centre of gravity of the machine can be

made to approach the fulenim.

The time of a small oscillation can be shown (see Thomson

and Tait, p. 423) to be proportional to the square root of
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_P

where K is the radius of gyration of the beam about 0. For

stability this must be small
;

it is evident that, with the

exception of the third condition above, the conditions for sta-

bility are the very reverse of those for sensibility.

238.] RobervaFs Balance. Roberval's Balance is an excel-

lent illustration of the principle of work.

Two equal bars, AB and CD, (fig.

238) revolve round axes through their

middle points, H and E, which are

fixed in a vertical support, HN; these

bars are connected by smooth joints to

two equal bars, AC and BD, and to

these latter bars are rigidly attached

two plates or scale pans, P and Q, the

points of attachment being any what-

ever, and one or both of the plates may
lie towards the vertical support, or away from it (as in fig. 238).

Suppose P and Q to be the magnitudes of two weights

placed in the pans P and Q, respectively. Then if for any

displacement of the bars round the points H and E, the pans
describe vertical spaces p and

qr, respectively, we shall have for

equilibrium PpQq = 0.

Now, the bars AC and BD, being always parallel to the fixed

line HE, will be always vertical, and the vertical space through
which one moves up is obviously equal to that through which

the other moves down. Hence p = q,
and we have for equi-

librium p _ Q

whatever le the lengths of the pans (provided their weights are

neglected"), whatever be their points of attachment to BD and AC,

and whatever the points in the pans at which P and Q, are placed.

If the weights of the pans are taken into account, the same

results follow if they are of equal weight.
If the pan P were replaced by the pan P

/

,
and the weight P

placed at P/

, the other pan, Q, remaining unchanged, and the

weights of the pans being either equal or neglected, equilibrium

would still subsist a result which seems at first sight very

strange.
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If the lengths AH and JIB, CE and ED are not equal, it i<

7/7?

easy to prove that - =
-=7-7 , and the condition of equilibrium is

O HA
P.HB = Q.//.I.

239.] Balance of Quintenz. This is a compound balance

formed of a combination of several levers, and is used for

weighing very heavy loads. This machine also furnishes an
admirable example of the principle of work.

AB (fig. 239) is a lever moveable about its fixed extremity, A ;

MN is another lever moveable

about a fulcrum, F, fixed at its Mr
>

middle point ;
CD is a moveable ^

platform, which receives the

load Q, whose weight is to be

found
;

this platform is con- H ^
nected with the lever MN by a Fig. 239.

rigid vertical bar, DI, articulated

at D and /; and the platform further rests against the lever,

AB, by an edge of contact at a fixed point, //, on the latter ;

finally, the two levers are connected by a rigid vertical bar, BMy

articulated to both.

The weight, P, employed to measure Q is attached to the

upper lever at N. Let the system receive any slight displace-

ment, then the lever, AB, will turn round A through an angle

80, suppose, and the lever MN will turn round /' through an

angle d<^>.

We shall arrange the dimensions of the machine in such a

manner that the platform, CD, may remain horizontal in the

displacement. The vertical descent of the point ff'ia evidently

.Iff .16, and this is also the vertical descent of the point in the

platform above- //.

The vertical descent of the point D is the same AS that of /,

and this latter is obviously /Y.8<; hence it the platform

remains horizontal,

Again, the vertical descent of M is the same as that of B ;

or FM .*><!>
= AB.bO.

1 1 once from these equations we have

.)//' _ BA
It

'-'-

Ml '
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which is the condition for the horizontality of the platform.
BA

Denote
-jjj by n. The equation of work is obviously

P x descent ofN= Q x descent ofD
t

or the result is the same as if Q were suspended from the point
/ of the upper lever.

Loads placed on the platform may all be weighed by means of

a constant weight, P, by merely moving the point of suspension

of this latter along the arm NF; thus, if P is suspended from

the point K between N and F, we shall have

240.] Toothed Wheels. Motion may be transferred from

one point to another and work done by means of a combination

of toothed wheels, each one of which drives the next one in the

series. The discussion of this kind of machinery possesses great

geometrical elegance ;
but the space at our disposal renders it

impossible to do more than give a slight sketch of the simplest

case that in which the axes of the wheels are all parallel.

For the investigation of the proper forms of teeth, the student

is referred to Willis's Principles of Mechanism, Collignon's

Statique, and Resal's Mecanique Generale.

Fig. 240 represents a toothed wheel, A
1 ,

moveable round a

horizontal axis, ab ; the moving
force, P, is applied by means of a

handle, cd, which, when turned,

causes the axis ab to rotate in its

bearings at a and b and to turn the

wheel AI ;
this wheel causes another,

JBj, in contact with it, to rotate

round a horizontal axis which also

moves in fixed bearings at its ex-

tremities; on this latter axis is fixed another wheel A.2) whose

rotation in like manner turns JB2 on its axis, which in the figure

is the axis of a cylinder to which the resistance, Q, is attached.

Suppose that there are n wheels, Alt A2 ,
... An ,

whose radii
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are a
l

, a.2 ,
... a., and n wheels, Bl1 B.,, ... Bn whose radii are

dj, i.j,
... i w ;

and let fc = jo, and the radius of the cylinder (or

wheel) to which Q is attached = q. Then if o>j is the angle
tlirough which the radius be revolves, the moving force being

always applied tangentially to the circle described by its point of

application, the work expended is

and if <> is the angle through which, in the same time, the

cylinder rotates, the weight Q will be raised through a space

>, and the work done against the resistance is

Supposing then that no work is lost either by the friction

of the axes in their bearings or by the friction of the teeth

against each other, we must have

Pj)^ = Qqtan , (1)

when the machine is moving uniformly.

To determine the kinematical relation between <
l
and

,
let

the angle through which B
l
turns be o>2 . Then since the spaces

described by the points of A
l
and B^ which are in contact are

the same, a^ o^ = ij o>2 . Also if o>
3

is the angle through which

B.
2 turns, we have a

2 2
= b2 <^. Proceeding in this way, we

have by multiplying the corresponding sides of these equations

together a a a m _ * * ...$_.*_. (2)A 36 A \ /

Hence from (l) and (2),

For the calculation of the work lost by the friction of the teeth

among themselves see Collignon's Statique, p. 468.



CHAPTER XV.

ATTRACTIONS. THEORY OF THE POTENTIAL.

SECTION I.

Solid Distributions of Matter in General.

241.] Universal Law of Attraction. Every particle of matter

in the universe attracts every other particle with a force whose

direction is that of the line joining the two particles, and whose

magnitude is directly proportional to the product of their masses

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between

them.

This law of universal attraction is a generalization from

experience, verified in its consequences as to the motions of

all bodies in the universe which come within the reach of our

observation.

That two particles of matter universally exercise upon
each other an attractive action defined as above we observe by

experiment ;
and this action is called Gravitation. Over and

above this particular force, they may exert other forces, at-

tractive or repulsive, upon each other, depending on particular

states, transitory or permanent, in which they may exist in

presence of each other. Among forces of the latter class are

magnetic and electric attractions and repulsions, and the mole-

cular forces of natural solids.

At present we are concerned with the bare fact that such an

action as that of gravitation is exercised between two particles,

without attempting to account either for its cause or for its

precise mode of operation that is, without any speculation as

to whether it is really an action at a distance^ or an affection of

some medium intervening between them.
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We shall, it is true, investigate in certain cases the conse-

quences which would result if the particles of matter exercised

on each other a force whose magnitude did not follow

natural law of the inverse square of distance ; but these rasco

must he regarded as mere examples of an analytical method, and
not as the expressions of any observed natural phenomena.

242.] Action between Two Particles. Let tin-re be tw.

particles whose masses are dm and dm', and let r be the distance

between them. Then the attraction of gravitation between

them is , , ,
ii ui . am

where p. is a constant quantity depending on the unit of force

adopted. Suppose that we take as a unit force that exerted by
two elementary units of mass placed at a unit distance apart ;

then the above expression must be unity when dm, dm', and r

are units. Denote the unit of mass by [], the unit of distance

by [ff],
and the unit of force by [/] ; then the force,./, between

the particles at the distance r is given by the equation

It would be tedious to introduce the unit factor *-, 'L^- into

our equations, and we shall for the future omit it, remember! ML:.

at the same time, that it is implied in our

results, and that the value of every force

Mil.sei|ueMtly Driven must be multiplied by
this unit i:ict.-r.

243.] Potential duo to an Attracting

Solid. Let /' he any point at which a
pig. a^ t ,

unit mass is placed ; .17 any point in the

solid at which t: nt of mass is rf; and r the distance

PM. Then the force Let ween the particles at P and Af u
-j ,

,/ 1

and the virtual work of this force is --^. nce the force

tends to diminish rj
ami since >lr Dignities an increment of r.

Hence (Art. im). if / i> the potential at P,

=_/,r

Dd
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the sign 2 denoting a summation of the integral for all elements

of mass of the solid. This evidently gives

~
r

but as the solid consists of an infinite number of elements, the

summation here is an integration, and we have finally

7= [ .

If in Art. 195 VQ is the value at infinity of the gravitation

potential of a given mass, F is of course zero, and from that

article we have ^r_ y

Hence we may define the gravitation potential of a given
mass at any point to be the quantity of work required to move a

unit mass of matterfrom that point to an infinite distance.

If the law of attraction is other than that of nature, let it be

a function of the distance denoted by <$>' (r).
Then the force

between P and M is
<$>'(r)

. dm, and the virtual work of this force

being <j>' (r) . dm . dr (supposing the force attractive),

V = 2dmf<t>' (r) dr = 2< (/) . dm = f$ (r) dm,

<t>(r) being the integral of <$>'(r)dr.
For example, if the at-

traction is proportional to the nih power of the distance,

For a repulsive force given by the law
<}>'(r)

the virtual work

is
<tf(r)

dm . dr, and the sign of V is simply changed.
In general, then, to get the potential of any system of forces,

write down the expression for their elementary virtual work,

and integrate it (see Mecanique Celeste).

244.] Calculation of the Potential in Special Cases. The

law of attraction considered is that of nature.

(1) Let the attracting solid consist of two particles of masses m
t

and m
2 placed at two points, N and S (fig. 35, p. 39). Then if the

distances NP and SP are denoted by ^ and r
2 ,

and if the action of m^ is repulsive,

r = _^ + ^. (2)
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(2) Let the attracting solid be a bar of uniform density and small

uniform section. From P (fig. 242) let

fall PO perpendicular to the bar, AB; let P
s denote the distance of any point M of

the bur from
;

let 6 be the angle PMO,
ami let p and k be density and section of

the bar. Then the element of mass at M
is ki)ds, and

r=*p/"
A --*r 5

- *
kf>

] PM Kg. ,4J .

But

s=P0cot0, .-. </ = - PO coaec1 0d0, and PJf = PO coseo
;

a

the angles 7M.fi and PBA being denoted by .1 and B. Hence

A ft

P = &p log COty COty (3)

This may be put into another form. If PA = r, P5 = /, and

AB = 2c, we have from trigonometry,

r+/+2c
K = Ap log-> >s r+ r -2c

or

/z being the semi-axis major of the ellipse described through P, with

A and .# for foci.

(3) Let the attracting solid be a spherical shell of uniform d

nail uniform thickness.

t suppose the point P, at

which the value of tin- potential ia

requiiv<l, to be outside the shell.

Let T anil
/

l>r the thickness

ami (K-nsity of the shell, its

id M any point MI it.

Th.-n if /MOP = 0, <>.M = .<

(}>
i- the aii'_'!f made by the plane

.I/O/', with a fixed plane th. Fig. 343.

(/', t nt of mass at M is

or a* siii 0</(?d^; and if PJ/

by performing the integration in <f>
at once.

D d a
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Now, if OP = c, we have

r2 = a2 2accos0+ c
2
,

.. rdr = acsin 6dO,

27rpra rPB . 4-TroTa2 mass of shell
and V = - -/ dr = - -=--- (o)

c JP^ c c

Secondly, let P be inside the sphere at Pf
. Then we have exactly

as before _,
, rpa

v= 2*prar dr=4 (6)
C Jp^

Since P'5 P'4 = a + c (a c)
= 2c.

>
It is to be carefully noted that in this case V has the same value at

all points inside the shell.

(4) Let the attracting solid be a sphere of uniform density.

First, suppose P to be outside the sphere. Let the sphere be

broken up into an indefinitely great number of spherical shells, and
since the potential due to each of these is given by (5), we have for

the sphere (whose radius is a),

_ 47rpa
3 mass of the sphere , .

3c c

Secondly, let P be inside the sphere. Then the potential of the

sphere concentric with the given one, and passing through P, is

47rpc
3

4-Trpc
2

- or -
; and the potential of the portion included between

oC o

these spheres must be found by dividing it into shells. Let r and dr

l)e the radius and thickness of one of these shells
;
then the potential

due to it at P is
4irprd'r,

by (6), and the integral of this from r = ctor = ais 27rp(a
2

c
2

).

Adding this to the first portion of V, we have

F=27rpa2

-|7rpc
2

. (8)
p

(5) Let the attracting solid be that inclosed between two concentric

spherical surfaces of given radii, a and a', the density being uniform.

First, let P be completely outside the mass, and suppose a > a'.

Then the potential is obviously the given mass divided by c
;
or

Secondly, let P be inside the space between the bounding surfaces,

i. e. inside the mass. Then evidently
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Thinlly, let P be inside the surface of radius a. Theu

] Continuity of the Potential. The gravitation potential
of any attracting solid mass varies in a continuous manner from

point to point in space, whether the points chosen be inside any
portion of the mass or outside it.

For if r be the distance of any element of mass, dm, of the

attracting body from P, the point at which the potential is

/j Let P be taken as origin, and let th-
T

l>osition of the element dm be defined by the radius vector, r
t
and

two angles, 6 and
</>,

as in p. 280, and let p be the density of thi-

ck-merit. Then dm = pr
2 sin drdd d<p, and

r=///prBiu8drdOd<t>.

This form of V shows that even if r is zero, i. e. if P is i

the mass, the value of the potential is finite, no infinite term

l.cini: introduced by the indefinitely close proximity of P to

some of the elements of mass.

Hence the potential varies continuously throughout space, and

diminishes from the vicinity of the attracting mass towards tin-

space very remote from it in all directions.

246.] Continuity of the First Differential Coefficients of

the Potential. At each point in space the potential of a \:\

mass has a definite value. Let the co-ordinates of P, a particular

point considered, be x, y, :. Then if jf, y
f

)
J be the co-ordinates

<>l the attracting element dm, we ha

r* = (.r-*')
2
+(.y-/)

2

+(;-0'. 0)
And since .K

>//' [, -ji ,

1 =1
- have IT-y*1 TT- -V-7T dm'

#*f
Tin- i-ontimiity <>f these expressions can be shown by ptr

/' = r sin cos
<J>, yy r sin 6 sin $, : ^= r cot 9t dm =

pr
8 sin ddrdOd<j>, where and

</>
are the same as in last Art

Then dT = j p sin2 0co8<t>drd0d<t>-,
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and thus, even when the point P is inside the mass no infinite

term is introduced into any of the differential co-efficients of V.

Each of these differential coefficients varies, therefore, in a con-

tinuous manner throughout space, whether the points at which

their values are calculated are inside the mass or outside it.

It must be carefully observed that this result has been proved

true only when the attracting element of the mass is one of finite

volume. It will be subsequently shown that if the attracting

element is superficial, i.e. if its volume is zero, the continuity of

some of the first differential coefficients of V ceases.

247.] Discontinuity of its Second Differential Coefficients.

dz(-\
c - IT /** d*7 r

^ r) j . A-Since V =. I
-

> we have -T-Q = / jrs"**j the co-ordinates
J r da? J da?

of the point, P, at which the potential is F, being x, y, z.

Now from (l) of last Art. we find

^L - 1 OP aQ
8

.

do?
~

r r3

d*7 ft 2 ,dr^ 1 d*r) ,

and since -^ =] fa (g)
- -, -^{

dm,

m - 0)

,

Smiilarly
_ = --- - _ ^, (2)

If in these expressions we substitute for x x'} y y', z /,

and dm, as in last Article, we have

^-2-
=

/(3 sin2 6 cos2
<f> l)

- sin dr dO d(f> ;

dx J T

hence, when r = 0, i. e. when P is inside the attracting mass,

the expression under the integral sign becomes infinite, and the

value of
-T-g

ceases to be continuous from points inside to points
CtSG

outside the mass.

dV
Fig. 244 represents the values of V, -^

s and --j> when the attract-
'
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ing solid is that contained between two concentric spherical surfaces
whose radii are Oa' and 0,and the point P occupies positions along a
nxed diameter, Ox, varying from to

infinity. The distance of P from is

here denoted by x, which is therefore
the same as c in case (5) of Art. 244.

The values of V are given by the
ordinates (distances from Ox) of tin-

continuous curve ABCD, of which the

portion AB is a right line correspond-
ing to the constant potential within
the inner surface.

The values of
-j-

are given by the
"

p. 2

ordinates of the continuous curve

Oa'bc, of which Oaf corresponds to the constant zero value within the
inner surface.

/-' r
The values of

-7-5-
are given by the ordinates of the discontinuous

curve Oa'nmpq.
From case (5), Art. 244, when P is completely outside the mass we

I \" 8irp(a
3

a'3\
nave

r-j-
=-^

5
- / > and when P is inside the *hell between

acr 3c^

the two surfaces Jty- 4vo nat
-T/ 1 a. \

dc- 3
(l 'T'

By putting c = a in the first of these values we have the value, an, of

d'V
-=-= when P comes to the outer surface from the outside ; ami putting
dtf

f/ .,-
c = a in the second, we have the (negative) value, am, of

-y-j-
when /'

comes to this surface from the inside*.

248.] Components of Attraction. The attraction between a

unit mass at P and the element dm at 3/(fig. 241) is - r in tin-

lint- I'M
;
and since PM makes with the axis of x an angle whose

J JC

cosine is -
(the co-ordinates of P and M being x, y, t and

ar', y', z\ respectively), the component of this attraction paralli-1

to the axis x is

" "

dm. Hence if X be the attraction of the
r8

whole mass parallel to the axis of -r,

Fig. 244 U from Thornton nd Tait't Sal. PkU.
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Similarly, if Y and Z denote the components of attraction

parallel to the axes ofy and z,

Czz
Z \ 5 dm.

i ~T^

Comparing these with the differential coefficients of V (Art.

246), we see that

X= t T- Z-
dx dy

'

dz

dV
Now -7T- is the rate of variation of potential at the attracted

dx

point in a direction parallel to the axis of x
; and, this direction

being, of course, arbitrary, we see that the rate of variation of
the potential at any point in any direction is the attraction in this

direction on a unit mass at the point.

If, then, generally, ds is the element of the arc of any curve at

the point P, ^y
ds

is the attraction along the tangent to this curve at P, V being

expressed as a function of s and quantities which do not vary
with s.

If the attraction follows any other law than that of the inverse

square, these results remain true. For if the attraction between

P and M is $' (r) dm (Art. 243), the component parallel to the

axis of a; is , ,

r i \ ** ~~ "" 7 / / \ "'
d> If) dm. or d> (r)-=-dm,v ' r v ' dx

and we have

/ x ,
AV

(r)dm= -y-,dr

and similarly for all other components.

249.] Direction of the Resultant Attraction. If R be the

magnitude of the resultant attraction, its direction cosines are

X Y Z dV -dV dV
-^ > -FT ' or > -^ >

j
> each divided byR R R dx dy dz J

Let the value of V at the point P be denoted by C
; then, V

being a function of so, y, z, the equation
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r=c
denotes a surface passing through P, and at each point of

surface the potential has the constant value C. Now the direc-

tion cosines of the nonnal to this surface are exactly the same as
' hose obtained above for R. Hence

At each point in space the resultant attraction on a particle it

normal to the surface ofconstant potential

passing through the point.

Let APB
(fig. 245) be the surface of

uniform potential described through P
for a given attracting mass

; let PQ be

an clement of the normal to this surface

at P ; and let CQD be the surface of Kg- *45-

uniform potential described through Q.
Then if V is the potential at P, and V that at Q, the resultant

attraction at P in the direction PQ is the limit of the ratio

r-v

or if the element of normal is denoted by flu, the resultant at-

t faction is fry

d*

in the direction in which the in< : <IV and dn are ta'

along the normal at P.

As has been already mentioned (Art. 223), surfaces of in

potential are also called Level Surfaces, or Surfaces de Niveau,

appropriateness of this name depending on tin- fact th;r

\\.rk is done against the acting forces in di>placinu
r

: parti ! in

any manner whatever on such a surface.

250.] Change of Attraction in passing through an Attract-

ing Shell of Small Thickness. It will lc prove. 1 (-ce Kx.unp'-

that the attraction of a circular plate of uniform density (p) and

thickness (k) on a unit mass placed on the perpendicular to the

plate through its centre is 2vtp (l COS a),
\\h.rc <i is the

semivertieal angle of the cone whose vertex is the attni

particle and whose base is the plat. . ll< :. . it' the p.irtide is

very close to the plate, the attraction will be

since a is sensibly a right angle ;
and this result is independent

of the radius of the plate.
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Let P and Q (fig. 246), be two points on the normal at op-

posite sides of an attracting surface of small

FT thickness, and consider the separate attrac-

-^ tions of a small circular plate in the vicinity

Fig. 246.
f & an^ the remainder of the surface.

The attraction of the latter portion will be

sensibly the same at P as at Q ; and by what precedes, the

attraction of the plate at P will be a force 2ir kp in the sense PQ,
and at Q an equal force in the opposite sense. Hence it is

evident that the whole attraction at P is the resultant of the

whole attraction at Q and a force equal to IvJcp along the

normal from P towards Q, where k and p are the thickness and

density of the shell at P; so that if the attraction at Q is zero,

the attraction at P is ^-nkp.

251.] Lines and Tubes of Force. If the element PQ (fig.

245) be indefinitely prolonged in such a manner as to be at all

its points normal to the level surfaces which it meets, it becomes

what Faraday called a Line of Force, which may therefore be

defined either as a curve intersecting perpendicularly all the

level surfaces, or as a curve at every point of which the resultant

force is directed along the tangent to it.

If a superficial element of the level surface at P is taken, and

lines of force are described along the contour of this element,

these lines form a tubular surface which is called a Tube of Force.

As a simple example let us consider the level surfaces of a uniform

bar (Art. 244).

Since F= kp log
- -> if Fis constant, p. is constant, or the axis
//.

c

major of the ellipse whose foci are the extremities of the bar is

constant. Hence the level surface at P is an ellipsoid of revolution

round AB
;
and since the curve drawn through P cutting at right

angles a series of confocal ellipses in the plane of the figure is a

hyperbola whose foci are A and B, the lines of force are hyperbolas
confocal with the ellipses. Moreover, since the. resultant attraction

at P is normal to the ellipse through P, we see that the, attraction of
the bar AB on a particle at P bisects the angle APE.

Again (case (l), Ai-t. 244), the level surfaces of a magnet whose

magnetism, is supposed to be concentrated in equal and opposite

quantities at its poles are given by the equation

--- = const.
r
i

r2

They are obviously surfaces of revolution round the magnet bar,
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generated by the plane curve whose equation IB the above. One of
these surfaces is a plane bisecting XS perpendicularly, and the line*

of force are the magnetic curves, one of which is represented in p. 39.

252.] Surface-integral of Normal Attraction. Let any
closed surface be described so as to contain an element, dm, of

attracting matter completely inside it, at a point 0; and let the

attraction of this element on a unit mass imagined to be placed
at P, any point on the surface, be resolved, either constantly
inwards or constantly outwards, along the normal to the surface

at P and then multiplied by <tS, an element of the surface at P.

The integral of this taken all over the closed surface, is called tke

xvrfw-Integral of normal attraction.

To find its value, let OP r, and let be the angl.

Of) and the normal at P measured towards the interior of the

closed surface. Then the normal attraction on a unit mass at P

cos 0*. Hence the surface-integral of normal attr

measured outward* from the surface is

*C080

If a sphere of unit radius is described round 0, and if line-

drawn from to the contour of </.V intercept a portion of the

surface of this sphere equal to '/, it is well known that

Hence the surface-integral becomes

tlio integration In-ini,' performed over the whole sphere since is

completely surn>umll l.\ tin- closed surface. ButyV/o> = surface

of sphere of unit radius = 4ir; therefore, the surface-integral is

4 vdm,

which is in<le].cn<l'
tit d'tlie jnoitifn <!'

i n denote the ma-nit n<le of the normal attraction of

dm on a unit mass imagined at P,

and if the surfa -e any quantity of attracting nur

whose mass ia J/
4 ,
we have, denoting by A' the normal compo-

nent of its attraction on a unit mass imagined at /',

(1)

* Or rather this multiplied by Ura unit (actor, M explain*! in Art. 24.
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Ifthere is repulsionbetween the mass inside andtheunit massonthe

surface, we havefNds = +4irMf) JVbeing still measured outwards.

We shall now suppose that the element dm is completely
outside the closed surface.

From draw a right line OPQ
meeting the surface in P and Q ;

let

OP=rlt OQ = r2 ,
{ QP* = Olt

Z.PQm= 2 ,
Pn and Qm being the

p.
normals to the surface at P and Q.

Then, if dSt is the element of surface

at P, da the element of surface intercepted on a sphere of unit

radius described round as centre by lines from to the

contour of dS
l ,
and dS2 ,

the corresponding element of surface at

Q, we have cos ^^ = ^2^
cos 2 dS2 = r

2
2
da>;

cos 0, 70 cos 0, 70
hence ^ dS2--~dSl

= Q; but the expression on the
r

left-hand side of this equation, when multiplied by dm, is the

sum of the normal attractions at P and Q, each measured in-

wards and multiplied by the corresponding superficial element.

Hence if any closed surface is described in such a manner as to

include none of the attracting matter

fNd8 = o, (2)

the integration being performed over the whole of the closed

surface. In the figure we have represented a line from as

meeting the surface in two points only ;
but since the surface is

closed, a right line must meet it in an even number of points,

and it is evident that the elements of the integral

considered destroy each other at the points where the

line meets the surface, as in the above figure.

253.] Surface-integral for a Tube of Force. Let

PAQJB represent any portion of a tube of force, P and

Q being elements of two level surfaces intercepted by
the tube. Then the attbaction on a unit mass at P is

Fig. 248. normal to the section P, and the attraction on a unit

mass at Q is normal to the section Q, while at every

point, A or B, on every portion of the lateral surface of the tube

the attraction is wholly tangential to the surface.

Let F be the force at P, F' that at Q, and G> and a/ the areas

of the sections P and Q. Then, supposing that the tube
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contains none of the attracting matter, equation (2) of but
Article gives /'w-./V= 0, (1)

since the only portions of the closed surface PAQJt which con-

tribute elements to the surface-integral of normal attraction are

the sections P and Q.

Hence, uf all point* in empty space on a given line offorce the

resultant atfraction on an imagined vnit matt it inversely propor-
I to the normal section* of the tube offorce at these point*.

This simple theorem gives the law of attraction very readily
in certain cases. For example, let the attracting body be a

sphere whose density is the same at the same distance from its

centre. Then the lines of force are obviously right lines drawn

from its centre
; the tubes are therefore cones whose vertices are

the centre, and since the normal sections of these cones are

directly as the squares of their distances from the centre, the

attraction of the sphere at any external point is inversely

proportional to the square of its distance from the centre.

Again, let the attracting- body be an infinite cylinder whose

density is the same at the same distance from its axis. Here

the lines of force are right lines emanating from the axis :

pendicularly, the tubes become wedges, and the areas of their

normal sections are directly proportional to their distances from

til- 1

axis; hence the attraction of an infinite cylinder at an

external point is inversely proportional to its distance from th<-

axis.

Finally, for an infinite attracting plate, the tubes are cylinders

and the attraction is constant at all points in empty space.

These elegant applications of equation (1) are given 1-y

Thomson and Tait (Nat. Phil.).

If the tube of force contain within it a quantity of the

attracting matter whose mass is dq, we have by (1) of last

Article JP-/V=4in/y. (2)

This equation can in like manner be employed to find the re-

sultant force inside a sphere, a ( ylinl< r, ..r a
]>!.

In the case of a sphere of uniform density, let tlu tube be

contained between the spheres of radii r and r-f</

i/'/
= t>utlr, p being the density at the attracted point, and (2)

becomes
,/ (/)

- 4 v p* dr,

or ,/(//-)= -Up r/r,
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since CD is proportional to r*. Integrating this last equation,

Now F is evidently zero at the centre, therefore (7=0, and

4
F=-Ttpr.

For a point inside an infinite cylinder at a distance r from the

axis we have, since co is ultimately a rectangle of breadth pro-

portional to r,

d(Fr) = 4Tiprdr,

.'. F=2irpr.
In general, if the tube is terminated by two level surfaces

whose distance measured along the lines of force forming the

tube is ds, we have dq = p<a ds, and (2) gives for the determina-

tion of F
d(Fa>)=4Trpa>d*.

254.] Equations of Laplace and Poisson. We propose to

prove that if V is the potential of an attracting solid mass on a

unit mass at the point P (x, y. z) we shall have

'
OT= *P'

according as there is not or is some of the mass at P. The first

is Laplace's equation and the second Poisson's.

At P draw a small parallelepiped whose edges, measured from

P, are dx, dy, dz, and find the surface-integral of normal at-

traction over the surface of this parallelepiped. The normal

force, N, measured outwards from the surface on the face dy dz

dV
passing through P is -= dy dz

;
the normal force on the

dx

opposite face is ( -= | ^ dx ) dy dz : and the sum of these two

d*F .

dx

is
-j^-

dx dy dz. Similarly, the sums contributed, fNdS, by the

faces dz dx and dx dy are
-r-^-

dx dy dz and
-j^-

dx dy dz. Hence
dy dz

if there is no mass inside the little parallelepiped we have

ft^y ftiy d2jr
-T-2 + -T-jj- + -7-55-

=0. If there is mass, equal to pdxdy dz,

we have by equation (l),
Art. 252,
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In this very simple way we may also find the differ.

equation in polar co-ordinates satisfied by /'. Take as

surface over which the normal attraction is integrated the polar

element of volume msgt (fig. 208, p. 280). Let the polar co-

ordinates of the point * be r, 6, <; let the normal force on tin-

msq\)e denoted by R and the area of this face by *
Jt Then

this face will contribute the term R^ to the surface-integral ;

and the opposite face (through f)
will contribute Rt

l + * l

'dr;
j / P \ '*'"

therefore these faces give conjointly

'

r
^ dr. Let the normal

forces on the faces MS t and tsq be T and S, and the areas of these

faces *
2
and 93 ; then the first and its opposing face will furnish

the term ,^ dd, and the second and its opposing face

d(R*.), ,
., ,A , ^Hence JL-JJdrH \- dd+--d<f> = 0, or = -4vm

t ,

(tr uo <p

according as there is not or is mass inside the element of

volume.
dr idr

NOW R=--, f-- *

and the differential coefficients are, of course, all partial.

Hen is put = p r2 sin Qdr dO (1$, p being the density at

#, we have

,/ iv d . <n i

or = iTrpr^sin d.

d* <1- d*
It is usual to dcnot.- tle operation T-J -f

-1-5-
4- TT- by tin-

symbol V.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the attract ion <>f a magnet on a magnetic particle whote

distance from the mitre of the magnet b Terjr great compared with

tin- Instil of the magnet.
Let XS (fig. 35, p. 39) * th magnet, and roppoie equal and

opposite quantities of magnetism, m and -m, to be concentrated at
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its poles N and S, respectively. Then, assuming a quantity jj.
at any

point P, whose distances from N and S are r
t
and r

2 , respectively,

F=mu(----
1~
**

Let be the centre of the magnet,

OP = r,ON = a, and PON = -A.
m

Then r* = r* 2 ar sin A + a2
,

a 2

and rejecting ( -) 5 we have

1 1 , a . 1 1 a . .= -(!+- sin A) j = -
(1 sin A)-r * r r r ^ r

.

Hence V = 4 sin A.
r2

<ZF
If ^V is the attraction in the direction PO, we have N = --=- > or

or

4w/xa .N =-! sin A.
r3

If T is the attraction on P perpendicular to PO, we have T = >

rd\
since the element of a circular arc at P whose centre is is rd A;

cos A.
r

If the direction of the resultant attraction at P makes an angle
77-i with OP, we have
2 tan i = 2 tan A,

the well-known equation which expresses the magnetic dip (i)
in

terms of the magnetic latitude (A), on Biot's hypothesis of terrestrial

magnetism.

2. To find the attraction of a uniform bar on a particle.

First, by the method of potentials. It has been shown (case (2),

Art. 2 44) that .,,,
, (1)

and also that the resultant attraction acts in the bisector of the angle
APS (fig. 242).

Let ds be an element of this bisector at P. Then the attraction is

flV
-; and from (1) dV _ 2kpc dp

ds
~~

jj? c
2 ds

3/7*

Now if 20 = /.APS, and AP = r, we have = cos
<f>.

Also

2fJi = r+r', and since along the bisector, or, in other words, along a

hyperbola through P confocal with the ellipse whose axis major is
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2 /i, r r is constant, we have dr = c/r', therefore -? = = CM 6
cfo <b

Hence
/***

__
Again in the triangle APBt

cos
<f>
=A / - T > by an elementaryV *

JIT tytf np
formula in trigonometry. Therefore r- = ;

--
; and if y is the

perpendicular from P on AS, we have 2cy = r/sin 2<f>; therefore

finall
.
v

'

dr_2*pjiu</>

*

d*
~

y
which is the resultant attraction.

Secondly, by direct calculation. The attraction of the element kpdt
kpds

atM on a unit mass at P
(fig. 242) is TTJ' or (if

^ ^-^ =
where PO = y. Resolve this along and perpendicular to PO, and
denote the components of the resultant attraction in these directions

by Y and X, respectively. Then

_*P r
y '

ft

y J-ft

where a = LAPO, /3 = Z 5PO. From these values we have

a-f/3
- -

V 2

win re R is v/X*+~?r>
, and

X a-p
y = tan ,

which shows that the direction of It bisects the angle APB.
3. If a circular arc of uniform thickness and density (equal to

those of the bar) is described with P as centre, touching the bar at

and terminated by the lines PA and PB, the attraction of this arc at

P is the same in magnitude and direction as the attraction of the bar

at /'.

r, draw PN to a point .V on AB very near M, and let PM tad
PN meet the circular arc in m and n respectively. Then the

i/ v
attraction of the element MN on P is kp -r*' FronB ** let **& MQ

perpendicular to PN. Then

M<J MQ.PN mn.PX* mn.PJf 9"**
PO

*
Pm.PO

*
I'm-

Therefore kp
--

t
= k

Pp^t'
"<?< the Attraction of the element

K
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My of the bar is equal to that of the element mn of the circular arc.

Therefore, &c.

4. To find the attraction of a circular plate of uniform density and
small thickness on a unit mass placed anywhere on an axis through
the centre of the plate perpendicular to its plane.

Let z be the distance of the attracted particle, P, from the centre,

0, of the plate. Divide the plate into an infinitely great number of

circular rings whose common centre is
;

let r be inner radius of one
of these rings, dr its breadth, a the radius of the plate, k its thickness,
and p its density. Then the potential of the ring at P is

2-nkprdr

since each particle of the ring is at a distance VsP + r* from P.

rdr
Hence V=

and the attraction = -- = 2Trko(l ^= )
dz

Let a be the semi-vertical angle of the cone whose base is the plate
and vertex P. Then z a cot a, and the attraction is

2 Ttkp(\ cos a).

The same result follows easily by direct calculation. For if is the

angle made with PO by lines drawn from P to the circumference of

the ring of radius r, the attraction of this ring resolved along PO is

2-nkprdr
^., 2 cos

;
but r=z tan 0, therefore this expression= 2 Tikp sin 6 du,

the integral of which from = to = a is 2irkp (1 cos a).

5. To find the attraction of the frustum of a right cone on a

particle placed at the vertex of the complete cone.

Let the frustum be divided into an indefinitely great number of

circular plates, each of the thickness, dz. Then since a is the same
for all the plates, and k in the above case is now dz,

f-h

whole attraction = 2-n-p (1 cos a) /
^
dz,

J h'

where h and h' are the distances from P of the faces of the frustum.

Hence the attraction is
2 ,rp(ft-A')(l-cosa) >

and the attraction depends merely on the thickness, hti, of the

frustum and not its proximity to the attracted particle.

This remarkable proposition is true also in the case of an oblique
cone standing on any plane base whatever, the attracted particle being
at its vertex. To prove this we have merely to show that if two

plates of the same thickness, each parallel to the base, be taken

anywhere in the cone, these plates exert equal attractions at the

vertex.
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Through th- vert. -x. /'. draw an infinite number of rays forming a

very slender cone intersecting the two plates in two small similar

!< ments of surface, dS and dtf, at the points J/ and M', suppose.

Then the attraction of dS on P is -5-77^
> k and p being the thickness

*

and density of the plate; and the attraction of d& on P is

These attractions are in the same line, VMM' ; and since the contours
dS 1

of the elements dS and <W are similar curves, -.,.,= ., .,
. : tl .. i. bn

ao / .'/
*

the attractions of these elements on P are equal. Similarly for all

other corresponding elements of the plates; therefore the platen
attract P equally.
The attraction of any frustum on P depends, then, only on the

number of plates of given small thickness in the frustum, i.e. on th-

thickness of the frustum.

6. To find the attraction of a spherical shell of uniform density and
small thickness on an external particle.

The potential has been proved (Art. 244) to be - or13 6

V Also the attraction measured in the direction in \vhi< -h

dV
c increases (Art. 248) is i efore the attraction towards the

d7 *
centre is j-t or 4irpT*

do -j-
It is the same, therefore, as if the mass of the shell were concentrated

tre.

Hence also the attraction of the solid contained between two con-

. , . mass of solid
ic spherical surfaces is-

-5
-

7. To find the attraction of a spherical shell on an internal
j>

tin- potential is constant inside the nhell, the attrition is

Zero. Tliis result i-
in<li-l"'iidriit

(if the thirUln !' th<- ,-ln-ll. If the

:itti;ictiiiLr M'lid is a sphere, and the attmetcd piirticlc, nf unit mass, is

iii-id'- the
-}>ln

n :it .1 distance r from tin- . .
. m-. it fullows that if a

1 cnneentric with the j,'ivm one ami passiny llimiiph

tin-
p.-irti.-lr. tin- ]inrtii.ii of the solid indiided U-twi-en thia sphere

the i

' the given sphere exerts no attraction on the particle;

and tin- attnu tion of the sphere of radius r is -r~r ' or

4

that ion of a sphere on an internal particle varies m the

6 of tin- juirtii-li-
from the centre.

8. To find tl.. i a circular plate of uniform thickness.

and d< M ity on a j>arti<-le in its plane, the law of attraction being that

of the inverse cube of the distance.
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From P, the attracted point, draw two very close radii vectores

intercepting a narrow strip of the plate between them.

Let be the centre of the plate, let

6 be the angle OPA made by one of

the radii vectores, and let Q+ d& be

the angle made by the other, with

OP. Let Q be a point on PA, and

PQ =. r. Then the mass of the ele-

ment at Q included between circles of

radii r and r+ dr described with P as

Fig. 249- centre is
kprdrdO,

Jc and p being the thickness and density of the plate.

The attraction of this element on P resolved along PO is

kpdrdO
-J

^ cos 6
;

hence the resultant attraction is

'drde
cosd,

the integration in r being performed from r = PA to r = PB, and

that in Q from = sin"1 - to = sin"1 -> where a is the radius of
c c

the plate and c = OP, the extreme values of corresponding to the

two tangents that can be drawn from P to the circle.

Now denoting PA by r
l
and PB by r

2 ,
and integrating first with

respect to rlt the attraction is

{ )cos0c?0.

The values of r^ and r
2
are given by the equation

'-a' = 0,

1 J_ _ 2-y/a
2-c2 sin2

""'

^
~~

^
~

c2 a2

Hence the attraction is

2kp
or

where t is put for c sin 6.

In this case we might have found the attraction from the Potential.

The latter is easily found by dividing the plate into rings with as

centre. If r is the radius of one of these rings we have V =

lcp_
rr rdddr

integrating first from 6 = to Q = IT, and
2 J1 r2 -2crcos0+ c

2

r rdr
doubling the result we have V = nkp I -55 > in which r runs from

to a. Hence V = -
log -^ 5



But F may also be easily found from the attraction, that,

dV_
de

'

Now, since F= - f-, it is clear that at infinity F= 0, or F=
when c = oo . This gives the const = 0,

9. If F,, and F,_, denote the potentials of an attracting man when
the law of attraction is the n> and (w-2)d power of the distance,
respectively, prove that

_ < <

> V =^ +
^5'

f^' the co-ordinates of the attracted particle

being x, y, z.

\V. have F. =

therefore, as in Art. 246,

7.' I'

Adding to this the similar values of
-y-j

and -7-5 we have

This equation enables us, generally, to find the
potential

for the

(n 2)& power of the distance when that for the n" is known
;
Imt

it fails in two most important cases, namely, when n = 1 and when
n=-2*.

If the attr.K ting mass is a plate, r1 = (x x^'-f (y y')*>
*n^ the

n-sult i- < ;i>ilv proved to be

In the \Mt example we find the potential of a circular plate fr tlu-

rM ' l"i 'I IM.WI i ; hence we have at once the potentials, ami there-

tin jittiii. ti.'iis for the inverse fifth, seventh, 4c^ powers of the

tlistance.

in. Calculate the attraction of a uniform spherical ahell of mall
thickness on an external particle when the attraction varies as the w lb

],.,w.
i- ,,: tin- distance.

With the notation and figure of caee (3), of Art. 244, we have

* Thin equation, M wril w Uwt in Bx. 19, to Mr.
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2 r> f
" + 1

// (c
2-2cacos0+ a2

)
* s

n+l_
2-TrpTa

2

n+1
n+l

r* 5

/ (c
2 -2cacos0 + a2

)
2 sin0c/0.

Jo

/KT

x

a;
2

cfo. Hence

If we wish to find the attraction of a full sphere of radius r, we
observe that T is da, and we integrate this expression from a to to

a = r.

dV
In each case the attraction towards the centre is --=

dc

11. Let there be two distributions of mass denoted by M and M';
if.at any point in M, where the element of mass is dM, the potential
due to M' is denoted by V, and if at any point in M', where the

element of mass is dM'
,
the potential due to M is denoted by V, we

shall have
fV'dM= fVdM',

the integration (or summation) on the left-hand side being performed

throughout the mass M, and that on the right-hand side through-
out M'.

For the element V'dM of the first integral means that all the

elements of M' are to be multiplied each by the element dM at a

fixed point in M, and each of these products is to be divided by the

distance between dM and the corresponding element chosen in M'
;

and J'VdM means, therefore, that the elements of the mass M are to

be combined in pairs in all possible ways with the elements of M' and

each product divided by the mutual distance of the two elements in it.

But this is manifestly also the meaning off VdM'.
Of course this is also true if the elements are multiplied by any

function of their mutual distance, and it is also true whatever

elements may be denoted by dM and dM'

they, one or both, may be

elements of space, for example.
Hence ike mean potential over a spherical surface due to matter

entirely outside the sphere is equal to the potential of this matter at the

centre of the sphere. (Gauss, Papers on Forces varying inversely as

the square of the distance, Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, vol. iii. part x.)

For let mass of uniform density p and small uniform thickness T,

be supposed to be distributed on the sphere ;
let dS be an element of

its surface, V the potential at this element of the attracting mass, and
a the radius of the sphere. Then since the potential of a shell at an
external point whose distance from the centre is r

r

it follows that if dm is an element of the attracting matter
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pr t VdS = 4irpTa /?" = iirpraT,,

if T is the potential at the centre of the sphere. Hence

which proves the proposition, since fVd* divided by the whole surface

of the sphere is the mean value of tin
j..,t<

-mini over its surface.

12. Given the whole mass of a solid, find its shape so that iu
attraction on a particle placed at a given point may be a maximum.
It is cli-iir that the surface of the solid must pass through the
attracted point, and a little consideration shows that the component of
the attraction of any element of the tolid along the direction of the

resultant attraction must be constant. Hence the surface of the solid

is one of revolution round the line of action of the resultant, and the

equation of the generating curve is

CMS/) 1

j-
= -y = constant,

the attracted point being pole, and the line of action of th-- n -ultant
tli.- initial line. Hence if R be the whole attraction, and /the unit

force (Art. 242),

ftR = pffff&in cos edrdBdjt 2vapf I cos0sin 0<I0

But the mass, M, of the solid is easily found to be ^ pa
s

;
there-

fore R=( 25 '**'

The attraction of a sphere of mass M on the particle (placed on iu

surface) would be (

^
) /; so that the former exceeds the

in the ratio

13. Find an approximate value of the potential of any solid

a very distant jmint.

Let G be tin o ntre of mass of the solid body, 7* the distant |*>int.

P' any point in the mam at which tl, of mass in dm. Take

as origin and UP as axis of x; let GP = r, GF = /, and let the

x of P be x.

f dm 1

' =

ting all higher powers of - than the second.
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Now fx'dm = 0, and if we denote by A and p the radii of gyration
of the solid about the axes of y and z, and by k its radius of gyration
about GP, we have

where M = mass of body.

TT
Mn .Hence 7 = _(i + ___-- ).

But if &!, k
2 ,
k
s are the principal radii of gyration at G, we have

\2+^+ tf - &*+ k*+ k* therefore

y- h .=V (1
"

~2^~
By differentiating this with respect to x, y, and 2 separately, we find

the components of attraction in the directions of the principal axes at

G on a unit mass at P.

14. If V=f(x,y, z) be a function satisfying Laplace's equation,

VV = 0, show that the function - f ( =- >
~

> r-) will also satisfy
A* l/ * At* rt^S rt* '

it (where r2 = ar
8+ y

z+ 2s
).

If is the origin, P" the point (x, y, z), Q a point on OP produced
CL ft T ft^ll Ct/2/

such that 0<2 = 7T^> the co-ordinates of Q are r- 5 ^> Let
O/> r-i

^2 r-i

OQ = p, let (f, rj, Q be the co-ordinates of Q, and let

Then satisfies the equation

But p
2 -- = a2

-y- ; therefore this equation becomes
dp dr

d . . dU. 1

The first term being the same as sin Q
(r

2

) > this equation is, by

Art. 254, the equivalent of

_
x dy

z dz*
~

15. A homogeneous fluid, self-attracting according to the law of

nature, completely fills the space between two spherical non-concentric
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surfaces one of which entirely surrounds the other
;

find the resultant
attraction at any point of the fluid, and also the level surfaces.

Let be the centre of the larger and (/ the centre of the smaller

sphere ; P any point in the fluid; OQf = e
; radius of smaller sphere= 6

; OP = r,0'P = r'; p = density of fluid.

To calculate the resultant force at P, imagine that the place of the
smaller sphere is occupied with fluid

;
then the larger is completely

full, and there is a force $irpr in the line PO towards 0. Now let

the effect of the fluid which we have introduced be annulled by com-
bining with the alwve force the force exercised at P by a repulsive fluid

of same density filling the smaller sphere. This latter force would be

on the scale adopted; and this would act in the line (fP

from (/.

The resultant of these forces is the resultant force at P. If V
is the potential at P,

t [Art 243]

2
F=--irpr

This value is otherwise evident, since the potential at a point due to

any attracting bodies is the sum of their separate potentials at the

point. If a is the radius of the larger sphere (see p. 404),

2 4vpb*
3

The level surfaced are given by the equation

r*+ j-
= const.

16. Whatever may be the law of attraction, prove that the attraction

of the bin.iller of two concentric spheres at a point situated on the surface

of the larger is to the attraction of the larger at a point siti;

tin- surface of the smaller as the square of the radius of the smaller is

to the square of tin- radius of the larger.

Draw any radius meeting the surface of the smaller sphere in q and

the surface of the larger in Q. Let f(r) represent the law of attrac-

tion
;

let a = radius of larger, 6 = radius of smaller, and O be tl.

nt i < Then the attraction at Q of an element of the smaller at the

point r//5 is a_x
/'(r) daedyds

along QO, whi -h is taken as axis <

Performing the integration with respect to sc, considering y and s
'

nit, the attraction at Q of a thin prismatic bar (parallel to OQ)
of the smaller .sphere is
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where >\ and r
2
are the distances from Q of the ends, A and B, of this

bar. Draw OA and OB meeting the surface of the larger sphere in A'
and B', respectively ;

then A'B' will be the axis of a prismatic bar of

the larger sphere whose attraction at q is

(y
r
and z being co-ordinates of A' or B*) since qA' = QA = r

l}
and

qff= QB = r. But ,
= 4 = -

5
therefore -^75- =, therefore

y z a dy dz a~

the attractions of these corresponding bars bear to each other a

constant ratio, and hence taking all such bars for the two spheres, the

proposition is proved.

1 7. From the last proposition prove that the only law of attraction

for which a homogeneous spherical shell of uniform thickness will

exercise no attraction at any internal point is the law of nature.

For if such a shell exercises no internal attraction, it follows that

the matter contained between the surfaces of the two spheres exercises

no attraction at q, however great OQ may be. Hence however great

OQ may be, the attraction of the greater at q is constant; therefore

the attraction of the less sphere at Q oc -^ Q. E. D.
a2

18. To express the amount of work done by the mutual attractive

forces of the particles of a self-attracting solid when the body changes
from one figure to another.

Let m
lt
mv ... be any elements of the solid, and r

12 ,
r
13 ,

&c. their

mutual distances. Then in the alteration of the distances between m^
and the other elements the work done on m

1
is

or m.d ( + +...), or m,dV,,V V7
12

'
13

where V
1

is the potential of the whole mass at the position at m
l

.

Hence the work done on m^ is m^ (F," F/), where V" denotes the

potential at m
1
in the final figure of the solid, and F/ the potential in

the initial figure. Similarly the work done on m.z is m.2 (F/' F/) ;
and

since the term
'

2

2
dr

12
is common to the expressions for the work on

riz

m^ and the work on mz
it is clear that whole work is expressed by

If Vdm,

this integral extending over the whole solid in its first and second

figures, and the first result being subtracted from the second. This

expression is the potential work of the internal forces of the attracting

solid.

1 9. If Rn and Rn_^ denote the resultant attractions of a given solid

at a given point when the law of attraction is that of the nth power,
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and that of the (n 2)
th

power, of the di

R V^
.*._. = -.

-

20. Find the attraction of a circular plate of uniform thickness and
\ on an external particle of unit mass in iU plane, the lav

attraction being that of the inverse distance.

A ns. The mass of the plate divided by the distance of the particle
from its centre.

21. Prove that if a material lamina attract according to the law of

the inverse ili.-tam-e ami if .V is its attraetion on a unit mass at any
point of a closed curve, measured outwards along the normal, we shall

have
fNds - 0, or = - 2 w

,-,

according as there is no mass or mass ///,
im-ide the closed curve, and

hence thatW = 0, or = 2irp.

22. Prove that the values of V V calculated for external points and for

inicni.il points do not agree for points on the surface of a solid spl

23. Prove that neither Laplace's nor Poisson's equation holds for

points on the bounding surface of an attracting solid.

'Jl. Find the attraction of a uniform hemispherical shell of small

thickness on a unit particle placed at a distance, x, from on
the diameter perpendicular to the plane of the rim of the shell.

Ant. If r is the radius of the shell, p its density, and r its

thickness, the attraction is -= (1
--

> ) the unit

being that between two units of mass at a unit distance apart.

25. If a nniul'cr of uniform bars of the same section and den.-ity

form any closed polygon with no re-entrant angle, prove that they

produce the same potential (for the law of tin- inverse square) at any

point in-i<lc the polygon as a polygon of bars formed In joining the

I' the perpendiculars from the given point on the aides of the

Driven polygon.
ml this |iro|.oMt:on to |

1

)

26. If a self-attracting sphere of uniform density and radius a

,
res to one of uniform d 1 radius

'

. find the amount !

work done ly it- mutual atti 'ces.

Ant. The unit of work I- n.- that done when two particles, each

of unit mass and placed at a unit distance apart, are drawn to an

infinite distance apart, the work done will be

.V i> the mass of the sphere.

27. Two i

ipial uniform hare of given sections and densities sre

placed parallel to each other and at right angles to the lines joining
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their extremities
;
find the amount of work done against their mutual

attraction in drawing them a given distance asunder.

Ans. If y is the distance between the bars in any position, I the

length of each, m and mf are their masses, and the unit of work is the

same as in last example, the work done in changing the distance from

y\ t
2/2
w^ be the difference of the values of the expression

72 w ' y

when yt
and yz are successively put for y.

28. The gravitation potential of an attracting mass cannot have a

maximum or minimum value in empty space.

[Let it have a maximum value at A. Then round A, and in-

definitely near it, can be described a closed surface, at every point of

which V is less than it is at A. Therefore if dn is an elementary
dV

length along the normal (measured inwards) to this surface,
-

dV
,

dn
is positive all over the surface; but N = -7; hence equation (2),

Art. 252 is contradicted.]

29. A particle in equilibrium under the attraction of any system of

masses (for the law of nature) is in unstable equilibrium.

(This follows from last example. See Art. 199. See also Clerk

Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, vol. i, p. 139. The Theorem
is known as Earnshaw's.)

30. If a level surface contath none of the attracting mass, the

potential is constant throughout its interior, and equal (of course) to

that on the surface. (Gauss, in Taylor's Scientific Memoirs.) For if

not, it must have either a maximum or minimum value at some point
within. This very simple proof is given by Thompson and Tait, Nat.

31. If all the attracting mass lies on or within a level surface on
which the potential is zero, then in all space outside this surface the

potential is constantly zero. (Gauss.)

[If possible, let the potential at any external point, P, be A, which
is > 0. Then, since lines drawn from P to the given level surface

meet it in points of zero potential, it is possible to find a series of

points on these lines at which the potential has a constant value, < A
and = B, suppose. Also since the potential is zero at all points at

infinity, it is evidently possible to describe round P a closed level

surface on which the potential = B, and which includes none of the

mass. This surface is subject to the result of last example, which
contradicts our supposition. Therefore A cannot be > ;

and by
changing the sign of every mass in the system, the supposition that

A is negative may be rejected ;
therefore A = in all external space.]

32. If all the attracting mass lies on or within a level surface, then

in all space outside this surface the potential is less than on the

surface, and has the same sign.
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33. If in any portion of empty space of 6nite volume the potential
has a contain value, it will have this viihu- tin .,\\ pc,which can be reached without passing through any of the
(Gauss).

25-

SECTION II.

The Attraction of Ellip*oul*.

255.] Shell bounded by Similar Surfaces. Let r/// and rqp
be two concentric, similar, and similarly situated surfaces whom
normal distance from

each other is at all

points very small. Sup-

pose the space between

these surfaces to be

filled by attracting mat-

ter of uniform density,
and let be an at-

tracted particle in the

interior of the shell.

With as vertex let

any slender cone be described, intercepting on the shell two
trustums whose thicknesses measured along the generator /* of

the e,,ne are/?X and r/. Then, since by the property of similar,

similarly situated, and concentric surfaces, tin- intercepts pp' and

and r/ are equal, we see by example 3 of hist Article that the

attractions of these frustums on are equal and opposite.
Henee the oorrapoading frustums of all such cones exert equal
and opposite attractions on 0; and the resultant attraction of

the shell on any internal particle is therefore zero.

Hence, generally, if the law of attraction is that of not

every thett <>f uniform, density and matt (Aifhtf**, bounded by

*imilar, similarfy situated, and concentric turface* product* a -

*ta I at all point* in it* interior, and exert*, therefore, at

tAese point* no attraction,

The same is true for a solid of uniform density and any thick*

ness bounded by two similar, similarly situated, and concentric

surfaces, since the thicknesses of the frustums intercepted

bet ween its bounding surfaces will still be equal.
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256.] Corresponding Points on Confocal Ellipsoids. Let

rqp and PQ (fig. 25) be ^wo confocal ellipsoids, let the axes of

the first be a, ft, y', and those of the second a, /3, y, let the co-

ordinates of a point p on the first be #', y'y z', and those of a

point P on the second x, y, z. Then, if

the points P and p are called corresponding points on the ellip-

soids. Also, let Q and q be two other corresponding- points.

Then it is very easy to prove that the distance Pq is equal to the

distance Qp. (Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions, Art. 181.)

257.] External Potential of an Ellipsoidal Shell. Let it be

required to find the potential at an external point, P, of a shell

bounded by the similar, similarly situated, and concentric ellip-

soids vrp' and rqp. Through the point P describe an ellipsoid,

PQ, confocal with rqp, and describe also an ellipsoid, msn, con-

focal with vr'p' and similar to PQ. This latter surface is

completely determinate, since its axes must be /za, /z/3, \iy, and

since
/u

2
(a

2
/3

2

)
must be equal to pf

2
(a

2 ^2

),
where jxV, pffi',

l/y' are the (given) axes of the ellipsoid v/p' ;
or

/u,
=

/u", since

a2 /3
2 = a'2 /3

/2
. Now, let ', //', f be the co-ordinates of any

point q on the inner shell, and f, ?j, those of the corresponding

point, Q, on the outer. Then if p is the density of each shell,

the element of mass at a is pd'tlrfd
f

,
and the potential produced

by this element at P is

ff f- / Q/ r

But since -% = -, &c., we have d'di{d'=. ~^-
a a Q-py

therefore the potential of the element is

a/3y Pq
and the potential produced at p by an element of mass at Q is

And since Qp = Pq (Art. 256),

potential at P due to element of mass at q _ a'ft'y

potential at p due to element of mass at Q,

~~

a/3y

mass of shell rqp~
mass of shell PQ
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Taking- all the elements of tin- inner shell. and all the oor-

"iitling elements of the outer, and thus exhausting both

slu 11s, we see that

the potential of the inner shell at Q _ mass of inner shell

the potential of the outer shell at/?

"~

mass of outer shell

Xi\v since these shells are bounded each by similar surfaces, tin*

potential of the outer shell is constant at all internal points, and

(in virtue of the continuity of the potential) this potential is the

same as the potential of the outer shell at P.

Hence the potential of an ellipsoidal shell bounded by similar

surfaces is constant at all points on the surface of any ellipsoid

confocal with the surface of the shell that is, the level surfaces

of an ellipsoidal shell are confocal ellipsoids, and its attraction at

any point is therefore normal to the confocal ellipsoid through
the point.

Let Fand V be the potentials of the shells PQ and rqp at

P > tlu 'u
,v_a'/9V r .

:

a/3y
^

and if x, y, z be the co-ordinates of P, we have

(IX
"

n.-iy ./r
'

>mponents of the attraetions of the two shells in

the same direction are to each other in the ratio of the masses

of the shells. For this reason the calculation of the attraction

of an ellipsoidal shell at an external point is reduced to t

of a shell on its surface.

258.] Attraction of an Ellipsoid at an External Point.

Let .///// (fig. 250) be a solid homogeneous ellipsoid, and 1.

be required to lind its attraction on a unit mass placed at /'.

Break the ellipsoid up into an infinite number of thin shells

hounded by ellipsoids similar to ea< h other and to the surface

./A'//. these shells he that helween the SUrfacCH '

ami rqp. Denote this shell by (*) ;
and dew-rilx' the ellipsoids

PQ and m*n, similar to each other and confocal with the surfaces

of (*),
as in the p* les. Denote this shell by (a).

Let the axes of ABD be a, b, c ;
let t lin*e of rqp be kat U, ket

and let those of v/j/ be (* -I- tit) a, (t ^Ik)
t>, (t 4 'ft) e. Al*.

the axes of the ellipsoid PQ be
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then, by Art. 257, those of msn will be (k + dk]VV + A2
, (k+ dk)

, (k+dk}*/(?+ \2
. Now (Art. 250), the attraction of

the shell
(<r)

on a unit mass at P is

where P is the normal thickness of the shell at P. This at-

traction acts in the direction of the normal Pn, whose direction

cosines are
pa} py pz

p being the length of the perpendicular from C, the centre of

the ellipsoid ; on the tangent plane at P, and a?, y, z the co-

ordinates of P. Hence the attraction of
(a-)

on P parallel to the

axis of x, in the positive direction, is

1-nppx p
~F( 2 + A2

)

Draw the line CP meeting the inner surface of
(a-)

in s.

Pn p Ps . . Cs axis of msn=
, thereforeA =

.p. -.
- P* dk

therefore -^r = j- ,
and Pn =

k CP
~

k
'

k

Substituting this value in
(l), we find the attraction of

(o-)

parallel to the axis of x to be

Multiplying this by the ratio of the mass of
(s)

to that of
(o-),

we have the component of the attraction of (s}. Denoting this

latter by dX, we have
,. obcp*x dk , .

U \. - =r-

Now, by the equation of the surface PQ,

T 79 . To T o . x 9
== "*

DiflPerentiating this, regarding k and A as variables, we have

k3

by the well-known value of the perpendicular from the centre

on the tangent plane of an ellipsoid.

* The curious compensation of errors involved in the usual proof of this is well

noticed by Collignon (Dynamique, p. 403). This simple proof is from Thomson
and Tait.
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Substituting this value of (Ik in (2), we have

181

To find the limits of A, we observe that when the shell () is

taken at the centre, k =
; but the axes of (a) must be :

and as they are k-Ja* + A2
, &c., the value of A corresponding to

a vanishing shell at the centre is oc. Again, if k 1, or (*) is

a shell at the surface ABD, we have a2 -I- A2 = a^ t where a
l
is

the semi-axis of the ellipsoid confocal with ABD, and passing

through P. Denote this value of A by ^ . Then, if 31 be the

mass of the solid ellipsoid A 111), we have

X= 3J/

and in the same way for the other components, Y and Z,

v
"
Al A '/AY=

(3)

\d\

if L = T 1

J QB .

;i r=:-6if>

we have evidently

dL Z=

The expressions for X, Y, Z may be put into other form*

which are useful in practice, by putting

A =

Then = -V- /' =
A V(l

Z

r = -

T+7V)

, the least semi-axis being c.

If the attracted particle is on the surface ABD of tin-

attracting ellipsoid, the limits of u are and 1, since fj
=

F f
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If the attracted point is inside the ellipsoid, let an ellipsoid be

described through it concentric with and similar to the surface

ABD, and the portion between these two surfaces exerts no

attraction at the point (Art. 254).

Equations (5) show that the components along the principal

axes of the attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid on a particle

placed anywhere on its surface or inside its mass are of the

forms Ax, By, Cz, (6)

where A, B, C are constant quantities.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid of revolution

round the minor axis (oblate spheroid) on a particle placed on its

surface.

Here a = 6, and e = e' in equations (5) ;
therefore

The integral is most easily found by putting eu = tan 0. We then

- e

Z
' =

JJ-J- (e tan 1

e)-

These expressions are of importance in the theory of the figure of the

Earth.

2. A homogeneous fluid mass, self-attracting according to the law
of nature, is acted upon at every element by a force proportional to

the mass of the element and its distance from an axis passing through
the centre of mass of the fluid. Prove that an ellipsoid of revolution

round the axis is a possible figure of equilibrium of the fluid.

Let \ir be the force emanating from the axis on a unit mass at

distance r from the axis. Take the axis as axis of z, and assume the

surface of the fluid to be an ellipsoid of revolution whose axes are

Then the x component of force on a unit mass on the surface is

( A + n) x, where A has the value in example 1. Hence if F is the

potential at the surface

dV=(-<
which is zero, since if the potential is not constant over the surface of
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a fluid, there will be a force in the tangent plane causing a flow from
one point to another. Also by differentiating the equation of the

surface, we have

Hence we must have A + p

Substituting the values of A and C from last example, and
]M = $ TTC* (1 +*)/>, where p is the density of the fluid, this equ;.

Put p.
= $irp . q ; then we have

tan~* = 0,

determines e, the eccentricity, in terms of q ; and c, the least

axis is known from 3f, the whole mass of the fluid.

There is a major limit to the value of q in order that equilibrium
in the ellipsoidal form may be possible ;

but into the discussion of

this, which is somewhat tedious, we do not enter. [See the Mecanique
Celeste, or Besant's Uydromechanics^\

3. If from a solid homogeneous ellipsoid there be removed any

complete ellipsoid, find the attraction at a point (a) inside the re-

maining mass, (6) in-id<- tin- ellipsoidal cavity.
The attraction is to be found by considering tin- cavity to le fill< 1

with matter of the same density as that of the rest, and then sub-

tracting the results due to the matter which is imagined to 611 th>

cavity.
Let the axes of the complete ellipsoid be taken as those of reference,

and let the axes of the cavity make angles (a,, 0,, y,), (a,, /3f .

(a,, /3g , y,) with tln-rn. AN" let tli<- <-o ordinal- -

partii ! with nfrrence to these axes be (x, y, z) and (xft y't tf\

respectively, and let the components of attraction along these sets of

axesK . Z').

Then A' = Ax, 7= By, Z= Cz,

where A, B, C are constants ;
and

where if the attracted particle is outside the cavity, A't ff, C* are v
able, but if inside, constant*.

'Hi- whole force parallel to the axis of x on a unit particle it

obviously JT-(*' <h+ Too. 0,+ Z'cos oj,

with similar expressions for the components along the axes of y

If the attracted particle is inside the cavity, the level rorfaoc
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pas-sing through it is easily found. For, the virtual work of the

attraction of the whole ellipsoid is

Xdx+ Ydy+ Zdz, or \d (Aa?+Bf + Cz2) ;

and that of the attraction of the small ellipsoid is

X'dx'+Y'dy'+ Z'dJ, or \d(AW+ B'y'
2
+C'z'*).

Hence the level surfaces inside the cavity are given by the equation

Aa* + By* + Cz*-A'x'*-Bf

y'*-C
f
z* - const.

They are therefore quadrics.
We could in the same way find the effect due to an ellipsoidal mass

which contains in its interior another ellipsoidal mass (or nucleus) of

density different from that of the remainder. If p and p are the

densities of the two portions (p' > p), imagine the whole to consist of

a homogeneous mass of density p, and add the effect due to the

nucleus, supposed of density p'p.
4. Prove that an oblate spheroid of uniform density cannot have its

own surface for one of its level surfaces.

[The condition that its own surface should be a level surface is

3e
tan-1e =-5 which cannot be satisfied by any value of e, except

zero.]
3 + *

5. Prove that a prolate spheroid of uniform density cannot have its

own surface for a level surface.

[By putting e = k*t/ 1 in the last result, the required condition

becomes 1+& 3&

which gives by expansion

$*"+ !*+...) = 3, or ...
,

O . O t> I

which is, of course, quite impossible.]
6. Prove that in the spheroid considered in example 2 the re-

sultant attraction at any point on the surface is proportional to the

length of the normal between that point and the axis of revolution.

7. Express gravity on the surface of such a spheroid in terms of

the latitude.

[The latitude of a point on the surface is the angle made with the

plane of the equator by the normal at the point.
If E denotes the value of gravity at the equator, G the value in

latitude X, and c the eccentricity of the generating ellipse,

E

eo that if e is small, the increase of gravity at any point above the

equatoreal value is proportional to sin2

(latitude).]
8. The components of attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid at an

internal point (a;, y, z) being Ax, By, Cz (as in p. 434), prove that

where p is the density at the point.
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SECTION in.

Superficial L'wlril/ution*.

259.] Quantity of Electricity. The student is supposed to

l>e tluiiiliar with tin- elementary phenomena of electric attractions

and repulsions that is, with certain forces which bodies are

observed to exhibit when they have been rubbed with resin,

catskin, and some other substances. The mode in which these

forces arc brought into existence is called the process of electri-

fication,, and the bodies which exhibit them are said to be tltc-

infit'l. In the older theories of electricity such bodies were

assumed to have been charged by electrification with a certain

quantity of fiuid, the process consisting either of directly com-

municating the fluid to the bodies, or of altering its arrange-
ment within them (if they naturally possessed it themselves) in

such a manner as to render possible the play of il forces.

Whether this fluid theory is true or false, there appear to be at

]
resent some strong objections to its adoption. Following the

views of Clerk Maxwell, we shall regard electrification merely as

a ttate of a body, without speculating more closely as to

nature of this st;

Suppose that two small electrified bodies of equal surface,

ii^ in exactly similar eircumstanecs on the same third .

trilied body, produce exactly equal forces of attraction or of

repulsion on this body; then we say that the two bodies con-

sidered have the same quantity of elect rieity; and if >ne of

them attraets, while the other r.-pcls the third h.-dy. we should

that they have equal quantities of el.Hririty voUk oppO*\U

*ign*. The phenomenal effect of electrification being, then, a

i-ural'le quantity, this state of elect rilieat imi itself becomes

also a measurable quantity if it is, as we assume it to be, I

i. presented by this effect. We have thus attained the n.-ti

.qu;,' icity, a* > equal states of

A unit quantity ..f
'

rostatics, will th,

be that quantity whieh, when acting on an equal quan

placed at a unit distance from it, repels the latter with a

. e the unit force called the dyne, or any other conven

one.
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260.] Electric Potential. An electrified body exerts force

on other electrified bodies in its neighbourhood ; and, just as in

distributions of matter, the potential at any point in space due

to an electrified body is the amount of work which must be done

against the repulsive force of the body to bring a unit of elec-

tricity from an infinite distance to the point considered. (This

supposes that the proximity of the unit does not modify the

state of electrification of the body a supposition which will be

allowable when the unit is small.)

An electrified body is found by experiment to be capable of

impressing its state of electrification, with more or less success,

on bodies which are put in contact with it, according to the

nature of these bodies ; and bodies which very readily allow this

transference of state are called good conductors, or simply

conductors, while those which best resist it are called non-

conductors, or dielectrics.

We may speak of a.flow of electricity, instead of a transference

of state, if we are careful to avoid including in the expression

any hypothesis of the material nature of electricity.

Where this flow can take place it will take place. It follows,

therefore, that when a conductor is in complete electrical equi-

librium there must be a uniform electric potential throughout its

substance. And from this it follows by Poisson's equation that

when a conductor is in electrical equilibrium, the electricity resides

entirely at the surface. For since V is constant throughout the

mass of the conductor, V V = ;
and therefore p = 0. A distri-

bution throughout the mass could exist only in a non-conductor.

Also the external surface of the conductor itself must be a level

surface of the electricity; for if not, a flow would take place

from a point of high potential on it to one of low potential. In

other words, no electrical force can be exerted anywhere in the

conductor except at its surface of contact with a resisting

(dielectric) medium. This is usually stated thus in an elec-

trified conductor the electricity resides wholly at the surface.

It is to be noted that in all cases the potential of the Earth

is assumed as zero, and that the potential of any body in com-

munication with the Earth by means of a conducting wire is

therefore zero.

261.] Free Charge. Induced Charge. The quantity of

electricity on a conductor is called its charge. A charge may be
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communicated to a body in two ways either by actual contact

\vith another charged body (such as a piece of glass which has
been rubbed with catskin), or by the influence, at a distance, of

such a charged body. In the first case the . <>n the

conductor will be everywhere of one kind viz., the kind which
is on the body touched

;
and in the second the charge will

consist of quantities of positive and negative electricity in

portions of the surface of the conductor.

262.] Surface Density. The electric density at any point
of a surface is the limiting ratio of the quantity of electri<

within a sphere whose centre is the point to the area of the

surface contained within the sphere when the radius of the

sphere is diminished indefinitely (Clerk Maxwell).
We have already spoken of solid distributions of matter over

a surface, meaning that the thickness of the material stratum is

everywhere very small. If p denotes the density of the mat

and k its thickness, the quantity on a small unit surface is kp.

If now we imagine p to be increased and k to be diminish. 1

indefinitely, we shall have a truly superficial distribution, in

which the product p

becomes the surface density here considered. Although this

ni"de of conception may assist us in understanding a t

superficial distribution, it is not necessary to imagine that

electrical distribution is really produced in this way. We shall

denote the surface density by tr.

When the density at any point of a body is zero, the body is

said to be in its natural state at that point.

263.] Density at Each Point of a Charged Conductor.

Through the contour of any elementary area, dS, of the surface

of a conductor (or of any level surface on which el \ is

distributed) let a tube of force be described ; and let /' and Q
(fig. 248) be two very close normal sections of this tnl>c. the firut

made in-ide. and the smmd outside the surface of the conductor.

Then if ,T i- the surface density on dS, the
<,

inside this lube is adS\ also if the area of the section Q is

and A' the normal repulsion on a + unit just outlide

the surface, the surface integral for the tube becomes

the value ofN for the section P being, of course, zero.
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Now, by taking Q sufficiently close to the surface, dS' can be

made equal to dS, and this equation becomes in the limit

N
N=4.TT(r, or <r = > (l)

47T

which determines the law of density at each point. Here N
dV

(being supposed repulsive) is of course y > where dn is the

element of normal measured outwards.

264.] Force Exerted by an Electrified Conductor on its

own Electricity. At each point on the surface there is a

certain force produced on a unit quantity of the conductor's

own electricity, which, it must be very carefully observed, is not

7 4
dV

equal to
j

For suppose ABD (fig. 250) to represent the surface of an elec-

trified conductor, and take any very small element of its area at

the point B. The repulsion of the remainder of the surface on

a unit of electricity at B is the same as its repulsion on a unit

just inside or outside B. This latter is 27TO-, as at once appears

by the method of Art. 250. Also the action of the element at

B on itself is zero. Hence the resultant repulsion of the charge
on a unit quantity at B is 2 no; and it acts in the normal at B ;

and if dS is the area of the small element at B, the quantity on

it is odSj on which the repulsion, dp, is 2Tr<r2 dS, Hence

dp=2v(T2
dS, or ^=27rc72

,

o

which is the repulsion of the electricity on itself per unit of

surface at a point where the density is o-.

This quantity, 27ro-
2

,
is what Sir W. Thomson calls the electric

diminution of air pressure on the surface (Papers on Electrostatics

and Magnetism, p. 254), for the following reason : each element

of surface of an electrified soap-bubble being repelled by the

force 27TO-2 per unit of surface, the bubble expands, just as it

would do if the air pressure diminished, and, when discharged
it contracts. Hence the electric diminution of air pressure at

any point of a conductor is jV"2
2 7T0-

2
,

or >

8;r

N being the electrical repulsion on a unit in the air just outside

the point.
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265.] Theorem. The sections of a tube of force made by
the surfaces of two conductors, which mutually act on each

other, contain equal quantities of opposite
electricities.

Let A and B
(fig. 251) be two portions of

the conductors whose adjacent surfaces, P and

Q, are electrified, and let the tube of force

contain the elements P and Q. Then in the

substance of each conductor, no matter how
thin it may be, V is a constant (Art. 260). Let

the tube be prolonged to any distance in the conductors, and

it be closed at its extremities. Apply the surface integral of

normal force to this tube, and let the areas cut off at P and Q
be dS and iltf, and the surface densities at these points a and a.

Now N (Art. 253) is zero all over the surface of the tube ;
hence

(rdS+<r'd& = 0,

which proves the theorem.

If the surfaces are very close together we may take dS = </$',

and then we shall have a o'.

EXAMPLES.

1. To find the quantity of electricity on each of two very clow

parallel plates, tin- potential of each plate being given.
Let Fund V IK- their potential-, ami // ) between them

(or the thickness of the dielertrie). Then the surface density at any

point on either is - where dn is the element of normal
4v dV

measured from the point towards the other pint is teneil'ly

y y Y V
eciiml to r ; hence a = -

-j-; nud if 8 be the surface of
It 477/1

plate and Q the quantity of 1 M it,

(F-FQS
I-/.

If one plate communicates with the ground, itH potential is aero,
I

'

v

nnd Q will then be .* where V is the potential of the other. Thu

case is approximately that . f the Leydeo Jar.

2. To find the work done hy the electric force* in the discharge of

If on ire in connected with the Around (whose poten
1

. and tht other with a source of electricity whose potential U F,

C s

the charge will IN-

'

Now on the armature whose potential u F,
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the potential work of the forces, or energy of the electrification, is

(p. 426) \fVdq_, or \Vfdq, or \VQ,
where Q is the whole charge on the armature and dq the elementary

charge at any point. Substituting for V its value in terms of Q, we
have the energy equal to

This is the work done in changing the potential from V to zero ;

or, in other words, the work done in discharging the jar is pro-

portional to the square of its charge.

3. To find the surface density at any point of an ellipsoidal

conductor.

If we regard surface density as the limit of volume-density

(Art. 262) when the thickness is indefinitely diminished, it follows

at once by Art. 258 that, as the normal distance between two very
close concentric, similar, and similarly placed ellipsoids is proportional
to the length of the central perpendicular on the tangent plane,

<r = Xp,

where p is this perpendicular and A a constant.

Now if Q is the whole charge on the ellipsoid, Q = XfydS, where

dS is an element of its surface on which the density of electricity is <r.

But fpdS is obviously three times the volume of the ellipsoid, or

47ra6c, its axes being a, b, c. Hence

4. To find the surface density at any point of an electrified circular

plate.
We have at any point on the ellipsoid

c2 _
c^ +^ +^_ c2

X + 2^ + 1_^_.
9"
- ** \ 4 ' L4 T^ 4 /

-
\ 1 ' 12 / ' 9 12

p*
v
a* 6* c*

' a? o*
' a2 62

/ 99
(* / 3u 77

Put c = 0, and we have -= A / 1 ----rr- so that the surface-
p V &

density at any point of a charged elliptical plate is

Q

_.
a2

fe
2

and by putting a = b, we have for a circular plate of radius a,

Q
cr =

r being the distance of the point from the centre of the plate. (For
this method see Thomson's Papers on Electrostatics, &c., p. 179.)

5. Inside a conductor are placed any fixed electrical masses, dql}

dqz,..., at various points; prove that the charge induced on the
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inner surface of the conductor is equal and of opposite sign to the sum
of the inducing masses.

Let any closed surface be described in the body of the conductor
between its inner and outer surfaces, and take the surface integral of

normal force over this surface. The force at every point in the body
of the conductor is necessarily zero (Art. 260) ; hence (Art, 252)
.!/. = it

; i .
. the sum of the charge on the internal surface and the

inducing mass, <fy, +</?,+ </<?,+ ...
,

is zero. These electrical tninsoo

may obviously be themselves charges on insulated conductors.

If the conductor was in its natural state before the introduction of

the inducing mass, and if there are no inducing masses outside, there

will be a charge on the outer surface equal and opposite to that on
the inner, and therefore equal to the inducing mass. This was dis-

covered experimentally by Faraday.
\n insulated conductor receives a given free charge of elec-

tricity; determine the law of distribution on the surface.

Ana. The charge spreads into an indefinitely thin layer bounded

by surfaces similar to each other and to the surface of the conductor

(so that the force at any internal point is zero).

7. Inside a hollow insulated conductor arc placed any fixed electrical

masses, and outside it any other system of electrical masses; show
that however the outside masses may be arranged or varied, the total

charge on the inner surface must be equal to the sum of the internal

masses and of opposite sign. (Prove as in example 5.)

8. Is the result in last example modified if the conductor initially

possesses a free charge 1

An*. No; because by example 6 the internal effect of this

charge will lie null.

206.] Green's Equation. Let U and V be any finite and

continuous functions of the co-ordinates of a point in space, and

</-' d* d*
let V stand, as usual, for the operation -j-j -f -j-j- + ^- a ; then

we shall have

\\II.MV the integral on the left-hand side and the second integral

on tin- ri^lit-liand side are taken throughout the \\lmlo of the

space inside any closed surface, the element of volume of this

space being denoted by </; ami the first integral on the right-

hand side extends over the whole superficies of the given closed

surface, the elementary length of whose normal measured out-

wardt is dn. For // = . and
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Integrate U
-jy, dxdydz with respect to x, considering y and

z as constant, the extreme values of x belonging to the two (or

any even number of) points, p^ and p2 ,
in

which the surface is intersected by the

line along which y and z are constant.

The contribution to the integral on the

left-hand side made by a long and slender

parallelepiped parallel to the axis of x will
Fig. 252. f

then be

7 j rmd ^\ fTT dV\-\ 7 j [dUdV . .

dydz ft/ -7-) (U ) \dydz\-T--T-dx, (I)LV dx\ v dx'-f J dx dx

where the suffixes denote the values of the quantities in brackets

at the points _p2 and pr
Now if dS2 is the element of surface cut off by the parallele-

piped at p2 ,
and if A

2 is the angle (represented by dotted line)

made with the axis of a? by the normal measured outwards at^?2 ,

cos A2 . dS2 = dydz.

Similarly, if dS
l
and Aj (measured in the same sense as A

2)

denote these quantities at p-^ ,

cos Aj . dSl dydz.
Hence (l) becomes

and hence

d 2 Ff
J

A denoting the angle made by the normal at any point with the

axis of x.

In the same way, if
/u,

and v are the angles made by the

normal with the axes ofy and z, we bave

d7

[jid
*r j [

J
ul^ d<*

=J
Adding (2), (3), and (4) together, we obtain the equation (a).

COR. Writing down the value of fYVUda, and subtracting

the result from (a), we obtain
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a remarkable and very useful equation in which the volu:

integral on the left-h;md side is changed into the surface

integral on the ri-rht.

267.] Case of Green's Equation. In (a) of last Artiele let /

be the potential ..f au attracting mass and let V = /'. Then we
have, since V/ = 4ir/>at -\ery \>m\ in>ide the volume where

is mass (and V / = at points where there is no maw),

JTT % flV 8 HV I

where W is put for (-7-) + (~7~~) + (~T~) tne 8C
l
U;ftre

resultant force on a unit mass at the element dtt of volume.

Hence R*d* = r-dS+iir />/, (^)

an equation which will be found useful.

268.] THEOREM. If on a conductor, removedfrom the influence of
all electricity except Its own, the total quantity of electricity it zero,

Hie only possible di*ti-Hjntivn of th<: electrir'ity if one in which ike

i;i
is zero at all point* i.e. the conductor must be in its

natural state.

For if the conductor be not in its natural state, it will have

a potential / dili< n-nt from zero; and it will be possible to

descril'f r und it and completely enclosing it a surface on wl

the potential has a constant value a, less than /' suppra
on lines drawn in all possible directions from any point on

comlut T..I we can find points at which the potential = a.) Denote

this surface by //, and apply the equation (A) of last Am.
the >-urt;ice of// and the volume enclosed by it.

This equation becomes

since wherever inside the surface A there is mass, the potential it

constant the mass existing only on the surface of the conductor.

Now fpd<* = charge on the conductor =
;
and

(N being the electrical repulsion on a unit of+ elect i

= _ i* x charge on conductor = 0. Hence f&d* = <'

R = at every point inside the surface A
; but since at each
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p
point on the conductor the density = > at each point the

density is zero, i. e. the conductor is in its natural state.

In the same way it can be proved that in a system of insulated

conductors placed in given positions, if the total charge on each

of them is zero, the only possible distribution is one in which

each conductor is in its natural state.

For if possible let there be a distribution in which the poten-
tials on the conductors are, in order of descending magnitudes,
FL) F2 ,

F3 , ... . Then it is evidently possible to describe round

the conductor whose potential is ^ a closed surface which will

not meet any of the other conductors and on which the potential
has a constant value, a, < V

lt
and > F2 . Applying equation (A)

to this surface and its enclosed volume, we have

Now fpdut = 0, by hypothesis ; therefore, as before, R = 0,

and the first conductor is in its natural state. Proceed to the

second, &c.

269.] THEOEEM. A charge of given amount can be distributed

in only one way on a given conductor which is removed from the

influence of all other electricity.

For, if it be possible, let the same quantity be distributed in

two different ways, and let <r and </ be the densities at the same

point in the two distributions. Reverse the density at every

point in the second distribution, and superimpose this reversed

on the first distribution. We have now a conductor charged
with zero quantity; therefore by last Article the density at

every point is zero ; i. e. o- = a' at every point. Hence there is

only one distribution of the given charge.

Con. The charge on a conductor removed from all influence

cannot consist of positive electricity in some places and negative

in others.

For one possible distribution of a charge of given amount is a

distribution in which the electricity is of the same sign at all

points ;
and by this Article this is the only distribution.

In the same way it can be shown that charges of given

amounts can be distributed in only one way on any number of

conductors having any fixed relative positions.
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270.] Capacity of a Conductor. If a given conductor has afree
charge, the ratio of the amount of the charge to the potential pro-

>-d by it on the surface w constant, whatever be the amount of the

charge.

For, let a given charge be divided into any number of equal

1 arts, and let each part be spread over the surface separut
Then the law of density or distribution is the same for each

part; each part produces the same potential (last Article); and
since the total potential at any point is the sum of the separate

potentials and the total charge the sum of the separate parts, the

potential is proportional to the charge. The ratio of the charge,

Q, to the potential, F, which it produces on the surface is callfl

the capacity of the conductor. If we denote the capacity by C,

we have Q CV.

The capacity may otherwise be defined as the quantity of elec-

/ required to charge the conductor to unit potential.

It is evident that the capacity of a conductor depends on its

relative position with respect to other conductors, \\\\<-

electrified or not; for even on those which are unelectritlcd

charges will be produced by induction.

Faraday found that the quantity of electricity imparted to a

conductor in order to raise its potential from zero to a gi

amount depends on the medium in which the conductor is im-

mersed. If the medium is a liquid, a greater charge will be

required to produce a given potential than it' the dielectric is

air
;
and generally, the ratio of the charge* required to raw a given

conductor from zero to the same potential when the conductor is

placed in any medium and when it is placed in air is called the

Specific Inductive Capacity of that medium.

The specific inductive capacity is usually denoted bj K} so

that if 6' is the capacity of a conductor placed in ^ ; in-

stances in air, KC is its capacity when placed in the same

circumstances in the medium in <|ueMin: and the charge, Q,

necessary to raise the potential from to F, is given by the

equation Q = A i
.

I
.

In calculating the capacities of conductors we tacitly suppose

ili. -in to be placed in air.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Find the capacity of a thin circular plate freely electrified at

both sides.

By example 4, p. 442, the quantity on a ring concentric with the

plate and contained between a circle of radius r and one of radius

Qrdr
r+ dr is

- = Now since the potential is constant all over
2a-/a2-r2

the surface, it suffices to find its value at the centre. The potential

Qdr
produced at the centre by the above ring is Doubling

2ay a2 r2

this (since there is a similar ring at the other surface of the plate) we
have

r=

Hence C =
77

2. An insulated solid sphere, A, having a given charge, Q, is

surrounded by an insulated concentric spherical shell, B, having a

charge Q' ;
find the difference of the potentials on the sphere and

shell.

Let a be the radius of the sphere and & that of the shell. Then
the whole charge of the sphere will be on its surface, and there will

be two charges in the shell one on its inner surface and one on its

outer surface. The one on its inner surface is produced by the in-

duction of the charged sphere, and this charge will be Q in amount,

by example 5, p. 443 ;
and since the amounts of opposite kinds of

electricity separated in the body of a conductor by induction are

necessarily equal, the amount of the outer charge on the shell must
be Q^ Q.
To find the potential on the sphere, we have only to find its value

at the centre. The charge on the sphere will produce potential at
Q

the centre, and the charge on the shell will produce
j-

> or

at the centre. Hence if V be the potential on the sphere,

To find the potential produced in the shell, consider the potentials

produced by the sphere and by the shell itself separately. The

charge on the sphere produces (p. 404) potential -j-
at all points
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<y
distant b from the centre

;
and the charge (? produces Denoting

the potential on the shell by U,

Hence F-tf = 0(-i), or Q = -

If the shell is in metallic connection with the earth,
' = 0, and

ab
the capacity of the system will be T which increases as 6 <tba
diminishes. By this arrangement the charge accumulated may be

very great. Such a compound instrument is called a condenser.

The capacity of an insulated sphere removed from all conductors is

e|ual to its radius.

3. To find the capacity of a very long thin cylinder or wire.

Except near the ends, the density of the electrification will be

sensibly constant, and since the potential evn-ywhere inside is

constant, we have only to find its value at the middle point >f tin-

axis. Take a section of the wire normal to its axis at a distance x
from the middle point, and another section at a distance Jf-f

Then the quantity of electricity on the surface between these sections

is 2Ttprdx, where r = radius of wire and p = density of electrificut

The potential of this at the middle point is Hence if / is

the length of the wire, fLF= 4-apr I f

J

This = 4 irpr log
-

> if r is very small compared with /.

<?=27r/,r/,

Hence if r is exceedingly small in comparison with J, C will b

small, and if the wire is used to connect two electrified conductors,

tin charge on the wire may be neglected.

4. Find the rapacity of a condenser consisting of a very long
(\lindi i "t r.nliu- r surrounded by another of radius R, the two being

separated by a given dielect i

AM. K- where A' is the specific inductive capacity of

the dielectric. [This is the case of a

271.] Case of Green's Equation. Let / be the potential of

a system of masses, Jf, M' (fig. 253), and let U= -. whew r
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denotes the distance of any point from a fixed point, 0.

Suppose, moreover, for simplicity,

that S is a level surface of the

system of masses and that it in-

cludes M' in its interior, while M is

outside it.

First, let be outside the space

Fig. 253. included by S.

Then it is easy to prove that

V - =
;
and since in all parts of the space internal to S

we have V V = 0, except in those parts occupied by M', in

which VV 4 Trp, where p is the density of M'
at each point,

the equation (/3)
of Art. 266 gives

_ t f^ = f^r is_ rfJ r J r dn J dn
(y)

dn denoting- the element of normal at each point of the surface

S measured outwards.

T 1
Now -r- dS 5- cos OdS, where is the anffle made by the

dn r2

normal at any point on S with the line joining this point to ;

and exactly as in Art. 252, for an external point, the integral of

this expression taken over the surface vanishes.

Hence (y) gives for an external point

/>_^_J_ [1
J r 4-7rJ r dn

Secondly, let be a point in the interior of 8. In this case

the distance, r, of a point in the volume from becomes zero,

and we cannot assert that V - =
;
but this difficulty is avoided

by surrounding with an infinitely small spherical surface, and

taking as the volume through which the integration is per-

formed that contained between the given surface 8 and the

surface of this sphere. In this way ceases to be a point

within the volume considered, and consequently V- is always

= 0. We shall, however, have to perform the surface Integra-
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tion on the right-hand side of (y) over the surface of this small

sphere (on which we may consider the potential of the system as

constant) as well as over S. Equation (y) now becomes

I ** ^r I t VJ~ **v r I ~7 <iw r / 7~ *(*&
r</ J /,/' ^

<//
' ,/'

where F' is the potential of the whole system, I/ and IT, at 0,
and >/y an element of surface of the small sphere, whose radius

is /. Now, <IS' = t"dt, where d* is the element of surface of a

sphere of unit radius cut off by a cone whose base is d& and
vertex

; or, in other words, d& is of the form /* sin 6d$d<ft

/.
JTT*

-> -5-7^=0;
r 'f.i

f*?
and P J

- //y = 4P, since </' is evidently dr. We have,

At the point denote the potential of the external mass, JA, by

T
t ,
and that of the inside mass 3/', by V{ . Then obviously / -

J T

\- I
; and this equation becomes, since V = ^<+^

while (i) becomes

4wJ

EXAMPLIS.

\iiy 111.1 -- lontaincd within one of iU level surfaces may be

ncioiding to a simple law, over this surface as a thin

shell -.. .. t<> |>rdu<-e the same effect as the given mass at all .

outside the level MirfaOe.

Let the mass J/' alone exist. Suppose that matter !s distributed

over S BO t kbl product of the density and thicknew, or the

density, if the distiil.utinu i truly superficial, at any p<

to
1 dV

Og2
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Then the potential of this distribution at an external point, 0, is

- J- f ^dS
-f

'.( >_"i

4TTJ r an

But, by () of this Article, this is equal to Vt ,
the potential of M' at 0.

Again, the whole quantity of matter on the surface is

1

but, remembering that dn is here measured outwards, this is equal to

M' (Art. 252).

2. In the same case the superficial distribution which replaces M'
produces constant potential at all points inside the surface.

This at once follows from (e), since Ve
= 0, there being no external

mass. The constant internal potential is, therefore, the same as that

on the surface.

3. Instead of the system, M, M', of which one portion, M'
',

is

internal, and the other external, to a given level surface, S, of the

system, may be substituted a distribution on the surface itself, with

these results :

(1) The effect at all points outside S is the same as that of M'.

(2) The effect at all points inside S is equal and opposite to that of

M. Let Jcp, or for an infinitely thin distribution, the surface density,
N

<r, be (Art. 263). Then these results follow at once from (e)

and (Q, p. 451. In this case also the mass of the distribution

Mf
.

4. Let M and M' be two quantities, q and q', of opposite
electricities concentrated at two points, / and /', and S their zero

potential surface. Then, since the level surfaces are given by the

equation ^- -. = const.,
r r

the surface of zero potential is a sphere whose centre and radius are

IA q
thus found : divide the line //' internally at A so that -^-r -^- j

1C q
1 A q

and produce //' to C so that -^-r = ,',
then G is the centre and CA

CA q
the radius of the sphere.
The distribution on this sphere which will produce the effect of /'

at all external points and of / at all internal points is got by taking
the surface density, <r, at any point P on the surface equal to

times the resultant of the forces > acting from / to P, and

~j4 i acting from P to /'.

Now this resultant, N, = y^ > since it acts in PC ; and
SID J. Jr\s
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sin IPI' II' .CA q //' CA^ =
'' therefore * = ' Thifl i8 th '

sultaut measured imcanls
; hence by Art. 263,

_q_ II' .CA
/P s *4ir./' ;

so that the density varies inversely as the cube of the distance from /.

It is easily proved that CI . 67' = CA*, which shows that / m.il /'

are inverse points with regard to the sphere.
'). \\ li. n a con-

ductor envelops elec-

trical charges and also

has electrical charges
oiit-ide it, slum- that

the internal charges o

together with the in-

duced charge on the

inner surface of the

conductor form a sys-
tnn in equilibrium by
it-rlf, producing no
action at any external

point; and also that Fig. 154.

the external charges

together with the induced charge on the outer surface of the con-
ductor fonn u system in equilibrium by itself, producing no action at

ai.y internal point
I and /!

(fig. 254) be the outer and inner surfaces of a con-

ductor
;

let S be any closed surface drawn in the body of the

conductor : and let the finely-dotted lines at the outside of the outer
and the inside of the inner surface represent the induced charges

ini; on these surfaces.

The internal mass here consists of the given internal charges and the

induced charge on the inner surface. Kmploy the equation (), p. 451.
Now ull through the body of the conductor the resultant force = 0,

therefore all over the surface S we have
-j-

= 0, therefore () gives

V
t
= 0,

that is, the given internal charges and the induced charge on the inner

surface give a constant zero potential at all external points, and tl

fore a /i TO force at all such points. Hence at external points the

art ion ot this internal system in null. Of course this system produces
zero potential at all points in the hody of the conductor also ;

for the

surface can be taken as close as we please to the inner surface of the

conductor, and all points in the Ixxly of the conductor will be external

to >'. Employ now equation (f). It refers to points internal to ,

and it gives Vt
= V,

i. e., at all internal points the external charges together with th in-
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duced charge on the outer surface of the conductor produce a constant

potential which is equal to that in the body of the conductor, and by
what we have just proved this latter is entirely due to the external

masses.

The conductor is therefore an Electrical Screen which protects

charges (or other smaller charged conductors) inside it from the dis-

turbing action of external electricity.
This explains why delicate electrical instruments are protected from

external disturbance by screens of wire gauze connected with the

ground. [If the conductor is connected with the ground, the constant

potential inside due to the external elec-

tricity will be zero.]

6. Calculate the surface-tension of an
electrified soap-bubble.
When a membrane is acted on by

255. forces of any kind, there will be along

every line traced on the membrane a

tendency of the two portions separated

by this line to tear away from each other
;

in other words, one of these

portions exercises on the other a set of internal forces along the line

of separation.
In the neighboui'hood of any point P of the membrane (fig. 255)

consider a very small rectangular portion, ABCD, of the membrane
isolated from the remainder. Then there will be forces exerted on its

sides at their middle points, m, m', n, n, by the removed portion.

These forces will, if the rectangle ABCD is chosen at random, be

oblique to its sides ;
but we shall afterwards see that it is always

possible to choose the rectangle at P so that these forces are at right

angles to the sides on which they act. Suppose this done. The amount
of force exerted on AB is, of course, proportional to the length AB;
so that if <

x
is the amount exerted on AB per unit of length, the force

at m in the sense mf m is ^ x AB. Similarly, if t
2
is the force per unit

of length on AD, the force on AD is t
2
X.AD. The quantities ^ and t

z

are called the surface-tensions at P perpendicular to AS and AD.
For the equilibrium of the rectangle resolve forces along the normal

to its plane at P. Then, exactly as in Art. 203, if r
x
and r

2
are the

radii of curvature of the curves mm' and nn', and N the amount of

external normal force exerted at P per unit area, we have

^mmf

or N = -1 +-2
-

r
i

r
*

In a soap-bubble ^ and t
2
are evidently equal, and this equation

becomes

where t is its surface-tension and r its radius.

2N
r
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Now in an electrified bubble AT consists of two parts one an excess

of air pressure inside over the air pressure outside, and the other the

repulsion of the electricity on itself (Art. 204). Denote by p the

intensity of the exceta of air pressure and by <r the electrical density at

P, and we have (see Art. 264),
2t

7. A spherical soap-bubble is electrified in such a manner that the

internal pressure remains constant
;

find the relation between the

densities of electrification when its volume has become n and //< times

its original value.

(Mr. Orchard, in the Educational Times.)
The external pressure presumably remaining constant, there will be

a constant excess of pressure, p. Equate the work done by tlii>

]u. ssure in enlarging the volume to the potential work of the elretri-

fication. Now if v is the volume of the bubble at any instant, tin-

work done by the pressure in altering the volume by dv iapdv. H-

if 12 = original volume, the work done in the first electrification must
be

2>(n-l)tt.

But if V is the potential of this electrification and Q the charge,
the energy of the electrification is (p. 442) \ VQ ;

and evidt

F= if r is the radius of the bubble. Also if <r is the den

.-. ;>(n-l)J2= SwVo*.

But -7rrs = nli;
B

'

/>( 1)
=

nilarly, p (m 1)
=

if a' is the density of the second electrification,

/'

'V n(m-l)
8. In the interior of a hollow conductor are placed given electrical

charges, there being no external charges. Show that the ind

charge on the outside of the outer surface consists of only one kind of

electricity.

[ , has the same sign at all points on the surface. See ex. 32, p. 428.]

9. A spherical soap-bubblo is .-lertiinYd in such a m >< it i<

just in equilibrium when the pressures of the external and internal ir

are equal. Calculate the surface-tension in terms of the potential.

(Mr. Orchard. >nal Times.)
r-

Ans. t =
,

--

IGwr
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10. Find the law according to which a given uniform attracting bar

may be distributed over any one of its level surfaces so as to produce
the same attraction at all points outside the surface.

11. An electrified point / is placed in front of a given spherical
conductor which is connected with the ground ;

find the density of

the charge induced on the sphere at any point.

[In example 4 it is evident that if ff could be replaced by the

superficial distribution on the sphere, this distribution could be re-

placed by an electrified point at I' whose charge is equal to that on
the sphere ;

and the law of density is that given in example 4.]

272.] Electric Images. The theory which has been illus-

trated in these examples, and which is founded on equations ()
and () of last Article, is Sir William Thomson's theory of

Electric Images. If an electrified point, /, is held outside any
conductor connected with the earth by a wire (so as to have zero

potential) there will be induced on the conductor a certain charge
of opposite electricity, the effect of which at all points outside

the conductor is the same as that of an imagined electrified

point, I', inside the conductor ;
and the effect of which at all

points inside is equal and opposite to that of /.

If there is a continuous series of external points forming an

electrified body, M, there will be a continuous series of imagined
internal points forming an oppositely electrified body, J/'; the

latter is called the electric image of the former body in the con-

ductor, and the distribution on the surface exerts at all external

points the same effect as would be produced if this distribution

were actually replaced by the image M'.

Mr. W. D. Niven has treated the subject of Electric Images
on the basis of the secondary solution of Laplace's equation

(ex. 1 4, p. 424). See the Proceedings of the London Mathematical

Society, Dec. 1876.



CHAPTER XVI.

ANALYSIS OF STRAINS AND STRESSES.

273.] Definitions of Strain and Stress. When a natural

solid (siu-h as iron, wood, &c.), or any material medium, is not

d upon by any external forces, its particles assume certain

determinate distances from each other, and the body is then said

to be in its natural state. But when forces act on it either at its

surface or throughout its mass, or when any disturbance is pro-

pagated through its interior, these natural distances between

Mi'.-r alteration, and' the body is said to be in a state

of strain. Thus a fluid exerting pressure, a medium propagating

sound, and the luminiferous ether when it is propagating light

:n>tances of a body in a state of strain.

Tin* change of the natural distances between the particles is

always attended by the production of internal forces, or, as they
;i!--- ( -all. !, / ,' i'il stresses, or simply stresses

;
and these stresses

will depend, as we shall see, both on the nature of the body and

<>n the nature of the strain in any case.

SECTION I.

Analysi* of Small Strain*.

274.] Displacements of a Rigid Body. It has been already

pointed out (Chap. X) that the general motion of a rigid body
consists of a motion of translation \\hieh is the same for all its

partieles, together with a rotation round an axis through an

angle which is the same for all its particles. These displacement*
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do not alter the distance between any two particles of the body,
and they are therefore unaccompanied by the development of

stress in its interior. Stress results only from the alteration

of distances between pairs of particles, and hence in treating of

strains and stresses all displacements, whether of translation or

of rotation, which are impressed, with common magnitude, upon
all particles of the body, may be discarded ; and again any such

common displacement may be freely introduced if it is found

convenient for the discussion.

275.] Changes in Relative Co-ordinates. Let a system of

rectangular axes, Ox, Oy, Oz, (fig. 256) be fixed in space ;

through any point, P, in the natural solid under consideration

let Px, Py, Pz be

drawn parallel to

the fixed axes. Let

the particle at P be

displaced to P/

)
and

suppose that the co-

ordinates (x, y, z] of

P referred to the

axes through are

increased by small

quantities, u, v, w,

respectively. The

co-ordinates of P/

are therefore x + u, y + #, z + w. Now these displacements u, v, w

depend on the position of the point P, i. e., they are functions of

its co-ordinates depending on the law according to which the

strain is produced. We have then, when the kind of strain is

specified, some such equations as

u = /i (*> y> z\ v =/2 (> y> 4 w =/s (
x

> v> *)

where/i,/^/^ are symbols of functionality.

Let Q be a particle very near P, and let its co-ordinates with

reference to the axes drawn through P be (, 17, f). Then the

displacements of Q parallel to the axes are obviously

/i(*+ y+n,

that is, by Taylor's Theorem,

Fig. 256.
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f 'ln (hi .tin f ,Jr dv ^.dv
-f-r + '?:7- + C-r > t> + c-/- + ?-r + C /dx dy (te dy </:

..In- dw jlw
+C7- + V , + C-r-dx dy d:

Suppose Q to come to Q' by displacement. Then in con-

ing the nature of the strain in the neighbourhood of P, we in

by last Article, impress on every particle of the body a motion of

translation represented in magnitude and sense by P*P, BO that

Pf
will be brought back to P without in any way interfering

with the strain of the solid. By drawing Q'Q" equal and

parallel to P'P, the particle which was originally at Q may now
be considered to be at <2"; and a similar process is to be re] rated

fin- all other particles. The part of the strain, therefore, dn

the alteration of the distance between P and Q will depend on

the co-ordinates of Q" with reference to Px, Pyt
Pz. These co-

ordinates are, of course, the excesses of those of Q' over those of

P'; and therefore the relative co-ordinates of Q" are

.. / ill'. du .ill' ill- f di'^ jlr
(

l + T) + 1 T- +C-r * -J- +rl( l + I") +(j~**\ dx' dy d: dx ^
dy' dz

.. dw dw . / dw^
( ^+*^+ { (l+ 7-J-'

in other words, the changes, A f, AT/, AC, in
*?, C arc

(In dn. jh> 'dv ifr dr
Af"^ +

'^ +fs ; A " =^ +
"rf7

+f
"

.dw dw

r,i;. l. AH j.oHlcles near P which in the natural tlatt

will nffci- xfi-diii a/*" He in one plane. For if il>.

ordi nates of Q" are denoted by f , V, ', we have

whi<-h equations, 1.. ing linear, give ^, j, C linearly in terms of

', i,', C'. 1! m. ml .ring that v^ ^-'
*re ftl1 nwH the-e

it ions give ^ = ^'-f small quant it i.-s of the order of -7- &c. ;

.

so that in any terms multiplied by
'

... % may be put for &

T/ for ;, and
'

for ^
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Hence we have, to the order of accuracy adopted,

,dk ,/ dv. dv . .

., fdw ,dw ,, dw\

dx dy dz'

Therefore if all the points ( r?, C) lies in the plane

all the points (', rj

f

, f) will also lie in a plane. That is, every

plane curve is strained into a plane curve in a different plane.
COB,. 2. All particles near P which in the natural state lie in

one right line will after strain also lie in one right line. For if

we have

= and A'-} 'rj + (?{+& = 0,

we shall have
', 17', ', also satisfying two linear equations.

COR. 3. Two parallel right lines in the natural stale are changed
into two parallel right lines

(ivif/i
a different direction")

in the

strained state.

For one of the two lines being given by the equations

A+r, + C(+-D=O t A't + B'v + at+V' = 0,

the other will be given by two equations in which the terms D
and I/ alone are altered. But by substituting for , 77, C their

values in terras of ', 77', ', the values of D and I)' do not in-

fluence the direction cosines of the line into which any one is

converted by strain.

276
] Elongation in any Direction. DEF. Supposing P and Q

to be, as before, two particles in the natural state of the body,
the elongation in the direction PQ is defined as the ratio of the

change produced by strain in the distance between these same

particles to the original distance between them. Hence the

elongation in the direction PQ is vn > or ' if P denotes
"v P

PQ, and Ap the change in p.

Now 2 = 2 + T
2 - 2
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%

. 1

or if we substitute for A A 17, and AC their values from last

Article,

>. 'Jit ..-dm ,ili(

'

z +
:rf.r dg'

Let the cosines of tbe angles made by PQ with Pjr, .fy, /

/, m, , respectively, let

? <!< die

~J~ a
> T~ T" = r

>

r/ar ^/y ^/>

? ?p ili> tin' dw du'

and denote tbe elongation by ;
then the last equation g

e = al- + i;
2 + en2 + 2 lim^ + 2 mns

} + 2 nhy (
1
)

The elongation in any direction may be graphically r<

!ru t at P the quadric surface whose equation refers

llu- spatially fixed axes Px, Py> Pz is

a + i" + 'C* + 2*$|+2 l i|C+2 gC=* (2)

where k is any constant linear magnitude. If r is the length of

the line l'(J intercepted by this surface, we have

r2

(al- + Im* + en*

< =

or //// elin'j.r '> rr/ i*vcrcly at ike tquare qf
tli,- radix* vector

.

/'
'

/ V/V / M/> r/irccfiim, if we
to call tl surface the Elomjnllon Qu<

jxis-il.l.'. Imwrvi-r. that t,|iut ion (2) may fail t> represent

the rlMiigatJon in (///directions. For tin-re ina\ l.e . ..n traction

in some di net ions, and then
(_')

\\ill n-pre-

sent a hyp.-rl'olie Mirfa-'.-. the radii of which will giro M ID (3)

the ehmgatioiUi vrbile tli-- o n:i.ietions must be given by con-

st ructinir the -urface

a = -i1
, (4)
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which is the hyperboloid conjugate to that which gives the

elongations.

Unless, then, all

y lines are contracted or

all lines elongated,

there will really be

two quadrics required,

one to represent elon-

gations and the other

Fig. 257. to represent contrac-

tions.

For example, consider the simple case in which the strain is

made by drawing out all lines perpendicular to the plane yz in

the same proportion, and contracting all lines perpendicular to

the plane xz in the same proportion ; so that

u = ax, v = by, w = 0.

Then the elongation is given by the equation e = al z bm 2
.

Now this expression is negative when bm2 > al\ and if we con-

struct a surface whose equation is a 2
brf = 0, i. e., two planes

through the axis of z, this surface will form the boundary between

lines which are elongated and lines which are contracted. The

elongations are given by the radii of the surface a^bif^t?,
a hyperbolic cylinder, the section of which by the plane xy is

represented in fig. 257 by the curve (DAC, I/A'Cf}; and the

contractions by the conjugate surface brf a 2 =
J<?, which is

represented by (DSC', IfffC) ; the planes of no elongation or

contraction being the asymptotic planes, DI/, CC', of these

surfaces.

All lines through P along which the elongation is the same

lie on a cone whose equation is easily found from (l). For,

putting e (I
2 + m2

+ #2

)
for e, we have

(a e)
= 0;

and if
, 77, are the co-ordinates of any point on the line

(l} m, n), we have l:m:n = :rj:; therefore this equation gives

(-e)
2 + (-eh 2

+(* -e) C* + 2*3 6? + 2^C+ 2*2 C = 0,

which, if e is constant, denotes a cone whose vertex is P. This

is called the cone of equal elongation. If e is taken = 0, we get
a cone of no elongation, and it is evidently (when real) the
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asymptotic cone both of the Elongation Quadric and of the

Compression Quadric.

COR. 1 . The elongations in the direction* of the OMS of xt y, t

(In dv dw
are, respecli vety, a, 6, c, or --

> y-

COR. 2. The elongation is the same along all parallel lines in

the neighbourhood of P. For if R is any point very near P,

the value of < along a direction
(/, m, w) at R is got by using the

values of a, b, c, s^ #2 ,
*
3
at R in equation (I). But these values

at R differ from the values at P by infinitesimals of the second

order. Therefore, &c.

COR. 3. Any small parallelogram or parallelepiped in the natural

state in the neighbourhood of P is changed into another parallclo-

arallelopiped by the strain.

For (Cor. 3, Art. 275) any two parallel lines are strained into

two parallel lines, and (Cor. 2, Art. 276) they are equally elon-

gated. Therefore, &c.

COR. 4. A small circle very near P in any plane i* strained into

an --/////A,
l,i ci different plane.

l-'.-r, let AQB (fig. 258) be a circle in the natural state; let

OA and OB be any two rectangular radii, Q any point on the

(in Ic. ami QM and QN perpendiculars on OA and OS. Let

the lines O.I and O/i become oa and ob (in a dilli-rent plane) by
the strain, and let Q become

y.
Th-- cirri. will become a B ^T^*!

i -nrve in the plane of oa and ob f^^^\ / /"D
by Cor. 1, Art. 275. Also if I L-1L

i]
in and

////
are drawn parallel V J \^_^s'

to ob and oa, the lines QM
and Q.\ will become qm and Fig. 58 -

>/>i
; lor .17 must become some

point on oa (Cor. 2, Art. 275), and OS and QM must become

parall. 1 lines (Cor. 3, Art. 275).

Again, if is the elongation along OA,

oa = (l +) OA and out = (!) '' '/
;

0M $*

ON _on
similarly (>/

.
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OM2 ON2

But W + ~0&
= !

'

,, ,.
om2

. on2

therefore

which shows that the curve on which q lies is an ellipse having
the lines oa and ob for conjugate semi-diameters.

Hence every pair of rectangular radii of a circle is strained

into a pair of semi-conjugate diameters of an ellipse ;
and since

among these latter there is one rectangular pair (the axes of the

ellipse), it follows that some two rectangular diameters of the circle

are strained into two rectangular lines. Hence in every plane near

P can always be found two rectangular lines which are strained

into two rectangular lines.

COR. 5. Any two small coplanar areas in the natural state are

strained into two coplanar areas having the same ratio to each other

as the unstrained areas.

For let CAB and C'A'B' be any two elementary rectangles in

the same plane near P such that AB is parallel to A'B' and AC
parallel to A'C'. Then by Cor. 3 these will be strained into two

parallelograms, cab and c'a'b', such that ab is parallel to a'b' and

ac to a'c '.

area cab ac x ab
Hence ^-^ = -^ -^area cab a c x a b

Let be the elongation in the direction AB and c' that in the

direction AC
;
then

ab = (1 -He) AB, a'b' = (l + e)
A'B'

;

ac = (1 + e') AC, a'c' = (1 + e')
A'C' ;

area cab ACxAB area CAB
therefore

area c'a'b' A'C' x AB'
~

area C'A'B'

Now, whatever be the two areas, they can each be broken up
into an infinitely great number of small parallel rectangular

strips, and the ratios of the strained areas of these strips being
the same as those of the unstrained, the whole strained areas

are to each other as the unstrained ones.

COR. 6. Every small sphere in the natural state is strained into

a small ellipsoid. This is evident from Cor. 4, since the sphere,

being a surface every section of which is a circle, must alter into
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a surface every section of which is an ellipse. Nevertheless for

clearness we may re-

peat the proof of that

Cor. Let OA, OB, OC
be any three rect-

angular semi - dia-

meters of the sphere,

Q any point on the

sphere, QR a line

parallel to OC ter-

minated by the plane

OAB, and RM, RN parallels to OB and OA. Let the lines OA,

OB, OC be strained into oa, ob, oc, and Q to q. Then, by Cor. 3,

Art. 276, QR, RM, and RN will be strained into qr, rm, and m
which are parallels to oc, ob, and oa terminated by the planes

oab, oac, and obc. Also by Cor. 2,

om_ _ OM

similarly,

But

therefore

om

o*___ON_ qr _ QR
ob
~

!)B
'

~oc~~~OC

OS? em

which shows that the surface on which q lies is an ellipsoid

having oa, ob, oc for a system of conjugate semi-diameters.

1 1. IK , ,

,y rectangular wt of radii of a sphere in the natural

state i drained into a system of conjugate temi-diamefar* of ike

>l into which the sphere u changed; ami it follows that

there is one rectangular set which is strained into a rectangular

set and altered in directions, the latter being the axes of the

ellipsoid into which the sphere is strained.

COR. 7. Any two mall rolume* in the natural itaU or* ttraintd

into two small volume* which bear the tame ratio to each otter at

the unttrained volume*. The proof of this proceeds exactly as in

Cor. 5.

277.] Lines of no Rotation. Let us enquire whether, with

the given strain, it is possible to find a particle Q, in the natural

state of the body, such that its displaced position, Q", shall be

11 h
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on the line PQ. If this is so, all particles (near P) on the line

PQ will retain the same direction with respect to P; i.e., the

line PQ will not suffer rotation by the strain.

^
/ du\ du du

The direction cosines ofPQ"are , ...
,

I* TJ

and those of PQ are
-7577,

.... Hence if these are the same,
"v

./ du\ du du

PQ"
" =

PQ
}

with two similar equations. Now PQ"= (l-f-e)PQ; hence

du du du

with two similar equations ;
or if I, m, n be the direction cosines

of PQ, a line of no rotation,

_ ,dii\ v du du
I A} f\

'

7 |^ '*"
-j

"" V/B

ay dz

,dv dv dv
+ n -r- = 0,

Uiiiu v
u/y

' dz

,
dw dw /dw \

dm du \d& /

(i)

(2)

dy
"

V dz

By eliminating I, m, n from these equations, we obtain the

cubic equation for e,

du^ du, du

dx ~dy dz

dv / dv dv

to* Ty-*> Tz

dw dw dw

dx dy dz

which gives necessarily one real value of e and may give three

real values.

Hence in the small general strain of an elastic solid there is at

every point at least one line of no rotation.

278.] Change of Inclination of Two Lines. In the unstrained

state let there be two points, Q^ and Q2i very near P, and let

be the angle between the lines PQ 1
and PQ2 . We propose to find

the angle between the lines into which these are strained. Let

(1 ^i Ci) and (f2 r/ 2 2)
be the co-ordinates of Q1 and Q2

with
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reference to Px, Py, Pz (fig. 256) ; and supposing that the stm

positions of Q x
and Qz are Qf and Q,", whose co-ordinates are

(1' ?i' CO and
( 2

'

i,/ /), we have, by Art 275,

Hence neglecting squares and products of a, 6, . . . , -v- , ... , we

have i'&'+ihV+ Ci'C,'= & & + * 7,,+ C, C,

If <J/is the angle between P$/'and PQ.," t

fl^-
/

so that if
e, and 2 are the elongations in the directions PQj and

. :ind
(/,
m

l w,), (Lm.,n) tin- direction cosines of the lines

and .PQ2 , the above equation gives

(1 + j) (1 + e^)
cos <f'= cos

<^> -f 2 (a /, /j,
-f b m

l
w

2 -f c ,^
+ 2.

3 (/, w/, + /,^,)+ 2 *,(! a +,,) + 2 f, (!/,,+ ,

or dividing out by (l + e,) (
1

+ 2 *
3 fa m2 + l.t Wj) + 2 !(!*, + ,,)+ 2 *a (i/2 -r ,/,), (1)

tin- ]>r.'<lu<
ts of the elongations and the small quantities a, /.

*
3 ,... being rejected. Tlu- rlmnge in the cosine of the angle

between any two rectangular lines is got by putting $ =
Denoting this change by 2, we have

(2)

COR. 1. 7tf# quantities 2*3 ,
2*If 2, arf, rctpecliixly, tke

<?/ M^ a^r/* between the tlrained petition* qf the axtt qf (,

0. *)* (- *)
ii b
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COR. 2. The result at the end of Cor. 6, Art. 276, easily follows

7T 7T

from the value of cos <'in
(1).

For if = - and also </>'=
-

>

u i

the directions of the lines PQ1
and PQ2 are connected by the

equation
a ^ 1.2 + bm^ m%+ cn^ n2 -f *

3 (1L
m

2 + 1
2 m-^ + s

l (ml n2+m2 n-^

+ S.2(nl l2+n2
l
1)
= 0,

or (a^ + s
3
m

l + s
2 n-^ 12 + (s3^ + lm

l +sl n^)mz +

(s2^ + s
l
m

1 + Cttj)
n.2
= 0,

which shows that PQ l
and PQ2 are conjugate diameters of the

quadric a^+ br)* + ct* + 2sz fr + 2*^+ 2^^ = *2
,

^ being any constant.

COR. 3. The quantities 6 + c, c-\-a, a+b are, respectively, the

areal dilatations, that is, the ratios of increase of small areas to

their original values in the planes ofyz, zx, xy.

For since all small areas near P in the plane yz are altered in

the same ratio, to determine this ratio we may take a small

rectangle with lengths m and n along Py and Pz. The sides of

this become (Cor. 1, Art. 276) (l+fym and (l4-tf), and, the

cosine of the angle between them becoming *15 the sine of this

angle is 1 to the order of accuracy adopted. Hence the new

area is
(1+&) (l +c) mn, or mn + (b + c)mn;

or if A and A' are the unstrained and strained areas,

A' A
- = b+ c = areal dilatation.
A

Similarly for dilatations in the other planes.

COR. 4. The quantity a-\-6 + c is the cubical dilatation, that is,

the ratio of the increase of any small volume at P to the unstrained

magnitude of this volume,

For since all small volumes near P are increased in the same

ratio (Cor. 7, Art. 276), to determine this ratio we may take a

small and rectangular parallelepiped with edges m, n,p along
the axes Px, Py, Pz. These edges become (l+a)m, (1 + b) n,

(l + c)p, respectively, and the sines of the angles between them

are each 1, to the order adopted. Hence the strained volume is

(1 -f- a) (1 +b) (1 +c) mnp, or mnp + (a+b + c)mnp',

so that if V and V are the unstrained and strained volumes,

V'~ Y ,*,-= =a+b+c.
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COR. 5. We conclude at once that, whatever tytkm of
angular linen be drawn through P, the *ww, a + 6 + c, </ the ei
tion* along them w constant.

For the ratio in which any volume is increased cannot depend
on any particular set of axes of reference. This also follows from
the value of < given in Art. 276.

~} 79. Problem. Given the components ofa strain with reference
to one set of rectangular axes, to find the components of the same
strain with reference to any other set of rectangular axes.

The components with reference to a set of axes, Px, Py, Pt,

being a, b, c, 2*3 ,
2*

Jf
2*

2 ,(or gg,...,y
+
gp f.^ we wish to

find them with reference to a set, Px, />/, P/, whose dint-lion

cosines are
(I, m, ), (?t ', >), (l"t ", "), respecti\

The value of , is simply the elongation in the direction

(/. m, n). Hence

a = al z + bm* + en2 + 2 *3 Im + 2t
l
mn -f 2*2 /,

with exactly similar values of i'and /.

Again, t + is simply the cosine of the angle between t lu-

st rained positions of the two lines Paf,Py'\ hence, by (2) of last A
= a II' -f- fjm tn' + en n'+ *3 (lm

f+ I'm) + 1 (m n
r+ m'n)

with -x;ictly similar values
ol'.Vj' and *2'.

strains having rcl< rcnce to two distinct setfi of axes

are equivalent uln-n each produces the other; and either may be

substituted for tin- uiln-r.

xiso.
]
The Strain Ellipsoid. It has been already proved
Vrt. 276) that a small sphere in the unstrained stat>

tin- 1 <

<ly is converted by the strain into an ellipsoid. This

litter surface is called the Strain KHijMoid of the given strain.

Lit its ili-duction analytically.

I. tin- }K)int Q (fig. 256) be any ]>..int on a sphere of radius r

and I : : axes of co-ordinate*,

It is required t<> find the surface traced out by Q", ; nd
]'<-ition of Q, as the latter varies on the surface of the fphe

The eo-ordi nates of Q" being, as in Art 275, ', rf, f, we have

l.y
.md adding equations (1), p. 460,
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-4*2 cr,

T+| = o, (i)

which is a quadric, and necessarily an ellipsoid since a sphere

must be strained into a closed surface. As we have been using

17 ( to denote running co-ordinates, we may without confusion

write the equation of the strain ellipsoid

-$r2 = 0. . (2)

281.] Principal Axes and Principal Elongations of a Strain.

The principal axes of a strain at any point P are those three rect-

angular lines (Cor. 6, Art. 276) which become by the strain the axes

of the strain ellipsoid ; and since in general the direction of a

line is altered by the strain, the principal axes of the strain are,

in general, rotated by the strain about the point P.

The principal elongations of a strain at any point P are the

elongations along the principal axes. We shall denote these by

\i e
-2>

e
Z'

COR. If the axes of co-ordinates at P are taken in the direc-

tions of the axes of the strain ellipsoid, the quantities *15 *2 ,
and

*
3
are all zero, as is evident from (2) of last Art., and the equation

of this ellipsoid will be

(i-'OP +ft-^ + d-'OC8-*^ o. ()

282.] Pure Strain. A strain is said to be pure when the

lines at P which become the axes of the strain ellipsoid are

unaltered in their directions by the strain.

283.] Conditions for a Pure Strain. Since a, b, c, ... are

infinitesimals of the first order, it follows from the value of e

given by equation (1), p. 461, that the elongation along the

direction PQ" (fig. 256, p. 458) may be taken as equal to the

elongation along the direction PQ ; so that if e is the elongation
in the direction of any radius vector of the strain ellipsoid, we
have /, . \

p = r(l + c),

where p is the length of this radius vector and r the radius of the

sphere which becomes by strain the strain ellipsoid.
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Hence if the axes of this ellipsoid are a, /3, y, we have

a = r(\ +<-,),

Now if /, m, n are the direction cosines of any axis, it is well

known (see Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimenno**, or Fr.

Solid Geometry) that

(4 a)/ *3 .f *2 .n = A/, -\

*3' l+(\-V) -*i. = A, t

#
2 . lsl .m + (lc)n = Xn;3

(1)

tin- three values (Alf A.J, A3) of A obtained from these equations
Ix'iny such that the equation of the ellipsoid referred to its own
axes would be r*

r2

Hence A, = =!-<?; A, = i-e2 ; A,
= |-*t .

Therefore if stands for any one of the principal elongations,
ei> e-n %> the equations (1) become, for the direction of any euoi,

(2)

Now if there are three unrotated lines, they are piven by

c.|u;iti"us (l), Art. 277 ; and if the same lines are determined by

(2), we must have

du dv du dtp dv dw

(at)l+ 3 m+ *
2 n = 0,-\

*,/+ ($-) + *,
=

<), >

*2 /4-*! + (c <)
= Q.J

and the conditions for pure strain are that the displacement*

, r, v satisfy the equations

du dv du dw dv dw
I- j~=0, -r- T-=sO, _- = 0. (3)
/A/ M dz dx dz dy

These are the \\clUknown conditions that the expression

in which /', '',
>' arc functions of x, y, r, should be tho JH:'

ditlcrcntial "fa sin-lr i'ui..-t i.m, 4>(x,y, *).
When t

a., when the strain is pure, it ia called the D'upfaeemt*!

of the strain.

II nee the components, A AT/, AC. of the strain (giv<

Art. 275) become when the strain is pure
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i. e., the coefficient of rj in A is the same as the coefficient of

in AJ;, &c.; and this is the distinguishing character of a pure
strain. A pure strain is also called an irrotational strain.

The values of the principal elongations of a strain are the

roots of the cubic equation

a e, # #

#
3 ,

b f, *j

&>, $1 , c e

= 0,

32> H
or e

3
(# + b + c) e

2+ (ab + 6c + cas-f s2
2 *

3
2
) e

+ a
tfj

2 + 5 *2
2 + c s

3
2 abc2 s

l
s
z
s
3
= 0.

284.] Theorem. Every strain can be resolved into a pure strain

and a rotation. By a rotation here is meant such a displacement
as a rigid body undergoes in turning round an axis, and we propose
to show that the general small strain at any point P of a body,

may be produced by two operations, viz., first holding fixed

in directions the principal axes of the strain and straining the

body to a certain extent, and then rotating it as a rigid body
about a certain axis.

It has been shown (p. 293) that if a rigid body receives small

angular displacements 8^, b0 2 ,
b0

3
round three fixed rectangular

axes, the displacements of the co-ordinates, , TJ, C of any point
in it are

(1)

(Such a displacement has, of course, no displacement potential ;

for if these displacements are denoted by u, v, w, we have

du dv
-i----

f equal to 2503 and not equal to zero.)d
tj clt^

Now the component, A.of the displacement of Q along the

axis Px is (Art. 275),
du ..du

, ., . ,.
, (du dv^ . fdu dw^ . .du dw

andth-s =a f+^_ + _ + _ + _ + _-

i/dv du\

\/7'j* ft?/'

Hence, with the same values of *
1}

s
2 ,

s
3
as before, we have
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A comparison with (l) shows that the portions in brackets in

these expressions denote rotations, as of a rigid body, about the

axes through the small angles

which are equivalent to a rotation through v^(50,)
2
4- (bOj* +

about one line (p. 292); while the portions of A, AIJ, Af out-

side the brackets denote a pure strain by Art. 283.

If the axes of reference, Px, Py, Pz, are chosen in the direc-

tions of the principal axes, the pure portion of the strain will be

expressed by A = Ar = er, A

i.e., the pure strain is produced simply by multiplying the co-

ordinates of every particle by the numbers 1 -f *,, l+ct , 1 +et .

A simple elongation of a body in a direction perpendicular to any

I
'lane means the drawing out from the plane of every part

through a distance proportional to the perpendicular from the

Iarticle on the plane, so that those particles farthest fn>tn the

plane in tin- natural state are most drawn away, but all in

same proportion to their original distances from it.

I5v 1 his Article we see that every small strain at a point P eon

//-
i

' simple elongation* J
'

/ a

fa rii/iil ^<ly, about an axis through P.

285.] Significations of #,, *
2 , *,. Let the axes Pm an

:n. l.\ strain Px" and

tiu
r

. 260. (Of course it is

posed, as in Art. 275, that

back to its ori-

ginal position after tin- -train.)

All jiartirl.", in tin- plane of

Px and Py originally nrr in

tli- (diMi-rrnt) ]'lan.-
of /

Pig. afio.

ami ///"aftrr th- strain; and

it' ./ is a I'urticle on the axis of y and AH a line parallel to
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Px, the line of particles AS will become (Cor. 3, Art. 275) a

line of particles A"B" parallel to Px". Let fall a perpendicular,

A"p, from A" on Px". Then the particle (A"} which was at A
has advanced in front of P parallel to the line Px" through the

distance Pp. Now Pp = PJ"cos #"P/'= 2PA". *3 (Cor. 1,

Art. 278); andPJ"= (l +6)PA ; therefore Pp = 2(l+6)s3 .PA;

or, neglecting the product 6s3)

Pp
PA

= 2 *
3

'

Hence the quantity 2 *3 is the rate (per unit of distance be-

tween the two lines) at which particles on any line AB parallel to

Px have slid beyond the corresponding particles on Px. Evi-

dently it is also the rate at which sliding has taken place

between particles on Py and lines parallel to Py.
Or again, imagine a little parallelepiped at P having its edges

along the lines Px, Py, Pz. Then 2s3 is the rate at which the

face parallel to that in the plane xz has slid in front of the

latter ; or the rate at which the face parallel to the plane yz has

slid in front of the face in the plane yz.

Similarly for the values of s
l
and s2 .

DEF. When a plane is held fixed in a body and all planes in

the body parallel to it are slid in the same direction and sense

parallel to the fixed plane, each through a distance proportional

to its distance from the fixed plane, the strain so produced is

called a shearing strain.

Those planes which are nearest to the fixed plane are least dis-

placed, and those which are farthest from it are most displaced.

The ratio of the distance through which any plane has slid to

its distance from the fixed plane is called the amount of the shear.

Hence the quantities 2*ls 2s2 ,
2s

3
are the small shears of the axes

of(y,z), (z,x), (x,y] respectively, at the point P.

From fig. 260 it is clear that the change in the cosine of the

angle between any two lines at right angles in the natural state

is the shear in their plane of lines parallel to either.

286.] Shearing Strain. The two fundamental kinds of strain

of what are called isotropic bodies
(i. e., bodies whose constitution

is the same at all points and in all directions round every point)

are Cubical Dilatation and Shearing Strain. We propose, therefore,

to consider this latter more particularly here.
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Confining our attention to a shear, 2*3 ,
of the two rectangular

lines Ox and Oy, the elongation quadric would be

2V&-*.
the axes of co-ordinates being the lines Ox and Oy.

But this equation denotes a hyperbola in the plane ay referred

to its asymptotes ;
and if we alter the axes of co-ordinates to the

axes of the curve, the equation referred to them will be

'

A comparison with the general equation of the el on-

quadric sho\\s that this equation denotes an elongation *3 (half

the shear) of the body along one axis of the curve accompanied

by an elongation *
3 (i.e., an equal compression) of the sub-

stance along the other axis.

Hence the shearing strain of a body can be produced by a simple

elongation (equal to half the shear) along one line and a simple

cm/ijiression of equal amount along a perpendicular line.

We have been considering small displacements; but 1-

now consider an elongation of any amount along a line Ox, and

an equal compression

along a perpendicular

Oy (fig. 261). Sup-

pose that all lines in

the body parallel to

Ox are increased in

the ratio a : 1, and

that all line- parallel

to Oy arc diminished

in the ratio 1 : a ;

and consider displace-

ment in the plane FLr a6i.

;/;//.
Then- will, of

0001 iihu- di-pl:.. ementa in all planes parallel

displacement .-I'the p--int
<> may 1'c impressed in reversed <1

on all points, so that may be '-d as at rest.

Draw n.i, ,,f any Im-th. nuking the angle AO* m Un~ ! o.

, ./ let fall An pernvndicular to Oy. > An becomes

elongated by the strain parallel to Ox into a.An\ but

a.An-nO\ thcn-f.-re l.y this strain A is drawn out to ,

brim,- panilK-1 to Ox, and a a point on the bisector, Oa, of the
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angle acOy. From a draw am perpendicular to Ox. Then, by

the strain parallel to Oy, am becomes shortened into Now
a

if we draw OA' making with Ox an angle equal to AOy, this line

will meet am in a point, A', such that A'm Hence after
a

the two strains A will come to A'
;
and we see that OA' is equal

in length to OA, and that they are both equally inclined to the

bisector of the angle xOy.
In the same way if OB be drawn making LBOx''= tan-1 a,

the length of OB will be unaltered, the point B will come to 1?,

and the lines OB and OB' are equally inclined to the bisector of

the angle x'Oy. Also OA is perpendicular to OB'. Hence, since

parallel lines are all altered in the same ratio, all lines parallel to

OA are unaltered in length, and all lines parallel to OB are

unaltered in length.

Imagine a plane through OA perpendicular to the plane of the

paper, and let any curve whatever be traced out in this plane.

The curve will remain perfectly undistorted after the strain.

For all lines perpendicular to the plane of the paper obviously
remain so and are unaltered in length, and all lines parallel to

the plane of the paper remain parallel to this plane, while of

these latter those which are parallel to OA remain unaltered in

length. Hence ordinates and abscissae of the above-named curve

parallel to OA and to a normal to the plane of the paper remain

perpendicular to each other and unaltered in length. The curve,

therefore, as regards magnitude and shape remains exactly as it

was; its plane only is altered (to the plane through OA' per-

pendicular to the paper).

It follows, of course, that all lines, whatever be their directions,

in the plane through OA perpendicular to the paper remain un-

altered in length.

Similarly all lines in the plane through OB and the normal

to the paper remain unaltered in magnitude ;
and all figures in

this plane also remain undistorted.

The planes through the normal to the paper and the lines OA
and OB are called the planes of no distortion.

Suppose that we impress on the body a common motion of

rotation about the normal to the paper at so as to bring OA'

into coincidence with OA. This motion will, of course, be uii-
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.npanied by any strain (Art. 274). Then Off will come to

OB", and BB" is perpendicular to Off and parallel to QA* as is

very easily seen.

Draw BQ parallel to OA. Then since the length of BQ
remains unaltered, Q will come to Q", a point such that

B"Q"=BQ. Hence all particles in the line BQ are did

parallel to AO through a space BB". Now ifp is the length of

the perpendicular from B on OA,

BB" 1= O >

easily found. -P a

Consequently in this strain if the undistorted plane OA it held

/, every plane, BQ, parallel to it is slid parallel to it through a

', proportional to the perpendicular distance between BQ and

OA
; and this is the usual way of representing a shearing strain.

Of course the strain may otherwise be produced (negli

the effect of mere rotation common to all points) by holding

the other undistorted plane, OB, and sliding all planes parallel

to it.

The plane (xy) perpendicular to the two planes of no distortion

is called Ik-' plane of the shear ; and the lines (Ox and Oy) which

bisect, in the plane of the shear, the angles between the planes

of no distortion are called the axes of the shear.

Since a sphere described about as centre becomes an ellip-

soid, and since there are two sections of an ellipsoid \\hieh are

circles, the planes of these sections must be OA' and Off, the

strained positions of the planes of no distortion.

The quantity, a which is the fractional sliding per unit
a

of distance between the parallel planes is called the amount of thf

shi

If the strain is small, a = 1 + *, where * is a small quan-

tity; and = 1 *, nearly, so that the amount of the shear
a

= l+ (!) = 2 ,
which agrees with the analytical result

at the l)e^inninur "ft his Artiele.

Tin- expre-'-imi for the di-p1:ieement in a shearing strain can

be simplified by taking the fixed plane as that of*/ and the axis

of x in the direction of the sliding. Then
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so that a shear is a homogeneous strain, but not a pure one

(Art. 283).

287.] Traction and Torsion. Suppose a cylindrical bar of

an isotropic body to have its base held fixed while the bar is

pulled in the direction of its length. Then each particle of the

bar will be displaced in a direction parallel to the axis through a

distance proportional to the natural distance of the particle from

the fixed base
;
and in addition, the particle will be displaced

towards the axis through a distance proportional to its natural

distance from the axis. That is, at each point there will be

uniform elongation and uniform contraction. Hence if the axis

of the bar is taken as that of z, and the axes of x and y are in

the plane of the fixed base,

u ax, v = ay, w = cz

will express the displacements of any point, the quantities a and

c being constant throughout the bar. This is the case of Traction.

Suppose that, the base being still held fixed, the free extremity
is twisted round through any angle (measured by the angle

through which any diameter of the section revolves) ; then every

other normal section of the bar will turn through an angle pro-

portional to the distance, z, of this section from the fixed base.

If I =. length of bar, a = angle through which its free end is

twisted, every point in the section considered will be twisted

f9

through an angle a j Hence the displacements of a point x, y
(/

in this section are (the twisting taking place from axis of x

towards axis of y]
azy azx

u = f- ) v r- > w = 0.
I I

This strain is called Torsion.

288.] Lines of Flow and Vortex Lines. Just as a Line of

Force has been defined (p. 410) as a curve at every point of

which the resultant force of attraction of a system is directed

along the tangent, so a Line of Flow is defined to be a curve at

every point of which the resultant displacement of the particle

existing there is directed along the tangent.

Again, we have seen that the whole strain at any point can be

produced by a pure strain together with a rotation round an

axis through the point. A curve such that at every point of it
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the rotation corresponding to that point takes place round the

tangent is called a Vorfcx Line.

In analogy with a Tube of Force, we have a Tube of Flow. If

through points constituting the contour of any area we draw
Lines of Flow, these lines form a surface called a

Tube of Flow. Similarly if through the points

constituting the contour of any area we draw

Vortex Lines, these lines will make a surface

\vhk-h may be called a Vortex Tube.

When the normal section of the Vortex Tube is

everywhere very small, it is called a Vortex Fila-

Such a filament, AS, is represented in

figure 262. Ffc- *6j -

289.] Equipotential Surfaces. When the strain at every

point is irrotational, the quantity udx+vdy + wdz is a perfect
differential of a function

<J> (x, y, z). Describe in the body a
- of surfaces the equation of any one of which is

*(*,**)=& (1)

Then by giving C a series of different values we shall have a

scries of surfaces, exactly analogous to the equipotential surfaces

of an attracting mass (Chap. XV) ;
and these equipotential

surfaces of strain will be related to the lines of flow exactly as

the equipotential surfaces of attraction are to the lines of force;

that is, at every point the line of flow is perpendicular to the

equipotential surface. For the direction cosines of the normal

to the surface (l) at any point (x, y, z) are proportional to

dd> tld) fl<b _ , . ,

T^ y -r ~r > ! to u. v, w. But u
t v, v being the com-

nx ay az

ponents of the displacement, are of course proportional to the

direction <-..sines of the line of flow. Therefore, &c.

The potential function of any small strain being 0, we Me

that .
- is the displacement parallel to the axis of x

; and since

the axis of x may be in any direction, ike displacement in any

direction i* Ike rate of variation, per unit of lengtk, of potential

in Hi in il'n-fi'lion.

It follows that the resultant displacement (which if perpen-

dicular to the surface $ = C) is
-ft

where n denotes length
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measured along the normal to the surface, and the displacement
is measured in the same sense as n.

Let two very close equipotential surfaces, < = Clt $ = (72 ,
be

described. Denote these by fa and fa. Then at all points on

fa the resultant displacement is inversely proportional to the

normal distance at this point between the surfaces fa and fa.

For if at any point on the surface fa the normal distance

between it and d>9 is An, the displacement is - - or
An An

But for all points considered fa fa = C
2 Cj,

= a constant;

therefore the displacement varies inversely as A n.

290.] Circulation. Suppose any curve, AB, to be traced out

in the body, and let the displacement of each particle, P, on the

curve between A and B be resolved along the tangent to the

curve at P (the resolution taking place between A and B in a

sense opposite to that of watch-hand rotation); then the sum
obtained between A and B by multiplying this resolved part of

displacement by the element, ds, of the curve at P and adding
all such products, is called the circulation between A and B.

Hence, by definition, the circulation from B to A is equal and

opposite to the circulation from A to B.

The components of the displacement parallel to the axes

being, as before, u, v, w, and the direction cosines of the tangent
dx dy dz

to the curve at P being -=-
, -r- ~r- the circulation is&

da ds ds

Adx dy dz\ , /*, ,

a -T- +v ~-
-\-w-j-\ds, or / (uaw + vdy+ wdz),ds ds ds ' J

the integral being taken from A to B.

Supposing that there is no rotation, or, in other words, that

there is a displacement potential which has a value fa at A and

fa at B, the circulation from A to B is fa fa', it therefore

depends merely on the co-ordinates of A and B, and not at all

on the curve between them, along which it is taken.

If the curve is closed, B coincides with A, and the circulation

is zero, it being still supposed that the strain is irrotational. If

A and B are any two points on an equipotential surface, the

circulation along any path from one to the other is zero.

We now proceed to consider the case in which rotation exists,

and to prove the following fundamental theorem :

The circulation round any small plane curve described round any
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/, P, in the body i* equal to twice the product of fa art*

'/ (he curve and the component of rotation at P perpendicular to

t/t> /./.UK' of the curve.

Let Q (fig. 263) be any point on the

small curve whose plane is taken as that

of xy\ denote the components of the

displacement of P by , r, w\ and tin-

co-ordinates of Q with reference to P by
j. Then the displacements of Q

parallel to the axes are

.. dn iln i!r dv

dx dy dx dy
and the component of these along the tangent at Q is

Fig. 263.

/' dtp

When this is multiplied by d* and integrated, we shall have

(since u, v, -> ... are constant for all points on the curve)

at P, i.e.,

of which all the integrals except the last two vanish, sin*

curve is closed. Now fdri = area of curve = A; and fnd
= A, since the two integrations are carried round at the same

time from x toy. Hence the circulation = A
(

-.
-7-)

= 2A . (103 ,

(p. 473) (}0
3 being the rotation round axis of

perpendicular to the plane of the curve.

that any surface, plane 01

1, bounded by any curve, AUCD,
(lii:. 2^4) is traced out in the body
ami that at each point on this surface

we take the component of rotation

round the normal to the surface,

multiply this component l>y the ele-

ment of superficial area at the point,

and take the sum of all Mich products.

This sum is called the *// ral

of normal rotation. The normal must

lie supplied to be drawn away from the same side of the surface

i i

. .'.,
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at every point, and the rotation is supposed to take place oppo-
site to that of the hands of a watch held so that the normal

passes up through its face.

It is very easy to prove that this surface-integral of rotation is

equal to #ne half the circulation round the edge, ABCD, of the

surface. For, let the surface be broken up into an indefinitely

great number of little plane areas. Then the sum of the circu-

lations round these areas is twice the surface integral of rotation

(by what has just been proved). But the circulations in the

common portions of every two contiguous areas are directly

opposed, and therefore mutually destructive, as is seen by
drawing any two such little areas, a and b, apart ;

hence the

circulation exists only along lines which do not form common

parts of contiguous areas, i.e., along the edge which bounds the

surface.

If the surface has no bounding edge, i.e., if it is a closed

surface, the surface-integral of rotation over it is zero.

If the surface, without being closed, is such that at every

point of it the rotation takes place about a tangent line to the

surface, the circulation round its bounding edge is zero. Such a

surface is that of a vortex filament (fig. 262, p. 479);
or that represented in fig. 265, which consists of a

vortex tube whose ends are any two irregular

curves whatever. The sum of the circulations

round the terminal sections D and E of this tube,

estimated in the cyclical order indicated round the

Fig. 265. contour in fig. 264, is zero, i.e., the circulations,

estimated as represented by the arrows in fig. 262,

round any two sections whatever of a vortex lube are equal; or, in

other words, the circulation round any section, normal or

oblique, plane or tortuous, of a vortex tube is constant.

EXAMPLES.

1. Prove analytically that the shear of any two rectangular lines

intersecting at any point is equal to the difference between the

elongations along the internal and external bisectors of the angle
between them.

Let the axes of co-ordinates be the principal axes of the strain at

the point. Then the value of s given in equation (2), Art. 278, becomes

s = ejl'+ e
2
mm'+ e

3 nn',

the direction-cosines of the lines being (I, m, n) and
(I', m', n'\ and
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the shear 2s. Now the direction-cosines of one bisector are l f,

mm', n n, each divided by the square root of the sum

squares of these quantities, i. e., by */2, since the lines are rectan-

gular ;
and the direction cosines of the other bisector are / + /',

m+ m', n + n', each divided by -v/2. Let and f' be the elongation*

along these bisectors. Then, by Art. 276,

therefore
'

( = 2 (efl+ e^mm'+ e, nn),
or e' f = 2s,

which proves the proposition.

2. Find the pair of rectangular lines in a given plane for which the
shear is greatest.

In any plane the elongation is greatest along one axis of the conic

in which this plane cuts the Elongation Quadric, and least along the

other. Therefore the difference of elongation along two rectangular
lines is greatest for this pair ;

and therefore, by last example, the

shear of the two rectangular lines of whose angle these axes are the

external and internal bisectors is greatest.
II- nee the shear in a given plane if greatest for two lines makiwj

angles of 45 with the axes of the conic in which the given jilane tufs

the Elongation Qtuffric.

The magnitude of the shear for any two rectangular lines in tin*

plane is easily found and represented by a curve.

Let the axes of x and y be taken in the given plane and coin

with the axes of the section of the Elongation Quadric in the plane.
Tin n .<?

8 must = for these axes. Also let one of two lines along
which we wish to find the shear make an angle with the axis of x.

Then in the expression for s (Art. 278) we have
f,
= COB 0, ml

= lin 6,

/j
= sin 9, m

2
= cos 0, n, = n, = ; therefore

=}(6-a)sin20,
or 2s = (b a)sin 26 = shear,

\vhidi of course shows that the shear is a maximum along lines-

bisecting the angles between the axes of the section. The curve

whose polar equation is r = (6 a) sin 20 consists of four loops, one

in each quadrant, and its radius-vector gives the shear for any

directions, denoted by 6 and - +0.

It follows that the two rectangular line* whose shear is absolutely

the greatest at a point in the body are those in the plane of the

t and least axes of the Klongation Quadric (or of the Strain

i:ili|>s.)id)
ami making angles of 45 with them, and that their shear

is ,<?,, if we assume ,,,,, to be in ascending order of magi
3. Trove that a simple elongation in any direction b equivalent to

a uniform eul.iral dilatation together with two shears, each having the

Driven din cti..n for uin axis, the other axes being at right angles to il

and to each other.

1 i
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Consider a cube whose three edges at the point are Ox, Oy, Oz,
and suppose the given simple elongation, e, to take place along Ox.
"V\ e may consider this as * + * + along Ox, and we may suppose
an elongation ^e along Oy together with an elongation e (or a

contraction) in the sense of yO ;
and similarly e and e in Oz.

Now ^ f along Ox, Oy, and Oz (and of course along all lines parallel to

these) constitutes (p. 468) a cubical dilatation e
;

while e along Ox
and ^6 along Cty constitute (Art. 286) a shear, whose amount is f e

(Art. 286). Therefore, &c.

4. Resolve a simple elongation e in a given direction into its

components with reference to three rectangular axes.

Ans. If the direction-cosines of the direction of elongation with
reference to the three axes are I, in, n, the elongations and shears to

which e is equivalent are

el"
2

,
em 2

, ew
2
, 2clm, 2fmn, 2enl.

For, if
77, be the co-ordinates of any point before strain, the

length of the perpendicular from this point on the plane through the

origin perpendicular to the direction
(I, m, n) is l+m r] +n; and

the point (, 77, )
is drawn out along this perpendicular through a

distance e(l + mr] + nQ. The projection of this distance along the

axis of x is fl(l + mr] + n); hence the strained co-ordinates

(f, if, C), are

f = f+ el
(l -hmy + wQ, r[ = r? + em (l+my + wQ,

Comparing these values of f
r

, rf, g \vith those given at p. 459,
we see that

(I
2 = a, cm? = b, en? = c, flm = s

3 ,
fmn = 8

1 ,
enl = s.

z ,

which are the required components of the elongation with reference

to the axes.

5. Find the condition that, in the general small strain, there should

be two planes of no elongation.

Ans.
a, s

s ,
s
2

<? b v
*3 U

) *1
= 0. Hence one of the principal elongations

must be zero (see p. 472).
6. Given two small strains, (a, b, c, 2s

1?
2s2 ,

2s
3), (a', b', c', 2s/,

2s/, 2s/), find the resulting elongation quadric and strain ellipsoid.

Ans. In the previous equations of these surfaces put a + a for

a, <fcc., s
s+ s/ for s

s ,
&c.

7. Resolve a shear, 2s, of two given rectangular lines into its

components along three given rectangular axes.

Ans. If the direction-cosines of the two given lines with

reference to the given axes are
(I, m, n), (l

f

, m', n'), the components
are

2 slf, 2smm', 2snn, 2s(lm'+ l'm), 2s(mn'+ m'n), 2s(nl'+ n'l).

8. Fiud the conditions that a strain whose components with
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uce to three given rectangular axes are given should be equiva-
lent to a shear.

A it*. = and a-f b + c = 0.

*t, V e

The first of these expresses that the product of the three principal
mil the second that their sum (the cubical dila-

tation) is zero. Hence the principal elongations are of the forms

e,-e, 0.

iven the components of strain with reference to tli

axes of the strain, find the components of the same strain with
uce to any set of rectangular axes.

.1 //..

+ 3 n >
c =

>-,
= f/l" + e

a
m'm"+ <5,nV' *

s
= ejf + f.,mm

8
s
= c

l
lf+ e

t
mm'+ e, nn'.

10. Find the Vortex Lines in the case of Torsion.

A ng. The rotations at any point are

Hence the differential equations of the Vortex Lines are

dx _ dy _ dz

x
"

y 2z M
The Vortex Lines are therefore the inten-ections of

' =
r, and

x
y?z = c

2
. The vortex line at any point lies in the plane through this

point and the axis about which the torsion takrc place.

1 1 . \\ LMI the small strain (a, b, c, 2*p 2x
a , 2,) is equivalent

shear, find the magnitude of the K)

.1 int. If 2 8 is the shear, g = \/, + ,'
--

*,* -r } (a* + 61+ <?). To
get thi- rqu.-itc tin- cinnponrnts in \;unple 7 to n, f>,f, 2*3 , ... &|U;i
and adding the last three we have

or

tin Tt-fore the rest follows from the fu>t three.

1 _'. l'i \<- that tors-ion is equivalent to shear at each point, an<

its amount.

Ant. Let P be the point considered, PO the perpendiruUr

(of length r) from P on the axis of torsion, and let the strain be
n r

expressed an in Art 287; then the amount of the tbear is
-^-

and

tic- strain in a shear of the line drawn through /' parallel to the

mil a line pei-jM-ndi nl.ir to tin- one and to PO.
1 3. Find the area) dilatation on a plane the direction-cotines of whose

normal are /, m, n.

Ant.
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SECTION II.

Analysis of Stresses.

291.] Intensity of a Stress. If a force whose magnitude is

P acts over an area S in such a way that there is all over the

area the same force on the same amount of area, the force is said

to be uniformly distributed over the area; and the intensity of

p
force on the area is -~-> i.e., the rate at which the force is

o

distributed per unit of area. Thus the atmospheric pressure on

any area at the surface of the earth is roughly I5lbs. on every

square inch, and if the unit of force is a pound weight and the

unit of length an inch, the intensity of atmospheric pressure is

represented by the number 15.

If force acts over an area in such a way that there is not the

same amount exerted on the same area everywhere, the distri-

bution is not uniform ; and in this case we can speak only of the

intensity of force at each particular point. If about any point we
describe a very small area, ds, on which we may assume the

distribution of force to be constant, and if dF is the amount of

dT?
force on it, the intensity of force at the point selected is -=-

as

An instance of this occurs when the area pressed is any non-

horizontal area in a heavy liquid. The intensity of pressure at

points in the upper part of the area is less than the intensity at

points in the lower part.

292.] Stress at a Point. At any point, P, of the body
consider a small plane surface of area ds and any position. This

may be regarded as separating the part (A) of the body at one

side of it from the part (} at the other side. Then the

particles in this element plane, when the body is strained in any
manner, are subject to certain forces proceeding from the

particles at the side (A) and resulting from the elongation or

contraction of the natural distances. The resultant of these

forces is called the stress on the side (A] of the element plane.

The particles in the element plane are also subject to forces

proceeding from particles at the side (B} of the plane ;
and the
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It ant of these latter is, of course, a stress equal and opposite
to the first-mentioned stress.

The resultant stress (on either side of the element plane)
divided by the area, d, is the intensity of stress on the plu
and the resultant stress may be either normal to the plane,

oblique to it, or in it.

If at the same point P we consider a small plane surface of

the same area as before, but of different position, the resultant

stress on it will, generally speaking, be different both in magni-
tude and in direction from the previous stress. In the case of a

perfect fluid body the magnitude of the stress is constant and its

di reet ion is normal to the element plane, whatever be the

position of the latter at the point P.

Hence in the case of a strained body the term '

stress at a

point' has no definite meaning until we specify the element

plane on which the stress acts.

293.] Equilibrium of an Element. At any point,

(fig. 13, p. 19) whose co-ordinates with reference to three

fixed rectangular axes are (x, yt z) let a very small rectangular

parallelepiped of the substance be separated in imagination I'roin

the rest of the body by means of element planes perpendienlar to

the fixed axes; and through draw the lines 0*, Oy, Ot

parallel to the fixed axes. We may then, if we actually prod

on the faces of this element the stresses which are produced on

them l>y the neighbouring portions of the body, consider the

equilibrium of the element apart from the remainder*. Let

the sties> per unit of area on the face BOCF have for com*

p'iK>nts along Ox, Oy, Oz the values Pt ,
P
9 ,
Plt respfeti\el\ ;

thi em-responding components for the plane AOCll be

<2,, Q,; and let those for the face AOB1) l.e //
, //,.

The stress on each face may be supposed to be applied at the

middle point of the face, and each component is supposed to be

in.-a-'iivd in the positive sense of the corresponding axis.

I. OA = <lx, (Jli = dy, OC =</.. Now these component

*
I ti considering the equilibrium of an element of a fluid body it U customary

to say that we consider it as *>li<l(fifil and acted on by the slrssiss (pressure*)
: tin fluid exerts on its surface. This solidification is however wholly

essary and misleading if. indeed, it is not actually wn>ng. The element

while regarded as forming part of the body U not solidified, but h kept la Its

,,.>!. u..n i.v the very forces which, by mipposition. are produced on it by otler

BS, Ifthese force* were by themselves sufficient in the one case, they "*
be so in the other .without the aid of solidification.
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stresses are all functions of the position of 0, i. e., each of them

is some function of (x, y, z).
And the co-ordinates of A are

(x + dx, y, z)\ so that if Px =f(x, y, z),
the Px for the face

DAHO' \sf(x+dx, y, z), i. e., it is Px + ^dx, neglecting (dxf
1

dfX

&c. This component is, of course, directed in the sense AO,
since the stresses produced on the faces BOCF and DAHO' by
the portions of the body removed are opposed. Hence the

components of intensity of stress on DAHO' are

Similarly for the components of intensity of stress on the

faces DBFCf and HCF(/. To get the whole amount of stress

in any direction on any face, the intensity in this direction

must, of course, be multiplied by the area of the face. Let us

calculate the whole amount of stress parallel to Ox exerted on

the parallelepiped. The face BOCF will contribute Px xdydz,
dP

while the opposite face, HADC/, will contribute (Px -\ =-^ dx)
dP

dydz ;
and the sum of these is --

-^- x dxdydz. The face

AOCH will give a stress Qx x dzdx parallel to Ox, and the oppo-

site face will give (Qx + -~dy}dzdx', and the sum of these

d'o y
is

-"^Ldxdydz; similarly, the faces AOBD and HCFO' will

7

give
--

Y^- dxdydz. Hence the whole stress force acting on
Cv%

the element in the direction Ox is

,dPx dOx dRx
(-T- + r^ + r^
* dx dy dz

Some external force (gravity, or other) may also act on each

element of the body. Such a force will always be proportional

to the quantity of matter in the element. Suppose p to be

density of the body at
; then, approximately, the quantity of

matter in the parallelepiped is pdxdydz. Let the components of

the external force which is felt at along the axes of x, y, z be

X, Y, Z, per unit of mass. Then the component of the external

force along Ox exerted on the element is pXdxdydz. Equating
to zero the sum of the components along Ox of all forces exerted

on the element, we have
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''&,<. r*"+Ti mfXi

the last two equations being obtained by resolving forces along
tlic axes ofy and

In a strained medium in which the stress on every plane is

normal the equations of equilibrium are

dP dQ dR
1&= PX>

Ty=*
Y

> lh= pZ>

since the tangential components Pt , P,, Qx , ... are zero; and if,

in addition, as in a perfect fluid, the intensity of stress is the

same on all element planes at a given point, P = Q /.'. ami

equations become the well-known hydrostatieal equations

dP <1P dP

any kind of body we obtain another valuable -

equations by i-xpivssin^ the equilibrium of the Moment* of the

s acting on the parallelopiped. For example, take moments
about the line joining the middle points of the o|.].,,Mt,- facet

//Or/' ;m d /i.l//f/. The external f,,ree* acting on the parnl'.

) i|M (1 may ! c.insidiT.-d to act at its middle point ; it will

then-fore contribute nothing to the moments about the axis

ii. Ni-ith.T \\ill the stresses on the faces BOCF and

//.///'/. >ince these stresses act at the middle y the

m. Of the itrnHM on the faces AOCll the

* It i- iniporUut fr the itudent to ilitinfn>{jih tw. mttAtt of extmud forn
i iirre tuny be external feroM which act only at jw/ftafar

jiointi on itt *n/<j/-e :i-
j c, when beam rvU againet UM gtvuad aad

against a wall, the reaction* of the ground and wall and then maj be itemal
force* which afft-ot terry tttmmt inside the body M, in the aurn CM*, ibo

attraction of the earth which produce* a force (the weight) on each element of tho

latter are called eomliniio-u force*. Thiu a etrained body mmy be

affected by Uith the above beam, if aUgnUy flexible, will be bent The force*

inaei), X, Y, Z, in equation* (1) belong xoJnaiveljr to UM aeond
kind. K..nc of the fint kind do not enter into UMM qnUao; they are like

the terminal tendon* ..f a trinff. and are required for determining tbe value* of

cur in the integrals of tbe differential equation* (1) of equili-
brium.
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components Q z xdzdz and (Q z + -j^dy)dxdz,
which are

parallel to Oz will alone contribute moments. The moment of

the first is Q^xdxdzx. > or \Q zdxdydz^ and the moment (in

dO dy
the same sense) of the second is (Q z + ^dy)dxdzx ~> or

ay

, neglecting the term dx(dyfdz. The sum of these

moments is Q zdxdydz.

Again, of the stresses on the faces AOBD and HCFO' the

components, Ry x dxdy and (Ry + ~
dz)dxdy, will alone con-

dz

tribute
;
and the sum of their moments is ~R

v dxdydz, which is

obviously in the sense opposite to that of the previous moment.

Hence equating the sum of these moments to zero,

Similarly, P
y
= Qx ,

\
(
2
)

which are obtained by taking moments about the lines joining
the middle points of the faces (AOBD, HCFtf] and (AOCH,
DBFO'), respectively.

The stress (per unit of area) on the face BOCF can be resolved

into two, viz., one normal to the face and the other in the face.

The first is Px ,
and the second (which is the shearing force on

the face) is *P
v
2 + P*. Equations (2) obviously assert that if

we take any two element planes at right angles to each other at

any point of the body, the component along the normal to the

second of the stress per unit area on the first is equal to the com-

ponent along the normal to the first of the stress per unit area on

the second. We shall now see that this very important result is

true for two element planes inclined at any angle to each other.

To save a multiplicity of symbols, use N for Px ,
N2 for Q a ,

N3 for Ezi T3 for P
v
and Qxt T2 for Pz and Rx , T^ for Q~z and Ey ;

N standing for normal and T for tangential intensity of stress.

Consider now the equilibrium of a tetrahedral element of the

body included between the plane ABC (fig. 13, p. 19), and the

planes BOC, AOC, AOB. Let the components along Ox, Oy, Oz

of the stress per unit area on the triangular face ABC be P, Q, HI
and let the direction-cosines of the perpendicular on this plane
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1
/, M, n. Resolve along Ox the forces acting on the tetrmhedral

element. The face BOC will contribute A, x BOC (where BOC
means the area of the face) ; the face AOC will contribute

TjxAOC; the face AOB will contribute T
t xAOB\ the face

ABC will contribute P x ABC : and the external force

pXx\OA.OB.OC. Hence

+lpX*OA.OB.OC.
Divide out by ABC.

BOC AOC I OB OA.OB.OC

Therefore P = M7

1 + z7
?

3 + w7T

2 + Jpjr x /. OA.

But by taking all dimensions of the element vi-ry small, Ike

term $pX.OA proceeding from the external force, ultimately

ishes, and we have accurately

Similarly, Q = lT
3 +mNs+nTlt (3)

by resolving along Oy and Oz. These very important equations
us tin- intensity of stress in magnitude and direction on any

assigned element plane when the stresses on three rectangular

element planes are known
; they ore, in fact, the composition and

'imi
(if stress.

Any one of these equations (3) suffices for the proof of the im-

portant general theorem of projection already referred to. For P
is the projection, along the normal to the element plane BOC,ot
the intensity of stress on the element plant' .ll!C, and

i- the proJK-tion, alon^r tin- normal to the latter plum-. <>l the

iiitm-ity ofltren <m the fomicr. This tlir-.n-m i> trm- tlu-r-
'

for any two element planes at a point.

Remark. The < oinjx.nents of stress on an element plane at the

l.mimlinir >uif'arr <,f the body are to be equated to the <

ponents -f the external force applied to the surface t the

element.

COR. It follows immediately from this theorem rojeo-

tions i.l

'

tuo stresses that if there is at a point in the body any

plane on \vhieh the stress is zero, the line., ..i a< tion of theatres***

on all oth^r planes at this point lie in this plane of iero litres*.
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"When the stress on an element plane, -or, exercised by the part,

A, of the body on one side of it consists of a force whose com-

ponent normal to or is directed from this plane towards the part

A, the stress on ta is called tension
;
and when the normal com-

ponent is directed from A to cr, it is called pressure. All fluid

stress is pressure. In general at every point inside a strained

body there will be some planes on which the stress is pressure,

and others on which the stress is tension.

It may assist the student to understand the nature of the

action of stress on an element plane
if we draw a figure representing the

equilibrium of these stresses on an

element of the body. Thus if we
take the elementary parallelopiped
0(f (fig. 13, p. 19) to be a cube,

and also take (as we may) the stress

on any face as acting at its middle

point, the forces in the plane of xy

may be represented as in fig. 266,

which is that of a section of the

cube through its centre and parallel to the plane of xy. If there

were no stresses on pjanes parallel to ay, this figure would com-

pletely represent the equilibrium of the cubical element. (Since
the faces have been all taken as equal in area, the intensifies of

stresses are proportional to the stresses acting on them.)
It is evident, of course, that when the stresses on any three

planes at a point (rectangular or not) are

-i ^ .3 known, the stress on every plane at this

point can be found both in magnitude
and in line of action. For we may con-

sider the equilibrium of the tetrahedral

element contained by the assumed plane
and the three given ones, and the re-

quired force will be equal and opposite
to the resultant of three given forces.

Let it, for example, be given that the

stress at any point P is a shearing stress ia each of two rect-

angular planes, there being no stress on planes perpendicular to

both of them. Suppose that all planes in the neighbourhood of

P which are perpendicular to the plane of the paper and parallel

Fig. 267.
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to ( '/) (li^r. :/>;) an- subject to a shearing stress, and that all

planes parallel to AD and perpendicular to the paper are also

subject to .-hearing stress, and that planes parallel to the pa;
are not subject to stress. The intensities of these shearing

-ses are obviously equal (either by what precedes, or by con-

sidering the equilibrium of a small prism whose base is the square
.ll>< I) ami whose edges are perpendicular to the paper. The

equality of moments round an axis through P perjn-ndieular to

the figure gives the equality of the intensities of these shears).

Let their common intensity be S, and suppose them represented

by the arrows.

Draw the plane AC, and consider the equilibrium of tin-

portion ABC of the body (or rather of a little right pri-iu \\hose

base is ACB). It is kept in equilibrium by the forces S act

in the lines DC and DA and by the stress on the face AC. This

last must -ince it may be supposed to act at the middle point of

AC] act in the line PD from P to D. If h is the height of the

prism, the areas of its faces are h x AC, h x CD, h x DA ; so that

the forces acting in DC and DA are Sx h x DC and SxAxDA',
and their resultant, F, which is equal and opposite to the stress

on AC, is given by the equation

=

i.e.. the intensity of stress on the face ^Cis equal t- the intensity

<>f the -hearing stress on each of the other two faces ; mores

the stress on AC is normal to AC. This stress is the action of

the portion of the body at the ri^ht-haml side of AC on the

particles in the plane AC, and sine.- it acts in the sense/'/'

is a yy/r.v.v/'/v.
1 1, .|i.-e if the portion of the body at the right-hand

side of AC, or of any plane parallel to it and near it be

a pressure >f intensity S must be applied to the plan-

sense I'l). The action of the part of the body at the left-hand

side of AC, or of any parallel to and near it, consists, of cour*

*prc9nr> in the opjiosite sense; so that if we draw two eleti.

planes ///and ./A parallel to AC and consider the portions of the

body at the ri-ht of the liM and at tin- left ,.f the second M
removed, two pressures (indicated by the arrows pointing to B
and In miM be applied to the portion of the body contained be-

t \\een these planet.
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Similarly, by drawing BD and considering
1 the equilibrium of

the prism standing on the base BCD, we see that the action of

the portion of the body at the lower side of J3D on the particles in

this face consists of a normal stress of intensity S directed in the

sense CP, i. e., towards the parts considered as removed
;
in other

words, this stress is a tension. Consequently if we isolate in

imagination a small prism of the body standing on the square

HIJK, we regard it as acted on by two pressures on its faces ///

and JK, and by two tensions on its faces // and KH.
The state of stress of the body at P may just as well be

produced by applying normal stress (pressure), of the same

intensity as the shearing stress, to all planes parallel to AC and

near it, and normal stress (tension), of same intensity, to all

planes parallel to BD and near it ; in other words, we may sub-

stitute this state of stressfor the shearing stress.

Hence a shearing stress on two rectangular planes at any point

produces eqiial normal stresses of opposite signs (pressure and

tension) and of intensities equal to * that of the shearing stress on

the two planes which bisect the angles between them.

This result follows, of course, from equations (3) by taking
the lines from P perpendicular to CD and BC as axes of x and

y, and putting #i=0, 2V2 = 0, 3̂ =0, 2\ = 0, T2
= 0, T3

= S,

I = m = =
,
n Q. From these equations also we deduce the

V2
magnitude and line of action of the stress on any plane near P.

The student will do well, however, to deduce from the figure

the stress on any plane through (or near) P perpendicular to the

figure.

294.] Problem. Given the condition of stress of a body at any

point in it with reference to one set of rectangular planes, to find

the condition of stress at the same point with reference to any other

set of rectangular planes.

Let the given stresses at a point 0, on three rectangular

planes of xy, yz, zx, be N^ N2 ,
N

3 ,
T1} T2 ,

T3 , as in last Article.

Then the components along the axes of x, y, z of the stress per
unit area on an element plane at the point the direction-cosines

of whose normal are I, m, n are given by equations (3) of last

* Compare with the corresponding result in the case of shearing strain. The

shearing strain may be replaced by two simple elongations, the magnitude of each

being half that of the shear. (See p. 447.)
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Article. The resolved part, T, of this stress along any line

whose direction-cosines are A, p., v is A-P-fpQ+vR; i.e.,

T= l\i\
l +m^N2+nvN3+ (ln+m\)T3 + ( +

,,)
T

l

-f(A + /i;)7
?

8 . (1)
If the line along which the stress is resolved is the normal to

the element plane itself, the component, N, is IP+ mQ+ttJt;

i.e., N=t2Nl + m*Nt+ n*N3+2lmTs +2mnTl + 2nlTt . (2)

Let it be required to find the intensities of stress on three

I'thcr rectangular element planes at whose normals are Of',

Oy', 0:'\ and let the direction-cosines of these normals with

j

>ect to Ox, Oy, Oz be
(I, m, n), (I', m, '), (/", m", "), re-

spectively. Denote the components of the intensity of stress on
the plane // by JVy along Ox', T3 along Oy' t and T{ along
the components of the intensity of stress on the plane tfx by TJ
along Oaf, N< along Oy', and TJ along Oz'; and those of the

intensity of stress on the plane x'y by T2

'

along Oaf, T{ along

0/, and N3 along #/.

Then NI is given by (2) ; N2

'
is obtained by using (?, m, n')

for
(/, m, n) in (2) ; N3

'

by using (/", m", n") for
(/, m, )

in (2) ;

J3

'

by using (/', m', n') for (A, ,*, r) in (l) ; T,' by using (r, ", n")
for (A, JLI, i>)

in (1) ;
and T{ by using (If, m, if) for

(/, m, ),
and

(I", m", W") for (A, M , r)in(l).
It will be seen from this that in transforming from one set of

angular axes Ox, Oy, Oz to another, the quantities^, A"8 , JV8 ,

T
3 , 7\ .

'/'_.
transform like x1

, y
2

,
z2

, xy, yz, zx.

'I'll-- system of stress, thus calculated, on the new planes may
be substituted t'nr the original system of stress the two system!

are, in other words, perfectly equivalent, and either will produce
the other.

|

Cone of Shearing Stress. The expression (2) for the

normal component of intensity of stress on a plane may for all

values of /, ///, n
(i.e., for all element planes at the point con-

sidered) retain a positive value. In this case the normal com-

ponent of stress is a tenrion on all plane*. Or the ex
j

be negati\e l>r all planes, and then the normal stress will be

all r.'tmd. Or, finally, it may be positive for some

directions and negative for others. It will then be zero :

some directions; i.e., there will be planes on which the strew is

entirely tangential. The directions of the normal* to these

planes are given l>y
the equation
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Nl l
2+N2 m2

-\-N3 n
2 + 2Ts lm + 2Tl mn+2T2 nl = 0,

and therefore the normals trace out the cone

y
ia? +N2f. +N3 z

2+2T3w+2Tlyz+2T2
zx = 0, (l)

the planes themselves tracing out the cone whose generators are

perpendicular to the generators of this cone. This latter cone,

when it exists, is called the Cone of Shearing Stress.

296.] Principal Planes of a Stress. The angle between the

direction of stress and the plane on which it acts depends on the

plane chosen. Let us try whether, with any given stress, it is

possible to find a plane on which the stress is normal.

If F is the resultant stress on a plane the direction-cosines of

whose normal are
(I, m, n), and if F acts in the normal, P= IF,

Q = mF, R =. nF, and equations (3) of Art. 293 become

= IF,

(l)

and these give, by elimination of the direction-cosines, the cubic

for/7 N F T T**1 *
> *SI ;

t

FT^J -M = 0,

T. T N F
or F^-(N1 +N2 + N3)F

2 + ( 1̂

-T
3*)F-(N1N2N3-N1 T1*-N2

T2*-K3 T,? + 2T1T2
T2)
= 0.

This equation, as is well known, gives three real values of F,

and equations (l) will give the direction-cosines of the planes

subject to these normal stresses. The coefficients of this equation

have, as is also well known, the same values, no matter what

three rectangular planes are taken as those of reference.

All theorems, therefore, concerning stress may be simplified

by supposing that we have selected as planes of reference the

three on which the stresses are normal. These are called the

principal planes of the stress at the point considered. Let the

stresses on them (per unit area, of course) be denoted by A, B, C.

The equations (l) which determine the planes and magnitudes
of the principal stresses show that these planes are the principal

planes of the quadric

N1 x* +F2f +N3
z* + 2T,xy+2Tlyz+2T2zx=f, (2)

f being any constant force magnitude.
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The equation of the tangent plane to this quadric at the

x
r

, /, z' is

Let a normal be drawn to any element plane at the point, 0,

considered, and let r be the length of this normal from t<>

surface of this quadric. Then by putting Ir, mr, nr for *', y'
tln> tangent plane at the extremity of this normal is (by tin-

values of P, Q, R in p. 491)

Px+Qy + Rz=*- (3)

The direction cosines of the perpendicular from on this

plane are
-^

-= >

-pi
where F is the resultant stress (per unit

area) on the element plane; and these show that the resultant

stress acts in this perpendicular. Again, if p is the length of

the perpendicular from on the plane (3), we have

F=.
PT

the value of the resultant stress.

If the axes of the quadric (2) are taken as those <>!

(m li nates, we have

Ai = A, N2
= B, N, = C, 7\ = T. = T3

=
;

and the quadric has for equation

Atf+Bf+Cz* =/.
The cone traced out by the normals to the planes of shearing

>s is obviously the asymptotic cone of the quadric (2) ; and if

this cone is real its reciprocal cone (the cone of ^hearing strew)
will separate the planes on which the stress is pressure from

those on which it is tension. When the cone is imaginary, all

planes at tin- point Owill be subject to stress of one kind cither

pressure or tension.

When the cone is real, the quadric (2) must be accompanied

by another whose equation i.s obtained by merely changing y
to y, as has been explain. <1 in the analogous case of str.

(p. 461).

Another graphic mode of connecting the strew on a plane

\vith the position of the plane is this. Let th.- principal plane*
!) taken as thr co-ordinate planes; tlu-n the components of the

Kk
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intensity of stress on any plane (I, m, )
are by equations (3),

P-49 1
' P IA, \

Q = mS,
|

(5)

R = nC. }

P2 Q2 R2

Hence -x + -,'5*+ ,&*= 1. Of course P, Q, R are the co-
A >* t*

ordinates of the extremity of the line representing the intensity

of stress on the plane (l,,m, n). Hence the extremities of lines

representing in magnitude and direction the intensities of stresses

on all planes at lie on the ellipsoid

a?
2

y
z z* _

whose semi-axes are in magnitudes and directions the principal

intensities of stress at 0.

If a tangent plane be drawn to this ellipsoid parallel to the

plane whose stress is considered, the length of the perpendicular
from the centre on the tangent plane represents the magnitude
of the intensity of stress, as is obvious by squaring and adding
the sides of equations (5).

The ellipsoid (6) may for shortness be called the Stress

Ellipsoid.

In proving general properties of stress simplicity is, of course,

gained by taking the principal axes of the stresses as those of

reference. Thus, with these axes, the cone of shearing stress is

^ / ^ __

and that traced out by the normals to planes of shearing stress

is Ax2 + By
2 +Cz2 = 0; so that for the reality of these cones

(i.e.

for the existence of planes subject wholly to shearing stress] the

principal stresses must consist either of one tension and two

pressures, or two tensions and one pressure. With any system
of axes the equation of the cone of shearing stress is

V T T <r
1 J.O J.I) *'
JL O *

" N T 11
3 yv2 -*i y
T
2

= 0.

y z

297.] Work done in Strain. We propose to investigate the

work done in the strain of any small volume of the body.
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About the point P (fig. 256, p. 458) let any small closed BUI

! drawn in the natural state of the body. Let it*

dement of this surface, and let the direction cosines of tin

normal to this element, measured outwards, be /, ut, n. Tli.-n

the components of intensify of stress (ivstiltinr from strain) on
the element plane ds being P, Q, R, and the final displacements
of tlu- nit-ail point of the element being (see Art. 275) A AIJ, A
the work done in the displacement of the element will be (see
Art. 217, p. 366)

Hence the work done in the strain of the volume contained in

the whole surface is

Substituting for P its value (p. 491), the term Pd* become*

But if t/tr
l ,

</<r2 ,
d<rz are the projections of ds on the planes of

yz, zas, and xy, respectively, Ids d<rlt mds = d<r2t nd = </<ra ;

so that the work done becomes

The intensities of stress JVlf N2 , ... may be considered as con-

stant over the surface and taken outside the integral signs. Also

substituting for A, AJJ, A their values (Art. 275), we have

du du

C/j.duA^=y(^

Now, the surface being closed, f^da^ = d<a = volume enclosed

by surface
;
and fr]d<r^ = f^dff^ = 0, since, the normal l

always drawn outwards, the elnm-ntary projections dtr
t
on one

side of the plane yz must be given a sign opposite to the sign of

those on the other side.

In this way we have also

/T,rfra =/Crf<r8
= <*; /<!, =/rf<ra

= ... = 0.

Hence the work of straining the element of volume considered

where a, 6, c, 2slt 2*8 ,
2*3 are. as usual, the simple elongations

K k a
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and shears of the strain. If we use the principal elongations
and stresses, the work is

EXAMPLES.

1. To resolve a shearing stress of intensity S, which is exerted on
two given rectangular planes at any point into its components with

reference to any three rectangular planes at the point.
Let (fig. 13, p. 19) be the point, and suppose that the stress

on all planes parallel to BOCF is a shearing stress of intensity S, and
that the stress on all planes parallel to AOCH is also a shearing
stress of (necessarily) the same intensity (see p. 493), while there is

no stress on planes parallel to AOBD.
Let the direction-cosines of the normals, OA, OB, OC, to these

planes with reference to three rectangular axes of x, y, z, he (/, m, n\
(I', m', n'), (I", m", n"\ Then for the system of planes on which the

stresses are given we have N{-=N = N
3
'= 0, and also T^=. T2'=0,

since there is no stress on AOBD. Therefore if Pf

, Q', R' are the

components along OA, OB, OC of the intensity of stress on a plane
whose direction-cosines with respect to these lines are A, JJL, v, we have

Hence the components along OA, OB, 00 of the intensity stress on

the plane yz are p _ ^ q ._ ^ # _ Q .

and N
1
is the sum of the components of these along the axis of x ;

therefore ^ = IP+ I'Q/+ l"Rf = 2 ITS.

Also T
3
= mP+ m'Q'+ m"R' = (Imf+ I'm) S,

T
z
= nP'+ n'Qf+ n"Bf = (In'+ I'n)S ;

and hence the components of the given shearing stress are

211'S, 2mm'S, 2nn'S, (Imf+ I'm) S, (ln'+l'n)S, (mn'+ m'n) S.

(Compare with the resolution of a shearing strain, p. 484.)

2. Two normal stresses on two rectangular planes are combined

with two shearing stresses on the same planes ; find the principal

planes and intensities of the resultant stress.

Let fig. 266, p. 492, represent the normal stresses N
1
and N

2 acting
on planes at right angles to each other and to the plane of the paper,
and combined with shearing stresses, T3 ,

or S, in these planes. (Of
course the figure represents the equilibrium of an element of the body.)
Since there is no stress on any plane parallel to the plane of the paper,
the stress on every plane lies in the plane of the paper (p. 491).
Then T

3
= S, Ns

= T^ = T
2
=

;
and the principal planes are

obviously perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Let the normal to
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any plane perpendicular to the paper make an angle 6 with tin- direc-
tion of

.\\. Then the components of stress on this plane are

P = y
i

Q = S cos 6+Nt sin^.

F..r a principal plane P=F.coad, Q=F.fAn6, where P it a

principal stress. Hence

(N1 F). cos + S. sin^ = 0,

S . cos 6+ (#, /") . sin 6 = 0.

From these equations we find the two principal intensities of street

and the directions of the principal planes are given by the equation

tan20 = y^r
.

3. If the stress on a plane is wholly a shearing stress, prove that its

line of action is the line of contact of the plane with the con-

shearing stress, and find its magnitude.
Since P = IA

, Q = mB, R = nC, a point whose co-ordinates are
9 f *f

/'. V, ^ will lie on the cone + ^ + = 0, if AP + Bnt+ C*n* =
;

-*! Jj

that is, the extremity of the line representing the intensity of stress

will lie on the cone of shearing stress if the stress is wholly shearing.

Therefore, &c. Since the magnitudes of all stress intensities are rapre-
a? y* 2*

.-i -nted l>y the radii vectores of the ellipsoid
- -

-f
-j^-

-f

""

rj
= 1, the

intensities of shearing stress will be reprei-ent. <! 1>\ t!i- nulii vectores

of this ellipsoid measured along the edges of the cone of sbetti

stress.

4. If at any point in a body the principal stresses consist <

tensions of intensities A and B (A >B) and a pressure of in:

prove that the maximum intensity of shearing stress is /AC, and

find the plane on which it is exerted.

5. If at any point in a body the principal stresses conit><

tension of intensity .1 ami two pressures of * B and C (R>C\,

prove that the maximum inten-ity of shearing stress is \/^//, ami

the plane on which it is exerted.

i.l the .-on. lit ions that a stress whose components with revpect
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to any three rectangular axes are given should produce shearing stress

on two planes only, and these rectangular.NTT"!> *
S

4 2

Ans. TNTAS' ^'2' *1 = 0, and ^ +^+^=0; the first

T T
-*2> *i a

expresses that the product of the three principal stresses = 0, and the

second that their sum =
;

so that one principal stress must be zero

and the other two a tension and a pressure of equal intensities/

7. Given the components of the stress with reference to the

principal axes of the stress, find the components of the same stress

with reference to any set of rectangular axes.

Ans. N
1
=AF+ m?+ Cn*, N2

= A I'*

^=A IT+Bm'm" + Cn'n", T
2
= Atf'+ Bmm"+ Cnn",

T
s
=All'+Bmm'+ Cnn'.

SECTION III.

Expression of Stress in terms of Strain.

298.] Coefficients of Elasticity. The strain at any point

depends, in the first instance, on the nine quantities

du du du dv dv dv dw dw dw

dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz

Now the strain being small, we may evidently assume that if

these components of strain are all increased in the same ratio,

the stress components which correspond to them will all be

increased in the same ratio. Hence each of the six stress com-

ponents, NL, N2 , N3) Tlt T2 ,
Ts ,

is a linear function of the nine

strain components ;
so that we have, for example,

du du du dv dv dv dw

dw dw
+ / I />^Q 7 r *^Q 7 *

Vy 9 ^
with similar values of N2 , &c. In this way we should have

fifty-four distinct coefficients, clt c%, ... , expressing the stress in

terms of the strain.

A first reduction in this number is obvious ;
for in the strain

the terms -r- and -:- always g-o together in the form -
|- ,

dy dx dy dx
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which is a shear
; and similarly we have two other pairs, which

are also shears. Hence, as the strain really involves only ix

(inponents, a, b, c, 2slt 2*2 , 2*3 , each stress component is a linear

function of only six quantities ; and there are therefore only tliirt v-

six di>tinct coefficients.

Then- i- a further reduction of this number to twenty-one in all

cases of strain, irrespective of the nature of the strained body a
reduction which is thus made by Green (see the Matkema 1

Papers of the late George Green, pp. 249, &c.).

The work done in bringing a body from anyone state of strain

to any other must be simply a function of the quantities which

define the magnitudes of the two strains; i.e., it cannot depend
on the nnhr or nature of the series of states of strain, through
which the body may pass from the first state to the second ;

in

other words, the stresses must be a conservative system (see

p 309). For, if this were not the case, we might bring the body
from a state [A] to a state (B) through a certain series of states

by the expenditure of a certain amount, W^ of work, and then

constraint, implying no expenditure of work) make it return

from () to (A) through another series of states, and in this

series we might receive from the stresses an amount, //'+ //''.

work done against external resistances. Each cycle of changes
would therefore create an amount of work, and perpetual ni"

1

would be possible. The reasoning would be concli. ; it

n-'t lor the fact (well pointed out and explained by Thomson
and Tait, Nat. Phil.) that compression (as a rule) generates heat

and extension (as a rule) causes a loss of heat; and this alterat

of temperature at every moment affects the elasticity ,,f the \*\\ .

and therefore the stresses. II D when the l.o.ly i at two

diilerent times in the same state of strain, the stresses may
1>< the same in these states; and the above reasoning fr the

existence of a potential of stress falls to the ground.

It. however, the states of strain are produced slowly, *

the temperature may be sensibly constant, the stresses will

always !> the same in the same state of strain; and the work

done in strain will be simply a I'uncti'-n of the strain.

By p. 499, the work done in the very small strain

(da, ... *...)
of an element of volume rf is
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and if < (a, b, c, s
1 ,

s
2 ,

$
3)

is the potential of the strain per unit

of volume, this work must be

-^
do

Hence ^=2^, N2
= 2$, ... T, = ^, ..

da db dsl

Since N
lt ... are linear functions of ,..., <f>

is obviously a homo-

geneous quadratic function of the six components of strain, and

it has therefore twenty-one distinct coefficients, which are those

entering into the values of the components of stress.

For the particular case of Isotropie Bodies (p. 474) these

coefficients reduce to two, as has been differently shown by

Green, Lame, and Rankine. Green's method consists essentially

in so determining- the constants in < that it shall be sym-
metrical all round each of three axes as it must be for iso-

tvopic, as distinguished from crystalline, bodies.

299.] Method of Cauchy. This simple method consists in

assuming that at every point in a strained isotropic body the

principal axes of the strain coincide with the principal axes of

the stress. Here then we have

*1=*2=*3=, 2^ = ^=^3=0.
Also we can assume

A= (X+ SfiJ^ + Aftj + Aa,,

where A and
//,

are constants; for e2 and e3 must evidently have

the same coefficient in the value of A, since the body is elastically

symmetric with regard to the axes of y and z (and, of course,

with regard to all axes) and the plane on which JN
r

1 acts is also

symmetrically placed with respect to them. Thus

A = A0 + 2ju^, \

=\e + 2^e2,( (1)

C = \6+2fj.e3 ,
)

where d = e^e^e^ the cubical dilatation, and 15 2 , e% are the

principal elongations.

It is required to express the components, NltN2 ,
N3 ,

Tv T2 ,
Ts ,

of the stress at the point considered in the body with reference

to three rectangular axes at the point and the corresponding

components of the strain. Let
(I, m, n), &c., be the direction-

cosines of the new axes with reference to the principal axes of

strain and stress. Then by multiplying both sides of equations
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(1) by I2
,

i
2
,
n2

, respectively, and adding, we hare by example
7. p. -)O2, and example 9, p. 4>

Similarly JV,
= \8 + 2/4<r.

(2)

And by multiplying the sides of equations (1) by IT, '", '",
and adding, we have by the same examples

Similarly, 7\ = 2/4*,.

(3)

300.] Method of Thomson and Tait. If a spherical p-

of an isotropic body be subject to pressure of uniform intensity all

over its surface, it must in yielding retain its spherical form, i.e.

it experiences no distortion. And if a cube of it be sir

shearing stresses in the planes of its faces, it must, fir a small

strain, undergo distortion (into the shape of a slightly oblique

parallelepiped) without alteration of volume, and the amount of

this distortion (defined as in Art. 286) must be the same no

matter to what side of any face the shearing stress is parallel.

Consequently the elastic quality of a completely i>t

body depends on two, and only two, constants which are the

same throughout its mass viz., its resistance to dilatation (or

< oinpression) and its resistance to distortion.

Remittance to ])iltfa(iun. To find this constant, let a uniform

tension
(<>r pressure) of intensity V be applied all over the

surface of any portion of the body and let it produce a small

ililatation (or compression) of this portion, the amount

dilatation being 6 (defined as in Cor. 4, Art. 278); thru the

>i>tanre to change of volume is

N
'

; resistance (since $ is a nunili.-r) is aforce per unit of area.

Remittance to Distortion. To find this constant, let a shearing

stress of intensity S be applied to any pair of parallel planes*

and let the amount of the shear (delim-d as in Art. 286), be

denote, 1 by 2*; then the resistance to distortion u

2̂*'

This resistance (since * is a nnml-er) is afort* /*r *i/ of ana.
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Denote these two coefficients respectively by k and //.

The values of the shearing stresses, T^ T
z ,
T3 , in terms of the

shears (given in equations (3) of last Art.) follow at once.

To find the stresses called into play by a simple elongation, a,

along the axis of x, resolve this elongation exactly as in example
3, p. 483, into a cubical dilatation a together with two shears.

Now, by our above definition, the dilatation will cause a normal

intensity of stress equal to ka on each face of a cubical

element whose edges coincide with Ox, Oy, and Oz at the

point 0.

Consider the elongation %a along Ox

and the accompanying contraction %a

,H along Oz. These give shears each equal

to \a on the planes OCHD inclined at
--.".->, (*

ff . angles of 45 to Ox and Oz; and these
,'

*

shears will, by the above definition, give

p. 2g8
rise to shearing stresses each of intensity

| H a on these planes. Again, by p. 493,
these shearing stresses will give rise to normal stresses each of in-

tensity \\ia on planes parallel to Off and CD
;
and it is obvious

that the normal stress on the plane OH (or rather the plane

through OH perpendicular to the paper) produced by the portion
of the body to the right of OH will be tension, i. e., it will be in

the sense Ox ; while on the plane CD (or Of) the normal stress

produced by the portion of the body at the upper side of the

figure will be pressure, i. e., it will be in the sense zO.

Similarly by considering the other shear (that which consists of

elongation %a along Ox and contraction %a along Oy] we have a

further normal tension equal to \\ia on the plane perpendicular

to Ox; and normal pressure \[t.a on the plane perpendicular to

Oy. Hence the elongation a gives normal stresses

O

on the planes perpendicular to Ox, Oy, Oz, respectively.

Similarly the elongation b (which is along Oy) gives normal

stresses

in the same directions ;
and the remaining elongation, c, gives

(*

Hence we have
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"1 = (*'

and E (/_ | M)0-r2M*, ! (A)
^s = (* 3^)0+ 2ji, J

where = a + i+ c = the cubical dilatation.

EXAMPLES.

1. To express Young's modulus in terms of the resistances to
dilatation and distortion.

Let a bar of the body be subject to traction, as in Art. 287.
Then we have Na

= (k f /i) (c-2a) + 2/ic ; .V,
= .V. =(*-| M)

(c 2a) 2fJia. But the intensity of the elongating stress is JV,, and
the elongation (per unit of length) is c; therefore if = Young's
modulus, y

o

Also since there is no force on the sides of the bar

c, and ' = (k

\VlnMi a bar is elongated, it thus appears that there is lateral con-

traction (a) in all directions perjM-iidinilar to the axis of the Imr, and
the ratio of this to the elongation (c) is

3-2jz
+ /*)'

2. One end of a bar of isotmpi.- material if* ht-M <1 the

lar hun^r- vcrtioull)' ;
find its i -luii^it i.>n i-aiiHcd ],\ it.s i i^ht.

Let Alt lie tin- liar in its natural -r.it.-. /' a point in .1 // at *

nice z from .1
;

h-t .I'// i.j.nsi-nt the elongated bar, aitd K-t

IM- the di-j>laci-d ]>osition of /'.

Tin 'ii the intensity of .stn-^H on a normal section at /**= /

\\ lii-re E is Young's modulus. But if to i* the nieu of tin- i-octioii at

weight of length I'll U' 1-:
/' . th.- int. -n-ity of stress = -- - = r-i

O) I

W and / are the weight and length of the bar.

du> W 1-,
Hence -5- r-*d CM /

where f is a constant. Now the value of w for the fixed end is
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therefore (7=0; and the value of w for the free end, B, is the

amount of elongation. Hence, putting z = Z,

Wl
amount of elongation =

It is immaterial whether o> means the section of the bar A'B' or the

section of AB, since these areas differ by a small quantity of the first

order.

3. To find stresses produced at any point in a circular cylinder
which undergoes torsion round its axis.

"With the notation of p. 478, we have by Art. 299.

The torsion may be produced either by fixing one end of the

cylinder and applying a couple to the other end, or by applying two

equal and opposite couples to the ends, each of which is free. By
considering the equilibrium of a portion of the cylinder between one

end and a section made at any point, 0, (fig. 269) on the axis perpen-

dicularly to the axis, we see that the stress system exerted over this

section by the remaining portion of the cylinder must be a couple

equal in amount to the applied couple, (F, F).
Let the fixed axes of x and y at be

Ox and Oy, and let P be a point in the

section whose co-ordinates are x and y.

Then the above values of the intensities of

stress show that on the element area dS at

P the two components of stress on the

lower side of dS are ^- ydS in the direction

Ox, and xdS in the direction yO. The

sum of their moments about Oz is

-p. 2g
~-

(a? -f T/
2

) dS in a sense opposite to that

of the applied couple. Hence if the mo-

ment of this couple is denoted by T,

where r =OP, and the integration is extended over the whole area of

the section at 0. Now fr*dS is the moment of inertia, /, of the

section about Oz. Therefore

Let j > which is the rate of twist per unit length of the cylinder be
c

denoted by T, and we have ^T/ = T. (
a
)
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a ,

If the cylinder is solid (having no hollow part), 7 =s

in equation (a) is known as Coulomb's Law.
4. To show that Coulomb's Law cannot apply to a nun-circular

cylinder when it is acted on only by twisting couples at its ex-
tn -unties.

In order that the law of torsion strain expressed by the equation*
= ryz, v = TXX, w =

may hold we shall show that force must be applied over the bounding
surface of the cylinder parallel to its axis.

Let fig. 270 represent a section of the cylin- S \ , T
<ltT perpendicular to its axis, the axis passing

through ;
let P be a point on the bounding / ^ //

surface, PT the tangent to the section, and

OQ a perpendicular to PT. Let OQ be

taken as axis of x, the axis of z being the

axis of the cylinder; and let us calculate tin-

stress on an element plane which touches tin*

Ixuinding surface at P. We have for this plane / = 1, w = 0, =
;

and equations (3) p. 491 give (by last example)

P=0, = 0, R = -HTy = -HT.PQ',
i.e., the stress on this plane is proportional to P(j, mid then- nm
an applied force to balance this stress, since there is none of tin

niitti rial of the cylinder at the right-hand side of the plane.

Remark, p. 491.)
5. Let there be a straight solid

la r or beam subject to a slight

lii-udinp strain such that the fibres

(mean fit>re) which lie in a certain

plane, although bent, are not elon-

gated, and that the elongation (posi-
tive or negative) along every other

fil>re is proportional to its (positive
or negative) distance from this

plane, tli.- Ix-mling of all fibres

taking place parallel to a single

plane which cuts the normal section

of the liar p-rpi-inliculnrly. It is

rr<|iiired to find for any normal

section the sum <>f tin- mmix-nts,
mmnl tli<- line in whn-li it in'-

sects the piano of the mean fibres, of the

the section by the ht rained fibres.

Suppose that after the bending any one section, AIIB (fig. a;

brought by a motion as of a rigid body (Art 274) back to it*

lion, and 1< .1 i,.-i_'liKni ing section then occupy the position

A' II'll'. Lft ////', <<' be two of the mean fibres winch reach acrom

from one of the sections to the other. Then the original distance

fi

which are exerted at
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l)etween the sections is HH' or cc'. Let this be denoted by ds. If

PP' is any other fibre reaching across, Pn and P'n' the perpendiculars
from P and P' on the right lines cH and c'H', the elongation along

PP' (i.e.
-

j )
is proportional to Pn. Let the planes of the

sections AHB and A'H'B' intersect in a line OL, let p denote the

length of the radius of curvature (cO) of the bent mean fibres

(cc' or nn}, and Pn = y. Then evidently

nn p

PP'nn _ y
nn p

which is the elongation along PP'. For fibres at the lower side of

cH, there is contraction, or negative elongation, and for these y is

reckoned as negative.

Now, by Hooke's Law, if we consider a small prism whose sides are

the fibres emanating from points on a very small area, dcr, at the

point P, the longitudinal stress of this prism is (p. 364)

Ey 7

P
'

Ey*
The moment of this force about cH is da-

; therefore the sum of
P
E

these moments all over the section AHB is fy*dcr, or

El

where / is the Moment of Inertia of the section AHB about the line cH.
Remark. If the end of a beam merely rests against a fixed surface,

there will be no Bending Moment at this end, and p = oo at it.

But if the end is tangentially fixed there will be a Bending Moment
at it, and its curvature will not be zero.

6. A uniform slightly elastic

beam rests, in non-limiting

equilibrium, with one end on

the ground and the other

against a vertical wall, the ver-

tical plane through the beam

being at right angles to the

wall; find the form of the

mean fibre of the beam. Let

AB(fig. 272) be the beam; GN
the vertical through its centre

of gravity, G ;
R and S the

reactions of the ground and

Fig. 272. wall
(ft

the angle made by R
with the vertical

;
a the angle

which the tangent to the beam at A makes with the horizon
;
h and
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k tlie distances, Ax and Bx, of the extremities from the line of
intcrsectiou of the ground and wall.

Let P be any point in the beam, at which we shall calculate the

Bending Moment, i.e., the sum of the moment- of all the forces acting
on tin- l>c:mi between P and A

;
let the horizontal and vertical lines

through A be taken as axes of x and y ;
let Q be any point between

P and A
;

let the co-ordinates of P and Q be (x, y) and (x't y^
r<

>|i ti\ily ; let the original length of the beam be /, and its

weight H'.'

W
Then the weight of an element of length, ds', at Q is

-y dt, and the

moment of this force tending to produce curvature at P round a line

(such as ell in fig. 27 1 ) perpendicular to the plane of the figure is

Also the moment of R about this axis is

R (x cos $ y sin
</>).

Hence if p is the radius of curvature of the mean fibre at P, we
/

'

J W
=
tf(*cos*-ysin*)-y/(*-

aO<fc'> (1)

the integration being performed from A to P,

If P is taken very close to A
,
the Bending Moment on the right

side of (1) is zero, therefore p at A = oo
, i.e., A is a |>oint of

inflexion ;
and B is also a point of inflexion for a similar reason.

Assume y = x tan a+ a,*
3 + a

t
x* + ass* (2)

where a,, a
t ,

a
B ,

... are all very small quantities; there being no

</*v

term in x2 since = Q (p
= CD) &t A.

From (2), we find

âx

Q
tur

''-,

1 _-~ -
;
and if we neglect products of a,,

~~ ~~ ilii __

we shall have - = oos'a(6a.*+ 12a ^+ 20a ^ +
P

Abo

Making these bubstitutiona in (1), and equating to mro the
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coefficient of every power of x, we have

_ R sin
(j> (cot <J>

tan
a)a

*
=

E1 cos3a

W
a<~ 241EI cos4 a'

while a
5 ,

a
6 ,

... are of the order and may be neglected.

<#V
Also at the extremity B, -5 must be zero

; therefore
CL3C

at = ;

and the equation of the mean fibre is

W
y = x tan a + - ,, (2 Ace

3
a?

4

)
sec

4
a.

By putting k and A for y and a?, this equation gives

Je Wh3

tan a = ---7ITir sec* a.
& 24MJBI

Putting sec a = =- in the same term, we get

k Wlf*
tan a = ,

h

where V is used for \/&2 + A2
.

Substituting this value of a in the equation of the mean fibre, we
have 7 TTrv*

1
which is the equation of the mean fibre, to the first power of ~.

It will be easily found that AN, the abscissa of the centre of gravity
of the beam, is h Wkl'2

.

7. A rigid bar is supported nearly horizontally on three given
vertical props which are slightly elastic ;

to determine the pressures
on these props.

Suppose that the props are fixed

.*
c
. in the ground at D, E, and F

(fig. 27 3), and that their extremities

were originallly a, b, c, which are

in a horizontal line; but that

when the shrinking has taken place,

their extremities, A, B, C, lie in a

line slightly inclined to the horizon.

Fig. 273. j^ ^heir original lengths be p, q, r,

so that Aa = bp, Bb = bq, Cc=dr;
let the pressures on them at A, B> and G be P, Q, and R

;
let G be

the centre of gravity of the bar and W its weight.
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Tli.-n we have

the second being obtained by moments about '/,

if the areas of the normal sections of the prop* are a, /3, y, we
have (Art. 216)^ bp Q ? R _ ^ r

a" /'/3" 9
'

y
~ '

~r*

supposing that Young's modulus is the same for all.

Again, we must express the fact that ABC is a right line. Drawing
through C a parallel to ale, we have

6p 6> _ AC

.: BC.lp-AC ,tq + AB.br = 0, (3)

Tin- tliroo equations (1) and (4) determine P, Q, R.

8. A heavy rigid slab is supported nearly horizontally mi four given
vertical props; to determine the pressures on these props.

Let the extremities, A, B, C, D, of the props when the shrinking
has taken place be represented in fig. 212, p. 294: let the original

lengths of the props be p, 7, r, s
;

let the perpendiculars from A and
C on the diagonal BD l>e // and r'; let those from B and D on AC be

q' and '; let the perpendiculars from G, the centre of gravity of the
-lali. on AC and BD be ./; and y ;

let P, Q, Ji, S be the pressure* ou
tin- prop-, whose s.-itions are a, ft, y, i, res]" .in<l K-t IK=

weight of slab. Then we have obviously the statical equations

P+Q +R+S= W, ly-lir'- Wx = 0, Qg'-*V+ Hy = 0, (I)

\<! is supposed to lie within the area AO/J] the two latter being
ci|ii;it

inns of moments round BD and .1' '.

\\ nni-t now express the fact that A, B, C, D lie in ono plane.
To do this we ahull calculate the vertical descent, J. of the j*

from the <li -.,,!, ts of A and C and also from those of B and /). Jutt

as iii lu-t exiiniple, we have

-&r_ AC _/>'

6f-6r
~~
OC~

si,,,n.riy

/' +r ? -f *

Also, as I- = E -? &c., therefore (2) becomes

/ n g' o_n /\
>

"
%"??)

The four equations (1) and (3) determine the pressure*.

Ll
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9. "When the external forces have a potential (for the law of

inverse square), prove that the cubical dilatation satisfies the equation

and that each component () of displacement satisfies the equation

V 2w = 0,

d? d? cZ
2

where V= T^+Tl+^a'dor ay* dz*

These results follow easily. For if X, Y, Z in equations (1),

dV dV dV
p. 489, are > -=- -=- and if VF = 0, we obtain V0 = by

cue ^y tt%

differentiating the first of these with respect to x, the second with

respect to y, the third with respect to z, and adding, using the values

of Nlt
T

3 , &c., given in equations (2) and (3) of p. 505.

10. If U is the equation of the surface of any solid subject to

strain, but having no superficial stress prove that at all points on the

surface,

dU _dU _dU
where U, E i -j- > U, = -j- > t/

8= -,
-

; and that the stresses on all
ax ay dz

planes passing any point on the surface lie in the tangent plane at

this point.

11. Investigate an expression, in terms of stress alone, for the

work done in the small strain of a body.
It has been shown (p. 500) that the work done in the strain of an

element, da>, of volume is ^(Ae1 + Be
2+ Ce

s)da). Now in equations

(A) p. 507, using the principal stresses A, B, C for Nlt JV
2 , ^3, and

du dv dw
the principal strains eit e2 ,

es for -= -^-
j~ we have A+.B+ C =

3k9
;
and multiplying them by A, B, C and adding, we have

Therefore if A + B+ C = S, and AB+BC+ CA = 2,

S 2 2= --- ,

where E is Young's modulus. Hence the whole work of deformation

is

the integration being extended throughout the whole body.
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If we do not employ the principal stresses and strains, bat

having reference to a given Bet of axes, the same expression gives the

wurk, and S will stand for

.V
1
+ .V

a+ .V
8 and 2 for ^y.+ .V^.+ .V^V,- T*-T*- T*.

This expression for the work of deformation is Clapeyroni TVtaorvm.

frame's Lemons svr L'tflasticite, p. 83.)

12. Find the work done in the uniform compression of a body.
Ans. If P is the intensity of external pressure exerted all over

the surface, V the original volume and V the final volume, the work
is \p(V-V).

[In a uniform compression u = ax, t> = ay, to = as : and of

V V
course = = The principal stresses are equal at all points,

and each = P.]

13. Prove that, although the volume of a solid body may not have

changed during a small strain, there is work done in ito deformation,
and find an expression for this work.

Ans. The work = f(N*+ IT*+N + 2 T. + 2 T. + 2 r,) Aw,
1 C .

/ (At + lP+C*) do) if we express it in terms of the prim-i|al
|* /

stresses at each point ;
and this cannot possibly vani.-h unless all the

cuinponents of internal stress vanish. (Lame, p. 85.)

[Assuming no change of volume at any cK nunt,

6=0, therefore N^^ + N, = 0.

In a fluiil the stresses are all of the same kind (pressures) therefore

tli.' work = if 6= 0.]

14. If throughout a body there is only o ipal strew (A),

which is constant, prove that the work of deformation b

or

where V is its volume. (Lamd, p. 83.)

15. A weight i- placed on an ordinary rectangular table which retB

on the ground ;
cjiltiil.it.- tin- pressures on the four leg*, Mipporing

that the legs may be treated as rigid in comparison with the ground.

An<. If tin- adjacent *ides at any corner A are 6 and a, an-!

and
//

an- tin- .listain-.-s fn-in these Blde, resjx

application of the resultant of the sustained weight and the weight of

tla tal>h, the pressure on the leg through A is

Z< 8 _*_
2 4

u I. ere H' = sum of sustained weight and weight of table.
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16. Prove that a circular cylinder can be subject to the strain

u = ryz, v = TZX, w = cxy,

(its axis being axis of &) provided that surface stress parallel to the axis

is supplied.

17. Determine the components of strain as quadratic functions of

the co-ordinates so that at all points we shall have

AT N T T"
1

"
2
- *

1
- * U

.J

and show that such strain will require the application of external

surface stress.

[Assume u = px + qy+ rz+ \ (aa?+ by* -f a? + 2fyz -f 2 gzx+ 2 hxy\
with similar values of v and w

;
then let the equations be satisfied at

all points, i. e., equate to zero the coefficient of each variable.]
18. Construct a diagram of the work done in slowly extending a

cylindrical bar.

[On the axis of x measure off from the origin a length, OA, equal to

Z
0>
the natural length of the bar; at A draw a line making with the axis

E(T
of x an angle whose tangent is the numerical value of (see p. 364).

'o

The ordinate, PM, of this line at any point, P, will represent the force

which produces a length in OM in the bar; and the area of the

triangle APM represents the work of extension. The result in p. 366
is graphically evident.]

19. A slightly elastic beam rests horizontally at any number of points

against fixed vertical props, and is-4oacled uniformly between each

successive pair of props. Prove that ifMv M2 ,
M

s denote the bending
moments at three successive points, A 1,Ai,A s ,of support, we shall have

8 (a + b)M2+ 4al/
1 + 4bM3

= wa5 + w'b3
,

where a = A^A^, b = A^A^, w = load per unit length throughout

A^A^ w' = load per unit length in A
2
A

3
.

(L ?/ dtj

[The Bending Moment at any point = El
-=-j

> since,
~-

being
'.' i

1 ' i, 1
'

everywhere small, we may neglect its square.
This is known as The Equation of Three Moments^]

[The four following examples were communicated to the Author by
the Rev. Professor Townsend.]

20. A horizontal beam, supported at both ends, being loaded with

any number of isolated weights, if the bending moments be equal at

any pair of contiguous weights, P and Q, they are equal throughout
the entire interval PQ.

21. A uniform load, PQ, is moved along a horizontal beam sup-

ported at both ends, A and B
; prove that at a given point, 0, in the

beam the bending moment will be greatest when PQ occupies such a

... ., . OP OA
position that = .
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A uniform beam is tnn<jfntiaUy fired at b<>t!;

and /'. /' i- its point of i.-nYetioii. (' is tli.- font -f the

p. rp.-ndicubr lY.-m 1> on AB; X is any point in the line AB; a

perpendicular to Ml at A" meets the bent beam in Y and the circular

an- through .1, l>, 1> in ^
PTOTB<

23. A uniform beam is supported by four equidistant props, two of

which :nv terminal I prove that the two points of inflexion of it*

middle segment lit on the horizontal line of the props.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMTLES.

1 I .i-t the magnetic curves of a magnet be described, and suppose

electric current., to run in wire> coinciding with the curves.

. that if C is the strength of the current in any wire and k the

constant sum of cosines (see p. 39) corresponding to it, the force which

ill exert on either pole of the magnet is proportional to

CVZk^l*.

the curve which cuts the magnet perpendicularly exerte the

maximum force.]

2. If the walls of a room and an insulated eleetritied body in-ide it

me potential, prove that no electrical i-lVe, HM.B

,sill l)e observed in the room.

. uniform beam, AB, is supported hori/.ontally at tw.i points, C
ami I>. in its U-nt-tli, (' beini,' adjaemt to A and D to B. Provc

^

t

['

at

if two stales be d.-.-rilwd with C and 1> for centres and CA and DJS

f,,r radii, respectively, the two points of inflexion of the beai

fcVO pointt
<>f the coaxal system determined by tl,

i Town-end).

4. \ It, given in magnitude, line of action, and s,

into two component-, /'. '.'.
which arc ml y to t

;illll ( ,f
p.

i, through a -isen pmnt ; find .1 n

v ,,l\i \en quantities)
b.-tween /'. <j.

and /.'.

:, Two equal ban, O.\ and or. are freeh .j-inted at the |

four e,,nal ban fon..in a lozen^-. AMD ^
I ft C and /> and the >y>tem (called a 1

einHbriuin by two forces applied t n and it. If the f

,,f constant magnitude ill all MMBtioOl <* tl- cell. ,u. it uflfart (

I to -v- tint the force at Jl wfll M "iic varjTii-

ver.eh' as the s.'ina.e
of the distance " I>rwin. ^

f // /,,.,,./../< .I/-/'
|!*7S'

Darwin's most ingenioii-
meclianical

M HI
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Equipotential Lines of any number of magnetic poles by means of

Peaucellier's Cells).

6. A given system of forces is to be reduced to two inclined at the

angle a
; prove that the shortest distance between their lines of action

o/> ,.

cannot be less than -jr-cot
-

(Wolstenholme's Book of Math. Prob.,
Ji '-

P. 387, second ed.)

o
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